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Abstract of this thesis entitled

“Teachers’ Perceptions of Ill-posed Mathematical Problems:
Implications of Task Design
for Implementation of Formative Assessments”
Submitted by
Chung, Kin Pong
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
at Hong Kong Baptist University
in May 2018

By manipulating constraints and goals, this study had generated some ill-posed problems in
“Fractions” which were packed into 2 mathematical tasks for teacher uses in an intended
exploration of their perceived effectiveness of teaching mathematical problem-solving against their
student responses through the lens of the theory of formative assessment. Each ill-posed problem
was characterized by certain descriptive “instability” that users would have to define own sets of
mathematical assumptions for problem-solving inquiries. 3 highly qualified, experienced, and
trained mathematics teachers were purposefully recruited, and instructed to acquire and mark
student responses without any prior teaching and intervention. Each of these teachers’ perceptions
of ill-posed problems was acquired through a semi-structured clinical case-interview. All teachers
in common demonstrated only individual singular mathematical problem-solving inquiries as major
instructional adjustments during evaluation, even though individuals had ample opportunities in
manipulating the described intention of each problem. Although some could realize inquiries from
students being alternative to own used, not all would intend to change initial instructional plans of
each problem and could design dedicated tasks in extending given problem-solving contexts for
subsequent teaching and maintaining the described problem-solving intentions merely because of
evaluation purposes. The resulting thick teacher perceptions were then analyzed by the Mayring’s
(2015) Qualitative Content Analysis (QCA) method for exploring particularly those who could
intend to influence and get influenced by students’ used mathematical assumptions in interviews.
Certain unanticipated uses of assumptions of student individuals and groups were evidently found
to have influenced cognitively some teachers’ further problem-solving inquiries at some interview
instants and stimulated their perception changes. In the lack of subject implementation in
mathematics education for the theory of “formative” assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009), based on
its definition, these instants should be put as their potential creations of and/or capitalizations upon
certain asynchronous moments of contingency according to their planning of instructional
ii

adjustments for more comprehensive learning and definite growths of mathematical inquiries of
students according to individuals’ needs of problem-solving. Due to QCA, these perception changes
might be characterized by four certain inductively formed categories of scenarios of perceptions,
which were summarized as 1) Evaluation Perception, 2) Assumption Expansion Perception, 3)
Assumption Collection Perception, and 4) Intention Indecision Perception. These scenarios of
perceptions might be used to explore teachers’ intentions, actions, and coherency in accounting for
students’ used assumptions in mathematical inquiries for given problem-solving contexts and
extensions of given intentions of mathematical inquiries, particularly in their designs of
mathematical tasks. Teacher uses of ill-posed problems were shown to have provided certain
evidences in implementing formative assessments which should substantiate a subject
implementation of its theory in the discipline of mathematics education. Methodologically, the
current study also substantiate how theory-guided designs of ill-posed problems as well as generic
plain text analysis through QCA have facilitate effectiveness comparisons of instructional
adjustments within a teacher, across different teachers, decided prior knowledge, students of prior
mathematical learning experiences, and students in different levels of schooling and class size.
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Teacher perceptions of ill-posed mathematical problems: Implications
of task design for implementation of formative assessments

Chapter 1: Introduction
Pedagogical use of ‘well-posed’ (Hadamard, 1902) mathematical problems has a long
history to illustrate many familiar or routine mathematical problem-solving situations. Some wellposed problems could even be said as “standardized” for use in a society’s school mathematics
education, and in internal and external assessment activities. Because of a well-posed problem’s
uniqueness of its solution inquiry, as mostly designed as a “didactic situation” (Brousseau, 997), it
has not been emphasized too much on how each individual student can always take up own account
on knowledge applications for mathematical problem-solving in non-routine or even unfamiliar
mathematical situations. The seemingly “ever” differences in prior learning experiences of students
in a given classroom could even happen to make some individuals to get stuck contingently and
even unanticipatedly in a problem-solving activity. Since these students would momentarily have to
rely on others to continue own mathematical inquiries and learning progresses, they could hardly
demonstrate possible collaborative investigations, or might potentially be seen to have even
hampered the overall learning progress in a mathematics classroom. Designs, choices, and uses of
mathematical problems appear to be attributive. In Hong Kong, it has become an interesting
contrast when teachers, academics, and officials could long be concerned with learning outcomes of
students in problem-solving, very little local formal document, pedagogical strategy or education
research raises very critical query about the seemingly predominant uses of well-posed
mathematical problems in many aspects of school education and the influences of them to effective
classroom learning of individual students.

Each individual student receiving school mathematics education can presumably hope to be
an effective user of all learnt knowledge to account for his/her single or even multiple ways of
mathematical problem-solving in real-life situations. While a student or his/her parents can find
easily different kinds of descriptions and resources about the contemporary era’s school
mathematical knowledge and the mathematical contents in a given curriculum in the Internet, in
what way would a mathematics teacher prepare for own teaching effectiveness? How could a
teacher act to enable students to inquire knowledge applications in alternative or even
comprehensive problem-solving inquiries in a well-posed problem? These questions actually
interest this study very much.
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1.1 Significance of this Study
International debates on teaching mathematical problem-solving in school education have
been lasting for about half of a century. (See English & Gainsburg, 2016.) Interpretations are still
numerous on pedagogical meanings and intentions for effective mathematical problem-solving.
While a citizen of a region can often ask for a teacher’s necessity of teaching effectiveness of
learning mathematics in a school, s/he might not know mostly all mathematical contents as intended
in a given curriculum could easily be found in the Internet. This implies that being knowledgeable
in merely certain given mathematical contents does not necessarily represent being particularly
knowledgeable or even capable of developing own mathematical problem-solving inquiries in
realistic contexts.
In the view of a society’s public examinations, a future adult’s ability in mathematical
problem-solving can also be purposefully reduced to solving mathematical problems of only those
being represented by evaluation papers. In reality, mathematical problems never come naturally
from papers. Mathematical problem-solving actually has drawn the attentions of almost all
international scholars and educators in mathematics education because of the likely commonest
belief of its potential connections to social preparation of adult work and life for demands in
developed cities worldwide. Since effectiveness of learning and teaching practices of mathematical
problem-solving could inevitably be built on specific designs and choices of mathematical problems
for use, contentious perspectives arise. Representations and standards of student ability in
mathematical problem-solving during evaluation can be put as some critical examples. In addition,
teachers’ perceptions and pedagogical intentions could also be influential to implement
individualistic perspectives in own perceived versions of effectiveness of teaching and learning of
mathematical problem-solving. Since studies about mathematical problem-solving mostly focused
very heavily on uses of particular mathematical problems in well-posed designs, and studies
illuminating clearly relationships between uses of problems and teaching of problem-solving are
very scarce, this study intends to explore an experimental use of some ill-posed mathematical
problems for say some potential validations. This might illuminate how well-posed designs could
have contributed to certain effectiveness of contemporary teachers practices. In turn, there should
be some implications in feasible enhancements of pedagogical practices for mathematics education.

It is easily foreseeable that the choice of any design of a given mathematical problem can
give rise to an issue of representativeness in meaning any personally intended effectiveness of
student learning and teacher teaching. Therefore, a researcher for mathematics education should
identify proper design rationales of ill-posed problems for adoption and use a fairer construct to
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validate teaching and learning practices before making any claim about any relationship between a
teacher’s use of a given problem and how s/he might adjust own planned instructions according to
given student responses. This gives rise to this study’s need of the constructs in the theory of
“formative assessment” (Black & Wiliam, 2009) to guide its experimentations and explorations.
Since it appears to be a teacher’s subjective decisions to intend own designs of necessary
instructional adjustments for individual students’ growths in ability of mathematical problemsolving, a teacher’s own view about own practices becomes informative because of the
exclusiveness in extending individual students’ prior mathematical learning experiences and in
diagnosing their weaknesses for momentarily suitable correctives in a classroom. In the
contemporary practices of mathematics education, the duties of these teaching roles could hardly be
replaced by others once a given problem would happen to be used. This gives rise to this study’s
needs of teachers’ “perceived” effectiveness about own planning of teaching and learning of
mathematical problem-solving.

In Hong Kong, the lack of intentionally agreed definition of an ill-posed problem (e.g.
Kabanikhin, 2012) might also be attributed to the long lack of local concerns. Since a mathematical
problem for use in meaning a research perspective (Kilpatrick, 2013) for mathematics education is
still on a varying ground as informed by many scholars (e.g. Kilpatrick, 2013; Hegedus, 2013;
English & Gainsburg, 2016; Lesh & Zawojewski, 2007; Singer, Ellerton, Cai, & Leung, 2011;
Margolinas, 2013), this study intends to apply certain generation strategies from Silver et al. (1996)
to incorporate certain experimental contextual “instability” (Kabanikhin, 2012, p.2) in manipulating
the designs of some chosen simple well-posed problems and in securing the resulting “ill-posedness” for certain definite “stimuli” (Black & Wiliam, 2009) leading to potential cognitive influences
of certain alternative mathematical problem-solving inquiries, as encouraged by the Hegedus’ (2013)
definition of mathematical problem-solving.
For this study’s interest of teachers’ own perceived effectiveness in teaching mathematical
problem-solving inquiries, the “secured” potential cognitive influences might be experimentally
designed against the mutual exclusiveness between a problem user’s definite mathematical
assumption and any of its simultaneous alternatives for necessarily certain progress in own
problem-solving inquiry during own interpretation of an intended “piece” of instability in a given
design of an ill-posed mathematical problem. Such a rationale in general could promise the
resulting design of an ill-posed problem to generate necessarily interactive situations which might
be used for certain diagnostic and/or corrective purposes about missing and/or mis-conceptualized
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mathematical knowledge, as assumed in a particular design. During transaction of a given problemsolving inquiries, as the instant of what to be transacted in a formative interaction, the necessity of
initiation of alternative inquiries in the above design rationale of an ill-posed problem should help
to facilitate users’ mutual interests in complementing own inquiries with unknown alternatives in
Churchman’s (1977) classified “Hegelian inquiry system” for individual users’ own inquiries. Such
an inquiry system allow this study to intend to suggest contextual descriptions in certain
uncertainties (Kabanikhin, 2012) for intended potentials of initiations of certain user-defined
assumptions during mathematical problem-solving upon uses of ill-posed problems in representing
the stimuli of cognitive influences for potential implementations of ‘formative’ assessments (Black
& Wiliam, 2009) in mathematics classrooms. This research intention is significant because the
theory of formative assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009) still lacks to supply a comprehensive
subject implementation for mathematics education and at the time of writing, the theory is still
internationally the most up-to-date one in facilitating proper conceptualization of effective
classroom practices.
Methodologically, this study will apply Mayring’s (2015) Qualitative Content Analysis
method to analyze teacher perceptions of these ill-posed problems and their reactions to both of
anticipated and unanticipated student responses in texts. Such an experimental exploration is
believed to enable this study to categorize systematically and objectively mathematics teachers’
intentions in necessary ‘creations of and/or capitalization upon “moments of contingency”’ (Black
& Wiliam, 2009, p.10) in the guide of the definition of formative assessment (ibid.). As informed
by Margolinas (2013), a teacher’s intentions are found to be the most crucial component in
facilitating own effective rationale(s) of use of mathematical tasks in certain design, as entailed in
these potential creations of and/or capitalizations upon moments of contingency, which is the
critical condition in scrutinizing certain implementation of formative assessments. Such a kind of
possible categorizations against different uses of assumptions for mathematical problem-solving
should give certain insights to the school mathematics education community for comparing
objectively different pedagogical plans of the same and/or different mathematics teachers in the
same problem-solving context.

1.2 Rise of the topic
Before exploring the pedagogical effectiveness of mathematical problem-solving with actual
practices of ill-posed problems in general, one important prior research task that this study intends
to take is to explore teachers’ perceptions of given ill-posed problems after use as well as their
potential reactions to students’ solutions of the problems. The exploration is believed to reflect their
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intentions on possible instructional adjustments that they could do for potential enhancements of
student learning in own perceived “effectiveness” of teaching and learning of mathematical
problem-solving.

This study applies some researcher-designed ill-posed mathematical problems being packed
into two tasks to explore. Each task will provide the underlying ill-posed problem(s) with a
common context and involve certain concepts and/or skills in a common topic. Different teachers
could give own perceptions against any aspect of each task and that of written responses of
individual teachers’ students after getting them finished doing. Teachers’ suggested actions for
creating or adjusting student learning, if any, are also believed to be built on a common ground,
particularly on presumably necessary teaching for the rest in pragmatic resolutions of issues arising
from mathematical problem-solving against solution instability that the given tasks would introduce.
This study then intends to base on in-service teachers’ potential designs of mathematical
tasks and the potential underlying design rationales that these tasks would demonstrate to imply to
what extent how individual teachers might plan to implement formative assessments in presumably
the most up-to-date definition (Black & Wiliam, 2009). Such a basis in research design will allow
this study to follow as a definite guide in clarifying individual teachers’ own potential differing
intentions, as reflected in potentially suggested designs of mathematical tasks. In addition, it will
facilitate connections of how individual teachers’ designs might (or might not) enable them to
theorize evidently own “perceived effectiveness of practices”, i.e. presumably potential
implementations of ‘formative’ assessments (Black & Wiliam, 2009), against particular connections
of own revealed intentions and/or actions of teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving
for the rest to individual student responses or individual types of student responses to given illposed problems.
According to Black & Wiliam (2009), an individual teacher’s ‘moment of contingency’
would likely be the exact instant that s/he should create or capitalize upon for potential regulation
and growths of student learning of mathematical problem-solving, as in a necessary subject
implementation that their theory is still in lack. In the contrast of contemporarily too dominant uses
of well-posed problems in teaching, learning, assessment, and research activities, which could still
be yet to support an effective practice, this study intends to experiment potential implementations
with teachers’ experimental uses of ill-posed mathematical problems. The designs of each problem,
when observing Hegedus’ (2013) definition of mathematical problem-solving, should afford
necessarily simultaneous but mutually exclusive mathematical inquiries. Different classroom
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participants could then always be expected to suggest individuals’ own multiple or multiple sets of
mathematical problem-solving approaches, leading to definite collaborative investigations of
potential alternatives or even comprehensiveness of a given problem-solving inquiry, and rigorous
diagnoses and assessments of applications of prior mathematical knowledge and problem-solving
experiences. The implications of this study are believed to suggest systematically how differing
pedagogical plans of the same or different teachers about teaching and learning of mathematical
problem-solving might be compared through the subsequent scrutiny of differing moments of
contingency, and against idiosyncratically reasonable and definite representations of growths in
meaning creation of learning of mathematical problem-solving. Pedagogical strategies in school
mathematics education might then become comparable in fairer platforms like user-defined
assumptions, or users’ multiplicities and/or comprehensiveness of intended inquiries of given illposed problems in common problem-solving contexts, rather than affected by only choices and uses
of problems in particular designs.

1.3 Operational definitions
For quick conceptualization of this thesis, the operational definition of each key term used in
the title is listed below:
1. Teacher perception: A teacher’s own perception of evident “intentions” and/or
“actions” (Black & Wiliam, 2009; Margolina, 2013) about own teaching and
learning of a given mathematical inquiry for a given solution of a given ill-posed
mathematical problem.
2. Ill-posed problem: A mathematical problem whose designed description has been
introduced with certain “instability” (Kabanikhin, 2012) to initiate definite
stimuli for potential cognitive influences in some (assumption-controlled)
alternative mathematical inquiries. Momentarily, as an inevitably experimental
practice for this study, the “instability” of a given ill-posed problem is to be
generated by manipulations of the context and the goal (Silver et al., 1996) of a
well-posed problem in the researcher’s design. The ultimate design of the illposed problem will have to satisfy certain realistic research conditions, such as
negation of definition of a well-posed problem (Hadamard, 1902), intended
recruitment purposes of in-service mathematics teachers from different schools,
and use of local mathematics curricula as assumed prior knowledge, etc.
3. Task design: The underlying rationale of a teacher’s planned or momentarily
devised instructional adjustments for teaching and learning of mathematical
problem-solving (in Hegedus’ (2013) definition) against evident cognitive
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“stimuli” (Black & Wiliam, 2009) about a given piece of instability in a given illposed problem, which should be entailed in evidently planned or suggested use
of certain mathematical tasks in design against own immediate creation of own
intended students’ growths of those “stimuli” for further evolution of additional
or comprehensive mathematical inquiry in the same problem-solving context.
4. Formative assessment: A teacher’s creation of, and capitalization upon,
“moments of contingency” in instruction for the purpose of regulation of the
learning processes (Black & Wiliam, 2009, p.10). Due to the lack of information
in a priori for capturing critically every synchronous moment of contingency in
actual classroom situations, this study will choose to explore only asynchronous
moments of contingency and investigate how a participating teacher could
change to perceive own needs of alternative intentions and actions for teaching
and learning of potential alternative mathematical problem-solving inquiries
when s/he could an use an ill-posed problem to initiate certain written responses
of own students.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The support of this study of one being for mathematics education is to be reviewed in
numerous aspects by the following subchapters. Basically, it covers use of problems, meaning of
mathematical problem-solving, local views of effective practices, meaning of a formative
assessment, and design considerations about ill-posed-ness for use of ill-posed problems, before it
gives rise to the orientation of this study through some specific research questions.

In Chapter 2.1, I will first visit the meaning of a problem for use in 4 necessary perspectives
for meaning this study to carry mathematics education. This will frame the meaning of
mathematical problems for psychological, social-anthropological, pedagogical, and research
purposes of use. A brief review about roles of problem-solving in mathematics classrooms will be
necessary because these roles have demonstrated the historical functions that teachers in prior
international researches revealed their uses of mathematical problems in school education. Teachers
are also supposed to drive what learning and teaching of mathematical problem-solving might be
shaped and aim at future missions of students’ ability in mathematical problem-solving through
school education.

Since this is a study to be carried in Hong Kong, some local mathematics teachers’
perceptions about effective practices will be reviewed in Chapter 2.2. I will also visit what effective
teaching should mean through some official documents. At the same time, a brief series of
interpretations about different versions of “formative” about formative assessment for meaning its
potential implementations in mathematics education will be supplied, because of the lack of the
subject implementation in its theory (i.e. Black & Wiliam, 2009) and lack of local descriptions
about theoretical grounds which could represent effective teaching. The illustration will become
essential for inquiring growths in teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving, as to be
employed systematically in design rationales of ill-posed problems, which will be described in
Chapter 2.3 and 3.

In Chapter 2.3, I will identify potential meanings for designs of ill-posed problems. The
collection of favourable meaning(s) are essential because this study will pack ill-posed problems
into tasks for transaction to teachers and in turn to students so that analyses of teachers’ intentions
and actions about effective teaching of mathematical problem-solving that their uses of
contemporary designs of well-posed problems could have shaped under the lens of the theory of
formative assessment might be launched. In particular, issues of designs of “open problems” and
“open-ended problems” will be visited to support this study’s intended nil adoption. Since this
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study has to formulate certain own rationales in designing ill-posed problems for research purposes,
the underlying pedagogical intentions will have to be disclosed (Kilpatrick, 2013) and how this
study might continue to scrutinize teacher practices during their “uses” should also be articulated in
depth.

In Chapter 2.4, I will present my research questions that this study intends to answer. These
questions should guide how this study should scrutinize effective teaching and learning of
mathematical problem-solving in a definition of formative assessment.

2.1 Use of mathematical problems in classrooms & mathematical
problem-solving in school education
A teacher’s pedagogy normally cannot escape from using any mathematical problem. This
subchapter of literature review visits 4 significant perspectives of a problem for use in mathematics
classroom. It is used to present the researcher’s inquiry of some necessarily past, present, and future
purposes of designs for use in mathematics classrooms, particularly for teaching of mathematical
problem-solving. Used meanings and future functions of mathematical problem-solving will also be
visited.

2.1.1 The necessary pedagogical perspective of a problem for use in mathematics
education
Definitions on a “problem” are numerous. This research starts with Kilpatrick’s (2013)
“pedagogical perspective” (p.3) to conceptualize what a problem means. The choice of Kilpatrick’s
(ibid.) summaries of totally four perspectives of a problem for use is because of its
comprehensiveness about all common kinds of views one can easily find in past and present
mathematics education. It makes this study escape from irrelevant academic debates in definitional
issues for meaning designs and choices about uses in this study.
Kilpatrick’s (ibid.) pedagogical perspective advances the subjective relationship in
psychology between a person and his/her problem to the one related to necessary transaction of a
given problem from a person to another in seeking common or alternative interpretations of
intentions of and/or actions for the problem. The relationships between a person and a problem are
primarily: 1) possession, and 2) problem-solving, which might be used to motivate different
people’s actions in problem-solving activities for the same or alternative perceived intentions.
Collaborations could be an important reason for problem transaction because collaborations of
different people might likely improve chances in solving a given problem. The pedagogical
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perspective of a problem in mathematics education requires individually a personal account in
solving a given problem in mathematics classroom with a viable mathematical approach. This
requirement for use of a mathematical problem demonstrates how a person should convince others
his/her solution to a given problem by teaching others his/her problem-solving process in a
reasonably mathematical way. It illustrates the significance in creating mathematics in the process
of solution formulation.

According to Kilpatrick (2013), the pedagogical perspective of a problem is necessarily
crucial for researching teaching mathematical problem-solving in mathematics education because
the particular way of problem-solving needs to be ‘seen’ (p.4). In addition to an owner’s perspective
of a given problem, there are three more different meanings for “seeing” problem-solving for this
study:
1)

For a teacher’s use of a given problem, a student’s interpretation of the
problem, e.g. problem-solving process or their responses, would have to be
‘seen’ by the teacher;

2)

A teacher’s own interpretation of the problem, e.g. solution or response,
would have to be ‘seen’ to be applied in facilitating how s/he would
understand a given student response s/he could see;

3)

The teacher’s interpretation would have to be ‘seen’ by the researcher.

Therefore, other than the own ‘seen’, in next two ‘seen’s, Kilpatrick’s (2013) pedagogical
perspective of a problem for use requires students’ potential teaching for transactions of intentions
and actions about inquiries in mathematical problem-solving and would not intend to leave a given
mathematical problem and get individual students stuck, as “the” duty of a teacher for teaching.

Since this research has been intended to involve the use of some mathematical problems, the
fourth ‘seen’ becomes indispensable because it creates certain evidences in meaning the teaching of
mathematical problem-solving. Since a teacher is mostly dominant in choices of problems for
student learning of mathematical problem-solving, Kilpatrick’s (2013) four perspectives of a
problem for use in researching mathematics education becomes a critical guide for this study to
explore suitable designs and choices for uses, and to scrutinize chosen or used problems in teachers’
design of mathematical tasks for diagnoses and correctives of student learning of mathematical
problem-solving during research.

a. The idiosyncratic psychological perspective of a personal problem and
mathematical problem-solving
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Kilpatrick (2013) has actually summarized perspectives of a mathematical problem for use
in 25 years of researches on teaching mathematical problem solving. The choice of it as a ground to
mean this study’s rationale in designing, choosing, or using problems for researching mathematical
problem-solving would inherit certain comprehensiveness and representativeness about decisions to
be made in designing a research for mathematics education.
In a psychological perspective, ‘a problem is generally defined as a situation in which the
goal is to be attained and a direct route to the goal is blocked’ (ibid., p.2). This could appear as an
objective description of a personal perception of a problem. In this perspective, a problem has to be
an ‘activity’ of a motivated subject so that the subject could ‘add to the formulation that for a
problem to be mathematical, mathematical concepts and principles should be used in seeking the
answer’ (ibid.). Clearly, the use of a mathematical approach in solving a given problem of oneself
could merely and obviously be seen as a personal choice. Brownell (1942) suggests that ‘problemsolving becomes the process by which the subject extricates himself from the problem’ (cited in
Kilpatrick p.3; p.416). This suggestion could indicate an issue of the ownership of a given problem.

Despite personal perception could become the main drive in a person’s process of seeking
an answer, it suggests essentially a subjective interpretation of the problem. Drawing on Brownell
(1942), Kilpatrick (2013) thinks that ‘a problem may be thought of as occupying intermediate
territory in a continuum which stretches from the “puzzle” (p.416) at one extreme to the completely
familiar and understandable situation at the other’ (cited in p.3). The psychological perspective of a
problem suggests that a personal solution, if any, would have to be accounted for own perception of
formulation of an answer in a completely familiar and understandable way. Conceptually, the
inquiry process of the resulting solution for an answer could then appear to be entirely idiosyncratic.

b.

The necessary social-anthropological, pedagogical, and research
perspectives in meaning a problem for use in a study

An idiosyncratic process in problem-solving would hardly favour learning of others’
experiences, and even others’ solutions to potentially the same problem. However, before adopting
others’ experiences and solution, the perception of a problem in a conception of a ‘task’ that
Kilpatrick (2013) adapts Mehan’s (1978) social-anthropological perspective to perceive could
become useful, particularly in interpreting others’ problem as the same or not. In Kilpatrick’s (2013)
words, a ‘task’:
‘… is given and received in transaction. The mathematics classroom is a social situation jointly
constructed by the participants, in which teacher and students interpret each other’s actions and
intentions in the light of their own agendas’ (p.3)
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Mehan’s (1978) social-anthropological perspective would allow a given mathematical
problem to be made sharable among different people through interpreting actions and intentions. A
person’s own interpretation of a problem is important because it is the source of the person’s
perceptions about how others’ problems might be solved according to also an interpreted intention
or action. A personal interpretation of a given problem could help him/her to recall any experience
about s/he could happen to have solved the problem with any solution before. Even if a person
could have his/her own solution about a given problem, then s/he might also want to transact his/her
solution with the problem to others for scrutiny or validation. During collaboration, suitable
personal solution of a given problem would likely gain others’ acceptance as certain collective
recognition of its validity. Through mutual interpretations among different people, valuable
intentions and feasible actions might be identified towards the end of different individuals’
processes of solution inquiries. Interpretations of others’ perceptions about the nature of a given
problem would become essential to acquire alternative perceptions, for a way of solution
formulation, or even a solution of the problem.

In the view of a student’s necessary ownership of mathematical knowledge involved in the
solution of a given problem, facilitating interpretations of the problem could also appear as an
important aspect in the design of the problem for use in a mathematics classroom and collectively
for systematic instructions in mathematics education.

On one hand, individual perceptions in

common would likely allow classroom participants doing the same mathematical task. On the other
hand, alternative perceptions could also allow classroom participants to reveal their understanding
in own mathematical perspectives but alternative intentions. A teacher’s facilitation of task
transactions among different classroom participants would then become essential to enable peer
students to base on interpreted intentions or actions during solution formulation to distribute
alternative interpretations from individuals’ mathematical thinking. In the other words, a
mathematical problem being chosen for use in mathematics classroom would have to suffice to
facilitate ideally every classroom participant to contribute opportunities for others in constructing
collaboratively some agreements on certain specific directions of solution formulation.
Conceptualizing a given mathematical problem with Kilpatrick’s (2013) “task” perception in
Mehan’s (1978) social-anthropological perspective could significantly imply that a classroom
participant’s actions in articulating solution formulation for a given mathematical problem and
his/her underlying intentions might have to be made explicit to others for a thorough transaction in
an intention of sharing the problem. The formulation process of a given solution in explicit
arguments might become a critical action in enabling others to share individuals’ own
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interpretations and thorough transactions of a “task” in the same intention within a mathematics
class. An overt process about solution formulation to a given mathematical problem to classroom
participants could also appear to be critical in grounding an agreeable agenda for a particular
direction of learning and teaching. Therefore, in addition to own psychological perspective,
Mehan’s (1978) social anthropological perspective for the use of a problem requires ‘seen’
transactions in classroom participants’ own accounts for teaching and learning of mathematical
problem-solving.

Pedagogically, teaching an individual solution to someone might become a nice resolution
to potentially varying interpretations of a problem and its solution processes among different
classroom participants in individuals’ psychological perspectives. It would also appear to give rise
to individuals’ purposes of scrutiny or validation for understanding the problem and in turn
individuals’ purposes of collaborative contributions to a given agenda of how and why a given
mathematical problem might be intended for certain solution inquiries of each with necessary and
sufficient reasoning arguments.

Of different potential perspectives in interpreting a given problem for mathematics
education, Kilpatrick (1982) thinks that ‘all mathematics is created in the process of formulating
and solving problems’ (p.2) because of its significance in ‘what a mathematical problem means in
teaching’, i.e. ‘a way of accounting for some of the variety to be seen in the research on teaching
mathematics (mathematical) problem-solving’ (Kilpatrick, 2013, p.4). Kilpatrick’s pedagogical
perspective that the design, the choice, or the use of a mathematical problem might have to share,
could then be seen as a necessary account for individual classroom participants’ transaction of a
problem, especially including own intentions and/or actions, and responses, or its solutions, if any.
In the other words, a problem being designed without affording necessary stimuli for students’
individual personal proposal of solution formulation might not necessarily introduce mathematical
knowledge they might intend to own when used.

In a research perspective for exploring teacher pedagogies about teaching and learning of
mathematical problem-solving, a person responding to a given problem with his/her mathematical
solution would obviously have to account for involving arguments in a “seen” solution, particularly
the mathematical knowledge of those being personally intended to be applied. In a mere socialanthropological perspective, different interpretations on solution intention and formulation for a
given problem among different students in a classroom could then be left unresolved. The
pedagogical perspective of a problem would then require transactions not only a given problem, but
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also interpretations on a given solution for a personal account on how the problem could be solved
and on others’ necessary acceptance of formulation. A person’s teaching of how s/he could solve a
given problem with his/her solution might inevitably need to include own explanations of his/her
exercised intentions and actions so that s/he could invite others’ interpretations. What Kilpatrick
(2013) says above is that mathematics involved in a problem-solving process of a given person
could be conceptualized as how a person would account for his/her intentions and actions in
solution formulation through teaching mathematical problem-solving, not only according to his/her
own mathematical knowledge, but also on potential interpreters’ mathematical knowledge. In the
other words, Kilpatrick’s (2013) research perspective means that all these individual pedagogies
and transactions among different classroom participants need to be “seen”.

This study intends to explore teaching effectiveness of mathematical problem-solving in
school education. To comprehend and represent this study as one necessarily for mathematics
education, Kilpatrick’s (2013) 4 perspectives of a problem for use will be adopted. In spite of being
idiosyncratic in individual psychological perspective, a study about teaching effectiveness of
mathematical problem-solving should then have to be derived from teacher perceptions about own
uses because their perceived intentions and actions for any intended solution inquiry would require
their uses to reveal. Potential teaching intentions of individual users of a given problem would also
have to be derived from their own perceptions of perceived intentions and actions for solution
inquiry about a given problem. Otherwise, whether these teaching intentions might or might not be
transacted in an own perceived anthropological perspective for a pedagogical perspective could
have no ground. A research like this could then base on “seen” evidences of pedagogical
perspectives of individual teachers and/or students how individual teachers could teach individual
students and the rest in meaning his/her own teaching effectiveness of mathematical problemsolving.

2.1.2 Perceptions about mathematical problem-solving
Based on Kilpatrick’s (2013) four perspectives of a problem for use, interpreting a given
problem with own perception, or in own psychological perspective, could be an inevitable process
for a teacher or an individual student to activate his/her own intention in solving the problem, and
his/her own interpretations of how it should be solved. If the problem was not of the teacher’s own,
then its designed description and solution would then have to be transacted from others.
Conceptualizing the use of a mathematical problem in a pedagogical perspective, the process
becomes complicated because of varying intentions of mathematical problem-solving among
different people. As just described, for the description of a given problem, the intention of the
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problem might vary with its designer and its users, i.e. teachers and students. After transaction, a
teacher might or might not modify the description of a given problem as own design once used
(Margolinas, 2013). When a teacher could use a problem, then individual students would have to
base on own learning experiences to interpret own intentions for mathematical problem-solving,
despite the teacher might also introduce own intentions or even actions to individual students or all
students during transactions in a mathematics classroom. Since a designer/designers and different
users of a given problem could have variations in meaning mathematical problem-solving, and
mathematical problem-solving could hardly escape from own personal experiences and uses of
problems as in own psychological perspectives (Kilpatrick 2013), in the following, I will visit some
historical roles and future potential ones about teaching and learning of mathematical problemsolving. The space limitation makes me choose mainly the analyses from Stanic and Kilpatrick
(1989) and English and Gainsburg (2016) because of their comprehensive descriptions in
respectively recent times and potential future times.

Stanic and Kilpatrick (1989) have identified three main themes that have historically
characterized the roles of problem-solving in school mathematics:
1)

problem-solving as context,

2)

problem-solving as skill, and

3)

problem-solving as art.

a. Mathematical problem-solving as context
In the first theme of mathematical problem-solving (Stanic & Kilpatrick, 1989), there were
three functions of problem-solving:
a)

justification for mathematics teaching,

b)

recreation, and

c)

practice.

These three functions could appear to be obvious respectively in:
a)

convincing students the significance or the values of intended mathematical
content with problems being designed with real-world problem-solving
experiences, which could be exemplified contextually with an application of
certain intended content,

b)

motivating or maintaining student interests in intended content with fun or
non-curricular activities or in awarding intentions,

c)

reinforcing momentarily taught concepts and skills.
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I will return to discuss the issues of each of these functions in the first theme soon in
Chapter 2.1.3. Momentarily, I will start to visit the second theme first.

b. Mathematical problem-solving as skill
In the second theme of historical roles of mathematical problem-solving (Stanic &
Kilpatrick, 1989), advocates would teach skills for problem-solving as a separate topic in a
curriculum, not necessarily as a means for developing conceptual understanding or basic skills.
They might suggest a set of general procedures (or rules of thumb) such as drawing a picture,
working backwards, or making a list for students to solve problems routinely. However, English &
Sriraman (2010) perceive that ‘“routine” problems requiring application of a standard
computational procedure, as well as “non-routine” problems involving getting from a given to a
goal when the path is not evident’ (p. 264). Since solving a given problem routinely would likely
mean the problem as definitely a solved problem, then each specific procedure would have to be
critical. Since no single specific mathematical procedure can universally be shown to solve all kinds
of mathematical problems, putting problem-solving to mean a “skill” universally being capable of
solving all kinds of mathematical problems is definitely misleading. It also implies that the use of
an intended particular piece of curricular contents, as in some societies’ school mathematics
education, in meaning or representing a mathematical problem-solving “skill” could obviously
commit hasty generalization.

Clearly, if a given problem is a solved problem, then whether the problem might be put as
“routine” or not would depend heavily on a so-called “standard” of an attempter’s own
mathematical proficiency as well as the competence of concepts and skills in involved procedures
so as to make those concepts and skills constantly “evident” to him/her for formulating those
procedures as the entirely intended solution. Obviously, perceiving a specific concept or skill
involved in the solution of a solved mathematical problem as a “problem-solving skill” would have
to be attempter-dependent.

However, such a kind of perceptions of mathematical problem-solving would become even
more problematic and varying. Since both the design of a given problem and the choice of it for use
would inevitably involve subjective decisions and intentions about actions to be taken for solution
formulation, mathematical problem-solving in a given classroom could be made reduce to a matter
of choice of some designs of solved problems for solution formulation.
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To avoid the personal subjectivity in meaning mathematical problem-solving, the design
decisions and intentions for use of a given problem in classroom would then have to be scrutinized
and validated in a pedagogical perspective during study. I am going to illustrate why mathematical
problems-solving should not be reduced to an application of a particular concept or a skill, or
should not be perceived as simple as a general skill.

In fact, the design characteristic of a given problem for an intended specific concept or skill
during solution formulation would necessarily require a designed mathematical situation which
should facilitate the application of that concept or skill, or the so-called “problem-solving skill”,
with certain data and parameters as a definite procedure in the solution for the problem. Brousseau’s
(1997) ‘didactical situation’ might be used to mean such a designed situation. Teaching an
application of an intended mathematical concept or skill might be seen as teaching all necessary
conditions for an example of a proper application of that concept or skill. If a particular “problemsolving skill” had been designed as critical, i.e. the involving skill could be ‘seen’ as an inevitable
procedure for an application in solving the problem critically, then every procedure in a solution
should have been ‘seen’, in Kilpatrick’s (2013) sense, as critically equivalent for solution
formulation. Perceiving a specific concept or skill as a problem-solving skill should then ever be
‘seen’ as subjective and misleading. Hadamard (1902) puts the design of all these solved problems,
i.e. those with a unique and definite solution, as well-posed problems. The design characteristics of
a well-posed mathematical problem for use should inevitably limit the generality of the applicability
of the involving concepts and skills in solving other problems because not every well-posed
problem would share exactly the same design characteristic of some particular situations for
applications of particular concepts and/or skills. A mathematical “problem-solving skill”, if any,
could then enable a person to solve only some problems but not others. Such a kind of limitations of
a specific mathematical ‘problem-solving skill’ should explain why a mathematical ‘problemsolving skill’ should enable a person to solve problems only in certain families routinely but never
all kinds of mathematical problems. If a problem of a person is going to be solvable by a particular
set of critical mathematical procedures, then the solvability of the problem should have to be
designed and represented by certain design characteristics so that all necessary conditions for each
of those critical procedures to be applicable would have to be made available to the person. In the
other words, each procedure used in a solution of a solved problem, including the intention of why
the procedure could be used, should become critical and be seen as pedagogically equivalent to
others. In the other words, there should be no mathematical procedure particularly critical in
mathematical problem-solving in meaning why a well-posed mathematical problem should be
chosen and used in a pedagogical perspective because it would be the design characteristics of a
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well-posed problem which made all necessary conditions existent for every necessary concept or
skill applicable that those concepts and skills made up “the” mathematical solution to the problem.
Teachers’ own perceptions in mathematical problem-solving could then become critical in
classifying the design of well-posed problems between routine or non-routine ones with an intended
procedure, concept, or skill for use. The effectiveness of teachers’ practices in mathematical
problem-solving could then be easily affected by their own perceptions, particularly in their choices
of particular designs of well-posed mathematical problems. Use of an intended concept or skill in a
given procedure as a “general” mathematical “problem-solving skill” for a study to claim effective
teaching of mathematical problem-solving could then be always pedagogically inappropriate.

To demonstrate some significant ways of mathematical problem-solving, a teacher might
then choose to use some non-routine well-posed problems. However, a teacher would have to bear a
given student’s momentary failures in determining particular combinations of learnt concepts and/or
skills during his/her process of solution formulation for use because the solution of a non-routine
well-posed problem could be ‘less evident’ to the student. Non-routine problems could then likely
be chosen for use more often only in teaching more abled students instead of all students because
not all students could formulate the solution readily. Teaching with the use of non-routine wellposed problems could critically be reduced to declaring a specific sequence of combinations of
involving concepts and skills to students for definitely the resulting way of mathematical problemsolving. The alternative perceptions in meaning problem-solving as a skill among these scholars
have also reflected that the design of a problem could affect the opportunity of applications of an
intended specific “problem-solving skill”. Stanic and Kilpatrick (1989) think that teachers would
have to be aware of the distinction of their intended learning objectives in a problem-solving
activity between teaching problem-solving as a separate skill, and integrating problem-solving into
the curriculum to develop conceptual understanding as well as proficiency in specific procedures.
This means that a chosen concept, skill, or procedure in meaning a definite mathematical “problemsolving skill” could be very problematic because a problem user can manipulate his/her choice for
different extents of attempter-dependent design in meaning teaching and learning of mathematical
problem-solving. Putting mathematical problem-solving to mean a mathematical “problem-solving
skill” for use in this study could likely to raise a very subjective representation issue.

c. Mathematical problem-solving as art
In the third theme, Stanic and Kilpatrick (1989) have based on Pólya’s (1945) “modern
heuristics” to perceive problem-solving as “expert” problem solvers’ acts of discovery. Each of
their problem-solving strategies could be seen as an “art” (p.17) since not everyone could be an
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innate expert in solving problems of all kinds. English and Gainsburg (2016) simply describe
“heuristics” as ‘general ability” (or ability set) or “tools” in solving problems, which ‘could be
developed across content areas or even in a decontextualized manner’ (p.315). They perceive
heuristics or general ability as a strategy to solve unfamiliar problems when “stuck”. They found
that many educators envisioned that these tools appear to give little improvements in problemsolving despite use of them solved some problems successfully (ibid., p.316). Drawing on other
scholars’ work, the authors have summarized that metacognition could influence problem-solving
with more sophisticated levels of self-awareness and explicitness about strategies being associated
with greater success in solving problems. They have also raised that social skills such as
collaboration and communications could also be linked to problem-solving competencies according
to other scholars’ researches (ibid., p.316). These observations suggest that more researches would
still be required to support that improving these general skills or heuristics would lead to greater
success in solving problems. This means that use of problems for teaching mathematical problemsolving as an “art” could still be immature in the contemporary era. The authors have speculated
two possible reasons for momentarily only limited success:
1)

‘These general skills are often presented as a collection of separate entities to
be learnt and applied without students fully knowing and understanding why,
when, and how to do so’ (ibid., p.316);

2)

‘Problem-solving skills and heuristic, initially conceived to be used
interactively with students being engaged in authentic problem solving, are
often incorporated into textbooks didactically and thus reduced to procedural
algorithms’ (ibid., p.316).

Seeing a problem for use in teaching mathematical problem-solving as a designed and
chosen “artifact”, as in Verschaffel et al. (2000), unless the “art” of mathematical problem-solving
that Pólya’s (1945) “modern heuristics” depicts could be put as a design principle to create
corresponding mathematical problems for learning, no one would likely say s/he could teach.
Therefore, if there would exist those problems, then the first explanation could appear to raise a
design objective of a problem for use in teaching mathematical problem-solving that the problem
should facilitate students’ own inquiries about each of the intended procedures involved which
would reveal their understanding of all aspects leading to fully reasoned applications of these
procedures. In addition, the second explanation could appear to raise another design objective that
the formulation process of the solution of a given problem should demand for an “interactive
situation” (Black & Wiliam, 2009) in engaging students with the above reasoning processes from
presumably each individual so that any action leading to a particular way of solution formulation, or
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more specifically, the use of every procedure to a solution could be fully scrutinized and evaluated
by the teacher and peer students. English & Gainsburg (2016) do not appear to encourage the “art”
conception of mathematical problem-solving (Stanic & Kilpatrick, 1989) since different sets of
design objectives of a given problem might be said to have affected why, when, and how to apply
intended “heuristics”. In addition, the contemporarily available designs of well-posed problems
promoting problem-solving as procedural algorithms actually require transaction of the whole
solution which do not need any interaction at all. Notwithstanding these two reasons, if this study
intends to adopt the meaning of mathematical problem-solving as an art for the use of a well-posed
problem, then who is going to design these well-posed problems, if any, or designable?

The reviews of Stanic & Kilpatrick (1989) and English and Gainsburg (2016) about the roles
of mathematical problem-solving in school education could seem to suggest that choices of
mathematical problems would have to possess certain design characteristics which should make
individual students somehow “teachable” about their own problem-solving processes in order to
learn mathematical problem-solving collaboratively for their own through certain “transactions”. In
a research on mathematics teacher practices, a researcher would definitely need to deal with an
issue in seeking their use of appropriate mathematical problems for certain analyses in a comparable
platform. The analysis of a problem in Kilpatrick’s (2013) 4 necessary perspectives for use and in
turn different roles of teaching necessarily mathematical problem-solving for use makes this study
have to resolve:
“Which role(s) should a researcher take in offering problems for teacher participants
with potential intentions to teach mathematical problem-solving?”

The inquiry that this question suggests is important for this study to avoid individual
teachers’ idiosyncratic representations of mathematical problem-solving for own meanings of
effective teaching through only particular choices of some but not other problems. Of course, this is
only a tentative and even unfair speculation. Before finding specific mathematical problems for use
in representing certain comparability of individual teachers’ teaching effectiveness of mathematical
problem-solving for this study, meanings of effective teaching in teachers’ perspectives and
practices should give some hints. I will address this in Chapter 2.2.1 with some local teachers’
views on teaching practices of mathematical problem-solving.

2.1.3 Issues in teaching mathematical problem-solving & design considerations for
choices of mathematical problems for use
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In mathematics education where a given curriculum is normally adopted for student learning,
Stanic & Kilpatrick’s (1989) three themes historically characterizing the roles of problem-solving
might be seen as how teachers in different levels of experiences could use mathematical problems
in three increasingly complexity levels during teaching mathematical problem-solving for their
adoption of a curriculum. I now come back to discuss the issues initiated in Chapter 2.1.2 about the
use of problems for teaching and learning mathematics and mathematical problem-solving in Stanic
& Kilpatrick (1989) first theme of historical roles of mathematical problem-solving, i.e.: Perceiving
it as context.

a. Function of mathematical problem-solving in justifying mathematics
teaching and recreation
The first theme, i.e. context, might be seen as the first level of use of problems in a primary
complexity to connect students to why a given curriculum item, as a subject, should be taught,
especially when students could be in varying levels of awareness about connections between the
significance of mathematical knowledge and own intellectual development. Contextualizing the
design of a mathematical problem for the application of an intended mathematical concept or
procedure with suitable real-world contexts might become a teacher’s pragmatic strategy (e.g.
Verschaffel et al., 2000, Gellert & Jablonka, 2009). Teachers could then prepare specific
“contextual problems” or even specific “didactical situations” (See Brousseau, 1997.) in advance to
convince individual students’ acceptance of own relationships with mathematical knowledge that
the intended concept or procedure might be used to represent (i.e. the first function: justification of
problem-solving as context).

In the second level, an intended curricular concept, skill, or procedure could also be made
more accessible to students in further non-curricular contexts which might presumably interest
students, or when they could be inspired by its significance with different kinds of applications in
appropriate contexts which might interest them (i.e. the second function: recreation as context). For
example, a magic square could involve a lot of recreational problems and different ways of
mathematical problem-solving. However, the context itself could be seen as rule-bounded to define
different ways of mathematical problem-solving in some discrete relationships with some limited
parts of different contents in a given curriculum. Using such a function for the choice of a problem
in meaning mathematical problem-solving and teaching might also raise many serious issues in
representation.
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b. Function of mathematical problem-solving in practice
The third function of the first theme of roles of problem-solving of Stanic & Kilpatrick
(1989), i.e. practice, is a complex issue. For teaching any topic of a given curriculum in a
mathematics classroom, individual students’ differences in ability or prior learning experience can
be everlasting. A school could normally assign a teacher to teach a mathematics class for merely a
definite period. Getting to know individual students’ mathematical proficiency for a teacher is
usually an on-going process until the completion of a given course in the period. It could even
appear as an experimental process because a teacher could only assess students’ prior mathematical
learning experiences in some confined areas with use of only numerous problems. A teacher would
even have to be efficient to diagnose students’ ability in classroom teaching. A teacher perceiving
such a role of problem-solving could encounter easily the time constraint in a mathematics
classroom or in a school setting. S/he would ever have to observe pragmatically the costeffectiveness in his/her choices and uses of problems for teaching mathematical problem-solving.
S/he could hardly base on a single concept or skill, or an intended procedure to supply all possible
kinds of relevant mathematical problems as well as all different varieties of real-world situations for
teaching problem-solving comprehensively, including facilitating and representing thoroughly
student ability in problem-solving through that chosen concept, skill, or procedure through a given
assessment. Teacher choices of problems for representing and teaching of mathematical problemsolving would always encounter such a kind of physical limitations and other personal struggles to
afford a good balance of learning opportunities to individual students.

Teaching problem-solving could then become realistically and pragmatically limited to
perceptions that the second theme of the historical roles of problem-solving that Stanic & Kilpatrick
(1989) mentioned have depicted. Mathematical problems could then be selected in a costeffectiveness manner for “enhancing” the effectiveness of teaching of mathematical problemsolving through a given curriculum. Anderson (2014) has found that “syndrome of shallow teaching”
(Hollingsworth et al., 2003), i.e. ‘procedures without reasons’ (p.119) could lie in ‘the low
complexity of problems undertaken with excessive repetition, and an absence of mathematical
reasoning in the classroom discourse’ (ibid.). One simple way that a teacher might be tempting to
do in preparing and according for “effective” or even “efficient” teaching of mathematical problemsolving could be to choose problems in relatively “low” complexity as “routine” problems for
students to solve so that they could save time considerably in assessing necessarily and thoroughly
individual students’ mathematical reasoning. Since a well-posed problem yields always a definite
solution and in turn a definite answer, representing student proficiency in mathematical problemsolving with “routine” problems could likely make teaching mathematical problem-solving very
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“effective” and “efficient” by giving answers or even solutions for students to check. The price of
such a potential kind of cost-effectiveness in selecting in majority “routine” problems for teaching
mathematical problem-solving could likely be the representativeness of an intended “problemsolving skill” in representing students’ proficiency of solving mathematical problems during
evaluations, or in “narrow” assessment practices (Anderson, 2014, p.212). The representativeness
might also affect the meaning of teaching and learning of a given curriculum item because a
problem-solving skill could also be reduced to mean solving some “routine” problems implicitly.
The representativeness might also affect teachers’ preparations for their assumptions on students’
prior knowledge in starting their teaching because of differences in interpretations and perceptions
on a given specific problem-solving skill. Mathematics teachers could even become more timeconsuming to get to know students because of varying quality of students’ prior learning
experiences in learning a given specific “problem-solving skill”.

A more knowledgeable teacher might then choose to perceive teaching problem-solving for
Pólya’s (1945) “modern heuristics” (i.e. the third theme of the historical roles of problem-solving)
but it would depend on his/her own conception on “modern heuristics”, availability of non-routine
problems, his/her own ability in personal design and use in real school settings, and a teacher’s
perception on students’ manageability for use. Nevertheless, the premise of having a knowledgeable
teacher could inevitably rely on teacher training. In spite of the demand for the social input of more
teaching resources, such as lesson time, preparation of knowledgeable mathematics teachers to
teach “modern heuristics” could then demand even more non-routine mathematical problems in a
design characteristic with teachable “modern heuristics”. While the relationship between “modern
heuristics” and their effectiveness for learning of mathematical problem-solving could still appear
to be unclear (English & Gainsburg, 2016), it becomes difficult for this study to rely on “modern
heuristics” to conceptualize an effective meaning of mathematical problem-solving.

Teaching and learning in mathematics classroom, which could be seen to have implemented
certain characteristics of the historical roles of problem-solving that the three themes of Stanic and
Kilpatrick (1989) could depict, would inevitably require mathematics teachers’ own actions in
taking up these roles intentionally. Teachers’ perceptions on their actions and potential plans for
practices which could reveal their intended functions in teaching problem-solving is expected to
inform a clearer picture on how a given mathematical problem might be used to reach the
pedagogical functions as mentioned in teachers’ own perspectives that these themes of historical
roles of problem-solving might imply in a given curriculum. As mentioned before, since a problemsolving activity could appear to be meaningful only to an individual person, an individual student
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could become very difficult to participate in others’ (e.g. the teacher’s or peer students’) solution
formulation process of a given problem in teaching because the student could likely have no idea on
specific intentions without being informed in explicit arguments. However, when specific
mathematical reasoning in a given problem could be informed without being explicitly assessed or
without being required to be presented in student tasks, choices of problems requiring specific ways
of problem-solving of those being put as “modern heuristics” could also lead to “syndrome of
shallow teaching” and “narrow” assessment practices. For example, Anderson (2014) blames that
students gained too little on the traditional treatment of classroom problem-solving where it is
independent of, and isolated from, the development of core mathematical ideas, understandings, and
processes. English and Gainsburg (2016) have acknowledged that ‘problem-solving often takes the
form of application (“story”) problems at the end of the textbook chapter, positioning it as an addon task, presumably to promote the ability to apply already-learned content’ (p.315). Drawing on
Anderson (2014), English and Gainsburg (2016) have even put that these “story” problems ‘rarely
served either the purpose of teaching problem-solving or building or deepening the knowledge of
that content’ (p.315). While Anderson (2014) has actually raised the issue about teacher practices in
choices of mathematical problems and actions for conveying mathematical content, English and
Gainsburg (2016) have raised the issue about the intended kind of intellectual development that the
design of mathematical problems might serve. These contrasting observations in differing agenda of
learning and teaching of mathematical problem-solving have shown that one significant factor
influencing the practice in school mathematics education would likely be the kind of mathematical
problems being designed and used. This is because any given design of a problem for a teacher’s
use would always entail his/her pedagogical decisions for certain intended actions for teaching and
learning of problem-solving, and per se as intentions for necessary transaction (Margolinas, 2013).
The scrutiny on teacher perceptions of use of mathematical problems for exploring their potential
intentions in necessarily extending their own meanings of teaching problem-solving might become
a possible way to overcome a researcher’s subjectivity in examining teachers’ own ways of teaching
problem-solving, without confining these ways to particular themes, roles, or functions of
mathematical problem-solving. This starts the interest of the current research to explore teacher
perceptions of use of mathematical problems in particular designs whose design characteristics
should promise different ways of mathematical problem-solving in a comparable manner. In fact, in
classroom, it could be technically and physically very difficult for a single researcher to base on
only a very specifically small set of intended concepts and skills exemplifiable by certain applied
procedures in only some snapshots of a teacher in teaching students to solve merely numerous given
problems to generalize a particular category of themes, roles, or functions of mathematical problemsolving.
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Without following particular past themes of roles of mathematical problem-solving that the
use of problems in a mathematics education research might suggest, the search for a definition on
mathematical problem-solving in more up-to-date formulation might be tentative. Since
“mathematical problem-solving” could hardly escape from using problems and in turn Kilpatrick’s
(2013) four perspectives in scrutinizing its nature, this study intends to base on a more up-to-date
definition to consider its meaning. For example, Hegedus (2013) has also made an even board and
more comprehensive definition of mathematical problem-solving for researching mathematics
education:
We take a very broad view of what is mathematical problem-solving viewing it as an enterprise of
collaborative investigation where multiple approaches are valid. It is not just about solving a specific
problem, which has a specific answer or application into the real world, but rather it is an
investigation that might have multiple approaches and where students can make multiple observations.
(p.89)

Effective teaching can vary with alternative meanings of “mathematical problem-solving”.
As to be explained in Chapter 2.2.2, this study will apply Hegedus (2013) for its definition of
“collaborative investigation” of potential multiplicity of mathematical approaches being affordable
by the given design of a mathematical problem for use, which should echo its necessary design
consideration of definite “interactive situations” for use of a problem in claiming a teacher’s
effectiveness in own teaching practices, according to Black & Wiliam (2009). A prior study on this
is little.

Different scholars invented different definitions of mathematical problem-solving. Here are
some significant ones, but not as good as Hegedus’ (2013) in affording a sound rationale as above
for this study’s research purpose in educational settings. For example, Pólya (1945 & 1962)
described mathematical problem-solving as finding a way around a difficulty, around an obstacle,
and finding a solution to a problem that is unknown. However, this conception could only suggest
vague interpretation because such a kind of solution inquiries requires definite description in
meaning a given problem of a solver, which normally does not appear to be realistic to the solver in
Kilpatrick’s (2013) psychological perspective. In addition, for a definite inquiry of a given solution,
the inquiry process of a given person for a given problem should have encountered a number of
phases of problem-posing activities in which the person could have a number of phases of
formulation or reformulation of other relevant problems due to the given in order to suggest the
decided inquiry, if any. Schoenfeld (1992) thinks that the essence of mathematical problem-solving
should be in a “non-routine” approach. Novelty in mathematical problem-solving could then depend
heavily on and be affected by a given solver’s own mathematical proficiency as mentioned before.
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Lester & Kehle (2003) focus on the indispensable feature of mathematical reasoning for problemsolving. However, as mentioned in Kilpatrick’s (2013) pedagogical perspective in transacting a
given problem, a solver should be able to account for his/her own problem-solving intentions and
actions in meaning a given mathematical approach or inquiry before any transaction. The solver’s
solvability should then depend heavily on a definite description of a transacted problem for own
problem-solving inquiry. This is also why this study intends to ground concretely with Kilpatrick’s
(2013) psychological perspectives for use of a mathematical problem instead of certain individual
scholars’ own but somehow mutually incompatible advocacies of conceptions of mathematical
problem-solving in suggesting potential meanings of effective practices about teaching and learning
of mathematical problem-solving in school education. Further scholarly conceptions of
mathematical problem-solving often emerge with use of different problems and in more in-depth
student perspectives of reasoning (e.g. Hiebert et al. (1997)). Again, these scholars did not transact
their co-definition to this study for how mathematical problem-solving might be learnt and taught
for thorough understanding as a teacher’s potential teaching practice. Not until Francisco and Maher
(2005), students’ own interpretations were emphasized. However, such an emphasis still failed to
mean sufficiently concrete stimulations for students to exercise own problem-solving inquiries.
Such a missing conceptual component in a definition could also be seen as attempter-dependent on
own mathematical proficiency, as in Schoenfeld’s (1992) conception.

Hegedus’ (2013) definition above on mathematical problem-solving has suggested that a
person’s problem-solving process should no longer stick to a single given problem but a process of
a series of problems that the initial problem might provoke a person’s own process of investigation.
That is: a problem being used to facilitate students’ investigations of mathematical problem-solving
should better be intended for exploration of users’ own and collaborative investigations of not only
a single solution or applications of definite procedures but also multiple approaches of solutions and
simultaneously different ways of understanding that different individual users might also participate
collaboratively in solution formulation, partly or entirely. For teaching of an intended mathematical
concept or skill being critical to solution formulation or a intended significant way of mathematical
problem-solving, the use of a well-posed mathematical problem would foreseeably indicate students’
possession of no solution or no knowledge about a teacher’s intended arguments and mathematical
reasoning, unless the intended concept or skill had been known, learnt, or acknowledged. Therefore,
a teacher’s use of a well-posed problem could only enable him/her to transact his/her intentions of
every used procedure in formulating the solution to students. It might not necessarily afford
necessarily students’ opportunities of individuals’ own ways of investigations of mathematical
problem-solving for potential collaborations. Hegedus’ (2013) definition on mathematical problemPage 26 of 390

solving would appear to suggest this study to explore the potential of teachers’ uses of problems
other than well-posed problems. Although Hadamard (1902) also put those not being well-posed
problems as “ill-posed”, I will review some exclusive functions and features of ill-posed problems
being very favourable to classroom learning in Chapter 2.3. Momentarily, I will continue to visit the
meanings of teaching mathematical problem-solving which might mean to adults in future before
finding good choices of problems for researching teaching practices.

c. Being open to further meanings of mathematical problem-solving for this
study
For the vast majority of students who will not become academic mathematicians, English
and Gainsburg (2016) have raised that the significance of teaching mathematical problem-solving
for a purpose of mathematics education should be ‘enhancing their opportunities and performance
in work and life’ (p.313). Based on their analysis on the demand of work and life in the 21st century,
the authors have summarized the following five principles being relevant to promotion of teaching
problem-solving in mathematics education as both ‘an end in itself’ and ‘a vehicle for learning
mathematical content’ (ibid.):
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Problem-solving in work and life requires a more solid and flexible grasp of basic mathematics than
much of the population currently possesses. Advanced mathematics courses do not appear to be the
solution.
Certain non-cognitive and general skills (that are typically under-promoted in education) are critical
for workplace problem solving. Many of these are cognitively high level.
Many jobs, particularly in IT-intensive fields, require an understanding of conceptual models that
underlie processes or systems (“making sense of mechanism”), which in turn requires interpretations
within the work context and a deep understanding of the work domain.
In some contrast, everyday life decisions increasingly require interpreting quantitative data in various
complex forms, in multiple, unfamiliar domains.
The ability to applying one’s training and knowledge to novel, unfamiliar problems (transfer) is
highly privileged by employers, and is presumed most effectively fostered when learning occurs in
work-based contexts on the job or replicated in schools.
(English and Gainsburg 2016, p.326)

English & Gainsburg (2016) have advocated the community of mathematics education to
‘design problems that are sufficiently cognitively demanding to foster both significant mathematical
context and effective problem-solving capabilities’ (p.326) so as to ‘redefin[e] problem-solving as
an experience where the solver or a collaborative group “needs to develop a more productive
mathematical ways of thinking about the given situation”’ (cited in p.326; Lesh & Zawojewski,
2007, p.782). Conversely speaking, mathematical problems being favourable to fostering future
adults’ mathematical problem-solving experiences are still in lack and should then be designed in
sufficient cognitive demands so as to facilitate them to produce multiple ways of thinking about a
given situation. English & Gainsburg (2016) have also suggested that ‘more skillful decisionmaking and problem-solving are needed in all avenues of life, where solving information-laden
problems has become increasingly vital to one’s overall health, well-being, and achievements’
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(p.326). In fact, in addition to ‘decision-making’, facilitating problem-solving experiences in a
‘information-laden’ problem, in a ‘collaborative group’, and in ‘productive mathematical ways of
thinking about given situation’, these five principles have hinted a number of interesting general
considerations, such as ‘basic mathematics’, ‘cognitively high level’, ‘interpretation within …
context’, ‘interpreting data in … unfamiliar domains’, ‘applying one’s ... knowledge to novel,
unfamiliar problems’, in designing mathematical problems for teaching mathematical problemsolving. These design considerations are also worth being experimented in meaning mathematical
problem-solving, particularly when the resulting design of a given mathematical problem for use in
this study would have to observe Kilpatrick’s (2013) four perspectives about how mathematical
problem-solving should be made ‘seen’ in researching mathematics education.

In the other words, the effect of learning mathematical problem-solving in school education
could likely depend on teachers’ intentions of use of suitable problems for certain design
characteristics of alternative ways of mathematical problem-solving, which might likely be
employed by the majority of future adults. For the sake of developing a research for mathematics
education in an aim of influencing potentially the educational practice of teaching mathematical
problem-solving for adults’ work and life in the 21st century, these general design considerations of
suitable problems are worth considering as a primary series of design characteristics for the
problems to be adopted in this research. I will present the actual choices of design considerations in
Chapter 3.

2.2 Teaching

Mathematical

Problem-solving

&

Formative

Assessment
Preparing the future adults for their work and life in the 21 st century through school
education in its public sector should interest Hong Kong, because it is one of the internationally
developed cities. Since designs and choices of mathematical problems for use could be influential to
the representativeness of what mathematical problem-solving could mean, and mathematics
teachers are normally the key people to decide the kind of problems for use in facilitating effective
teaching and learning, local expert mathematics teachers’ perceptions on effective teaching and
learning will become meaningful to highlight how they might attribute effective teaching and
learning to. Since official meanings on effective teaching and learning of mathematical problemsolving should be supposed to have somehow influenced their perceptions, another part of literature
review will visit these meanings. Actually, “formative assessment” has been used in local
mathematics curricula to guide local teachers how about effective teaching and learning. Since this
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study intends to examine local teachers’ perceptions of own practices of teaching and learning of
mathematical problem-solving with certain uses of problems, the theory of formative assessment
from Black & Wiliam (2009) will be reviewed to facilitate how this study might employ a concrete
lens to analyze after their uses of certain mathematical problems. In this section, unless further
specified, a (mathematical) problem will only mean a well-posed mathematical problem.

2.2.1 Issues in effective teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving
In Chapter 2.1.2, selecting particular designs or design characteristics of problems for use
actually affects the representativeness of necessarily fair comparisons of the same or different
teachers’ pedagogical strategies in their teaching of mathematical problem-solving. However, the
“most recent” views of mathematics teachers as shown in Wong’s (2007) study does not show
anything relevant to specific rationales of own uses of problems for effective teaching and for
conducting researches which could carry mathematics education.
Although the “most recent” local curriculum guide (CDC, 2002) long applied terms like
“open-ended questions” and “formative assessments”, in meaning presumably possible perceived
connections to making student “go along” with own difficulties in learning “the” intended generic
“problem-solving skill” in mathematics, the document did not mention anything substantial what
these terms should be meant with necessarily scholarly references or in some prior rigourous local
studies. How a teacher should interpret these terms? Simply speaking, CDC’s intention of a
rationale for teachers’ necessary understanding of effective practices for teaching and learning of
mathematical problem-solving that the public can expect actually does not exist. Let’s see.

a.

Local teachers’ views

I now come back to look at some local teachers’ views on practices as initiated in Chapter
2.1.2. Wong (2007) has interviewed some very experienced Hong Kong mathematics teachers for
their views in effective teaching and learning. They perceived “abstract thinking” as ‘the goal of
mathematics learning’ (p.301) and reflected that ‘it (teaching and learning) is not a matter of “how”
and “when”, but one (a teacher) should build a path so that students can proceed from one concrete
to the abstract’ (ibid.) so as to support ‘teaching for understanding’ (p.301). Despite there has been
a certain restructuring on curriculum contents in senior secondary levels (CDC & HKEAA, 2007),
there has not been any change in the contents of the elementary and junior secondary mathematics
curricula (Wong, 2007). Effective teaching and learning that these expert teachers have perceived
might also be seen as how individual teachers could base on their own elaborations on curricular
contents in teaching so that students could acquire certain long agreed abilities, namely ‘process
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abilities of mathematical conceptualization, inquiry, reasoning, communication, application and
problem solving’ (CDC, 1992a, p. 12). Students’ ‘understanding’ in ‘teaching for understanding’
that these teachers perceive might be referred to these abilities. Note that ‘problem-solving’ has
been included. Despite problem-solving could presumably be implemented by teachers in a role for
justifying curricular (i.e. mathematical) contents (Stanic & Kilpatrick, 1989), Wong’s (2007)
adapted ‘abilities’ from CDC (2002) could also be put as a generic skill according to the current
decontextualized description. These teachers’ perceived necessary ‘understanding’ of students in
‘teaching for understanding’ has lasted for 15 years. Students in Wong’s (2007) study were in fact
in primary school levels, which seemed to inform this study that when they could finish their
secondary education after 6 or more years, our primary school education was still offering intended
abilities (including problem-solving) required at least 20 years ago. Wong’s (2007) teachers did not
inform any explicit relationship between their uses of problems and effective teaching and learning
for certain meanings of mathematical problem-solving.
Wong (2007) identifies that ‘there is no fixed rule for good practice’ (p.309) and
summarizes some indicators like ‘having the goal achieved, understanding the students, enhancing
student participation and provoking thinking among the students’ (p.309) which ‘good preparation,
basic teaching skills and good relationship with the students are prerequisites’ (p.309) in facilitating
a teacher to achieve these indicators. Wong’s findings above could appear to tell that experienced
mathematics teachers’ perceptions on effective teaching and learning (of presumably mathematics
and mathematical problem-solving) could also be various and would not come up with any certain
comprehensive statements to guide, say novice teachers, colleagues, or teaching counterparts, to
understand how effective teaching and learning might be compared, agreed, and guided even
though they could happen to have prepared the mentioned prerequisites. The following summary
from Givvin et al. (2009) illustrates a variety of factors affecting what counts as “effective”, which
could appear to explain Wong’s (2007) finding about teachers’ seemingly varying perceptions on
pedagogical effectiveness:
… including the particular learning goal of interests. For example, one set of instructional practices
has been shown to be effective for helping students develop quick execution of skills whereas another
set of practices has been showing to be effective for helping students develop conceptual
understanding. Other factors influencing one’s view of “effective” include what role one plays in the
education system. Teachers’ views can differ, at least in emphasis, from those of researchers and
policy makers …
(Givvin et al., 2009, p.9)

Givvin et al (2009) point out that different people’s role in a given education system could
affect meanings of mathematical problem-solving as well as intentions of teaching and learning a
lot. Since a researcher’s view might influence teachers’ view of “effective” (Givvin et al, 2009)
teaching, the literature review of this study has previously spent a considerable space on only a brief
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inquiry and discussion about the meaning of mathematical problems for use particularly in teaching
and learning of mathematical problem-solving. This means that a teacher working in a society’s
mathematics education should need a concrete guide to ensure if “effective” teaching could mean
either coherently effective learning of mathematical problem-solving, or simply any discrete topic
or curricular content, for use of a problem. In addition, Givvin et al. (2009) also seem to point out
that varying goals of interests of teachers’ own and policy makers could also lead to different
perceived meanings of teachers in scrutinizing effective practices for teaching mathematics and
mathematical problem-solving. It means that without a particular theory-guided rationale in
defining possible “intentions” of “effective” teaching, the absence of clarity in meaning “effective”
teaching could sustain very long time. For example, Wong’s (2007) expert teachers being not
sensitive enough to mention anything about how CDC (2002) did have shown any leadership for
their own perceived effectiveness in teaching has also questioned the professional leadership that
CDC (2002) should have been demonstrating. CDC’s (2002) leadership does not appear to be
effective as what it is supposed to be conceptualized. If this could happen to be so, then it would
definitely have been a leadership malpractice for the last two decades.

In the following, I will visit briefly some official views in local school mathematics
education in curriculum documents for subsequent contrasts.

b.

Local authority’s view

Curriculum Development Council (CDC) is a Hong Kong’s governing body, legitimizing
intended curricular contents of each subject for all primary and secondary schools of the public
sector. Mathematics is one of these subjects. CDC actually has published a curriculum guide in
2002 for mathematics education in Hong Kong of both primary levels and junior secondary levels,
in which ‘problem-solving’ is defined as a ‘generic skill’ and introduced 13 exemplars to illustrate
what it could be interpreted. The curriculum guide is supposed to be observed by all schools
adopting local curricula (ibid. p.i). As far as choices of mathematical problems concern this study,
‘“open-ended questions”’ are specially used in three of these 13 exemplars to illustrate how
‘students’ thinking abilities like critical thinking, creativity and communication’ (p.56) might be
assessed. I will also visit the chaotic meanings of “open-ended-ness” what ‘“open-ended questions”’
had meant in Chapter 2.3.1b and 2.3.1c. CDC (2002) thinks that teachers are ‘expected’ to use of
‘diversified assessments’ for improving learning and teaching during the process of teaching
mathematics and ‘open-ended questions’ is thought to be such a kind of ‘diversified assessments’
(p. iv).
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Despite CDC (2002) does not define how a mathematics teacher should conceptualize the
“open-ended-ness” of these 3 exemplars (p.106-111), and how any of CDC’s perceived “openended-ness” could enable teachers to connect individuals’ practices to effective teaching of a
“problem-solving skill” that they would perceive mathematical problem-solving as what it should
be (See p.117), CDC appears to turn to guide teachers to teach mathematical problem-solving
effectively through an “assessment approach” in curricula of different school levels of Hong Kong
mathematics education.

CDC (2002) suggests two assessment modes for teachers to choose according to own
purposes, namely “assessment of learning”, which ‘is usually summative, focuses on the product of
learning’ (p.53), and “assessment for learning”, which ‘is usually formative, focuses on learning
process and learning progress’ (ibid.). Despite a product of learning could appear to mean how a
given class of students in common can master a given mathematical concept or skill in a curriculum,
it would still leave to teachers, as those in Wong’s (2007) study, to apply own problems to represent
what assessment of mathematical problem-solving would mean in own intentions, especially when
CDC (2002) does not elaborate further what the product should mean. CDC’s (2002) description on
“summative assessment” as follows might be put as an explanation:
Summative assessment is designed to measure students’ achievements and performance at certain
intervals in time, such as at the end of a term, a school year or a key stage. It is mainly used for
providing a comprehensive and summary description of student performance and progress in learning.
(p.57)

At the time of writing, local mathematics teachers’ uses of problems in a given assessment
practice for a summative purpose could have been expected to provide a comprehensive and
summary description of student performance and progress in learning for over 15 years. CDC (2002)
does not seem to intend any function of a summative assessment that a Hong Kong teacher should
know for effective teaching of mathematics and/or mathematical problem-solving.
CDC (2002) also introduces “formative assessment” (p.56) for teachers to ‘design to
measure what students know and are learning as they go along’ (ibid.). The first essence to mean a
formative assessment is ‘regular and ongoing feedback’:
The information collected is used as feedback to plan the future learning and teaching activities in
which students and teachers are to be engaged. Formative assessment should be regular and ongoing
and can be done in a number of ways including observation, discussion and examining at the written
work of students done in class or at home. (CDC, 2002, p.56)

Since feedbacks that individual students need could be highly diverse against own prior
learning experiences and momentary responses in given teaching and learning activities, CDC’s
(2002) ‘measurement’ meant above does not tell any strategy being substantial to teachers in
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developing individualized feedbacks dedicatedly and systematically in classroom teaching, so as to
promise individuals’ cognitive influences and growths in learning mathematical problem-solving at
different classroom corners. In classroom teaching, it could simply appear as a common sense that a
teacher can focus on any kind of feedbacks to either an individual student’s learning or a group of
individual students sharing a given kind of learning characteristics only at a time. A teacher cannot
focus alternative learning characteristics simultaneously. Although ‘regular and on-going feedbacks’
might be perceived to be allocated to every student on a time-sharing basis, the teacher could
always have a technical difficulty to focus on every student holding differing learning
characteristics simultaneously and give feedbacks uniformly. CDC (2002) does not appear to be
sufficiently realistic and reasonable in demonstrating its necessary leadership. In particular, CDC
(2002) avoided to mean anything exact or procedural how teachers’ planning of future learning and
teaching activities in implementation of “formative assessment” could be “done” by observation,
discussion, or scrutiny of student works. Carrying out merely these actions does not appear to
suggest teachers any pragmatic plan in meaning and representing objectively intended growths of
individual students in learning of mathematical problem-solving.
CDC’s (2002) second essence to mean a formative assessment is its diagnostic function and
a teacher’s ‘plan of student improvements’ for knowledge consolidation:
However, for diagnostic purposes aiming to identify students’ strengths and weaknesses, it is
imperative to undertake formative assessment on a regular basis in order to have as complete a picture
of student learning and performance as possible in order to plan for improvement. Based on students'
strengths and weaknesses, teachers can adjust their teaching plan and provide timely measures to
further consolidate students' knowledge. (CDC, 2002, p.56)

Actually, it also does not tell in exact means a teacher can take to consolidate individual
students’ knowledge. Since plans for individual improvements would normally be of no business of
the rest in classroom, CDC (2002) gives no assistance to teachers in helping them to resolve the
necessary conflicts of interests of different groups of classroom participants in a single and uniform
plan for learning of mathematical problem-solving. What should a teacher be supposed to stand
when a school could also intend him/her to represent own teaching with only “average” growths in
a given class and by only some selected parts of the contents of a given curriculum in every lesson?
Without suggesting any substantial measure, CDC (2002) might have long raised irresponsibly an
unrealistic goal for every local mathematics teacher to follow in teaching mathematical problemsolving. I wish this should not be the reason why teachers in Wong’s (2007) study had never
mentioned CDC (2002) in leading them for effective teaching and learning.

The third essence CDC (2002) might mean to a formative assessment is to carry out with a
classroom activity or questions:
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Assessment activities, such as project work, class discussion, oral presentation and observations of
students’ performance during lessons, can be integrated with other classroom activities. There is
nothing new in this as all teachers do this implicitly or explicitly in the classes they teach. All teachers
would ask students questions, request them to answer them either at the blackboard or at their desks,
hold discussions and listen to what they say, organize class activities and observe their performance,
etc. They have already made use of formative assessment to assess their students. (CDC, 2002, p.5657)

CDC (2002) appeared to escape from clear writing in telling teachers the specific kinds of
questions and classroom activity meaningfully and necessarily engaging each individual student in
classroom for meaning valid implementations of formative assessments.
Let’s consider one exemplar of its three “open-ended” questions (CDC, 2002, p. 110). It was
designed in an objective to make students ‘explore angles and areas related to rectilinear figures’
(ibid.) for students from Secondary 1 (Grade 7) to Secondary 3 (Grade 9) in assumed knowledge of
‘basic geometric facts relating to angles, parallel lines, and triangles’ (ibid.):
ABCD is a trapezium with AB parallel to DC. Write down as many equalities
related to the following figure as possible. Justify your answers. Your equalities
may involve angles and areas of geometric figures.
(CDC, 2002, p.110)

However, the problem was also intended teachers for ‘assess[ing]… their ability’ to ‘list
ALL pairs of equal angles and the three pairs of triangles equal in areas with justifications’ (ibid.).
The exemplar also assumes the following “generic skills” in its expected solution inquiry:
1.

2.

3.

Communication Skills
 Describe findings and explain conjectures in written forms using mathematical language
 Formulate and write simple geometric proofs involving angles and triangles with
appropriate symbols and reasons
Critical Thinking Skills
 Categorize information using various basic geometric facts, for example, locating equal
angles related to parallel lines
 Reason deductively in the process of obtaining triangles equal in area
Problem-solving Skills
 Choose relevant information and geometric facts to solve problems
 Understand the problem by noting the important information given in the question
 Apply knowledge learnt to solve new problems, for example, two triangles are equal in
area if they share a common base and have the same height
(CDC, 2002, p.111)

Still, the exemplar does not tell how a teacher should make individual students ‘go along’
effectively when they failed in demonstrating some scattered pairs of equal angles or triangles equal
in areas or they missed to write some justifications. Should a teacher intend his/her own solution for
these students’ problem-solving inquiry in common for effective teaching? In addition, how a
teacher could avoid using such an “open-ended problem” as another summative assessment is still
yet to be mentioned.
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A curriculum in CDC’s (2002) “summative assessment” mode being intended for ‘providing
comprehensive and summary description’ should long guide teachers to apply mathematical
problems in a design to measure ‘what students know’ or ‘what students are learning’. When
individual students could happen to fail to show a required concept or skill for mathematical
problem-solving, CDC (2002) does not mention how a teacher could make pragmatic plans in
adjusting own teaching to make them ‘go along’. Of course, I should not assume CDC (2002) to
guide that a teacher can be supposed to leave a student unattended to ‘go along’ with own
difficulties by themselves throughout his/her entire schooling. If so, in what guiding principles
could a teacher in a local school be supposed to follow in order to facilitate CDC’s (2002) intended
regular and on-going feedbacks, diagnostic functions for his/her used problems in activities like
project work, class discussion, oral presentation, or observations of students’ performance during
lessons? CDC’s (2002) guidance in enabling teachers to guide individual students in classroom
teaching of mathematical problem-solving appears to be “empty”.

What should CDC (2002) be of any use if CDC could happen to rely on teachers’ own
elaborations as what Wong (2007) revealed in teaching mathematical problem-solving?

In what rationales could these activities necessarily have been designed in enabling teachers
to teach mathematical problem-solving as a ‘generic skill’ effectively? Does CDC’s (2002)
mentioned feedback plan in ‘feedback to plan the future learning and teaching activities’ (p.56)
mean that a teacher’s supply of a suggested solution for the use of a given problem in teaching
mathematical problem-solving would always facilitate student learning of mathematical problemsolving as a universally generic skill?
CDC (2002) does not tell at all. Wong’s (2007) conclusion that ‘there is no fixed rule for
good practice’ (p.309) does not seem to be in line with CDC’s (2002) advocacy above. CDC (2002)
also does not advise if a teacher could still be supported to make students ‘go along’ with their
difficulties in his/her choices and designs of problems without committing a “syndrome of shallow
teaching” (Hollingworth et al., 2003; citied in Anderson, 2014, p.119) or a “narrow assessment
practice” (Anderson, 2014, p.212).
CDC (2002) also does not mention how “formative assessment” has been adopted with its
own and specific definition, a scholarly or research-informed theory, or any previous study about
local implementations for mathematics education in Hong Kong. Since citizens of a society
normally expect school education in public sector can make our society to improve, without
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mentioning clearly a specific evidence for adoption, how could CDC (2002) be supposed to
improve? How could teachers be guided in specific principles to promise own teaching practices as
“effective” for learning of mathematical problem-solving of student of all kinds in all levels?
Should individual teachers get to know by themselves suddenly? Why could an official document
be led to miss to mention in formal writing as so? In Chapter 2.2.2, I will show that the meanings of
“formative” in meaning a “formative assessment” are actually various and evolutionary. However,
this is not a major reason not to articulate.

Before further research tasks in examining CDC (2002) for potential follow-ups in necessary
influences for the local mathematics education community, which this study is not aimed to take,
this study will soon visit some critical meanings for the evolution of an effective pedagogy that
implementing a ‘formative assessment’ would have to achieve. Since the choice of a specific
mathematical problem could affect how mathematics, specific concepts and skills, how
mathematical problem-solving could be represented by a solution to it, and how different specific
ways of mathematical problem-solving could be said to have constituted the CDC’s (2002) intended
‘generic skill’ (p.i), there should be a very close relationship between a teacher’s use of a problem
that s/he would design or choose, and the effective pedagogy of teaching and learning of
mathematical problem-solving that s/he would act. Teachers’ perceptions on their design and use of
problems would become influential in implementing such a kind of relationships. This study would
intend to focus on teachers and explore their perceptions in meaning such a kind of relationships.

The following test expert’s disclaimer shows a definite limitation on use of summative
assessments in accounting for a necessary promise to future adults’ needs for work and life in the
21st century. Why has CDC long failed to alert teachers for such a kind of serious pedagogical
limitation officially?
‘There is no claim that just any summative assessment can support learning effectively.’ (Bennett,
2011, p.7)

The above expert might mean that a teacher’s use of problems, particularly in summative
assessments, could never be a reliable practice to account automatically for his/her teaching
effectiveness of mathematical problem-solving. Since CDC (2002) has never mentioned explicitly
how the term ‘formative assessment’ was adapted, the following section will visit briefly. As an
official document for the public, local schools, and mathematics teachers, CDC (2002) does not
appear to educate professionally how citizens in Hong Kong could observe seriously how effective
teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving would have to be implemented as for what
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CDC could, would, and should intend. Of course, Wong’s (2007) findings should not be solely
attributed to this.

2.2.2 A meaning of formative assessment for this study
There has been a very long story emerging the meaning of ‘formative’ in ‘formative
assessment’. The emergence is essentially the result of rigourous debates among international
academics (e.g. Bennett, 2011, Trumbull & Lash, 2013) in characterizing its process for certain
support of individual students’ learning needs. The literature review of this study only intends to
brief the emergence of the meaning of ‘formative’ in “formative assessment” for certain essence of
it and not to go into the debates.

Scriven (1967) is the first proposing the difference of a formative role from a summative
one in the context of programme evaluation that a summative purpose should focus on judging the
overall value of an education programme and a formative purpose should improve the programme
(Black and Wiliam, 2003; Wiliam & Thompson, 2008). The focus of a formative evaluation process
then continued to emerge to program changes for student improvements (Bloom, 1969), feedback
correctives at various pedagogical stages for direct student improvements (Sadler, 1989), the first
definition of formative assessment (Black & Wiliam, 1998), qualitative insights into student
understanding (Shepard, 2005), diagnostic values in increased cycles and times of evaluation of
instructional units and marking periods in daily lessons (Wiliam & Thompson, 2008), a planned
pedagogical process adjusted by learning-evidence eliciting assessments (Popham, 2008),
characteristics of evaluation leading to teaching adaptations in meeting student needs, impact of
short cycles within or between lessons (Wiliam & Thompson, 2008), a refined definition of
formative assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009), and promotion of learning by informing instruction
(Trumbull & Lash, 2013). The essence of a teacher carrying out formative assessments lies on a
rationale in enabling a student to remedy his/her learning that assessments in summative purposes
normally fail to ‘identify why students are not proficient’ (Trumbull & Lash, 2013, p.1), and
address student misconceptions or missing skills through ‘classroom instruction and curriculum’
(ibid.). This address has been supposed to function that ‘a coherent (education) system that
assessments at all levels would be aligned with the same [set of] learning goals and views of what
constitutes learning and would produce relevant information about student learning over time’ (ibid.,
p.3).
Before 2002, there should be at least four different meanings about ‘formative’ in a
“formative assessment”, namely from Scriven (1967), Bloom (1969), Sadler (1989), and Black &
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Wiliam (1998). CDC (2002) should have mentioned professionally which particular feature(s) of a
particular version of formative assessment it agreed or disagreed in a clear rationale of teaching and
learning of mathematical problem-solving before applying the term in writing.

In the following, I will exemplify some issues of the use of problems in various versions of
‘formative’ in meaning a ‘formative assessment’.

a.

Use of problems for a Scriven’s ‘formative’ assessment

I now start with Scriven (1967). Scriven’s ‘formative’ simply means programme
improvements, whose “programme” might be understood as a subject like “Mathematics”. Use of
mathematical problems in a given assessment intended for an improvement of a given programme
could be unlikely. Use of different sets of problems for teaching and learning could mean different
programmes about an objective in learning a given set of concepts and/or skills, or some
exemplified applications of them to mean their significance in some particular ways of problemsolving. Use of different subsets of taught problems would then yield different assessments.
Different students could yield different responses in different assessments. A student could
normally base on memory or personal experience to produce better responses in identical
assessments, particularly when teaching mathematics could also mean teaching a particular way of
problem-solving for a problem to be used in an assessment. The representation of programme
effectiveness could easily be manipulated by different choices and designs of mathematical
problems for use. Use of simpler problems could also enable some students to produce better
responses and indicate apparently a programme improvement through just two consecutive
assessments. Manipulating an “effective” programme in meaning a Scriven’s (1967) ‘formative’
assessment could normally be ‘seen’ (in Kilpatrick’s (2013) sense) by use of the identical set of
problems in teaching and learning, and assessments.

A student could show improvements by mastering more mathematical concepts and skills in
two consecutive assessments but it would not necessarily mean s/he could solve more difficult
problems with the mastered ones. This is because a problem used in an assessment could be
designed by different combinations of a single or multiple applications of different concepts and
skills. A student’s way of mathematical problem-solving could mean a particular sequence of
applications of learnt concepts and skills. A student could show improved responses in solving
increasingly more complex problems in two given consecutive assessments but such a kind of
improvements would still depend on the design or the choice of problems for an intended contrast
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of the results of the two assessments. Manipulations intended for meaning programme
improvements can come easily in a teacher’s behavior (Gipps, 1994).

b.

Use of problems for a Bloom’s ‘formative’ assessment

Although Bloom (1969) has shifted Scriven’s (1967) ‘formative’ assessment to mean it to
include students’ improvements, A Bloom’s (1969) ‘formative’ assessment for enhancing student
improvements could be ‘seen’ (in Kilpatrick’s (2013) research perspective) to be variously
grounded according to different interpretations of the content of a given programme and easily
affected by personal advocacies in choices and designs of problems for use in assessments and
personal intentions of contrasts.

A student could always be informed with a teacher’s feedbacks about how a used problem
s/he failed to solve in an assessment could be solved by a specific way of problem-solving in the
teacher’s suggestion. In an extreme case, the student could just leave his/her response blank. The
most direct feedback corrective could be an informed full solution, showing all procedures the
teacher would require. Although individual students’ improvements could be various, since any
intended procedure, concept or skill for a specific way of mathematical problem-solving would
always require a specific situation in a specific set of mathematical conditions for application
(Brousseau, 1997). Teaching for understanding by use of some critical problems could always be
made to teaching of only the exact set of conditions to be prepared in an assessment. Gipps’ (1994)
‘testing to the test’ (p.152) might be used to describe such a kind of teacher behaviors, which test
results for purposes of accountability in teaching for learning improvements is irrelevant (p.156).
To put it simple, a single problem in a particular design characteristic could hardly result its
solution as a kind of feedback correctives dedicated for direct improvements of all possible kinds of
students’ weaknesses about a concept or skill being intended in a given solution with normally only
a single way of mathematical problem-solving. This is because a particular way of problem-solving
normally involves different applications of different concepts and skills. A student’s weakness in
any one of involving concepts and skills in a solution could make him/her unable to derive a
necessary mathematical situation for an application of another. A single way of mathematical
problem-solving could mean a particular set of intentions why a particular procedure formulated in
the solution could help to derive a solution but it does not help to diagnose why each individual
student who failed to give the solution in his/her response. The design characteristic of a given
problem for use in an assessment for intended concepts and/or skills, or an intended way of
problem-solving might be ‘seen’ (in Kilpatrick’s (2013) research perspective) to have limited how
each involved concept or skill would have to be diagnosed by only the intentions used in the
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required procedures of the solution for a possible application, if not the only application. A
particular way of problem-solving for a given problem could likely suggest how intended skills and
concepts could be applied in situations suggested by the solution but the way of problem-solving
would hardly mean that any one of the intended concepts and skills could be generally applicable to
other situations and problems. Feedback correctives with alternative ways of problem-solving
would then mean the use of other problems. However, the use of another problem as a feedback
corrective could also mean another summative assessment. Feedback correctives with only a single
way of problem-solving for the use of a given problem could then be ‘seen’ (in Kilpatrick’s (2013)
research perspective) as how students might be remedied with only a particular way of
mathematical problem-solving for a family of similar problems that the design characteristics of the
one used in the assessment could manipulate. A teacher’s use of such a family of problems for
students’ practice of a specific way of mathematical problem-solving could also be ‘seen’ (in
Kilpatrick’s (2013) research perspective) to improve a particular way of mathematical problemsolving routinely.

To analogize, a quadratic equation in constant coefficients and a given unknown might be
solved by say a completing square method. Suggesting a solution in a completing squared method
to a student might help him/her to use the method correctly to solve other quadratic equations but
might not help him/her to tell why s/he should not apply other methods in this problem, or when
s/he should use the method to solve other problems. The informed way of problem-solving of a
given problem might have nothing to do with any corrective about intentions of when given
concepts and skills might be further applied. A feedback corrective through the same problem or
even the family of problems in the same design characteristics could even instill a student with the
only intention of knowledge application in only a particular intention of mathematical problemsolving at a common ‘didactical situation’ (Brousseau, 1997) so as to mean learning improvement.
The use of a single problem could also hardly manage to enable a teacher to explore the effects of
any previously given feedback corrective to individuals.

c.

Use of problems for a Sadler’s or Shepard’s ‘formative’ assessment

Sadler’s (1989) ‘formative’ means feedback correctives at various pedagogical stages for
direct student improvements. This is clearly a stringent requirement for teachers’ work after a given
assessment activity. In mathematics education, a teacher could simply need more and more
problems in different design characteristics to explore the effects of a given single feedback
corrective to each of individual students after the use of a given problem to achieve a Sadler’s (1989)
‘formative’ assessment. In fact, Sadler’s (1989) requirement on feedbacks in meaning a ‘formative’
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assessment could be seen as quite ideal but putting it into a practical instructional practice could be
timely very costly to every teacher and school. A feedback corrective intending Shepard’s (2005)
‘formative’ assessment would even be required to obtain ‘qualitative insights about students’
understandings and misconceptions’ (p.22) which might require a teacher to design further
problems to explore necessary qualitative insights for further phases of feedback correctives.
Obviously, Shepard’s (2005) meaning of ‘formative’ in a formative assessment is even more
stringent for implementation than Sadler’s (1989).
Regardless of costs, Ginsburg’s (2009) suggested the ‘clinical interview method’ (Piaget,
1976) in exploring students’ cognitive competence about an intended concept or skill could appear
as one feasible way to do according to a teacher’s own ‘learning trajectories’, i.e. ‘descriptions of
children’s thinking and learning in a specific mathematical domain and a related, conjectured route
through a set of instructional tasks designed to engender those mental processes or actions
hypothesized to move children through a developmental progression of levels of thinking, created
with the intent of supporting children’s achievement of specific goals in that mathematical domain
(cf. Clements, 2002; Gravemeijer, 1999; Simon, 1995, cited in Clement & Sarama, 2004, p.83).
Hunting and Doig (1997) defines a ‘clinical interview’ as a “dialogue or conversation between an
adult interviewer and a subject’ that the dialogue centers around a problem or task chosen to give
the subject every opportunity to display behavior from which to infer which mental processes are
used in thinking about that task or solving that problem”. Obviously, a teacher could hardly skip to
observe the limitation of Shepard’s (2005) requirement of implementing a formative assessment in
a normally time-constrained mathematics classroom during mass teaching for his/her use of a
problem. Enforcing such a requirement on every teacher’s feedback correctives for individuals’
direct learning improvements uniformly on each concept or skill in a given curriculum could make
the necessary observation even harder. In a realistic classroom environment and for whatever kind
of design of Sadler’s (1989) or Shepard’s (2005) ‘formative’ assessment that his/her choice and use
of mathematical problems would involve, a school principal could essentially demand for a
teacher’s “balance” of either of these two ‘formative’ assessment’s potential diagnostic values to
every student in classroom, without necessarily accounting for the nature of every individual
students’ needs of different sequences of problems for definite diagnostic values. However, there
has not been any study which has supported the use of merely a single problem which could
diagnose and simultaneously remedy all different kinds of obstacles to every individual student’s
understanding of any particular way of problem-solving. If a teacher could diagnose students’
missing knowledge and misconceptions shown in a particular way of problem-solving and suggest a
suitable choice of problems for a sequence to enable students to realize, then his/her perception on
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how these problems might be designed and/or chosen for use might inform or be revealed in a
clinical interview. In general, these problems could hardly be in common with the context of the
initial problem used in an assessment without any dedicated design.

d.

Use of problems for a ‘formative’ assessment of Wiliam & Thompson

The ‘formative’ assessment suggested by Wiliam & Thompson (2008) means the certainty
of diagnostic values in increased cycles and times of evaluation of instructional units and marking
periods in daily lessons. Their formative assessments could be seen as a series of more intensive
assessments for every individual student on a timely basis. Such a kind of intensity would appear as
a trade-off to Sadler’s (1989) requirement for a teacher in enhancing the effectiveness of feedback
correctives for every individual students that the teacher would have to get satisfied for his/her use
of each problem. However, since a teacher could pragmatically simplify the essence of intensive
diagnoses as intensive and frequent continuous assessments, s/he would use every problem
uniformly to assess and diagnose every individual student’s learning progress, without necessarily
realizing that no use of any single problem in design could simultaneously diagnose and remedy
different individual students’ learning trajectories about an intended concept, skill, or way of
problem-solving since s/he had started to assess students with the use of his/her first problem.
Despite increased cycles and times of evaluations of instructional units and marking periods in daily
lessons could mean increased opportunities for teachers’ diagnostics in certain intentions of
adjusting his/her teaching to meet student needs, how a teacher could participate in designing and
choosing problems for individualized uses under his/her definite intention of catering individuals’
improvements simultaneously is still an unknown. A ‘formative’ assessment meant by Wiliam &
Thompson (2008) in mathematics education would still need teachers to implement its presumably
remedial functions in further researches through their designs and/or choices of suitable problems
for use.

e.

Use of problems for a Popham’s ‘formative’ assessment

A terse perception of a Popham’s (2008) ‘formative’ assessment is ‘a planned process in
which teachers or students use assessment-based evidence to adjust what they’re currently doing’
(p.6). The use of a given problem in an assessment might suggest necessarily different individually
needed sequences of mathematical problems in diagnosing and more importantly remedying
students’ learning trajectories about an intended concept or skill, or a particular way of problemsolving. A mathematics teacher might then run into a pedagogical dilemma:
1)

The use of a single problem could hardly serve as a common task for all
students to diagnose and remedy individuals’ own missing concept or skill, or
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misconceptions for own learning trajectories about an intended concept or
skill, or a particular way of problem-solving.
2)

If a teacher assign different tasks to individual students to diagnose
dedicatedly their own missing knowledge and misconceptions, then s/he
might have to decide and design dedicatedly different tasks for different
students to do very quickly in adjusting student learning so as to intend for
ultimately remedies of every student’s learning trajectory about an intended
concept or skill, or a particular way of problem-solving. However, how such
a potential subsequent phase of use of differing problems in presumably only
individual students’ diagnostic and remedial values could still be an unknown.
In fact, a teacher could be physically unavailable to manage simultaneously
individual students’ demands at different classroom corners for presumably
differing feedback correctives required in meeting all these necessary
diagnostic and remedial values through the use of further differing problems.

f.

Use of problems for a ‘formative’ assessment of Trumbull & Lash

A ‘formative’ assessment of Trumbull & Lash (2013) could even get distinguished from a
diagnostic or a summative test in other versions of formative assessments through its primary
function of ‘promoting learning by informing instruction’ (Trumbull & Lash, 2013). The authors’
perspective appeared to be more advanced because in mathematics education, the diagnostic
function that a teacher’s use of a problem in a Popham’s (2008) formative assessment should have
been put to play only a subsidiary role in students’ learning of the teacher’s intended concept, skill,
or way of problem-solving.

This study interests on how a teacher might get alleviated or even disconnected from the
diagnostic burden that s/he would have to take up but still main the remedial roles of his/her
designed or chosen problems for use in implementing a ‘formative’ assessment of Trumbull & Lash
(2013).

Since social needs would ever be unchangingly changing, but a summative assessment is
ever continuously unchanged to fail to be fully helpful to facilitate systematically individual
students’ understanding, promote definite student growths of mathematical problem-solving, and
improve teachers’ teaching of comprehensiveness in solution inquiries against the use of any given
problem, the emerging meaning of formative assessment, though believed to be still suffered
extensively from international scholars’ and mathematics educators’ refinements, is giving this
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study the necessary insights and interests to explore further refinements. This appeared to explain
why CDC (2002) has introduced its version of ‘formative’ assessment without addressing specific
merits from particular versions of conception in meaning its necessary directive role that all local
schools and teachers should have been ever observing.

g.

Use of problems for a ‘formative’ assessment of Black & Wiliam

Black & Wiliam (1998) have actually co-defined the first definition of formative assessment,
without any framework, nor any connection to theories of pedagogy (Black & Wiliam, 2009, p.5):
‘Assessment’ refers to all those activities undertaken by teachers, and by the students in assessing
themselves, which provide information to be used as feedback to modify the teaching and learning
activities in which they are engaged. Such assessment become ‘formative assessment’ when the
evidence is actually used to adapt the teaching to meet the needs. (Black & Wiliam, 1998, p.140)

Wiliam (2010) finds that this definition still implied that teachers could normally determine
most of instructional decisions but in fact ‘situations in which decision … made by learners
themselves, or their peers’ should have been clearly included and explicitly specified in the
definition (p.25). He thinks that this definition was too focused on outcome which in practice, an
action intended in a given instructional activity for certain growths might actually create in effect no
learning at all in unpredictable reasons (ibid.). Therefore, he expresses that one defect of this
definition was the missing explications of ‘next steps in instruction’ (ibid.) in facilitating on-going
instructional adjustments until certain intended or desired effects of growths could arise. As a result,
he in turn expresses that the definition should have also been delimited by intended foci of better
learning for individual students, instead of unconditionally all students because ‘even the best
designed interventions will not always result in better learning for all students’ (ibid.). In addition,
he adds that the definition might have implied changes of planned instructions but the definition has
no such an intention because he thinks on-going collection of information from on-going
instructional adjustments could still accumulate better evidences to support the original ‘best course
of action(s)’ or to facilitate momentary supplements of instructional adjustments to ground further
that course of action(s) (ibid.).
Black et al. (2004) have also criticized that many authors’ alternative conceptualization of
‘formative’ assessment in this definition (Black & Wiliam, 1998) with the label “assessment for
learning”:
Assessment for learning is any assessment for which the first priority in its design and practice is to
serve the purpose of promoting students’ learning. It thus differs from assessment designed primarily
to serve the purposes of accountability, or of ranking, or of certifying competence. An assessment
activity can help learning if it provides information that teachers and their students can use as
feedback in assessing themselves and one another and in modifying the teaching and learning
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activities in which they are engaged. Such assessment becomes “formative assessment” when the
evidence is actually used to adapt the teaching work to meet learning needs. (Wiliam, 2010, p.10)

The conception of “assessment for learning”, as pointed out by Wiliam (2010), clearly
includes no teacher-intended function of adjusting student learning. In mathematics education
context, this conception would imply that a teacher could use any of his/her chosen or designed
mathematical problem in a given assessment activity without his/her accountability in adjusting
student learning, when the used problem could ironically happen to suggest no growth of
individuals. The evidence of suggesting “no growth” of individual students in a given assessment
activity could also appear to indicate certain defects of a teacher’s designs and/or choices of
problems for use when s/he would intend such an assessment for learning. Therefore, without a
teacher’s intended instructional adjustments for individuals after his/her use of a given problem,
their learning connecting own knowledge for intended growths of them actually could hardly exist.
Whether that use of problem could be said as an “assessment for learning” could become
educationally irrelevant. The action of mere use of a mathematical problem in a given assessment
activity without any instructional adjustment could also become questionable in meaning the action
to be evident as “assessment for learning”. CDC (2002) did not clarify for its leadership in avoiding
such a potential kind of misconceptions for use (p.53).

Despite this definition (Black & Wiliam, 1998) appeared to be somehow defective for
meaning it to be educational in guiding teacher practices sufficiently for teaching and learning
mathematical problem-solving, many uses of mathematical problems clearly failed to ‘feedback to
modify the teaching and learning activities in which they ARE engaged’! Many seeming
adaptations about effective implementations of formative assessments even put feedbacks to or
modifications of a given activity as certain prior learning for subsequent activities, or in
alternatively differing teaching and learning contexts for meaning student growths. Clearly, definite
stimuli for growths in such a kind of descriptions for advances in mathematics education are unclear
in differing contextual scenarios and could be incoherent for differing individual students. For
example:
Assessment activities, such as project work, class discussion, oral presentation and observations of
students’ performance during lessons, can be integrated with other classroom activities. There is
nothing new in this as all teachers do this implicitly or explicitly in the classes they teach. All teachers
would ask students questions, request them to answer them either at the blackboard or at their desks,
hold discussions and listen to what they say, organize class activities and observe their performance,
etc. They have already made use of formative assessment to assess their students. (CDC, 2002, p.5657)

In the other words, pedagogical strategies of the same mathematics teacher or among different
mathematics teachers could still be very hard to compare, especially in the midst of changes of uses
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of problems and intentions for certain implicit “best course of action(s)” (as in Wiliam, 2010),
regardless of whether the used problems could have been intended for planning of further
instructions of the whole class of students or individuals. For example:
“Assessment for learning” is concerned with obtaining feedback on learning and teaching, and
utilising this to make learning more effective and to introduce any necessary changes to teaching
strategies. We refer to this kind of assessment as “formative assessment” because it is all about
forming or shaping learning and teaching. Formative assessment should take place on a daily basis
and typically involves close attention to small “chunks” of learning. (CDC, 2002, p.122)

In mathematics education, if teacher uses of problems could only be of educational purposes,
then their designs and/or choices of mathematical problems, i.e. their designed tasks for students to
do or even the underlying task design of those they used, according to given student responses,
would become extremely crucial for their implementation of individual versions of ‘formative’
assessments (Black & Wiliam, 1998). This is because the primary solution inquiry of a given
student to a teacher’s transacted problem becomes the starting point of teaching. The use of an
initial problem just indicates the staring instant of teaching of how a teacher might make use of
student responses for enabling individual students’ own and differing problem-solving inquiries to
seek certainly their own autonomous knowledge applications for one or more solutions. A teacher’s
always use of “initial problems” all the time without specifically intending for any instructional
regulations to individual students could also regard his/her use of problems as “assessment for
learning” of only part of students without any evidence of growth in problem-solving inquiries!
Leadership for teacher behaviours as such could be severely misleading, questionable, and
irresponsible. The more up-to-date definition of formative assessment of Black & Wiliam (2009)
actually illustrate this type of starting points and have corrected the defects of their previous
definition, regardless of any particular subject of implementation.
Practice in a classroom is formative to the extent that evidence about student achievement is elicited,
interpreted, and used by teachers, learners, or their peers, to make decisions about the next steps in
instruction that are likely to be better, or better founded, than the decisions they would have taken in
the absence of the evidence that was elicited. (p.9)

To facilitate this study as a feasible one enabling claims of effective practices in
mathematics education, this study intends to adapt this definition because its essence lies on how a
mathematics teacher could use own practices of teaching and learning of mathematical problemsolving that will reveal not only whether a student appears to have mastered a concept or skill but
also how s/he understands it (Pryor & Crossosaud, 2005), which might be understood as a student’s
own account of its applications for solution formulation or mathematical problem-solving for a
teacher’s use of a given problem (Kilpatrick’s (2013) pedagogical perspective). Trumbull & Lash
(2013) think that ‘the assessment practices need to be so well grounded in the instructional process
that the information they reveal will identify whether and how instruction should be adapted to
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advance students’ understandings’ (p.2). As also informed by Margolinas (2013), a teacher’s use of
his/her task design, which this study interests to explore, would become directly relevant. Before
inquiring further literatures about teachers’ mathematics task design, as what I will do in Chapter
2.3.2, a closer look on the constructs of the definition, namely:
1)

moments of contingency,

2)

the two categories of them,

3)

formative interactions which should lead to, and

4)

feedback strategy,

would become insightful for this study to take the definition (Black & Wiliam, 2009) in analyzing a
given teacher’s practice through his/her design and use of own problems according to given student
responses or given kinds of student responses about mathematical problem-solving.
Black & Wiliam (2009) suggest a teacher to create and capitalize upon ‘moment of
contingency’ in adjusting the momentary instruction for regulation of students’ learning processes.
From the definition, it is clear that formative assessment is concerned with the creation of, and
capitalization upon, ‘moments of contingency’ in instruction for the purpose of regulation of the
learning processes. (p.10)

A teacher will normally have certain reason(s) to change or modify his/her planned
adjustments of his/her instruction. Conversely speaking, any change or modification of a teacher’s
shown instructional adjustments would probably reflect an analogizable potential moment of
contingency s/he might intend to create or capitalize upon that his/her perception might reflect how
and why s/he might want to adjust his/her instruction.

Black & Wiliam (2009) describe two kinds of moments of contingency for considering
learning adjustments:
1)

synchronous;

2)

asynchronous.

These moments of contingency can be synchronous or asynchronous. Examples of synchronous
moments include teachers’ ‘real time’ adjustments during one-to-one teaching or whole-class
discussion. Asynchronous examples include teachers’ feedback through grading practices, and the use
of evidence derived from homework, or from students’ own summaries at the end of a lesson … to
plan a subsequent lesson. They might also include responses to work from students from whom data
were collected, or from other students, or insights learnt from the previous lesson or from a previous
year. (p.10-11)

Since this study needs to explore teachers’ individual practices of teaching and learning of
mathematical problem-solving after the use of ill-posed problems, this study will need to choose a
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particular kind of moments of contingency to study their plans so as to facilitate a comparable
ground of their plans. At the end of this session, I will disclose a suitable decision for this study.

Black & Wiliam (2009) think that a teacher can implement a formative assessment through a
student-involved formative interaction, in which a cognitive influence needs to occur during an
interactive situation.
A formative interaction is one which an interactive situation influences cognition, i.e. it is an
interaction between external stimulus and feedback, and internal production by individual learner.
(p.11)

A teacher’s given instructional adjustment would then have to be designed to initiate certain
interactive situations and prepare for his/her intended cognitive influences of some sorts in meaning
the his/her expected stimulus/stimuli of his/her teaching of mathematical problem-solving.

In a teacher’s use of a well-posed problem, Hadamard’s (1902) definition indicates that its
design in general could likely allow the solution of the problem as a missing inquiry to a student
who has no solution. For the rest, the solution could mostly fail to suggest an alternative inquiry as a
further stimulus to initiate further growths about mathematical problem-solving in the same context.
In such a condition, a teacher’s instructional adjustments for meaning his/her teaching about student
learning of mathematical problem-solving could likely be that solution. Figure 2.2.2a show this
study’s conceptual understanding of different interactive situations initiated by the use of a wellposed problem and by the use of an ill-posed problem.
Well-posed problem

“The” solution

Unique solution inquiry

Solution of different classroom participants
Teacher and no/some/all students
(If all, why still use this problem?)
(If some, what to teach the rest?)
(If no, how could each student still inquire?)
Solution of different classroom participants

Design of an ill-posed
problem to be adopted

Solution 1

Teacher & Student A

Solution 2

Teacher & Student A and B

…

All different combinations

Solution n
Multiple mutually exclusive
solution inquiries

Student B & C
Potential mutual cognitive influences at
different classroom corners
11

Figure 2.2.2a: A teacher’s potentially differing interactive situations
initiated by a well-posed mathematical problem and an ill-posed mathematical problem

Transaction of a problem in classroom, particularly including its mathematical inquiry,
could appear as ineffective for those who have a solution (Kilpatrick, 2013). The choice of the
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problem for teaching mathematical problem-solving can also become questionable. If a student in
classroom could happen to get stuck for a valid problem-solving inquiry, then the solution would
likely become what the teacher could choose to adjust the student’s inquiry in the same problemsolving context. However, for the rest who could suggest a/the solution, then what mathematical
cognition that the teacher could influence them could become difficult to identify and compare.
That is: the design of a problem for use will inevitably affect how a teacher might or might not be
able to suggest certain alternative inquiries for the same problem-solving context in own designs of
instructional adjustments so as to represent his/her intended stimuli appropriately and cognitive
influences substantially, and to mean his/her intentions in adjusting student learning of
mathematical problem-solving distinctively. Therefore, in order to enable this study to identify if a
teacher could devise own instructional adjustments which would enable him/her to suggest own
intentions of teaching of problem-solving other than the designed single inquiries as in most designs
of well-posed problems, this study intends to apply ill-posed problems for teachers’ and students’
initial uses. Such a decision for choice of problems in this study is believed to facilitate
subsequently comparable and substantial cognitive influences about mathematical problem-solving.
This choice about the use of ill-posed problems in this study would distinguish if a teacher could
devise own problem-solving inquiries so as to mean own planned instructional adjustments for
adjusting student learning of those who could apply a/the designed inquiry in a problem. Such a
choice is believed to distinguish practices of mathematical problem-solving by teaching “the”
solution as in the use of well-posed problems. Figure 2.2.2b shows a conceptual diagram about this
study’s perceived possible difference of a teacher’s potential differing moments of contingency in
corresponding interactive situations after the use of a well-posed problem and that of an ill-posed
problem:

Teacher’s
solution

A student’s
solution

Teacher’s
solution(s)

A teacher might only teach an intended solution to some
individuals but not the rest after use of a well-posed problem.

Solution(s) being
suitable without need
of further instructional
adjustment

A student’s
solution(s)

A teacher might or might not teach further solutions to
individuals or the rest after use of an ill-posed problem.

Figure 2.2.2b: A teacher’s differing moments of contingency initiated by well-posed and ill-posed problems

The conceptual diagram demonstrates this study’s understanding of a moment of
contingency that a teacher might create or capitalize upon when s/he would use a well-posed or illposed problem. For the use of a well-posed problem, s/he could have the designed problem-solving
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inquiry to teach only to those without the exact solution. This is because the difference in solution
to a given well-posed problem, i.e. for those who could not have a solution inquiry being exactly the
same as what the teacher would have, would necessary create a potential cognitive influence in an
interactive situation for a potential formative interaction. (Black & Wiliam, 2009) Effective
teaching of mathematical problem-solving could only be seen to those without any exact inquiry at
all, but not the rest, in a mathematics classroom. Since the problem-solving inquiry could be said as
pre-determined in the design of a given problem once used, the growth in mathematical problemsolving of the rest could hardly be identified. However, if everyone in classroom could happen to
fail to do the problem, then it could raise the questionability of a teacher’s design, choice, or use,
because the teacher could be the only classroom participant to possess the designed singular
problem-solving inquiry and the transaction of the problem-solving inquiry would have to be
unidirectionally determined by the teacher.
According to the negation of Hadamard’s (1902) definition of a well-posed problem, when
an ill-posed problem could be used, the solution inquiries that a teacher might have and those
individual students have might have would create a potential set difference and initiate potential
cognitive influences among different classroom participants. If a teacher would possess no problemsolving inquiry at all, then s/he might have nothing to transact to any student and become unable to
teach. If a teacher would possess one or more problem-solving inquiries, then s/he might have own
certain inquiries to transact and s/he might transact to those who could possess no solution but not
necessarily those who could possess one solution. S/he might have to suggest certain instructional
regulations to individual students in adjusting them to learn any one of the solutions and some
mathematical reasons to learn, or not to learn, the rest of the solutions, if any. In the use of an illposed problem, the theory of formative assessment (Black & Wiliam, 1989) might allow this study
to ‘see’ (in Kilpatrick’s (2013) research perspective) how the presumably exclusive use of wellposed problem in school mathematics education might have shaped teacher practices in enabling
students’ learning of multiplicity of mathematical problem-solving inquiries in meaning potentially
their intended growths of student learning of mathematical problem-solving in a given context,
particularly when Hegedus’ (2013) definition of mathematical problem-solving might be applied to
this study in meaning student learning. (See also Chapter 2.1.3b.)

Figure 2.2.2c shows that a teacher might or might not create and capitalize upon a moment
of contingency when s/he could encounter individual student’s alternatively valid solution as in a
possible interactive situation depicted in Figure 2.2.2a:
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Teacher’s
solution(s)

Solution(s) being
suitable without need
of further instructional
adjustment

A student’s
solution(s)

A teacher might or might not be affected by individual students’
alternatively valid solutions, and change own planned instructional
adjustments accordingly for teaching the rest.
Figure 2.2.2c: A teacher’s another potential kind of moments of contingency possibly initiated by an ill-posed problem

His/her intention of mathematical problem-solving might or might not be affected by individual
students’ alternatively valid inquiries in a given ill-posed problem, even though the set difference
between the teacher and these individual students in solution inquiries should have made him/her
create or capitalize upon a moment of contingency for modifying initially planned instructional
adjustments and transacting these alternative inquiries to the rest of students in the same
mathematical context.
For a problem being applied in this study for a Kilpatrick’s (2013) research perspective, I
will then have to show how its design rationale will have to afford such more than one problemsolving inquiry in meaning comparable stimulus/stimuli that a teacher might be analyzed to suggest
any potential intention of teaching of his/her perceived missing inquiries in meaning own teaching
of mathematical problem-solving for presumably each of the students in a class. In such a rationale
of the application of the design of an ill-posed problem in this study, learning growths in
mathematical problem-solving might then become comparable with a teacher’s suggested number
of alternative inquiries, or his/her suggested comprehensiveness of an inquiry against a given illposed problem for a given student response or student responses of a given particular type.

Black & Wiliam (2009) think that during a moment of contingency, a teacher will have to
decide and give an effective kind of feedbacks to facilitate a definite cognitive influence according
to:
1)

a single student response, or

2)

an optimum one among different student responses.

In a formative mode the teacher’s initial prompt is designed to encourage more thought, the learner is
more actively involved, and the teacher’s work is far less predictable: formative interaction is
contingent. In such a mode, the teacher’s attention is focused on what s/he can learn about the
student’s thinking from their (his/her) response. (p.12)
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…
In formulating effective feedback the teacher has to make numerous decisions on numerous occasions,
often with little time for reflective analysis before making a commitment. The two steps involved, the
diagnostic in interpreting the student contribution in terms of what it reveals about student’s thinking
and motivation and the prognostic in choosing the optimum response: both involve complex decision,
often to be taken with only a few seconds available. (p.17)

A mathematics teacher could very often encounter a felt need of an instructional adjustment
upon a student response or student responses in a particular kind to a given problem, which could
show a missing concept or skill or alternative conception s/he would perceive. Since a teacher’s
intended feedbacks could be characterized in various actions, this study intends to consider only
his/her task design embodied in his/her design of own mathematical tasks to explore how s/he could
perceive his/her practice as “effective”. A teacher’s perceptions of student responses to a previous
task problem should then indicate how they might create or capitalize upon a moment of
contingency which should reflect how s/he might plan for any design of mathematical tasks in
presumably diagnosing students’ further understanding in certain connections to student potential
addresses or even remedies of the teacher’s perceived missing knowledge or misconceptions for
his/her teaching of mathematical problem-solving. By exploring a teacher’s changes of perceptions,
particularly in his/her intentions that different planned or suggested instructional adjustments, s/he
might indicate how s/he might intend to influence, or get influenced cognitively by, student
responses. A teacher’s perception changes would likely lead to how s/he might reveal differently
his/her own follow-up tasks for certain his/her perceived diagnostic and/or remedial intentions
before s/he could carry out for actual implementation. Therefore, an exploration of a teacher’s
potential asynchronous moment of contingency is believed to be suitable to reveal how s/he might
apply their task design for potential implementation of ‘formative’ assessments (Black & Wiliam,
2009). This study is going to be formulated with its research design for such an exploration, as to be
disclosed in Chapter 3.1.3.

h.

The choice of a particular version of ‘formative’ assessment for this

study
This study intends to adopt the version of ‘formative’ as defined in the theory of formative
assessment of Black & Wiliam (2009). Such an intention will allow this study to explore the
meaning of effective teaching of mathematical problem-solving or effectiveness of a given teacher’s
practice in mathematical problem-solving through the definition of formative assessment that the
authors explain. The definition specifies explicitly the need of an interactive situation for certain
intended cognitive influences in meaning a potential implementation within a given classroom. That
is: if the design characteristics of a given problem that a teacher would adopt for use could not
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suggest a definite rationale in facilitating own generation of necessarily certain potential interactive
situations for his/her teaching of mathematical problem-solving through certain cognitive influences
that s/he could and would intend, then that problem or its design should not be adopted for this
study.

This definition (Black & Wiliam, 2009) then addresses a critical design consideration of
mathematical problems to be used in this study. Since a differing singular inquiry for an unique
solution, as in most designs of well-posed problems, could normally initiate differing a contextual
stimulus to mean a different singular way of problem-solving, for a ‘research perspective’
(Kilpatrick, 2013) in mathematics education allowing this study to compare fairly problem-solving
processes from different individuals, this study can foresee that even when the same well-posed
problem would happen to be used, differences of inquiries, if any, among different users would
likely be constrained by the design of the problem, instead of being facilitated by individual users’
capability in inquiring alternative ways of problem-solving. In the other words, the design of a wellposed problem could appear to have innately limited itself in a design rationale, or in Hadamard’s
(1902) definition, to give only limited or even an ever single problem-solving inquiry which would
have to confine all classroom participants either to have no solution (for those not possessing all
assumed prior knowledge), or to follow only the designed inquiry in meaning mathematical
problem-solving (for the rest). In the first scenario, teaching mathematical problem-solving (i.e.
transaction of a well-posed problem in a ‘pedagogical perspective’ (Kilpatrick, 2013)) becomes
very inflexible as only suggesting mostly a/the solution of the problem in meaning definite
cognitive influences or growths of individual classroom participants in common in mathematical
problem-solving. In the second scenario, the use of the problem for teaching and learning of
mathematical problem-solving could become questionable since it would always determine no
growth in ability for further mathematical inquiries in the same context. These two scenarios of
potential consequences of uses of well-posed problems could show that the singular inquiries, as
mostly determined by individual designs, would always require a teacher to apply
designed/intended/chosen inquiries to mean definitely single ways of mathematical problem-solving,
or to facilitate definite cognitive influences in these inquiries, or to mean definite growth(s) in
mathematical inquiry. Teaching mathematical problem-solving with the use of a well-posed
problem could rely on a teacher very heavily for transaction of intentions and actions of
mathematical problem-solving that pedagogical transaction could appear to be very inflexible, since
both scenarios could have long been limited by the context in a designed rationale for mostly only a
single inquiry. That is, a student being suggested contexts alternative to what s/he could have
encountered before might become unknown to apply the mathematical concepts, skills, and ways of
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problem-solving s/he learnt. Such a kind of potential consequence could appear to be very
undesirable to all school mathematics educators, parents, and citizens of a given society and very
unfair to all student stakeholders of school mathematics education. This study intends to avoid
similar research findings as described in e.g. Hollingworth et al. (2003), Anderson (2014), or others.

Therefore, to stimulate potential alternative inquiries, this study intends to experiment illposed problems in which the design rationale of each should promise certain multiplicity of
problem-solving inquiries so as to initiate abundantly alternative stimuli (i.e. at least two) for
meaning definite cognitive growths of mathematical problem-solving inquiries (especially for those
who could have got only one), and for meaning how a given design of ill-posed problem should
help a teacher to engineer a definite interactive situation for intended formative interaction of
problem-solving inquiries among not only individual students who could not give any solution at all,
but also those who somehow did not inquire a given ill-posed problem thoroughly. Such an
intended experimental design rationale for use of an ill-posed problem also addresses Hegedus’
(2013) definition of mathematical problem-solving completely for students’ necessity of
collaborative investigations of multiplicity of different possible approaches that students’
opportunities in learning mathematical problem-solving could then be afforded by multiple
observations as personally inquired or peer stimulated in the interactive situations that a teacher’s
use of ill-posed problem should initiate. (See Chapter 2.1.3b and Figure 2.2.2c.) In an interactive
situation, due to merely own use of alternative stimuli initiated by the design of a given ill-posed
problem, individual participants’ collective and potentially mutually exclusive problem-solving
inquiries in a given mathematics classroom should be seen as own rival theories in a Churchman’s
(1971) classified “Hegelian inquiry system”. For a research seeking full transactions to others in a
Kilpatrick’s (2013) pedagogical perspective, i.e. accepting each valid one as an increasingly
comprehensive mathematical inquiry, mutual reconciliation of these participants would determine
each of these rival theories valid or collectively all of them as comprehensive during collaborative
investigation. These valid rival theories about problem-solving could be seen as certain definite
cognitive influences of others, meaning definite effectiveness in teaching and learning of
mathematical problem-solving according to individual growths in the number of alternative
inquiries:
The idea of reconciling rival theories is more fully developed in a Hegelian inquiry system where
antithetical and mutually inconsistent theories are developed. Not content with building plausible
theories, the Hegelian inquirer takes a plausible theory, and then investigates what would have to be
different about the world for the exact opposite of the most plausible theory itself to be plausible. The
tension produced by confrontation between conflicting theories forces the assumptions of each theory
to be questioned, thus possibly creating a coordination of the rival theories. (Wiliam & Lester, 2008)
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Since individuals’ plausible inquiries would have to be validated by others’ rigourous
dialectics and in turn be challenged by ‘(plausible) instruction that took place for the opposite of the
situated learning explanation’ (Wiliam & Lester, 2008, p.43) and ‘(plausible) instruction that took
place for the opposite of the cognitivist explanation’ (ibid.), the collective mathematical inquiries
remained after overall dialectics of all classroom participants due to necessary ‘co-ordination, or
even synthesis, of different perspectives, at a higher level of abstraction’ (ibid.) should result a
comprehensive inquiry which would address definite learning growths of those who initially could
have yet to possess partially or entirely. How diagnostics and correctives of valid applications of
assumed mathematical knowledge at critical instants might be redistributed to the design of an illposed problem and momentary dialectics of every classroom participant in interactive situations.
Since ‘any instructional activity that allows teachers to uncover the way students think about
what is being taught and that can be used to promote improvements in students’ learning can serve a
formative purpose’ (Trumbull & Lash, 2013, p.3), the essence of planned learning adjustments
being intended for actual implementation of a formative assessment could lie on how teachers could
base on a specific student response or a group of common responses to design and choose
mathematical problems for use as follow-up tasks in reflecting the presumed diagnostic and
remedial values for perceived missing inquiries, including the underlying concepts and skills.
Therefore, teacher uses of ill-posed problems in initiating student responses would even allow this
study to explore how a teacher might or might not react to potential alternative responses,
substantiating potentially own teaching practices as more effective ones for student learning of
alternative ways of mathematical problem-solving, or of even certain comprehensiveness in
mathematical inquiries. I will come back to visit the meaning(s) of teachers’ mathematics task
design and the underlying intentions for this study in Chapter 2.3.
Trumbull & Lash (2013) add that ‘any assessment could be used for formative purposes’
(p.3) but the designed effectiveness for each purpose of a given assessment could be lessen
(Pellegrino et al., 2001; Shavelson, Black, Wiliam & Coffey, 2007). Although such a conception
might have alleviated educationally irresponsible test experts’ conception of a summative
assessment (e.g. Bennett, 2011), the design of a well-posed mathematical problem for a summative
purpose is clearly different from the one designed for a teaching and learning purpose for an
intended concept, or skill, or way of mathematical problem-solving. More importantly, as warned
by Wiliam (2010), the conception of “assessment for learning”, as in a teacher’s use of any problem,
does not necessarily promise the underlying action in adjusting and even creating students’ growths
of mathematical problem-solving. The difference of task designs for different purposes would seem
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to indicate the questionability of the effectiveness of use of a test item, or a normally well-posed
problem in public examination, for pedagogical purposes because the designed intention could
hardly escape from the necessary purpose of ability categorization or any accountability issue,
instead of teaching and learning of mathematics that students need, or can inquire and use, or
instead of possible and valid inquiries on certain accounts for students’ necessary learning of
different ways of mathematical problem-solving. According to the previous inquiry about the
teachers’ use of well-posed problems for teaching mathematical problem-solving in Chapter 2.1,
this study intends to explore the mathematical and/or pedagogical potentials that the use of ill-posed
problems should afford in general teachers’ potential implementations of ‘formative’ assessments
(Black & Wiliam, 2009) in own intentions of teaching and learning of mathematical problemsolving. In Chapter 2.3.2a, I will visit the meanings about “ill-posed-ness” of ill-posed
mathematical problems.

2.3 Ill-posed Mathematical Problems and Tasks Design
As informed by necessary growths of mathematical inquiries for use of mathematical
problems and in representing cognitive influences of mathematical problem-solving as well as
comparable meanings of effective learning and teaching (See Chapter 2.2.2g and 2.2.2h.), this
section of literature starts to illustrate some potential meanings and the associated issues of “illposed-ness” of ill-posed problems, so as to facilitate this study’s potential focus of necessary design
characteristics in some designs of mathematical tasks, and instead this study’s own designs for
experimental exploration of practice effectiveness about mathematical problem-solving of some
sorts. One necessary visit is about problematic issues in the design considerations and rationales
about “openness” among “open problems”, “open-ended problems”, and “investigative tasks”
which makes this study hesitate to adopt others’ used problems and tasks, and become very difficult
to adapt for systematic analysis of teacher practices under the constructs in the theory of formative
assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009), despite CDC (2002) has suggested local teachers to use for
implementations. (See Chapter 2.2.1b.)
All these problematic issues in the designed “openness” will be shown to have resulted from
a fatal lack in common of the necessary underlying design rationale in systematically generating
alternative mathematical inquiries for a teacher’s definite promotions of necessary and comparable
growths of individual and peer students in different groups at different corners of a given
mathematics classroom. Some so-called “openness” could even mean simply a well-posed problem
(Hadamard, 1902) but in a redundant categorization, or a defective design rationale for necessarily
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suggesting students’ own accounts of problem-solving intentions or transacting alternative inquiries
in the same problem-solving context, which entirely violates many or even most Kilpatrick’s (2013)
perspectives of problems for use. Some designs, especially those requiring necessarily teachers’
additional “scaffolds” and task “extensions”, were found to be even mixed up with Margolinas’
(2013) conception of mathematical tasks for teachers’ own necessary intentions of instructional
adjustments, as in their potential designs of additional “subtasks” when used, to deal with individual
students’ ability differences of prior mathematical learning experiences.

Based on the analysis of Silver et al. (1996) in the structure of a well-posed problem, the
overall design of well-posed problems predominantly used in school mathematics education could
be briefly analyzed in terms of context manipulations and goal manipulations for further problem
generations or reformulations and in turn for posing an ill-posed problem. In particular, the intended
goal of designed “well-posed-ness” of any given well-posed problem, as in its necessary definition
(Hadamard, 1902), should have long been understood as the result of extensive uses of the
(algebraic) method of substitution which connects uniquely its designed set of contextual
constraints and its intended completeness of the goal in a particular description. Their suggested
generation strategies will be shown to facilitate some pragmatic design rationales for this study’s
intentional negation of Hadamard’s (1902) definition but in turn this study’s adoption of previously
mentioned necessary design considerations of ill-posed problems in certain Kabanikhin’s (2012)
“ill-posed-ness” in certain contextual “instability”, in which mathematical problem-solving might
have long been designed for intended enhancements of student abilities in identifying reasonable
alternative past events and in predicting different possible future events within given mathematical
situations. Such a kind of “instability-oriented” design rationale might also appear to allow this
study to generate systematically of ill-posed problems from well-posed ones so as to illuminate
potentially ample sources of a teacher’s potential implementation of Hegedus’ (2013) definition of
mathematical problem-solving and his/her potential initiation of “formative interactions” (Black &
Wiliam, 2009) in alternatively valid mathematical inquiries through user-defined assumptions or
assumption-controlled problem-solving inquiries against a given piece of designed “instability” in a
given ill-posed problem. In fact, the end of this part of literature review will be shown how this
study can adopt simply contextual “uncertainty” to reach such an intended design of certain
“instability” of ill-posed problems for generating simultaneously multiple mutually-exclusive
problem-solving inquiries by a general user-defined assumption for a user’s own intended
comprehensiveness in mathematical problem-solving and for potential mutual transactions of these
different inquires in an interactive situation.
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After engineering Kilpatrick’s (2013) anthropological and pedagogical perspectives in
potential design rationales of ill-posed problems, I will show how Margolinas (2014) can appear to
facilitate this study’s adoption of Kilpatrick’s (2013) research perspective for use of an researcherdesigned ill-posed problem for this study’s subsequent scrutiny of teachers’ intentions and actions
in potential implementations of formative assessments. The rationale of scrutiny will be shown to
lie on possible traces of teachers’ intentions of own adoptions of user-defined (own or students’)
assumptions and/or alternative “assumption-oriented” problem-solving inquires in own potential
instructional adjustments through individuals’ own “designs” of mathematical tasks for use. This
study intends to consider if user-defined assumptions as afforded by an ill-posed problem’s
contextual “instability” in design could initiate teachers’ necessary intentions in creating student
growths in additional mathematical problem-solving inquiries or in the overall comprehensiveness
of mathematical problem-solving through the design rationales as entailed in own planned or
momentarily devised mathematical tasks against the use of a given assumption or a given set of
assumptions in meaning a particular problem-solving inquiry which they would perceive as their
intended growths of students. When a teacher could raise own designed tasks for regulating students’
problem-solving inquiries according to given assumptions, the collectively alternative assumptions
and/or alternative “assumption-oriented” problem-solving inquiries from different users of ill-posed
problems in a mathematics classroom might be seen as certain “stimuli” (Black & Wiliam, 2009,
p.11) sufficiently representing comparable inquiries in the same problem-solving context for mutual
cognitive influences in an “interactive situation” (p.11) which should seek teachers’ own creations
and/or capitalizations upon certain “moments of contingency” for necessary instructional
adjustments about definite student growths in mathematical inquiries. According to the theory of
formative assessment, such a kind of teachers’ task design should be put as an “effective” practice.
In effect, individual teachers’ resolution of own instructional adjustments in own task design
(intentions and rationales) for effective teaching and growth of problem-solving inquiries are
supposed to inform (or transact) this study’s psychological perspective (Kilpatrick, 2013) of illposed problems for use in teachers’ task design about own instructional adjustments and creation of
learning about students’ ability in mathematical problem-solving (in Hegedus’ (2013) definition).

2.3.1 Searching for design characteristics of ill-posed problems for this study
Before adopting others’ designed or used ill-posed problems, a summary of design
considerations from previously reviewed literatures becomes important to this study because not all
design rationales, if disclosed, could follow these design considerations for this study’s adoption
and use.
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In addition, a portion of this part of literature review should be allocated to the visit to
designs of the so-called “open problems” or “open-ended problems” so as to facilitate this study to
justify whether these problems should be adopted as ill-posed problems under the above design
considerations.

a.

A brief summary of necessary design characteristics of ill-posed
problems from use

In Kilpatrick’s (2013) psychological perspective, a problem needs to be posed for the
possession of this study. This study intends to possess mathematical way(s) of problem-solving of a
given design of each used ill-posed problem that a user might take in facilitating the mutual
cognitive influences of mathematical problem-solving of other users.

Problem-posing becomes an essential issue to mean the design of an ill-posed problem for
use in this study. The essence is in researching how a user’s problem-solving process could be made
‘seen’ (Kilpatrick’s (2013) research perspective) in certain substantial representation of problem
transactions (Kilpatrick’s (2013) social-anthropological perspective) and in certain pedagogical
intentions of teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving (Kilpatrick’s (2013)
pedagogical perspective). If a user’s problem-solving process could be made ‘seen’ substantially for
a research purpose, then his/her problem-solving process could then be made recordable in some
physical or digital form for rigourous comparison. These evidences of student intended growths in
problem-solving inquiries might then be arranged in the design of a research that this study can in
turn carry out. (See Chapter 3.) As far as researching teachers’ “effective” practices of teaching
mathematical problem-solving concerns this study, although there could be different kinds of
recordable responses, this study first intends to focus on students’ written responses and teachers’
oral or written responses because such a research intention also facilitate this study to explore
experimentally teachers’ asynchronous moments of contingency according to momentary student
responses to a given ill-posed problem that a teacher could get. (See Chapter 2.2.2h.)
In addition, in Mehan’s (1978) social-anthropological perspective, the posed design of a
given ill-posed problem for this study’s use would have to facilitate a user to intend to account for
his/her solution inquiry in preparing for potential transactions to other classroom participants, so as
to promise Kilpatrick’s (2013) ‘pedagogical’ perspective. This consideration is indispensable to
facilitate a teacher-engineerable interactive situation in classroom through his/her use of an illposed problem supplied by this study for certain intended potential cognitive influences of a user,
i.e. s/he could base on each of his/her own formulated solution to account for what is to be seen to
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be responded and to intend to influence other users with his/her response in the interactive situation.
Different users could then base on mutual alternative problem-solving inquiries, i.e. those being
individually accountable for mathematical validity, to get influenced. This consideration should
presumably promise how a teacher might be enabled to manage the complexity of uncertainties and
assumptions to be introduced in this study’s design of an ill-posed problem for a research use in
classroom according to momentary performance in problem-solving inquiries of his/her students.
These ‘seen’s are believed to constitute sufficiently Kilpatrick’s (2013) ‘research’ perspective, and
then ultimately all four perspectives for the use of an researcher-supplied ill-posed problem among
different users for comparisons of inquiries about mathematical problem-solving as well as
instructional adjustments, if any, having been intended for growths in mathematical problemsolving.

In addition, as mentioned in Chapter 2.2, a chosen design of a given ill-posed problem for
this study’s use should then facilitate this study to disclose its rationale for meaning it to afford
necessarily at least one common definite “stimulus” in enabling certain comparability of users’
problem-solving inquiries, so as to facilitate potential claims of this study about its perceived
“effective” practices, plans, or implementations of ‘formative’ assessment of mathematical
problem-solving on behalf of participating teachers, according to the definition in the theory (Black
& Wiliam, 2009).

A designed stimulus for teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving, i.e. a given
teacher’s pedagogy for and his/her transactions of cognitive influences in mathematical inquiries of
a given ill-posed problem should then facilitate own and students’ spontaneous needs of interactive
situations for collaborative investigations of such a kind transactions. Hegedus’ (2013) definition of
mathematical problem-solving might be one fitting such a design requirement about mathematical
stimuli in initiating these collaborative investigations among different pairs of users for own
formulations of own perceived comprehensiveness or even completion of potential simultaneously
multiple but mutually exclusive inquiries. Therefore, when this study could apply Hegedus’ (2013)
definition to scrutinize given designs of ill-posed problems for this study’s use, this study would in
turn substantiate and supply necessarily users’ opportunities of mutual diagnostics, validations,
correctives, and accommodations of problem-solving inquiries and the underlying knowledge
applications momentarily not yet inquired in the associated interactive situations, which might be
seen as what the necessity of the design of each adopted ill-posed problem could initiate the
“collaborative investigations” of multiple approaches for users’ own “multipl[icity]” in observations.
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b. “Openness” in “open problems” and “open-ended problems”
Guided by the above design characteristics, I can come to scrutinize meanings of others’
design of mathematical problems for potential adaptations in representing “ill-posed-ness” and
potential adoptions for use.
Based on Hadamard’s (1902) definition, the design of an ill-posed problem should in
opposite have to yield either no solution or more than one solution. However, designing an ill-posed
problem intentionally for no solution does not make any sense to this study because this study will
have to supply ill-pose problems for transactions in a research perspective, despite a researcher of
this study, i.e. I, might always suspend to reveal own perspectives in mathematical problem-solving.
This study then only considers only intentional designs of problems for simultaneously multiple
problem-solving inquiries for adoption and use.

Nevertheless, a design of multiple solutions for a given problem in representing its potential
“ill-posed-ness” and in turn meaning it to be an ill-posed problem might inevitably introduce certain
“openness” to the designed description of a given problem for an intended goal in number of
solutions or answers being more than one. At the time of writing, Yeo’s (2007) classification of task
problems might be seen as a comprehensive one in recent times.

I now come back from Chapter 2.2.1 to illustrate in literatures how different scholars meant
the term “openness” in some so-called ‘open problems’ or ‘open-ended problems’. As I will show,
the meanings are quite idiosyncratic and sometime contradictory to each other and even redundant.
In short, recent conceptions of scholars of either of these two terms for learning and teaching of
mathematical problem-solving do not appear to be coherent. Their conceptions should have long
clarified necessarily definite stimuli in clear rationales being applicable to further generations of
particular designs of “open” or “open-ended” problems for teachers’ own adaptations and
modifications in teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving so that they could rely on
these stimuli to represent definite potential growths or differences about growths among differing
mathematical inquiries. Because of these design defects, this study does not intend to adopt for use.

Yeo (2007) illustrates a recent and comprehensive classification of mathematical problems
and tasks in a framework according to different perspectives of students and teachers and its
relationship with some exemplifying problems’ designed “openness” (p.17). However, the
classification still appears to be very problematic in meaning a practical operational definition for a
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proper design rationale in considering “ill-posed-ness” of ill-posed mathematical problems for use
in this study.

If the goal is defined in the design of a problem for a task being assigned to students to do,
then Yeo (2007) perceives the goal as either open or closed. Such a classification means the
designer’s designed openness for the goal of a given problem could be affected by users’
perspectives. According to Hadamard (1902), if the designed goal should yield definitely a unique
solution, then such a classification could appear to become irrelevant to mathematical problemsolving.
If the goal is closed, then a user should normally be ‘unable to proceed directly to solution’
(Lester, 1980, p.30) in the design of a given problem. Such a user-dependent classification about
“openness” could yield problem-solving situations varying among users in different mathematical
proficiencies, as in the definition of mathematical problem-solving of Schoenfeld (1992). Yeo
(2007) perceives the mathematical situation, exemplified by finding the inverse of a matrix in
dimension 27 × 27, as a procedural problem in certain ‘tediousness’ (p.3), which should not be
perceived as a problem to a student because s/he could also find such as a kind of routine practices
in textbooks when finding an inverse has been taught. Yeo’s (2007) conceptualized “openness” for
the design of a given problem actually varied with a user’s prior mathematical knowledge. In
addition, the inverse of a given matrix is definitely a well-posed problem. That is: A teacher might
manipulate Yeo’s (2007) “openness” by different choices of problems, which could mean the
designed inquiries about mathematical problem-solving of these “open” problems would likely be
grounded by the users who chose to use. Representing the “ill-posed-ness” of an ill-posed problem
with such a kind of “openness” will mean the “ill-posed-ness” design to be user-dependent. Such a
representation definitely means a shaking design rationale for an ill-posed problem and for use in
affording definite comparability of effectiveness of teaching and learning. Studies about effective
teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving should then always avoid using such a kind
of classification of problems and use of those problems.

Logically, the design of a given problem is actually fixed and could hardly influence a
person’s use of the problem. Yeo’s (2007) conception coining the design of such a well-posed
problem as “open” in the goal could appear to be misleading because the goal in the design, i.e.
finding the inverse of a given matrix, actually does not change at all among different users.
Assigning such a kind of “open” problems to a student for meaning mathematical problem-solving
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without considering all necessary prior knowledge should be seen as a behavior issue of a teacher,
rather than that of the problem designer.

Becker & Shimada (1997) would perceive the solution of finding such an inverse matrix as
‘closed’ (p.1) because the goal and the answer are closed, i.e.: the goal is well-specified and there is
only one correct answer. Its contrast with the conception of “open” problems of Yeo’s (2007) shows
the concept of “openness” varies a lot. Notwithstanding this, Yeo’s (2007) classification did not
facilitate others to identify definite advantages for use from “closed” designs in promoting teaching
and learning of mathematical problem-solving. That is: After finding the inverse of a matrix in
dimension 27 × 27 could be classified as “open” against a student response, Yeo (2007) did not tell
how the problem design rationale would facilitate definitely a teacher’s extension of student
inquiries being alternative to its solution. Without such an explication, Yeo actually failed to tell
how the problem could “open” in anything substantial about valid problem-solving inquiries for the
goal.

Yeo (2007) thought that a problem could also be designed to have an ill-defined goal for
more than one answer or goal as seen in some design of open problems or investigative tasks and
was concerned with the ‘scope’ (p.7) of investigation of how a problem could be stated to mean
certain limitations on the method(s) of investigation. Yeo (2007) actually intends to consider
multiple inquiries for potential designs of mathematical problems through designers’ manipulations
in intended “scope” of investigations. The following problem shows how Becker and Shimada
(1997) design with an open goal with so called “multiple correct answers” Yeo (2007) has
exemplified:
‘A transparent flask in the shape of a right rectangular prism is partially filled with water. When the
flask is placed on a table and tilted, with one edge of its base being fixed, several geometric shapes of
various sizes are formed by the cuboid’s faces and the surface of the water. The shapes and sizes may
vary according to the degree of tilt or inclination. Try to discover as many invariant relations (rules)
concerning these shapes and sizes as possible. Write down all your findings.’ (p. 10).

Becker and Shimada (1997) perceive the above problem as ‘open-ended’ (p. 1) because the
goal has been designed to accept more than one correct answer and its designed intention of such an
answer is seen as an ‘end’ (ibid.). In contrast, Yeo’s (2007) “openness” is focusing on the
description about the goal of a given problem and perceives the above answer as ‘ill-defined’
because ‘there is no way to specify all correct answers’ (p. 12). Therefore, Yeo’s “openness” could
also be split into different designed goals of given “open” problems in which different descriptions
in different versions of the design of a given problem could initiate different “scope” of
investigations. Yeo’s (2007) perceived “scope” of investigation in the design of this problem of
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Becker and Shimada (1997) might likely mean the number of different possible inquiries being
intended for mathematical problem-solving about ‘“invariant relations”’.
Notwithstanding whether the intended “invariant relations” could form a clear “problem”
intention in the context to users or not, since the above problem has been designed with an intended
goal of ‘invariant relations’ in meaning the validity of a user’s suggested relations about shapes or
sizes, the number of valid answers would likely depend on a user’s prior knowledge. That is: The
completeness of the solutions in individual users’ responses should not be a designed requirement
of the problem. Otherwise, a user’s judgement in completion of problem-solving could instead be
affected by own prior knowledge, which could be idiosyncratic to others. In fact, the problem has
been intentionally designed further not to restrict the completeness of answering in a specific
number of possible answers for a user response as shown in the description ‘as many… as possible’.
This could become a critical issue in posing an “ill-defined goal” in “multiple correct answers” or
open “scope” for learning and teaching of mathematical problem-solving.

c. Issues of “openness” in designs of ill-posed problems
Not many designs of the entire descriptions for contexts of given problems might allow such
a way of questioning. That is: one inquiry is okay, two is better, and the more is even the best. Since
one’s mathematical problem-solving inquiry costs time, it requires a definite problem design in an
explicit rationale raising the needs of users in motivating transactions of a definite intention for
more than one valid problem-solving inquiry. According to the described goal, motivations for
users’ transactions of intentions of mathematical problem-solving could appear to be insufficient.
That is: the design of the problem could not distinguish a user’s given set of “invariant relations”
from those in his/her full problem-solving capacity or from those that s/he would answer. Of course,
it depends on a user’s pedagogical intention of teaching and learning of mathematical problemsolving during use to scrutinize the validity of such a design for use. However, such an intention of
use problem would also mean the incompleteness of own mathematics task design with only this
problem for teaching and learning of multiplicity of problem-solving inquiries.
Mathematically, ‘invariant’ could simply mean a very general goal in describing a
mathematical relationship among some subjects or physical quantities described in the context.
Becker and Shimada (1997) actually assume something being ‘constant’, ‘fixed’, ‘unchanged’, or
even ‘the shape of the water surface is a rectangle’ in a ‘possible answer’. Such a kind of answers
could have nothing to do with any designed intention to mean a user in finding a definite means to
specify all correct answers comprehensively, or even systematically. Although the problem also
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says: ‘to discover as many … as possible’, the problem has not been stated to require a definite
inquiry in certain comprehensiveness or completeness of all possible answers or solutions. A given
design not requiring an intended user to resolve all possible problem-solving inquiries does not
necessarily mean that a teacher could be supposed not to inquire and prepare thoroughly for all
these possible inquiries before use, so as to enable him/her to facilitate definite growths of
individual students in problem-solving inquiries not yet responded. This intention of use for a given
design of such a kind of “open” investigation should be particularly important because a user’s prior
knowledge about the meaning of ‘invariant’ could then affect the effect of the intended ‘scope’ of
investigation in the design of a given problem, notwithstanding their perceived “openness” or
“closed-ness”. A user could probably suggest zero, one, or many different “invariant” relationships
according to own intentions, rather than own ability, for a necessarily perceived “complete” way of
answering. Without such a conception in teaching and learning mathematical problem-solving for
adopting such an open-ended problem, a user could gain no motivation to learn alternative inquiries
further because s/he could have perceived to have finished solving the problem according to the
described goal. Definitely, a teacher could have a full control of his/her own pedagogical intention
in evaluating a student’s “completeness” in addressing own perceived intention(s) of a given
problem. However, in teaching mathematical problem-solving, an inquiry without any design
intention to indicate systematically a user’s comprehensiveness in addressing the completion of
answering a given problem might also mean pedagogically a serious design defect because there
could be no such an inquiry for a “completion”. Such a “completion” might also be crucial to users’
intentions for growth via such a kind of “open” investigations particularly when these different
inquiries could be somehow mathematically or pedagogically inter-related. Otherwise, further
alternative inquiries being not yet responded could also challenge users’ conceptions of learning of
mathematical problem-solving that further growths could still be necessary in meaning how the
problem could have been thought as completely solved or thoroughly inquired.
In this exemplifying variation of “scope” of investigation, every student response in a way
of problem-solving could then become ad-hoc because no one could tell how own problem-solving
inquiry could be said as comprehensive. If the above problem (Becker and Shimada, 1997) is
suggesting a teacher’s choice for teaching the comprehensiveness of different possible inquiries
about ‘invariant(s)’, and of course individuals’ significance in problem-solving, then there should
be a rationale in suggesting such a design for a user to inquire systematically all intended meanings
of ‘invariant(s)’. Otherwise, different users’ found invariants could become some different definite
but unrelated inquiries (e.g. constant, fixed, unchanged for “invariance”) in some “shopping lists”.
Such a user-dependent goal should not be what a problem designer intends to design for teachers’
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intended uses in meaning potential growths of mathematical problem-solving in the same context.
The problem might merely be used to assess individual students’ innate talents about own
interpretations of “invarian[ce]”, rather than asking for some inter-related differing mathematical
inquiries which might facilitate potentially definite mutual cognitive influences and growths of
mathematical problem-solving. Nevertheless, seeking various mathematically discrete “invariant
relations” does not appear to be a critical design to mean definite opportunities for multiplicity of
problem-solving inquiries to students because the description does not tell explicitly for what
differing sets of “invariant relations” had been intended in the given context. The designed goal for
student investigations does not appear to be clear enough.
Evans (1987) thinks that problem-solving should result a ‘convergent’ (p.27) activity for a
given design of a task that it leads users to normally only one goal to achieve. Yeo (2007) thinks
that an investigative task should be a ‘divergent’ (p.7) activity because ‘students can set different
goals to pursue’, particularly when a given design of a mathematical problem could be modified to
an investigation with certain designed ‘extensions’ (p.7) which could make the problem-solving
activity divergent. The variation of the “openness” of the goals and methods of the design of a given
problem would depend on how the problem is posed, but definitely a further extended part of the
description of a given design of a problem could be seen as a further subsequent phase of
modification of the design of a given problem, or even another design of the problem. This is
because such a user’s evident modification would evidently demonstrate extra descriptions or even
alternative intentions apart from the designer’s initial instruction for use.

If the goal of the design could be shifted from time to time by a user for transaction, then the
interactive situation that the intended “investigation” might promote would involve chaotic sets of
problem-solving inquiries because different users could be transacted for different goals,
particularly in an intended “divergent” activity. Conversely, in a “convergent” activity, the
momentary design of the “ill-defined” goal being subjected to further “extensions” could also mean
momentarily an incomplete design. For example, if the design of the problem of Becker and
Shimada’s (1997) design above could also be subjected to further “extensions” for use in a
“convergent” activity, then obviously, the design should be seen as an incomplete design for
teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving, because according to Hegedus’ (2013)
definition of mathematical problem-solving, a student could simply have no way to identify the
significance of such an intended convergence for own problem-solving inquiry of ‘as many
invariant relations … as possible’ and get stuck. However, since the problem goal was delimited by
‘as many … as possible’, it could suggest no further incentives for an entirely stuck student to
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continue own inquiry because s/he could think that s/he would have already “completed” his/her
own (no) way of mathematical problem-solving.
The “openness” of a designed “ill-defined” goal of an intended problem would normally
require a designer’s certain anticipated problem-solving processes that a user might intend. Yeo
(2007) raises the issues of the intended problem-solving process of a user that that design of a
problem with an ill-defined goal or any limitation on “methods” might raise. However, Yeo did not
supply any resolution to claim its classification significance for representing meaningful designs
and uses of problems for learning and teaching of mathematical problem-solving.
1)

The design of a problem raises users’ ‘reformulation’ (p.7) which could be
seen as a strategy to solve by parts or alternative ways, which could occur at
the end of a problem-solving activity or during the middle of an investigation
process;

2)

Some ‘problem-posing tasks’ are actually activities in ‘developing or
assessing students’ creativity’ (Silver, 1994), which could also be seen as
certain open tasks, but might have nothing to do with a user’s potential
generation of own mathematical problems to solve for any potential
mathematical investigation, such as:

You are given an equation like this: 5x − 2 = 33. Write a problem … that will lead to the formation of
the above equation and then solve the equation to answer your own problem. Let your creativity flows!
(Teh, Loh, Yeo & Chow, 2007, p. 60; citied in Yeo, 2007, p.8)

Yeo (2007) took the above exemplifying problem to intend to illustrate how problem-posing
might not necessarily result a designed investigation about teaching and learning mathematical
problem-solving for which the problem’s designed “openness” did not require users to ‘reformulate’
or generate further relevant mathematical problems to solve for ‘writing a problem’. In Chapter
2.3.2, I will show its opposite that some problem-posing strategies (e.g. Silver et al., 1996) can be
essential to teachers in formulating intended design features and generating specific designs of illposed problems for use systematically in this study so as to facilitate possible “investigat[ions]” of
not only students’ problem-solving inquiries but also those of teachers’. Yeo (2007) appears to
think that the design of an “ill-defined goal” of a given “open” investigation or an “open-ended”
problem would have to facilitate certain “convergent” problem-solving inquiries as those being
user-intended and perceived as mathematical. Obviously, such a classification still mixed users’
perceptions with a designer’s design rationale for classifying mathematical problems.
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Intended openness of the design of a problem might or might not be linked to more ‘real’
(Wolf, 1990) situations in a ‘practical’ task (Yeo, 2007, p.9), such as the one being stated as:
“Design a garden.” Yeo (2007) perceives such a design of a task problem as ‘multi-disciplinary’,
which could hardly be:
1) solved purely by investigation with mathematical knowledge,
2) solved purely by thinking without any research, and
3) stated to provide enough information in statement to solve.
Yeo’s (2007) classified “multi-disciplinary” “openness” in “ill-defined goal” is vague. In
fact, the introduction of designed statements in certain description of a given problem possessed by
a person in a psychological perspective for meaning its context in transaction departs inevitably and
even always from a “complete” reality because its limitation cannot include everything as its
context. Notwithstanding this, Verschaffel et al. (2000) think that a problem being described in
words is one of central forms to characterize intended reality for mathematical modelling in
particular purposes. According to Greer et al. (2009), mathematical modelling of both physical and
social aspects of our world is pervasive in modern life in which the activities have been transformed
into particular activity systems in schools through say “re-contextualization” (Davis & Hersh, 1986;
Gellert & Jablonka, 2009), “didactical transformation” (Chevallard, 1985), or “alchemy”
(Popkewitz, 2004). Missing information, being mathematical or not, during problem formulation
and reformulation should be an event of the day to any individual person for which s/he could
decide for what particular suitable mathematical approach should be used in own best knowledge
against what s/he could have got to know. Multidisciplinary recalls of own knowledge for a user’s
own interpretation(s) of the description of a given problem as well as applying it for mathematical
problem-solving should be an indispensable process, and could hardly be restricted by any designed
description. Otherwise, the use of the problem could also mean that a user knows how to solve and
violates the necessary meaning of use for teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving.
In fact, it should also be thought that it was the intended unique problem-solving inquiry as in the
design rationale of a given well-posed problem which restricts all kinds of alternatives leading to
only a user’s (teacher’s) intentionally definite “convergence” of others’ (students’) own different
kinds of problem-solving processes for the resulting intended one during investigation. But how
could such a kind of designs of “convergence” of mathematical problem-solving survive for use in
Kilpatrick’s (2013) pedagogical perspective? Notwithstanding this, Yeo’s (2007) classification of
the design characteristic of a problem for an “ill-defined goal” in an intended “convergent”
problem-solving investigation still fails to tell teachers in a pragmatic rationale of how it could
initiate definite growths of students in mathematical problem-solving when used. Simply speaking,
an ill-posed design adopting Yeo’s (2007) “openness” as its “ill-posed-ness” could still fail to
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represent clearly and necessarily individual users’ growths and learning of alternative mathematical
inquiries.
Säljö et al. (2009) even think that ‘developing such (mathematical modelling) skill in a
given context is a central feature of what is means to learn in a complex and ambiguous world,
where multiple interpretations of objects and events can occur, and where knowing is always
relative to assumptions one has to make’ (p.192). This means that our so-called “mathematical
problem-solving” could have sensibly been meant either applications of own knowledge against a
described situation for a solution or a model of the underlying problem, i.e. the inquiry of sensible
mathematical reasons to sustain the problem-solving process in different alternatively possible sets
of conditions meaning that situation, so as to refine the model in plural versions against potentially
differing perceived reality in how that situation had been described but might be understood
alternatively, or both. Whether interpreting alternative problem-solving inquiries should be put as
multidisciplinary or not is a mere idiosyncratic perception in a psychological perspective during
mathematical problem-solving. More importantly, a problem designer’s intended solution
formulation or its inquiries cannot get it excluded from how users could apply own senses to reason
own inquiries, whether any of them could be unanticipated or not. It becomes a user to account for
and adjust how any of those alternatively sensible inquiries for mathematical problem-solving
should improve the model, or should instead not be considered, due to defects in assumption
considerations. The conditional aspect of a situational model in a given described context that
students did not grasp in modelling as in the result of the study of Säljö et al. (2009) has even made
Leung (2009) conjecture that ‘the very form of the question and the setting in which it is presented,
cue the rules of the word problem game’ (p. 217). That is to say that a problem designer could not
escape from how an intended inquiry might have to be sensibly interpreted in unique or alternative
understanding which might not might not be applied to afford various kinds of problem-solving
opportunities to mean ultimately singly or multiply interpreted mathematical inquiries against the
designed description of a given problem. Yeo’s (2007) perceived “multidisciplinary” considerations
should be what the designer of a given problem should have long observed in designing inspiring
inquiries in order to make the problem necessarily afford a user’s autonomy in own decisions for
how own mathematical knowledge should be applied so as to facilitate sufficient ownerships of
personal accounts for mathematical problem-solving, particularly during own intended transactions
in a pedagogical perspective (Kilpatrick, 2013). While a ‘real’ context in the designed description of
a given a problem could be supposed to introduce the ‘meaningfulness’ rather than realism or
usefulness in the enhancement of effectiveness of classroom instruction (Carraher & Schliemann
2002), some scholars (e.g. Kastberg et al., 2005) however were still concerned with only whether
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the solution strategies initiated by the described context could be mathematical or not. These
strategies might be what Verschaffel et al. (2000) have criticized in ‘stereotyped and artificial’ (p.12)
designs of mathematical problems which hardly connected students to own real-life experiences but
instead promoted and reinforced a ‘superficial’ solution without the process of understanding,
modeling, interpretation, and evaluation for use of mathematical knowledge (p.13; See also De
Corte & Verschaffel, 1989; Nesher, 1980; Reusser, 1988; Schoenfeld, 1991). Orton & Frobisher
(1996) are even more concerned with students’ perceived reality of the described context of a given
problem from own experiences in a design about initiating own strategies of mathematical problemsolving. These scholars show that Yeo’s (2007) “multidisciplinary” design of a problem being
intended for students’ potential connections of own real-life experiences could be inevitable and of
no way to include every detail for any intended modelling process. Such a design issue could appear
to lie on how much “re-contextualization” should be intended for certain affordance of sufficient
mathematical problem-solving opportunities to students in their own autonomous accounts of own
and potentially others’ mathematical inquiries.

Yeo (2007) also raises that the openness of the goal of the above problem in designing a
garden (Teh, Loh, Yeo & Chow, 2007) would result multiple valid answers that ‘there would be no
such thing as correct answer’, which implies that an open answer could mean both multiple correct
answers as well as multiple valid answers. Yeo’s (2007) then turns to advocate the design of a
problem to a certain mathematical investigation through a well-defined goal for open answers (p.13)
on a basis that the ‘goal and [the] answer are not … the same’ (Orton & Frobisher, 1996, p. 26):
‘although there are multiple correct answers, there is only one general goal’ (ibid.):
Find as many patterns as possible about the powers of 3. (Yeo, 2007, p.13)

Such a design classification for the goal description of a given problem could imply that a user
could make an assumption to mean one of the goal ‘pattern(s)’ for his/her own way of investigation
and solution formulation. However, when a user-defined assumption could be allowed in the
designed description of a problem for mathematical problem-solving, the acceptance of a user’s
own interpretation of about a ‘pattern’, say whether it is mathematical or not for it as answer, could
become subjective. Yeo (2007) actually anticipates a pattern such as that ‘in the last two digits’ or
‘the sum of all the digits of the powers of 3’ (p.13). These so-called ‘“patterns”’ are clearly some
additionally user-defined assumptions of the problem that a user could covertly impose as certain
so-called “extensions” or implicit “scope” to facilitate own accounts and completion of
mathematical problem-solving. In the other words, such a Yeo’s exemplifying design in limiting the
scope of a user’s problem-solving process through statement description might not likely help a
problem-designer to intend necessarily a user’s definite application of his/her learnt mathematical
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knowledge for a particular intended scope of ways of problem-solving. Of course, in designing an
ill-posed problem, particularly when its goal would have to be intended for a description to accept
multiple valid or correct solutions, a problem designer would have to consider a user’s potential
ways of investigations in which s/he could apply his/her mathematical knowledge to formulate own
solution(s). Therefore, “openness” introduced in the designed description of a given goal for the
design of a problem being favourable to a user’s own investigation of his/her way(s) of
mathematical problem-solving, if designable, would still have to allow his/her mathematical
account of his/her own way(s) of perceived intention(s) of the given problem as well as resulting
formulation of his/her solution, particularly in meaning a user’s comprehensiveness and/or
completion of own mathematical inquiries.
Yeo (2007) also raises that “openness” could also be introduced in the design of a problem
for certain intended “open method(s)” with ‘multiple methods of a solution’ (p.15) or an “illdefined method” without any ‘well-defined method that will guarantee the answer’ (ibid.). The
following Yeo’s (2007) exemplified problem shows a design with “well-defined and closed” goal
about making an open box:
Make an open box using a given vanguard sheet so that it has the biggest possible volume. (Yeo, 2007,
p.16)

This design actually could be subjected to a user’s interpretation for problem-solving, i.e.
the ‘open’ box would probably have to be relied on a user’s assumption for a definite mathematical
interpretation of only 5 faces in meaning ‘only one correct answer’ (p.16). Actually, the ‘welldefined’ method could appear to have been confined by the mathematical intention ‘biggest
possible volume’ in the description. In the other words, the current description would allow a user
to perceive another simultaneously inter-related intention of the problem, i.e. a box in its biggest
possible volume, despite a user could perceive ‘mak[ing] a box’ as relatively more explicit. In
addition to interpreting an open box with necessarily only 5 faces, the designer of this problem
could also be said to have assumed that a user could have entirely understood both designed
intentions simultaneously in order to exercise Yeo’s (2007) the only ‘defined’ method of
mathematical problem-solving.
In reality, any design of a given problem for a user’s way(s) of mathematical problemsolving would always be subjected to his/her prior knowledge in meaning his/her perceived
intention of the problem and his/her assumptions on own interpretations. Why should a problem
designer still need to bother to consider how “openness” would have to be defined in its interpreted
goal, intended validity of an answer, number of correct solutions, or intended scope of mathematical
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problem-solving? Instead, all these bothering issues should have been put to what a user should be
concerned with in meaning own necessary account about inquires of problem-solving through
mathematical reasoning (Kilpatrick’s (2013) pedagogical perspective). In such a research inquiry,
the use of any design of a given problem should then instead require intended users to have
themselves to account for own interpreted intention(s) and/or assumed ways of mathematical
problem-solving, whether the design could be claimed as “closed”, “open”, “open-ended”,
“investigation”, or what else others, including “ill-posed”. In the other words, it could become a
user’s ability in supporting or restricting mathematically unanticipated alternative inquiries in a
given design of a problem according to certain mathematical conditions or restrictions. For example,
a user should necessarily address mathematically others’ potential challenges in alternative
problem-solving inquiries, with say “A box in only 4 faces could still be considered as a valid open
box.” If the given mathematical constraint of “open” for “4 faces” was avoided during use, then
could the consideration of the design of the intended investigation be still regarded as thorough?
For such a so-called “open-ended” problem in a design of simultaneously multiple
equivalently important problem-solving intentions, inquiring an alternative way of mathematical
problem-solving by either intention alone is in fact unlikely. That is: a person cannot base on either
‘mak[ing] an open box’ or ‘biggest possible volume’, but not both, to determine a valid intention of
mathematical problem-solving and suggest a possible inquiry. If such a kind of “open-ended”
design would have to be allowed by a personal control of own assumption in interpreting its
designed simultaneous multiplicity of certain equivalently significant problem-solving intentions,
then the so-called “openness” in the goals of these “open-ended” problems could be less relevant in
design considerations of mathematical tasks which should definitely lead to multiple inquiries of
mathematical problem-solving. In fact, Yeo (2007) should have categorized correctly the problem
as a ‘closed’ (Becker and Shimada, 1997, p.1) problem or exactly a ‘well-posed’ (Hadamard, 1902)
problem in order to avoid classification redundancy. Such an alternative classification does not
appear to be conducive to teaching and assessments of students’ growths in mathematical problemsolving inquiries for a definite account because the problem only affords a single inquiry for an
user-defined assumption of the described “open” box in exactly 5 faces. Obviously, user-defined
assumptions in facilitating sensible problem-solving or modelling processes against some intended
“open-ended-ness” of the designed description of the contextual constraint and the goal of an “open”
problem are indispensable. It was clearly the design rationale of use which accepts or not
collectively multiple problem-solving interpretations of given descriptions of the context and the
goal from a single user or multiple users to facilitate teaching and learning of alternative inquiries.
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The rationale appears to lie on a designer’s acceptance of user-defined assumptions for meaning
teaching and learning of problem-solving inquiries and representing growths.
Kaur, Har & Kapur (2009) also exemplify some other designs of seeming “open-ended”
problems. Let’s take one to analyze briefly.
If the area of a parallelogram is 90 square meters, find its base and height. (p.231)

Although there are infinitely many ordered pairs to represent its solution, the inquiry for the
solution will always be blocked if students’ prior knowledge does not include the formulation of the
area of a parallelogram. The solution could also be represented uniquely by the general form of a
solution in an ordered pair, i.e. (x, 90/x), where x > 0, which illustrates the problem simply as a
well-posed one. The inquiry is also single just because of its application of the definite
mathematical relationship between “THE” area of a parallelogram and its side lengths for
necessarily mathematical modelling of the context in the design. The so-called “openness” only
appeared to be essential in “THE” method of substitution of different real numbers in the domain of
x for a specific ordered pair. It is nothing about any alternative inquiry in mathematical modelling
and in turn problem-solving other than the only formulation of “THE” area of a parallelogram.

Based on Simon’s (1978) three criteria as follows, Yeo (2007) also mentioned that designs
of “open” task problems could be “ill-structured”.
1.
2.

3.

The criterion that determines whether the goal has been attained is both more complex and
less definite.
The information needed to solve the problem is not entirely contained in the problem
instructions, and indeed, the boundaries of the relevant information are themselves very
vague.
There is no simple ‘legal move generator’ for finding all of the alternative possibilities at
each step.
(p. 286; Cited in Yeo, 2007, p. 20)

Yeo (2007) exemplified with the above problem of designing a garden but modified in an
additional “extension” ‘for the school’ (p.12) in more ‘information’ (p.20) or ‘task statements’ (p.20)
like: ‘The playground must be 20 m by 20 m and it must contain at least one slide and two swings.
The budget is $10 000.’ Such a modification allowed Yeo (2007) to put own category of “open”
problem in an ‘open answer’ to that in ‘“ill-defined” answer’, confining users’ certain methods of
investigations. Yeo (2007) thinks that such a kind of “extensions” should act as certain “scaffolds”
(p.17) so as to ‘provid[e] guidance in terms of the amount of information given in the task statement’
(ibid.) according to the ‘nature’ (ibid.) of the task. It is clearly seen that the intended or
unanticipated pedagogical perspectives (Kilpatrick, 2013) that a given design of an intended
problem might initiate could often lie on the initial design of the context of the problem. A problem
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designer cannot eliminate the information that any used statement contains in a given design of
certain description; s/he can also be always unable to suppress all different kinds of users’ potential
alternative mathematical or non-mathematical interpretations of any given task statement for a
particularly designed description in own assumption(s). In the other words, a problem-designer
cannot escape from considerations of but merely deprive needs of intended users’ interactions in
seeking own accounts of valid internal “extensions” to make “some” partial valid senses of used
statements in own justifications and acquire intended information from any given description during
problem transactions for own understanding (Mehan, 1978). Designing an ill-posed problem to
mean certain intended “ill-structured-ness” for seemingly a more “convergent” solution or a “valid”
answer could appear to be irrelevant in teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving
because all the additional “scaffolds” and “extensions” for certain intended “ill-posed-ness” could
hardly escape from a problem-designer’s necessary affordance of users’ mathematical reasoning
accounts for own meanings of valid contextual inquiries and goal intentions for mathematical
problem-solving in any design of problems. Whether problem-solving inquiries should be prejustified as convergent or divergent should in general leave to individual users’ own ‘collaborative
investigation’ (Hegedus, 2013) with others that individuals should support or refute every available
problem-solving inquiry with thorough mathematical reasoning, particularly in a design of ill-posed
problem which should not deprive individual users’ own autonomy and opportunities in
applications of own mathematical knowledge. Whether a given problem “looks” ‘not well-posed’,
or even ‘ill-structured’, or not, could only be seen as some personal perceptions, and could not
affect own intentions of mathematical problem-solving, particularly once a user could have had to
rely on own interpretations to understand the given design of the entire description of a problem
(whether well-posed or ill-posed) as one with a given goal. In the other words, a problem designer
could appear to be more worth considering pedagogical intentions of formulations of descriptions of
the context and the goal of a given problem for learning and teaching of mathematical problemsolving, rather than considering how to put the design of an intended ill-posed problem into
categories of “open-ended” problems, or “open” problems or investigations, because these
conceptions suggested very little and definite ground in facilitating definite design rationales for
necessary student growths in comprehensiveness of mathematical inquiries or alternative ways in
problem-solving.

By designing a mathematical problem with necessarily more than one solution, this study
intentionally does not base on “openness” of ‘open-ended problems’ to adopt or design ill-posed
problems. Even though some of them might appear to yield more than one solution, or more
importantly more than one way of mathematical problem-solving, whose inquiry should lead to
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certain increasing comprehensiveness in simultaneously different ways of mathematical problemsolving, but the design of these problems did not constitute a comprehensive rationale sufficiently
leading to definite meanings of necessary “stimuli” in meaning alternative inquiries of mathematical
problem-solving as well as the necessity for teaching and learning. In fact, many design of the socalled “open-ended problems” should have actually be put as well-posed, particularly when the
“openness” designed in an “open-ended” problem could appear to be dependent on a user’s prior
knowledge. (e.g. Cai (1997), Becker & Shimada (1997), the three exemplars of CDC (2002), Kaur,
Ha, & Kapur (2009), etc.)
Many of the so-called “different” methods of solutions of the so-called “open-ended”
problems were actually certain intended specific mathematical relationships in different equivalent
representations (e.g. speed = distance / time  distance = speed  time, See Kaur, Ha, & Kapur
(2009)) or solution formulations of a required physical quantity in different units of representations
but in equivalent logical sequences of mathematical procedures or operations (e.g. time in hour,
minutes, or second, etc.; length in kilometer or meter, etc.) . These relationships should actually
belong to some assumed prior knowledge in a given curriculum. Once prior mathematical
knowledge involved in an intended design of a problem could be asserted, a problem designer
should be able to resemble how users might be intended to apply appropriately in certain didactical
situations (Brousseau, 1997). This means that the design of any ill-posed problem that this study
might intend for adoption could be focused on the considerations of an ultimate formulation of the
description of both of the context and the goal so as to generate ill-posed problems systematically
for teaching and learning of necessary multiplicity of problem-solving inquiries (Hegedus, 2013).
Despite some of “open-ended” problems were designed with so-called “multiple (correct or
valid) answers”, very few of them could indicate a clear rationale about systematic formulations of
multiplicity of mathematical ways of problem-solving in the design of a problem which users might
generally be expected to account necessarily for his/her interpretations of own inquiry for the
necessity of an or some alternative solutions. For example, if there could be no further instruction to
hint a stuck user about the goal of a pattern in certain overt “extensions” or “scaffolds”, then s/he
would likely get stuck long in the first expected pattern about the powers of 3 as in Yeo’s (2007)
exemplifying problem (p.13). These “extensions” or “scaffolds” should have been seen as a
teacher’s certain instructional adjustments in some mathematical “subtasks” of particular designs of
modifications of initially used task problems in regulating learning individual students or group of
students who raised no or unanticipated solutions at certain perceived moments of contingency
(Black & Wiliam, 2009). However, the necessary problem transaction in Kilpatrick’s (2013)
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pedagogical perspective could still be unidirectional, (i.e. mostly only from a teacher to students in
validating used constraints for an intended goal or some accepted goals) and might run into
Popham’s (2008) dilemma in diagnosing and correcting individual students’ difficulties when a
teacher user could intend for the corresponding version of ‘formative’ assessment via such a design
of the problem for use.
More importantly, if Margolinas’ (2013) requirement of the design of a mathematical task is
applied (See also Chapter 2.3.2.), then the design of most Yeo’s (2007) exemplifying problems in
own perceived “openness” could hardly be seen to facilitate too rich transactions of alternative
mathematical problem-solving motives from students to a teacher, i.e. less-abled students might
have to stick heavily to a teacher’s cognitive influence of his/her intended inquiry of way(s) of
problem-solving for potential growths in applications of mathematical knowledge. To put it simple,
a stuck student will wait for his/her teacher solution for cognitive growths in mathematical problemsolving for use of those problems. In designing the goal or the number of solutions for a problem,
Yeo’s (2007) described “openness” does not appear to be a design characteristic being conducive to
generating definite designs of “open” or “open-ended” problems which should promise clear
meanings in a clear pedagogical rationale for an intention of use in accommodating users’ intended
and necessary assumptions during interpreting the context and the goal. Such a seemingly defective
feature in “open” or “open-ended” problems in common does not seem to favour necessarily every
classroom participant’s autonomous account for his/her teaching of mathematical problem-solving
in the absence of any definition of mathematical problem-solving. According to Hegedus’ (2013)
definition of mathematical problem-solving, Yeo’s (2007) conceptualized “openness” in design
actually failed completely to suggest a clear rationale for users’ individual needs of own cognitive
influences in developing own mathematical accounts of problem-solving inquiries. In facilitating
the necessary condition about a user’s definite generation of interactive situation for potential
cognitive influences in alternative mathematical problem-solving inquiries and in turn for potential
implementation of formative assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009), Yeo’s (2007) classification
framework about “openness” in “open problems” or “open-ended problems” even suggests very
little ground.

Suitable designs of ill-posed problems for adoption in this study are scarce. Some given
designs of “ill-posed” problems (e.g. Kabanikhin, 2012) could generally involve quite advanced
mathematical knowledge (e.g. solution to a direct initial-boundary value problem) which
contemporary curricular content in school education of Hong Kong does not cover and has not yet
covered before. (See also Chapter 2.3.2.)
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Some others involving specific curricular content (e.g. solving division-with-remainder
problems in Verschaffel et al, 2009) in local school mathematics education (for Kilpatrick’s (2013)
research perspective) are normally Yeo’s (2007) “problem-posing tasks” discussed in Chapter
2.3.1b before.
Conversely, some designs have involved clear problem-solving intentions and/or
pedagogical intentions (in Kilpatrick’s (2013) psychological and pedagogical perspective) about
specific inquiries but have not been disclosed with explicit rationales for necessary connections
with applications of assumed curricular contents in mathematical problem-solving. For example:
[Design demonstrating social injustice and inequality:] Three friends each with a sister needed to
cross a river. Each of them coveted the sister of another. At the river they found a small boat in which
only two of them could cross at once. How could they cross the river without any of the women being
defiled by the men?
(Hadley & Singmaster, 1992, p.111; citied in Boaler, 2009, p.132)
[Design causing social inequality:] A piece is divided into fifths for 5 friends at a party. Three of the
friends eat their slices but then 4 more friends arrive. What fractions should the remaining 2 slices be
divided into?
(Boaler, 2008; citied Boaler, 2009, p.137);

Without clarification of clear connection(s) to specific curricular contents in a design
rationale, adoption of these problems will foreseeably lead to variable prior knowledge which might
create potential difficulties in recruiting participants for use of problems and/or subsequent analysis
of mathematical comparability of planned or momentarily devised instructional adjustments. The
absence of clarification will also introduce difficulty for this study to trace teachers’ potential
teaching intentions. (See Margolinas, 2013.) For example, in the first problem above of Boaler
(2009), a teacher might simply decline to participate because of no apparent relevance of specific
curricular contents for his/her teaching of mathematical problem-solving. For the second problem, a
teacher might simply decline to consider further alternative instructional adjustments because
alternative problem-solving inquiries simply involve individual decisions for particular choices of
pizza sharing but those decisions could be independent from each other. (c.f. Yeo’s (2007) design:
“Find as many patterns as possible about the powers of 3,” with an additional “scaffold” or
“extension” of ‘in the last two digits’ and the varying “invarian[ce]” of the above problem of
Becker & Shimada (1997).)
In addition, some other designs do not disclose designers’ specific contextual uncertainty of
teacher intentions of mathematical problem-solving for use (in Kilpatrick’s (2013) pedagogical
perspective) that the researcher of this study might have to risk to make own guesses in meaning the
“ill-posed-ness” of the seeming “ill-posed” problem. The following problem from Xin (2009) might
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have facilitated a favorable adoption in this study if any of subsequent teachers’ teaching and/or
instructional adjustments of specific student responses of own mathematical problem-solving
inquiries against the problem’s potentially designed contextual uncertainty could have been
disclosed:
Wang Ming and Yan Wen go to the same school. Wang Ming lives at a distance of 17 km from the
school and Yan Wen at 8 km. How far do Wang Ming and Yang Wen live from each other?
(Xin, 2009, p.163);

In a rough guess, the uncertainty in the described context could lie on the absence of
seemingly necessary descriptions of the positions of both Wang Ming and Yan Wen. One possible
general solution might be to make use of the “Cosine Law” to resolve the required distance in terms
of the angle subtended by the direct path of Wang Ming from the school and that of Yan Wen from
the school. If the “Cosine Law” should have been assumed as prior knowledge, then the problem
could have only involved a single problem-solving inquiry in summarizing all possible solution
pairs in the required distance and such an angle. (c.f. the problem above from Kaur, Har & Kapur
(2009)) Despite so, its goal description could imply no interpretation for a general order pair as an
answer. Otherwise, the problem should be expected to provoke individual students’ assumptions on
some specific positions for discrete problem-solving inquiries, or make others stuck for a complete
solution, i.e. the mathematical approach in summarizing all possible required distances between
Wang Ming and Yan Wen. Nevertheless, this study should then be alerted to anticipate well the
major research foci before adoption of a particular design, because an adoption of others’ design(s)
could then mean this study’s decline of the control of other potential topics in design considerations
which might affect student participations and in turn teacher participations. In the absence of Xin’s
(2009) clarification of own rationale for pedagogical use, this study might still need to make own
assumptions for certain flexibility in anticipating both of students’ and teachers’ uses and in
recruiting participants during research design, say whether “Cosine Law” should or should not be
considered as prior knowledge of users.
In short, for proper adoption of designs of problems in others’ studies, individual disclosures
of design considerations of intended contextual uncertainty for definite multiplicity of inquiries
become important to this study in Kilpatrick’s (2013) perspectives of problems for adoption and
potential implementation of Hegedus’ (2013) definition of mathematical problem-solving. For
example, the following problem from Verschaffel et al. (1994) might have been adopted when the
associated study (e.g. Inoue, 2009) could have illustrated the design rationale of multiplicities of
inquiries for use (in Kilpatrick’s (2013) psychological and social anthropological perspectives):
John’s best time to run 100m is 17 seconds. How long will it take to run 1 km?
(Verschaffel et al., 1994; cited in Inoue, 2009, p.195).
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The design of this problem appears to suggest a pedagogical rationale for learning different
estimation strategies for solving the required “time taken” according to the described “best time”
and the proportion of distances of 100m and 1km. However, the described context does not tell how
a user might identify any problem-solving inquiry from it for a valid estimation strategy. In general,
studies merely demonstrating or analyzing scattered assumptions of students in mathematical
problem-solving for given ill-posed problems without any disclosure of the underlying design
rationales might not demonstrate how this study could follow, particularly in scrutinizing certain
effectiveness of teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving. For example, different
students could use own differing sets of assumptions for problem-solving in the problem of
Verschaffel et al. (1994). Should this study anticipate that a teacher could only teach his/her own
inquiries, and/or neglect alternative responses, and/or bypass the necessary instructional
adjustments for those who could have responded an inquiry being alternative to the teacher’s? Since
these studies (i.e. Verschaffel et al. (1994), Inoue (2009)) did not involve any teacher, this study
would become difficult to inherit the designers’ intentions as teachers’ likely pedagogical intentions
in provoking necessary affordance of their potentials in teaching of student learning of certain
mathematical multiplicity of problem-solving inquiries. Therefore, this study intends to reserve the
control in task design flexibility for the complexity of the design of a given ill-posed problem, or
the number of scopes of “investigations” that a researcher might intend for user-defined
mathematical assumptions in specific design considerations to meaning the “ill-posed-ness” of any
adopted ill-posed problem.
In summary, when the negation of Hadamard’s (1902) definition is observed, many design
of problems, such as some being labelled as Yeo’s (2007) “open” or “open-ended” (e.g. Yeo, 2007;
Kaur, Ha, & Kapur, 2009; Becker & Shimada, 1999), might be put as “ill-posed”. However, some
are even well-posed designs but ironically be put into a redundant classification. Others does not
appear to allow this study’s flexibility in control of own concerns of problem-solving (e.g.
multiplicity of mathematical inquiries in users’ accounts) and pedagogical considerations (e.g.
assumptions in prior knowledge) in a design rationale to facilitate systematic adoption or even
problem generations. Therefore, this study intends not to adopt randomly others’ problems of
varying “openness” in researching teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving. Instead,
this study intends to formulate dedicated rationales for own designs of ill-posed mathematical
problems in exploring possible experimental but more focused teaching and learning of
mathematical problem-solving in Hegedus’ (2013) definition.
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2.3.2 Pedagogical intentions for designing ill-posed problems and for scrutinizing
instructional adjustments
Adapting “open problems” or “open-ended problems” as ill-posed problems in certain
intended “openness” but in missing design rationales does not appear to ground definitely a
Kilpatrick’s (2013) ‘research perspective’ for this study to promise necessarily potential alternative
mathematical inquiries or ways of problem-solving and in turn to represent mathematical stimuli as
definite cognitive influences for intended potential “formative interactions” (Black & Wiliam,
2009). This requirement of pedagogical intention for the design of an ill-posed problem is important
to this study because according to the theory of ‘formative’ assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009), the
use of such a design of a given problem would have to afford an intended user’s opportunities in
facilitating own effective implementation, which should prove own teaching practice as an
“effective” (p.7) practice for learning of mathematical problem-solving or for representing growths
in individual users’ own inquiry.

In spite of the lack of specific design rationale of ill-posed problems, this study turns to
consider Margolinas’ (2013) recent summary of design intentions for this study’s potential designs
of ill-posed mathematical problems. The summary in fact will also facilitate this study’s necessary
scrutiny of teachers’ potential designs of mathematical problems in their intended instructional
adjustments when guided by the theory of “formative” assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009). This
study’s potential claims of teacher intentions for individual students’ growths in learning
mathematical problem-solving will then become more appropriately grounded.
In addition to Kilpatrick’s (2013) conception of a given problem as a ‘task’ for classroom
participants’ mutual transactions in Mehan’s (1978) social-anthropological perspective, which
allows a person to transact the problem to another through interpretations, Margolinas (2013) has
also reviewed the evolutionary meaning of a mathematical ‘task’. Drawing on activity theory
(Leont’ev, 1975), i.e. the conception about a task that an operation undertaken within certain
constraints and conditions (that is in a determinate situation, see Brousseau’s didactical situation
(1997)), as well as the conception of what students are asked to do (Christiansen & Walter, 1986;
Mason & Johnston-Wilder, 2006), Margolinas (2013) thinks that an activity means ‘the subsequent
mathematical (and other) motives that emerge from interaction between student, teacher, resources,
environment, and so on around the task’, which is different from solely ‘engag[ing] students in a
certain way’ (p.11). Use of mathematical problems for necessarily pedagogical perspectives could
be seen as on a task basis unless the use could initiate an activity which would allow classroom
participants to transact the subsequent mathematical motives. Margolinas (2013) also suggests that
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‘task’ means ‘a wide range of “things to do”…, and include constructing objects, exemplifying
definitions, solving single-stage and multi-stage problems, deciding between two possibilities, or
carrying out an experiment or investigation’, (p.11) which is ‘anything that a teacher uses to
demonstrate mathematics, to pursue interactively with students, or to ask students to do something’
(p.11-12), or ‘anything that students decide to do for themselves in a particular situation’, mediating
certain ‘tools for teaching and learning mathematics’ (p.12).

Margolinas’ (2013) advocated conception of a mathematical task would imply that its design
for this study’s use in meaning an ill-posed problem could be in various forms so that this study
could possess it for stimulation of participating teachers’ (individual teacher participants in
classrooms) teaching of student learning in certain “growths” (i.e. potentially no, single, or multiple
mathematical inquiries for problem-solving) under their own pedagogical intentions. At the same
time, such a task conception will provide this study with the largest flexibility to trace in revealed
mathematical tasks that a participating teacher might suggest for intended transactions of a given
stimulus in certain pedagogical motive of mathematical problem-solving among different individual
students at different classroom corners.

If the designed intention for potential multiplicity of mathematical inquiries of problemsolving could be incorporated in a researcher’s explicitly disposed rationale of a given ill-posed
problem, then exploring how these differing potential problem-solving intentions might be extended
in teachers’ designed mathematical tasks in this study should suffice to produce reliable claims of
how teacher participants might or might not intend to teach effectively of those inquiries in meaning
or representing potential growths of students against each of those intentions.

a.

Necessary design intentions in posing ill-posed problems and intended
potential stimulations of definite alternative mathematical inquiries

Before formulating a particular rationale of ill-posed problems for use, I should first
summarize all necessary design criteria for experimenting the use of any particular design of a
given ill-posed problem. In summary, these criteria include:
1) Kilpatrick’s (2013) 4 perspectives of a problem for use:
a. a user’s own autonomy in seeking own solution inquiry and application
of learnt mathematical knowledge in a psychological perspective so as to
make up own accounts of understanding of problem-solving intentions
and/or actions,
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b. a user’s transaction opportunity for seeking a solution of the problem
from another in a social anthropological perspective (Mehan, 1978),
c. a user’s pedagogical opportunity for transacting or getting transacted own
accounts of problem-solving in a pedagogical perspective,
d. a user’s opportunity in demonstrating evidently own creations and
accounts of solution inquiries, showing how own mathematical
knowledge could be validly and reasonably applied in a research
perspective.
2) intended negation of Hadamard’s (1902) definition of a well-posed problem, i.e.
“the solution’s behavior changes continuously with UNCHANGED initial
conditions”.
3) Hegedus’ (2013) definition of mathematical problem-solving, in which the
adoption of a particular design of a problem should suggest the underlying
rationale for a user’s generation of collaborative investigation for multiple
problem-solving inquiries and for multiplicity of solutions among individuals.
4) intended “stimuli” (Black & Wiliam, 2009), as in necessarily designed
“instability” (Kabanikhin, 2012; See below.), of a given ill-posed problem for
initiating comparable “cognitive influences” (Black & Wiliam, 2009) about
mathematical problem-solving and comparable “moments of contingency”
(Black & Wiliam, 2009) against different users’ (i.e. both of teachers’ and
students’) own mathematical inquiries (as well as individual teachers’ own
instructional adjustments).

In the Chapter 2.1, I have been thoroughly guided by Kilpatrick’s (2013) four summarizing
perspectives of mathematical problems for use in intending any research for mathematics education.
These simultaneously necessary perspectives give rise to a design consideration in affording
presumably every individual user’s autonomous account of mathematical problem-solving, i.e. how
s/he might be allowed to reason autonomously and mathematically particular own problem-solving
inquiries for applications of own learnt mathematical knowledge. Therefore, the mathematical
knowledge necessarily assumed in defining the context of a given ill-posed problem in this study
will have to be learnt or taught, as prospectively acknowledged by a given participating teacher.

Since the use of ill-posed problem is still yet to be a common practice to local mathematics
teachers in Hong Kong, the assumed prior knowledge of users in a given design of ill-posed
problem for use will have to be learnt or taught in reference to the mathematics curricula for local
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schools in public sector so as to represent sufficiently a common socio-cultural ground about
participating teachers’ teaching practices for learning of mathematical problem-solving with the use
of presumably and mostly well-posed problems. In an experimental study of innovative practices,
such a transformation could ever be inescapable. Initial uses of any ill-posed problem in researching
potential advances for school mathematics education should be put into this kind of experimental
study.

Such a research inquiry also makes this study become unable to escape from a brief analysis
of well-posed problems normally adopted in Hong Kong. Hadamard (1902) believes that
mathematical models of physical phenomena should have the properties that:
1)

a solution exists,

2)

the solution is unique, and

3)

the solution’s behavior changes continuously with the initial conditions.

The design of a well-posed problem could in fact be seen as the result of a problem-posing
activity that Silver et al. (1996) have summarized that teachers normally applied two generation
strategies, namely:
1)

constraint manipulation: i.e., systematic manipulation of the task conditions
or implicit assumptions, and

2)

goal manipulation: i.e., manipulation of the goal of a given or previously
posed problem where the assumptions of the problem are accepted with no
change.

Because of such a kind of teacher perspectives in analyzing the design of mathematical
problems, I now analyze the structure of a well-posed problem normally used in school curricula via
its constraints and goal(s) as promised in Chapter 2.3.1c. The design of the description of a wellposed problem for use in local school mathematics curricula could also be conceptualized with a
structure in two parts of descriptions, which might be represented by:
1)

context (of constraints), and

2)

question (for an/the ultimate goal).

The descriptions of these structural representations of a well-posed problem should entail certain
pedagogical intentions for transactions (uses) of an/the intended mathematical inquiry (Hadamard’s
(1902) second condition in defining a well-posed problem).
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However, in actual students’ problem-solving perspectives during own interpretations, a
given design of expected inquiry should not be assumed to be always unique due to individual
students’ ability differences from own prior mathematical learning experiences. An exemplifying
design of a problem from Gellert and Jablonka (2009) even raises pragmatically how an 8th-grade
Hong Kong student could challenge contingently the validity of a teacher’s “unique” interpretation
of the designed context and goal of a problem s/he used. The issue of alternative representations lies
on the word “still” in ‘the (required) speed of the boat in still water’ for water in a running river
simply because the student interpreted in own perceived reality that the teacher should have
interpreted the said context as ‘impossible’ (p.39):
A man rows a boat downstream for a distance of 66km in three hours. Then he rows 33km upstream in
three hours.
(a) How fast (in km/h) is the current?
(b) What is the speed of the boat in still water?
(Gellert and Jablonka, 2009, p.39)

This local example shows that although a teacher’s use of such a problem could demonstrate
own endeavors in applying others’ design considerations of mathematical problems for own
contextual justification of learning of mathematics and problem-solving (Stanic & Kilpatrick, 1989),
a teacher might not be that easy to formulate own pedagogical intentions for possible connections of
every individual student’s own mathematical knowledge to his/her extra problem-solving
opportunities in realistic contexts. These pedagogical intentions could be crucially important for a
teacher’s own designs of diagnostic and/or remedial tasks in such a contingent moment. (See
Chapter 2.2.2e.) Hong Kong students could have been facing long the ‘dilemma of calling on
everyday experience’ (Gellert and Jablonka, 2009, p.40) that they sometimes might have to even
suspend own sense-making abilities in solving well-posed problems in contextualized designs. They
would intend own knowledge applications for teachers’ acceptable inquires in order to resolve own
potential alternative interpretations. Obviously, transacting mostly the only solution inquiry as in
the design of a well-posed problem for a Kilpatrick’s (2013) “pedagogical perspective” could
become the only “effective” way of teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving for only
those who “failed” to have. However, in student perspectives, the problem designer’s intended
“uniqueness” of students’ problem-solving inquiry in such a well-posed problem could be said as
“marginalized” by a teacher’s own “unique” interpretation of description about its context and goal.

Mathematically speaking, the designed inquiry in a well-posed problem should yield
definitely the existence of a solution (Hadamard’s (1902) first condition in defining a well-posed
problem). For the first property, if a solution is intended in a design of a well-posed problem, there
must be a valid inquiry mathematically derivable from the given context leading to it. A proper
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design would then have to be focused on how the context should be posed so as to facilitate at least
one valid inquiry. For the second property, all alternative inquiries other than the intended one
should be forbidden in a proper design. For the third property, once each of the initial conditions
could have been fixed in a description for a given design, a proper design should not affect the
uniqueness of the intended inquiry. Therefore, in posing an ill-posed problem through a negation of
Hadamard’s (1902) definition, a proper design should seek certain ways to make intended initial
conditions definitely fixed in description but simultaneously introducing multiple mutually
exclusive inquiries in order to result correspondingly differing solution behaviours at the same time.

However, in a student’s intended account, as exemplified by Gellert and Jablonka (2009),
s/he could give no solution just because the teacher did not accept any mathematical inquiry being
alternative to what s/he intended. (i.e. How should “still” be validly interpreted as uniquely 0 km/h
in a river with current?)

This pedagogical instant might be put as an essential ‘moment of

contingency’ (Black & Wiliam, 2009, p.10) of the teacher for an own immediate mathematical
account of necessarily an extra inquiry for the student’s justification about a necessarily unique
mathematical assumption in interpreting “still”, so as to enable the teacher himself/herself to
convince the student mathematically to decline own challenge about what “still” could describe a
potentially uncertain context.

The modelling framework of Verschaffel et al., (2000) could also be used to understand how
contextual uncertainty in any description of a given problem or issue might be dealt with
mathematical problem-solving. Posing an intended well-posed problem normally means a design
situation for an “artifact” (ibid.) whose ultimate description could indicate a certain described set of
initial conditions that would describe a ‘phenomenon under investigation’ (Verschaffel et al., 2000,
p.168) and allow a user of the problem to obtain an intended behavior of the solution through a
‘modelling process’ (ibid.).
While mathematicians are normally interested in a “modelled” solution when getting
transacted of a well-posed problem for understanding ‘intellectual footprints of how mathematics
had been used and valued’ (Greet et al., 2009, p. xvi), others might still require further incentives
for learning the problem and others’ model(s) in receiving transactions. Significance of learning or
personal relationship(s) might be some. Design intentions become an issue for the use of a problem
and justification of learning of mathematical problem solving (Stanic & Kilpatrick, 1989) as visited
in Chapter 2.1.2. In classroom learning, the mathematical contents decided in a given curriculum
merely come out from a rich diversity of problem-solving practices being dedicated to specific
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designs of well-posed problems as particular kinds of mathematics (Lave, 1992). Learning historical
mathematical practices of problem-solving through intended designs of well-posed problems has
appeared to be an efficient way to acquire past differing inquiries of how others’ mathematical
problems might be solved in scattered contexts and times. Teacher transactions of others’ wellposed problems or those in others’ designs to students without any personal input for justifications
of own teaching of others’ mathematical practices in problem-solving could then appear to be
anachronistic (e.g. Bernstein, 1990; Verschaffel, Greer, & De Corte, 2000) from, contextually
unrealistic (e.g. Gellert & Jablonka, 2009) to, or even personally irrelevant (e.g. Inoue, 2009) to
students’ perceived immediate or foreseeable significance of those intended mathematical or
problem-solving practices.

The following insight from Bernstein (1990) asserts a possible analogy of teacher-intended
problem-solving inquiries to those for student learning through their chosen well-posed problems.
These inquiries could appear as some perceived separate independent entities of individual students.
The analogy could be what Gellert and Jablonka (2009) have demonstrated when individual
students in a mathematics classroom could actually lack own contextual problem-solving
experiences in real life:
The stress on the present in the means of communication precludes the understanding of the
meaningfulness of a time continuum other than of a limited order. Necessarily, the child lives in the
here-and-now experience of his world, in which the time-span of anticipation or expectancy is very
brief, and this is reinforced by the lack of a rigorous working out of connections between means and
distant ends as discussed previously. One important consequence of this patterning of perception is
that it produces a descriptive cognitive process, e.g. the recognition of events A, B, C, D as separate
unconnected facts or, at best, crude causal connections, are made. Sustained curiosity is not fostered
or rewarded, as answers to questions rarely lead beyond the object or further than a simple statement
about the object. The social structure continues to reinforce the early patterning of perception. …
[T]his mode of perceiving and the attendant structuring of receptivity conflicts with and induces a
resistance to formal education (Bernstein, 1990, p. 25).

Individually singular inquiries for teaching of mathematical problem-solving, as in discrete
designed contexts of teacher-chosen well-posed problems as well as in classroom participants’
words or dialogues, could appear as ‘unconnected [inquiries] or at best, crude causal connections’
(ibid.) of designed constraints of given problems in student perceptions (e.g. the marginalized
intended alternative inquiry of the student in Gellert & Jablonka (2009) mentioned above). This
kind of phenomena appears to explain why “practice”, or more colloquially “doing mathematics”,
could long be identified as a major characteristic to function problem-solving activities in school
mathematics education (Stanic & Kilpatrick, 1989).
A plausible reason for such a kind “necessary” practice of learning mathematical problemsolving could be that student practices of teacher-intended inquiries as in similarly designed
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families of well-posed problems (or Schoenfeld’s (1992) “routine” problems) could become the
most stimulating ‘now and here’ contexts for students to reach own ‘early recognitions’ of those
inquiries, but not others, particularly when assessment activities for those inquiries might be used as
‘means [to communicate]’ students’ necessary perceptions about intended significance of them in
schools. To put this analogy even simpler, student “practices” of mathematical problem-solving
could likely be stimulated by only differing sets of designed constraints of independent problemsolving inquiries in only differing well-posed problems which should collectively lead to different
definite single inquiries in meaning the so-called “different ways” of problem-solving (but also in
different contexts, not the necessarily the same context). Such a “necessary” common design of
well-posed problems might be said to have hardly afforded any alternative in problem-solving
inquiry for the same context to users but to make them survive to get growths through intensive
drilling or accommodations of differing varieties of application contexts and goals for potential
mathematical connections among different well-posed problems and different inquiries. Such a kind
of accommodations could also be seen as conditional and probabilistic according to availability of
“differing” designs of the underlying inquiries of given problems. However, these so-called
“differing” designs of mathematical inquiries for influencing student cognitions of problem-solving
might also be put as “assumption-controlled” solution inquiries for only selected uses of particular
sets of specific, focused, or intended curricular contents. In the other words, learning mathematical
inquiries through “practising” (Stanic & Kilpatrick, 1989) different contexts and/or goals of wellposed problems could be said as very “inefficient” because however the context and the goal could
be manipulated in any given amount of curricular content, the definition in common for “THE”
design characteristic could appear to have limited the amount of alternative mathematical inquiries
in a single problem through its necessary design. It might also be speculated that a user of a given
problem could even have less chances in applying different advanced contents at a time because the
design of the problem would have to observe different “didactic situations” (Brousseau, 1997) in
order to introduce multiple inquiries for uniform application opportunities. Most so-called “nonroutine” (Schoenfeld, 1992) well-posed problems might be thought as those with designs of single
inquiries in which each would have to pack different advanced contents in a serialized manner so as
to facilitate “differing” problem-solving inquiries through different combinations of them but in
different contexts. One significant reason of a student’s intentions of extensive “practices” (Stanic
& Kilpatrick, 1989) for own growths in mathematical problem-solving with well-posed problems
against only one given piece of curricular contents could be seen as to accommodate different sets
of initial assumptions (as already determined by the problem designs) for valid applications in each
of “THE” solutions.
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The singularity of problem-solving inquiries among designs of well-posed problems could
also be attributed to the description of a singular focus of their goals in common. Actually, both of
the context and the goal of a well-posed problem are normally determined by definitely a specific
description (Hadamard’s (1902) third condition in defining a well-posed problem). According to
personal teaching experiences (See Chapter 3.1.6), the question of a well-posed problem for use in
local curricula (CDC, 2000; CDC, 1999; CDC & HKEAA, 2007) might normally be summarized to
suggest the following designs of intentions for a user to seek exactly:
1)

one definite and single value of a given physical quantity in context (e.g. Let
x be say “the number of people”. x = ?), or

2)

an explicit function/inequality in one variable about a given physical quantity
in terms of other givens (e.g. y  mx + c), or

3)

an implicit function in two variables about two given physical quantities (e.g.
f(x,y)=0), or

4)

a mathematical relationship of a particular way of representation in numerous
given physical quantities in certain linear dependence.

Whatever the context description is, for a problem being designed to be well-posed goal leading to a
definite physical quantity being involved in either one of the above 4 forms, the design of the
problem context would have to yield all necessary definite mathematical relationships about the
required or involved physical quantities. Since these mathematical relationships are designed to be
definite, they must be simultaneously held, which means that all these relationships could have to
be made reducible or even resolvable by certainly an algebraic means. “THE” method of (algebraic)
substitution might be said as a key part of different problem-solving inquiries that very little designs
of well-posed problems could escape to employ in order to enable users to obtain the required
physical quantity or the intended mathematical relationship in a particular way of representation in
terms of other given physical quantities, according to some assumed prior knowledge in given
curriculum topics. Such a design rationale might be thought to have ever promised a user’s
“solvability” of a given well-posed problem with the underlying unique mathematical inquiry (in
terms of the successive applications of the method of substitution) once s/he can have mastered the
involved prior mathematical knowledge in given curricula. By seeing the solution process as
definite, each well-posed problem can suggest a user mostly only one “solvability” inquiry or in
general the definitely single way of problem-solving for his/her process of solution formulation.
The apparently equivalent algebraic method employed in every design of curricular well-posed
problems could even suggest very limited opportunities of alternative inquiries that students might
employ. A student who gets stuck in a given well-posed problem might also be said to be attributive
to its design which never allows own inquiries being alternative to the designed or intended one.
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However, when the use of well-posed problems could always facilitate a student’s problem-solving
inquiry, the meaning for learning alternative inquiries vanishes immediately because of no ground
in representing growths.

There could be other equivalent problem-solving inquiries but might have been regarded as
differing “methods” for a solution. Take solving a given quadratic equation as an example. In Hong
Kong, a local student should normally be required to learn the so-called three methods, namely “the
factor method”, “the quadratic formula”, and “the completing square method” to solve. Any wellposed problem designed to employ the solution of an intended quadratic equation in any form might
require a user to employ any one of these three seemingly “different” methods to solve algebraically.
However, since quadratic formula comes necessarily from the derivation of the completing square
method, which allows a given quadratic expression to be algebraically reducible to two linear
factors, these three methods are algebraically equivalent to be employed in a required procedure to
solve an intended quadratic equation in only the same algebraic way of problem-solving for any
well-posed design of a problem involving a procedure about the solution of a quadratic equation. It
is actually the problem design which has been assumed by its questioning style of an exact, definite,
and single relationship in a particular form, and its context containing only the definite solution
process of some simultaneous given relationships to yield that form, constituting the entire inquiry
of a user’s definite way of problem-solving and make the problem well-posed. Very little literature
represents a comprehensive description about the design rationales of well-posed problems used in
school mathematics education in mathematical relationships for meaning a valid inquiry of
mathematical problem-solving for use in teaching and learning between the context and the goal,
the above description intends to summarize roughly.

Back to the solution of a quadratic equation, an application of either one of the so-called
“three” methods could also appear to be individual user’s intention-defined or contextually
“assumption-controlled” because:
1. a user might likely intend the factor method for certain linear factors to proceed
further solution inquiries (e.g. to decompose a rational function with a
denominator in a quadratic function into some partial fractions);
2. a user might likely intend the completing square method for certain features of
quadratics (e.g. to find the vertex coordinates of a quadratic graph);
3. a user might likely intend a quadratic formula for only the result or some
immediate judgements (e.g. to find the coordinate points of contact between a
given straight line and a given circle).
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After the analysis of the meaning of the validity of an intended problem-solving inquiry
among well-posed problems commonly used in school mathematics education, the negation of
Hadamard’s (1902) definition, in either one of the three conditions, could imply the possibility of
designing valid, simultaneously multiple, and mutually exclusive, problem-solving inquiries in an
ill-posed problem, when the condition of employing the method of substitutions could be made
resolve only part of a problem-solving inquiry. Since the intended unique solution for its existence
in a given well-posed problem is always determined by the description of a given context and goal
intending, “the solution’s behavior changes continuously with the (CHANGING) initial conditions”
as in the third condition of the definition of a well-posed problem might be negated to “the
solution’s behavior changes continuously with the UNCHANGED initial conditions” for
anticipating its potential ‘modelling’ (Verschaffel et al., 2000) process in a research perspective.

In the perspective of a user to mean a valid inquiry, Verschaffel et al. (2000) believe in a
problem-solving inquiry that by understanding the description of a (transacted) problem, a user
should understand the situation with a conceptual model and model it with a mathematical
representation. Based on own mathematical analysis of the representation, s/he could derive certain
further alternative representations. By further interpretations, some mathematical representations
might be evaluated against individuals’ validity with the situational model as a (comprehensive)
result of problem-solving for subsequent communication and reporting purposes (p.13). This
framework of Verschaffel et al. (2000) in characterizing mathematical modelling allows this study
and any participating teacher to face directly the accommodation of the potential multiplicity of
teachers’ and students’ own valid observations for one or more solution inquiries (Hegedus, 2013)
when an ill-posed problem would be used in a research and could involve certain contextual
uncertainty in its description.

Although the interpretation of a personal problem-solving inquiry in a well-posed problem
could be plural, Verschaffel et al. (2000) have actually suggested one possible way to understand
how a user might suggest alternative interpretations, as in interpreting the context and the goal of an
ill-posed problem in any given design during own inquiry about mathematical problem-solving. To
put the modelling process of Verschaffel et al. (2000) simple, a user could not escape from own
interpretations of the described context and the described goal of a given ill-posed problem in
personal assumption to facilitate own perceived valid mathematical representations before
transactions to others. This is exactly how Kilpatrick’s (2013) ‘psychological perspective’ of a
problem for use suggests definitely a personal necessary account for learning and teaching of
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mathematical problem-solving in ‘pedagogical perspective’, but in a scenario after a person could
have accepted to solve a problem being transacted from others. It could become that whether a
problem could be of one’s own or be transacted from others, a person’s accountability in any own
inquiry could not escape from own interpretations and assumptions in momentarily understanding
of the described context and goal of the problem through certain own mathematical representations
during problem-solving.

Since user-defined assumptions in interpreting contexts and goals of a given problem could
become inevitable and indispensable during a personal transaction of any described context and
goal in any design of a problem during own problem-solving process with own prior learning
experience, why should the design of an ill-posed problem for use in this study have to bother to
confine users’ “scope” (Yeo, 2007) of inquiries and necessary diagnoses of these inquiries as
intended in necessarily given descriptions of the context and the goal? Why should not the use of an
ill-posed problem instead embrace all differing kinds of inquiries and leave users to investigate
collaboratively for only valid mathematical inquiries in individuals own accounts and subsequent
transactions, as advocated by Hegedus’ (2013) definition of mathematical problem-solving?

Except the initial transaction, the subsequent transactions among individual users should do
in ‘interactive situations’ (Black & Wiliam, 2009) due to Kilpatrick’s (2013) pedagogical
perspective of the problem for use when these distributed inquiries at different classroom corners
were all entailed with uses of individual assumptions and interpretations that missing assumptions
and interpreted inquiries should serve as definite stimuli (Black & Wiliam, 2009) for necessary
cognitive influences of problem-solving inquiries being alternative to what has been addressed. In
the other words, the designed description for both of the context and the goal of a given ill-posed
problem might initiate differing “assumption-oriented” or even “assumption-controlled” problemsolving inquiries, which might act as certain mathematical stimuli to individual users for this
study’s experimental exploration of users’ potential mutual cognitive influences and their definite
transactions of alternative inquiries being not yet modelled during probable interactive situations
that these inquiries being alternative to what individuals’ own could possess might initiate.

Intended design characteristics then become certain goals of a particular design which might
be entailed in an ill-posed problem. According to Hegedus’ (2013) definition of mathematical
problem-solving for teaching learners of particularly those not necessarily wanting to be
mathematicians, the design features of an ill-posed problem for use should then necessarily initiate
a collaborative investigation in classroom and afford certainly the multiplicity of valid mathematical
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approaches to every classroom participant. (See also Figure 2.2.2a.) The design of an ill-posed
problem that this study can adopt should then allow user-defined assumptions according to own
intentions of mathematical problem-solving as well as the resulting assumption-oriented problemsolving inquiries as certain definite stimuli, as required in the theory of ‘formative’ assessment
(Black & Wiliam, 2009), so as to facilitate a definite implementation of the negation of Hadamard’s
(1902) definition of a well-posed problem, or essentially to initiate “the solution’s behavior changes
continuously with the UNCHANGED initial conditions” in the design.

How to pose an overall description of an ill-posed problem in a design so that it would allow
individual users’ own valid and multiple mathematical inquiries? Kabanikhin (2012) has described
one comprehensive feature and its two significant functions to consider, despite the author identifies
that there is no universal definition of an ill-posed problem and a systematic analysis of solutions to
ill-posed problems could be mathematically far more demanding than what the local curricular
contents in a society’s contemporary school mathematics education can manage. In fact,
Kabanikhin (2012) actually advocates ‘instability’ (p.2) (in problem description) as a common and
comprehensive feature of ill-posed mathematical problems that the mere negation of Hadamard’s
(1902) definition could hardly describe its social significance for classroom learning.
The “ill-posed-ness” of a real problem for solution formulation requires very rigourous
modelling and mathematical foundation but a society’s mathematics educators and researchers for
mathematics education advances should not step back to promote progressive pedagogies and more
advanced school mathematics education for future adults. Kabanikhin (2012) concisely introduces
“ill-posed problems” with an example about reconstruction of visual perception. He perceives the
problem as the one in re-constructuring the image of an object and its surroundings from several
points (p.1) and introduces its solution with a general mathematical model. He thinks that the model
likely leads to ‘no uniqueness or stability of solution’ (p.2). However, he raises that the brain is able
to solve rather quickly with its extensive previous experience (a priori information) and the solution
can enable a quick glance at a person to determine if s/he is a child or a senior. He also points out
that one common characteristic of ill-posed problems is their solutions in ‘high probability of error’,
which also puts an ill-posed problem as an ‘unstable’ problem’ (p.2). The “instability” lies on:
1)

‘reconstructing the events of the past from a number of facts of the present’,
as well as

2)

‘predicting the future or “researching into” inaccessible zones to explore their
structure and internal processes’ (ibid.).
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Because of no universal definition, Kabanikhin (2012) perceives an ill-posed problem as the one
that ‘either has no solution in desired class, or has many (at least two) solutions, or the solution
procedure is unstable (arbitrary small errors in measurement data may lead to indefinitely large
errors in the solutions)’ (ibid.) and summarizes that most difficulties in solving ill-posed problems
are caused by “instability”. He focuses on an inverse approach to classify ill-posed problems and
discusses resolutions of his perceived instability about the solution models of ill-posed problems in
different classes.

Pedagogically, Kabanikhin’s (2012) suggested inverse approach to solve ill-posed problems
systematically could mathematically appear to be too complex and demanding for teaching and
learning in contemporary school mathematics education, despite a more advanced society should
have progressed to demand for more critical advances in teacher pedagogies which should lead to
more effective strategies to accommodate more advanced mathematical topics in curricula of school
mathematics for youngsters’ generationally advancing abilities in mathematical problem-solving.
This vision could be particularly important for advances of design of mathematical problems for use
in a society’s school mathematics education because future adults can never have the same
problem-solving contexts as those in well-posed problems to seek realistic mathematical problemsolving inquiries when they can come to live and work. Since the definition of formative assessment
(Black & Wiliam, 1998) has established, pragmatic teaching experiments in local studies should
have been done for about decade ago. It is easily foreseeable that a society’s curriculum for school
mathematics could be unchangingly aging without critically live mechanisms in incorporating more
advanced mathematical topics, innovations in pedagogical strategies, contextual updates in task
design, and assessments reforms in ability representations. Boaler’s (2009) exemplified design of
mathematical problems should make a society think that uses of mathematical problems should
even share the responsibility in exposing injustice and inequality and in causing inequalities.
However, CDC (2002) was still yet to mention anything relevant and had never been updated for
long. A teacher’s reform of own pedagogy by fitting curricular contents autonomously into own
design of ill-posed problems for own affordance of students’ alternative inquiries in contextual
mathematical problem-solving might appear to be a promising start.

In spite of Kabanikhin’s (2012) solution complexity, either of the above two nice functions,
i.e. recovering past events or predicting future ones, suggested by “instability” for meaning the “illposed-ness” is worth considering for an experimental exploration of a systematic design of an illposed problem for use in this study. Either of these two functions could just be seen as a meaningful
problem-solving goal for the use of an ill-posed mathematical problem in seeking necessarily
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different individual classroom participants’ authentic and autonomous needs of ‘collaborative
investigations’ (Hedegus, 2013) for modelling uncertain “recontextualized” (Verschaffel et al.,
2000) mathematical situations or deciding an optimal mathematical situation among available ones
during “interactive situations” (Black & Wiliam, 2009). In particular, when the negation of the third
condition of Hadamard’s (1902) definition of well-posed problem could be considered
simultaneously, i.e. “the solution’s behavior changes continuously with the UNCHANGED initial
conditions”, the resulting design of an ill-posed problem should describe an uncertain situation, as
in a problem formulated in a user’s own psychological perspective, or transacted by others’
description of a problem with at least one missing mathematical constraint in a perceived context
which would inevitably result certain multiplicity of mutually exclusive valid problem-solving
approaches/inquiries for individual people’s nil, single, or probably not comprehensive “multiple
observations” (Hegedus, 2013).

Conversely speaking, if intended uncertainty could be considered as a definite design
consideration of “ill-posed-ness”, then the description of any well-posed problem could be
systematically manipulated in both of the context and the goal, so as to determine either of these
two functions for characterizing the resulting ill-posed-ness in the design of a given ill-posed
problem. A tentative experimental approach of posing an ill-posed problem being intended for users’
necessary collaborations for common investigation of possible or potential past and future
mathematical situations and for teaching and learning multiple inquires of mathematical problemsolving this study could suggest might be to generate certain sensible uncertainty in its designed
description for mathematical constraints in a given context which should have constituted a wellposed problem. In this case, the so-called “instability-oriented” design of an ill-posed problem
might probably suggest individually unknown comprehensiveness of intended or unanticipated
differing valid mathematical inquiries and result simultaneously mutually exclusive “assumptioncontrolled” “multiplicity” of solutions. That is: user-defined assumption(s) might have to be
employed in mathematical problem-solving in order to facilitate “THE” method of substitution for
only certain part of, or one of some possible inquiries, not entire, nor all. An individual person’s
needs in seeking autonomously own comprehensiveness of inquiries should likely be an authentic
intention of transacting or getting transacted such a kind of ill-posed problems in a pedagogical
perspective for own and others’ personal accounts in teaching and learning of more up-to-date
meanings and functions of mathematical problem-solving (e.g. Hegedus, 2013). For example, as
raised in Chapter 2.1.3b, promoting student ability in recovering past events or predicting future
possible events could be some functions or features of ill-posed problems definitely being
conducive to students’ inquiry growths that problem designers should have long steered own
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designs to mean the essence of mathematical problem-solving for creating and representing definite
learning growths of a society’s future adults. This study aims at capturing such a kind of
pedagogical intentions in teacher perspectives and should be designed to generate ill-posed
problems for such an aim, which will be disclosed in Chapter 3.

Despite Silver et al. (1996) have suggested two strategies, i.e. constraint manipulation and
goal manipulation, for systematically generating well-posed problems, these two strategies are also
insightful for this study to generate “instability-oriented” designs of ill-posed problems on the basis
of contemporarily overwhelming sources of well-posed problems. This is because each well-posed
problem might likely suggest at least one valid problem-solving inquiry for the part of or one of
predictable problem-solving inquiries in the design of a given ill-posed problem. When contextual
uncertainty could be formulated in a described context of an ill-posed problem for its solution
inquiry, a user could then be anticipated to be inevitable to apply own mathematical assumptions for
solution formulation and reasoning (in Kilpatrick’s (2013) psychological perspective). In this way,
such an “instability-oriented” design could probably afford to individual users’ autonomous
problem-solving processes (in Kilpatrick’s (2013) pedagogical perspective) and ample opportunities
of ‘interactive situations’ (Black & Wiliam, 2009) with other users in which they would be allowed
to formulate own solutions in own prior mathematical knowledge and own sets of mathematical
assumptions, and to account for own problem-solving perspectives during an intended collaborative
investigation when use (in Kilpatrick’s (2013) social-anthropological perspective). In a Kilpatrick’s
(2013) research perspective, this study can then focus on how user-defined mathematical
assumptions as in given solution inquiries of teachers and students during uses of some given
designs of ill-posed problems might or might not act as definite ‘stimuli’ (Black & Wiliam, 2009)
for meaning definite cognitive influences and in turn clear representation for meaning effective
learning and teaching of mathematical problem-solving. (See also Figure 2.2.2a.) If a user could
formulate a mathematical assumption to resolve an interpreted piece of contextual uncertainty for
the part of or one of the solution inquiries, then the used entire set of these assumptions in a
complete inquiry or even the inquiry itself should presumably lead to teachers’ potential creation
and capitalization upon moments of contingencies at which individual teachers might or might not
have to intend certain own instructional adjustments for teaching of mathematical inquiries to
individual students not yet responded and for representing their potentially additional growths in
mathematical problem-solving. (See also Figure 2.2.2b.) In these moments of contingencies, this
study might explore how they could understand their own pedagogical plans of mathematical
problem-solving according to designed instabilities, interpreted contextual uncertainties, and own
uses of assumptions for more than one mathematical problem-solving inquiries. Therefore, one way
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that this study could make claims about teachers’ effectiveness in teaching of mathematical
problem-solving for this study’s transaction of any ill-posed problem to teachers and use could be to
identify if individual teachers could base on their perceived stimuli, as contrasted in some designed
“instabilities” of ill-posed problems, to plan their own instructional adjustments for subsequent uses,
particularly when they could momentarily realize alternatively valid inquiries among differing
individual student responses or student solutions in differing valid sets of mathematical assumptions.
(See also Figure 2.2.2c.)
As a possible speculation, in mathematics teachers’ potential implementation of ‘formative’
assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009), this study can intend to base on their own task design to mean
their potential plans of intended instructional adjustments for teaching of student learning of
alternatively valid problem-solving inquires not yet responded. This research intention of
scrutinizing individual teachers’ pedagogical intentions in own choices and uses of own sets of
mathematical assumptions for meaning their own problem-solving inquiries and their own teaching
intentions for potential learning of mathematical problem-solving of individual students is believed
to make this study more flexible to accommodate necessarily teachers’ own pedagogical
perspectives for use of the researcher’s design of ill-posed problems in which own idiosyncratic
meanings of perceived effectiveness of own potential plans for teaching and learning of
mathematical problem-solving should be allowed, particularly in the lack of prevalent practices for
use of ill-posed problems in contemporary school mathematics education. According to Wiliam &
Lester (2008), this study’s introduction of teachers’ own perceived “effectiveness” in teaching and
learning of mathematical problem-solving is particularly important because it would be only
individual teachers’ own perceived educational contexts being “meaningful” (Nonaka & Tageuchi,
1995; citied in Wiliam & Lester, 2008) enough (in ‘the lenses of dialogical, “communicative
rationalism” (Schwandt, 1995)’ (cited in p.35-36)) leading to their described particular “interactive
situations” (Black & Wiliam, 2009) (i.e. individual teachers evidently intending to influence
students cognitively against given responses) or “formative interactions” (Black & Wiliam, 2009)
(i.e. individual teachers being evidently influenced in cognition by given student responses), which
would stimulate them to determine the best own momentary instructional adjustments in meaning
own perceived “effectiveness” in teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving:
As explained by Shotter (1993, p.66), communicative rationalism opposes scientific rationalism in
three fundamental ways. First, rather than regarding the social worlds as “out there waiting to be
discovered”, the communicative rationalist insists that the world can only be studied from a position
of involvement within it. Second, “knowledge of [the] world is practical-moral knowledge and does
not depend upon justification or proof for its practical efficacy.” Third, “we are not in an “ownership”
relation to such knowledge, but we embody it as part of who and what we are.” Thus, communicative
rationalism provides a different way to consider what it means to know. “Instead of simple
observational claims about objects, knowing other people is offered as a paradigm of knowledge”
(Schwandt, 1995, p.7). When we adopt a communicative rationalistic approach to research, “we come
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to understand that the apparently orderly, accountable, self-evidently knowable and controllable
characteristics of both ourselves and our social forms of life are constructed upon a set of disorderly,
contested, conversational forms of interaction” (Schwandt, 1996, p.14). And, these “conversational
forms of interaction” help us develop knowledge of our practices and ourselves. Shotter (1993)
suggests that to Ryle’s (1949) two kinds of knowledge – knowing that and knowing how – we should
add a third type: knowing from. This type is characterized as knowledge “one has from within a
situation, a group, a social institution, or society” (p.19). To accept communicative rationalism
involves accepting that the reason is dialogical in nature: “It is concerned with the construction and
maintenance of conversational reality in terms of which people influence each other not just in their
ideas but in their being” (Schwandt, 1995, p.7).
(Wiliam & Lester, 2008, p.36)

More importantly, ‘communicative rationalism, then, is intended actually to move people to
action, in addition to giving them good ideas’ (Wiliam, & Lester, 2008, p.36). While CDC (2002)
gives no evident-based “meaningful” (Nonaka & Tageuchi, 1995) way in empowering teachers to
deal systematically with the ever individual students’ ability differences in prior mathematical
learning experiences of every mathematics classroom to ‘go along’ (p.56) with own learning
difficulties, and individual teachers could/would or could/would not implement ‘formative’
assessment (e.g. as in the theory of Black & Wiliam (2009)) (as indicated by Wong’s (2007) expert
teachers) in facilitating definitely teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving (e.g. in
Hegedus’ (2013) or others’ definitions), true educators and researchers in local mathematics
education might then have to look for more pragmatic educational advances to resolve and suggest
as necessary means. Therefore, communicative rationalism in mathematics education could become
a steering outlet for teachers to illuminate possible moves of effective practices of teaching and
learning of mathematical problem-solving through educational researches (e.g. through a research
scrutiny of own practices in the theory of formative assessments (Black & Wiliam, 2009) in
meaning own effectiveness).

In the following, I will show that how Margolinas (2013) supports this study to explore
teacher intentions in own mathematics task design. Individual teachers’ intentions for student
learning of no longer unique way of inquiry might be employed in this study to represent their
intended growths of students in mathematical problem-solving during the use of an ill-posed
problem. These intended growths of say alternatively valid inquiries not yet responded, or own
perceived comprehensiveness in an overall problem-solving inquiry, might be seen as certain
evidences that this study should take up in claiming how individual teachers could perceive
themselves as “effective” in teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving, according to
the theory of ‘formative’ assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009). Such a use of the theory should also
make this study become objective in claiming teaching effectiveness according to evident students’
valid and invalid ways of mathematical problem-solving (in teacher perspectives, not the
researcher’s perspective) as well as teachers’ own perspectives and practices for use of some
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designs of ill-posed problems in common. In short, the designed instability in a given ill-posed
problem could be intended for potential comparisons of individual teachers’ plans of perceived
growths of individual students as well as that of teaching the rests alternatively valid mathematical
inquiries being not yet responded at moments of contingency they could create and/or capitalize
upon.

b.

Necessary design intentions for exploring teachers’ task design in
suggested instructional adjustments

Since it could likely be a designer’s job to design all necessary conditions of a problem for
certain intended inquiries of at least one valid mathematical way of solution inquiry with a
presumable mathematical or pedagogical purpose for use, Margolinas’ (2013) meaning of a
mathematical task, or a mathematical problem for use appropriated in this study, could appear to
indicate a further inquiry of the design of “instability” (Kabanikhin, 2012) of an ill-posed problem
for this study’s use in facilitating teachers’ exploration of students’ reasoning process for their
ability in mathematical problem-solving. This is because a teacher could very likely depend on
given conditions of a used problem to consider how s/he might apply his/her task design in
initiating presumably favourable interactive situations for potential cognitive influences between
him/her and students, and/or among students in a particular diagnostic and/or corrective group. In
fact, given (initial) conditions constituting the design of a problem, i.e. the entire description of the
problem, whether well-posed or ill-posed, could all be put as mathematical assumptions for solution
formulations. Based on the above exemplifying problem from Gellert & Jablonka (2009), any
design in “re-contextualized” (Greer et al., 2009) description for exploring possible problemsolving inquiries and potential learning and teaching of these inquiries for a (well-posed or ill-posed)
problem should be expected to get subjected easily to autonomous challenges in unanticipated
alternatively valid mathematical inquiries from individual students’ personal perspectives for
problem-solving. The differences in perspectives or even inquiries of mathematical problem-solving
among different users of a given problem could likely lie on differing sets of used assumptions in
solution formulation.

Since a mathematical task designed for pedagogical uses could involve many considerations,
Margolinas’ (2013) comprehensive description becomes useful to this study to identify how a
teacher might suggest his/her instructional adjustments in terms of his/her task design for planned
transactions (in Kilpatrick’s (2013) anthropological and pedagogical perspectives):
Tasks generate activity which affords opportunity to encounter mathematical concepts, ideas,
strategies, and also to use and develop mathematical thinking and modes of enquiry. Teaching
includes the selection, modification, design, sequencing, installation, observation and evaluation of
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tasks. This work is often undertaken by using a textbook and/or other resources designed by outsiders.
(p.10)

Margolinas’ (2013) essence of task design might allow a teacher to inherit from other
authors’ designed problems in meaning his/her own design of mathematical tasks for use, so long as
the use should afford students’ opportunities not only in encountering concepts or skills, but also
‘us[ing] and develop[ing] mathematical thinking and modes of enquiry’ (p.10). In the other words,
if a teacher could agree the use of a particular set of assumptions in a given problem-solving inquiry,
s/he would likely have to design additionally relevant tasks to afford individual students’ or the rest
of students’ inquiry s/he would intend. Conversely speaking, a teacher might also likely restrict a
given invalid inquiry in own perspective by other relevant tasks to refute its necessary contradiction
to certain part of the description of a given problem so as to facilitate students’ changes of
perceived validity of own inquiries and own declines of transaction of the contradiction to others.
In facilitating transaction of motives, Margolinas’ (2013) conception about a teacher’s task
design accepts a wide variety of design in different extend and detail:
The extent and detail of design varies widely among those who work on task design. For some …
design includes full necessary materials, task sequences and advice about effective choices, and
detailed pedagogic advice about ways of working, verbal interventions, likely misconceptions and
possibly extensions. For others … there may be provision of a question, or a microworld, or some
physical material, with no written object to describe ‘the complete task’, but rather a series of things
that the teacher might say, perhaps supported by some written prompts. During the resulting activity,
learners may ask questions or make comments to which the teacher needs to respond, and part of the
design is trying to anticipate these and have a general picture of the shape of responses which would
complement the task design. Another form of design is to refine a question or problem-situation until
it is most likely to promote intriguing mathematical reactions…. [Some scholars] have identified a
need to design whole lesson sequences around certain types of tasks. All of these approaches have
implications for implementation, with some relying on teachers’ existing skills, some providing
advice to extend teachers’ skills, and others dependent on teachers maintaining or adapting the
original task intentions…. (p.10)

For an ill-posed problem being used in this study, and for this study’s exploration of a
teacher’s potential creation and/or capitalization upon a moment of contingency for or against each
of revealed assumption-controlled solutions, Margolinas’ (2013) description above gives a general
frame not only about how this study should anticipate a particular design of a mathematical task for
a particular transaction of intentions of mathematical problem-solving, but also how this study
should provide certain flexibility in exploring a teacher’s suggestion of his/her own potential plans
of actions in adjusting student learning according to a given intention of teaching of mathematical
problem-solving.
Depending on the evolution of a society’s culture, a teacher might not necessarily be
supposed to design own tasks but simply applied others’ design without showing any explicit
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rationale. Margolinas’ (2013) conception of task design also accepts such kind of actions as a
teacher’s uses of own task design because of own underlying principle of use of problems:
Tasks also arise spontaneously in educational contexts, with teachers and/or learners raising questions
or providing prompts for action by drawing on a repertoire of past experience. We are interested in
how these are underpinned with implicit design principles. (p.10)

In the view of potentially intended interactive situations stimulated by a teacher’s use of an
ill-posed problem, a research for understanding teaching and learning of mathematical problemsolving like this would have to suggest a particular means in comparing different suggested kinds of
instructional adjustments. One possible way could be the kind of tasks that a teacher could/would
offer. A teacher’s own suggested tasks after the use of given ill-posed problems against responses of
individual students or individual types would have to entail own intended pedagogical
‘opportunities’ in certain design rationale of affording further uses and developments of
‘mathematical thinking and modes of enquiry’ (Margolinas, 2013, p.10) in adjusting student
learning of his/her intended way(s) of mathematical problem-solving. The most important aspect for
a researcher to notice in a teacher’s potential instructional adjustments could be how his/her planned
or suggested action about any revealed task would be ‘underpinned with implicit design principles’
(ibid.).

As far as the use of a well-posed problem normally does not suggest any design rationale of
any alternative inquiries, and particularly how individual users in a variety of prior knowledge
could in common contribute to his/her own account of mathematical problem-solving, Margolinas’
(2013) conception of task design for use of an ill-posed problem in this study could then be thought
as the one being able to facilitate this study to trace how an designed stimulus, as necessarily in a
given researcher-designed ill-posed problem, could enable a user to transact his/her own problemsolving intentions when it would be in use for meaning teaching and learning of mathematical
problem-solving in the user’s perspective. In addition, Margolinas’ (2013) conception of task design
could also be applied to enable this study to consider a teacher’s suggested instructional adjustments
in maintaining or modifying intentions of mathematical problem-solving initiated by the design of a
given ill-posed problem. This study should then expect that a teacher could/would demonstrate own
actions of some possibly intending for particular valid solution inquiries against individual students
who failed to respond as his/her own means to carry out own effective plans about his/her own
perceived growths of students in mathematical problem-solving, so as to mean his/her own and
perceived teaching effectiveness according to used sets of assumptions in those inquiries.
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Singer et al. (2011) call for studies on ‘the processes that students use when they are
working in situation which some aspects of the task are unspecified, and the solver is required to
reformulate the problem statement in order to develop solutions’ (p.3). However, these scholars
have not yet suggested any further direction for future researchers to experiment which specific
aspects of mathematical tasks should be made unspecified so as to facilitate users’ definite
opportunities in own reformulation of solution inquiries.

This study then considers the following experimental general rationale in posing an ill-posed
mathematical problem: A researcher-designed ill-posed mathematical problem could also appear as
a “transacted” problem (Kilpatrick, 2013; Mehan, 1978) to any of teacher or student users, getting
deprived of one or more mathematical constraints for a mathematically unique problem-solving
inquiry. This actually matches a person’s initial representation of a problem in very rough
formulation in a ‘psychological perspective’ (Kilpatrick, 2013). That is: everything could be vague:
a person’s lack of immediate solution for a problem could also be attributed to his/her lack of
proper assumptions and structured conditions s/he could manage for further reinterpretation,
reformulation, and/or re-representation. One or more missing constraint in a given description of the
context of an adopted ill-posed problem, as in the ‘instability’ (Kabanikhin, 2012) of a described
but uncertain situation, could be seen as certain initial but unstructured ‘stimulus/stimuli’ (Black &
Wiliam, 2009) calling a user for own set(s) of assumptions to deal with in facilitating own progress
of mathematical problem-solving. If a formulated solution could happen to be suitable, the choice of
a solution out of the available ones, if any, would inevitably involve a personal decision about how
it would match to own perceived intention. (c.f. the modelling framework of Verschaffel et al.
(2000). Therefore, a user’s own personal account for a given formulated solution in ‘pedagogical
perspective’ (Kilpatrick, 2013) should not escape from an own interpreted or assumed intention of
the problem, particularly when an ill-posed problem might also be designed to accept ‘multiple
interpretations’ (Hegedus’ (2013) definition of mathematical problem-solving) of a given intention
in certain description (i.e. negation of Hadamard’s (1902) definition of a well-posed problem). A
user might then perceive a problem-solving process as finished and ready for getting ‘seen’ (in a
‘research perspective’ Kilpatrick (2013)) once s/he was satisfied with own creation and/or learning
of a formulated solution meeting all of his/her perceived intentions out of all potentially possible
ones as described and what s/he or others could account for. S/he might not necessarily need to
account for all possible ways of solution formulations out of his/her own ability. The problemsolving process initiated by the design of an ill-posed problem would then have to be assumptionoriented/assumption-driven/assumption-controlled. Despite a user of an ill-posed problem could
also get stuck with some missing assumed prior mathematical learning experiences, as in what s/he
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would also do probabilistically when getting transacted with a well-posed problem, it might also be
a user’s own uncertainty of the solution comprehensiveness leading to own needs and curiosity
necessarily seeking at least some self-assessments according to other users’ solutions through some
‘interactive situations’ (Black & Wiliam, 2009) in classroom that only used sets of assumptions in
certain perceived validity and relevance upon mutual agreements might result definite stimuli of
cognitive influences, growths of problem-solving inquiries, and teaching and learning of
mathematical problem-solving of individual users in inquiries not yet addressed or responded.
Collectively, in common pedagogical intentions of comprehensive mathematical problem-solving,
i.e. completion of collection of “all” different solution inquiries of a given ill-posed problem,
mutual assessments for seeking inquiries not being known or responded might probably oversee
how assumed individuals’ prior mathematical experiences might or might not have been properly
applied. A user’s own perceived effectiveness in teaching practice might then be claimed for the use
of such a design of ill-posed problems when planned or suggested instructional adjustments could
be traced according to each given individual stimuli or problem-solving inquiries, which might lead
to possible comparability among different pedagogical strategies for effective teaching and learning
of mathematical problem-solving. In Chapter 3.2.1, Chapter 3.2.2, Chapter 3.2.3, and Chapter 3.2.4,
I will disclose in details the rationales of each design of ill-posed problems for use in this study.
In long exercises of abundant singular inquiries of “the” solution of given well-posed
problems, the designed well-posed-ness in common could appear to have been “set” to initiate
singular validity. Researchers, educators, teachers, and students could likely have regarded
“practices” (Stanic & Kilpatrick, 1989) of these singular inquiries in merely different contexts in
discrete combinations of curricular contents as a certain way for a general ability in multiplicity of
mathematical inquiries for problem-solving. Would this theme of role of function of mathematical
problem-solving be valid any more with actual problems being dedicatedly recontextualized with
designed multiplicity of alternative inquiries? How had our mathematics education trained our
future adults to adapt the necessarily reality with realistic mathematical problem-solving ability for
their work and study, or even empowering them to resolve social inequities in own and others’
experiences? If applications of learnt mathematical knowledge in real contexts could hardly escape
from being idiosyncratic and subjective, then are the designed mathematical problems available to
teachers in our mathematics education training our future adults to account for themselves their
inquiries of individually own way(s) of mathematical problem-solving and facilitating teachers to
diagnose and remedy effectively the transactions of the motives of mathematical problem-solving?
These are very interesting questions as considerations in designing ill-posed problems for rigourous
validations against individual teachers’ practices in own perceived effectiveness of some sorts.
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The representation of assumptions and/or conditions for problem formulation could then be
seen as a source of critical design considerations for instability which has controlled how a designed
problem has no, one, or more than one solution. Posing a problem for certain open- or ill-posedness is what mathematics task design should include in a consideration. Controlling the presumably
controllable levels of ill-posed-ness in the design of a mathematical problem might then be thought
as a pragmatic way to suggest a practical design rationale in generating different teacher- and
student-manageable problem-solving situations that interpretive assumptions might be used to
control the scale of users’ problem-solving processes. A rationale of instability-oriented design of
an ill-posed mathematical problem might probably allow a teacher to manage how the problem
might facilitate himself/herself and students to trace their motives in accounting for themselves
different ways of problem-solving which s/he might distribute some of diagnostic and/or corrective
purposes of leant mathematical knowledge to students, and enable himself/herself to focus on only
transactions of motives of mathematical problem-solving, until all students could reveal that they
were in a common lack of a piece of concept, skill, or a critical procedure to facilitate individuals’
progresses of mathematical problem-solving. The use of an ill-posed problem in such a design
consideration might likely substantiate the implementation of a “formative” assessment of Trumbull
& Lash (2013) which even does not need to mention a teacher’s duty of diagnoses in previous
versions of ‘formative’ assessments (e.g. Scriven (1967), Bloom, (1969) Sadler (1989), Shepard
(2005), Wiliam & Thompson (2008), Popham (2008), or even Black & Wiliam, (2009)). In the use
of such a design consideration of an ill-posed problem, a teacher might not necessarily be
interrupted by simultaneously different minor kinds of knowledge diagnoses and/or correctives in
teaching mathematical problem-solving, which could potentially save a teacher’s considerable
needs of re-teaching for individuals or redundant teaching for the rest. Without a teacher’s need of
diagnoses of students’ prior knowledge by his/her own, a teacher might probably become more
focused on how individual students could base on their own motives of inquiries of mathematical
problem-solving in an ill-posed problem and might leave part of the diagnostic or even some
corrective jobs to peer students. The relaxation of the necessary diagnostic and perhaps some
corrective duties, as in what the use of a well-posed problem should have offered, for teaching of
mathematical problem-solving to potential peers as in an ill-posed problem might be seen as how an
ill-posed problem should offer a user’s necessary opportunity and autonomous account for own
applications of learnt knowledge. Such a design of ill-posed mathematical problems might:
1)

enable an ill-posed problem to be designed in certain complexity of more
than one-way of problem-solving controlled by incremental amount of
assumptions in solution formulation and taught mathematical knowledge,
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instead of merely only a particular way of solution formulation in certain
definite and unique sequence of applications of intended or unintended
concepts, skills, and/or specific procedures;
2)

enable a student to have his/her own autonomy to account for his/her need of
mathematical knowledge according to the amount of problem-solving
processes s/he could manage, instead of “the” only problem-solving process a
teacher or a problem-designer had decided;

3)

enable a teacher to get discharged from student-manageable diagnostic and
corrective activities of individual students being less significant to inquiries
of problem-solving processes to peer students, and focus on instructional
adjustments of the transactions of different motives about mathematical
problem-solving, such as the change of assumptions or amount of different
assumptions in task design, sophistication of knowledge applications, number
of different mathematical inquiries, or comprehensiveness of mathematical
problem-solving, and so on.

The design of a mathematical problem for employing certain ill-posed-ness might then appear to
afford these nice mathematical and pedagogical potentials for comparing the contemporary practice
of teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving under the theory of ‘formative’
assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009).

Potential advantages of uses of ill-posed problems do not appear to be well-known but
should share a place in school mathematics education. Two reasons might appear to be plausible:
1) A real and practical problem could often be an ill-posed problem which would
probably involve a great portion of uncertainty in contextual descriptions, which
would have to be dealt with a number of mathematical assumptions to classify
and restructure the problem for necessary personal management according to the
best mathematical capabilities s/he could excel and/or would momentarily learn.
In the contemporary era, almost all advanced levels of mathematical facts can be
acquired by Internet searches. A student does not need to wait to be taught by a
teacher or a textbook until being competent for his/her successful application in
mathematical problem-solving when a relevant problem could be offered or
found. These mathematical assumptions could normally be interpreted according
to a personal perception on the intention of the problem in attempting to facilitate
a perceived viable formulation of a potential solution. One example is that a
suggested explanation of a given situation about a problem before any proof or
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without the support of sufficient reasoning arguments could be seen as an
assumption or a hypothesis. This kind of explanations would likely be what a
student could always do and should have long been required to do very often for
his/her interpreted intention of the problem, such as making sense of their
solution formulation process according to the described contextual uncertainties,
including their applications of all learnt mathematical concepts and skills, and/or
their intended mathematical ways of problem-solving.

2) The study of an ill-posed mathematical problem might likely direct a personal
attempt for a resolution with a conceptual mathematical model which could
allow certain proposed reconstruction of past events from present information
and prediction of future events. This situation might be analogized with finding
and applying a Lagrange interpolating polynomial. (e.g. CDC, 1992b; 1998)
Normally, definitely formulated computations could only arrive at invalid
answers or mathematical models with wrong assumptions or missing data. A
presumably “correct” way of mathematical problem-solving could likely rely on
learnt, rather than untaught mathematical knowledge. A given model or
formulation of calculation itself would hardly be intended to produce “incorrect”
calculations. If learning mathematical problem-solving could be relaxed to
include also the foci of personal assumptions (as certain input parameters in
design) on given context descriptions for alternative solutions or even multiple
answers which would vary, rather than a definite single interpretation of given
context description for a unique solution, then:
a) a student might probably be stimulated to propose individuals’ own
different sets of mathematical assumptions and the corresponding
solutions in their best mathematical capabilities of learnt knowledge in
dealing with different perceived uncertain situations, or recover different
possibilities that these assumptions and solutions could be intended to
address in a given ill-posed problem. To him/her or peer students, all
these inquiries, after validity justification in collaborative investigations
(e.g. by Hegedus’ (2013) definition of mathematical problem-solving),
would immediately become mutual stimuli for further growths; and
b) the resulting different sets of assumptions and corresponding solutions
from potentially different individuals might even suggest further inquiries
of potential additional assumptions for mathematical justifications of
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choices of optimal ones, which might extend the historical meanings and
functions of problem-solving of Stanic & Kilpatrick (1989) in say
Hegedus’ (2013) definition for teaching and learning of mathematical
problem-solving.

In either of these two potential situations of mathematical problem-solving, the use
of an initial ill-posed problem might then be put as foreseeable to initiate
‘sufficiently cognitively demanding’ (English & Gainsburg, 2016) teachers’ task
design in ‘foster[ing] both significant mathematical contexts and effective problemsolving capabilities’ (p.316) or in ‘redefining problem-solving as an experience
where the solver or a collaborative group “needs to develop a more productive
mathematical ways of thinking about the given situation”’ (Lesh & Zawojewski,
2007, p.782). To put it simple, use of ill-posed problems in design considerations for
teaching and learning mathematical problem-solving in personal proposals of
assumptions and correspondingly formulated solutions could probably generate
ample interactive situations and even potential ‘formative interactions’ (Black &
Wiliam, 2009) through the teacher’ and students’ mutual cognitive influences of
different sets of mathematical assumptions and/or corresponding solutions. In a
potential interactive situation initiated by a teacher’s use of an ill-posed problem, the
subjectivity of any student’s, or even teacher’s, used assumptions and proposed
solutions might have to be made ‘seen’ (in Kilpatrick’s (2013) sense). This process
would foreseeably be subjected to public collaborative agreements on interpretations
in classrooms, which would likely lead to rigourous discussions on how the problem
should be solved reasonably in proper mathematical arguments. Putting this kind of
discussions into a classroom practice, the use of an initial ill-posed problem might
potentially suggest ample sources of opportunities to assess individual students’
quality of learnt mathematical knowledge against intended curricular contents
through their own abilities in mathematical reasoning. Since studies about the use of
ill-posed problems for effective teaching and learning of mathematical problemsolving in school mathematics education are still very scarce internationally, this
study intends to explore these potentials about the use of ill-posed problems,
particularly in pragmatics ways, such as task design, how teachers might create or
capitalize upon ‘moments of contingency’ (Black & Wiliam, 2009) for their
necessary instructional adjustments of motives about mathematical problem-solving.
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2.4 Research Questions
The following are four research questions that this study intends to answer.
The first two questions are about teachers’ intentional plans to deal with necessary
instructional adjustments against unexpected problem-solving inquiries in a given student response
or a given group of student responses. Although the moment of a teacher in regulating contingently
student responses with own instructional adjustments might be seen as how s/he could create and/or
capitalize upon a moment of contingency, if there could be changes of instructional adjustments,
then what made them change might be seen as an evidence to analogize subsequent moments of
contingency asynchronously.

These questions are believed to reveal how teachers’ intentions revealed in their perceptions
after use of a given ill-posed problem might or might not be influenced by unanticipated problemsolving inquiries of students. Therefore, teachers’ perceptions and changes might become the focus
of exploration in facilitating this study to identify further potential moments of contingency in
individuals’ own perspectives against common problem-solving contexts and to scrutinize any
change of own instructional adjustments against individuals’ perceived needs in teaching for
growths of student learning of mathematical problem-solving. These questions might also be used
to validate how teacher uses of researcher-designed ill-posed problems might or might not afford
necessary “instability” stimuli to them in initiating potential cognitive influences of alternative
problem-solving inquiries among different classroom participants subsequently in meaning their
potential implementation of formative assessment.

1.

What are mathematics teachers’ perceptions about use of ill-posed mathematical
problems related to adjusting students’ learning of mathematical problem-solving?

2.

How would mathematics teachers’ use of ill-posed mathematical problems affect their
plans for reactions to student responses?

Since instructional adjustments could mean different teachers’ intentions and actions, this
study intends to base on revealed design of mathematical tasks to scrutinize their own perceived
effectiveness in teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving through the following two
questions. The following two questions are intended to focus on how teachers might reveal evident
mathematical tasks in own plans of regulations of problem-solving inquiries of different individual
students or groups. If a teacher could design mathematical tasks according to different kinds of
pedagogical intentions, then the underlying task design should somehow reveal own intentions of
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instructional adjustments and some kinds of growths for how a given student or group of students
should learn in own perception because teachers’ task design reflected in suggested (sets of)
mathematical problems should tell own intended kinds of cognitive influences in representing a
specific kind of growths about learning of mathematical problem-solving. If a teacher could happen
to be found evidently to have designed mathematical tasks at particular own intentions of learning
regulations for certain given problem-solving inquiries, and the underlying task design of one or
some could reflect how a given teaching intention might be achieved, then this study should make a
corresponding claim about the potential effectiveness of such a practice in representing a potential
implementation of formative assessment, according to the definition of formative assessment (Black
& Wiliam, 2009).

3.

In what ways could any of teachers’ reactions to student responses reflect any design
of mathematical tasks for given intended learning adjustments?

4.

How might they apply task design for any potential implementation of formative
assessments?

For Questions 1 and 2, since a teacher participating this study could be new to the use of illposed mathematical problems, his/her perception of use would offer insights on how these problems
might or might not help them to recognize students’ mathematical understanding and their quality
of mathematical reasoning. However, merely given pieces of curricular content and some reasons
for applications as in different student responses might not necessarily constitute a comprehensive
inquiry to facilitate an individual account of mathematical problem-solving. Therefore, a teacher
might then have to illustrate how s/he could represent growths in learning and in turn teaching of
mathematical problem-solving. This study can then base on the designed contextual “instability” to
scrutinize if teachers might or might not make use any user-defined assumption to create student
learning of individuals’ own intended growths. As far as effective teaching of mathematical
problem-solving could constantly concern the mathematics education community, such an interest
of this study should reveal certain conceptions about growths in ability of mathematical problemsolving for meaning effectiveness of practices that studies of mathematical problem-solving with
only the use of well-posed problems seldom mention.

For Question 3 and 4, since the potential cognitive influence of alternative problem-solving
inquiries afforded by certain contextual “instabilities” in a given researcher-designed ill-posed
problem should presumably initiate some alternative problem-solving inquiries, changes of teacher
plans in pedagogical intentions and actions concerns this study. The focus of teachers’ designed
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tasks and in turn the underlying rationales of these tasks as revealed in own perceptions should tell
this study how, why, and more importantly when they might have to suggest different kinds of
potential growths according to different problem-solving inquiries as revealed in different groups of
students. In a potential contrast, very little study did have disclosed how teacher uses of well-posed
mathematical problems could have made them achieve to represent necessary ability growths they
could/would intend in the same problem-solving contexts. The researcher-designed ill-posed
mathematical problems could then become an experimental but methodological trial in exploring
potential advances of pedagogy for mathematics education. These problems are believed to enable
this study to avoid individual teachers’ own a priori interpretations of only accepted, decided, or
intended problem-solving inquiries in representing own effectiveness of practices, particularly
against potentially unanticipated student responses that the designed “instability” should initiate.
According to the theory of formative assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009), a so-called “effective”
own teaching practice of mathematical problem-solving should presumably make a teacher
himself/herself in mathematics education create and/or capitalize upon lots of moments of
contingency, particularly after ample practices with own used well-posed problems. This is also
what the theory is currently in lack of a subject implementation. That is: when well-posed problems
are to be compared, the use of ill-posed problem in this study should potentially afford further
moments of contingency to users that teachers might or might not create and/or capitalize upon for
own instructional regulations that individual teachers’ suggested mathematical tasks might represent
their intended potential growths of students in certain alternative problem-solving inquiries.
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology
The chapter is going to represent all the details about how this study will be carried out. The
topic of this study is: “Mathematics teachers’ perceptions of ill-posed problems: Implications of
task design for implementation of formative assessments”.
This topic is to be approached qualitatively because mathematics teachers’ perceived
effectiveness in teaching of mathematical problem-solving according to individual students’
learning could be likely idiosyncratic and normally unknown to others without own disclosure.
Effective practices, as in own catering for individual students’ needs, teachers’ actions in choosing
and using problems and in designing mathematical tasks become important. Given a teacher’s initial
use of a given ill-posed problem for certain student responses, his/her subsequent cycles of actions
with respect to individual student responses and/or responses of the same types to the ill-posed
problem might appear to shape an effective practice which s/he could perceive. Despite a teacher’s
practice about his/her perceived effectiveness in teaching and learning mathematical problemsolving could be idiosyncratic, his/her perception after use of an ill-posed problem is believed to
contribute better conceptualizations. This gives rise to use of implementation of a particular version
of ‘formative’ assessment to explore (e.g. Black & Wiliam, 2009).

Chapter 3.1 will be used to represent the research design of this study. A reader of this thesis
will understand my plan of each procedure and decision made in the design.

Chapter 3.2 will cover the rationale about why and how these decisions will have to be made.
In particular, when ill-posed problems are to be designed and used, the design rationales of them are
believed to be influential in initiating teachers’ perceptions on the problems as well as on the
initiated responses of students after use.

3.1 Research Design
This section is going to represent the design of this study and certain research considerations
for answering research questions set in Chapter 2.4.

This study intends to apply a qualitative approach to explore teachers’ perceptions on use of
some researcher-designed ill-posed problems. As reviewed in Chapter 2.2, means and guidance for
local effective practices in teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving have not been
well-grounded and not well-understood in Hong Kong mathematics education. One possible reason
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could lie on normally undisclosed design rationales of mathematical problems. Since well-posed
problems are mostly designed to consist of only one single solution inquiry, the likely, if not “only”,
proper representation of cognitive influence that individual students could acquire growth in
mathematical problem-solving through learning with a teacher’s used well-posed problem could be
the designed solution. Individual students who could happen to get stuck just because of own lack
of assumed prior knowledge in the designed problem-solving inquiry of a given teacher-transacted
well-posed problem would have nothing to do but to wait for the solution for the teacher and the
rest of peer students. However, these students’ possessions of a solution also question the validity of
teacher’s practice of the use of the problem because the teacher should have nothing to influence
them cognitively, both the assumed prior knowledge as well as the problem-solving inquiry.
Cognitive influence for student learning and growths in mathematical problem-solving through the
use of a well-posed problem in a design with normally only one single valid inquiry becomes
questionable, particularly in a clear and definite representation of a teacher’s pedagogical intention
for students’ learning and growth, especially in his/her use of the problem as well as subsequent
actions. A teacher’s either decision and corresponding action, say use of other problems for
maintaining the original problem-solving intention, or use of other problems for teaching alternative
inquiries in other problem-solving contexts, would have to sacrifice learning or growths of either
group of students in a mathematics classroom at different corners. It shows that most contemporary
designs of well-posed problems do not possess any rationale to afford Kilpatrick’s (2013)
pedagogical perspectives for use in catering for individual students’ needs and enable a teacher to
teach an intended problem-solving inquiry nicely with students’ own necessary accounts of
knowledge applications, particularly in a more up-to-date definition of mathematical problemsolving (say Hegedus’ (2013)). Such a pedagogical situation could appear to be a undesirable
interactive situation to a teacher that s/he would have to diagnose and correct individual students’
assumed prior knowledge with respect to a well-posed problem s/he could be using all the time at
different classroom corners to claim his/her teaching effectiveness in individual students’ necessary
cognitive influences in the designed common inquiry but the rest could have no further learning and
growth with respect to the design. Definite a teacher’s practice could hardly be seen as effective to
suggest alternative problem-solving intentions as in designs of other well-posed problems to engage
his/her class so as to neglect individual students’ needs of certain instructional adjustments for their
own accounts of necessary mathematical inquiries of initial problem-solving intentions. However, a
teacher will still have to face challenges from realistic school settings in diagnosing stuck
individuals’ needs and suggesting critical correctives and resolve the dilemma when s/he would
intend to implement Popham’s (2008) “formative” assessment as discussed in Chapter 2.2.2d and
Chapter 2.2.2e for claiming own effectiveness in full. Obviously, the common failure of the design
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of a well-problem, as limited by its definition (Hadamard, 1902), for use in addressing critically
different resulting pedagogical intentions in the same problem-solving intention for every individual
student at different classroom corners for certain growth in at least one valid mathematical inquiry
could still facilitate a teacher to claim his/her practice of distributing the solution as partly effective,
but in the price of opportunities of collaborations and interactions of students in problem-solving
and their own accounts of knowledge applications in real world.

This study intends to initiate certain experimentations of potential pedagogical advances by
designing own ill-posed problems and to investigate any probabilistic effect that these ill-posed
problems might bring to teachers’ intended plans of own instructional adjustments in facilitating
potential growths and further learning of students that this study might claim on their behalves
certain validity of their own perceived effectiveness in teaching for student learning of
mathematical inquiry in given contexts of same problem-solving intentions via the constructs for
scrutiny of teacher practices in the theory and the definition of “formative” assessment (Black &
Wiliam, 2009).

The design rationale of mathematical problems for use, as in scholarly suggestions for
affording opportunities of multiple mathematical problem-solving inquiries (e.g. Hegedus, 2013;
Lesh & Zawojewski, 2007), should have been called for in at least one prior local study of Hong
Kong for its school mathematics education since the first definition of formative assessment (Black
& Wiliam, 1998) and its adoption in CDC (2002).

Teaching mathematical problem-solving, as reviewed in Chapter 2.1, is central to why
school mathematics education is necessary to students in the 21 st century through the use of
different kinds of mathematical problems. However, the lack of local scholars and dedicated
teachers in intending respectively own researches and/or teaching experiments for serious scrutiny
of design rationales among used problems could have long made classroom management of
individual students’ ability differences in prior mathematical learning experiences particularly
difficult or even academically absent. Such a kind of difficulties could be analytically attributed to
the lack of alternative inquiries for teacher uses, simultaneously diagnosing and correcting own
and/or others’ available mathematical knowledge for readily applications in more than one valid
mathematical inquiry about a given problem-solving context among the design of most of the wellposed problems. Since mathematics teachers’ practices could also be seen as a synonym for their
use of well-posed mathematical problems for contemporary societies’ mathematics education, illposed problems are then to be designed for an experimental use in this study to explore any
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potential in enhancing practices that teachers might or might not perceive. Kilpatrick’s (2013) four
perspectives of mathematical problems for use should be observed as some general design
rationales, as summarized in Chapter 2.3. Some critical design characteristics, such as definite
contextual “instabilities”, as advocated by Kabanikhin (2012), should also be introduced in every
design of ill-posed problem in order to afford users’ opportunities of mathematical problem-solving
in Hegedus’ definition as well as teachers’ opportunities in facilitating definite learning growths of
students through the multiplicity of mutually exclusive mathematical inquiries or the
comprehensiveness of an overall mathematical inquiry. Through these design intensions and
considerations, researcher-designed ill-posed problems might then be believed to initiate potential
moments of contingency that individual participating teachers might be more likely to create and
capitalize upon against evident missing inquiries and alternative inquiries of students according to
own needs which should demonstrate how individual teachers could perceive own practices as
effective about definite growths and subsequent learning in mathematical problem-solving.

The following will show all major decisions as in the design of a research for mathematics
education carrying an experimental use of ill-posed problems for a scrutiny of teacher practices
about teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving. In addition to decided procedures for
overall administration, intended choices of teacher participants, decisions for particular choices of
methods in managing, generating, and analyzing data will be disclosed. The decided datagenerating instruments will also be specified.

3.1.1 Overall administration
The following 9 procedures are believed to oversee the overall administration of this study.
Figure 3.1.1a, Figure 3.1.1b, and Figure 3.1.1c illustrates the workflow of this study in these
procedures.
1. This study intends to recruit at least three in-service Hong Kong school mathematics
teachers. All participating teachers are supplied with two researcher-designed tasks on
physical worksheets and instructed for use in at least one class of students in their
servicing schools. Each teacher will be instructed not to modify the design of the tasks
but assign to students to do directly without any teaching of any assumed prior
knowledge, nor own perceived solution inquiries. In addition, they will be instructed to
collect, mark, and evaluate all worksheets with a maximum score of 10. (i.e. workflow 1,
2, 3, and 4.)
2. All the problems involved in the two tasks are ill-posed and are assumed to be used with
users’ prior knowledge in “Fractions” only. This study employs a case-study method to
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structure teacher perceptions. (See Chapter 3.2.5.) The subject of each case is a
participating teacher. Each teacher will be required to return all marked worksheets for
the researcher’s preliminary analysis of students’ problem-solving inquiries and collect
their used assumptions at designed pieces of contextual “instability”. (i.e. workflow 5
and 6.)
3. Each teacher is going to attend one maximum 2-hour video-recorded semi-structured
interview to reflect his/her perceptions on the ill-posed problems and on student
responses after use. (i.e. workflow 7.)
Figure 3.1.1a demonstrates how a teacher’s interview will be prepared in 3 procedures (1-3)
or 7 workflows (1-7).
2. Assign without any prior
teaching of assumed prior
Ill-posed
knowledge
(Instruction 2a)
problems on
worksheets
Teacher X
4. Collect, mark, evaluate (Task 1 or 2) 3. Do without any teaching
within an optional maximum
of mathematical inquiries
of 10 (Instruction 3)
(Instruction 2b)
1. Collect without
any modification
(Instruction 1)

Students

5. Return (Instruction 4)

Marked
worksheets
(Task 1 or 2)
6. Analyze used assumptions
for mathematical problem7. Interview and collect
solving
perceptions for answering
research questions
Researcher

Figure 3.1.1a: Research procedures for the first data source

Figure 3.1.1b summarizes how the researcher will interview a participating teacher and
collect recordings in digital files in the following 3 procedures (4-6) or 6 workflows (8-13).
4. Each teacher will be interviewed once in a semi-structured interviewing design for own
perceptions of all aspects about own use of ill-posed problems, such as design, own
solutions, planned instructional adjustments, reactions to student responses, follow-up
actions and tasks, etc.. Each interview will be conducted in Cantonese. (i.e. workflow 8
and 9.)
5. The marked worksheets will be used to collect and compare teacher intentions of
teaching of mathematical problem-solving as in their preliminary reactions to student
inquiries in written responses. Clinical interviewing method (Hunting and Doig, 1997)
can then be employed to identify any momentarily devised intentions and actions against
solutions and student responses (See Chapter 3.2.6.). The worksheets will help to
triangulate teacher perceptions during clinical interviewing. (i.e. workflow 10, 11, and
12.)
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6. Each teacher interview will be video-recorded. (i.e. workflow 13.)
Teacher X

Marked
worksheets
(Task 1 or 2)

9. Semi-structured
Researcher
design of interviewing
interview (In
Cantonese)
10. Collect and compare
intentions of teaching of
mathematical problem-solving

8. Attend

12. Triangulate

Own perceptions of
design of ill-posed
problems, solutions,
planned instructional
adjustments, reactions to
student responses,
follow-up tasks, etc.
11. Clinical interviewing
method
Momentarily devised intentions
and actions against solutions
and student responses
13. Video-recording
Interview
recordings in
digital files

Figure 3.1.1b: Research procedures for the second data source

Figure 3.1.1c depicts how the researcher will interview a participating teacher and collect
recordings in digital files in the following 3 procedures (7-9) or in 4 workflows (14-17).
7. Each videotaped interview will be transcribed in verbatim, and then translated to English.
(i.e. workflow 14.)
8. This study will employ two data-generating instruments, namely:
a. researcher-designed ill-posed problems, and
b. interviews,
to produce texts as the first source of data. The marked student responses on worksheets
as a whole will be the second source of data. These two sources of data will constitute
primary all expected data of this study for two levels of text analyses in this study’s
choice of Mayring’s (2015) Qualitative Content Analysis method. The foci of these two
levels are namely:
1) teachers’ uses of assumptions, and
2) their potential changes of intentions of teaching of mathematical problem-solving.
(i.e. workflow 15 and 16.) During the first level of qualitative content analysis, this study
intends to explore particularly how ill-posed problem might or might not bring any
teacher intention in provoking any of their suggestions of instructional adjustments,
according to specific student responses and particularly the kind of problems that
teachers would design and/or plan to use for certain evident cognitive influences. (See
Figure 2.2.2b.) Since a researcher can never know in advance student responses, teacher
intentions, and/or the corresponding instructional adjustments that they might
momentarily devise, the qualitative content analyses will help the researcher to
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categorize their perceived intentions that the design rationales of the ill-posed problem
might bring, explicate any of their potential plans of instructional adjustments, and
structure the design rationales of their suggested instructional adjustments that they
might plan. (See Figure 2.2.2c.)
9. Any practice change initiated by the use of ill-posed problems is believed to provoke
extra teacher perceptions and potential perception changes according to student
responses of some and/or some kinds. Teachers’ rationales in their planned instructional
adjustments, if any, are believed to relate how the design rationales of ill-posed
problems might or might not affect teacher practices whose intended effectiveness might
be contrasted by the lens of the constructs in the theory of “formative” assessment
(Black & Wiliam, 2009). This study intends to focus on probabilistic perception changes
of individual teachers as revealed in necessarily evident changes of own pedagogical
intentions in the midst of change of use of any user-defined assumption, or a set of userdefined assumptions, for a given mathematical inquiry in meaning an own perceived
“effective” intention of mathematical problem-solving. The second level of qualitative
content analysis will allow this study to identify particular moments in each interview
which might be analogical to certain asynchronous moments of contingency that a given
teacher might then evidently create and/or capitalize upon against own intentions of
teaching and instructional changes for expected student growths in mathematical
problem-solving, and in turn facilitate this study’s potential claims about teachers’
potential implementation of formative assessments in meaning objectively their
perceived effectiveness in teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving. (i.e.
workflow 17.)
15. Analyze text qualitatively with Mayring’s
(2015) Qualitative Content Analysis method
14. Transcribed
and induce perception categories being
and translate in
commonly applicable to all teachers
Interview
Interview texts
First level of text
verbatim
(foci on use of assumptions)
recording in
in written
categories of
digital files
English
teacher perceptions
17. Analogize in theory of formative
16. Repeat 15
assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009)
(foci on perception
asynchronous moments of
changes about problemIndividual perception
contingency against intended effects
solving intentions)
characteristics, potential
of instructional adjustments about
Second level of
changes and flow due to
learning of used assumptions
text categories of
change of pedagogical
teacher perceptions
intentions about teaching of
mathematical problem-solving
Figure 3.1.1c: Procedures for findings and analysis
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In the following, I will start to elaborate all these major choices and decisions made in designing the
above procedures and workflows of this study particularly in: intended participants, the choice of
the case-study method, use of the researcher-designed ill-posed problems and semi-structured
interviews as data generation instruments, and the choice of the Mayring’s (2015) Qualitative
Content Analysis method before disclosing the rationale of this current research design.

3.1.2 Teacher participants
This study intends to recruit at least three in-service Hong Kong school mathematics
teachers implementing the local curricula in common (i.e. CDC, 2000 for primary curriculum; 1999
for junior secondary curriculum; CDC & HKEAA, 2007 for senior secondary curriculum). These
potential participants are believed to supply own independent perceptions about ill-posed problems
and their perspectives of teaching mathematical problem-solving on a “common” ground of daily
classroom experience in teaching school mathematics. This intended “commonality” is believed to
facilitate this study to compare teachers’ own abilities in devising alternative inquiries for
mathematical problem-solving as well as own practices of teaching that contemporary designs of
well-posed problems in representing the essence of these curricula might presumably have shaped.

Since their academic qualification, training, and teaching experience normally affect how
they might implement the local curricula and their perceptions of effective practices in
mathematical problem-solving, this study decides to apply a purposive sampling or expert sampling
that trained and more qualified teachers with longer experiences in teaching mathematics will be
preferred when more than 3 teachers could be recruited. Their teaching experiences in local
mathematics curricula will suggest a common ground for comparing their perceived effective
practices in a similar cultural background. Both primary teachers and secondary teachers will be
seen as valid target participants to increase the chance of recruiting more experienced, academically
qualified, and trained school teachers. More experienced, academically qualified, and trained school
teachers are important to this study because they can be more articulate in revealing own
perceptions of student responses to ill-posed problems, own assumptions for mathematical problemsolving, own intentions of creating student growths, as well as own potential instructional
adjustments. (See also Chapter 3.1.3 and Chapter 3.2.5.)

On the other hand, recruitment uncertainty could be foreseeable because use of ill-posed
problems could be so experimental to teachers’ own practice that this study might also encounter
difficulty to recruit more experienced, academically qualified, and trained one to participate, or
even any teacher. In this case, even convenient sampling or snowball sampling might then have to
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be employed because more experienced, academically qualified, and trained teachers could also be
difficult to locate. This study does not intend to conduct population-based probability sampling
because this study cannot afford the associated underlying resources (e.g. time, money, personnel,
etc.) to assess the entire population of interests. Notwithstanding this study’s necessary design of a
voluntary participation and withdrawal mechanism (as to be described below) (See Appendix A.),
even though pre-service teachers or those teaching non-local school curricula are not the focused
participants of this study, seeking parts of the remaining for individual consents of participations
can still involve a great overall administrative cost, which could appear as extremely costineffective in getting an even smaller part of the them to conduct probabilistically own experimental
practices for use of researcher-supplied mathematical tasks of any.

Each teacher committing to this study will be required to sign a written consent through a
Teacher Consent Form. (See Appendix A.) The description in the form will brief the focus of this
study and inform necessary instructions for a teacher to consider. (See Chapter 3.2.1b.) A teacher
will also be provided the full right to withdraw at any time and in any stage of this study. A teacher
will receive no monetary initiative, nor financial return in participation.

Each participating teacher will be intended to receive no prior training for mathematical
problem-solving, no solution inquiry for use of any researcher-designed ill-posed problem, and no
teaching and learning of any concept or skill that the literatures mentioned in this study have
covered, including Kilpatrick’s (2013) perspectives of problems for use, Kabanikhin’s (2012)
conception of “instability”, Hegedus’ (2013) definition of mathematical problem-solving, the theory
and the definitions of formative assessment (Black & Wiliam, 1998; 2009), Margolinas’ (2013)
conception of task design, and the generation strategies in posing problems from Silver et al. (1996).

Each teacher will be required to be interviewed by the researcher for collection of own
perceptions in facilitating answers to research questions as disclosed in Chapter 2.4 (Workflow 7 in
Figure 3.1.1a and 8 in Figure 3.1.1b).

3.1.3 The case-study method
Use of ill-posed mathematical problems for teaching and learning mathematical problemsolving is not a prevalent practice in Hong Kong. However, a problem in real life is normally illposed simply because the physical limitation of any given piece of description about a problem
cannot include all kinds of mathematical and non-mathematical constraints as its context. The
contrast of problem nature between those used in classroom teaching and learning as well as those
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in applications suggests a strong initiative to this study in understanding teacher perceptions of illposed problems, particularly their perceptions after use.
As far as effective practices, which individuals’ used well-posed problems could presumably
have shaped, concern this study, this study intends to explore in depth potential pedagogical effects
that their use of ill-posed problem might bring about, particularly in how they would deal with
potentially unanticipated but valid mathematical problem-solving inquires of students. However,
owing to the lack of information in a priori about physical settings and digital records in preparing
for capturing teachers’ synchronous moments of contingency with the use of researcher-designed
ill-posed problems in classroom, any potential study about teaching effectiveness would fail to
acquire accurate and critical evidences in claiming synchronous moments of contingency that
individual teachers could create and capitalize upon for own instructional regulations and intended
growths of every individual students. Therefore, this study then first focuses on teachers’
asynchronous moments of contingency initiated by student responses to ill-posed problems and the
contrast of individual teacher’s own responses to ill-posed problems with student responses. (See
Chapter 2.2.2g.)
A user’s perceived problem-solving intentions of a given ill-posed problem in fact could be
seen as certain own inquired different sets of assumptions in own theories as informed by
Churchman’s (1977) classified “Hegelian inquiry system”. (See Chapter 2.2.2h.) This gives rise to
potential changes of teachers’ instructional adjustments upon unanticipated student responses.

A teacher being used to apply only well-posed problems for teaching and learning of
mathematical problem-solving as “a” practice might suggest in common singular mathematical
inquiry in a given problem-solving context to imply a uniformly standard kind of instructional
adjustment(s) for EVERY student. In this study’s conception, this practice could be put as effective
only to ALL students when each cannot have any valid mathematical inquiry at all. This questions
how students could still think in own knowledge applications for own accounts of inquiries in real
problem-solving contexts. In addition, this practice could not be put as fully effective or even
relevant to some different groups of individual students in classroom as mentioned at the beginning
of Chapter 3.1.

A trained and/or well-experienced teacher might suggest alternatively valid mathematical
inquiries for ill-posed problems and be more sensitive to unanticipated but valid alternative
inquiries from others. However, a teacher might or might not momentarily change his/her planned
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instructional adjustments in meaning his/her perceived validity coherently. An articulate teacher
might reasonably tell what could affect his/her changes of his/her planned instructional adjustments
for against responses of different groups of individual students, which might signify potential
his/her perceived moment(s) of contingency that s/he could/would create and/or capitalize upon for
his/her intended instructional regulations and/or growths of different groups of individual students
in different mathematical inquiries they might need and at theoretically different classroom corners,
but in the common problem-solving context. S/he might also tell reasonably how s/he might intend
individual students for specific instructional adjustments and how these instructional adjustments
might help him/her to align his/her perceived intention of a given ill-posed problem for students’
necessary formulation of a solution or other alternative intentions about mathematical problemsolving. Trained, more qualified and experienced mathematics teachers’ own perceptions, as
decided in Chapter 3.1.2, will then become crucial in suggesting probabilistically their practices in
details in own perceived effectiveness about diagnostic and/or remedial measures with a reference
on student responses, and in suggesting how the use of ill-posed problems might bring to potential
practice changes in teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving.

Teacher perceptions are idiosyncratically but necessarily individual. Since user responses to
a given ill-posed problem is unpredictable, a researcher cannot predict and intervene teacher
perceptions, particular those being referable to given student responses or given types of student
responses, but has to rely on them in gaining the understanding of its potential effects to
pedagogical practice(s) in teacher perspectives. The use of case-study with a teacher as a case
subject is then believed to allow this study to structure teachers’ own perceptions comprehensively.

Each participating teacher will receive only 4 instructions (Workflow 1-5 of Figure 3.1.1a)
for use of researcher-designed ill-posed problems (See Chapter 3.1.4.) as indicated in the Teacher
Consent Form. (See Appendix A.) The four instructions are:
1)

Each teacher will be told that they are not allowed to modify each task and
there would not be any definite solution for each problem (i.e. Workflow 1).

2)

Each teacher is not allowed to teach students how to do and must obtain and
collect all students’ written response in worksheets after use (i.e. Workflow
2-3);

3)

Each teacher must mark each worksheet with an optional maximum score of
10 (i.e. Workflow 4);

4)

Each teacher must return all worksheets (i.e. Workflow 5).
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The theoretical perspectives formulating the rationale of each of these four instructions will
be disclosed in Chapter 3.2.1.

No other instruction will be introduced further for individual teachers to use researcherdesigned ill-posed problems. There will be no any experience sharing from the researcher to any of
participants in order to conduct this study.

Each case will consist of teacher perceptions about used assumptions for meaning own
(Workflow 6) and students’ (Workflow 7) solution inquires and be incorporated with an interview
(Workflow 8) to reveal own theories of use in meaning mathematical problem-solving and for
teaching and learning.

3.1.4 Instrument 1: Researcher-designed tasks
Two tasks being incorporated with certain ill-posed mathematical problems will be designed
by a unique researcher, i.e. me, and then given to teachers for use. The initial meaning of “use” in a
research perspective simply should be referred to teacher assignments of the task for only own
students’ written responses and own recognitions of students’ mathematical inquiries in teacher
individuals’ own perceived validity. Since a teacher’s use of a problem can hardly mean that s/he
has facilitated definite growths or dedicated learning of individual students in mathematical
problem-solving, this study intends to extend their own meanings for “use” in teaching multiplicity
of inquiries for proper representations of their intended growths and subsequent learning of
individual students according to evident needs shown in written responses and in their substantial
plans of actions.

I first brief how I will design ill-posed mathematical problems in general as tasks for teacher
“uses” in this study and facilitate possible claims of this study about their potential implementations
of formative assessments, i.e. their plans of pedagogical intentions and actions against evident
mathematical inquiries (in their perceived validity and invalidity) of students for perceived growths
and subsequent learning of students in mathematical problem-solving.
As informed by Chapter 2.3.1a, Kilpatrick’s (2013) four perspectives of a problem for use
will be used to generate the ultimate design of a given ill-posed problem for transactions to teacher
uses and in turn student uses, i.e. the designed description of the problem should initiate individual
users’ own problem-solving inquiries and facilitate own independent accounts of mathematical
problem-solving. The evidence of individual users’ mathematical problem-solving processes should
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facilitate this study to scrutinize how teachers could plan to influence students and also how
individual students’ inquiries might or might not influence individual teachers’ planned
instructional adjustments. According to the social anthropological perspective (Kilpatrick, 2013;
Mehan, 1978), this study’s transaction of an ill-posed problem to a given teacher for his/her use in
collecting own and student responses will automatically make the problem as a task to each user.
This study intends “uncertain descriptions” as certain Kabanikhin’s (2012) “instability” in
the design or the posing process of an ill-posed problem for an experimentation of users’ potential
needs of own assumptions, i.e. user-defined assumptions, to resolve own problem-solving inquiries.
According to the two generation strategies of Silver et al., (1996), this study might apply or even
design a well-posed problem and manipulate either of the descriptions of the constraints or the goal,
or both, for definite generation of the design of an intended ill-posed problem. In this way, this
study can intend flexibly certain uncertainty in alternative interpretations for a definite
representation of an experimental piece of “instability” (Kabanikhin, 2012) in a given design of
contextual description and some associated and/or coherent adaptations of the goal description, so
that the ultimately described goal should indicate its users’ a definite problem-solving requirement
of potentially more than one valid possible problem-solving inquiries. Such a design consideration
is believed to facilitate this study’s each adopted ill-posed problem not only to violate Hadamard’s
(1902) definition of a well-posed problem, but also to afford a possible implementation of Hegedus’
(2013) definition of mathematical problem-solving, i.e. to facilitate users’ potential and necessary
collaborative investigations in seeking individual users’ potential comprehensiveness and/or
completeness of differing alternative problem-solving inquiries from other users. This is because
the design of a well-posed problem can normally fail to afford automatically general “multiple
observations” to users’ necessity of collaborative investigations without any systematic reconsideration of its design rationale. Based on Stanic & Kilpatrick (1989), such a seemingly design
defect could simply deny teachers’ revolutions of own pedagogy in steering necessary own
accounts and growths in knowledge applications of individual students for realistic problem-solving
contexts. Therefore, a realistic rationale in the design consideration of an ill-posed problem will
have to offer additionally at least one “assumption-controlled” inquiry which should afford certain
“stimulus” to users in facilitating their potential necessity of certain “interactive situations” for own
intentions of cognitive influences and in turn teachers’ potential implementations of “formative”
assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009) in mathematics classrooms. According to both of its theory and
teachers’ perceived needs and/or perceptions of own teaching effectiveness in suggesting not only
students of those without any problem-solving inquiry, but also those with some potential
unanticipated alternatives, such a rationale is believed to facilitate this study to represent learning
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growths or creation of learning explicitly in terms of used assumptions and the number of problemsolving inquiries that an individual teacher could decide the validity of each used assumption for
single or multiple problem-solving inquiries and intend to plan for own instructional adjustments
for students in different needs accordingly. Such a representation for growths and learning of
students in mathematical problem-solving is believed to enable this study to validate teachers’
planned instructional adjustments and own perceived teaching effectiveness through the theory of
“formative” assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009), or equivalently according to their perceived
necessity in creating and/or capitalizing own “moments of contingency” for conducting own
planned instructional adjustments or for planning alternatives about further growths against
evidently used assumptions or set of assumptions in meaning mathematical problem-solving.
Different teachers might then be compared fairly with own and others’ planned and/or momentarily
devised instructional adjustments according to a common assumption or a common set of
assumptions in a revealed problem-solving inquiry afforded by the design of a given ill-posed
problem.

For the sake of presentation, the actual design considerations applied to the researcherdesigned ill-posed problems for use in this study will be disclosed in Chapter 3.2.1. The actual
design and the underlying design rationales of the ill-posed problems will be disclosed in Chapter
3.2.2 and Chapter 3.2.3. The relationship between how the use of these researcher-designed
problems might suggest user-defined assumptions and teachers’ potential implementations of
formative assessments, and in turn answering the research questions as disclosed in Chapter 2.4 will
be disclosed in Chapter 3.2.1 and Chapter 3.2.4.

I now come back to continue research administration about teacher uses of researcherdesigned ill-posed problems.

Teachers will be offered their optimal freedom in scheduling their lesson times for how they
could use the two tasks. Teachers’ certain freedom of use is seen to be important for a researcher to
observe pedagogical intentions that individual teachers would perceive as suitable for use in
acquiring and conceptualizing student responses to the ill-posed problems. As to be disclosed in
Chapter 3.2.1b, a participating teacher’s freedom is expected to lie on how s/he would think
whether the assumed prior knowledge could be:
1)

in a topic(s) s/he could have taught, or

2)

in a topic(s) that at least one of classes of students s/he would be teaching
could have been learnt.
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However:
1)

teachers will not be allowed to modify the design of each task before use.
(Workflow 1)

2)

They will also be supposed not to:
(a)

teach (Workflow 2), or

(b)

give any intervention for students’ written responses
(Workflow 3).

These two restrictions are used to maintain the comparability of student responses that teacher
perceptions acquired in subsequent interviews would have to ground on, i.e. mathematical
assumptions used in own solution inquiries among different students would have to be entirely
initiated by the design of given ill-posed problems, not from individual teachers. They will be
supposed to print the task descriptions on papers to collect students’ written responses to the tasks
and mark them in an optional given maximum score (Workflow 4). Although a specific maximum
score should be unnecessary, this study has a research rationale to set it to be 10. This is because
since teachers’ uses of ill-posed problems should presumably be out of their own practice, a teacher
might only think probabilistically of students’ problem-solving intentions and the corresponding
necessary actions for growths. Therefore, the set score is believed to provoke definite reactions of
teachers in a primary rationale of their necessary recognition and distinctions of certain quality
difference among individual students’ problem-solving inquiries so as to enable this study’s
necessary scrutiny.

For individual teachers’ needs, hard copies of tasks will also be made available for their
choices. The optional maximum score is designed to initiate how they might explore different
quality levels of mathematical problem-solving that different kind of student responses might show.
They are required to mark in red to indicate how they might record and add their own written
responses on individual student responses. (See Figure 3.1.1a.)

All marked worksheets of each teacher will be collected (Workflow 5) and analyzed
(Workflow 6) by the researcher to collect and compare potential intentions of teaching of
mathematical problem-solving (Workflow 10), prepare clinical interviewing (Workflow 11) in a
semi-structured design (Workflow 9), and triangulate perceptions at different instants of the
interview (Workflow 12). (See also Chapter 3.2.6.)

3.1.5 Instrument 2: Semi-structured interview
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An in-depth semi-structured interview will be given to each participating teacher after s/he
would have used all ill-posed problems, marked all student responses, and returned all worksheets
(Workflow 9 in Figure 3.1.1b). This study intends such the semi-structured design of interviewing
for acquiring the information from both of individual participants about researcher-interested issues
and their own elaborations on them. The research interest in this study is primarily teacher
perceptions of given ill-posed problems as well as their reactions to student responses to these
problems after use. Teachers’ potential task design being applied to facilitate their intended
instructional adjustments according to given student responses and/or perceived types of student
responses in ad-hoc revealed pedagogical characteristics also interests this study. A teacher will be
allowed to elaborate his/her mathematics task design according to certain revealed intentions of
instructional adjustments and/or potential diagnostic and/or remedial functions s/he would plan to
intend. Since individual participant’s perceptions could change according to student responses,
particularly in problem-solving intentions and/or pedagogical intentions, this study expects that they
might likely have their modifications of their plans accordingly. A semi-structured design of
interviewing is found to be appropriate to this study in facilitating both of participants’ elaborations
and researcher-interested issues because the researcher cannot predict the instants that changes in a
given teacher’s problem-solving intentions and pedagogical intentions can occur. Therefore, a
researcher is also supposed to balance the amount of time spent on discussing each task. Obviously,
while the design decision of adoption of structured interviews can be seen as inflexible to collect
idiosyncratic perspectives of individual teachers as in own perceived effective instructional
adjustments, ill-structured interviews could hardly make this study focus this study’s interested
issues in common about practices of mathematical problem-solving. An interview guide as follows
is designed to structure primarily and roughly each semi-structured interview so as to facilitate the
researcher to obtain necessary information in answering the research questions.
Based on the four research questions as set in Chapter 2.4, the following “rough” questions
in Cantonese (with English translation for current presentation) are prepared to guide each of the
interviews:
1. 你對任務一的設計有何感受？
(How would you perceive the design of Task 1?)
2. 任務一內的（數學）問題在設計上有沒使你覺得不清楚的地方？為何？
(Any problem in Task 1 is not clearly designed? Why?)
3. 在你評估（學生對）任務一（的答法）時，你能否解釋你曾用過的任何解法嗎？
(Could you explain any used solution during your evaluation in Task 1? )
4. 在任務一，你是怎樣批改學生的答法呢？
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(How did you mark the student responses in Task 1?)
5. 在任務一，哪個或哪種學生的答法曾使你留下較深刻的印象？為何？你會怎樣評
價他們的整體表現？
(Which student response(s) in Task 1 impressed you more seriously and why? How
could you comment their general performance in Task 1?)
6. 在任務一，你會如何形容學生間在答法上的差別？
(How could you describe any difference of student responses in in Task 1?)
7. 在任務一，你對學生答法曾否有任何預期？為何？
(What did you expect from student responses in Task 1 and why? )
8. 在任務一，根據學生的答法，你有沒甚麼要教學生的呢？並且，你又能怎樣計劃
／想出任何行動或數學問題，使學生知道你所要求的數學知識和／或解法？
(Anything could you teach students according to their responses in Task 1? According to
this/these student response(s) in Task 1, how could you plan/devise your actions and/or
task problems to make students know your intended mathematical knowledge or way(s)
of problem-solving?)

Although these questions are shown to focus only on Task 1, they have actually been
parametrically formulated so as to enable this study to focus also teacher perceptions of Task 2. The
questions above are actually general questions in meaning a semi-structured design of interviewing
for replications among different cases in this study. (See Chapter 3.1.5c.)

For the sake of participant articulations, all questions when used will be asked in Cantonese.
The current sequence is tentatively set. An articulate teacher is expected to inform more fluently the
events s/he has encountered from reading the tasks, assigning students to do, observing student
responses, developing scoring rubrics, thinking student responses, marking them, and/or even
preparing for feedback actions. A less articulate teacher might need more in-depth and detailed adhoc probes to reflect any of used mathematical assumptions or devise momentarily for their actions
in creating intended growth or adjusting potential learning of students. Teacher characteristics also
explain the need of a semi-structured interviewing design and certain “roughness” in designing the
above guiding questions. (See also Chapter 3.2.6.)

Each interview will be videotaped for storage in digital file records (Workflow 13 in Figure
3.1.1b) and subsequent analysis. This study decides to focus only on text analysis of teacher
perceptions. Therefore, transcription in verbatim will be employed for subsequent English
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translation in preparing the resulting English text in written form (Workflow 14 in Figure 3.1.1c)
for subsequent qualitative content analysis.

3.1.6 Researcher background
My own particulars should be somehow important for readers to understand how adopted
mathematical tasks in this study will have to be designed in certain decided rationales (as to be
disclosed in Chapter 3.2.2 and Chapter 3.2.3). In addition, the importance could also lie on how the
clinical interviewing method (as to be disclosed in Chapter 3.2.6) will be employed to reveal indepth individual teachers’ own perceptions of design of ill-posed problems, solutions, planned
instructional adjustments, reactions to student responses, follow-up tasks, and so on.

I will then disclose briefly my particulars of those being essential to the study.

Nationality:


A native Cantonese/Chinese speaker

Education:


A bachelor degree in Computer Engineering



A postgraduate certificate in Education (Mathematics)



A master degree in Mathematics Education

Teaching experience:


A previous secondary mathematics teacher



Range of taught levels from Secondary 1 to Secondary 6/7



About 15 academic years (3 are overlapped with day-time schools as in evening
schools)



Taught curricula:
o Local: HKCEE Mathematics,

Additional Mathematics, HKALE Pure

Mathematics, Applied Mathematics, HKDSE Mathematics Core, M2;
o International: IGCSE Mathematics, Additional Mathematics, IBDP
Mathematics (Higher Level).

 Serviced local grammar, international, special (profound learning impairment),
and evening schools

3.1.7 Data sources
Two definite types of data sources, namely:
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1) transcriptions of interviews (after Workflow 14), and
2) marked written responses of students (after Workflow 4),
will be expected. Since individual teachers’ pedagogical intentions for own use of ill-posed tasks
could be unpredictable, if they could reveal any relevant documents, materials, or resources to
support their uses in the interview, then these supporting documents, materials, or resources would
also be collected with their permissions and duplicated, if physically duplicable, for record.

All the participating teachers and students will be anonymized to protect their privacy. All
data will be kept in a safe place that only the researcher of this study can access. All teacher names
will be coded in pseudocodes like T1, T2, T3… and all student names will also be coded in
pseudocodes like T1CSR1 (T1’s first revealed student response in Task 1, i.e. cake-sharing task) or
T1JSR1 (T1’s first revealed student response in Task 2, i.e. juice-mixing task), where “T” means a
teacher, “C” comes from “cake”, “J” comes from “juice”, and SR means a student response in either
example of codes.

3.1.8 Method of analysis
The content of each teacher perception will be analyzed according to used mathematical
assumptions in each task against their perceived valid problem-solving intentions and inquiries in
own suggested solutions and actions in suggested instructional adjustments, as well as student
solutions. Mayring’s (2015) Qualitative Content Analysis will be used to facilitate the first stage of
text analysis of teacher perceptions. (Workflow 15, Figure 3.1.1c) Mayring (2015) actually has
suggested a process model in enabling this study’s applications of mathematical assumptions as
certain initial criteria to process necessary categories of the resulting English texts from teacher
interviews. In analyzing rich texts, as acquired from numerous approximately 2-hour interviews, the
use of Mayring’s (2015) process model of category formation is then believed to facilitate this study
to summarize, explicate, and structure systematically and effectively asynchronous moments of
contingency that teachers could create or capitalize upon according to potentially unanticipated
student responses or changes of problem-solving intentions.

Use of mathematical assumptions can be obtained in two ways:
1)

student responses, and

2)

teachers’ written responses to students on worksheets or their used solutions
reflected in interview.

Mathematical assumptions made in students’ responded solutions will be collected. (Workflow 6 in
Figure 3.1.1a) In addition to mathematical assumptions made for designed “instability” in each task,
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each teacher’s own made assumption according to their perceived needs in own solution
formulation, evaluation, plans of instructional adjustments, and momentarily devised actions of
regulations of student learning. (Workflow 16 in Figure 3.1.1c)
The set of students’ used assumptions, if any, and the set of each teacher’s used assumptions,
if any, in each task will be compared to identify any assumption in difference.
Each teacher’s assumption(s), if any, in perceived intention(s) of each task problem will be
collected. Students’ responded intentions will be analyzed and compared with revealed student
intention(s) in the corresponding teacher’s perception.
Each teacher’s assumption(s), if any, in perceived meaning of the context of each task will
be collected. Student solutions will be analyzed and compared with the corresponding teacher
solution, if any.
Each teacher’s planned solution(s), problem(s), task(s), action(s), and/or other instructional
adjustment(s), if any, will be collected according to each used assumption/problem/task. Each
teacher’s momentarily devised solution(s), problem(s), task(s), action(s), and/or other plan(s) of
instructional adjustments according to each assumption, if any, will be compared with the above.
Different scenarios of perception(s) and/or change(s), if any, will be obtained according to any
modification of and/or additional solution(s), problem(s), task(s), action(s), and/or other plan(s) of
instructional adjustments in a common assumption.
In the second stage of analysis, teachers’ perception changes will be compared, which is
believed to suggest this study certain insights of their task design in certain perception
characteristics for claiming how their perceived effectiveness in teaching mathematical problemsolving, as to be revealed in own evident problem-solving intentions and planned pedagogical
actions against definite solution inquires (in their perceived validity and invalidity) might enable
this study to claim for their potential implementation of formative assessments. (Workflow 17 in
Figure 3.1.1c)

3.2

Research Design Rationale
In answering the two areas of research questions, major decisions have been made in the

design of this research, namely:
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1)

deciding ill-posed mathematical problem as an instrument to initiate teacher
perceptions,

2)

deciding the method of this study with a multiple-case study method,

3)

employing clinical interviewing in semi-structured design for collecting
teacher perceptions, and

4)

analyzing text content from teacher interviews qualitatively.

1) The first major decision in research design is the choice of ill-posed problems for teachers’
use. In this study, 2 mathematical tasks as a whole will be used as an instrument in this study. No
further tasks will be adopted. 4 ill-posed problems packed into these two tasks are intended to
initiate not only teachers’ direct perceptions but also indirect perceptions that students’ written
responses to these problems might initiate. The design rationales of these two tasks and the
underlying ill-posed problems will be represented in Chapter 3.2.2 and Chapter 3.2.3. Of the four
research question formulated in Chapter 2.4, I will soon disclose the relationship of the adopted
design rationale with the first two research questions. In Chapter 3.2.4, the connections between the
designed tasks and the next two research questions will be disclosed.

2) The second major decision in the research design is the choice of a multiple-case study
method. Since the use of ill-posed mathematical problems could normally be a new practice to
teachers, how a teacher might use in actual teaching of mathematical problem-solving could be
unknown. A case-study about experienced mathematics teachers’ perceptions will likely reveal how
they might or might not create and/or capitalize upon asynchronous moments of contingency in
adjusting student learning of mathematical problem-solving according to evident responses of
students, particularly those initiated by their used assumptions teachers might not anticipate.
Chapter 3.2.5 will be used to discuss different considerations.

3) The use of semi-structured interviewing design in generating data is important in
facilitating the researcher to explore issues which interest this study and also collect the
perspectives from the teachers’ points of view. Teachers’ perceived actions for intended cognitive
influences in learning mathematical problem-solving effectively against specifically used
mathematical assumptions should be some critical examples. The method of clinical interviewing
(Piaget, 1976) becomes essential to facilitate the researcher to base on designed “instability” in illposed problems, mathematical assumptions initiated from users during own solution formulation,
and teachers’ planned or momentarily devised instructional adjustments to understand the
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relationships between the potential of ill-posed problems and any potential enhancement of teaching
and learning of mathematical problem-solving.
4) Since the stimuli being affordable to teachers’ potential implementation of ‘formative’
assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009), i.e. assumption-controlled problem-solving inquiries, or
potentials of use of user-defined assumptions for mathematically problem-solving, have been
formulated in the design of each ill-posed problem for use in this study, a teacher might or might
not make own assumption in solution formulation for his/her evaluation of student responses. Any
of students’ made assumptions in a given task will normally be revealed in their responses on
worksheets as a collective set. Any of a given teacher’s made assumptions in same task will
normally be revealed in:
1)

his/her solution used during evaluation, and

2)

interview as his/her perceptions as another collective set.

Mayring’s (2015) Qualitative Content Analysis becomes useful for the researcher to identify the set
difference according to a teacher-perceived valid problem-solving inquiry so as to facilitate the
researcher to explore the events in an interview about a teacher’s planned instructional adjustments
as well as how s/he might momentarily devise further instructional adjustments according to
unanticipated assumptions for a given task. Mayring’s (2015) Qualitative Content Analysis actually
supplies this study all necessary procedures in summarizing, explicating, and also structuring
systematically any kind of texts.

By illustrating each of these major decisions, it is hoped that the ultimate research design
would facilitate this study to obtain necessary data in answering the two areas of altogether 4
research questions as presented in Chapter 2.4.

In the following, I will present the theoretical support in details for the design rationale of
this study.

3.2.1 Design considerations on use of ill-posed problems for an exploration of
teacher potentials in implementation of formative assessment
There are certain research decisions being adopted as design considerations in the generation
rationale of researcher-designed ill-posed problems. To summarize, these research decisions might
be represented as namely:
1) number of prior topics,
2) intended sources of teachers, selected topic(s), & instructions of use,
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3) stimuli of “instability” & conception of “formative” assessment, and
4) number of mathematical tasks, ill-posed problems, & pieces of instability.

a. Number of prior topics
Intended task complexity certainly affects how the incorporated ill-posed problem(s) might
be designed. For a likely successful recruitment of teachers and experimental uses of ill-posed
problems or researcher-designed mathematical tasks, this study will then base on the number of
prior topics primarily to represent the level of complexity of an ill-posed problem.
However, due to the “axiomatic presentation” (Brousseau, 1997) of the contemporary
mathematical knowledge, i.e. the ‘defin[ition] of the object of study in terms of previously
introduced notions, thus allowing the organization of the acquisition of new items of knowledge in
relation to that already acquired’ (p.21), any given topic might be reduced to further relevant
subtopics (CDC, 2000; See also Chapter 3.2.1b.) and even some axiomatic topics like “Comparing”,
“Sorting”, “Ordering”, or “Counting” in the necessary first level of school mathematics education.
Therefore, the number of topics in the design of an ill-posed problem for teachers’ use is decided to
be 1 so as to restrict the inclusion of further topics with the decided as prior knowledge for
introduction of potential “instabilities” in problem-solving contexts.

The number of topics is actually determinant to the amount of mathematical concepts, skills,
specific procedures, and/or, standard ways of problem-solving for well-posed problems being
introduced in the design of an ill-posed problem. This decision, particular in momentarily the
smallest number, is believed to facilitate a more focused design consideration of a piece of
“instability” which should be sensible to users (as in predicting future events or exploring past
possible events (Kabanikhin, 2012)) and could be flexibly packaged in the context of an integral
mathematical task for user transactions when more than one ill-posed problem could have to share
in balancing the overall task complexity. That is: Since an ill-posed problem should yield more than
one solution, the amount of potential problem-solving inquiries being designed to be affordable by
ill-posed problems in different tasks for this study should roughly be the same. This is also a design
rationale in a research perspective because when the time-consumption could be unrealistic to real
school settings and student abilities, a teacher could simply deny or decline to participate this study.
For higher number of topics, suitable contextual “instability” might be designed in higher
flexibility. However, in a necessary focus of teachers’ practice of mathematical problem-solving for
presumably experimental and even initial uses of each ill-posed problem, the design considerations
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for the choice of number of topics might have to be made in line with the research focus of this
study. This study actually intends to focus on how user-defined assumptions against designed
contextual “instabilities” might or might not affect a teacher’s practice of teaching of mathematical
problem-solving particularly in the stimulation of student responses and more critically in the
stimulation of those being alternative to his/her planned or even those being perceived as
unanticipated. Therefore, the most important consideration for a particular design of an ill-posed
problem is to enable teacher to reflect their perceptions of the design of a given ill-posed problem
and their perspectives of use for teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving which
might or might not be affected by presumably own use or student uses of assumptions, instead of
their perceptions about teaching and learning of mathematics in general or in specific
topics/concepts/skills/procedures.

A favourable design of a given mathematical task with ill-posed mathematical problem(s)
should initiate also teachers’ potential instructional adjustments according to unanticipated
responses of students. User-defined assumptions afforded by a designed piece of contextual
“instability” in a given ill-posed problem might be seen to have substantiated certain critical
representations that a teacher might take to mean intended growths for planning his/her instructional
adjustments of student learning of missing problem-solving inquiries. However, no such a kind of
tailored designs will be available unless the researcher of this study can design for own research
needs. As a result, a smaller, or the minimum number of topics is preferred in this study because
this will make the subsequent analysis more focused on teachers’ individual solution(s), potential
actions about corresponding instructional adjustments, and/or momentarily designed tasks for
intended regulation of potential learning growths of students according to his/her particular use of a
specific mathematical assumption or a specific set of mathematical assumptions in a given problemsolving inquiry among revealed alternatives.

b. Intended sources of teachers, selected topic(s), and instructions of use
Using merely few problems, whether well-posed or ill-posed, or in any topic to represent the
entirety of teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving through school mathematics
education is always misleading. This study then intends to base on researcher-designed ill-posed
problems in merely a single topic, which can be found in given curricular contents of a society’s
school mathematics education, to identify potential user-defined assumptions, as in presumably
some revealed “assumption-controlled” problem-solving inquiries, in meaning mathematical
problem-solving and potential growths that teachers might take to plan for own instructional
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adjustments in student learning of mathematical problem-solving after their uses of these ill-posed
problems.

Another research consideration that the design of an ill-posed problem will have to observe
is the specific topic which will have to be assumed to be prior. Although this study can actually
select a topic randomly in given local curricula according to an assumption of teachers’ own
learning and teaching experiences, this study does not intend to do so but will still have to impose a
particular preference of a specific topic in given local curricula because school education in Hong
Kong normally refers to both primary and secondary education that a topic being selected in the
secondary education as prior will hardly make this study to recruit primary school teachers as
participants. In addition, if different ill-posed problem for use could be designed to involve different
single topics, even though the selected single topics among different ill-posed problems could be
arranged to be taught in a particular level of school education, some researcher-designed ill-posed
problems might likely be wasted because different teachers might have to teach different topics at
different times, which could foreseeably affect participant recruitment and comparisons of teachers’
perceived teaching effectiveness in this study. In educational context of Hong Kong, a teacher
might normally be assigned to any level of classes and any number of classes that his/her school
could find appropriate. For example, a teacher with Mathematics as the major teaching subject in a
secondary school (that most classes s/he was assigned to teach in the school would be Mathematics,
but not other subject, in terms of the number of lessons in a week or in a time-tabling cycle for
repetition of lessons of different subjects that any given class would have to take) would normally
have to teach four to five classes. These classes might be in the same level or different levels.
Experienced, trained, and well-educated teachers could simply be unable to participate due to
having no mathematics class in their perceived suitable levels to participate, or having no suitable
mathematics class that the assumed prior knowledge in ill-posed problems could have not yet been
taught or learnt.
Ill-posed problems for use in this study are then decided to involve only “Fractions” in
common as users’ prior knowledge. Because of the necessary “axiomatic presentation” (Brousseau,
1997), topics in contemporary school mathematics curricula of Hong Kong are of no exception.
CDC (2000) splits “Fractions” into a number of subtopics covered from Primary 3 to Primary 6, and
refers to the “part-whole” concept, “relationships with 1” and “comparison” in Primary 3; “types”,
“equivalent fractions”, and the four arithmetic operations in Primary 4 and 5, and “conversions” to
different forms in Primary 6 (p.16-19). To a local secondary student in Hong Kong, “Fractions” is a
prior topic for learning others in CDC (1999). “Fractions” is chosen for three reasons:
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1) Student participations could be affected by untaught prior knowledge. “Fractions” might
be roughly conceptualized as a topic in a roughly “middle” level between the current local 6-year
primary mathematic curriculum (CDC, 2000) and the current local 6-year secondary mathematic
curriculum (CDC, 1999; CDC & HKEAA, 2007). The choice of a topic is actually irrelevant to
introduction of necessary number of pieces of contextual instability, but it will affect how a suitable
context should be designed to fit in a given problem. It will serve as one of the design
considerations.

2) The decided topic is believed to suggest a larger source of suitable teachers from both
primary and secondary schools, so as to mean the use of the researcher-designed ill-posed problems
in carrying out researches for “school mathematics education” somehow representative. As far as
teacher perceptions on effective practices of mathematical problem-solving concerns this study, a
larger source of teachers would likely enable this study to recruit teachers relatively less affected by
the complexity of the problems for use, which is believed to facilitate this study indirectly to
enhance teacher participation. With more participating teachers, recruitments of more experienced
teachers and/or those with better education background, and with teacher training could become
more likely, which should reduce the time cost of this study but maintain the quality of teacher
perceptions because the maturity of teacher perceptions is normally affected by their training,
education and experience in teaching mathematics. (See Chapter 3.1.5.)

3) Participating teachers will be expected to use the researcher-designed ill-posed problems
directly without prior teaching of the assumed prior knowledge. This consideration can appear as a
common research assumption for all participating teachers’ participation of this study in a design
consideration of each ill-posed problem because the researcher can only suppose a teacher to
participate this study on a voluntary basis. This study will offer no recruitment incentive to any
teacher or any student. The researcher cannot force a teacher to finish teaching the assumed prior
topic for his/her participation. In addition, in the focus of a particular potential asynchronous
moment of contingency that a teacher could/would create and/or capitalize upon for creating or
regulating an individual student’s inquiry or a group of students’ problem-solving inquiry in
common, this research assumption will allow this study to focus more significantly on revealed
designs and planned actions of instructional adjustments for intended learning and growths of
individual students in mathematical problem-solving, instead of only particular pieces of curricular
contents which collectively represent the topic “Fractions”.
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In addition, this study will have to anticipate that some potential experienced, trained, or
well-educated participating teachers could also be conservative and might intend to avoid risking
own original teaching effectiveness in using an ill-posed problem being unknown to him/her in
teaching any topic which will be new to students. This study will then have to restrict a teacher’s
use of any ill-posed problem in particular for a study of asynchronous moments of contingency, i.e.
a teacher is supposed to give students to do the tasks without any intervention on students, including
teaching of assumed prior knowledge. 4 instructions are designed to intervene teacher potential uses
of ill-posed problems in classrooms:

1) Each teacher will be told that they are not allowed to modify each task and there would
not be any definite solution for each problem.

2) Each teacher is not allowed to teach students how to do and must obtain and collect all
students’ written response in worksheets after use;

3) Each teacher must mark each worksheet with an optional maximum score of 10;

4) Each teacher must return all worksheets.
Teachers’ “use” of an ill-posed problem could then be supposed to have been determined
when they could have returned their students’ written responses acquirable from the second
instruction. This research intention will make each individual student’s problem-solving inquiry be
“seen” (Brownell, 1942; Kilpatrick, 2013) on some physical means, e.g. worksheets. This intention
is also believed to result teachers’ acknowledgements of how they might be “transacted” (Mehan,
1978) by students’ solution formulation of given ill-posed problems in their responses before and/or
during interviews. The quality of students’ mathematical problem-solving is believed to initiate
teachers’ own individual perspectives and “accounts” (Kilpatrick, 2013) on their “teaching”
(Kilpatrick, 2013) of their own perceived way(s) of mathematical problem-solving as well as
necessarily reasoned inquiries for these ways. A teacher’s score-giving behavior has been used to
reveal own intention in making his/her scrutiny of the quality of each student response evident in
the third instruction. The first instruction is used to urge a teacher to consider his/her own inquiry of
mathematical problem-solving before giving scores to students. In addition to teachers’ own
perceptions after use, based on the fourth instruction, this research can start to intend to “see”
(Kilpatrick, 2013) these teachers’ reaction(s) for meaning it/them to be one(s) about their perceived
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effective practices for teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving based on applications
of mathematical contents in local curricula.

c. Stimuli of “instability” & conception of “formative” assessment
Wong’s (2007) acquired teacher perceptions about ‘teaching for understanding’ as an
overall rationale of effective practices in common does not ground on any use of specific problems.
Comparisons of effective pedagogical practices for learning of mathematical problem-solving could
become questionable, particularly in the absence of specific theoretical constructs for research
guidance of scrutiny on “effectiveness”. This is what this study should pay a critical attention to
researching teacher practices. This study also needs to alert “syndrome of shallow teaching”
(Hollingworth et al., 2003; citied in Anderson, 2014, p.119) and “narrow assessment practice”
(Anderson, 2014, p.212) that teachers’ potential manipulatives for choices and uses of a particular
family of problems in designs of similar problem-solving inquiries in meaning own teaching
effectiveness for merely discrete inquiries and/or merely differing problem-solving contexts. (See
Chapter 2.2.2a and Chapter 2.2.2b)
As informed by Chapter 2.3.1a, use of contextual “instabilities” as in the design of a given
ill-posed problem, should make this study avoid these two critical issues about necessary
representations of teachers’ intended growths of students in learning mathematical problem-solving.
This is because a teacher might likely have to develop contingently own assessment plans for
additional instructional adjustments in teaching problem-solving inquiries of those being alternative
to what some students could happen to have already responded. Such a potential interactive
situation has been shown to be entirely different from the one that a teacher intends own planned
problem-solving inquiry for cognitive influences of either those who failed to respond any, or all of
some who could actually happen to have no need at all, as in the use of most well-posed problems.
(See Figure 2.2.2a.)

Comparisons of teacher practices for growths of student learning in mathematical problemsolving are particularly difficult since teachers could always have own undisclosed pedagogical
decisions to design, choose, and use well-posed problems but they normally have to do so to
account for own perceived teaching effectiveness. Notwithstanding individual students’ ever
differences in prior mathematical learning experiences at any mathematics classroom, growths in
learning of mathematical problem-solving are hardly comparable in alternative problem-solving
contexts and goals among different well-posed problems in differing designs but normally
undisclosed pedagogical intentions and rationales for use. Pedagogical practices like disclosing the
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designed solution inquiry of a well-posed problem for all classroom participants without any
selection of needy ones could once be seen as universally “formative” in teaching mathematical
problem-solving. (See Chapter 2.2.2a and Chapter 2.2.2b.) Such a kind of practices for teaching
mathematical problem-solving in school mathematics education could appear to have insulted
individual students extensively through intended negligence of their needs and exploitations of
diagnostic and corrective opportunities in own mathematical inquiries. (See Chapter 2.2.2c and
Chapter 2.2.2d.) Since the meaning of a teacher does not necessarily include its necessity of his/her
capability in designing dedicated instructional adjustments particularly against necessary growths of
individual students in the same problem-solving contexts, a teacher could become aged in own
pedagogical strategies to exercise necessary addresses (See Chapter 2.2.2e.), particularly in
justifying students’ learning of curricular contents through school mathematics education for
solving different kinds of own problems encountered in real world and at their own times
autonomously and contextually. As in many summative assessment activities, while the design, the
uses, or the choices of well-posed problems does not appear to suggest any critical assistance for
resolution, this study intends to decide to consider ill-posed problems for experimental explorations
of any pedagogical advances in the theory of formative assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009), say
potential systematic redistributions of teachers’ diagnostic duties of students’ problem-solving
inquiries during the use of well-posed problems (See Chapter 2.2.2f.) to collaborative investigations
in mathematic classrooms as in Hegedus’ (2013) definition of mathematical problem-solving
through teacher systematic designs and uses of ill-posed problems.

Notwithstanding necessary critical advances in the volume of curricular contents as in the
contrasts of definite advances in contextual mathematical problem-solving (e.g. Kabanikhin, 2012),
extensive authoritative palliatives as in absence of explicit official restrictions, absence of intensive
reviews of solid literatures in mathematics education, and absence of rich local studies for
substantiations of guidelines of teachers’ necessary pedagogical changes against missing learning
opportunities of individual students along own schooling in the public sector can in fact be seen as
critical indictments of malpractices in an leadership for school mathematics education.

Guided by the theory of formative assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009), and inspired by the
features of Kabanikhin’s (2012) conceptualized “ill-posed-ness”, this study’s decision for the use of
researcher-designed contextual “instabilities” in representing the “ill-posed-ness” of a given illposed problem will foreseeably initiate certain user-defined assumptions for representing users’
certain own progresses of mathematical problem-solving in definite evidences of “assumptioncontrolled” mathematical inquiries that each participating teacher cannot avoid to consider in
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representing “stimuli” (Black & Wiliam, 2009) in own perceived validity of intended cognitive
influences and in designing corresponding instructional adjustments for meaning intended potential
growths for student learning against particular responses of students. Although individual teachers
might insist to stick to own planned problem-solving inquiries without any change as the only kind
of instructional adjustments during a potential moment of contingency (like those at which some
student responses could not reflect any perceived valid problem-solving inquiries in well-posed
problems), teachers might still need to reason how and why they should apply them according to
individual students’ needs in meaning own perceived effectiveness of their revealed practices for
learning of mathematical problem-solving. By incorporating “instability” in a design consideration
of the context of an ill-posed problem, this study also intends to complement a preliminary
experiment in revealing how teachers’ used well-posed problems, as in their teaching for the local
curricula, could have long shaped their own perceptions about own effectiveness of practices in
teaching mathematical problem-solving, particularly in definite presence of alternative problemsolving inquiries afforded by the designed

“instabilities” of a given ill-posed problem. This

experiment might properly address how effective the leadership that CDC (2002) could excel for
mathematics teachers in Hong Kong and the public about how individual students could still “go
along” with own inquiry difficulties for merely scatter pieces of curricular contents among ample
sources of well-posed problems under its advocacy of teachers’ uses of “formative” assessments but
in an absence of necessary prior local studies and specific scholarly references.
This study’s decision for adoption of the definition of “formative” assessment as in its most
up-to-date theory (Black & Wiliam, 2009) will allow the researcher to freeze a particular
conception for a necessary scrutiny of the validity of collected teacher perceptions in facilitating
academic understanding of how their perceived teaching effectiveness could be in creating learning
growths of students in mathematical problem-solving. For example, more experienced, trained, and
well-educated teachers might likely be more articulate in theorizing their perceptions of revealed
instructional adjustments for own intended groups of students in evident responses for getting
cognitively influenced with only missing but specific inquiries, instead of merely all planned ones.
A teacher’s uses and changes of planned instructional adjustments against different groups of
students in differing problem-solving inquiries according to evident responses in steering different
growths should indicate clearly different problem-solving “stimuli” which is believed to signify
clearly his/her perceived different “moments of contingency” (Black & Wiliam, 2009) that s/he
could create and/or capitalize upon for revealed pedagogical intentions and actions. A teacher’s own
plans and changes of intended instructional adjustments for use of a given researcher-designed illposed problem can appear to become sufficient to indicate different intended kinds of growths in
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learning mathematical problem-solving which should initiate fair comparisons among different
moments of contingency of own and other participating teachers because of the designed
“instabilities” in common which will apply to all student responses as well.
A teacher’s plan(s) of instructional adjustments is/are crucial leading to student growths in
the comprehensiveness and even the completion of mathematical inquiries in mathematical
problem-solving. Different teachers could reveal different instructional adjustments which would
necessarily entail own problem-solving or pedagogical intentions. This study has to decide to base
on teachers’ actions, as to be revealed in their plans of potential designs and uses of mathematical
tasks, in revealing their own problem-solving or pedagogical intentions for creating learning
growths of students in mathematical problem-solving. In analyzing teacher perceptions as in their
revealed own and students’ problem-solving inquiries, and design rationales of own tasks for
instructional adjustments, this study’s choice of the definition of “formative” assessment of Black &
Wiliam (2009) is believed to guide the intended scrutiny of teachers’ perceived effectiveness in
individuals’ own practices for a necessary connections of them in plain texts through the required
“stimuli”, say individual teachers’ uses of assumptions, or their intended cognitive influences in
“assumption-controlled” problem-solving inquiries.

d. Number of mathematical tasks, ill-posed problems, & pieces of instability
All ill-posed problems for use are decided to be packed into two tasks, namely Task 1 and
Task 2. In the view of very limited research resources that the researcher, i.e. I, can command for,
the use of only two mathematical tasks can facilitate this study to initiate a minimum size of
comparisons across differing design rationales in analyzing teachers’ practices for learning and
growths of mathematical problem-solving in the common contexts. The higher number of
mathematical tasks will also demand teachers more time for use and for participation of this study,
which might however affect teacher recruitments in no monetary initiative, nor financial return.

The two generation strategies of well-posed problems from Silver et al. (1996), namely
manipulation of constraints and goal can be applied to modify a well-posed problem and yield an
ill-posed problem.
As analyzed in Chapter 2.3.2, “instability” (Kabanikhin, 2013) might be introduced to at
least one of the constraints in a given well-posed problem so as to make the ultimate description of
the resulting context somehow sensibly uncertain but still plausible. Depending on the actual
questioning style, the initial problem-solving intention might not necessarily look momentarily
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sensible to users for an initially unique problem-solving inquiry. The description of an intended
goal might then be modified so as to facilitate their necessities of collaborative investigations of
past or future possible events of the described context in “multiple observations” (Hegedus, 2013).
(See Chapter 2.3.2a.)

In such a rationale of generation of ill-posed mathematical problems, this study can become
flexible to focus on how users might or might not apply own assumptions in own comprehension of
designed contextual instabilities as well as own interpretations of the described goal in own
problem-solving inquiries and planned instructional adjustments. Such a design consideration
should implement Kilpatrick’s (2013) psychological perspective and pedagogical perspective of an
ill-posed problem for use in this study.

The potential incomprehensiveness of a given problem-solving inquiry of a user should
initiate own intentions of mutual transactions of inquiries for validations and immediate collection
of others with other users. Such a design consideration should foreseeably implement individual
users’ needs of collaborative investigations with others (Hegedus’ (2013) definition of
mathematical problem-solving) and also the social anthropological perspective of an ill-posed
problem for use (Kilpatrick, 2013; Mehan, 1978) in this study.
Unaddressed but used assumptions in others’ valid problem-solving inquiry during
transaction should become definite “stimuli” (Black & Wiliam, 2009) in facilitating individual users’
cognitive influences and progresses on intended completion or comprehensiveness of own problemsolving inquiries, or own collections of others as own inquiries. Such a kind of interactive situations
between any two users with the use of the same given ill-posed problem should give rise to a
definite formative interaction and implements a formative assessment. (See Chapter 2.2.2g.)

Cognitive influences of valid alternative problem-solving inquiries for a given ill-posed
problem are expected to be probabilistic among individual students because those who get
accustomed to the use of well-posed problems to learn might likely be unsure about own or others’
mathematical approaches of problem-solving inquiries.
A teacher’s validation of used assumptions in available problem-solving inquiries during an
interactive situation should become essential for him/her to help students to resolve the potential
multiplicity of inquiries among different individual students. It would depend on how the teacher
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would/could suggest any instructional adjustment to enable him/her to suggest a resolution to every
individual student and intend for certain learning growths in mathematical problem-solving.
A teacher’s instructional adjustments might be planned or momentarily devised against
individual student’s particular problem-solving inquiry or a group of student responses in common
problem-solving inquiry in meaning his/her intended growths for either one or both. A teacher’s
own solution(s) and/or suggested design of tasks should reflect the kind of inquiries s/he
could/would intended for growths. This consideration should implement Kilpatrick’s (2013)
research perspective of an ill-posed problem for use in this study.
This study can then base on a teacher’s revealed mathematical actions and problem-solving
intentions against own solution(s) and designed tasks to scrutinize his/her revealed pedagogical
intentions for students’ growths in multiplicity and/or comprehensiveness of problem-solving
inquiries for a given ill-posed problem. In an asynchronous moment of contingency that a teacher
could create and/or capitalize upon, s/he could then have more time to relax potential contingency
and reveal the variety of his/her own pedagogical assumptions against different kinds of problemsolving inquiries from the same or different individuals and groups of students in this study. (See
Chapter 2.2.2g.) If this study could have intended synchronous moments of contingency for analysis
without any prior analysis like what this study intends to do, then this study might likely encounter
a great technical difficulty to attribute a given teacher’s instructional adjustment at a particular
classroom instant to a particular problem-solving inquiry which might be what s/he could have
planned initially or influenced by student responses. In the former, a teacher’s initial problemsolving inquiry before the given instructional adjustment could be thought as incomprehensive or
incomplete because s/he could have missed to validate all other students’ problem-solving inquiries
to identify if there could be any alternatively valid inquiry. In the latter, a teacher’s initial problemsolving inquiry before the given instructional adjustment should have been regarded as changed due
to the validity of a likely unanticipated problem-solving inquiry of some individual students.
Because of lack of local prevalence of teacher practices of the use of ill-posed problems for
teaching mathematical problem-solving, this study could have become unfair to assume that a
teacher’s suggested instructional adjustments at the beginning of his/her lesson would be what s/he
would have planned for teaching of mathematical problem-solving against his/her use of a given illposed problem. This study’s discretion of the potential variety from different pedagogical intentions
according to potentially different problem-solving intentions of a given teacher at a moment of
contingency becomes essential to claim on the teacher’s behalf about his/her teaching effectiveness
in the theory of formative assessment. Such a necessary discretion is also the major reason why this
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study intends to reserve own flexibility for a necessary control of the design of “instability” among
adopted ill-posed problems for use. (Margolinas, 2013, See also Chapter 2.3.2a.) It is simply
because a teacher’s given moment of contingency could be characterized by different pedagogical
intentions resulted from simultaneously differing needs of different individual students. An
instructional adjustment executed in a synchronous moment of contingency without any
information in a priori can make a teacher hard to focus on specific students and distinguish
particular pedagogical intentions for learning growth of them. Such a current design rationale of an
ill-posed problem, as in this study’s reserved control for its designed pieces of contextual
“instability” for a representative of its ill-posed-ness, is believed to allow this study to identify
easily how growths in mathematical problem-solving as well as individual teachers’ pedagogical
intentions for student growths could be concretely characterized for the use of a given ill-posed
problem. (Margolinas, 2013, See also Chapter 2.3.2b.)

There will be only one single ill-posed problem in Task 1 but three in Task 2. This study
does not intend to incorporate necessarily a uniform number of ill-posed problems in each of the
two tasks because the involved number of instabilities and the resulting amount of problem-solving
inquiries can be different. In a research perspective, the most important consideration is to facilitate
the ultimate design of each of the adopted tasks would demand roughly equal amount of time for
students’ attempts and in similar problem-solving complexity so as to avoid teachers arranging
students to do only either tasks. This is because for example, a designed questioning style in only a
single focus about problem-solving might require a user’s less time to inquire its intention (e.g.
those in Task 2) than that in simultaneously multiple foci for a complete response (e.g. the one in
Task 1). Ill-posed problems arranged in the same task will share the same context.
The context designed for use in a given task will be introduced at least 1 piece of “instability”
in context description so as to make a user mathematically impossible to escape from making any
personal assumption, particularly if s/he would intend to proceed for his/her solution inquiry.
Introduction of a piece of instability in an ill-posed problem could be easily done by making one of
the necessary conditions for an application of an intended concept, skill, or procedure for the
solution formulation of certain intended goal of the problem missing in the description of a wellposed problem. I will show some exemplifications in Chapter 3.2.2 and Chapter 3.2.3. A more
important focus should be on the generation of the integrity of the described context so as to make
the missing condition sensible to users and could initiate their collaborative investigations for
meaningful kinds of problem-solving inquiries (Hegedus, 2013) as well as necessary interactive
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situations for mutual cognitive influences of valid but momentarily missing inquiries (Black &
Wiliam, 2009).
A user-defined assumption for own interpretation of a given piece of “instability” in context
description is always mathematically mutually exclusive to any of its alternatives. One nice analogy
for the relationship between a user-defined assumption and any of its alternatives is the “Law of
Trichotomy”. It states that only one of the comparison results between two given numbers is true,
i.e. a > b, a = b, or a < b, where “a” and “b” can be any physical quantity in the same mathematical
domain. In the other words, the truth among these three relationships about “a” and “b” is always
mutually exclusive. For a presumable comprehensive analysis in resolving each given perceived
piece of “instability” of a given ill-posed problem, the set of all possible assumption alternatives
will have to be inquired in order to mean a user’s comprehensive inquiry of mathematical problemsolving. The comprehensiveness of a user’s problem-solving intentions about a given piece of
“instability” could then be put as how s/he could inquire each of all possible ways of problemsolving according to a given assumption and each of its alternatives s/he would and could define
correspondingly. Since each assumption could normally generate at least two mutually exclusive
inquiries of mathematical problem-solving, then theoretically speaking, an ill-posed problem could
be made more complex systematically in solution inquiry by designing more pieces of “instability”
in the described context which might afford more user-defined assumptions.
However, in a research perspective, for the sake of this study’s initial experimentation and a
likely success in teacher recruitment as well as student participations, the number of designed
pieces of “instability” in an ill-posed mathematical task should be and is to be bounded by a very
small number.
An intended piece of “instability” in the design of context description of an ill-posed
problem is expected to initiate rigourous comparisons and validations of problem-solving inquiries
among users for potential formative interactions and cognitive influences. The following first two
out of altogether three potential formative interactions will be explored in this study:
1)

If the involving interactive situation could involve a teacher having suggested
a stimulus, either in an assumption or in an problem-solving inquiry, then
s/he might be very likely to have instructional plans or the actually planned
instructional adjustments which s/he would intend for creating and/or
adjusting student responses of some kinds in facilitating his/her perceived
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effectiveness in teaching of mathematical problem-solving. (See Figure
2.2.2b.)
2)

If the involving interactive situation could involve a teacher being cognitively
influenced by a given stimulus from an evident student response, either in an
assumption or in an problem-solving inquiry, then s/he might very likely
have to devise momentarily certain contingent plans to deal with an valid but
unanticipated assumption that s/he should have anticipated in advance for
certainly at least one corresponding learning adjustment for other students,
particularly if s/he would momentarily anticipate that other students could
also fail to think of (See Figure 2.2.2c.) in supplementing his/her
effectiveness of own practice for a potential missing part.

3)

If the involving interactive situation could involve no teacher, then although
individual students might also be capable of devising momentarily peer
students’ adjustments in learning, this study does not intend to pay any cost
to study, since the cost could foreseeably become too unmanageable to this
study, particularly in managing each individual students’ moments of
contingency synchronously, i.e. in real time, at unpredictably different
classroom corners before knowing well teachers’ practices for their uses of
ill-posed problems. The design rationale of actual number of pieces of
“instability” in context description and the questioning style used in
individual ill-posed problems will be discussed soon in Chapter 3.2.2 and
Chapter 3.2.3.

This general design rationale for all ill-posed problems will back this study to adopt and
believe to yield meaningful inquiries for the research questions as disclosed in Chapter 2.4. In the
following, I will first address the first two research questions. After the introduction of the exact
designs as in Chapter 3.2.2 and Chapter 3.2.3, I will address the remaining two research questions
in Chapter 3.2.4.
The first question is: “What are mathematics teachers’ perceptions about use of ill-posed
mathematical problems related to adjusting students’ learning of mathematical problem-solving?”

In exploring an answer, the design of ill-posed problems with a user’s definite opportunities
in making at least one personal assumption will facilitate an on-going process of personal
interpretation or solution formulation of the problem, which is believed to generate a teacher’s
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perception after use. Since both teachers and students are required to use the researcher-designed
ill-posed problems in common for this study, a teacher’s own perceptions of each used ill-posed
problem and those initiated by student responses after use will be covered. These two different
kinds of teacher perceptions would likely reveal on how individual teachers might or might not
assess further students’ mathematical knowledge, inquiries, reasoning, and/or problem-solving
according to collected responses through some instructional and behavioral evidences.

The first kind of teacher perceptions could be anticipated as teachers’ own initially planned
instructional adjustments. The second kind of teacher perceptions could be anticipated as those
initiated by student responses which would be dealt with the following research question.
The second question is: “How would mathematics teachers’ use of ill-posed mathematical
problems affect their plans for reactions to student responses?”

In exploring an answer, the research design’s collection of a teacher’s marked student
responses will give this study hints (Workflow 6 in Figure 3.1.1a) about how s/he might or might
not have planned his/her own assumptions s/he would have used in any of his/her solution to intend
to influence students cognitively. Even though a teacher might also fail to develop any of his/her
solution because of the nature of an ill-posed problem, the teacher would still have to rely on say
student responses to develop for certain validations or evaluations. Therefore, a teacher’s used
solution during evaluation could still be seen as his/her ultimate residue plan of certain instructional
adjustment that s/he could reveal no action to use as feedback to students. This study intends to
explore any of students’ assumptions used in their responses that teachers evidently did not
anticipate. (See Figure 2.2.2b.) If a teacher could be revealed to have to supplement evidently an
unanticipated assumption to modify his/her solution, then such an assumption supplement or the
solution modification might be thought as how the teacher could be explained to have been
influenced by students cognitively in an asynchronous moment of contingency. (See Figure 2.2.2c.)
In a given synchronous moment of contingency, a teacher’s unanticipated assumption from a given
student response could even urge for his/her contingent plan for immediate reactions in real time for
teaching not only the individuals but also the rest. Contemporarily, a researcher could have
technical difficulty to judge behaviorally a teacher’s evident instructional adjustments between
initially planned or momentarily devised ones within a given synchronous moment of contingency
without any information, say his/her used assumption, in priori. In addition, a researcher could also
have another technical difficulty to judge behaviourally a teacher’s potential creation and
capitalization upon his/her perceived moment of contingency from a potential null of any
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instructional adjustment of student learning of mathematical problem-solving in other moments
during a physical observation without any information, say a given assumption, in priori. Therefore,
this study instead intends to study first how a teacher might react momentarily, i.e. asynchronously
(non-real-time), before this study would be sure that s/he could have any mature practice of his/her
for his/her use of ill-posed problems. If a teacher could evidently be shown to have neglected
intentionally an unanticipated assumption of his/hers, then this study could also continue inquire
further evidences of reasons or difficulties.

3.2.2 Task 1 and its design rationale
生於一個「爭吃家庭」的小明
小明的爸爸買了一個 2 磅（約 900 克）重的蛋糕回
家，自己吃了 1/5，小明的媽媽見爸爸吃蛋糕，說：
「總之要留 1/4 給我。」小明的弟弟聽罷立即走去吃
了餘下的 1/3，小明若想吃蛋糕，應怎樣決定吃多
少？
（可用算式、圖畫表達想法。）
Competing for cake in a family
Dad bought a cake of 2 pounds (approximately 900
grams). He ate 1/5. Mom saw Dad eating the cake, and
said, ‘Anyway, leave me 1/4.’ Having heard this, Brother
immediately ate 1/3 of the remaining. If Siu Ming wants
to eat the cake, how should he decide how much to eat?
(You may use expressions, drawings to express.)

The physical worksheet
Description (top) and translation in English (bottom)
Figure 3.2.2a: Worksheet and descriptions for the design of Task 1

Figure 3.2.2a shows the design of Task 1, which involves only 1 ill-posed problem. The
context of Task 1 is designed to be in a situation about sharing a given cake among 4 given family
members, namely Dad, Mom, Brother, and Siu Ming. There is just one ill-posed problem designed
for the context, namely: “How should Siu Ming decide how much to eat?”

I now illustrate my actual application of the two problem-generation strategies of Silver et al.
(1996) for manipulating the context and the goal that this study needs for Task 1. I will also repeat
for Task 2 in Chapter 3.2.3.
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a. Context manipulation
A context of sharing is chosen because the decided prior knowledge, “Fractions”, might be
fit into the context easily as in many well-posed problems. As an exemplification, I can even design
one immediately as shown in Figure 3.2.2b:
小明的爸爸買了一個蛋糕回家，自己吃了它的 1/5。
當媽媽見到那蛋糕，就留了餘下的 1/4。
隨後，弟弟分了餘下的 1/3。
小明正去分那蛋糕，那麼小明可最多吃多少？
(Chinese version)

Dad has bought a cake and ate 1/5 of it.
When Mom saw the cake, she reserved ¼ of the remaining.
Afterwards, brother shared 1/3 of the remaining.
Then Siu Ming is going to share the cake. How much at
most can Siu Ming eat?
(English version)
Figure 3.2.2b: Design of a well-posed problem in a context of sharing

Because of this decided prior knowledge in “Fractions” (See also Chapter 3.2.1b.), the
problem-solving inquiry for this kind of well-posed problems can be said as immediate because the
method of substitution can be successively employed to yield a solution according to the given
constraints (e.g. from the whole cake, Dad’s share, Mom’s share, Brother’s share, to Siu Ming’s
share).

Contexts of object-sharing of a given sharable object in designs among many well-posed
problems normally involve in common a given particular sequence of sharing events for different
parts of a whole as shown above. It appears as a suitable means to illustrate arithmetics with
fractions, what could be found in CDC (2000). A user’s own account of use of arithmetics with
fractions in the solution inquiry of a given problem can normally demonstrate his/her
conceptualized contextual relationships of different perceived “parts” of a perceived “whole” in a
given description. While the validity of a/the problem-solving inquiry in a given context of a wellposed problem often lies on a particular sequence of arithmetic operations, this study tries to make
such a way of description uncertain so as to facilitate a valid generation rationale for a critical piece
of “instability” (Kabanikhin, 2013) in an intended design of the context description for the ultimate
ill-posed problem. A problem about chaos in sharing should normally be a naturally occurring reallife experience which should justify its primary use for teaching of mathematical problem-solving
(Stanic & Kilpatrick, 1989). The lack of a given description for a particular sequence of sharing in a
given design of an ill-posed problem should also allow individual users to make own assumptions
to formulate and account for problem-solving inquiries in own perceived valid sequences of events
(Hegedus, 2013). The multiplicity of observation on a necessary specific sequence of sharing
among different users in classroom should require individuals to seek mutual validations from
others and an overall collaborative investigation (Hegedus 2013) which should result a definite
overall interactive situation and potential formative interactions against cognitive influences of used
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assumptions and/or problem-solving inquiries in set difference for seeking own necessary growths
in mathematical problem-solving (Black & Wiliam, 2009).

One of the sharing instants among different sharing events has been made intentionally
uncertain, e.g. the instant when Brother is sharing. The actual selection of Brother for an uncertain
instant of sharing is random. The uncertainty of Brother’s sharing instant might be designed as in a
description when he intends to compete to eat the cake with other family members. This
formulation of “re-contextualization” (Davis & Hersh, 1986) for fractions should make sense to
mathematical modelling of all users (Verschaffel et al., 2000).

This competing event can clearly make a user impossible to conceptualize the overall
sharing situation with only a definite sequence of given family members. A user might then very
likely need to inquire with some different mutually exclusive but alternatively valid sequences and
could have no further information to reduce to a particular one before his/her inquiry could proceed
further. Therefore context description should end to supply further mathematical constraints to hint.

Such a design will make this study to expect definitely a user to employ an assumption.
Such a potential problem-solving intention would enable himself/herself proceed to fix a particular
sequence for his/her comprehension of all the sharing events described in the context. Since
identifying different possible sequences among given events could merely be a non-mathematical
piece of “instability”, the description about Mom’s share is intentionally made vague and as a
definite reservation, so as to facilitate necessarily a user’s multiplicity in inquiries for how the
finally appeared member, i.e. Siu Ming, might have to consider different possible ways of sharing
before determining mathematically how and how much he could share in one or more possible ways.
Such a plausible sharing context could happen to Siu Ming particularly when he could know other
members’ actions without seeing the cake but still need to imagine different possible sequences to
expect his share. Such an uncertain sequence of members in sharing should give rise to a user’s
need of a potential meaningful collaborative investigation with others (Hegedus, 2013) in
identifying past events (Kabanikhin, 2012).
In terms of the descriptions of the given sharing events, there are 2 designed pieces of
“instabilities”, namely: one is about Brother’s sharing instant, and the other is Mom’s share.

b. Goal manipulation
Although this study intends not to suggest exact problem-solving inquiries to users through
the designed description of the context, this study still needs to oversee the how users could
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individually and collaboratively recover possible past events of sharing among different family
members in different sequences (Kabanikhin, 2012).
Since Dad has been designed to have started to eat the given cake, Siu Ming’s necessary decision is
believed to require a user to identify all possible sequences of past events when the task is
transacted. However, when the goal is designed in a description for a definite subject, say “Find the
remaining portion of the cake Siu Ming can share to eat,” the implied problem-solving intention
could become misleading because of the designed contextual “instabilities”. The current designed
description of the goal is believed to intend a user for all possible valid sequences of family
members in sharing the given cake for mathematical problem-solving of a particular sequence in a
certain user-defined “optimal” criterion which would help to yield a decisive portion of the cake for
Siu Ming accordingly.

Many well-posed problems being designed with a sharing context seek a particular portion
as a common goal. However, such a design in the description of the goal of the current ill-posed
problem is insensible to comprehension because of the two pieces of “instability” introduced in the
context. It is easily foreseeable that the ultimate problem-solving inquiries for only a definite
portion of the cake, as required by say Siu Ming’s or other individual members’ portions, would
introduce more than one valid multiple problem-solving inquiry according user-defined
assumptions on the given pieces of “instability”. One possible way to initiate further problemsolving inquiries in a sensible resolution for them among different users in a necessary collaboration
is to change the questioning style from seeking only a specific portion to seeking an optimal portion.
This study intends to experiment (“How should”) in the questioning style. Of potentially different
problem-solving inquiries available for a specific portion of any given member, the design of an illposed problem in this task should intend sensibly and explicitly for a user’s resolution, not only a
definite kind of optimal portions. However, when specific mathematical description about the
intended optimal criterion would be designed as a goal, the ill-posed problem could appear to intend
for an exact portion or a required criterion which could limit all kinds of inquiries except the
intended as shown in Figure 3.2.2c and Figure 3.2.2d:
小明最多吃多少？

How much at most does Siu Ming eat?
(English version)
(Chinese version)
Figure 3.2.2c: Design of a goal for merely an optimal solution

In what condition, Siu Ming can share the largest?
在甚麼情況下，小明可吃最多？
(English version)
(Chinese version)
Figure 3.2.2d: Design of a goal for merely a condition for an optimal solution
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In either of these two designs, the questioning style in common actually can appear to have
already hinted a user to seek for an exact subject for own problem-solving inquiry. In the first
design, the exact description of “at most” could also appear to have deprived a user’s necessary
account for a necessary inquiry of a particular reason in justifying the inquiry of “最多” (“at most”)
that Siu Ming shares, i.e. those mathematical inquiries which would resolve the way of sharing but
could not yield the most in value when compared with others could be seen as invalid.
Such a design does not appear to implement Hegedus’ (2013) definition of problem-solving.
In the second design, the questioning style only seeks an exact criterion of sharing. The momentary
description has hinted a user to seek merely a definite single condition for “the largest”. Depending
on individual users’ own perceptions of a mathematical problem and this study’s research intention,
such description does not appear to require any explanation of a user to justify own suggested “the
largest”. Some users might run into interactive situations for fixing the issues about the design of
the given context description, instead of potential cognitive influences of used mathematical
assumptions for designed alternatives among different problem-solving inquiries for a specific
portion of cake for Siu Ming. These two possible designs of questioning style appeared to have
informed this study to decline a clear description of an exact subject in the questioning style for a
design of the goal of an ill-posed problem.

The exact description for a researcher-required optimal criterion of sharing is then
eliminated so as to leave to a user’s own decision. In the current description, i.e. “小明若想吃蛋糕，
應怎樣決定吃多少？” (“If Siu Ming wants to eat the cake, how should he decide how much to
eat?”), this designed goal might be interpreted to transact a user’ intention for a simultaneous but
dual inquiry, not only in how much of a specific portion of the given cake for Siu Ming, but also in
specific criterion a user could decide for that specific portion as well as the associated inquiry. This
study primarily believes that alternative inquiries for different formulations of Siu Ming’s portion of
the cake among users would not be marginalized by the current description of the problem goal but
simultaneously they could still be instructed clearly to base on own criterion to make a decision for
own resolution among different available inquiries.
“應 （ 該 ） 怎 樣 ” (“How should”) is clearly not a prevalent questioning style among
descriptions of well-posed problems’ goals. However, it is a very common local questioning style in
daily lives for one to seek out “for what (valid) reason”, as its English translation found in Merriam
Webster (https://www.merriam-webster.com/). This research use of a problem in such a questioning
style should transact a “non-routine” (Schoenfeld, 1992; English & Sriraman, 2010) task to users,
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particularly those whose learning and teaching practices mostly involve well-posed problems. In a
contrast of those with a definite subject which could have long supposed to yield a single problemsolving inquiry, the current dual foci as in both “How” and “should” for complete response might
enable this study to intend a user for not only a particular inquiry about a specific portion of the
cake for Siu Ming, but also why such a chosen inquiry could have been selected in own
mathematical arguments. It presumably intends to demand not only a completion of a particular
mathematical inquiry but also its comprehensiveness. Despite the above is merely this study
speculation, the choice of such a question style for an ill-posed problem in Task 1 might also be
seen potentially as an additional piece of instability designed for collaborative mathematical
problem-solving.

There is another reason for the current design of the goal. A long practice of mathematical
problem-solving, say a school education’s advocacies of predominant use of only well-posed
problems in a society, might appear to have withdrawn unquestionably a learner’s needs and
opportunities in accounting for how a given problem could alternatively be inquired to be solved.
This conception of problem-solving behvaiours is natural because a premise for a felt need in
inquiring an alternative way of problem-solving of a given problem is to solve the problem first. A
well-posed problem in school mathematics level could often be designed with a definite inquiry of
mostly an unique mathematical way of problem-solving, such as method of substitution, solution of
simultaneous equations, Gaussian elimination, or other algebraic methods, and intended uniquely
for a definite value, an explicit function in one variable, an implicit function in two variables, or a
mathematical relationship being representable systematically by a matrix equation. (See Chapter
2.3.2a.) Even though the context of a given problem might have been designed with some different
varieties of mathematical relationships for a user to inquire for a particular order of use during own
solution formulation, a user could hardly have any choice but instead be even deprived of any need
or opportunity to employ any alternative inquiry for different orders of use of relationships being
alternative to the designed one in undisclosed mathematical and pedagogical rationale, just because
the questioning style of a given well-posed problem could normally be posed intentionally with a
definite and unique way of problem-solving being intentionally limited by the subject required in its
design. In the other words, alternative ways of problem-solving necessarily being designed to be
required in a comprehensive mathematical inquiry would have to be made evident and intentional
through a more explicit style of questioning for a change of the contemporary premise. This study
intends the ill-posed problem in Task 1 to experiment.
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The design of the description for the questioning style of Task 1 intends to explore potential
changes of the contemporary pedagogical practices of mathematical problem-solving. By
introducing “How should” in a problem, a user could then be supposed to interpret the intention of
the problem with necessarily simultaneous multiple inquiries for both addresses of “怎樣” (“How”)
and “應(該)” (“should”) in order to mean a “complete” solution. To anticipate users’ potential
interpretations, “怎樣” alone could be interpreted as an intention for a particular way of problemsolving, and “應(該)” alone could be interpreted as an intention for its final procedure, i.e. the
answer, an address of only either one of them would become an “incomplete” solution to the
designed intention of a problem. That is: “For what reason”, a given mathematical way of problemsolving should be seen to have solved the problem validly in a possibly reasonable way. This
speculation of users’ potential interpretations in own problem-solving inquiries is necessary to this
study for preparing clinical interviewing for individual teachers (as in Workflow 6, 10, and 11; See
also Chapter 3.2.6.) and for collecting momentarily devised instructional adjustments against
potential unanticipated student responses (as in Workflow 12; See also Figure 2.2.2c).

The presumably distributed interactive situations among user pairs with individually
different reasons of different self-accountable valid problem-solving inquiries would become
meaningful to intended collaborative investigations as afforded by the current design of an ill-posed
problem. The meaning of “for what (valid) reason” to “How should” in a mathematical problem
could be thought to intend for the requirement of a way of problem-solving that if its context could
allow multiple ways of mathematical inquiries for solution formulation in addressing “How”, then
there should be also an overall inquiry to decide somehow an optimal solution out of all inquired
availables in a specific way so as to address “should” simultaneously, readily, and completely for
why the decided way of problem-solving could have been chosen. In an ill-posed mathematical
problem with certain designed contextual uncertainties which should presumably lead to necessarily
simultaneous mathematical inquiries for solution formulation, the use of the description “How
should” in its questioning style would become fit in requiring a user to suggest his/her resolution in
a reasonable way for a thinking practice of comprehensive analysis of both of his/her inquiry and
different mathematical ways of problem-solving. A mathematical problem in questioning style of
“How should” could then be used to intend a user for apparently two equivalently important
problem-solving intentions and require him/her to address these two intentions reasonably and
simultaneously. This study intends such a requirement for meaning a “complete” solution inquiry in
the ill-posed problem of Task 1. Even though an individual user alone might momentarily be unable
to do, the distributed interactive situations among peer users should complement partly or entirely
according to Churchman’s (1977) classified “Hegelian inquiry system”. (See Chapter 2.2.2h.)
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A user could normally be unfamiliar in interpreting this study’s intended interpretive
intention of “How should” in problem-solving or the intention of the problem in Task 1. Users’
ordinary unfamiliarity is why “決定” (“decide”) and “吃多少” (“how much to eat”) are used in the
description of the question in Task 1. “decide” in the question is used to enhance additionally the
problem intention that a user “should” make a decision out of some presumably equivalent different
ways of solution formulation which s/he should have inquired for the problem. In realistic problemsolving scenarios, no else others can always tell pragmatically how a personal problem might be
characterized by different personally perceived weights of conditions and inquiries. Identifying
necessary conditions under certain contextual uncertainty, as in the currently designed pieces of
“instability”, should be designed as the necessary responsibility of the solver of a personal problem.
Therefore, choices of mathematical inquiries or some mathematical ways of problem-solving for a
given problem will inevitably be subjected to personal influences of their existence. The application
of mathematical knowledge in a well-posed problem is one of the examples. A good problem design
for learning mathematical problem-solving should have led to a user’s own autonomy for his/her
choices of applications of his/her learnt of mathematical knowledge to contribute to his/her inquiry
of mathematical problem-solving, instead of following a definite inquiry determined by the designer
of the problem for intended applications.
Although a user might address “how much to eat” alone in only single way of problemsolving, the user could not intentionally neglect his/her address in a necessary inquiry for the
meaning of “How should Siu Ming decide” imposed on “how much to eat” in the question and for a
definite resolution of different inquired ways of problem-solving, i.e. a resolution for Siu Ming to
decide a portion out of different specific ones corresponding to different ways of sharing so as to
acquire a reasonable decision of problem-solving. A given user without experiencing
simultaneously multiple inquiries or without resolving different ways of problem-solving would
likely resume to his/her single inquiry for a “complete” solution. The use of “How should” for “Siu
Ming to decide how much to eat” should then be sensible to an user in expanding and extending
his/her inquiry on mathematical problem-solving even though s/he could initially have no particular
prior practice in solving an ill-posed problem as such before.
The set differences among used self-accountable valid assumptions and/or “assumptioncontrolled” inquiries among different users would foreseeably lead to a formative interaction for
resolution and necessary transactions, and afford to a user’s potential creation of and capitalization
upon moments of contingency for certain instructional adjustments about mathematical problemPage 154 of 390

solving. Such a design rationale is believed to allow this study to identify asynchronous moments of
contingency that a teacher user could create and/or capitalize upon for creating instructional
adjustments against evident problem-solving inquiry through revealed pedagogical intention(s) and
changes in text (Margolinas (2013); Black & Wiliam, 2009; Mayring, 2015). (See also Workflow
15, 16 & 17 of Figure 3.1.1c.)

3.2.3 Task 2 and its design rationale
怎樣才是「好味」？
小美計劃使用一瓶濃縮橙汁，調製一款「橙汁飲
料」。她希望透過以下一個調制方法調制：
1.
2 杯濃縮橙汁配 3 杯水、
2.
3 杯濃縮橙汁配 4 杯水、或
3.
4 杯濃縮橙汁配 6 杯水，
從而使那橙汁飲料最好味。
你認為哪一款橙汁飲料最好味？為什麼？
若你知道其他更好味的調制方法，試寫出來。
（可用算式、圖畫表達想法。）
How should be “tasty”?
May plans to use a bottle of concentrated orange juice to
prepare an “orange drink”. She intends to base on one of
the following mixing method to prepare:
1. 2 glasses of concentrated orange juice and 3
glasses of water
2. 3 glasses of concentrated orange juice and 4
glasses of water
3. 4 glasses of concentrated orange juice and 6
glasses of water
She wants to make the orange drink the tastiest. Which one
do you think is the tastiest? Why?
If you know another mixing method to make a tastier
orange drink, then write it out.
The physical worksheet
Description (top) and translation in English (bottom)
Figure 3.2.3a: Worksheet and descriptions for the design of Task 2

Figure 3.2.3a shows the design of Task 2, which involves 3 ill-posed problems. The context
of Task 2 is designed to be in a situation of mixing two given liquids, namely concentrated orange
juice and water. The term “mixing” is used instead of dilution is to make the role of given water in
volume more explicit. There are three ill-posed problems, namely:
1)

“Which one do you think is the tastiest?”,

2)

“Why?”, and

3)

“Write it (another mixing method to make a tastier orange drink) out.”

designed in Task 2.
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a. Context manipulation
A context of mixing is chosen because the decided prior knowledge, “Fractions”, might also
be fit into the context easily as in many well-posed problems. I can also design one immediately as
shown in Figure 3.2.3b:
小美計劃使用 4 杯濃縮橙汁配 6 杯水，調製一款「橙汁May plans to use 4 glasses of concentrated orange juice and
6 glasses of water to prepare an “orange drink”. What is the
飲料」。濃縮橙汁佔「橙汁飲料」幾分之幾？
concentrated orange juice in the drink in fraction?
(Chinese version)
(English version)
Figure 3.2.3b: Design of a well-posed problem in a context of mixing

In the above example, the application of a fraction lies on the designed description of a
particular form for the goal. The required form might be seen as a metric in no unit to represent the
value of a given fraction. When a given fraction, say “¼”, is converted to other presentation in
another metric, say percentage, “¼” becomes 25% because of the unit percentage, i.e. “%”. Of
course, I can also exemplify with alternative designs of certain applications of given fractions in
context description with certain specific metrics, or in some anticipated problem-solving inquiries
as those in Task 1 for its designed “instabilities”. All these design alternatives vary with my design
intentions for implementing particular meanings of mathematical problem-solving. As informed in
Chapter 2.3.2a, the most important consideration in designing a piece of instability is to assert
whether the introduction could implement Hedegus’ (2013) definition of mathematical problemsolving, so that the ultimate design of an ill-posed problem could afford substantial user-defined
and assumption-controlled cognitive influences as certain stimuli of formative interactions, which
would make transactions of alternatively valid problem-solving inquiries definite. (Black & Wiliam,
2009)

The required metric in representing the goal can also be seen to have limited the underlying
problem-solving inquiry of a well-posed problem. Because of the decided prior knowledge in
“Fractions” (See also Chapter 3.2.1b.), a/the problem-solving inquiry for this kind of well-posed
problems can be said as immediate because the method of substitution can be successively
employed to yield a/the solution according to the given constraints (e.g. from the given glasses of
concentrated orange juice and water to the total volume of the mixture in glasses) and the
specifically required form of fraction in the described goal (i.e. in some numbers a and b, what are
valid combinations of “a”’s and “b”’s in “a/b”?).

Depending on a design intention, equivalent fractions not in the simplest term might or
might not be accepted as valid solutions. However, solution inquiries leading to different equivalent
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fractions in alternative forms should be seen as common in mathematical problem-solving because
these solutions do not affect what the underlying value in common mean in any real context.

Alternative metrics of the goal of a given well-posed problem as above for a required
fraction can also be specifically designed as say “relative concentration” or “absolute concentration”
of the given concentrated orange juice for a “tasty” orange drink. Notwithstanding additional prior
knowledge implied by the goal as those in “Rates”, “Ratios”, and metrics in some given units and
definitions, the given criterion in the described goal of a well-posed problem for a particular metric
of a required fraction normally determines some part of a definite mathematical inquiry for that
specific metric. For example, the goal in “What fraction” might also be designed for the equivalent
fraction required in say “What percentage”, and the required fraction in percentage representation
can also be presented equivalently in a decimal through further part of a definite problem-solving
inquiry being the very similar to the initially required fraction, once the designed mathematical
constraints (i.e. the given ratio of concentrated orange juice and water) have been fixed. The
additional part of algebraic transformation among these different alternative equivalent
representations of a required value of a fraction is merely due to a particular design intention for the
ultimate goal of a well-posed problem, particularly in evaluating additionally certain concepts and
skills in the decided prior knowledge through these different metrics as well as additionally certain
concepts and skills in the associated numerical and/or algebraic transformations. In a research
perspective of a problem for use (Kilpatrick, 2013), decided prior knowledge which could not
contribute directly to the initiation of multiplicity of problem-solving inquiries should be kept
minimal in order to facilitate a more focused experimentation and exploration of use. (See Chapter
3.2.1a.) That is: This kind of partial singular inquiries is uncritical to the design of “ill-posed-ness”.

Although a particular criterion in specifying a particular form of a/the required fraction for
the design of the goal of a well-posed problem could appear to have affected the design of a/the
problem-solving inquiry of the formulation of necessary calculations in yielding the corresponding
metric of the required fraction, its connection to the given constraints, i.e. how the required metric
of the fraction could be developed, should be seen as unique and so should these associated
“alternative” problem-solving inquiries be. In the other words, once the well-posed problem is
designed to seek for a required fraction in certain form of a given metric through the goal
description like

“What

is the concentrated orange

juice

in the drink

in fraction

(percentage/decimal)?” or “What is the relative (absolute) concentration of the orange juice in the
drink?”, these problem-solving inquiries should be seen as equivalent because all of them will have
to be derived from the given amount of concentrated orange juice and water. The designed
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description of the goal in fact has already hinted a user a definite metric of a/the required fraction to
limit all different kinds of problem-solving inquiries to only the intended singular one for only that
metric in a specific but undisclosed criterion. That is: Why should a user represent a problemsolving inquiry specifically as demanded in say “a fraction”, “a concentration”, or else specific? Is a
given form or even its underlying criterion for use as a explicitly specified metric really necessary
in the design of an ill-posed problem for learning and teaching of multiplicity of problem-solving
inquiries?

Contexts of liquid mixing in designs among well-posed problems normally involves changes
of units of representation in different metrics e.g. from specific physical quantities (as in ratio of
specific glasses or other metrics) to concentration (as in a fractional of some equivalent
representations) as shown above. In reality, the choice of a required metric for the application of the
value of a given fraction should depend on a user’s need in own intention of mathematical problemsolving. A user’s own account of use of a particular form among equivalents for a given value of a
fraction in a solution inquiry of a given problem can normally demonstrate own criterion in context
for why s/he would/could have to intend mathematically a particular valid combination of
numerator and denominator in that form for own comparison purpose. Although alternative metrics
of a given fraction can affect a personal comprehension of a given physical quantity, the criterion of
specifying that metric should not belong to a definite design consideration for a problem-solving
intention of an ill-posed problem. Particularly in the focus of a necessary feature of an ill-posed
problem in affording definite collaborative investigations of potential multiplicity of mathematical
problem-solving inquiries to users (Hegedus, 2013), such a kind of criterion for the use of a specific
metric in a user’s formulation of own intended fractions as well as uses of them should belong to
his/her own account in mathematical problem-solving. That is: why a particular metric should be
used in forming/representing, applying, and presenting fractions in an inquiry for a given ill-posed
problem should be designed to belong to a user’s choice in own mathematical justifications of use
during mathematical problem-solving. This is because the use of a required metric in representing a
given value of a fraction has been shown to have been confined to a certain definite part of a/the
problem-solving inquiry merely for presentation purpose, which does not contribute critically to any
intended multiplicity of problem-solving inquiries in a context with certain “ill-posed-ness”, once
the given mathematical constraints in the context have been determined. In reality, if a person
intends to compare two compatible physical quantities, say volume, but in different specific metrics,
say one is in litre and the other is in cm3. One will have to base on a definite relationship between
the two given metrics, i.e. litre and cm3, to convert the value in one physical quantity to another
value in the other given metric. For a comparison of any two given compatible physical quantities
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in different metrics, the comparison in either metric should be accepted as valid. That is: The
criterion in specifying a particular metric in representing a particular form of fraction is irrelevant to
a comparison because a valid result can only come readily from a comparison in only same metric.
Conversions among different equivalent forms of a given fraction should not be seen as a critical
design intention of certain intended comparison for an ill-posed problem-solving context. In the
other words, if an ill-posed problem is designed to intend for a user’s account in valid comparisons
for certain use of fractions, then a meaningful experiment should be set to a goal for some
comparisons without specifying any criterion for use of any specific form of fractions but still seek
for his/her explicit account of any user-defined form. The absence of a given criterion for use of a
specific form of fractions should suggest a systematic source of “instabilities” in a designed context
of the ill-posed problem in all different but unspecified alternative forms of fractions.

Tasting mixtures of given concentrated orange juice and water for specific tastes should
appear as a realistic situation being easily imaginable to any user of a given ill-posed problem.
Tastes are normally mathematical uncertainties to laymen in all kinds of food and drink but people
would have to rely on own preferences of tastes to make decisions in purchasing and manufacturing.
The criterion of liquid mixing can also be made undisclosed naturally for personal tastes in an
explicit narrative of such a problem-solving intention. Although the current design is an ill-posed
problem, asking a user for own perceived “tastiest” “orange drink” with given constituents and in
specific amounts should plausibly appear as a naturally occurring real-life experience, which should
justify its primary use for teaching of mathematical problem-solving (Stanic & Kilpatrick, 1989).

b. Goal manipulation
To accommodate such an intended piece of “instability” in a missing criterion for a specific
metric in intending a user for own necessary accounts of comparisons in fractions, 3 “tastes” of
“orange drinks” in specific ratios of concentrated orange juice and water are given to intend for a
user’s own perceived “tastiest” orange drink in the first ill-posed problem. Such a design
consideration is believed to require a user for definite mathematical comparisons of given “tastes”
but in his/her own account of a necessary criterion.
Being able to decide for own “tastiest” orange drink out of the three given “tastes” in the
first ill-posed problem does not necessarily mean a user can account mathematically for his/her own
criterion of comparison. The second ill-posed problem in Task 2, i.e. “Why?”, is designed
dedicatedly to enable a user to explicate his/her account.
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A user could also develop own criterion of comparisons for a response in the first two
problems, but might or might not know how to extend its application by comparison for further
problem-solving inquiry. The third ill-posed problem in Task 2 is designed to address this but has
been described as an optional attempt for a taste being “tastier” than his/her decision in the first
problem. A user is supposed to stick to own assumption in used criterion for the solutions in the
first two problems to attempt coherently. This design is believed to allow the design of Task 2 to
afford an opportunity for a user to predict possible future choice(s) of further “tastiest” orange
drinks in own problem-solving inquiry (Kabanikhin, 2012).
The required comparisons among given tastes of “orange drinks” in the absence of
necessary criterion and a specific metric for an attempt in the first two ill-posed problems alone
should suffice to raise apparently multiple observations of more than one approaches among
different users (Hegedus, 2013).

The absence of a necessary criterion for a particular metric in forming or applying fractions
should likely raise the necessity of an interactive situation to a user with others for certain
collaborative investigations for own progress in necessary comparisons (Black & Wiliam, 2009).

This study also intends the absence of description for certain comprehensiveness of the
questioning style in each of the three given ill-posed problems for a potential contrast in a teacher’s
probabilistic intentions and instructional adjustments for student growths in alternative inquiries,
and necessary cognitive influences that the teacher should create or momentarily devise and afford
to students in interactive situations (Black & Wiliam, 2009).

Despite students might attempt only one criterion in common for own comparisons, the
criterion might not necessarily be the same. To facilitating this study to make a valid claim of a
teacher’s perceived effectiveness in a certain revealed plan of instructional adjustment(s) on his/her
behalf, as guided by the theory of formative assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009), a teacher should
not be supposed to intend only one criterion for his/her probabilistic affordance of his/her necessary
“completeness” or “comprehensiveness” of further cognitive influences in alternatives to every
individual student. Effective practices for growths in curricular contents and that for growths in
problem-solving inquiries under given curricular contents being shaped by uses of well-posed
problems might then be made distinguishable in such an arrangement of these three ill-posed
problems. Since the questioning style of each of these three problems is in common which seeks a
user only one solution, a teacher’s design of instructional adjustments will tell whether s/he could
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be preparing for teaching and learning of multiplicity of problem-solving inquiries for certain
completion or comprehensiveness. (See also Chapter 3.2.1d.) That is: a teacher’s probabilistic
pedagogical intentions for student growths in alternative mathematical problem-solving inquiries as
afforded by the designed missing criterion for individuals’ own perceived “tastiest” “orange drink”,
its underlying reason, as well as any possible further suggestion should not be restricted by the
these specific questioning styles of the problems. It should be a teacher’s own perceived
“effectiveness” of his/her practice to decide whether s/he might teach his/her inquiry completely/
comprehensively (and how), or not. This design consideration is believed to have separated
teaching a solution from effective practices for certain completion or comprehensiveness of
mathematical problem-solving. A user in varying ability in mathematical problem-solving might
suggest nil, one, or more than one way of problem-solving inquiries. However, a teacher should get
prepared to teach theoretically as many ways of problem-solving as possible, and how these
different ways as a whole would mathematically justify itself as a systematic inquiry being
complete or comprehensive enough in substantiating own perceived meaning(s) of learning and
teaching of mathematical problem-solving.
If a society’s mathematics education does not intend a teacher’s teaching practice of
mathematical problem-solving for only the one being unjustly reduced to a mere choice from some
intended but frequently singular solution inquiries in alternative problem-solving contexts which
would only represent scatter selections of particular curricular contents that most contemporary
textbook examples of well-posed problems could do, then alternative systematic designs which
should afford the multiplicity of problem-solving inquiries in the same context should be in a severe
lack. If a society’s school mathematics education could happen to have long been focusing the
preparation of future adults for definite mathematical ability in investigating multiple problemsolving inquiries through their applications of given curricular contents in predominantly wellposed problems, then the use of an ill-posed problem in a design with users’ prior mathematical
knowledge only in these contents should tell in detail how effective teacher practices, as reflected in
their planned or momentarily devised instructional adjustments for student learning and growths in
mathematical problem-solving, might have been grounded, particularly at moments of contingency
they could create and/or capitalize upon (Black & Wiliam, 2009).

3.2.4 Relationships of the use of researcher-designed tasks and the research
questions
In backing the individual rationales of design for use in all ill-posed problems for each of the
two tasks, here are the connections to last two research questions. Continuing Chapter 3.2.1, the
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design rationale of the two tasks is going to be backed through the connection with the next two
research questions.
The third research question is: “In what ways could any of teachers’ reactions to student
responses reflect any design of mathematical tasks for given intended learning adjustments?”
Based on the common and individual rationales of the designed “instabilities” in each task,
the questioning style of the ill-posed problem in Task 1 will allow this study to explore how a
teacher might react to potentially alternative way(s) of problem-solving in less comprehensive
analysis, such as those having only addressed “How” or “should” but not both. With the use of a
critically described uncertainty in a definite sequence of members of sharing which represents the
designed “instability”, this study believes that Task 1 would intend teachers to plan for own
perceived “complete” or “comprehensive” problem-solving inquiry against potentially differing
singular ones among different individual students. If there could be any set difference in use of
user-defined assumptions for two different problem-solving inquiries that a teacher could perceive
as valid before evaluation, then this study should expect how s/he would steer for an individual
student’s growth(s) evidently in terms of problem-solving inquiries that the student did not respond
as well as those being alternative to ones that individual others had responded. (See Figure 2.2.2b.)
In such a research rationale for the current design of Task 1, this study could claim, according to the
theory of formative assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009), a teacher’s “effective” practice in intended
growths of planned alternatively valid inquiries to individual students who evidently missed to
answer any or some, but not all. Each alternative inquiry should be characterized by evidently used
differing assumption, or different set of assumptions, from other inquiries for own intended
potential of implementation of formative assessment. The teacher would then have to tell in
interview how s/he could base on own planned mathematical problems to reflect his/her own design
and actions for use as own tasks (Margolinas, 2013) in facilitating individuals to get definite
growths in terms of unused assumption(s) or unresponded alternative inquiries and maintain the
given problem-solving intention for the same context. If s/he could tell, then such an instant in
interview would be seen as a teacher intended creation and/or capitalization of a potential moment
of contingency for regulating students evidently their missing assumption(s) for use in missing
inquiries according to individuals’ needs.

Used assumptions among individual student responses, as in mathematical resolution for
own characterization of definite sequences of given members in cake-sharing, that a teacher did not
recognize during own scrutiny as in Workflow 6 and in his/her revealed instructional adjustments in
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interview would be used to prompt for teacher accounts of students’ invalidity of their inquiries and
any perceived need and actions for potential amendments of their planned instructional adjustments.
Any change in a teacher’s perceived need(s) for additional or alternative growths other than those
reflected in planned instructional adjustments could be seen as his/her additional creations and/or
capitalization upon another moment of contingency (Black & Wiliam, 2009).
In both ways, how the designed pieces of “instability” in Task 1 might stimulate an
individual teacher’s planned instructional adjustments of missing assumptions which individual
students should use in own problem-solving inquiries in his/her perspective are believed to be
identifiable at certain interview instants in a record through the definition of “formative” assessment
(Black & Wiliam, 2009).

What this study intends the design of Task 1 to do is to identify if a teacher could have
planned his/her instructional adjustments of any differing valid problem-solving inquiry for learning
and regulation of student individuals and the rest at the same time due to individual students’ nil or
own differing set(s) of assumptions in own inquiries.
The design of the context of Task 2 has been designed to incorporate the instability of “taste”
as in a required user-defined “tastiest” “orange drink”. Task 2 can then intend a user-defined
criterion for definition and in turn some resulting comparisons, as in the first problem and
optionally the third problem, to scrutinize any problem-solving inquiry for the given goals as in the
second problem and, if any, explicitly in the third problem.

As required by only the singular focus in the designed goal of each of the three problems, a
student could normally be expected to answer a single inquiry. However, a teacher should not be
expected as so to plan for own intended growths and learning of students because of the eminence
of potential alternatives in representing differing valid single problem-solving inquiries among
different definitions of “tastiest” orange drinks in users’ perspectives. For any used definition in a
given problem-solving inquiry for answering either the second problem or the third problem, a
teacher’s own perception on individual students’ growths and learning according to own needs
shown in missing alternatives about a used assumption of any in defining own “tastiest” orange
drink should steer a teacher for own necessary plan for certain instructional adjustments of these
missing inquiries in order to enable this study to claim certain effectiveness of his/her intended
growths and learning of students in terms of definite use of missing or alternative assumptions in
missing inquiries against given responses of student individuals and/or groups, and in turn his/her
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potential implementation of formative assessments at certain asynchronous moments of contingency
that his/her planned instructional adjustments could demonstrate how s/he would intend to create
and/or capitalize upon.

Used assumptions among individual student responses, as in mathematical resolution for the
required own “tastiest” orange drink, that a teacher did not recognize during own scrutiny as in
Workflow 6 and in his/her revealed instructional adjustments in interview would be used to prompt
for teacher accounts of students’ invalidity of their inquiries and any perceived need and actions for
potential amendments of their planned instructional adjustments. Any change in a teacher’s
perceived need(s) for additional or alternative growths other than those reflected in planned
instructional adjustments could be seen as his/her additional creations and/or capitalization upon
another moment of contingency (Black & Wiliam, 2009).
In both ways, how the designed pieces of “instability” in Task 2 might stimulate an
individual teacher’s planned instructional adjustments of missing assumptions which individual
students should use in own problem-solving inquiries in his/her perspective are believed to be
identifiable at certain interview instants in a record through the definition of “formative” assessment
(Black & Wiliam, 2009).

What this study intends the design of Task 2 to do is to identify if a teacher could have
planned his/her instructional adjustments of any differing valid problem-solving inquiry for learning
and regulation of student individuals and the rest at the same time due to individual students’ nil or
own differing set(s) of assumptions in own inquiries.
Since the study has required each teacher to scrutinize the quality of students’ solution
inquiries in suggested or other ways for the third instruction (See Chapter 3.2.1.), each teacher
could then be supposed to be potentially ‘stimulated’ (Black & Wiliam, 2009) by students’ missing
assumptions in both of Task 1 and Task 2 that s/he might intend to create or adjust these students’
learning with his/her own mathematical way(s) of problem-solving inquiries that s/he should have
planned and facilitate these students to employ as in certain intended actions for use of own design
of some corrective mathematical tasks. One indispensable design could be expected is how s/he
might inform his/her own solution used in evaluation for certain growths of students and maintain
students’ problem-solving intention in the same context for certain extension of their learning.
Individual teachers’ details of “own design” of suggested mathematical tasks for intended use
(Margolina, 2013) will be dealt with the fourth research question.
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The fourth research question is: “How might they apply task design for any potential
implementation of formative assessments?”

Despite teachers’ potential instructional adjustments that they would perceive as effective
might vary with individuals’ conceptualizations of a “formative” practice (as thoroughly illustrated
in Chapter 2.2.2), individual teachers’ task design revealed in their suggested mathematical
problems in extending individual students’ learning or creating their growths dedicatedly with their
missing assumptions is believed to suggest an objective way to reflect how they might or might not
employ alternatively valid problem-solving inquiries in facilitating their revealed intentions of
potential instructional adjustments for teaching and learning of problem-solving inquiries in certain
“completion” or “comprehensiveness” that their perceived “effectiveness” of mathematics teaching
and learning might be claimed to mean in this study.

3.2.5 The design decision for use of the case-study method
Teaching practice is a human behavior in school education. Use of well-posed problems
only suggest singular inquiries whose designs in common suggest no definite connection to
individual students’ prior learning experiences. Catering for individuals’ learning and growth in
mathematical inquiries for the same problem-solving context and intention in a given well-posed
problem become questionable in mathematics classroom. In the midst of change of design, choice,
and use of different well-posed problems, differences in contexts, and questioning styles,
constraints, goals, among these problems actually suggest different singular problem-solving
intentions, knowledge applications in various topics, and discrete inquiries which collectively result
a critical difficulty for a research carrying mathematics education in claiming definite growths for
problem-solving inquiries that a teacher practice is supposed to afford to both of individual students
as well as the rest simultaneously for his/her use of any well-posed problem in any mathematics
classroom. Comparisons of teacher practices become also idiosyncratic and subjective because of
the absence of a fair ground in comparing learning and growths of mathematical inquiries in the
midst of change of design, choice, and use of well-posed problems. Teacher practices in school
education being long shaped by problems in well-posed designs along the history also have not yet
had any alternative tool to validate the resulting effects in terms of nature of learning and growths
of students. Completeness of comprehensiveness of alternative problem-solving inquiries can
appear to become certain critical pedagogical issues in representing learning and growths and
meaning authentically definite cognitive influences among different people using a problem in the
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same description. However, such a kind of interactions does not exist for the use of a well-posed
problem because of the designed solution in normally its singular inquiry.
Teachers’ learning and teaching cannot escape from past and contemporary practices for use
of well-posed problems. Therefore their use of ill-posed problems might allow how their practices,
which have presumably been shaped by their used well-posed problems, might be validated in an
effectiveness theory. Contemporarily, there is little dedicatedly designed for school mathematics
education. Despite so, at the time of designing this study, the most comprehensive and general one
is the theory of formative assessment of Black & Wiliam (2009) which also suggests an operational
definition to scrutinize a given practice. It simultaneously gives room for this study to explore and
experiment alternative representations of learning and growths of mathematical inquiries in constant
problem-solving contexts and intentions with ill-posed problems in certain more up-to-date and
systematic rationales of designs, (e.g. Kilpatrick’s (2013) perspectives, Hegedus’ (2013) definition
of mathematical problem-solving, generation strategies of Silver et al. (1996)) as disclosed from
Chapter 3.2.1 to Chapter 3.2.4.

Going into the classrooms to observe the experimental effects of given designs of ill-posed
problems on teacher practices should have been a direct method for this study to take in an intended
scrutiny. Owing to the lack of prevalence of practices and training, teacher recruitment could
foreseeably be questionable or this study could expect very a little result. In addition, this study
does not intend any role to judge or sort out the most effective kinds of practices of individual
teachers with their probabilistically unskillful use of researcher-supplied ill-posed problems without
considering their likely problem-solving concerns and pedagogical priorities. Moreover, since
learning any missing or alternatively valid inquiry is an interactive process (See “formative
interaction”, Black & Wiliam, 2009, p.11 or Chapter 2.2.2g.), it takes time too for teachers to reflect.
According to Black & Wiliam (2009), teaching for individuals’ needs as in behaviourally shown in
contingent regulations of student learning at particular classroom instants that a teacher can create
and/or capitalize upon with definite instructional adjustments require certain information in a priori
for the researcher to focus on intended cognitive influences among different potential interactive
situations between two students or a teacher and a student at different classroom corners. (See
Chapter 3.2.1d.) A case study of teacher practices can allow this study to seek qualitatively
understanding of features of their practices, as shaped by well-posed problems, for use of a given
ill-posed problem and avoid mistakes of scrutinizing effects of any “innovative” intervention in a
teaching practice with merely quantitative measures in no rigourous representation of student
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growths for mathematical inquiries in constant problem-solving intentions and contexts, or critical
descriptions of the resulting dedicated instructional adjustments.

In the following, I will disclose the reason for adoption and the definition of a case, as well
as the means to achieve certain validity and reliability of this study by taking multiple cases and
selecting teachers.

a. Why case-study?
As reviewed in Chapter 2, the use of problems involves actually various perspectives which
have resulted different conceptions about mathematical problem-solving among youngsters,
individual citizens, mathematicians, teachers, educators, policy-makers, and researchers. It is
believed that these differing conceptions are developed from the use of mainly well-posed problems.
However, after a number of decades, it is very interesting to note that effective practices about
mathematical problem-solving with the use of well-posed problems in school mathematics
education which could enable students to adapt unchangingly our ever-changing society could still
be not very well-understood. As far as teaching practices which should presumably promise for
effective learning and teaching of mathematical problem-solving to individual students concern this
study and presumably the contemporary and future communities of school mathematics education,
individual teachers might appear to need more different types of tools or even new tools. One of
them worth considering and experimenting is ill-posed problem.

Since a teacher’s use of ill-posed problems is yet to be prevalent in contemporary school
mathematics education, a teacher’s use of an ill-posed problem in this study will inevitably become
experimental. Information about teacher practices in local school mathematics education about the
use of ill-posed problems could then become a priori for preparing further comprehensive study of
mathematics teachers’ pedagogical effectiveness in classroom that ill-posed problems might be used
to explore.

This study intends to apply the case-study method because this study fits the scope of this
method that devises an alternative plan which suggests ‘an empirical inquiry that:
1)

investigates a contemporary phenomenon (the “case”) in depth and within its
real-world context, especially when

2)

the boundaries between phenomenon and context may not be clearly evident’
(Yin, 2014, p.16).
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A teacher’s use of a given ill-posed problem could likely inform this study an experimental inquiry
of how effective practices for teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving for
multiplicity of inquiries might have long been shaped by the overwhelming uses of well-posed
problems and could be alternatively validated by the use of ill-posed problems. If teachers of those
with sophisticated practices could be recruited, then their experiences in using ill-posed problems
would more likely initiate in-depth after-use perceptions which should inform potentially the
phenomenon about how users (teachers themselves and students) could respond to given ill-posed
problems with both their learnt mathematical knowledge and the ways they learnt how to inquire
different possible solutions in the same problem-solving context. This pedagogical perspective for a
teacher’s use of a problem is particularly important because any society simply does not want a
person to solve only solved problems but instead need people to be able to demonstrate own
collaborative problem-solving abilities according to mathematical constraints and contexts of the
real world in varying interpretations, formulations, and/or conceptualizations. During a potential
“moment of contingency” (Black & Wiliam, 2009), individual users’ inquiries about their own
ways of mathematical problem-solving of given ill-posed problems would then mean how students
might intend to demonstrate their mathematical problem-solving comprehensively and how teachers
might intend to plan and devise their reactions to adjust according to theirs. In this context, on one
hand, a teacher could very likely supply evidently his/her anticipated personal assumptions as a
definite kind of mathematical stimuli to intend for certain cognitive influence to students of those
whose responses could not show in a planned interactive situation. On the other hand, a teacher
could also potentially get influenced cognitively by unanticipated personal assumptions which, if
any, should be identifiable evidently in student responses and in the corresponding contrasts with
the teacher’s own solution. The unanticipated assumptions used among differing mathematical
inquires of students, once a teacher accepted, should be seen as a kind of mathematical stimuli
cognitively influencing a teacher, particularly when s/he could reveal any changes of his/her
planned instructional adjustments. In the latter case, a teacher being willing to maintain his/her
effectiveness of teaching and learning of comprehensive mathematical problem-solving would
likely modify his/her momentary plan or devise an alternative plan in adjusting student learning of a
given alternative inquiry so as to enable him/her to create learning and growths of those students
who could not think of but facilitate them to learn as if s/he should have been in the former case. If
the design of a given ill-posed problem could stimulate users’ own personal assumptions, then the
boundary between a teacher’s stimuli initially used or planned in evident instructional adjustments
due to students’ missing responses and those momentarily devised due to unanticipated student
responses for changes of instructional adjustments could become unclear. This is because both
kinds of stimuli necessarily shown in a given teacher’s intended instructional adjustments could be
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behaviourally indistinguishable. If the design of a given ill-posed problem could not stimulate
teachers’ own personal assumptions of any, then the boundary between nil instructional adjustment
that a teacher would not suggest due to any of his/her perceived and revealed design defects about a
piece of “instability” (Kabanikhin, 2012) in the design of a given ill-posed problem for a necessary
assumption and a teacher’s own practice of being either unable or unwilling to initiate his/her own
necessary adjustments for students’ evidently missing assumptions could also be unclear (c.f. a
researcher’s technical difficulties of studying teachers’ synchronous moments of contingency
disclosed in Chapter 3.2.1d). This is because a teacher’s who would behaviourally show nil
intended instructional adjustment due to students’ evidently missing assumptions could be
attributed to his/her unwillingness or inability in his/her practice, which could be unrelated to the
use of stimuli designed in the ill-posed problem (i.e. a designed piece of “instability”). S/he could
simply need further training or more practices. However, a teacher could also raise an alternative
conception about the use of stimuli that his/her use of an given ill-posed problem could restrict
his/her necessarily intended instructional adjustments that this study does not see that any prior
study could have considered before.

Since a teacher could likely have reasons in suggesting or not suggesting any assumptionoriented instructional adjustments, or in nil suggestion of any necessary assumption-oriented
instructional adjustments being attributive to the design rationales of given ill-posed problems or
not, using the case-study method should hopefully facilitate a feature of this study in ‘cop[ing] with
the technically distinctive situations (as above) in which there will be many more variables of
interests than data points’ (Yin, 2014, p.17). Another feature that this study should intend to observe
for the use of the case-study method is to ‘rely on multiple resources with data needing to converge
in a triangulating fashion, and as another result’ (Yin, 2014, p.17). In the use of a given ill-posed
problem, this study holds that a teacher’s perspective in formulating “effective” teaching of
“mathematical problem-solving” (in Hegedus’ (2013) definition), as in a practice being referable by
the theory of a ‘formative’ assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009), would have to rely on how s/he
could create or capitalize upon moments of contingency in adjusting his/her instruction for students’
learning of evidently missing mathematical inquiries for certain necessary resolution(s) to the lack
of a solution or alternative solution(s) to the problem so as to facilitate a necessary extension of
his/her teaching mathematical problem-solving, in addition to own use of the problem, or own
suggestion of own solutions for all. Otherwise, a given teacher’s suggested instructional adjustment
without any reference to how the responses that a specific group of individual students in common
could show would become groundless to mean how s/he could demonstrate his/her practice of
teaching mathematical problem-solving as effective, particular when the practice of effective
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teaching of mathematical problem-solving in the case with the use of a well-posed problem should
not mean teaching the only inquiry definitely designed in a solution, or even teaching his/her own
solution for all. A teacher’s perception in this study in meaning his/her effectiveness of some kinds
in teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving might have to manage holistically indepth not only how s/he would use a given ill-posed problem for his/her intended way(s) of
problem-solving, or how s/he might suggest any of his/her intended instructional adjustments of
some kinds according to some student responses, but also how s/he might react to individual
students’ alternative inquiries shown in evident responses in adjusting his/her practice for needy
students’ learning of simultaneously multiple inquiries which should lead them to learning of more
comprehensive ways of mathematical problem-solving. That is, the effectiveness of a given
teacher’s practice in teaching and learning mathematical problem-solving would have to be
triangulated by his/her planned instructional adjustments for some individual students’ cognitive
changes as well as how s/he might devise changes and/or modifications instructional adjustments in
dealing with the needy rest, particularly when s/he should have suggested potentially different valid
paths of multiple inquiries in an initially given mathematical situation. In Chapter 3.2.6, I will
present how the decided semi-structured interviewing design as well as the clinical-interviewing
method will help this study to facilitate its necessary feature of ‘benefit[ing] from the prior
development of theoretical propositions to guide data collection and analysis’ (Yin, 2014, p.17) in
employing the case-study method. Designing this study with these three features for an employment
of the case-study method should theoretically make this study yield suitable data in answering all
the research questions set in Chapter 2.4.

As far as instructional adjustments a teacher might suggest in intending different groups of
students for learning different inquires of mathematical problem-solving according to evident
student responses should concern the potential meanings (i.e. own perceived effectiveness) of
his/her practice in teaching mathematical problem-solving for his/her use of a given ill-posed
problem, the first two research questions are in fact dedicatedly formulated with the first one
focusing on a teacher’s planned ones, especially for learning and growths in alternative inquiries,
without being cognitively influenced by student responses: i.e. “What are mathematics teachers’
perceptions about use of ill-posed mathematical problems related to adjusting students’ learning of
mathematical problem-solving?”

The second research question is “How would mathematics

teachers’ use of ill-posed mathematical problems affect their plans for reactions to student
responses?” This question is dedicatedly formulated against teachers’ evident reactions attributed to
students’ stimuli, i.e. used assumptions among student inquiries which could have not been
recognized as valid during own scrutiny but recognized as valid in interview. When the instant that
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a given teacher could be cognitive influenced by at least one such a kind of assumptions could be
identified evidently, a teacher would likely have an own contingent need to suggest or devise
momentarily his/her instructional adjustments corresponding to a given stimulus that his/her
perception would reveal how these instructional adjustments could be related to certain design
features of a given ill-posed problem as well as his/her perceived growth and learning of students in
mathematical problem-solving. Such a contingent instant that a teacher could suggest this additional
kind of instructional adjustments should signify his/her perceived “moment of contingency” (Black
& Wiliam, 2009) that the teacher should be seen to have intended to base on these valid
assumptions used among individual students in certain problem-solving inquiries being
unanticipated during own previous scrutiny to represent own intentions of perceived growths and
learning of the rest in the same problem-solving context. This study intends to base on different
case teachers’ as a method to identify their perceived moments of contingency for their perceived
effectiveness in own instructional regulations of student learning and growths.
A teacher’s suggestion of a particular problem-solving inquiry as growth and/or learning of
students in own certain intended extension of a particular use of a given ill-posed problem might be
easily identified if s/he could design one or more further mathematical problems for the given
context for student uses of particular assumptions in the inquiry as a definite measure in dealing
with the designed “instability” of the context. In the practice of contemporary teachers with mostly
uses of well-posed problems, these further mathematical problems could likely be well-posed in
design. That means a teacher could probably design certain well-posed problems in differing
inquiries which could extend the given context of a used ill-posed problem and use his/her
perceived valid assumptions to resolve his/her perceived instability for the given problem-solving
context and might intend to enable students to resolve similarly according to the corresponding
inquiry of each of his/her designed well-posed problems. These teacher-designed well-posed
problems as reflected in a given teacher’s rationale of task design for planning definite instructional
adjustments for students’ subsequent growth and learning, should become certain evidences for this
study to claim on his/her behalf “effective” stimuli being intended for cognitive influences among
different individual students, according to the definition of “formative assessment” (Black &
Wiliam, 2009). (See Chapter 2.2.2g.)
Therefore, the third question, i.e.: “In what ways could any of teachers’ reactions to student
responses reflect any design of mathematical tasks for given intended learning adjustments?”, has
been formulated against a given teacher’s potential “design” (Margolinas, 2013) and suggestion of
own mathematical problems in revealed instructional adjustments to explore how his/her design
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could do in a rationale of enabling students’ diagnoses of own missing inquiries and in turn the
underlying missing assumptions of their own in enabling individuals systematically to identify and
account for own correctives for each of the teacher’s intended inquiries for a given ill-posed
problem.
The fourth research question: i.e. “How might they apply task design for any potential
implementation of formative assessments?” is formulated dedicatedly against an exploration about
any coherency in a given teacher’s own evident design of mathematical tasks that s/he might
suggest for each of his/her intended problem-solving inquiries in resolving each given ill-posed
problem. The coherency between the variety among potential uses of differing sets of user-defined
assumptions in evidently differing singular or multiple problem-solving inquiries among individual
students shown in their responses and a teacher’s suggested instructional adjustments to deal with
individuals’ needs would then make this study believe how a teacher’s own rationale in task design
might or might not enable him/her to implement formative assessments at certain potential
asynchronous moments of contingency according to their own definite representation of intended
growths and learning of students in either completion or comprehensiveness of problem-solving
inquiries of a given ill-posed problem. Since there are four ill-posed problems being incorporated
into two mathematical tasks of each with a commonality of designed “instability” for necessary uses
of “user-defined” assumptions in resolving a comprehensive problem-solving inquiry, any common
feature of a teacher’s revealed pedagogical rationale in task design for extending students’ growths
and learning for each given ill-posed problem, if any, might allow this study to scrutinize further
potentially the coherency of their pedagogical rationales across the two researcher-supplied tasks.
A teacher’s own perception after use of an given ill-posed problem become essential for this
study to take as a case in identifying such a kind of coherence in understanding how “effective”
his/her practice for learning and growths of students in mathematical problem-solving would be on
his/her behalf. This study anticipates that although different kinds of teacher perceptions could
occur after individual uses of any given ill-posed problem, it would be their pedagogical rationales
as revealed in own task design for certain plans of instructional adjustments about missing valid
inquiries and the underlying used sets of assumptions for the same problem-solving context which
could enable own dedicated addresses of the ever differing needs of student individuals and groups
in intended growths and learning at different classroom corners.

b. Why teachers as subjects?
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Only a teacher himself/herself could understand his/her own intentions about his/her own
actual and/or suggested actions necessarily to be formulated in his/her own plan(s) about any
instructional adjustment s/he perceived as suitable and effective about a given student response to a
given ill-posed problem for teaching mathematical problem-solving. No other person could
intervene. Only a teacher could hypothesize in advance the underlying conditions and/or reasons
leading to those actions and then intend certain plan to execute for further phases of momentary
assessments and diagnoses. This is also the essence of a teacher’s ‘hypothetical learning trajectories’
(Simon, 1995) that s/he might take to diagnose a given student response against his own ‘learning
trajectories’ (ibid.) and devise necessarily ‘clinical’ (See also Ginsburg, 2009.) ‘learning tasks’
(Simon, 1995) in certain intended effectiveness for students to take for learning growths and
regulations in a potential implementation of “formative” assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009).
Therefore, deciding the case-study with a teacher as a case-subject will allow this study to pack all
kinds of an individual teacher’s perceptions into a case which should necessarily and sufficiently
support his/her own actual intentions and actions and suggested ones for teaching mathematical
problem-solving in his/her perceived the most effective way. The effectiveness of a given teacher in
teaching mathematical problem-solving could only lie on his/her perspective not only because it
was the teacher to teach, not else others, but also because it was the teacher who could be the only
person get access to the insights in devising presumably his/her perceived best instructional
adjustments according his/her own capabilities as well as student responses s/he would have to face.
The decision for applying teachers as case-subjects also facilitates this study’s subsequent analysis
of each teacher’s necessarily idiosyncratic actions in an integral manner that s/he might suggest in
using his/her chosen mathematical tasks, or design dedicated mathematical tasks for use in a given
instructional adjustment s/he would intend for his/her effectiveness in teaching mathematical
problem-solving after his/her use of a given ill-posed problem. A teacher himself/herself naturally
supplies a classic boundary in limiting his/her own perceptions in meaning his/her own teaching
effectiveness about mathematical problem-solving. This is also what this study intends to explore
and report.

c. Why are multiple cases needed? Why at least three cases?
The effectiveness that teaching mathematical problem-solving with the use of a given illposed problem could lie on a tentative proposition in this study which should suggest a teacher to
create and/or capitalize upon different moments of contingency for his/her formulation of
instructional adjustments being presumably initiated by either student responses of those missing
his/her planned stimuli (i.e. a necessary mathematical assumption leading to a particular way of
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problem-solving inquiry for a given ill-posed problem), or those missing his/her unanticipated but
intended ones in extending his/her teaching mathematical problem-solving (so as to facilitate
himself/herself to extend his/her teaching effectiveness for a more comprehensive mathematical
way of problem-solving which s/he should have planned). Since the representativeness of merely a
single teacher’s perception about his/her own effectiveness of his/her own practice in teaching
problem-solving could be analytic, its usefulness could hardly be generalized analytically (Yin,
2014, p.40) as a pragmatic theory to enable this study to make sense of the specific pedagogical
situation(s) applicable to other similar situations. For example, a teacher’s suggested different tasks
for a given instructional adjustment could mean different design rationales which would make
others difficult to understand how they might generalize a rationale leading to ways that other
individual teachers might apply such a rationale in own pedagogical situations for experimenting
intended effectiveness in a similar kind about teaching mathematical problem-solving. Task design
potentially revealed in a teacher’s instructional adjustments according to specific student responses
after their use of given ill-posed problems, if any, could possess certain common pedagogical
features but hardly be identical because task design could always be situated in personal practices of
individual teachers. Multiple case-teachers’ experiences might make other individual teachers easier
in identifying the potential generality analytically. The potential facilitation of analytical generality
is also why the current design of the adoption of the case study method for this study is a multiplecase study.

Depending on the recruitment situation, this study intends to recruit at least three in-service
mathematic teachers so as to facilitate sufficient contexts in exploring potential ‘analytic
generalization’ (Yin, 2014, p.40) about the effectiveness of teachers’ practices of teaching
mathematical problem-solving after the use of some given ill-posed problems. A multiple-case
design is supposed to yield more compelling results and make the study more robust (Herriot &
Firestone, 1983), since multiple cases will suggest this study to undergo ‘multiple experiments’ by
following a “replication design” (Hersen & Barlow, 1976), which should enable this study to
prioritize a presumably significant finding from a single experiment and get it ensued and pressed
by replicating such a finding through conducting a second, third, and even more experiments (Yin,
2014, p.57).
In this study, its replication design can be seen particularly in this study’s:
1)

use of common pieces of “instability” as in common researcher-designed illposed problems, i.e. those in Task 1 and Task 2,

2)

use of common instructions for teacher uses (See Chapter 3.2.1.),
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3)

use of semi-structured interviews (See Chapter 3.1.7) in common length (2
hours) (See Appendix A.) and foci with the common clinical-interviewing
method ( Chapter 3.2.6.), and

4)

use of a common method (Mayring, 2015) for qualitative content analysis.
(See Chapter 3.2.7.)

d. How to select teachers?
As far as the effective practices of teaching and learning mathematical problem-solving with
the use of ill-posed problems concerns this study, Yin (2014) suggests that ‘each case must be
carefully selected so that it either (a) predicts similar results (a literal replication) or (b) predicates
contrasting results but for anticipatable reasons (a theoretical replication)’ (p.57). Therefore, if more
than three in-service school mathematics teachers could be recruited, this study hopes to select
primarily those being relatively more experienced, educated, and trained.
Olson (2011) notes that ‘[i]n general, if particular individual with extensive experience can
be identified and recruited, fewer participants will be required’ (p.26). Since ‘acquisition of
experience takes time’ (ibid.), a more experienced and articulate teacher in a case could relatively
and more likely supply “enough” experience in securing good data quality than a less experienced,
or less articulate one. A more educated teacher in mathematics or in any other mathematics-related
field could then be seen to have more likely better mathematical foundation in understanding how
his/her own mathematical assumptions formulated in a specific way of problem-solving might or
might not work to a given intention s/he would perceive for a given ill-posed problem. A trained
mathematics teacher could then be seen more likely to be more effective to apply his/her
mathematical foundation in understanding how students’ mathematical assumptions formulated in a
specific way of problem-solving might or might not work against a given intention s/he would
perceive for a given ill-posed problem. A more experienced teacher in teaching mathematics in
local curricula could then be seen more likely to encounter more moments of contingency that s/he
should have successfully influenced students cognitively with his/her intended instructional
adjustments which would have led to students’ effective mastery of curricular contents to a
sophisticated level for applications in not only routine problems, but also non-routine and/or
unfamiliar problems. All these three relative criteria could appear to have suggested that a teacher
who could possess a more thoughtful practice in generating necessary stimuli for his/her intended
instructional adjustments according to evident student responses should more likely influence
students cognitively in teaching mathematical problem-solving comprehensively during and after
use of given ill-posed problems, especially when s/he could in general experience infrequent uses or
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receive no prior training for use at all. As far as teachers’ task design concerns this study, since
different effective teachers could raise different designs of mathematical tasks which might or
might not correspond to definite stimuli of cognitive influences of particularly perceived valid
problem-solving inquiries in their plans and actions, careful selection of relatively more
experienced, educated, and trained teachers might then become crucial for this study to identify
those who could base on own task design to enable themselves to account logically for own
perceived “effectiveness” in own practices for a necessary contrast of similarities (e.g. potential
moments of contingency that individual teachers could create and/or capitalize upon for learning
regulations) and differences (e.g. choices and uses of user-defined assumptions for a problemsolving inquiry to a given ill-posed problem) of pedagogical rationales in this study through a
“replication design” (Hersen & Barlow, 1976) and its analytical generalizability across cases (Yin,
2014, p.40) in a case study.

3.2.6 The design decision for use of semi-structured interviewing and clinical
interviewing method
This study intends two types of sources for answering the research questions: 1) ill-posed
problems, which will generate marked student responses of participating teachers after use; 2)
interviewing, which will generate teacher perceptions on ill-posed problems through videorecording. A researcher’s standpoint from the perspectives of an “insider” (emic) (Olson, 2011, p.15)
is crucial to this study in enabling the researcher to ‘learn as much as possible about an experience
directly from the person who had the experience and who is able to describe it’ (ibid.). This is
because after use of given ill-posed problems, a participating teacher’s view is essential to how s/he
might describe his/her own experience of use, particularly in his/her perceptions about how his/her
students could show what s/he could be supposed of accounting for in his/her teaching of given
curriculum contents, which should represent a particular level of competence in meaning certain
effectiveness of learning, particularly in mathematical problem-solving. Interviewing mathematics
teachers after their use of given ill-posed problems could then enable this study to create an emic
experience about how they might make use of student responses to create and/or capitalize upon
own perceived significant moments of contingency and intend certain “assumption-controlled”
stimuli or else for own cognitive influences, so as facilitate this study’s understanding of how they
could theorize logically and comprehensively own teaching of mathematical problem-solving in
their own perceived effectiveness but in an objective manner through the researcher’s scrutiny in
certain theoretical guide.
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Olson (2011) thinks that a semi-structured interview can enable a researcher to ‘follow up
on information a participant has provided … earlier’ (p.41) that ‘participants are not necessarily all
asked the same questions’ (ibid.). In this interviewing design, a researcher could then concentrate
on how to create “enough” emic experiences in an interview with each case-teacher, which, in
certain ‘analytic generalization’ (Yin, 2014, p.40), the “enough” emic experiences could form a
“comprehensive” theory about the use of ill-posed problems in facilitating or even advancing the
teaching of mathematical problem-solving for school mathematics education to a potential kind of
more theory-guided and research-based “effectiveness”.

The intention in creating teachers’ experiences of their own effective way of teaching
mathematical problem-solving with the use of some given ill-posed problems makes this study
employ the ‘clinical interview method’ (Hunting, 1997), which allows this study to ‘take the
advantage … over other instruments designed to serve administrative regulation that the data source
(the teacher) and the data analyzer and interpreter (the researcher-clinician) can engage directly in
interactive communications’ (p.145). The researcher-clinician ‘“reads the play” as the play proceeds’
(ibid.). According to Hunting (1997), clinical interviewing was originated from the coincidence of
‘clinical approaches to assessment of learning’ and ‘action-reflection model of teaching and
orientations to psychological testing that admits more qualitative approaches’ (p.145). The
coincidence comes from researchers’ concerns in applying ‘Piaget’s clinical interview techniques’
(ibid.) that Labinowicz (1985) reports responses of young children to clinical interview tasks in
‘investigating aspects of children’s mathematics learning based on the tenets of constructivism’
(Hunting, 1997, p.145). Hunting (1997) thinks that such a method of interviewing have ‘made
possible development of theory to explain the individual cognitions of children but also theory that
accounts for the social context in which learning takes place’ (p.146).

Teaching practices about

mathematical problem-solving

for

personally intended

implementations of formative assessment becomes significant in determining how a teacher could
account for his/her actions and intentions in asserting certain growths and learning of students.
While there has not been any “effective” theory clearly guiding teachers’ general use of well-posed
problems (in Hadamard’s (1902) definition) for individual students’ definite growths in
mathematical inquiries for the same given problem-solving context, how teachers could use wellposed problems as a general “effective” practice would also become unclear. This study speculates
that one potential lack of clarity could lie on the nature of the design of a well-posed problem in
which knowledge applications in a/the mathematical inquiry have entirely been determined in the
design of its constraints and goal in which students could hardly have limited opportunities in the
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same problem-solving context to practice own accounts but followed only the designed in order to
apply own knowledge and get influenced cognitively with a/the problem-solving inquiry. However,
once an individual student could be missing any assumed knowledge for a/the only valid inquiry,
s/he would definitely and immediately get stuck during problem-solving and possess no valid
inquiry unless transacted by others, such as his/her teacher. In the same problem-solving context,
except the designed unique inquiry, nothing could represent growth and learning in mathematical
problem-solving simply because no singular piece of curricular content can help to resolve valid
inquiries of all different kinds of mathematical problems in varying constraints and goals.

The ill-posed problems this study has designed are suggesting definite affordance of certain
experimental references of growths and learning of users in problem-solving inquiries because of
the designed “instabilities” that a user would presumably have to apply own assumptions to resolve
and in turn proceed to own validity of a problem-solving inquiry. A given user-defined assumption
and its potential but definite alternatives that a user could use for certain own perceived
“completeness” or “comprehensiveness”, if found, will be suggesting how s/he would/could intend
his/her pursuit and account for representing evident learning and growths of own in mathematical
inquiry for the same problem-solving context. Both teachers and students should be of no exception.
The necessary contrast between a given teacher’s planned problem-solving inquiries and
those of his/her own students would potentially determine a set difference of used assumptions
among different inquiries. These user-defined assumptions might be seen as certain conditions of a
user’s own knowledge applications in a given problem-solving context for an own perceived valid
inquiry that one could only ensure its validity by inviting other users’ assessments until their
accounts.

This study intends to employs the clinical-interviewing method for identifying the extent of
a teacher’s account of students’ validity and invalidity of problem-solving inquiries and the
underlying set of assumptions individual students could have used. A teacher’s account of students’
mathematical problem-solving should not be limited to his/her own judgement of personal
acceptance or not, but might include additionally how s/he could also account for their invalidity
s/he would perceive and in turn suggest dedicated correctives for students to facilitate own learning
regulations. In particular, a teacher’s planned instructional adjustments should likely inform this
study how s/he might could stimulate students with the assumptions they missed to make for his/her
perceived missing and/or invalid inquiries, so as to enable this study to claim how s/he would/could
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intend definite growths and learnings for students on his/her behalf in his/her evident and logical
theorization.
A teacher’s instructional adjustments might only be probabilistically comprehensive because
s/he could also be merely one of the users of an ill-posed problem. S/he might also possibly get
influenced by inquiries of students s/he could not anticipate in his/her plan of the instructional
adjustments. In this case, this study also needs to intend the clinical-interviewing method for
identifying the extent of a teacher’s account of the validity of his/her planned instructional
adjustments for regulating the learning and the growths of not only individual students but also the
rest.
In both cases, a teacher’s own theorization for his/her perceived validity and invalidity of
used assumptions of students’ problem-solving inquiries as well as his/her perceived validity and
invalidity of own planned instructional adjustments at different interview instants will become
crucial to this study so as to enable this study to conceptualize how a teacher could intend for
growths and learning of individual students at different corners in definite representation and
facilitate potential claims of his/her practice in own perceived effectiveness of some kinds.

When applied to this study in Hunting’s (1997) sense, the purpose of employing the clinical
interview in this study is to prepare questions as tasks for a teacher to answer so as to enable the
teacher to develop his/her own theory in explaining his/her cognitions of his/her students’ learning
of mathematical problem-solving in given ill-posed problems that the theory should account for the
interactive situations that s/he would have to prepare for in enabling his/her students’ learning to
take place, particularly when how s/he could influence his/her students cognitively in learning
mathematical problem-solving concerns this study. Hunting (1997) notes that ‘[m]athematics
teachers must address the problem of how to advance the mathematical knowledge of students
placed under their care, both individually and collectively’ (ibid.). In the other words, when applied
to teaching mathematical problem-solving, a researcher in this study should be able to enable a
teacher to theorize on how the teacher would address individual students’ necessary multiplicity of
inquiries about different ways of problem-solving simultaneously (with the use of a suitable
problem that should promise users for such a kind of inquiry opportunities) and how these
individual inquiries would lead to a collectively comprehensive way of mathematical problemsolving that his/her students could base on task problems intended in certain instructional
adjustments to understand own missing or inappropriate inquiries. In the view of this study’s
necessary scrutiny of teachers’ potential creation and/or capitalization upon own perceived
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“moments of contingency” (Black & Wiliam, 2009) for regulating students’ growths and learning in
mathematical problem-solving against necessary “completeness” or “comprehensiveness” of
individual students’ own inquiries in given ill-posed problems, the following Hunting’s (1997) note
is explaining how this study can intend the clinical-interviewing method for identification of these
“moments of contingency” at particular interview instants.
The practitioner is supposedly prepared, and certainly required, to deal with multiple streams of complex
interrelated phenomena – physical, social, emotional, cognitive – and dynamic interactions across many levels
in teaching process including children’s individual maturity, self-esteem, and personality traits, their ways of
responding in various group settings for different kinds of learning activities at different times of the day,
according to unique management expectations and ritual which vary from teacher to teacher. A student’s
response to a mathematical task or question, and the teacher’s interpretation of that response, is embedded in
the thick soup of the classroom environment and community. In the classroom, there is precious little time to
reflect or focus on factors within the direct control of the teacher that would promote learning. While the
teacher is often having to make instant responses, the researcher has more time to carefully consider the data.
(Hunting, 1997, p.147)

Hunting’s (1997) note above also echoes why this study should cherish the ‘precious little
time’ and focus on teachers’ potential asynchronous moments of contingency first for their
experimental use of ill-posed problems. For an anticipated stimulus, i.e. an assumption required to
facilitate a needy student’s particular progress in solution formulation of a given ill-posed problem,
a teacher could simply have very little time in a potential synchronous moment of contingency to: 1)
diagnose a given student’s responses, and 2) reflect how any of his/her prepared different plans of
various instructional adjustments should facilitate him/her to choose and enable the student to get
cognitively influenced by the stimulus, which should presumably enable the student to create some
intended growths in a previously inexistent inquiry about a particular mathematical way of
problem-solving. However, during the above diagnosis of a given student response, a teacher could
also identify an unanticipated assumption. For an unanticipated stimulus, i.e. an assumption
identified from an alternative student response, a teacher could have even extremely very little time
in a potential synchronous moment of contingency to: 3) accommodate student’s assumption for
his/her immediate formulation of solution and expand his/her solution, and 4) devise an immediate
or momentary plan of actions to facilitate the rest of students to accommodating a new assumption
in repeating (2). In a clinical interview that this study intends to employ, a researcher has more time
to carefully externalize a teacher’s own perception about his/her effectiveness for use of any given
stimulus through his/her perceptions on student responses.

3.2.7 The design decision for use of Mayring’s Qualitative Content Analysis method
Although this study intends to facilitate teachers’ potential moments of contingency initiated
by differences of sets of assumptions between teachers’ uses and students’ uses, whether teachers
could reveal teaching of mathematical problem-solving for any formulation of a solution and/or
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different inquiries about mathematical problem-solving of ill-posed problems could still be
unknown. Therefore, retrievals of their planned and/or momentarily devised instructional
adjustments in transcribed perceptions according to their revealed use of assumptions from
interview transcriptions will become important, since teachers’ use of assumptions is still solely a
researcher’s own proposition in hypothesizing how a teacher might behave (to show necessarily an
effective practice s/he could account for and theorize) in an interview.

This study employs Mayring’s (2015) Qualitative Content Analysis as a method to analyze
teachers’ potential use of assumptions in texts from transcribed interviews as a start. The choice of
Mayring’s (2015) method is influential to this study because a study employing this method is
inheriting definitely the necessary epistemological background from a ‘hermeneutic’ position:
The hermeneutical position, embedded within a constructivistic theory, tries to understand the
meaning of the text as interaction between the preconceptions of the reader and the intentions of the
text producer. Within the hermeneutical circle the preconceptions are refined and further developed in
confrontation with the text. The result of analysis remains relative to the reading situation and the
reader. (cf. Guba and Lincoln, 2005, cited in Mayring, 2014, p.366)

Despite the researcher will definitely be the same person in doing clinical interviews and
analyzing the transcribed texts, a teacher’s use of assumptions in solution formulation as well as
design of instructional adjustments of student learning of mathematical problem-solving is still
certain preconceptions of the researcher. More importantly, it is this hermeneutic position this study
needs to hold in facilitating the researcher to maintain extensively the standpoint from the
perspectives of an “insider” (emic) (Olson, 2011, p.15) to explicate his/her true experience in using
ill-posed problems, i.e. a teacher’s intention, through an analysis of his/her perceptions in only plain
texts.
Drawing on Pool (1959), Mayring (2015) thinks that the ‘hermeneutic’ position is essential
for a general agreement in content analysis in 3 objectives:
1)

describing text,

2)

drawing references from texts to their antecedents, and

3)

drawing references from texts to the effects. (p.367)

Mayring (2015) suggests 3 basic procedures of Qualitative Content Analysis to achieve:
1.

2.

3.

Reducing procedures: The object of analysis is to reduce the material such that the essential contents
remain, in order to create through abstraction [of] a comprehensive overview of the base material
which is nevertheless still an image of it.
Explicating procedures: The object of analysis is to provide additional material on individual doubtful
text components (terms, sentences, …) with a view to increasing understanding, explaining,
interpreting the particular message of the text.
Structuring procedures: The object of analysis is to filter out of particular aspects of the material, to
give a cross-section through the material according to predetermined ordering criteria, or to assess the
material according to certain criteria. In those procedures the categories are formulated in advance in
the sense of a deductive argument.
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(Mayring, 2015, p.373)

These three procedures become pragmatic for the researcher in this study in asserting a
hermeneutic position for analyzing a piece of transcribed texts in certain coherency of:
1)

its description,

2)

how it could be referred in ‘latent meanings [other] than in the overt
communicative content’ (ibid., p. 367), and

3)

how its implications might be reasoned in ‘the speaker’s purposive behaviour’
(George, 1959; cited in Mayring, 2015, p.367) among different intentions of
a given teacher.

As far as the acquired perceptions of a given teacher in this study would have to be situated
in his/her use of given ill-posed problem, this study’s choice of Mayring’s (2015) method will allow
the researcher to relate particular parts of the corresponding interview in certain ‘content-analytical
particularity’ necessarily to its conclusion(s), i.e. this study’s interpreted extent of effectiveness in a
teacher’s perception of own teaching in mathematical problem-solving under the theory of
‘formative’ assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009).
The interpreter must specify which part of the communication process he wishes his conclusions from
the material analysis to relate to. This content-analytical particularity should be retained at all costs
for qualitative content analysis because many quantitative content analyses have neglected this point.
The text is thus always interpreted within its context, i.e. the material is examined with regard to its
origin and effect. (Mayring, 2015, p.369)

Since the use of user-defined assumptions is solely the researcher’s own proposal in
hypothesizing how a teacher might use to intend for own perceived valid problem-solving inquiries
in a given ill-posed problem and/or some probabilistic designs of instructional adjustments in
regulating student learning and growths in mathematical inquiries for the same problem-solving
context, Mayring’s (2015) ‘inductive category formation’ (p.374) is to be adopted, because it
‘develops categories directly out of the material. … It aims at a true description without bias due to
preconceptions of the researcher, an understanding of the material in terms of the material’ (ibid.).
Figure 3.2.7a adapts Mayring’s (2015) ‘process model of inductive category formation’.
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Subject matter, theory, aims of analysis

Subject matter, theory, aims of analysis

Establishment of a selection criterion
Category of definition
Level of abstraction

Definition of category system (main categories and
subcategories) from theory and state of the art
Definition of coding guideline, containing for all
categories: definitions, anchor examples, and coding rules

Working through the material line by line
Category formulation
Subsumption or new category formulation

Material run-through, preliminary codings, completion of
anchor samples, coding rules

Revision of the categories after 10-50% of the material
Revision of the categories after 10-50% of the material
Final working through the material
Final working through the material
Building on main categories if useful
Analysis, category frequencies, contingencies
Analysis, category frequencies, and contingency
interpretations
interpretations
(a) Inductive category formation (p.375)
(b) Deductive category formation (p.378)
Figure 3.2.7: Process model of category formation (adapted from Mayring (2015))

This concrete procedural model allows this study to:
1)

‘suit a particular object or a material (i.e. a teacher’s used mathematical
assumption in his/her response about solution formulation in this study) in
question and constructed especially for the issue at hand (i.e. the teacher’s
own perceived teaching effectiveness of students’ learning of mathematical
problem-solving with his/her used/accepted assumption(s)’ (Mayring, 2015,
p.370),

2)

follow the process model of category formation ‘in individual steps of
analysis and stipulate the order’ (ibid., p.370),

3)

facilitate ‘every analytical step and every decision in the evaluation
process… [through] a systematic tested rule’, and 4) gain ‘the systematic
quality of analysis’ by ‘line-by-line analysis rather than a more holistic
interpretation’ (ibid., p.370).

Basically, the at least three case subjects and the given two tasks have automatically
provided some primary structures of texts from case interviews, or initially very likely some
inductive categories of both of ‘recording units’ and ‘context units’ (Mayring, 2015, p.370) and
facilitate how a piece of given text might be approached. Together with teachers’ own solution(s),
review of specific student responses, a teacher’s suggested actions or designed mathematical tasks,
being revealed only in particular interview moments, different parts of texts could be analyzed in
some rough sequences independently without affecting the quality of interpretations. For example, a
teacher could be very unlikely to have no solution at all before own scrutiny of student responses.
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By checking a teacher’s accepted/unaccepted assumptions on a reviewed worksheet and/or of a
given student response, an initial category say ‘Used assumption’ might be initially formed/defined
to determine an initial criterion of inclusion/exclusion of a sentence in interview texts which might
or might not be categorized under such an initial category (i.e. the second procedure of the process
model of inductive category formation). If a teacher could happen to, say reveal his/her use of one
more assumption (e.g. Task 1) (i.e. the third procedure of the process model of inductive category
formation), for say also solution formulation, in a further sentence, then depending on whether the
category “Used assumption” should mean a criterion of the teacher’s 1) general use of assumptions,
or 2) specific use of only the first assumption, for a further sentence revealing the teacher’s use of
the second assumption for solution formulation, the sentence should respectively 1) be subsumed in
the same category, or 2) result a formulation of a new category say “The second used assumption”
and be categorized under this category.

For 1), the analysis should proceed to the fourth and fifth procedures of process model of the
inductive category formation; for 2), since a new category would have to be formed and the system
of categories would have to be revised, the analysis should be restarted from the first procedure of
process model of the inductive category formation to review if the analysis should include two
different categories of text summaries/explications/structuring, which should follow a particular
theory (e.g. the design rationale of Task 1, the theory of formative assessment (Black & Wiliam,
2009), and stick to a particular aim (e.g. In what intention should the researcher separate two
portions of texts? Say, for making a teacher’s particular way of problem-solving evident, which
would need no separation, or for clarifying a teacher’s revealed different instructional adjustments
for student learning of separate different assumptions in solution formulation?).

Of course, the above exemplifying categorization is still my momentary speculation in
anticipating how Mayring’s (2015) process model of category formation will be carried out.
Mayring (2015) actually has suggested two process models of category formation: 1) Inductive, as
shown above; 2) Deductive, as to be explained briefly as follows.

Mayring (2015) also suggests a researcher to undergo a deductive category formation to
yield categories and as some foci of analysis so as to obtain a category system which can also
constitute the ‘central instrument of analysis’ as well as the ‘inter-subjectivity of the procedures’,
which ‘[help] to make it (the inter-subjectivity) possible for others to reconstruct and repeat the
analysis. Figure 3.2.7b shows Mayring’s (2015) process model of deductive category formation.
However, the concretization of objectives of the analysis in deductive category formation is
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particularly different from an inductive category formation that the researcher has to anticipate a
comprehensive definition of the category system of main categories and subcategories from certain
theories, as well as the coding guidelines containing for all categories, definitions, anchor examples,
and coding rules at the current stage, i.e. before interviewing. Momentarily, these definitions should
have been supplied by other studies for this study to carry out the deductive category formation, or
this study should be sticking to the inductive category formation and supply the category system as
the result of analysis for others’ further studies. Nevertheless, there is no such a prior study at the
time of writing. It is also such a kind of difficulties that this study employs Mayring’s (2015)
inductive category formation to analyze all the coming interview texts. Actually, since this study
intends to afford “instabilities” in the design of each ill-posed problem, used assumptions among
different users could become certain fair initial categories in comparing the potential cognitive
influences that different teachers’ mathematical problem-solving and their potential design of
instructional adjustments might initiate. In fact, the category system of inductive category formation
actually allows ‘synthetic category construction’ as such, which ‘constitutes the findings of the
analysis’ (p.371). According to Mayring (2015), ‘working with a category system is an important
contribution to the comparability of findings and the evaluation of analysis reliability’ (p.371). This
means that a good category system, say when a teachers might potentially implement a formative
assessment according to his/her use of assumptions in problem-solving inquiries and designs of
instructional adjustments, might facilitate further studies’ comparability of findings and evaluation
of reliability of this and other studies, particularly in teaching and learning of mathematical
problem-solving.
Following Mayring’s (2015) explanation (p.374-376), different categories of texts are
believed to form in explicating and/or structuring a given text material for ‘interpret[ation] against
the aims of analysis and used theories, or the links between categories and passages in the material
can be analyzed quantitatively (e.g. we can look at those categories occurring most frequently in the
material)’ (p.376). Categorization of ideas among different available categories could then become
possible. A given teacher’s (e.g T1) use of an assumption in Task 1 could self-explanatorily be a
valid starting selection criterion of a piece of text in forming say “T1’s first assumption used in
Task 1” as say the first inductive category of texts.
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Chapter 4: Data Presentation
Teacher recruitment in purposive sampling could be said as quite unsuccessful because little
expert teachers such as heads of mathematics department and some previous colleagues in schools I
serviced reflected that they would be either interested in use of ill-posed problems, or could spend a
lesson or own time for research. Seven teachers in the pool who participated in my supervisor’s
project could be found. Five teachers were recruited ultimately. Two came from primary schools
and three came from secondary schools.

However, only 3 teachers from secondary schools finished their participations. Table 4.0.1a
shows the information of each participating teacher:
Teacher Gender Teaching
Teaching
Highest
Code
experience experience in academic
in total
mathematics qualification
(Years)
(Years)

T1

M

15

3

T2

F

24

24

T3

M

5

5

Major
teaching
subject

Master of
Physics
Education
(Mathematics
Education)
Doctor of
Integrated
Education
Science
(Mathematics
Education)
Master of Mathematics
Science
(Mathematics)

Teacher
training
received?

No. of
participating
class(es)

Class
level

Class
size

No. of
tasks
assigned
to each
student

Date &
Time
venue of taken for
interview interview
(Minutes)

Yes

1

Secondary
1

35

1

22.12.2014
AAB 827,
HKBU

124

Yes

1

Secondary
2

24

1

16.02.2015
AAB 827,
HKBU

114

Yes

1

Secondary
2

17

2

15.01.2015
AAB 827,
HKBU

127

Table 4.0.1a: Information of teachers and participations

A teacher after successful participation has been given a code. Those who failed to complete
will not be presented. T1, T2, and T3 will be used throughout the remaining part of this thesis to
identify each of these three teachers.

These teachers could be said as quite experienced in a range of years of teaching from 5 to
24 years and in a range of teaching mathematics from 3 to 24 years. Their achieved highest level of
education ranged from Master degree in Mathematics Education, or Mathematics, to Doctor of
Education in Mathematics Education. Locally, they might be seen as highly educated. All are
trained teachers.

Each revealed how they assigned the tasks to own classes of students. They all in common
could assign one class they taught and perceived as appropriate and “available”. This was expected
because s/he might or might not think other classes as appropriate or available to participate. On
one hand, the major teaching subject of T1 was Physics in the academic year. His school could not
arrange too many mathematics classes for T1 to teach. On the other hand, for example, T1 was
assigned to have two mathematics classes in Secondary 1 level to teach at the time of interview but
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he only offered one class to participate because he even mentioned that ‘students cannot do too
many’ and split students in his assigned class into two halves of each doing either task, meaning
that he would intend to assign relatively “bright” classes to participate and could spend as little
lesson time as possible for class participation. In a contrast, both of T2 and T3 would arrange a
mathematics class in Secondary 2 level to do because they thought Task 2 involved “Ratios” as
certain prior knowledge they had taught in the academic year.

The time of interview in minutes for T1, T2, and T3 was 124, 114, and 127 respectively,
which totalled 365 minutes.
Teacher Class level Class size
Code

T1

Secondary
1

35

T2

Secondary
2

24

T3

Secondary
2

17

Any prior Perceived Student
Major
Task
teaching? to involve discussion perceived intention
only prior allowed? intention clarified?
knowledge?
for use
Evaluating
No
Yes
No
No
prior
knowledge
Evaluating
No
Yes
Yes
No
prior
knowledge
Evaluating
No
Yes
No
No
prior
knowledge

Any task Tasks used Time spent Supplemodified
in one
on activity mentary
for use
lesson
(Minutes) materials

No

Yes

15

Nil

No

Yes

15

No

Yes

30

2 sets of
scoring
rubrics
Nil

Table 4.0.1b: Use of tasks of individual teachers

They all reflected that they followed all four instructions of use of the given researcherdesigned ill-posed problems as disclosed in Chapter 3.2.1 and required in Teacher Consent Form
(See Appendix A.), i.e. they did not modify the given tasks, nor give prior teaching for assumed
prior knowledge or own problem-solving inquiries. They also marked the student responses in
worksheets and returned all of them to the researcher. (See Table 4.0.1b.)

All three teachers in common used the tasks in evident intentions for evaluating curricular
contents of some, say “Fractions” (CDC, 2000), “Ratios” (CDC, 1999), and “Percentages” (CDC,
2000). It is worth mentioning that none of them based on a definite solution of own to evaluate
student responses at the beginning of the interview but instead they all relied on student responses
to develop own solution for evaluations. One teacher, namely T2, produced a set of scoring rubrics
for her evaluation. They all in common afford class time ranged from half of a less to one lesson for
individuals’ assigned classes to do. While T1 and T3 intended tasks for ‘tests’ of knowledge they
taught or student learnt, T2 allowed students to discuss for own solutions.
Task

1

2

Teacher Code

T1
T2
T3
T1
T2
T3

Class level

No. of students
attempted

S.1
18
S.2
12
S.2
17
S.1
17
S.2
12
S.2
17
Table 4.0.1c: Student participation
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No. of marked
worksheets returned

Maximum score used

18
12
17
17
12
17

10
10
10
10
10
10

While T1 and T2 arranged only half of the class to do a separate task, T3 required all
students to do all the two tasks. The total number of marked worksheets returned from T1, T2, and
T3 are 35, 24, and 34. The total number of worksheets collected for Task 1 and Task 2 was
respectively 47 and 46. All teachers in common chose to use the maximum score of 10 in each task
to represent student performance. (See Table 4.0.1c.)

All interviews were conducted in Cantonese as designed and disclosed in Chapter 3.1.5.
Transcribed text in verbatim before full translation in English consisted of 48,794 Chinese
characters and English words.
Based on the use of Mayring’s (2015) procedures as declared to be used in Chapter 3.2.7,
the following 7 major categories were formed inductively according to a given teacher’s use of a
given task y:
1) Intention of use
2) Perceived intention(s) of the problem(s)
3) Used assumption(s) in mathematical problem-solving and perceived solution(s)
4) Perceived design of Task y
5) Unanticipated assumption(s) from student response(s) and corresponding instructional
regulation(s)
6) Perception of mathematical problem-solving
7) Suggestions in instructional adjustments and intentions of creation of student learning
for growths

These 7 categories were used to structure teacher perceptions in the following presentation
because of commonality. Since different student responses will be used to present arguments about
each teacher’s own perceptions and/or different teacher perceptions, each student will be referred by
its code TxCSRz or TxJSRz, where Tx represents a teacher, C represents Task 1, i.e. the cakesharing task, J represents Task 2, i.e. the juice-mixing task, SRz represent a student response. For
example, T2CSR3 will mean the student of the second teacher, i.e. T2, whose response, which
should be the third response to Task 1 being presented in the thesis, would have to be referred for
certain discussion. Since a given student response would have to be categorized by a task and T3
had already had each student doing both tasks, a given teacher’s perception of a student’s potential
action in a given response for a given focus of discussion would then have to be indexed by a given
task first.
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4.1 T1’s perceptions
T1 intended his use of Task 1 and Task 2 in classroom as those for evaluating ‘student
ability in manipulating fractions’. T1 exemplified his perceived ‘manipulations’ with ‘addition’ and
‘subtraction’. T1 arranged a Secondary 1 class of size 35 to do the tasks. T1 assigned 18 to do Task
1 and 17 to do Task 2 simultaneously because he perceived that ‘they can’t do too many’. T1
reported that he gave no prior teaching to students, refused individual queries, and did not allow any
student discussion when use. T1 gave students 15 minutes to finish.

T1 used a maximum score of 10 to qualify each student response to each task and wrote a
score on the corresponding worksheet. T1 did not supply any further document or resources
accompanying his use of neither task.

4.1.1 Task 1:
In summary, T1 perceived the problem in Task 1 as a means to evaluate and recognize
student abilities in manipulating fractions. During evaluation, T1’s perceived intention for the
design of the problem had been only “the ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming”.
T1 perceived only one single and definite way of problem-solving about this intention for his
evaluation and referred it as his own ‘original thought’. T1’s solution used in evaluation for this
intention was formulated with only two assumptions on context, namely: 1) Mom’s requested “1/4”
was interpreted as ‘one-fourth of the whole cake’; and 2) Brother was interpreted to share the cake
after only Dad’s share. T1 perceived students who could not produce his ‘original thought’ as those
with ‘mistakes in manipulations’. T1’s plan of what he might adjust students’ learning of
mathematical problem-solving was found to be only his ‘original thought’.

After his evaluation, T1 changed to realize in interview that students generally in common
addressed his perceived intention with only a single portion of the cake, without addressing “should”
of the given question. T1’s perceived type of student responses as such made him reveal two
different further intentions: 1) Students should have considered their perceived problem intention in
common, i.e. the ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming, as only an upper bound
that Siu Ming could/would/might share; 2) Every student should have inquired an additional
personal condition before s/he could assert his/her own perceived single portion of the cake left to
Siu Ming for the problem.
T1’s re-examination of some student responses in interview made him realize that ‘original
thought’ was unable to accommodate some evident students’ solutions. Other assumptions about
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interpretations for an alternative formulation of Mom’s share and for an alternative order given
family members in sharing the cake had been founded in these solutions and accepted by T1 in
interview. T1 accepted students’ alternative assumptions and then inquired 3 different solutions for
his initially perceived problem intention.

Later, T1 changed to perceive the intention of the problem for an optimal among different
ultimate remaining portions of the cake left to Siu Ming resulted from three different ways of
sharing. T1 suggested a further assumption as the additional condition he intended to use to resolve
these three different ways of sharing so as to enable an ultimate resolution to one single way of
sharing which should address “should” of the problem. This assumption was ‘Siu Ming might
compare for a larger portion and decide’. T1 balanced this assumption complementarily by
suggesting simultaneously ‘Siu Ming wants to keep fit [to share a smaller portion]’. This balance
appeared to facilitate two mutually exclusive extensions of inquiry in mathematical problemsolving and made T1’s analysis ultimately appear to be more comprehensive than his ‘original
thought’.

T1 was found to have changed his instructional plan adjustments drastically. For alternative
solutions, T1 suggested two sets of “subtasks” to stimulate ‘average students’’ solution formulation
for his initial problem intention about “an” ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming
in different sets of alternative assumptions. T1 would also initiate peers students to suggest publicly
alternative interpretations of the given context so as to enable him and individual students to collect
‘different possibilities’ for the initial problem intention. T1 also revealed that he would stimulate
‘bright students’ with another “subtask” by making Task 1 more uncertain and requiring them to
‘list all possibilities’ at a time. In addition to T1’s inquired second further intention of the problem,
T1 perceived these instructional adjustments as teaching ‘problem-solving’.

a. Intention of use
Despite T1 intended Task 1 for evaluating ‘student ability in manipulating fractions’, he did
not suggest any of his own solution at the beginning of the interview. T1 reported that he was ‘not
very sure’ how to score students and then directed himself to score students according to ‘their
ability’ (in Task 1 or Task 2):
R: (38, 11:46)
T1:

How did you give a student a score [in a task]?
Initially, I was not very sure. Then I based on their ability to decide. If a student was all correct, then I
would give 10. I think I will have to change since I did not expect more than one way of answering. In
the second place, if a student could make me think reasonable, but did not follow my “marking” (T1’s
original thought or intended way of answering), then I would give 8, which meant s/he could do
manage the task problem(s). The third kind of responses would get a 6 in common, which meant they
could do part of calculations… but at last made some mistakes in calculations. Those being scored 4
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would mean they had shown their efforts to do some calculations, such as manipulating fractions, just
like a method mark. The last kind would belong to what I would encourage them with a 2 against
whatever they wrote.

Later, T1 also revealed that he should have expected ‘more than one way of answering’ in
setting his criterion of each scoring level:
T1: (38, 13:37)

Previously, because I found some reasonable but not following my “marking” (T1’s original thought
or intended way of answering), I would give a 8. [Now,] I think I will have to re-examine responses
with a 6 or an 8.

Soon, T1 agreed that his perceived “marking” would mean only a ‘single way of answering’.
(See Chapter 4.1.1f.)

b. Perceived intention of the problem
Student response:
Siu Ming may eat:
1
1
1 1
1 − − (1 − ) × −
5
5
3 4
1 4 1 1
= 1− − × −
5 5 3 4
1 4 1
= 1− −
−
5 15 4
60 12 16 15
=
−
−
−
60 60 60 60
=17/60
17
Siu Ming may eat 60 of the whole cake.
T1’s response: A tick on whole solution
Score: 10
Figure 4.1.1a: A student’s (T1C1SR1) response of T1 showing his ‘original thought’ in problem-solving

Figure 4.1.1a shows a student’s (T1CSR1) response which T1 used to illustrate his ‘only’
used mathematical way of problem-solving for evaluation. T1 perceived this solution as his
‘original thought’. T1 gave the maximum score to T1CSR1’s response. T1’s illustration showed
that he perceived the intention of the problem in Task 1 as the one to find definitely the ultimate
remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming.
T1 perceived the problem in Task 1 as ‘strange’. T1 explained that despite he perceived the
questioning style ‘should’ have been intended to yield also any value ‘less than’ this, he found that
students normally only intended for the said portion:
T1: (37, 7:09)
…
T1: (37, 9:43)

… For example, if a student can yield seventeen over sixty, then a portion less than this is also okay.
To get “should” satisfied, an answer not exceeding this is also okay.
Assume that after calculation, the remaining is seventeen sixtieth, an answer less than this is
acceptable. This is because [what the problem intends] cannot be more than this.
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T1 was found to have changed his perceived intention of the problem from “the” ultimate
remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming to “an” ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to
Siu Ming. However, T1 found such perception about the problem intention failed to make him
resolve for a ‘precise’ value. The contrast T1 inquired for such a perceived alternative intention
made him perceive the problem as ‘interesting’ because he found that ‘all’ students he perceived as
responding ‘correct[ly]’ intended to work for that portion in common. To be shown soon, T1
perceived the rest responses as ‘wrong’ in common because of his perceived ‘mistakes in
manipulations’ in common. (See Chapter 4.1.1e.)
R: (37, 14:52)
T1:

What do you think if anything is unclear?
It is in what way Siu Ming should use to decide how much to eat.

It was found that T1 based on his inquiry of a suitable condition for an optimal way that ‘Siu
Ming should use to decide how much to eat’ made T1 continue his problem-solving and
demonstrate his solution more comprehensively than his ‘original thought’. (See also Figure 5.1.1a.)

T1 actually raised two different conditions for his extension of problem-solving:
T1: (37, 24:07)

… One more possibility is: Would Siu Ming want to eat more or to eat less? The context does not tell.
Therefore … we get used to… : Be greedy to eat more… to mean [what Siu Ming] would want. It is
also possible that if Siu Ming wants to keep fit.

One of the two perceived necessary ‘condition[s]’ T1 revealed and intended to apply in
extending his problem-solving from his ‘original thought’ was to allow Siu Ming ‘to eat more’. The
other was ‘to eat less’. These two additional conditions could appear as mutually exclusive to each
other.

c. Used assumptions in mathematical problem-solving and perceived
solution(s)
T1’s perceived solution he used in evaluation was revealed to have employed two
assumptions. The first one was about assumption of Mom’s request for her share, which T1
perceived as ‘one-fourth of the whole’.
T1: (37, 12:10) Siu Ming’s Mom requested to leave one-fourth to herself. Then that is one-fourth of the whole.
R:
Really?
T1:
The context says “Anyway, leave me one-fourth”. Then [it] means one-fourth of the whole cake. She
would become unreasonable to watch Dad finishing eating one-fifth and say and leave one-fourth [of
the remaining] to her.

T1 also thought that Brother should share one-third of the remaining after Dad’s share by
considering the reservation of the Mom’s share:
T1: (37, 13:16)

Having heard [Mom’s request], Siu Ming’s Brother then ate one-third of the remaining. My
interpretation on that ‘one-third’ is one-third of the remaining of after Dad has eaten. Because Mom
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have not yet eaten since Mom says: ‘Anyway, leave me one-fourth’ of the whole. Brother’s share
should then be one minus one-fifth, and then its one-third.

In an expression for a portion of the whole cake, T1 perceived Mom’s reserved share as
1

“( )(1)”.
4

1

1

In an expression for a portion of the whole cake, T1 perceived Brother’s share as “(3)(1 −

)”.

5

Despite T1 expressed in interview two further alternative intentions of the problem, T1
perceived the solution to his initial intention of the problem as the one which might be expressed by
the following expression in a portion of the whole cake:

The ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming
1

1

1

1

17

= 1 − 5 − (3) (1 − 5) − 4 (1) = 60 .
A change in T1’s perceived intention and/or perceived sets of assumptions for use in
solution formulation would yield a different solution.

d. Perceived design of Task 1
T1 found the questioning style ‘strange’, which, he thought, should have raised their
inquiries in T1’s perception: ‘What should Siu Ming base on to decide how much to eat?’ However,
T1 found that students’ perceived common intention of the problem did not make them inquire the
given questioning style ‘serious[ly]’ for a complete address of the problem, particular with his
momentarily inquired essence of “should” in the interview:
T1: (37, 8:17)

A student might not be that serious to think [“should”]. However, a teacher would perceive “How
should … decide …” as strange.

T1 also perceived the given questioning style as ‘interesting’ which was not to yield the
ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming:
T1: (37, 6:54)

For students in Secondary 1 level, I think the problem is interesting. It asks “How should … decide”,
not “to solve for the remaining portion”.

T1 contrasted the questioning style of the problem with those in his used ones and perceived
them as ‘clear’ in common in order to enable him to ‘avoid disputes among students’ and facilitate
instead ‘ease of understanding’. T1 exemplified with his following suggested modification:
T1: (37, 10:41)

For example, you can ask: ‘Siu Ming will eat the ultimate remaining. What is the fraction will Siu
Ming eat?’
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T1 actually intended such a kind of modifications for a resolution of potential student
disputes, particularly in his perceived way of recognition of student response was ‘definite’ and
‘unique’. The current design of the problem made him ‘somehow give students some scores’. T1
thought that “should” in the question could yield subjective student responses with ‘“I think”’. T1
also expressed his seemingly puzzling feeling in recognizing student responses of those being ‘all
correct in calculations’ but irrelevant to ‘analyz[ing] the problem’.
T1: (37, 9:21)

… Some student might know [more than one answer] but they would only give you one. However, I
would doubt or even confirm they [in common] misinterpreted the problem. … However, when they
came to my recognition, I would have to give somehow a non-zero score.

e. Unanticipated assumption(s) from student response(s) and corresponding
instructional regulation(s)
T1 was once found to have denied any alternative way of thinking about T1’s perceived
potential disputes among students he used during evaluation. When T1 was asked for the
formulation of Mom’s share, he realized that he missed an alternatively possible interpretation
about “1/4” in describing Mom’s share, which he momentarily found it ‘also works’ in interview.
T1 perceived such a kind of alternative interpretations as ‘seeking puns’ and he put the given
context description as ‘imprecise’:
R: (37, 16:16)
T1:
R:
T1:
R:
T1:
R:
T1:
R:
T1:

R:
T1:

R:
T1:

What could be possibly argued? Any other way of thinking?
Mom has not yet eaten. Only Dad and Brother ate. He (Siu Ming) and Mom might eat half.
Why?
Because [the context] states Mom requests one-fourth.
One fourth of the whole?
Yes.
The context does not say so.
… She (Mom) said first… Ah… this like seeking puns. Sharing one-fourth of the remaining also
works.
That is: What could students be arguing?
Here it is: ‘Anyway, leave me ¼ .’ What it means is [that] one-fourth of the whole is normally a habit.
But Mom did not say clearly whether it is one-fourth of the whole. If Siu Ming happened to be greedy,
and leave one-fourth the remaining to Mom after Dad and Brother has eaten, then he can also share
what will be left.
Could you do it once?
The second thought is that: Dad ate one-fifth and Brother ate one-third of the remaining. The
remaining is one minus one-fifth and then times one-third. This is what Brother has eaten. To leave
one-fourth to Mom with this [Brother’s portion], he (Siu Ming) will eat three-fourths of … He (Siu
Ming) might have to compare for a larger portion [from the different ultimate remaining portions] and
decide.
Are you comparing your two thoughts to make your decision?
Yes. Both can be comparable. This will see how that one-fourth should mean. Then this problem is
imprecise. That is Siu Ming…. That is if [this problem is] used for paper-setting, then it would have
already initiated rigourous disputes.

As shown above, T1 immediately expanded his solution by his ‘second thought’ from his
‘only’ ‘original thought’, meaning the following expression:
The ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming
1

1

1

1

2

= (1 − 4) [1 − 5 − (3) (1 − 5)] = 5.
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Particularly when the problem could have been used in a ‘paper-setting’, T1 could foresee
that the problem could ‘have already initiated rigourous disputes’ among students in arguing two
different solutions, i.e. T1’s ‘original thought’ and ‘second thought’.
T1 then suggested an inquiry about a decision for ‘a larger portion’. That is: If Siu Ming
decides to share a larger portion, then he should choose his ‘second thought’ to share the ultimate
remaining portion to eat, i.e. Siu Ming should eat 2/5 of the whole cake. T1 was found to have
changed his intention of the problem from “an” ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu
Ming to “an optimal ultimate remaining portion of the cake that Siu Ming should decide to share”.
T1 admitted he ‘marked wrongly’ for some student responses and put his used solution
during evaluation as his ‘original thought’. Despite so, T1 did not think that he could identify
another correct way of thinking among other student responses:
R: (37, 29:58)
T1:
R:
T1:
R:
T1:
R:
T1:
…
T1: (38, 3:05)

Previously you thought that there was only one solution, that is about Mom could only share onefourth of the whole cake, right?
Yes.
For responses which you marked as wrong, I want you to bring out those with thoughts different from
yours. I would like to discuss some with you.
This is (T1CSR1 shows) my original thought. I gave him/her 10.
Yes. How about those with a lower score?
Temporarily, I cannot see a second way of thinking.
Only one way?
Yes. This is the only correct thought. Others are those being wrong in calculations, such as direct
subtraction [about Brother’s one-third of the whole cake]. There is not any second thought.
The second thought is Dad eat one-fifth and then one-third of the remaining is shared to Brother, and
then Mom eat one-fourth of the remaining [before sharing to Siu Ming].
Student response:
Cake: 2 pounds
1
2
2
3
Dad  2 × 5 = 5 pounds, 2 − 5 = 1 5
3

Cake: 1 5 pounds
3

1

2

3

2

1

Mom  1 5 × 4 = 5 pounds, 1 5 − 5 = 1 5
1

Cake: 1 5 pounds
1

1

2

1

2

4

Brother  1 5 × 3 = 5 pounds, 1 5 − 5 = 5
4

Siu Ming may eat cake at most 5 pounds.
2

3

T1’s response: Ticks on expression “5” and “1 5”, and crosses
2

4

on the second expression “5” and “5”
Score: 6

Figure 4.1.1b: A student response (T1CSR2) showing a T1’s overlooked way of problem-solving

Figure 4.1.1b shows another student’s (T1CSR2) response in which the showed way of
problem-solving was one T1 overlooked.
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R: (38, 0:28)
T1:
R:
T1:
R:
T1:
R:
T1:
R:
T1:
…
T1: (38, 3:05)

How about this (T1CSR2)? Why is it different from the first one?
This (T1CSR2)…2 pounds… remaining… Dad has eaten … and remaining.. .and then… (T1 was
reading.)
Wrong calculation? (T1 pointed at a cross he put.)
Oh… let’s see… In fact, this is not….
Is this another way of thinking? Or what Mom’s share was reserved before Brother’s share?
Probably yes. Dad has finished eating. His/her thought is Mom would have to share one-fourth of the
remaining after Dad’s share. And the remaining is…. Haha…
If you could have a chance to remark, how would you do?
That means this student thought that Mom’s share could be first reserved and then Brother would eat
one-third of the remaining. It works. Haha…
Are you going to give him/her 10?
Really a yes. Definitely.
The third thought is after Dad has eaten, one-fourth of the remaining is shared to Mom, and then [the
remaining] is shared to Brother (before Siu Ming is going to share).

Figure 4.1.1b shows another student’s (T1CSR2) response which showed another way of
problem-solving T1 overlooked. T1’s recognized ‘third thought’ of solution was:
The ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming
1

1

1

1

2

= (1 − 3) [1 − 5 − (4) (1 − 5)] = 5.
Table 4.1.1a summarizes T1’s solution in three thoughts revealed in interview for his
initially perceived intention:
Solution
T1’s accepted instant of Brother’s Major expression T1 recognized for “an” ultimate
T1’s perceived “1/4”
thought
share
remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming
1
1
1
1
17
1
= 1 − 5 − (3) (1 − 5) − 4 (1) = 60
¼ of the whole cake after only Dad’s share
(original)
2

¼ of the remaining after only Dad’s share

3

¼ of the remaining

1

1

1

1

2

= (1 − 4) [1 − 5 − (3) (1 − 5)] = 5

1
1
1
1
2
after both of Dad’s and Mom’s
= (1 − 3) [1 − 5 − (4) (1 − 5)] = 5
share
Table 4.1.1a: T1’s solution in three thoughts

T1 revealed that he evaluated student responses according to their ability. (See Chapter
4.1.1a.) According to T1’s perceived ‘original thought’, he gave 10 for a response being ‘all
correct’, 8 for ‘reasonable’ but following ‘not entirely’, showing that [s/he] ‘could do’ [calculations]
and ‘manage the problem [in T1’s perceived intention]’, 6 for some ‘parts of correct calculations’
but ‘wrong in answer’, 4 for ‘efforts’ in calculations, and 2 for ‘encouragement’ about ‘writing
something’. Since these scoring levels of T1 were devised according to his ‘original thought’, T1’s
initial instructional adjustment was found to be his ‘original thought’ for students who could not
produce in their responses. T1 did not reveal that he had planned for further instructional
adjustments other than his ‘original thought’ during evaluation.
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T1 reflected that he would have to modify the score he had given to some individual
responses, particularly those which he had scored 8 and 6 because of two more thoughts he had
inquired. T1 was found to have changed his plan of instructional adjustments because he would
have to somehow accommodate alternative solutions and recognize students who could suggest
them. However, a change in scores did not mean T1 could adjust student learning. T1 soon
supplemented 2 sets of “subtasks” in his design as shown in Figure 4.1.1c and Figure 4.1.1d. Each
subtask was found to be modified from the context of Task 1 and involved only a single well-posed
problem. By ‘adding’ some contextual ‘terms’ in fixing a particular assumption in solution
formulation for Task 1 as a definite condition in context, and then ‘deleting’ them in consecutive
subtasks, T1 intended to facilitate his ‘average students’ to realize the ‘difference’ in interpretation
and enable them to think of an interpretive assumption being introduced for formulating a solution
out of the three in Task 1:
T1: (40, 21:17)

I think the context of my first problem (Subtask 1) will explicitly state how Siu Ming, Mom, and
Brother would eat and require them to show all details. In the second problem (Subtask 2), I will
delete some terms, and ask them to examine the difference. For example, in my first problem (Subtask
1), the description “1/4” should be replaced by “1/4 of the whole cake”. Then the second problem
(Subtask 2) is obtained by deleting “of the whole cake”. … When a teacher could delete the terms, I
think a student could then encounter more factors of consideration [in solution formulation], such as
the meaning of [Subtask 2 in] the absence “of the whole cake”. Others terms [in Subtask 1] would
have to be reserved [in Subtask 2]. In each time, only one deletion should be focused. During
discussion, different students could have different opinions. Some might not realize any difference.
Others would consider if Mom would be reserved for one-fourth of the remaining after Dad’s share.

T1 intended to use these subtasks in ‘a discussion’ for ‘average students’ to notice the
‘difference[s]’ among them. Figure 4.1.1c shows T1’s first set of two “subtasks”:
T1’s modification for average students (Subtask 1 in the first set):
Siu Ming’s Dad bought a cake of 2 pounds (approximately 900 grams). He ate 1/5. Siu Ming’s Mom saw Dad eating the
cake, and said, ‘Anyway, leave me ¼ of the whole cake.’ Having heard this, Siu Ming’s Brother immediately ate 1/3 of
the remaining. If Siu Ming wants to eat the cake, how should he decide how much to eat?
T1’s modification for average students (Subtask 2 in the first set):
Siu Ming’s Dad bought a cake of 2 pounds (approximately 900 grams). He ate 1/5. Siu Ming’s Mom saw Dad eating the
cake, and said, ‘Anyway, leave me ¼ of the whole cake.’ Having heard this, Siu Ming’s Brother immediately ate 1/3 of
the remaining. If Siu Ming wants to eat the cake, how should he decide how much to eat?
Figure 4.1.1c: T1’s first set of subtasks for average students to identify the interpretive effects of assumptions

T1 further described his design of his second set of three subtasks. Figure 4.1.1d shows T1’s
design.
T1: (40, 24:31)
R:
T1:

Brother’s share should also be clear.
How about Dad’s?
Could say first he (Dad) eats first. In the first problem (Subtask 1), “1/4” in Task 1 should be replaced
by “1/4 of the whole cake”, which should also be stated to be reserved to Mom first before Brother’s
share. The second (Subtask 2) is to delete “of the whole cake” [from Subtask 1] and is also stated to
have Mom’s share first reserved before Brother’s share. The third (Subtask 3) is to delete “of the
whole cake”, and omit the descriptions about reservation for Mom’s share before Brother’s share.

T1’s modification for average students (Subtask 1 in the second set):
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Siu Ming’s Dad bought a cake of 2 pounds (approximately 900 grams). He ate 1/5. Siu Ming’s Mom saw Dad eating the
cake, and said, ‘Anyway, leave me ¼ of the whole cake.’ Having heard this, Siu Ming’s Brother immediately ate 1/3 of
the remaining after Mom’s reservation. If Siu Ming wants to eat the cake, how should he decide how much to eat?
T1’s modification for average students (Subtask 2 in the second set):
Siu Ming’s Dad bought a cake of 2 pounds (approximately 900 grams). He ate 1/5. Siu Ming’s Mom saw Dad eating the
cake, and said, ‘Anyway, leave me ¼ of the whole cake.’ Having heard this, Siu Ming’s Brother immediately ate 1/3 of
the remaining after Mom’s reservation. If Siu Ming wants to eat the cake, how should he decide how much to eat?
T1’s modification for average students (Subtask 3 in the second set, the same as Task 1):
Siu Ming’s Dad bought a cake of 2 pounds (approximately 900 grams). He ate 1/5. Siu Ming’s Mom saw Dad eating the
cake, and said, ‘Anyway, leave me ¼ of the whole cake.’ Having heard this, Siu Ming’s Brother immediately ate 1/3 of
the remaining after Mom’s reservation. If Siu Ming wants to eat the cake, how should he decide how much to eat?
Figure 4.1.1d: T1’s second set of three subtasks for average students to identify the interpretive effects of assumptions

T1 thought that these sets of tasks could generally be intended ‘average students’ for
‘realiz[ing]’ his perceived differences between the missing assumptions that his subtasks did not
give from the given problem of Task 1.

f. Perception of mathematical problem-solving
T1 was also prompted for how he would require a student response to suggest these three or
more different thoughts simultaneously, since T1 changed to think altogether three different
thoughts from his ‘original thought’. T1 perceived such a potential problem intention in seeking
each student’s solution as ‘becom[ing] normal’ or an ‘ordinary marking’ (i.e. an ordinary marking
scheme for simultaneously each necessary way of answering). T1 instead thought that a student
being able to answer any one of the three thoughts would still become ‘acceptable’, since he
reflected that he only intended to evaluate student ability in the topic ‘Fractions’:
T1: (38, 14:37)

If numerous possibilities are to be listed simultaneously, then [my scoring criteria] will become
normal, like [the one] of ordinary marking. If three possibilities are accepted, then answering any one
of them will be acceptable. In general, [a way of problem-solving should be] reasonable and in correct
calculation. Since I only [intended to] evaluate “Fractions”, then I will have to give students a 10
[when s/he could answer one way of problem-solving about the ultimate remaining portion of the
cake left to Siu Ming]. That will make each following tradition, meaning that student needs to show
methods of calculations. Those answering correctly will be given points.

Later, T1 expressed a seemingly another view on teaching mathematical problem-solving:
T1: (38, 29:20)

R:

T1:
R:

As a mathematics teacher, how do you think if it could the most ideal to teach student ability in only
one way of answering, or that which would require students to make a potentially selfish decision
after s/he could distinguish different possibilities?
Of course, multiple possibilities. Frankly speaking, the ability of my current S.1 class is quite good
but students could still fail to express the way to list all possibilities. If they could express multiple
possibilities, then it would become really good. Though their abilities are not bad, [I] don’t know if
their behavior in common in answering only one way of sharing, and not in listing all possibilities
should be attributed to over-drilling. I think a teacher should think about it if the phenomenon of
answering only [one] way might have been influenced by [the use of] “marking”.
You mean “marking” as the traditionally single way of answering?
Yes.
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T1 appeared to speculate his previous perception of ‘interesting’ student responses ‘in
common answering only one way of sharing and not listing all possibilities’ with ‘over-drilling’ in
problems of common design intention for ‘traditionally single way of answering’, despite he
perceived his class of students as ‘quite good’ which ‘could still fail to express the way to list all
possibilities’.
T1’s previously suggested two sets of subtasks (See Chapter 4.1.1e) became some
instructional adjustments he momentarily devised. Together with how T1 was shown to be willing
to resolve students disputes from different individual students’ ultimate remaining portions of the
cake left to Siu Ming from alternative ways of sharing according to his further inquired condition
‘Siu Ming might have to compare for a larger portion’ or ‘Siu Ming wants to keep fit [to share a
smaller]’, T1 could be witnessed to have changed his perception of mathematical problem-solving a
lot.

Having suggested his seeming mutually exclusive assumptions, T1 also reflected his
rationale about teaching a mathematical inquiry comprehensively:
T1: (37, 25:26)

… When [the situation in Task 1 is] put into daily life, [one should ask:] ‘Should [“1/4”] be onefourth of the remaining or one-fourth of the whole cake? You (Mom) should clarify!’ A student could
then become more capable in chasing for the part [of a given physical quantity] being referred as the
one being taken one-fourth of it. If Siu Ming is clear, then he will immediately question Mom. If a
student is not clear, then [I think] s/he will hardly make clear. A student might then follow only
personal benefits and wills to solve the problem. …

g. Suggestions in instructional adjustments and intentions of creation of
student learning for growths
When promoted for whether the problem should mainly be used for teaching only
calculations, T1 thought that arithmetics with fractions would be ‘the basics’. On top, T1
exemplified how he would emphasize on ‘[h]ow to understand the problem’ with the given context:
T1: (38, 14:37)

…For example, in the context, [I] would require one to reserve “1/4” to Mom. Different
interpretations would lead to different results. One might need several situations for students to think
clearly different possibilities. Whether average students could inquire several different situations
might be what this problem could stimulate students to think.

T1 thought that “1/4” in the problem context could be used to ‘stimulate’ average students to
think ‘several different situations’ for ‘different interpretations’ and ‘different results’. T1 expressed
that he would raise a public inquiry in class to ‘discuss with students’:
T1: (38, 18:44)

… [use] this problem to stimulate students. Frankly speaking, [the use of the problem] will lead to
comparatively rigourous disputes. For teaching, it (the use of the problem) is possible because a
teacher could also have only definitely single thought. When I was thinking “one-fourth” (in the
context), I interpreted it as “one-fourth of the whole” at a glance. But you (a teacher) can discuss with
students. Having waited for the completion of their answers, [I think I] can ask them whether there
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will be other possibilities. [This is to] stimulate them and make them think more. That will make
students think broadly…. This kind of problems would stimulate them to think clearly. [For example,]
how could the so-called “one-fourth” be shared? This will make them think once for each different
situation. Their analytical power will then become stronger.

T1’s discussion did not only appear to intend for student resolutions of their disputes, but
also expand his ‘only definitely single thought’ accordingly. T1’s plan of such a discussion
appeared to enable him to collect further assumptions he might have not yet anticipated from his
collaborative inquiries with students because T1 thought that “1/4” in the problem context could be
used to ‘stimulate’ average students to think ‘several different situations’ for ‘different
interpretations’ and ‘different results’.
T1 thought that he would still worry about individual students’ ability for his plan of his
suggested discussion, despite he ‘likes’ such a way of teaching ‘very much’. For a class in a ‘poor’
ability, just like one T1 taught two years ago, he would instead instruct students to ‘follow each step’
to solve a problem:
T1: (38, 22:30)

Even though a teacher would intend to stimulate them, if you (the teacher) could gave them too many
different factors for considerations, then they (students) would have become very messy. For this type
of students, they could only follow each step of teachers’ instructions to do. However, the current two
S.1 classes are totally different. If you could just like this time to stimulate them, then they were
actually thinking seriously. Once a time, I had three students writing their own solutions on board.
Their solutions were different. Peers students appreciated very much the alternative ways they
brought. This will stimulate students: ‘How can such a way work?’

T1 thought that a student happening to devise different ways of thoughts ‘should have been
selected for an accelerating programme and given more difficult problems for inquiries’.
R: (38, 24:37)

T1:

Then how would you follow their responses? For example, the first type of what you said about poor
in arithmetics with fractions did not express any expressions. The second type includes those with
difficulties in problem-solving, say subtracting “the whole’s one third”. The third type would appear
to include those who could not simultaneously inquire different ways of thoughts in solving the
problem.
It is a relatively difficult task. If a student can devise different ways of thoughts, then s/he should have
been selected for an accelerating programme and given more difficult problems for inquiries.

T1 revealed two types of students in exemplifying his own instructional adjustments. For an
‘average student’, T1 suggested to modify the given problem as the one ‘in clearer wordings’. T1
exemplified with a ‘typical’ modification that the given “1/4” should be ‘stated clearly so as to
explain clearly how it should be referred’. T1 also required that the “remaining” describing
Brother’s share should be ‘stated with a particular instant of whether after both of Dad’s and Mom’s
shares, or only after Dad’s share’. These appeared to be some design rationales of the previously
presented “subtasks” T1 suggested.
R: (38, 26:47)

You have already evaluated all student responses with a score in each and expressed that you would
modify the scores. This means that you could probably have new understanding to this problem.
According to each of your discovered three different types of students, could you design a problem to
enable them to understand their difficulty? For example, are you going to modify the problem as a
clearer one by modifying the question, just as what you previously have done? Or if you are going to
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trick bright students more, how would you redesign this problem so as to require them to give
simultaneously different solutions at a time?
In general, for typical ones, I would use clearer wordings, particularly those to be used in
examinations. That will require “one-fourth” to be stated clearly so as to explain clearly how it should
be referred. Brother is going to eat the “remaining”, which should be stated with a particular instant of
whether after both of Dad’s and Mom’s shares, or only after Dad’s share. These ways of saying need
to be clear. In this way, an average student will be able to manage. However, for a class with bright
students, [I] may require them to list all possibilities, in which “the remaining” will also be deleted, i.e.
Brother eats one-third. However, the number of different possibilities will be many more.

T1:

For bright students’ inquiries of ‘many more’ ‘different possibilities’, T1 intended a
potential deletion of “the remaining” which he meant the use of “1/3” in describing Brother’s share
could be made further uncertain. Nevertheless, T1 preferred to keep the given questioning style
unchanged in meaning his acceptance of simultaneously both of ‘one of the possibilities’ and ‘all
possibilities’:
R: (38, 26:47)
T1:
R:

T1:

However, this “all possibilities” has not yet been stated. Do you need to modify?
“How should Siu Ming decide” might also require students to list all possibilities in order to decide.
What you have said is interesting. Do you mean if a problem being stated “How should .. decide”,
then students would have to list all possibilities in order to mean the intention of the problem? Or if a
student could only one of the possibilities, then would the student be put to have completed answering?
One of the possibilities would be acceptable. That is, a student who could tell one of the possibilities
would mean s/he had made a decision. But if a student could detect the meaning of the problem by
seeking puns, distinguish all different ways of interpretations, and could base on Siu Ming’s
perspective, say benefit, to analyze the most beneficial way of sharing among different ones, then this
kind of response would demonstrate that this student would have a relatively higher ability.

T1 would rather perceive such an interpreted meaning of the current questioning style as the
one being intended for a student’s decision if s/he could answer only one of the possibilities. T1
thought that such a modification would make even identify those with even ‘relatively higher ability’
because they could: 1) ‘detect the meaning of the problem by seeking puns’, 2) ‘distinguish all
different ways of interpretations’, and 3) ‘base on Siu Ming’s perspective, say benefit, to analyze
the most beneficial way of sharing among different ones’.

T1 showed his potential plan as below when he could return to classroom:
T1: (40, 2:27)

R:
T1:
R:
T1:
R:
T1:

…What this problem involves is about manipulating fractions. Many things are not clearly stated.
[The use of] This [problem] creates extra elaboration opportunities to students. You (One) can use to
the same problem to question different students. For example, by posing it (the problem) onto a slide,
you (one) can ask them (the students): “How many different ways of thinking?” and then require
them to write on board. Afterwards, discuss together to see which is more reasonable. I think this way
works. If there could be no time constraint [in a lesson], [then] I think my students would be able to
do that. One more advantage: Students in primary levels could usually encounter different constraints.
If a student could write once in a breakthrough, then it would stimulate others to think broadly. In
general, this was the situation: “You have such a thought. Mine has something different. Does it
work?”
This might introduce student disputes. Would it be good to teaching?
I think so.
How?
In a dispute, a student needs to convince his/her own thought to others reasonably. They could not
blindly argue without any reason.
Do you mean one should account for a thought in a discussion in which there could be multiple
perspectives on solving the problem?
Yes.
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T1 planned to base on his suggested question “How many different ways of thinking?” to
make students ‘write (different solutions) on board’ for the problem. T1 thought that the problem’s
‘many things [being] not clearly stated’, when ‘posed’ openly, would ‘create extra elaboration
opportunities to student’. T1 relied on his intended ‘situation’: ‘“You have such a thought. Mine has
something different. Does it work?”’ to facilitate mutual stimulations among students. T1 thought
that particularly when an individual student could presumably ‘write once in a breakthrough’, peers
could ‘discuss together to see which is more reasonable’. T1 expected that ‘a student needs to
convince his/her own thought to others reasonably’ and could not ‘blindly argue without any reason’
to mean how a student could be seen to account a thought.

h. Brief summary of major perceptions
Table 4.1.1b tabulates a brief summary of T1’s perceptions of the ill-posed problem of Task
1 as presented above in a common set of various induced categories of text after the Mayring’s
(2015) Qualitative Content Analysis of interview transcription and translation across different
teachers and tasks.
Induced categories of text
Major T1’s perceptions of Task 1
Intentions of use
Evaluating ‘student’s ability in “Fractions”’.
Perceived Intentions of problems A single inquiry for “the ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming”.
Used assumptions & perceived Only Mom with ¼ of the whole cake, and Brother after only Dad’s share; 17/60 of the
solutions
whole cake
Design
‘Strange’
Another single inquiry for “an ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu
Ming” (See Table 4.1.1a.), to the one for a range of possible values in upper bound of
Unanticipated Assumptions & this, and then to the described goal
corresponding regulations
Used assumptions from those for Brother’s sharing instant and Mom’s share to an
additional inquiry for one to address the described goal, and then to ‘[Siu Ming]
compare for a larger portion’; Some subtasks as in Figure 4.1.1c and Figure 4.1.1d.
Perception of mathematical
Changing from single inquiry to multiple inquiries, and then to a decision for the goal
problem-solving
in an user-defined assumption throughout the interview
Suggested instructional
A collaborative inquiry with the initiating question: ‘How many different ways of
adjustments
thinking?’ for the described goal.
Table 4.1.1b: Summary of T1’s perceived Task 1 in induced categories of text from interview

4.1.2 Task 2:
In summary, T1 perceived the problems in Task 2 also as a means to evaluate and recognize
student abilities in manipulating fractions. However, he perceived a student’s use of assumptions as
more definite than his perception in Task 1. During evaluation, T1 thought that a student’s
assumption about a “tastier” orange drink is essential for solution formulation. Despite T1 found
that students’ responded assumptions were all in common about an orange drink being tastier as the
one in higher concentration of concentrated orange juice, he would also accept evidently an
assumption being alternative to it, i.e.: ‘A tastier orange drink is the one in lower concentration of
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concentrated orange juice’. T1 perceived the design of Task 2 as ‘interesting’ because of such a
reasoning argument being required in solution formulation. T1 actually reflected this assumption
indirectly by accepting his suggested solution “Water is the tastiest” in attempting the third problem.
T1 thought that such attempt could make him ‘“jump out of the box”’ to bypass answering the first
two problems. If an individual student could have happened to respond with such an answer, then
T1 might have used to stimulate the peers for the underlying reasons.

a. Intention of use
To repeat, the set of T1’s students attempting Task 2 was different from those attempting
Task 1.

T1 applied the set of scoring criteria he used in Task 1 in evaluating student responses in
Task 2. (See Chapter 4.1.1a.)

To be shown soon (Chapter 4.1.2b), T1 intended Task 2 for his requirement of: 1) definition
of a tastier orange drink in mathematical reasoning, ratio comparison (for the highest or more
specifically in a consistent way), and making a decision.

b. Perceived intention of the problem
Student response:
𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑗𝑢𝑖𝑐𝑒
Concentration =
(T1’s
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
response: Tick)
If higher concentration = more tasty (T1’s response: Tick)
The mixing method in Option 2 will yield the tastiest
[concentrated orange drink].
Because
Concentration from mixing method in Option 1
2
2
=
= = 40%
2+3
5
Concentration from mixing method in Option 2
3
3
= 3+4 = 7 ≈ 42.8%
Concentration from mixing method in Option 3
2
2
=
= = 40% (T1’s response: Tick)
2+3
5
Mixing method resulting other tastier [orange drink]: 1glass
of concentrated orange juice to 0 glass of water
1
1
=
= = 100%. [This] is a possible method which yields
1+0
1
the most concentrated [orange drink]. (T1’s response: Tick)
Score: 10
Student response
Translation in English
Figure 4.1.2a: A student’s (T1JSR1) response showing a T1’s used solution in Task 2
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Figure 4.1.2a shows a student’s (T1JSR1) response which T1 used to illustrate his ‘only’
used way of problem-solving for evaluation. T1 gave the maximum score to T1JSR1’s response.
T1’s perceived problem intentions were shown below:
T1: (40, 5:31)

The most interesting thing about this task is in the question asking for the “tastiest” ratio (i.e. a ratio
representing a way of mixing of an orange drink being individually perceived as the tastiest). [The
perception about an orange drink being] tasty is personal. My original thought was: First, a student
was required to express what [an orange drink being] tasty is. Then s/he would have to base on this to
do. I will then give a very high score. Otherwise, I would become difficult to evaluate. For example,
this student’s (T1JSR1) response who was scored 10. S/he said that [an orange drink being] more
concentrated is tastier (‘higher concentration = tastier’ in T1JSR1’s argument). S/he first stated
his/her statement about “tasty”. S/he then realized a particular ratio which was the highest, and then
decided the tastiest orange drink accordingly.

T1 revealed his perceived intention for the first problem as what the question ‘requires’, i.e.
a decision about a tastiest orange drink from one of the three given options. T1 also revealed his
perceived intention for the second problem when he described how he would expect students to
explain. T1 required a student to express ‘his/her statement about “tasty”’ to mean how s/he could
apply for his/her decision about his/her preferred tastiest orange drink ‘accordingly’.

c. Used assumptions in mathematical problem-solving and perceived solution(s)
As reported above (Chapter 4.1.2b), T1 required a student to give ‘his/her statement about
“tasty”’ during problem-solving.
According what T1 could exemplify with T1JSR1’s response, T1 perceived the solution for
the first problem and that for the second problem together as a whole. For a solution derived from
the definition of an assumption about a tastier orange drink in a more concentrated orange drink,
T1’s solution for the first and the second problems could be reconstructed into 3 parts: 1) statement
of definition about “tasty”, 2) how it is used to facilitate some comparisons in fractions, which
would enable him to ‘follow this (the assumption) to do’, and 3) illustration of the comparison
result. The first and the second part of T1’s perceived solution could appear as his solution to the
second problem. The third part of T1’s perceived solution was actually his solution to the first
problem.

T1 raised another response (T1S2SR2) to exemplify his emphasis on his intended statement
of definition in problem-solving. Figure 4.1.2b shows T1S2R2’s response.
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Student response:
[Option] 1: 2 glasses of concentrated orange drink to 3
glasses of water
2
= 3 × 100% = 66.66666667% (T1’s response: Tick)
[Option] 2: 3 glasses of concentrated orange drink to 4
glasses of water
3
= 4 × 100% = 75% (T1’s response: Tick)
[Option] 3: 4 glasses of concentrated orange drink to 6
glasses of water
4
= 6 × 100% = 66.66666667% (T1’s response: Tick)
I think [the mixing method] 3 glasses of concentrated orange
drink to 4 glasses of water yields the tastiest [orange drink].
Score: 8
Student response
Translation in English
Figure 4.1.2b: A student’s (T1JSR2) response showing T1’s perceived need
of an assumption for problem-solving in Task 2

T1 exemplified his used solution during evaluation in a thought with his perceived potential
‘challenge(s)’ from students. This thought made him perceive his required ‘statement about “tasty”’
as an objective criterion during evaluation. According to T1 exemplification, ‘the statement about
“tasty”’ appeared to be an assumption of “how a preferred tastier orange drink should be defined
according to a personal preference on the tendency of the concentration of given concentrated
orange juice in the orange drink (or the relative concentration of the orange drink)”.
R: (40, 7:51)
T1:

R:

T1:
R:
T1:

If you juxtapose these two responses, how would you compare any difference between them? Say,
one scored 10 or this just scored 8.
The former (T1JSR1) precisely expressed the advocacy of a higher concentration [of an orange drink]
for a tastier [orange drink]. The latter (T1JSR2) did not. Whether a high or low [concentration] would
stand for a tasty [orange drink] is not known. The student (T1JSR2) only pointed out one [mixing
method] to yield the tastiest [orange drink] without any reference and comparison about anything.
Then s/he concluded [her answer] with Option 2, i.e. 3 glasses of concentrated orange juice to 4
glasses of water. Because of absence of specification, other students could challenge that [an orange
drink] in lower concentration could also be tastier. Then Option 1 or Option 3 could also be tastier
(the tastiest). Because the latter (T1JSR2) required me to guess, I think his/her (T1JSR2) expression
was not clear enough. Then I deducted him/her (T1JSR2) 2 points.
Do you think if this task would not be confined to evaluate student calculations, but something else
instead, which would make you to distinguish these two students with a difference in score? What is
the critical value of those 2 points?
Because one’s own perception about taste should be clearly presented.
You mean as an objective criterion?
Yes.

d. Perceived design of Task 2
As reported before (Chapter 4.1.2b), T1 perceived the questioning style of the first and the
second problem in seeking a tastiest orange drink as ‘interesting’.
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e. Unanticipated assumption(s) from student response(s) and corresponding
instructional regulation(s)
T1 happened to have suggested alternatively ‘“Water is tastiest”’ as a potential ‘solution’ in
addressing all problems in Task 2 at a time. As shown below, T1 thought that such a ‘solution’ was
‘reasonable’ for a student who could ‘say (an orange drink yielded by the mixing method of any of)
all given three options not tasty’.
T1: (40, 10:02)

Perhaps a student could say, ‘Water is the tastiest.’ Then how (would s/he) add (any) concentrated
orange juice? A student could even say (an orange drink yielded by the mixing method of any of) all
given three options not tasty. This would also be reasonable.

That is, T1 accepted a possible suggestion of an attempt ‘Water is tasty’ to presumably the
third problem and the reasonableness per se to override ‘reasonabl[y]’ any necessary attempt to the
first and the second problems. Since only the third problem but not the first or the second one seeks
a user’s suggestion, T1’s such a suggestion was in fact his perceived solution or in fact his intention
to the third problem being different from what it is described. Actually, there is no instruction in
Task 2 indicating a user to be allowed to bypass the implied compulsory attempt of its first two
problems. (See Chapter 3.2.3.)
T1 could even have given such a ‘solution’ the maximum score since the third problem did
not confine a user to answer with an orange drink even tastier than those referred by the given
options. T1 perceived a student answering such a ‘solution’ as ‘jump[ing] out-of-the-box’. Despite
T1 had ‘no’ student responded such a ‘solution’, he thought that he should still have ‘appreciate[d]’
such a kind of responses:
R: (40, 10:46)

T1:

R:
T1:

If a student could happen to express, ‘I like to drink water, not concentrated orange juice. That’s why
I think all options are not tasty, or choose the option with the least concentrated orange drink, i.e.
Option 1 or Option 3 as the tastiest’, then would you still give this student 10?
This is possible because s/he could explain what s/he would require for taste and the meaning for a
tasty orange drink is various. Unless the task would have limited to choose one of the three given
options, however, this task does not limit. If a student could jump out of the box and say, ‘I don’t like
to drink orange drink and regard pure water as the tastiest,’ then I think we still need to appreciate this
type of students.
Is there any student response like this?
No. All chose one of the given options.

Although “Water is the tastiest” was T1’s imaginary response, the response per se could be
seen as a partial instructional adjustment for student learning of an assumption being alternative to
what all students responded in common: “how a preferred tastier orange drink should be defined
according to a personal preference on the tendency of the concentration of given concentrated
orange juice in the orange drink (or the relative concentration of the orange drink)”. (See Chapter
4.1.2c.)
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f. Perception on mathematical problem-solving
T1 thought that an acceptable way of problem-solving for the first and the second problems
in Task 2 would have to be ‘critical’ in connecting a student’s given result from some ratio
comparisons to the required tastiest orange drink that s/he should prefer.
R: (40, 7:17)
T1:

You mean the student (T1JSR1) made an assumption before starting calculation. That’s why you gave
10. Is there anyone who did not give any assumption? How about this (T1JSR2) who got 8? Why?
This student (T1JSR2) expressed various ratios in percentages and intended to do some comparisons
between water and concentrated orange juice. S/he (T1JSR2) said 3 glasses of concentrated orange
juice to 4 glasses of water was the tastiest. S/he (T1JSR2) seemed to have listed merely something
and assumed you (T1) would know how s/he (T1JSR2) had responded critically.

T1 did not perceive his required ‘statement about “tasty”’ in a solution as a requirement on
any student’s necessary inquiries for a list of ‘all possibilities’. T1 instead thought that Task 2
‘merely asks for which [option of given orange drinks] is tasty (the tastiest)’.
R: (40, 9:35)
T1:

Why were your evaluation in Task 1 not as detailed as you did in Task 2, especially when both tasks
in common require somehow students’ decisions?
The problem in Task 1 allows a student to list all possibilities and determine the remaining portion.
Task 2 is different. [It] does not require a student to calculate anything. It merely asks for which
[option of given orange drinks] is tasty (the tastiest). Whether tasty (or not) is not quantifiable.

As mentioned previously, T1 would also appreciate those who could ‘jump out-of-the-box’
in answering only the third problem with the maximum score. However, a mere solution “Water is
the tastiest” to the third problem did not appear to possess any reason to support. T1’s acceptance of
such an imaginary “out-of-the-box” suggestion could also indicate that he might not necessarily
require any mathematical reasoning. Such an acceptance appeared to be contradicting to his
evaluation of T1JSR1’s and T1JSR2’s responses.

g. Suggestions in instructional adjustments and intentions of creation of
student learning for growths
In facilitating students to ‘jump out-of-the-box’, T1would intend some individually “the best”
solutions from students of those which could demonstrate ‘different ways of answering’ for peer
discussion. T1 perceived that his recognition would enable the rest to be aware of responses ‘not
limited to those the teacher had preset’. For a class without many best different solutions, T1
thought it would rely on ‘a teacher’s [own] experience to initiate. T1’s rationale was: ‘Students
might not necessarily be told every piece of information. [A teacher] could ask students to think and
get [them] stimulated’. In this case, T1 appeared to raise a discussion for students to fit in reasons
once such an “out-of-the-box” response could have been supplied.
R: (40, 18:21)

Do you have any method to make students appreciate different ways of answering?
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T1:

R:
T1:
R:

T1:
T1: (41, 21:45)

I might demonstrate openly students’ different ways of answering. For example, in this task, I will
select three different ways of answering to demonstrate, say those who all got 10, for student
discussions. This would enable students to know other ways of answering that they had learnt in
primary levels and how a teacher would accept alternatives, even those alternatives could be simple
and out of the teacher’s anticipations. In this way, (I think) students would appreciate each other and
understand that the teacher could recognize their own ways of answering, not limited to those the
teacher had preset. This should encourage students to jump out-of-the-box.
You mean students’ solution?
Yes.
In a class without too many alternative solutions, or in a situation that students would only accept a
single way of answering, how would you guide them to think out of possibilities in different ways of
answering?
I think this would depend on the teacher’s experience.
…
I think what I can summarize is: Students might not necessarily be told every piece of information.
(One) could ask students to think and get stimulated.

h. A brief summary of major perceptions
Table 4.1.2a tabulates a brief summary of T1’s perceptions of the three ill-posed problems
of Task 2 as presented above in a common set of various induced categories of text after the
Mayring’s (2015) Qualitative Content Analysis of interview transcription and translation across
different teachers and tasks.
Induced categories of text
Major T1’s perceptions of Task 2
Intentions of use
Evaluating ‘student’s ability in “Fractions”’.
Perceived Intentions of problems As each of the described goals (See Figure 4.1.2a.)
Used assumptions & perceived “The criterion of the more concentrated of the concentrated orange juice in the orange
solutions
drink is the tastiest.”
Design
‘Interesting’
Bypass of the first two problems with a solution “Water is the tastiest” for the third
Unanticipated Assumptions &
problem
corresponding regulations
Collaborative investigation of the missing reasoning account
Perception of mathematical
Answering own the required single inquiry with the connection to a user-defined
problem-solving
assumption
Suggested instructional
Open justification to some “best” individuals’ suggested alternative inquiries.
adjustments
Table 4.1.2a: Summary of T1’s perceived Task 2 in induced categories of text from interview

4.2 T2’s perceptions
T2 intended her use of Task 1 and Task 2 in classroom as an ‘activity for fun’ with ‘a free
atmosphere’ and related to ‘how they (students) would connect topics like “Fractions”, “Ratios”,
and “Percentages”’. These were taught topics to students. T2 arranged a Secondary 2 class of size
24 to do the tasks. T2 asked half of them, i.e. 12, to do Task 1 and the rest do Task 2 simultaneously.
T2 reflected that she gave no prior teaching and did not respond to student queries. T2 revealed that
she had expressed to students that the tasks were ‘rare’, and she was ‘not the author of the tasks’. T2
reflected that when she received individual students’ questions, she redirected them to ‘interpret
according to what you can see’. T2 thought her used task problems ‘seldom like these (those)’ in the
given two tasks. T2 perceived that doing the two tasks made students ‘back to [learning] in primary
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school [levels]’. T2 reported that she allowed student discussions when use and arranged 15
minutes for students to finish.

T2 used a maximum score of 10 to qualify each student response to each task and wrote a
score on the corresponding worksheet. T2 supplied two documents of each consisting of 1 page.
Each document was about how T2 scored student responses for each task. Each document did not
involve any of T2’s own solution(s) for each problem of the tasks. T2 thought that that since
‘student responses would not digress too much’, she wanted to ‘base on student responses to
develop a way to score them’. Any preset solution would otherwise ‘block my (T2) observation
about their (students’) performance’. Throughout the interview, T2 did not reveal any specific
mathematical concept or skill which she intended to ‘observe’.

4.2.1 Task 1
T2 perceived that Task 1 as ‘different’ from what she had used before because she thought
that there was ‘something vague’ in the description of the context. T2 actually showed how she
resolved her perceived “vagueness” with her personal interpretations and assumptions as illustrated
below. For an ‘infrequent’ or ‘unrigourous use’, T2 thought that ‘it (the design of the problem
context leading to ‘messy’ or ‘unclear’ situations) doesn’t matter’. Although students were
perceived as ‘free’ in ‘writing what they would say’ in T2’s perception, T2 tended to think that
students would not argue just because she intended not to count their performance into their school
scores. When the problem could be used in an examination, T2 speculated that student disputes
would have become ‘very rigourous’.

As a summary, T2 used Task 1 for general evaluation and later reflected that Task 1 might
be used to teach the concept of ‘complement’. T2 did not preset her solution but instead collected
certain solution features from some student responses and developed her set of altogether 6 rubrics
in two to three scoring levels. Despite she reflected that she had collected 3 different ways of
sharing of each to only a different value in addressing only “an ultimate remaining portion of the
cake left to Siu Ming”, she did not intend to adjust students to learn others through her rubrics. It
appeared to be contradictory to her thought that she often ‘hope[d that] students could use more
than one way to solve a given problem’. Although T2’s perception of her use of rubrics could be
seen as a ‘recognition’ of a collective optimal performance from different students, she did have
introduced implicitly her own assumption, i.e. ‘order of appearance’, in setting one of her rubrics as
well as another contextually or mathematically ‘irrelevant’ assumption in recognizing a specific
‘interesting’ alternative response.
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T2 intended her set of rubrics for demonstrating of how ‘objective’ she was during her
‘observation’, recognition and evaluation of student responses. T2 disposed certain limitations of
her school settings to imply not to reveal any further significant plan or action in instructional
adjustments except her potential reminders, distribution of rubrics to students, and illustration of
different student solutions.

a. Intention of use
T2 reported that she had no ‘preset solution’ to avoid being ‘blocked’ for her exploration
and ‘collect[ion] [of] all [different] kinds of answering’.
R: (63, 4:32)
T2:
…
T2: (63, 5:48)

Did you prepare any standard or criterion for marking?
No. Because I wanted to examine how they would answer. Then I would base on how they could
answer and develop a standard rubric. I think students would not digress too much in their responses.
If I did so, then it would have been blocked my observation of their performance.
…But at the moment, I thought it was an activity for fun. The message I gave them should be this: I
think I would provide a free atmosphere for them to do. And then base on what they can think and
write to collect all kinds of answering and then classify them.
Scoring rubrics for the “Cake-Sharing” Task
[Rubric]
Score
2
1
0
A

Logic

B

Expression

C

Calculation
Process
Unit

D
E
F

Answer about
Siu Ming
Other answers

Order of
sharing: Dad,
Mom,
Brother, Siu
Ming
Completely
matching the
context
All correct
Correct
-

Order of
sharing: Dad,
Brother,
Mom, Siu
Ming
Most
matching the
context
Somehow
wrong
Some
mistakes
Clear and
correct
Yes

Others

Unclear

All wrong
All missing
Unclear /
Wrong
No

Maximum score: 10
(Original version)
(Translation in English)
Figure 4.2.1a: T2’s devised and used scoring rubrics for Task 1

Figure 4.2.1a shows one of the two documents collected from T2, which might be put as a
set of 6 scoring rubrics she produced to ‘observe’ student performance after Task 1. The six rubrics
were namely: A) ‘“Logic”’, B) ‘‘“Expressions”’, C) ‘“Calculation Process”’, D) ‘“Units”’, E)
‘“Answer about Siu Ming”’, and F) ‘“Other Answers”’.
T2 intended her Rubric A “Logic” for ‘observing’ the ‘logical’ thought in a student response
of being ‘close to the development of the context’. For Rubric B “Expressions”, T2 expected a
student to ‘express calculations according to [his/her] thought’ and ‘show explicitly own calculation
procedures’. T2 intended Rubric C “Calculation Process” for ‘the correctness of expressions and
calculations’ which allowed her to distinguish those who ‘somehow made mistakes in calculations’.
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For Rubric D “Units”, T2 expected a student to ‘make a given answer work’ with ‘appropriate
meaning’ for ‘its importance’ in ‘making people understandable’. T2 used Rubric E “Answer about
Siu Ming” to recognize if a student could ‘critically’ ‘address how much cake Siu Ming can eat’,
not merely demonstrating calculations. Since T2 perceived the problem as ‘open-ended’, she
intended to recognize a student who gave ‘more than one method to find own answer’ or
connections among different topics with a ‘bonus’ through the Rubric F “Other Answers”. T2
thought that these rubrics helped her to become ‘objective’ in recognizing different student
performances. T2 set up 3 scoring levels, i.e. “0”, “1” and “2”, for each of rubrics A, B, C, and D.
For rubrics E and F, T2 set up only 2 scoring levels, i.e. “0” and “1”. A student who could get the
highest scoring level in each rubric would get the maximum score of 10.
T2 expressed that she set her scoring rubrics and levels ‘evolutionarily’. T2 revealed that she
‘initially collected different ways of answering to classify [student responses]’ in three categories.
T2 expressed that on one hand, she put responses of those with ‘clear and detailed way of
answering’, ‘mathematical elements’, and ‘knowledge about correct concepts’ in ‘the best’ category.
On the other hand, she put responses of those being ‘vague’, ‘unclear’ into another. Afterwards, T2
put the rest to a ‘middle’ or ‘in-between’ category. T2 claimed that she devised her six rubrics
according to primarily students with ‘better ability’ and set up the level of scoring according to
these three categories in representing ‘what they (students) could think and write’. T2 thought that
she would become ‘more objective’ in making modifications, particularly at instant she wanted to
‘distinguish better performed’ responses with the level 2 scoring in some rubrics. T2 could
exemplify the necessity of her modification with rubrics B, E, and F. T2 reported that she had once
thought that every student ‘could’ respond with an answer for Siu Ming but she found that some
actually did not, which made her add Rubric E. For Rubric B, T2 revealed that she should not have
expected that ‘every student would demonstrate his/her expressions [nicely]’, which made her add
one more scoring level. T2 added Rubric F just because of a student responding with ‘two different
ways of answering’. T2 expressed that these modifications could show her ‘recognition of [some
special] student responses’.

b. Perceived intention of the problem
According to T2’s perception in formulating Rubric E and ways of student responses she
recognized (See also Figure 4.2.1c.), T2 perceived the intention of the problem as “an ultimate
remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming”. T2 accepted more than one way of sharing she
recognized in Rubric A. (See also Figure 4.2.1b.)
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c. Used assumptions in mathematical problem-solving and perceived
solution(s)
In her interpretation of “1/4” as described in the context, T2 revealed her two different
interpretations:
T2: (63, 11:11)

R:
T2:

…My interpretation is: After Dad has finished eating, Mom can share one-fourth of the remaining.
When I rethink again, the context can also mean one-fourth of the whole cake. This will make a
person to split two cases to analyze. If a student can apply “if” to continue to analyze through either
one-fourth of the whole cake or one-fourth of the remaining after Dad’s share, then this [analysis] will
include the unclear contextual meaning of both of the two cases. This is because the context does not
say anything about whether Dad could hear Mom’s request before or after he has eaten the cake.
Therefore, a teacher should not preset students to think according to a particular way of sharing to
recognize a correct answer.
Then should it become a comprehensive analysis about all conditions for all possible kinds of sharing?
Yes. This is exactly because the context does not say clearly the instant that Mom has seen the cake
and made her request.

T2 perceived solution she used in ‘observing’ student responses was revealed to have
employed an assumption. The assumption was about Mom’s request for her share, which T2 could
interpret “1/4” as either ‘one-fourth of the whole cake’ or ‘one-fourth of the remaining after (only)
Dad’s share’. T2 actually credited student responses according ‘individual’s logic’:
T2: (63, 14:22)

… If one-fourth had been clearly expressed for a remaining to share after Dad’s share, then I would
follow. Since it was your (a student’s) logic, your (the student’s) calculations would have to follow
through accordingly. Then [the student] would receive the maximum score. Or if you (another student)
had referred clearly the whole cake in reserving Mom’s share before Dad’s share, then I could also
follow your (the student’s) logic to examine, and decide if the subsequent calculations would be
correct or not.

Excerpt “1/4”, T2 appeared to be unaware of any further assumption for her resolution of
her interpreted ‘unclear’ context:
R: (63, 15:20)
T2:

Other than one-fourth, could elsewhere in the context be unclear?
That is it, more or less.

However, T2 revealed that she followed her accepted three orders of members in sharing the
cake to recognize and credit students through “Logic”. Her acceptance came from her assumption
in ‘order of appearance’ of family members described in the context. Figure 4.2.1b shows the three
orders T2 accepted, namely: 1) Dad, Mom, Brother, and Siu Ming; 2) Dad, Brother, Mom, and Siu
Ming; 3) Mom, Dad, Brother, and Siu Ming.
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1. Dad  Mom  Brother  Siu Ming
2. Dad  Brother  Mom  Siu Ming
3. Mom  Dad  Brother  Siu Ming

Original version
English version
Figure 4.2.1b: T2’s accepted orders of family members in sharing the cake

Table 4.2.1 shows the effects of these two kinds of assumptions, namely interpretations of
“1/4” and her perceived ‘order of appearance’ T2 used to solution she credited among student
responses. All student responses were found to have addressed in common only a single ultimate
remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming.
Major Expression T2 recognized for her perceived
problem intention
1 1
1
1
1 1
1
2
Dad, Mom, Brother, and then ¼ of the remaining after
= 1 − − (1 − ) − [1 − − (1 − )] =
Siu Ming
only Dad’s share
5 4
5
3
5 4
5
5
1 1
1
1
17
Dad, Brother, Mom, and then
¼ of the whole cake
= 1 − − (1) − (1 − ) =
Siu Ming
5 4
3
5
60
1
1 1
1 1
11
Mom, Dad, Brother, and then
¼ of the whole cake
= 1 − (1) − − (1 − − ) =
Siu Ming
4
5 3
5 4
30
Table 4.2.1a: T2’s used solutions in recognizing students’ through rubric A “Logic”

Solution T2’s accepted orders of sharing T2’s perceived “1/4”
1
2
3

T2 credited one of these three orders, i.e. Dad, Brother, Mom, and then Siu Ming, for only a
Level 1 score and the rest for a Level 2 score. Table 4.2.1b also shows the scoring level T2 assigned
for her recognition of student responses and the distribution of the 12 student responses in total.
Solution
1
2
3
Unclassified
from no/wrong
calculation(s)

T2’s accepted orders of sharing
Dad, Mom, Brother, and then Siu
Ming
Dad, Brother, Mom, and then Siu
Ming
Mom, Dad, Brother, and then Siu
Ming

Scoring level in “Logic”

Number of students attempted

2

2

1

4

2

5

Nil

0

1

Total
12
Table 4.2.1b: Scoring level of T2’s credited solutions and distribution of T2’s student responses

The four students answering in common T2’s accepted order of sharing, i.e. Dad, Brother,
Mom, and then Siu Ming, did not get a Level 2 score because they failed to meet T2’s used
assumption in ‘order of appearance’. T2 actually perceived such a response merely ‘not completely
wrong’. T2 thought that these students should inquire that Brother should have ‘left one-fourth of
the remaining to Mom’ instead of one-fourth of the whole cake in competing eating. Figure 4.2.1c
shows one of these four student responses she exemplified.
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R: (63, 15:33)
T2:
…
T2
R:
T2:

How many different ways of answering are there? Two (Because of T2’s raised 2 different
assumptions for “1/4”)?
I don’t remember. Let me see.
This (T2CSR1) [shows] for example Brother eat first and then leave to Mom. I think this is strange.
How?
The instant of sharing again. Because Brother has heard [Mom’s request] and then immediately go to
eat one-third of the remaining. If he could think [“1/4”] is one-fourth of the remaining, then why
shouldn’t Brother compete eating and then left one-fourth of the remaining to Mom?
What’s wrong with such a response?
That might not be wrong, but did not follow the development of the story. And it is subjective too. I
personally tend to follow the given order. When I encountered such a change in order, I would have
this perception, despite it is not completely wrong.
Before you marked the worksheets, had you thought the number of different possible ways of thinking?
No. See how students derive. Actually, (I) even don’t care that 1 mark [of difference].

R:
T2:

R:
T2:

Student response:
Case of 2 pounds = 900g
Dad ate 1/5
Mom expects ¼
Brother ate 1/3 of the remaining
Siu Ming ?
1

First finished Dad’s portion = 900 × 5 = 180𝑔
The remaining is 720g
1
1
Brother ate only 3 of 720g = 720 × 3 = 240𝑔
The remaining is 480g
1
1
Mom wants to eat = 900 × = 225𝑔
4
4
And the remaining 255g then belongs to Siu Ming.
255
17
= 60
900
(T2’s response: Expression “remaining” circled, “the
remaining 255g” underlined, questioned by “How to yield?”)
17
The [weight/portion of] cake Siu Ming eats is 60 , 255g
17

(T2’s response: Expression “60” circled, “Expression?”)
Score:6
A: 1
B: 1
C: 2
D: 1
E: 1
F: 0
Figure 4.2.1c: A solution of one T2’s student (T2CSR1) being penalized
by her perceived ‘order of appearance’ of family members in sharing the cake

Figure 4.2.1d shows an apparently alternative solution from a student (T2CSR2) that T2
perceived as ‘subjective’ and agreed its irrelevance with the context in some part. The solution was
simply that ‘Siu Ming should buy another cake and eat alone’, which made T2 accept ‘Siu Ming can
decide to eat a whole cake’. T2 perceive it as ‘interesting’. T2 particularly credited it through
Rubric F “Other Answers” because she perceived that ‘the given context does not state [Siu Ming]
to eat the same cake’ and ‘[the intention of] this problem is not merely to evaluate students’
mathematics’.
R: (63, 19:53)

Any other situation (of sharing)?
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T2:

This (solution for the) problem is very subjective. The context says that Siu Ming has to decide how
much to eat. If Siu Ming likes to eat, he can decide to eat a whole cake. That is interesting to me
because the given context does not state to eat the same cake.
But do you agree if this way of answering is irrelevant to the context?
Yes. However, I would think this problem is not merely to evaluate students’ mathematics. My
perception was to give students’ opportunities of thoughts. Then when I could encounter some
different ways of answering, I would find it interesting.

R:
T2:

Student Response:
Dad: 900g  1/5 = 180g
Mom: 900g  1/4 = 225g
Brother: (900  180  225)  1/3 = 165g
Remaining: 900  180  225  165 = 330g
Siu Ming should eat the remaining 330g of the cake.
(T2’s response: Clear answer)
Siu Ming should buy a cake for himself and eat alone.
(T2’s response: F: Have an alternative answer! [It]
proves that you understand for what the task problem is
asking.)
Score: 10
A: 2 (T2’s response: Dad  Mom  Brother  Siu
Ming Siu Ming eat the rest of the cake.)
B: 2 (Expressions matching the context.)
C: 2 (Calculations are correct, clear.)
D: 2 (Units are correctly, clearly used.)
E: 1 (Answering clearly, good expressive power.)
F: 1

Figure 4.2.1d: A student’s (T2CSR2) response suggesting a T2’s recognized solution in an arbitrary assumption

When asked whether Mom could be the last family member to share the cake, T2 rejected
because it was ‘difficult to fit into the story’ according to her perceived ‘order of appearance (of
family members)’. T2 even thought that ‘[i]f Mom could happen to be shared the cake after Siu
Ming had eaten the cake, then it is strange’ because her perceived problem intention was related to
only Siu Ming’s share.
R: (63, 21:25)
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:

Could Mom be the last one to share the cake?
Maybe, but this would be Maybe. However, this interpretation is difficult to be fit into the story.
Why?
According to the order of appearance, Mom is not the last one to share the cake. If Mom could happen
to be shared the cake after Siu Ming had eaten the cake, then it is strange.
How strange is it?
Because the ultimate concern is Siu Ming.

d. Perceived design of Task 1
T2 perceived that the context of the problem should have been defined ‘clearly’ in order to
avoid ‘messy or unclear situations’:
T2: (63, 12:49)

I think the context should be stated clearly one event after another. For example, Dad should be stated
to finished eating before sharing one-fourth to Mom. Then students would know it (Mom’s share) as
one-fourth of the four-fifth.
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For teaching, T2 thought that the problem could ‘bring students to a vague situation’ and ask
them to ‘consider two different situations (such as ¼ of the whole cake or the remaining)’. T2 raised
that it ‘might be good’ for use in making students to ‘interact with each other’, which would
facilitate ‘good learning atmosphere’ and ‘more student opportunities to speak up’. T2 pointed out
that the subject of discussion could also be ‘not that absolute’, which she thought such a kind of
discussion would make students ‘know how to develop different perspectives from different
conditions’. T2 thought that the task was ‘relatively easy’.
T2 found that student interactions were attributive to Task 1 being made ‘not clear enough’
which would ‘direct students to discuss for any same way of thinking and answering’. In contrast,
T2 thought that her used tasks instead would not make students ‘beset with calculations’ or
‘unaware of intention’. However, when Task 1 could have been used in examination, T2 raised that
this task could become to involve ‘lots of prior knowledge’ and she preferred ‘infrequent uses’ only.
(See Chapter 4.2.1g.) This means T2 perceived design of Task 1 could change suddenly according
to her own intention of use, at least in complexity. In fact, the design of Task 1 can never control
T2’s intention of use.

e. Unanticipated assumption(s) from student response(s) and corresponding
instructional regulation(s)
T2 reported that she had no ‘preset solution’. T2 based on her ‘observation’ of student
responses to develop her scoring rubrics before recognitions. All assumptions she used during her
recognitions of student responses could be put as unanticipated unless further reviewed.
T2 tended not to spend further lesson time to follow individual students’ responses because
of ‘limited teaching hours’ and ‘practices of internal and external evaluations’. T2 planned to
distribute her scoring rubrics for students to get ‘stimulated’ automatically by her accepted different
orders of sharing.

f. Perception on mathematical problem-solving
T2 planned to inform students that she would require them to ‘tell how they could yield their
answer with calculations’ since she found that ‘some students missed to write steps (i.e. procedures
in suitable expressions)’ and ‘assume what I (T2) know what they were doing’. In particular, T2
would only ‘follow each [student’s] responded logic to examine’:
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R: (63, 14:22)

… The two different cases would be recognized. In fact, I just followed each [student’s] responded
logic. If the presentation could be clear, which could say express “1/4” as one-fourth of the portion
after Dad’s share, then I would follow your (such a student’s) logic to examine. If your (a student’s)
logic could be like that, then all [subsequent] calculations would have to follow. Or if you (a student)
could rely on Mom’s reservation before Dad’s share, then I would also follow your (the student’s)
logic to decide the accuracy of calculations.

When asked about T2’s perspectives on ‘different ways’ of problem-solving, T2 thought
that Task 1 did not offer ‘too much elaborations’ in ‘logic’. T2 once exemplified with student
formulations ‘only … in gram or fraction’.
R: (64, 11:25)
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:

Do you think if your mentioned different ways of thinking should be suggested to students as
feedbacks?
I think I often hope students could use more than one way to solve a given problem.
Will such ‘more than one way to solving a given problem’ be required to yield an answer in common?
Currently, what could be elaborated would not be too much. At most students’ answers could only be
expressed in gram or fraction. Regardless of units, the logic is the same, not much difference.
Have your advocated different ways of answering been required to yield the same answer?
If the logic would be correct, this (different individual ways of answering) could be possible. For
example, I would accept answers like eleven over thirty and one hundred and eighty grams.
Not only the difference in units. For example, 180g is 1/5 of the whole cake. It is clearly different
from 11/30. Would you think if you could regard one as the correct answer and reject the other?
If students’ calculations are not wrong, and interpretations follow the context, then I think this
(difference in answers) is not a problem.
Do you mean that you would not insist that one answer is correct and reject another?
Yes. Because in mathematics, there can be more than one answers. It depends on perspectives.
Do you think if the development of scoring criteria in a basis of mathematical reasoning among
students’ solutions is more important than answering a given particular solution?
Yes. I think thinking is more important.

Throughout the interview, except distributing the rubrics to students and reminding them
and potential demonstrations of student solutions, I could not make T2 reveal further specific
subsequent actions or plans, particularly about how she might make students get influenced
cognitively by her ‘hope[d]’ or intended ‘importan[ce]’ of her used assumptions in her accepted
three different mathematical ways of problem-solving in Task 1.

g. Suggestions in instructional adjustments and intentions of creation of
student learning for growths
T2 suggested the task could be made more complex by requiring a user to: 1) represent the
portion of each family member’s share in ratio, 2) evaluate ‘weight’ of each family member’s share,
and 3) read a ‘more complicated context’ for solution formulation with ‘more procedures of
calculations’.
T2 raised that task design would be dependent on ‘teacher intentions’. T2 also suggested the
task could be even made ‘vaguer’ for more ‘interaction’, ‘creativity opportunity’, and ‘possibl[y
multiple] inquiries’. T2 would also prefer a ‘clearer’ task for students to demonstrate specific
concepts or formulate calculations.
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T2 also suggested an ‘open-ended’ ‘small project’ to initiate students’ ‘creativity or
elaboration opportunities’. Through ‘finding evidences of any golden ratio from one’s own body’,
T2 thought that students could ‘inquire if s/he is beautiful or not’. T2 also raised that she had asked
students to ‘create a problem context’ about the use of a given linear equation in one unknown, say
‘(𝑥 + 2) × 4 = 8’. T2 thought that such a task could ‘train students’ creativity’, which might help
their solution formulation of Task 1.
As far as potential instructional adjustments concerns this study, T2 only raised ‘the concept
of a fraction’ or ‘the concept of complement’ to mean what Task 1 might be used to teach. However,
these foci appeared to make T2 belittle the reason why a student could formulate only some of her
particularly intended ways of sharing but not all simultaneously. T2 preferred not to intend students
for their further inquiries of different ways of sharing through the designed uncertainties in
descriptions. When prompted for own perception of her teaching of different ways of problemsolving, T2 appeared to avoid suggesting any of further subsequent instructional adjustments:
R: (63, 30:38)

T2:
R:
T2:

How would you think if it is more important to teach students a single inquiry or simultaneously
multiple inquiries? Or those leading to a particular decision through say creativity, or chances of
interactions?
Pragmatically speaking, you can’t do this kind of activities too frequently.
What do you mean?
Because of the limited teaching hours, preparations for internal and external assessments, as well as
classroom tests are inevitable. In an academic year, topics to be covered are many. As an infrequent
classroom activity, the task is nice. However, it is not good for use in examination because it involves
lots of prior knowledge.

T2 revealed that she would ‘show students’ different ways of problem-solving’ as a
potential kind of feedbacks.
R: (64, 14:58)
T2:

How would you give your feedback about different ways of answering?
I will show students different ways of problem-solving. In daily teaching, there would not be any
problem, particular when it (student performance) does not account for school scores.

In spite of T2’s perceived satisfactory student ability, T2 still worried about their
‘foundation’ in interacting with students with simultaneously multiple inquiries.
R: (64, 16:05)
T2:

R:
T2:

How would you think your interactions could affect your teaching?
I think [interaction] would make students perceive certain changes in learning mathematics. In
primary levels, such as learning foundational mathematics, such as “three plus two equals five”, it will
be very difficult to have another answer. But when student experiences in problem-solving grow,
especially in other subjects, the answer for problem-solving could be more than one.
Do you mean if they could base on different conditions to reach different inquiries?
I think it’s like that students could be given different concepts according to different stages of learning.
In primary levels, if students were given too ambiguous context, then they might not manage easily.
However, when they move on to Secondary 2 or 3, they might be given uncertain situations,
particularly in mathematics and sciences. A given context is always arguable and might be changed.
Perspectives are not necessarily single and definite.

T2 thought that these inquiries could exacerbate her time costs in ‘clarifying what a teacher
(T2) could want students to answer’ for students. When prompted for her experience in designing
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alternative tasks which should ‘give opportunities to make students to think different possible cases’,
T2 could not make any suggestion at all. T2 insisted that her use of mathematical problems should
‘confine to enhancing (students’) mathematical knowledge, or making students acquire more than
one way of thought’. Nevertheless, T2 appeared to accept to use rather a problem being designed
with only clear definition in a ‘particular specific situation’.
R: (65, 13:40)
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:
…
R:
T2:

R:
T2:

R:
T2:

Base on the current student responses, how Task 1 might be used to teach?
I think it involves the concept of a fraction, say the meaning of one-third, or the use of “one minus
something…” according to a particular instant of sharing.
You mean the concept of complement?
Yes. Students need this concept to complete.
Is the order of sharing important?
Yes.
Back to the Task 1, you previously said that Task 1 is vague in its context and this could initiate
students’ different ways of thinking? Is that right?
No. When vague, a student would then have to get it clarified, which would lead to some student
discussion. If a student does not know the intention of the problem, these discussions might not
necessarily be made confine to enhancing (students’) mathematical knowledge, or making students
acquire more than one way of thought.
Then what does that mean…
[A problem might] not necessarily be made vague in context. However, it should give opportunities to
make students to think different possible cases, which is better than the situation which would require
a student to figure out a teacher’s intention for use in a vague situation with a lot of efforts.
Do you mean a balance of the level of vagueness or what?
Not about balance. It is what a teacher should define clearly what a particular specific situation is,
which should make students save their efforts in clarifying what a teacher could want students to
answer. It is the nature of the problem which allows students to think in different ways. It is not what
a teacher should make [the problem] vague through its description, making students unclear.

T2 attributed her perceived ‘nature’ of Task 1 to her expected ‘allow[ance]’ of students’
different ways of thinking but she did not appear to accept such a design as a general rationale for
teaching students because of her perceived ‘vague[ness]’ in description.

h. Brief summary of major perceptions
Table 4.2.1c tabulates a brief summary of T2’s perceptions of the ill-posed problem of Task
1 as presented above in a common set of various induced categories of text after the Mayring’s
(2015) Qualitative Content Analysis of interview transcription and translation across different
teachers and tasks.
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Major T2’s perceptions of Task 1
Observed students’ variety of problem-solving inquiries in own scoring rubrics, but
the designs of rubrics and scoring levels still for evaluation purposes of relative
Intentions of use
abilities in curricular contents of “Fractions”, e.g. ‘complement’, not for regulation of
student growths and extensions of student learning in alternative inquiries.
Only a singular inquiry for “an ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu
Perceived Intentions of problems
Ming”, not for the given goal;
Used 3 solutions in different sets of assumptions during evaluation (See Table
Used assumptions & perceived 4.2.1a.); Marginalized one of them because of own assumed ‘order of appearance’ of
solutions
Mom and Brother; Credited an arbitrary assumption of ‘Siu Ming should buy another
cake and eat alone’.
Design
Unclear and ‘messy’, ‘beset with calculations’, ‘unaware of intention’, ‘vague’.
All or nil because of use of own scoring rubrics
Unanticipated Assumptions &
Only own set of scoring rubrics because of ‘limiting teaching hours’ for ‘practices of
corresponding regulations
internal and external evaluations’
Perception of mathematical
Alternatively singular inquiries ‘only in gram or fraction’; All should be in a teacher’s
problem-solving
intended account
Suggested instructional
Some alternative tasks in well-posed problems and a problem-posing task, of both not
adjustments
extending the current problem-solving intention;
Table 4.2.1c: Summary of T2’s perceived Task 1 in induced categories of text from interview
Induced categories of text

4.2.2 Task 2:
As a summary, T2 made use of her another set of altogether 6 rubrics in evaluating students’
general reasoning with identification of equivalent ratios and ratio comparisons. The scoring levels
for these rubrics also ranged from two to three. Despite T2 could collect students’ assumption in
common of a tastier orange drink being more concentrated in given concentrated orange juice, and
she could inquire its alternative, i.e. “a tastier orange drink being less concentrated in concentrated
orange juice”, she did not indicate her such inquiry and her acceptance in any of her rubrics or any
scoring level in a particular rubric.

T2 raised a number of student responses which did not show certain reasoning in her above
forms of intended mathematical arguments. T2 appeared to attribute generally these students’
difficulties to the design of Task 2, which required them to make her mentioned assumption as one
critical reasoning argument. This requirement made her oppose later her mentioned alternative
inquiry. In her knowledge of these students’ ‘satisfactory’ ability, T2 perceived such a reasoning
argument in an assumption as ‘subjective’, which made these students fail to ‘contemplate the task
intention’ or to supply her expected mathematical arguments in attempting the last two problems.
In addition to T2’s oral reminder and set of rubrics, she also suggested 2 initiating questions
for some potential public discussions and a repetition of Task 2 as her major instructional
adjustments.
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a. Intention of use
Figure 4.2.2a shows the other of the two documents collected from T2, which consisted of 6
scoring rubrics she produced to ‘observe’ student performance after Task 2. The six rubrics were
namely: A) ‘“Logic”’, B) ‘“Expressions”’, C) ‘“Calculation Process”’, D) ‘“Ratios/Percentages”’, E)
‘“Explaining Answer”’, and F) ‘“Other Answers”’. It was the other set of scoring rubrics T2
developed ‘similarly’ for her to ‘observe’ student performance in Task 2.
Scoring rubrics for the “Cake-Sharing” Task
[Rubric]
Score
2
1
0
A

Logic

-

B

Expression

-

C
D
E
F

Calculation
All correct
Process
Concept in
Ratios /
Correct
Percentages
Explaining
Clear and
answer
explicit
Other answers 2 or more

Contradictory
/ indecisive
Matching the Not clearly
context
stated
Some
All wrong /
mistakes
No calculation
Consistent

Some
mistakes

All wrong

Somehow
unclear
1 or more

No
explanation
Nil

Maximum score: 10
Figure 4.2.2a: T2’s devised and used scoring rubrics for Task 2

T2 set up 2 scoring levels, i.e. “0” and “1”, for A and B. For rubrics C, D, E and F, T2 set up
3 scoring levels, i.e. “0”, “1”, and “2”. A student who could get the highest scoring level in each
rubric would get the maximum score of 10.
R: (64, 17:33)
T2:

I notice your other set of scoring rubrics. Have these rubrics also developed according to student
responses in Task 2?
Yes. [I] first examined how they responded. Basically, it is similar to [how student responses were
used in] Task 1.

b. Perceived intention of the problem
T2 addressed directly the first and the third problems together as shown below by the
meaning of the descriptions of corresponding given questions:
T2: (64, 17:47)

…As shown, answering the problems “Which one is the tastiest?” or “How to make it tastier?” would
involve some subjective factors. So, I think this task would also involve some alternative answers.

T2 perceived the two problems as ‘involv[ing] some subjective factors’ which would yield
‘some alternative answers’.

c. Used assumptions in mathematical problem-solving and perceived solution(s)
T2 exemplified an assumption she used to ‘observe’ student responses with that a student
could either prefer a more concentrated or a less concentrated orange drink to refer to the required
tastiest orange drink for the first problem, or the required tastier orange drink in the third problem,
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despite she found that most students thought that ‘an orange drink with [relatively] more
concentrated orange juice was tastier’.
R: (64, 18:05)
T2:

What do you mean by alternative answers?
Personal [preference on either a] more concentrated or less concentrated [orange drink for the
required] could also yield an answer [for the first problem]. I think they (students) should not merely
answer, say Option 3 [without any explanation] because this kind of answer is far too simple. I think
if student can inform the reason about a given decision, say preferring more concentrated, then s/he
could inquiry “Is Option 3 the most concentrated?” or “if Option 1 and Option 3 are equivalent”. I
think both are important because these are needed to be known mathematically.

T2 could even think that any attempt for only a mere decision as the solution for the first
problem, and/or a mere suggestion as the solution for the third problem was ‘far too simple’. T2
intended to evaluate a student’s reasoning arguments.
R: (64, 18:59)
T2:
R:
T2:

Did all students base on a higher concentration of the orange drink to refer their tastier orange drinks?
Mostly yes. They thought that an orange drink with more concentrated orange juice was tastier.
Would that work?
It depends. But I did not deduct student scores when they would decide with a less concentrated
orange drink.

According to T2’s recognition of a student response (T2JSR1) she gave 9 as shown in
Figure 4.2.2b, T2’s two solutions about ‘Personal [preference]’ for ‘observations’ could be
represented in two different ways, as shown in Figure 4.2.2c:
Student response:
1) Do not add water. Original taste is the tastiest, i.e. 1 to 1.
2) To find the common denominator:
1. 2/3 = (24)/(34) = 8/12
2. 3/4 = (33)/(43) = 9/12
3. 4/6 = (42)/(62) = 8/12
Because the second method (Option 2) yields more
composition of [concentrated] orange juice, the second
method yields the tastiest.
3) Orange juice + lemon
Good!!!!
Score: 9
A: 1 (The more concentrated the tastier)
B: 1
C: 2
D: 1
E: 2
F: 2
Figure 4.2.2b: T2’s used solution reflected in a student’s (T2JSR1) response in Task 2
Solution 1
Solution 2
I prefer a more concentrated orange drink because it is
I prefer a less concentrated orange drink because it is
tastier.
tastier.
I decide Option 2.
I decide Option 1 or Option 3.
Consider (the relative concentration of concentrated orange Consider (the relative concentration of concentrated orange
juice to water of the orange drink in Option 1) = 2/3 = 8/12 juice to water of the orange drink in Option 1) = 2/3 = 8/12
Consider (the relative concentration of concentrated orange Consider (the relative concentration of concentrated orange
juice to water of the orange drink in Option 2) = 3/4 = 9/12 juice to water of the orange drink in Option 2) = 3/4 = 9/12
Consider (the relative concentration of concentrated orange Consider (the relative concentration of concentrated orange
juice to water of the orange drink in Option 3) = 4/6 = 8/12 juice to water of the orange drink in Option 3) = 4/6 = 8/12
Since 8/12 < 9/12, the relative concentration of the orange Since 8/12 < 9/12, the relative concentration of the orange
drink is the highest.
drink in Option 1 or that in Option 3 is the lowest.
The mixing method referred by Option 2 yields my tastiest The mixing method referred by Option 1 or Option 3 yields
orange drink.
my tastiest orange drink.
Figure 4.2.2c: T2’s two accepted solutions for the first and the second problems in Task 2
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T2’s used solution for the first and the second problems included a decision out of the given
options and its explanation.

3 out of the total 12 responses were found to have been scored a non-zero in Rubric F and
only T2JSR1 got the maximum Level 2 score. T2’s description shows that a student could get the
maximum only if s/he could respond ‘2 or more’ “Other Answers”. Compared with other student
responses, T2JSR1 raised in particular: ‘Do not add water. Original taste is the tastiest, i.e. 1 to 1’;
and ‘Orange juice + lemon. Good!!!!’ For the third problem, T2 appeared to intend a student’s at
least one suggestion being alternative to the three given mixing methods for a Level 1 score.

d. Perceived design of Task 2
T2 reflected that her used tasks did not involve problems with any design about questioning
style in requiring students’ decision-making. T2 did not reject to use Task 2 in a ‘lesson activity’ for
say a discussion on: ‘“Is this a mathematical problem?”’. T2 perceived Task 2 as a task involving
mathematical some problems because ‘the given context involves 3 given methods of mixing’. T2
suggested that Task 2 should have been intended for ‘how to mix’ to make it more definitely
involve at least one mathematical problem. T2 exemplified with her suggested question: ‘“What is
the ratio…?”’.

T2 thought that perceiving a given problem as mathematical could essentially avoid students
answering the first and/or the third problem ‘subjectively’ or ‘without numbers’. When T2 was
asked if perceiving a problem as mathematical could be a major reason to make a student apply
his/her mathematical knowledge in his/her response, she appeared to decline with a situation of
‘suggesting the amount of constituents of a given cuisine in a recipe’. Actually, T2 once had
exemplified her intended ‘tasty orange drink’ (not tastier nor tastiest) with the following problems
so that she thought that she could demonstrate how she would ‘intend a student’s applications of
his/her mathematical knowledge’ for ‘a situation being perceived as un-obviously related to
mathematics’: 1) ‘“What should the ratio be so that it is tasty?”’ 2) ‘“Given some concentrated
orange juice, how much should I pour [into some glasses of water so as to make an orange drink
tasty]?”’ 3) ‘“How much water should I add [so as to make an orange drink tasty]?”’ T2 revealed
that her rationale of these problems was to ‘confine’ students somehow to answer how something
like ‘the amount of concentrated orange juice’ or ‘the amount of water’. T2 also perceived the
problems in Task 2 as mathematical because she thought that these problems ‘had tested students’
concepts in “Ratios”’.
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e. Unanticipated assumption(s) from student response(s) and corresponding
instructional regulation(s)
T2 raised a student’s (T2JSR2) response which she perceived the student ability as
‘satisfactory’ because of her knowledge about that student. However, T2JSR2 answered with a
strategy as if s/he had been accomplishing seemingly a ‘multiple-choice’ task. T2 perceived such a
strategy as ‘by elimination’ or ‘guess’. T2 thought that this strategy made T2JSR2 decide Option 2
for the first problem and perceived T2JSR2’s response about ‘Because the answer cannot be 2’ as
his/her solution for the second problem. T2 believed that T2JSR2 answered the first problem with
his/her ‘answering practice’. T2 speculated that ‘[p]erhaps s/he (T2JSR2) had thought that [the
intention of] the task could have fooled him/her (T2JSR2)’ and explain that s/he (T2JSR2) ‘became
unwilling to express [a sensible reason in supporting his/her (T2JSR2) decision]’. Figure 4.2.2d
shows the student response.
R: (64, 22:58)
T2:

Other than ratios, could you discover other students’ mathematical ability?
For example, this student (T2JSR2) [says] ‘Because the answer cannot be 2, therefore the answer is 2’.
I believe this student (T2JSR2’s) [strategy] is by elimination, through his/her answering practice. In
fact, this student’s (T2JSR2) ability is satisfactory, but s/he (T2JSR2) became unwilling to express.
Perhaps, s/he (T2JSR2) had thought that [the intention of] the task could have fooled him/her
(T2JSR2). Therefore, s/he guessed what you want is Option 2.
Student response:
Because the answer cannot be two, therefore the answer is
[Option] 2. (T2’s response: Why?)
Score: 2
A: 0
B: 0
C: 0
D: 0
E: 2
F: 0

Figure 4.2.2d: A student’s (T2JSR2) response to the first and the second problems in Task 2 by ‘elimination’
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T2 perceived T2JSR2’s response as ‘perfunctor[y]’. T2 speculated that T2JSR2 ‘did not like’
Task 2 which might involve an ‘intention of fooling’. T2 intended to attribute these speculations to
what T2JSR2 had responded to Task 2. T2 also raised that T2JSR2 could also ‘ha[ve] got used’ to
have no two simultaneously correct answers in a given mathematical situation.
T2 perceived T2JSR2’s “answering a multiple-choice task” strategy as ‘wrong’. Despite T2
appeared to agree that her used tasks did not offer necessary practices to alert students in advance,
T2 intended to attribute T2JSR2’s response to his/her ‘unwilling[ness]’ in accepting the design of
Task 2. T2 even raised her perceived intention of the third problem for presumably T2JSR2’s
necessary ‘know[ledge] [about] how to mix’ which should have made T2JSR2 avoid giving such an
T2’s perceived ‘perfunctor[y]’ response to the first and the second problems:
R: (64, 23:42)
T2:

R:
T2:
R:
T2:

R:

T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:

R:
T2:

Why could s/he (T2JSR2) have such a way of thinking?
Perhaps the student did not like this task, something uninteresting. In a probable intention of fooling,
‘I (T2JSR2) can answer perfunctorily.’ [This is] because she said that [it was] impossible to have two
answers.
Do you also think so?
Hmm… maybe s/he (T2JSR2) had got used to have no two [simultaneously correct] answers.
Does this reflect that mathematical problems used in junior [secondary] levels seldom offer chances
for students to answer more than one answer, particularly in the absence of a teacher’s advocacy?
Because of equivalence (equivalent options), this student (T2JSR2) might have chosen to [his/her way
of] answer[ing] as if answering a multiple-choice problem, not deciding for any equivalent option, but
the remaining one different from those two equivalents instead. Of course, this was wrong.
Do you think if this also reflects that a teacher practice’s lack of advocacy in offering students’
chances about inquiring correct answers in a situation of more than one possible answers could be
attributed to the student’s (T2JSR2) response?
Yes, probably.
Are you going to inform students this message?
Might be. Students had not yet seen such a situation before. That might make students question if the
problems in this task could be some kinds of conspiracies.
Do you also think so?
In fact I told students: “No”. But they would still be unwilling to accept such a design of the task,
which could make the student (T2JSR2) feel strange and decide Option 2.
How would you be going to give this student (T2JSR2) any feedback?
“An answer is not necessarily be decided from the given three options. You should have known how
to mix.”
The student’s (T2JSR2) response is exactly reflecting s/he [presumably] does not know how to mix,
right?
That would be to inform him/her the possibility of alternative answers. Because the current problem is
about ‘another mixing method to make a tastier orange drink’, a student’s decision should not be
confined to the given three options.
Is there any other student response similar?
No.

The third problem has been designed to seek only a user’s optional attempt. In the view of
this intention, T2’s potential feedback to T2JSR2 as above also revealed her perceived intention for
the third problem as the one making the first problem (and the second problem together) and the
third problem mutually exclusive to each other. According to the given description, the first
problem (and the second problem) is(are) compulsory.
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T2 also raised another student’s (T2JSR3) response which she ‘don’t really understand’
his/her thought. Figure 4.2.2e shows T2JSR3’s response.
T2: (64, 26:22)

R:
T2:
R:
T2:

…Another student’s (T2JSR3) way of answering is relatively strange. S/he (T2JSR3) might only
compare the number of glasses of concentrated orange juice and decide the corresponding orange
drink with ‘more orange taste’. S/he missed to compare the corresponding glasses of water. I think
his/her (T2JSR3) concept in “Ratios” unclear. S/he actually did not use any ratio. No, no, no, in fact
this student’s concept is fragmented. In fact, I don’t really understand his/her thought. She wrote:
‘Because the first method makes the orange juice (drink) too concentrated. But the third method
instead makes the orange taste of the orange juice (drink) much less. Therefore, I have chosen the
middle method.’ However, s/he (T2JSR3) did not apply ratio to deal with [his/her comparison]. S/he
actually did not use ratios to process. I think s/he concept is unclear.
Is the topic “Ratios” taught or untaught?
Taught. However, this type of problems has never been included.
In the words, should this task be conducive to teaching?
Yes. The problems here are worth discussing with students, inquiring how to understand an “answer”.
[For example,] “Do you think if such a way of answering (T2JSR3) arguable?” Because this task can
reflect whether students know [any relevant] concept [in Ratios].
Student response:
[Option] 2. 3 glasses of concentrated orange juice to 4 classes
of water.
Because the first method makes the orange juice (drink) too
concentrated.
But the third method instead makes the orange taste of the
orange juice (drink) much less. (T2’s response: A question
mark and a cross for the underlined)
Therefore, I have chosen the middle method.
Score: 1
A: 0
B: 0
C: 0
D: 0
E: 1
F: 0

Figure 4.2.2e: A student’s (T2JSR3) response to the first and the second problems in Task 2

What T2 revealed above seemed to be her intention she imposed on her use of Task 2 after a
taught topic, i.e. “Ratios”, for T2JSR3’s necessary knowledge application and illustration of his/her
clarity in relevant concepts.
T2 suggested that she might raise to peer students ‘how [they might] understand’ T2JSR3’s
response and seek their argument to make it ‘arguabl[y]’ possible. T2 speculated that such an action
might facilitate students to improve their way of answering, particularly in ‘reflecting their learnt
knowledge’.
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f. Perception of mathematical problem-solving
T2 did not reveal any ground of her perceived necessary ‘attention’ about how a student
should inquire an ‘arguable’ solution for himself/herself or for T2JSR3 in Task 2, i.e. in intending
for a preferred tastier orange drink with a more/less concentrated one. T2 could neither design, nor
rely on textbook exercises or colleagues’ help. T2 even perceived that ‘[t]oo many [different] valid
answers could make students having obtained same scores indistinguishable in their ability’. When
prompted for a possible connection of student momentary ability to mathematical problem-solving,
T2 perceived Task 2 as involving a kind of ‘controversial’ problems which she would ‘avoid’ using
in her practice:
T2: (64, 29:47)
R:
T2:

R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:

R:
T2:

… However, most are okay.
Does your “Okay” means that most students could apply ratios to decide own preferred tastier or
tastiest orange drink?
Yes. But some only rejected equivalent options [for orange drinks] in same concentrations and
eliminated Option 1 and Option 3. They did not base on any concentration comparison with Option 2
to decide an option leading to a more or less concentrated orange drink. They were not answering
critically according to the questions but merely guessing the answer.
Should students pay any attention to this?
Of course yes. They should not be doing that.
How?
Inform them directly.
Through textbook exercises?
Impossible.
Have you tried to design any similar exercise?
No. May try.
How would this task interest students?
Because this type of problems can disclose how they could view mathematics as well as their
concepts. These are important things.
How would your colleagues design these problems?
Of course never.
How can you be so sure?
They would only expect designs of clear problems. Otherwise, a lot of disputes could occur. Students
would also intend their own ways of answering for an argument. Too many [different] valid answers
could make students having obtained same scores indistinguishable in their ability.
What should the rationale be for a problem be used in an assessment?
Should be skill- or concept-based. But most of them would rely on the correctness of expressions or
answers for scoring, or on how suitable mathematical knowledge might be applied to some given
contexts in solving some problems.

Although T2 could perceive two different ways of solution formulation of one in assuming a
preferred tastier orange drink in a more concentrated orange drink and of the other in a less
concentrated orange drink, T2 would rather not to assess them through an assessment. Instead, T2
preferred accounting for her use only in classroom discussion because she thought that the use of
such a kind of ‘controversial’ design of problems could make student beset with problem intentions
which would have even made the examination operation ‘entirely collapse’. The opportunities for
T2’s necessary teaching of mathematical problem-solving that T2JSR2’s and T2JSR3’s responses
in Task 2 might initiate appeared to be vulnerable to contemporarily the examination practice of
T2’s school:
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R: (64, 32:05)

T2:

How could the so-called “problem-solving” be related to learning mathematics? For example, we now
are giving problems for students to solve. But you seem not to advocate this type of problems for use
in assessing students’ ways of problem-solving. Some did not seem to be solving problems. For
example, a student was guessing an answer. When given options have been designed to be not
plausible to him/her, they could even not to choose. Could this really reflect that some students might
also be less skillful to apply ratios in supporting their judgements? Would this be in a concern of the
subject (Mathematics)?
You might describe [performance of some students] as so. But we need to avoid assessing students
with too controversial problems. In a classroom discussion, these problems will be relatively more
suitable, say for students to interact [with each other] more often. For example, in an examination, an
invigilator would then have entirely collapsed in dealing with such a situation, when different students
could happen to raise questions extensively, asking, ‘What is the intention of this problem?’ This
would make the examination operation collapse too. In addition, an invigilator cannot prohibit
students from asking questions.

T2 appeared to attribute some students’ less desirable problem-solving performance to the
design of Task 2 of giving ‘no definition for what a tasty orange drink should mean’ that ‘students
could arbitrarily make a decision or suggestion’ which in turn made students decide ‘arbitrarily’. T2
turned to perceive Task 2 as ‘complicated’ and suggested that ‘[s]ome students even did not
contemplate the task intention’ just because of the either required assumption that T2 could inquire
for solution formulation:
R: (65, 1:33)
T2:

R:
T2:

R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:

T2:

In general, some students did not demonstrate necessary calculations, or apply ratios to do
comparisons for their decisions, or even illustrate a way of comparisons…
Yes. I think students in Task 2 performed not well when compared with those in Task 1. This is
because Task 1 looks clearer. Basically, [there was] an order for students to follow. In Task 2,
students were required to find a way to decide the tastiest orange drink. This made their performance
polarized. Well-performed students could show detailed calculations.
Are these students in majority?
Not too many. Those being able to answer clearly are relatively few. This is a more complicated task.
Some students even did not contemplate the task intention. Just because the definition of “tasty” was
not given in the task, students might decide arbitrarily. For example, defining (a tastier orange drink)
with either “(mixing) with less water is tastier” or “(mixing) with more (concentrated) orange juice is
tastier” is possible.
What is the issue without such a kind of definitions?
Such a kind of presentation does not need to base on any expression and calculation for definition.
Since there was not any expression, it became hard for me to give a high score.
Take “(mixing) with less water is tastier” as an example. Why shouldn’t we be concerned with the
comparisons of the amount of water?
That is what exactly they did not show.
That means you also agreed with “(mixing) with less water is tastier” as a way to indicate how tasty
[of a given orange drink] a student might think. Was it just that students did not do any comparison
which made the definition seemingly subjective?
Yes.

T2 could even think that her momentarily perceived requirement on the way in defining
“tasty” or “tastiest” for a solution in Task 2 ‘does not base on any expression and calculation’. Such
a design could be attributive to her difficulty in recognizing students without too many ‘high scores’.
However, when promoted for a possible comparison of water in formulating a valid procedure, T2
revealed that a student could be unaware of when s/he had been supposed to make a necessary
comparison for a possible formulation of a valid argument in supporting his/her required decision.
T2 appeared to hide what the design of each situation of her used tasks did not teach was a student’s
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own necessary account of his/her reasoning arguments from her own autonomous inquiry, not from
a given predetermined inquiry. T2’s seeming attribution of T2JSR2’s ‘elimination’ strategy and
T2JSR3’s lack of awareness about when to apply water-related amounts or ratios for a valid
reasoning argument in solving the first and the second problems to the design of Task 2 in common
appeared to tell T2 wanted to attribute these students’ lack of her accepted reasoning arguments to
the design characteristics of Task 2, i.e. the need of an assumption for a definite reasoning argument
in solution formulation.
T2 further exemplified how the design of Task 2 should be attributed to T2’s ‘hard[ness]’ in
giving a score to another student’s (T2JSR4) response according to her rubrics:
T2: (65, 3:42)

R:

T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:

For example, this student (T2JSR4) merely relied on ‘less water taste and more water taste’ to decide
for the best way of mixing as 5 glasses of concentrated orange juice and 4 glasses of water. You can
only see the student’s judgement but without any reason or support in calculations. That made me
hard to give any score [in some rubrics].
Would learning mathematics consist of parts other than expressions? For example, has the student
(T2JSR4) answered the question? S/he only suggested 5 glasses of concentrated orange juice and 4
glasses of water. This obviously is his/her suggested answer for the third problem.
S/he did not show any reason not to choose one of the three given options.
In the other words, reasoning would be the other part that students are required to learn?
Yes.
You mean there are students who gave reasons but their suggestions were not based on those reasons.
Yes.
Do you mean a student with his/her decision might not have a definite reason?
Because your problem is requiring them (students) to give a judgement, or a suggestion in a definite
ratio, they might not necessarily make a decision according to their previous calculations or analyses.
This is strange.

T2 thought that T2JSR4 did not suggest any calculation in reasoning and supporting his/her
decision for the first problem. T2’s perception could mean T2JSR4 had addressed only the first and
the third problems but not the second. Figure 4.2.2f shows T2JSR4’s response. According to
T2JSR4’s response, T2JSR4 seemingly responded the first and the third problems with 1) Option 2,
and 3) ‘5 glasses of [concentrated] orange juice + 4 glasses of water [because] more orange taste,
less water taste’ but got scored only 1, 2, and 1 in respectively rubrics A, E and F. T2’s perceived
absence of T2JSR4’s explicit address to the second problem appeared to make her think that since
T2JSR4’s response ‘more orange taste, less water taste’ involved no calculations at all, T2 would
become reasonable not to perceive such a response as a valid ‘base’ in supporting T2JSR4’s
suggestion of ‘The tastiest: 5 glasses of [concentrated] orange juice + 4 glasses of water’ for the
third problem. T2 revealed that her use of Task 2 had initiated some students’ calculations or
analyses in her perception. In contrast with those addressed the second problem with these
calculations or analyses, T2 perceived T2JSR4’s response as ‘strange’. T2 rather thought that a
student might somehow intend not to show these calculations or analyses for a necessary ground in
deciding his/her choice for the first problem or suggesting a mixing method in ratio for the third
problem. T2’s perceived design of Task 2 in necessarily requiring a user’s assumption on “tastiest”
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or “tastier” could then be seen as what she would attribute T2JSR4’s lack of reasoning for the first
problem, i.e. his/her address for the second problem, as well as how T2 perceived way of reasoning
for T2JSR4’s address for the third problem as invalid to the design of Task 2.
To put T2’s perception of mathematical problem-solving simple, particularly in the light of
T2JSR2’s, T2JSR3’s, and T2JSR4’s shown arguments for their reasoning and addresses in the
second and/optionally or the third problems (T2 thought that a student should explain his/her
suggestion for the third problem but this is actually not required in description.), T2 could probably
intend to attribute these students’ failures in her perceived solution which might be exemplified by
T2JSR1’s response to the design of Task 2. Despite so, such a potential attribution should not affect
presumably T2’s intention of her necessary inputs about any suitable instructional adjustment that
these students’ responses could initiate. Actually T2 raised two questions for discussion:
1) ‘“[Is each problem of] it (Task 2) … a mathematical problem [?]”’, which she intended
for students’ inquiry of how to apply suitable mathematical knowledge in solution
formulation; and
2) ‘“Do you think if such a way of answering (T2JSR3) arguable?”’, which she intended
for students’ applications of learnt knowledge and their inquiry of their understanding of
a given (mathematical) solution.
Student response:
[For the first problem] 2
[For the third problem:] The tastiest: 5 glasses of
[concentrated] orange juice + 4 glasses of water  more
orange taste, less water taste
Score: 4
A: 1
B: 0
C: 0
D: 0
E: 2
F: 1

Figure 4.2.2f: A student’s (T2JSR4) response answering the first and the third problems in Task 2
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g. Suggestions in instructional adjustments and intentions of creation of
student learning for growths
T2 suggested two kind of instructional adjustments 1) ‘giving’ her scoring rubrics to
students, and 2) ‘repeating’ Task 2 for students to enhance their reasoning, not ways of reasoning.
Before these suggestions, T2 revealed some features of her used tasks which she thought that
students should have learnt how to reason (not different ways of reasoning) through these tasks.
T2’s exemplified tasks she had used included:
1) Problems explicitly requiring students to ‘“explain your answer”’, which T2 would
expect students to identify a specific mathematical relationship she intended for a
definite reason like: A product out of givens being ‘“not over half”’ in some frequencies
of a given statistical distribution of these products could be asserted as ‘“not most
welcomed”’. T2 thought that such a given relationship should have made every student
learn how to reason or explain. T2 put such a kind of relationships she had intended in
her used tasks in a design of the involving problems as ‘giv[ing] information’ for
formulating reasoning as well as for making decisions or judgements; and
2) Problems explicitly requiring students to prove given propositions, which T2 would
expect every student to have become skillful in ‘writ[ing] reasons to support’ her
intended relationships about given triangles or intended properties of given triangles.
R: (65, 6:34)

T2:

R:
T2:

R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:

R:
T2:

Do you think if these student responses (T2JSR2, T2JSR3, and T2JSR4) could be attributed to too
explicit style of questioning? For example, when the given context should indicate the intended kind
of expressions, they would give the intended expressions. And for example, if a given problem does
not require, or problems in textbook did not require, or a teacher’ assessment would not necessarily
require, then students would hardly perceive any need of explanation, right?
In examinations, there would be some problems being set to require students to “explain your answer”.
For example, in a statistic graph of a given scenario, a question like “Which product is the best or
most welcomed?” could be set to require students to explain how a suggestion might be established.
Then students would be required to explain. A student would have to base on his/her suggestion to
explain. S/he might employ, say, percentages in a given bar chart to explain. A condition like “not
over half” would help students not to regard a product as most welcomed. There were problems of
this kind requiring students to explain their answers.
That means students should follow the given context to answer or could elaborate by themselves (for
their decisions or answers)?
Of course, you have to give student information. Just like the current problems, students would have
to follow the information to do some calculations. Students were not allowed to give a mere decision
or merely answering yes or not. If so, they would not be given any score.
That means students were also assessed in problems which required students to make decisions and
explanations.
Yes.
And their decisions would affect how they could explain. Could I say so?
In general, students would be required to give explanation whenever they made a decision.
Would those required explanations involve any application of mathematical knowledge?
Yes, they would be required to do some calculations, just like proofs about whether given triangles
are equilateral triangles or similar triangles. Students were required to write reasons to support [given
propositions].
In addition to informing students directly your intended reminders, would there be any other way for
you to emphasize the importance of say reasoning, decisions, calculations, etc.?
I will give students the scoring rubrics you have seen. That is, what I would emphasize on is if a
student could give logical arguments, whether there could be some expressions to represent his/her
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procedures, or intermediate answers, or any other way [of answering] I could appreciate, and the
criticality in answering the given problems.
Would you think if your scoring rubrics could direct students to follow only what you had intended to
credit.
Yes. Because these rubrics indicate what students should pay attention. [I] hope students can get
inspired.
Since this activity was not an examination, the performance would not be accounted for school scores,
how would you get to know that your scoring rubrics would get students inspired?
Maybe repeat one more time.
How would this help?
I think so if they could have one more time to try. The activity actually would not be bad.
How would the curriculum be in lack of this kind of activities?
Quite in lack. Because a full coverage is also difficult.
Too many topics?
The contemporary student foundation is not good enough. They might make mistakes in arithmetics,
such as being forgetful in operational precedence and encountering difficulties in additions and
subtractions about fractions.

R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:

As far as potential instructional adjustments concerns this study, T2 expressed that students
should (re-)learn ‘equivalent ratios’ because she thought that by ‘[telling] them (students) to
connect their reasons to conclusion (i.e. decisions or suggestions), students could manage after
doing several times’. T2 simply bypassed why a student should make an assumption as a necessary
‘reason’ in supporting one possible way leading to his/her decision for the first problem or
suggestion for the third problem.
R: (65, 13:25)
T2:

R:
T2:

How about Task 2 (in teaching students)?
Task 2 should be related to “Ratios”. Students should know equivalent ratios, which would make
them distinguish different mixing methods. In fact, students generally know all involved (knowledge).
But at the end when you require an answer which yields a tastiest drink, they did not base on their
evaluated ratios to support their own decisions or suggestions. If students could have told to connect
their reasons to conclusions, students could manage after doing several times.
You mean students could not manage in one time?
No.

h. Brief summary of major perceptions
Table 4.2.2a tabulates a brief summary of T2’s perceptions of the three ill-posed problems
of Task 2 as presented above in a common set of various induced categories of text after the
Mayring’s (2015) Qualitative Content Analysis of interview transcription and translation across
different teachers and tasks.
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Major T2’s perceptions of Task 2
Observed students’ variety of problem-solving inquiries in own scoring rubrics, but
the designs of rubrics and scoring levels still for evaluation purposes of relative
Intentions of use
abilities in curricular contents of “Ratios”, e.g. ‘comparisons’, not for regulation of
student growths and extensions of student learning in alternative inquiries.
Accepted once of alternative inquiries but later refused because of ‘unable to give
Perceived Intentions of problems
scores’ of many of those who failed to suggest full ‘steps’ of own inquiry.
Used assumptions & perceived Recognized an arbitrary assumption as in an suggestion of ‘orange juice + lemon’;
solutions
See Figure 4.2.2c for solutions.
Reserved to use in ‘unrigourous’ activity; Rejected to use in teaching and assessment
Design
because of her perceived nil definite goal for only singular inquiries.
Rejected a ‘perfunctory’ assumption in (non-mathematical) problem-solving as in
elimination of equivalent options for a multiple-choice question in school assessment
activity (See Figure 4.2.2d.); Unable to recognize an assumption in ‘fragmented’
Unanticipated Assumptions &
concepts (See Figure 4.2.2e.) because of own evaluation purpose.
corresponding regulations
Suggested some well-posed problems only for further evaluation purposes without
any intention in extending the given problem-solving context for individuals; Raised a
seeming collaborative investigation for a student solution of its validity of inquiry.
Only in singular inquiries for a purpose of efficiency in evaluation and for the
Perception of mathematical
authority of a school’s summative assessment system, e.g. to give high scores;
problem-solving
Extension of student inquiries, as in chaos in inquiry validity, should be eliminated in
the system.
Suggested some other task problems being unable to extend the problem-solving
Suggested instructional
context; Intended a feedback of intended inquiry for future similar mathematical
adjustments
problem-solving tasks, Redoing Task 2.
Induced categories of text

Table 4.2.2a: Summary of T2’s perceived Task 2 in induced categories of text from interview

4.3 T3’s perceptions
T3 intended Task 1 and Task 2 for use as a ‘test’ or an ‘extended exercise’ in a S.2 class of
size 17. T3 perceived the tasks as ‘uncommon’ and the task complexity as the one of ‘those in
primary levels’. T3 intended to evaluate students’ concepts in topics “Fractions” and “Ratios”.
These topics are taught ones to students. T3 required each student to do both tasks. T3 reflected that
he gave no prior teaching and he did not allow any student discussion when use. T3 expressed that
students ‘felt good’ when they were doing and he detected some student soliloquies. T3 reported
that he asked them to ‘resolve by their own’ and did not answer any individual student’s queries
because he wanted to offer a ‘fair’ environment. T3 reported that he gave about 15 minutes for each
task.

T3 used a maximum score of 10 to qualify each student response to each task and wrote a
score on the corresponding worksheet. T3 did not supply any further document or resources
accompanying his use of neither task.
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4.3.1 Task 1:
In summary, T3 initially did not accept the design of Task 1 because T3 perceived that the
description as ‘imprecise’. T3 thought that a vague description could lead to a ‘lot of answers’. T3
identified and credited two different ‘solution cases’ because of his used assumptions. Both of these
“solution cases” were intended for “an ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming”. T1
based on some students’ solutions and realized that he missed to recognize one more solution cases
as valid. Later, he turned to perceive that the design of the task was ‘not bad’ because it ‘made
students think the same problem with three different perspectives’. At the end, T1 reported that he
had three solution cases to ‘illustrate to students’, which he might also use them to stimulate
students to reflect ‘the meaning of each part of the expressions’ in a solution and potentially further
assumptions as well as solution cases in a subsequent collaborative inquiry. T3 suddenly turned to
perceive that the design of the task was ‘not bad’ because it ‘made students think the same problem
with three different perspectives’.

T3 also thought that Task 1 might be used in teaching only after he had normally used up all
well-posed problems. T3 reflected some “subtasks” in his design to ‘make students think broadly’
by ‘modifying terms’ or ‘add[ing] or delet[ing] situations’.

a. Intention of use
T3’s intention of ‘test[ing]’ students made him intend not to react to individual students’
queries. T3 perceived Task 1 as ‘uncertain’ because he reflected that he was ‘unsure’ about his
solution. If he could have chosen to react to students in classroom, then he would have exemplified
how he might have to ‘explain clearly to students [what] to do’ with his intended modification, say
from the given context description ‘Anyway, leave me 1/4’ to ‘Dad ate one-fifth and then shared
one-fourth of the remaining to Mom’.
T3’s potential explanation that he did not do when he was using Task 1 was attributed to his
conception about what a mathematical problem for use should be. T3 thought that a mathematical
problem he used should be ‘precise’ in design. T3’s conceptualized ‘precision’ about the context
description of a problem he would use could be attributed to his intended process for students to
‘extend [inquiries of derivations] and find the ultimate answer’. T3 also perceived the context
descriptions of a given problem as some ‘initial conditions’. T3 added that without clearly ‘fixed’
these initial conditions, a problem could then yield ‘a lot of answers’ that he could not decide if he
should or was supposed to ‘accept them all’. T3 did not perceive such a decision as a kind of
mathematical problems.
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T3 reported that he had only given a ‘rough’ score to each student response.

b. Perceived intention of the problem
T3 also perceived that the problem in Task 1 might also have ‘many’ answers, if he ‘was
allowed to accept’ multiple answers simultaneously. According to how T3 had evaluated student
responses, his perceived intention of the problem in Task 1 was “the ultimate remaining portion of
the cake left to Siu Ming” which was found to be the same as for what T3 intended 3 suggested
‘different cases’ of solution in the interview.
T3 showed a student’s (T3CSR1) solution he gave a maximum score as shown in Figure
4.3.1a.
Student response:
Dad: ate 1/5 [of] 2 pounds = 0.4 (T3’s response: a tick)
Mom requests to reserve ¼ (of the whole cake)
Left 1.5 pounds
2 pounds – 0.4 pound – 0.5 pound
(T3’s response: a tick on expression “– 0.4 pound” and
another on “– 0.5 pound”)
= 1.1 pounds (T3’s response: a tick)
Brother ate 1/3 of the remaining
1.1/3 = 0.37 pounds (T3’s response: a tick)
2 pounds – 0.4 – 0.5 – 0.37
(T3’s response: a tick on expression “– 0.4 pounds” and
another on “– 0.37 pounds”)
= 0.73
Siu Ming can/may eat 0.73 pound
(T3’s response: a tick)
Score: 10

Figure 4.3.1a: A student’s (T3CSR1) response which T3 ‘roughly’ gave a maximum score

Figure 4.3.1b shows another student response he gave also a maximum score in different
ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming.
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Student response:
Dad: 900 ÷ 5 = 180𝑔 (T3’s response: a tick)
Mom: 900 ÷ 4 = 225𝑔 (T3’s response: a tick)
(900 − 180 − 225)
1
Brother: 495 × 3 = 165𝑔 (T3’s response: a tick on both
1

expressions “ ” and 165g)
3
Siu Ming: 900 − 180 − 225 − 165 = 330𝑔 (T3’s response:
a tick)
Score: 10

Figure 4.3.1b: A student’s (T3CSR2) response which T3 ‘roughly’ gave a maximum score
but in different ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming

These two student responses demonstrated that he used two different solutions during
evaluation as what T3 reported. The differences of these two solutions were found to lay on
different sets of assumptions.

c. Used assumptions in mathematical problem-solving and perceived
solution(s)
Table 4.3.1a shows T3’s 3 cases of solution revealed in interview. Each yields an ultimate
remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming different from others for T3’s perceived intention of
the problem in Task 1. Figure 4.3.1c shows T3’s inquiry these 3 solution cases during the interview.
Solution case 1 and 2 were what he used during his evaluation.
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Figure 4.3.1c: T3’s suggested 3 solution ‘cases’ in interview
(Actually, T3’s formulation for his solution of case 2 as shown above was found to be corrected by the following
excerpt. This indicated that T3 made a mistake in writing. The solution case 2 in Table 4.3.1a has been made adapt to
this correction correspondingly.
T3: (43, 28:30)

For Case 2, the best is to replace “leave me ¼” by “leave me ¼ of the whole” and replace “1/3 of the
remaining” by “1/3 of the remaining after Dad’s and Mom’s shares”. Then it would make me specify
the second case.

)
Solution
case
1
2
3

Major Expression T3 recognized
for his perceived problem intention
1 1
1
1
1 1
1
2
Mom’s share about “¼” is reserved after Dad’s share.
Brother eats the cake after both of Dad’s and Mom’s shares. = 1 − 5 − 4 (1 − 5) − 3 [1 − 5 − 4 (1 − 5)] = 5
1
1 1
1 1
11
Mom is reserved for one-fourth of the whole cake. Brother
= 1 − (1) − − (1 − − ) =
eats the cake after both of Dad’s and Mom’s shares.
4
5 3
5 4
30
1 1
1
1
17
Mom is reserved for one-fourth of the whole cake. Brother
= 1 − − (1) − (1 − ) =
eats the cake after only Dad’s share.
5 4
3
5
60
Table 4.3.1a: The underlying set of assumptions in each of T3’s revealed three solution ‘cases’
Used assumptions

d. Perceived design of Task 2
T3 reported that he ‘seldom used problems with multiple valid answers as examples to teach
students’, in contrast to his used of being ‘definitely single in both answer and solution’. Since T3
expressed that the solution of a used problem should be ‘developed from simpler ones’, he
perceived the problem in Task 1 as ‘more advanced’, particularly in yielding ‘more than one
situation’. T3 preferred ‘not to use it’ particularly at the start of teaching a new topic to students
because he thought that ‘[i]f students were taught only a little, then they could not know how to
think’. Instead, he would prefer ‘giving students to try’ Task 1 in a ‘second stage of teaching’ after
he had ‘used up or almost all’ those with definite solution or ‘“one-cased”’ problems in ‘detailed
description’. In T3’s perceived ‘first stage of teaching’, he exemplified three problems that he
would have to finish using: 1) ‘“In a cake, Siu Ming ate one-third. What is the remaining?”’ 2)
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‘“(Continued) Brother then ate two-thirds of the remaining. What is the remaining?”’ 3)
“(Continued) Siu Ming further ate one-third or one-half. [What is the remaining?]” T3 added that in
junior secondary levels, he would perceive a problem for use in a designed style resembled by the
design of the problem in Task 1 as ‘unrigourous’ because of ‘unclear wordings’. Nevertheless, T3
thought that he would still need Task 1 for students’ ‘trainings’ in junior levels for a transition to
‘manage multiple cases’ when they might ‘encounter in senior levels’. This was because T3 would
require them to give ‘a complete analysis covering all cases’.
When prompted for the necessity of such a 2-stage teaching, T3 reported that he was ‘in lack
of learning experience with problems in design that the one in Task 1 could resemble’. T3 reflected
that ‘no one design such a kind of problems’. T3 thought that his own learning experience was ‘too
examination-oriented’. T3 speculated that his lack of learning experience could be attributed to that
‘none of the problems in any past examination is similar to this [problem in Task 1]’. T3 also
thought that the design of Task 1 was ‘not bad’ because it ‘made students think the same problem
with three different perspectives’. T3 also perceived the design of Task 1 as ‘rare’ in which it would
‘require an analysis in different perspectives’.

e. Unanticipated assumption(s) from student response(s) and corresponding
instructional regulation(s)
Although T3 reported three solution cases, he had revealed at the beginning of the interview
that one of them was found to be unrecognized during his evaluation. Figure 4.3.1d shows a
student’s (T3CSR3) response, which T3 confessed that he mistakenly perceived his/her solution as
invalid in part.
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Student response:
1
Dad ate: 900 × 5 = 180𝑔 (T3’s response: a tick)
1

Mom ate: 900 × 4 = 225𝑔 (T3’s response: a tick)
1

1

Brother ate: (900 − 180 − 225) × 3 = 495 × 3 = 165𝑔
(T3 indicated an exchange of between the two expressions
“−180” and “−225” and responded: Order is a problem!)
Temporarily left cake: 900 − 180 − 22 − 165 = 330𝑔
Siu Ming
(T3 circled the expression “−165”)
1
1
Siu Ming may eat the remaining 2, i.e. 330’s 2 . He can eat
cake 165g. Because eating 330g is too much, he eats half,
which is the same as Brother’s portion.
T3’s response: Order of the sentences.
Score: 8

Figure 4.3.1d: A student’s (T3CSR3) response which T3 mistakenly regarded his/her solution as invalid in Task 1

Although T3CSR3’s response did not show how he could ground for a particular condition
from the context that Siu Ming should share ‘“1/2”’ of the remaining or why Siu Ming would have
to share a portion ‘the same as’ what T3CSR3 had evaluated for Brother’s share, T3 found that he
should have included T3CSR3’s way of thinking into his ‘third’ case of solutions. T3 confessed that
his solution in Case 3 (See Table 4.3.1a) was one how he had been inspired by T3CSR3’s response.
T3: (42, 22:00)

…
T3 (43, 12:11)
R:
T3:

Because the order of family members in sharing will affect their portions. Some students thought that
[they should] follow the order of appearance as textual description. Therefore, they could give Case 1
or Case 2, i.e. to reserve Mom’s share first before Brother’s share. However, when I examine the
context again, since Mom’s portion is a reserved share, Brother would share a portion at an instant of
what he could see. So, I think Brother might share just after Dad’s share and he might not need to wait
for Mom’s reserved portion to share. Therefore, I think this is also reasonable and I should not have
put this student [T3CSR3’s response] as wrong. Probably, s/he could see when my Case 1 or my Case
2 were unreasonable, then I put this (T3CSR3’s solution) in.
…But I have ultimately realized that s/he (T3CSR3) was somehow right, just like my Case 3. In fact
this student (T3CSR3) was clear. It was me who marked him wrongly.
Do you mean his/her (T3CSR3) way of thinking was generally correct?
Yes.

When he could go back to classroom, T3 thought that he could ‘illustrate his analysis of
different possibilities to students precisely according to the given context’:
T3: (43, 30:21)

…For example, “What kind of one-fourth is Mom’s requested one-fourth?” Or “Should Brother share
one-third of the remaining before or after Mom’s share?” I will use this way to make students accept
[my alternative cases of solution].
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As shown, T3 exemplified two initiating questions to ‘make students accept’ his three cases
of solutions according to his perceived assumptions that students in general should have been
supposed to have made for solution formulation:
1) ‘“What kind of one-fourth is Mom’s requested one-fourth?”’
2) ‘“Should Brother share one-third of the remaining before or after Mom’s share?”’

f. Perception of mathematical problem-solving
T3 reflected that all students in common answered only one of his solution cases. In a choice
between a “one-cased” and “multiple-cased” design of a problem for use, T3 chose the former for
use in evaluating students and the latter for use in teaching. However, T3 suggested in general 4
necessary conditions for his further use in teaching, namely: 1) a potential pedagogical situation that
‘not all students could simultaneously inquire at once all different solutions’, 2) students’
‘foundation’ in necessary prior knowledge, 3) ‘ample lesson time for teacher-student inquiries’, and
4) colleagues’ practice and sharing, which should promote a teacher’s own experience in suggesting
inquiries in multiple perspectives for student discussions being held in classroom:
R: (44, 6:45)

T3.
R:
T3:

R:
T3:

R:
T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T3:

Previous you have mentioned that you quite expect a student to devise multiple ways to inquire a
problem. But you said [problems resembling the design of Task 1] from textbooks are in lack. Also a
teacher has not been guided to make these problems.
Yes.
Then how could you still make students think in different perspectives?
I think it depends on a teacher’s ability. For a given problem, I have recently become more capable to
turn students’ mistakes in common into questions, in order to make them think in different
perspectives. In addition to own preparation, regardless of any collaborative lesson preparation among
colleagues in the same level of taught classes, it would still depend on a teacher’s own power to
convince other colleagues to do or share. In my school of 12 to 13 mathematics teachers, even though
I might share my own, not every teacher would buy.
That is: Do you think colleagues in a school could instead be a source of deterrents to teaching
multiple inquiries?
Yes. It really depends on a teacher’s own power. Since this problem (Task 1) is not common, a
teacher might not necessary think they would have to teach. They might think good to “hold a
student’s hand” to write “1+2=3” but not “2+1=3”. If a student could happen to write “2+1=3”, then
the student would have to correct to “1+2=3”.
Do you mean some of your colleagues would rather require students to follow their instructions
strictly in writing procedures?
I did have encountered this type of teachers. Some still think like that. Of course, I do not agree.
How would you think how one should learn mathematics?
Of course, including this.
Do you mean a problem with multiple ways of thinking?
Yes.

Figure 4.3.1e and Figure 4.3.1f show two students’ (T3CSR4 & T3CSR5) responses T3
picked how their ‘foundation’ could be influential for use of the problem in Task 1. T3 perceived
T3CSR4’s presentation ‘messy’, which might be attributed to his/her numerous mistakes in
calculations. Luckily, T3 could still recognize his way of problem-solving as one of his three
solution cases.
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Student response:
1
Dad ate: 900 × 5 (T3’s response: a tick)
= 180𝑔 (T3’s response: a tick)
1
1
Brother ate: (900 − 180) × = 820 ×
3
3
= 173.33 (T3’s response: a half-tick and 173.33 underlined,
order is different)
… = 353
(… could be an expression of 173.33 + 180 concealed by
correction fluid)
1

900 × 4 = 225 (T3’s response: a tick)
Siu Ming can/may eat at most 900 – 353
= 557 – 225 (T3’s response: 557 circled)
= 352g
Score: 7

Figure 4.3.1e: A student’s (T3CSR4) response showing
how T3 could identify his/her perspective in problem-solving without affected by his/her mistakes in calculations

T3CSR5 was not that lucky. Not until the interview, T3 ‘can’t really understand his/her
4

(T3CSR5) way of thinking’ particularly represented by his/her expression “ ” as validly yielded
15

1

1

from “(1 − 5) × 3 ”, which should presumably come from a portion of Brother’s share in T3’s
solution case 3. (See Table 4.3.1a.) T3CSR5 misled T3 by his/her own presentation style,
particularly in seemingly the mathematical equivalence of his/her shown expressions during his/her
derivation.
Student response:
4
1
4
1
− 4 (T3’s response: Expressions “5” and “4” underlined, a
5
question mark on whole expression)
16
5
= −
20
11

20
4

4

= 20 − 15 (T3’s response: Expressions “ 15 ” circled and
5

4

underlined, a equal sign between “ 20 ” and “15 ”, Fractions
only!)
33
16
= 60 − 15
17

= 60

17

Siu Ming may eat cake 225g, i.e. 60 of the original [cake].
Score: 5

Figure 4.3.1f: A student’s (T3CSR5) response how T3 was affected by his/her solution presentation
and in turn mistakenly omitted the validity of his/her mathematical perspective in problem-solving
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g. Suggestions in instructional adjustments and intentions of creation of
student learning for growths
T3 suggested that by asking students to discuss ‘the meaning of each part of the expressions’,
he would ‘“rely on examples”’ with his selected individual students’ responses on a visualizer to
initiate peer students’ potential inquiries of perspectives being alternative to their own, as well as
their judgements on these perspectives. T3 reflected that the seeming collaborative inquiries in
classroom could appear to explain how he could inquire and realize his third case of solution:
R: (44, 23:42)
T3.
R:
T3:

R:
T3:

How would you enable your students to think from one way of thinking to different ways? How
would you design your pedagogy?
I think I would still rely on examples.
How?
I might use a visualizer to demonstrate each single perspective from individual students without
showing mine. This is because each student might often come up with his/her own single perspective.
By collecting a number of them, I would ask students to discuss the meaning of each part of the
expressions [in a given student’s solution]. The sharing would facilitate exchange of ideas of not only
one’s own among students, say “Is this way (T3CSR3’s expression “4/15”) reasonable?” Then other
students would acquire different perspectives and their judgements on these perspectives.
Do you mean that you would seek students’ interpretations to explore their perspectives and
judgements on them?
Yes. For example, my original thought might also limit myself to give only 2 different perspectives,
which did not yield my solution method in the third case. Perhaps, there might be Case 4, 5 or 6. I
don’t know.

T3 also revealed a plan to ‘add or delete some situations by modifying terms’ so that he
could generate similar problems and ‘make students think broadly’.
T3: (43, 30:53)

Or in some similar problems, I think I can add or delete some situations by modifying the terms (in
the given context descriptions) so as to make students think broadly. Making students to think broadly
is good.

Following the plan, T3 suggested further three different “subtasks” he modified from the
problem of Task 1 which corresponded to each of his three solution cases for the problem, despite
T3 showed he appeared to be unable to resolve momentarily how a student might think of a
substantial connection that T3 might have to intend for between Task 1 and each of his three
suggested “subtasks”. Figure 4.3.1g shows T3’s three suggested “subtasks”.
R: (44, 26:55)
T3:
R:
T3:

After demonstration of different students’ solution, peer students might ask you to give an ultimate
solution or to specify the number of different solutions. How would you do?
For example, I would use Case 1 through adding some terms.
What terms? Could you show it on a worksheet?
When only small modifications are involved, I will replace “Anyway, leave ¼ to me.” by “Anyway,
leave ¼ of the remaining to me.” In addition, I will replace “1/3 of the remaining” by “1/3 of the
remaining after Dad’s and Mom’s share”. This would make me specify the first case. For Case 2, the
best is to replace “leave ¼ to me” by “leave ¼ of the whole to me” and replace “1/3 of the remaining”
by “1/3 of the remaining after Dad’s and Mom’s shares”. Then it would make me specify the second
case. Of course, I will tell students after their explanations to all three cases. For Case 3, I will replace
“leave ¼ to me” by “leave ¼ of the whole to me”, and modify “Having heard that, Siu Ming’s Brother
immediately went to finish eating 1/3 of the remaining.” as “Siu Ming immediately went to finish
eating 1/3 of the remaining.” and then put it before Mom’s words. This will make me specify the
third case and enable students to understand the third case.
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R:
T3:

When students could ask you to ensure a definite situation from multiple possible situations, how do
you think if these modifications would work?
… (a long silence)…

1) T3’s Subtask 1 (for solution case 1): Siu Ming’s Dad bought a cake of 2 pounds (approximately 900 grams). He ate
1/5. Siu Ming’s Mom saw Dad eating the cake, and said, ‘Anyway, leave ¼ of the remaining to me.’ Having heard
this, Siu Ming’s Brother immediately ate 1/3 of the remaining after Dad’s share and Mom’s share. If Siu Ming
wants to eat the cake, how should he decide how much to eat?
2) T3’s Subtask 2 (for solution case 2): Siu Ming’s Dad bought a cake of 2 pounds (approximately 900 grams). He ate
1/5. Siu Ming’s Mom saw Dad eating the cake, and said, ‘Anyway, leave ¼ of the whole to me.’ Having heard this,
Siu Ming’s Brother immediately ate 1/3 of the remaining after Dad’s share and Mom’s share. If Siu Ming wants to
eat the cake, how should he decide how much to eat?
3) T3’s Subtask 3 (for solution case 3): Siu Ming’s Dad bought a cake of 2 pounds (approximately 900 grams). He ate
1/5. Siu Ming’s Brother immediately went to finish eating 1/3 of the remaining. Siu Ming’s Mom saw Dad eating
the cake, and said, ‘Anyway, leave ¼ of the whole to me.’ If Siu Ming wants to eat the cake, how should he decide
how much to eat?
Figure 4.3.1g: T3’s modifications of Task 1 which corresponded
to some individual well-posed problems for each of his three solution cases

h. Brief summary of major perceptions
Table 4.3.1b tabulates a brief summary of T3’s perceptions of the ill-posed problem in Task
1 as presented above in a common set of various induced categories of text after the Mayring’s
(2015) Qualitative Content Analysis of interview transcription and translation across different
teachers and tasks.
Major T3’s perceptions of Task 1
‘Testing’ students’ curricular contents of “Fractions”, e. g. ‘of’ (i.e. part-whole
Intentions of use
concept), subtraction, etc.
Only a singular inquiry for “an ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu
Perceived Intentions of problem
Ming”, not for the given goal.
Initially 2 solutions during evaluation but changed to 3 later in interview; All for “an
ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming”; See Table 4.3.1a for
Used assumptions & perceived
accepted assumptions. No other used assumption was revealed.
solutions
All assumptions were found to intend for resolution of the designed “unstable” order
of sharing.
Design
‘Imprecise’ in suggesting some of his expected singular inquiries
Unanticipated Assumptions & The one in solution case 3 as presented in Table 4.1.1a (See Figure 4.3.1d.)
corresponding regulations
Probing student inquiries for alternatives in certain initiating questions.
Stepped back to teach because of limitations in inquiry ability and strength of prior
Perception of mathematical
knowledge of students, lesson time, and teacher training for teaching even singular
problem-solving
inquiries among well-posed problems
Designed some “subtasks” in different patterns of variations of descriptions of the
Suggested instructional
given problem-solving context to reduce multiple inquiries to singular inquiries in
adjustments
particular sets of assumptions for individual students’ growths. See Figure 4.3.1g.
Induced categories of text

Table 4.3.1b: Summary of T3’s perceived Task 1 in induced categories of text from interview

4.3.2 Task 2:
T3 perceived Task 2 as ‘not as complicated as Task 1’ because the influence of different
‘orders’ to solution formulation was ‘none’. T3 also perceived Task 2 as ‘problematic’ and
‘embarrassing’ in interpretation.
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In summary, T3 did not accept the use of any assumption for solution formulation and even
for Task 2 in current design. T3 actually thought that the current requirement of an assumption in a
reasoning argument should be reduced to seeking only ‘the most concentrated’ orange drink(s) (as
referred by the first and the third problems) because he thought that it was the design of Task 2 in
requiring a ‘subjective’ assumption which could make student unable to identify their intentions and
formulate their arguments in certain mathematical reasoning that he could evaluate students with
immediate and expected comparison results.

When prompted for potential instructional adjustments, T3 directly modified the intentions
of the problems in Task 2 to his intended ‘most concentrated’ orange drink(s), despite he also
supplemented to redo Task 2 in an seemingly physical version through some actual experiments for
students to identify their reasons in supplying necessary arguments for his required explanations (as
referred by the second problem).

a. Intention of use
Since T3 intended Task 2 (and Task 1) to evaluate students, T3 looked for students’
comparisons of given ratios and identifications of equivalent ratios from the givens before they
could show their decisions for their preferred tastiest orange drink in the first problem and the
second problem.
T3: (45, 1:25)

…The most problematic issue was that they (students) in general define [a] “tasty” [orange drink]
with the one in high concentration of concentrated orange juice. Many could judge those in the first
and the third options were equivalent [in concentration], suggesting [a ratio of] concentrated orange
juice to water as 2:3. This is good. However, in the view of the comparison between Option 2 and the
other two, they would base on [the assumption that] the orange drink being more concentrated is
tastier to decide. Some of them did not answer a particular ratio….

T3 also looked for how a ratio might be presented and made meaning in answering
particularly the third problem:
T3: (45, 2:45)

… If they would present with a ratio [in the third problem], I remembered that many students wrote
one to something because their learnt “slope” (the way how T3 might teacher students how to
understand a given slope) is often represented by one to n (where n is a natural number). But they did
not think: If a more concentrated orange drink is regarded as tastier, then why [did] not they use only
concentrated orange juice [without any water] as the mixing method? They should have answered like
this, saying that: ‘Only concentrated juice without mixing any water’.
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b. Perceived intention of the problem
T3 normally followed the described intention of both the first and the second problem, i.e. a
decision for the first problem and its explanation for the second problem. However, T3’s perceived
intention of the third problem was found to be different from what it is described (See Chapter
3.2.3):
T3: (45, 1:10)

Instead, only one out of three cases (options) is concerned and it asks for the tastiest at the end.

The third problem actually asks optionally for only the mixing method of an orange drink
being necessarily tastier than the one decided and attempted in the first problem. T3’s perceived
intention of the third problem appeared to be entirely independent from its designed necessary
relevance to what a user could happen to have answered in the first problem.

c. Used assumptions in mathematical problem-solving and perceived solution(s)
Figure 4.3.2a shows a student’s (T3JSR1) response which revealed an assumption T3 used
in solving the first and the second problems in Task 2.
T3: (45, 12:31)

R:
T3:

… For example, this (T3JSR1) used a ratio in concentrated orange juice to water to express different
[relative] concentrations [from mixing methods in given options]. S/he (T3JSR1) pointed Option 1
and Option 3 in the equivalent ratio. Therefore s/he expressed s/he had chosen a more concentrated
accordingly, i.e. Option 2. I did not give him/her a maximum score [but T3JSR1 was scored 9]
because s/he did not express if s/he would perceive a more concentrated orange drink as tastier. If s/he
could have done that, then I would have given him/her the maximum score.
You mean a student would have to define what a tastier orange drink is before s/he could start to
analyze, compare, and make a decision?
Yes.
Student response:
Option 2, because the taste is more concentrated. (T3’s
response: “Good”, “Concentrated ≠ tasty”)
1) 2/3 = 0.6667
2) 3/4 =0.75
Ratios are the same.
3) 4/6 = 0.6667
Score: 9

Figure 4.3.2a: A student’s (T3JSR1) response without a T3’s intended assumption
in Task 2 assumption during his evaluation

T3’s used assumption during evaluation was found to be: ‘a more concentrated orange drink
[is] tastier’. This was the only assumption T3 used.
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According to T3’s recognition of T3JSR1’s response, T3’s solution used in evaluation for
the first and the second problem could be reconstructed in Figure 4.3.2b:
I prefer a more concentrated orange drink because it is tastier.
I decide Option 2.
Consider (the relative concentration of concentrated orange juice to water of the orange drink in Option 1) = 2/3 = 8/12
Consider (the relative concentration of concentrated orange juice to water of the orange drink in Option 2) = 3/4 = 9/12
Consider (the relative concentration of concentrated orange juice to water of the orange drink in Option 3) = 4/6 = 8/12
Since 8/12 < 9/12, the relative concentration of the orange drink is the highest.
The mixing method referred by Option 2 yields my tastiest orange drink.
Figure 4.3.2b: T3’s solutions used for the first and the second problems in Task 2

T3 also presented his awareness of his use of this assumption in evaluating student
responses by presenting another student’s (T3JSR2) response as shown in Figure 4.3.2c. However,
T3 appeared to insist that the student’s (T3JSR2) decision could only be attributed to his/her some
shown ‘comparisons of fractions’. That is: T3’s perceived reason of why T3JSR2 could make
his/her decision would be resulted from his/her ability in fraction comparisons, instead of a
necessary basis of reference of what a taster orange drink s/he should prefer due to his/her made
assumption. T3 could be likely not to intend to teach his used assumption as a potential instructional
adjustment.
R: (45, 13:55)
T3:
R:
T3:

R:
T3:
R:
T3:

Is there any student response which clearly define what a tastier orange drink is?
Yes. This (T3JSR2), for example, said that ‘[an orange drink with] more concentrated orange juice …
suits my taste’.
You did not give the maximum score to this student (T3JSR2). Why?
Although s/he (T3JSR2) showed 3 parts [of calculations], s/he did not explain how the involving
numbers could come from. For example, in the first part, s/he seemed to say in 5 portions, 2 portions
are concentrated orange juice, 3 are water. That means they total 5 portions. After further expansion,
orange juice and water respectively share 28/70 and 42/70 [of the orange drink in Option 1]. Both the
second and the third parts are similar. I think this student (T3JSR2) could allow people to compare
immediately. However, this student (T3JSR2) only seemed to demonstrate some fractions. If
concentrations [among different options] could have been compared, then s/he (T3JSR2) might only
compare the amount of concentrated orange juice. It would not be necessary to compare the amount
of water. Although s/he (T3JSR2) seemed to compare, s/he (T3JSR2) did not indicate any result
clearly, which seemed to ask me to decide.
Then this task is exactly asking students to learn to base on mathematical assumption to make
decision, right?
I have not yet thought of.
Do you think if this problem (task) is to require students to make decisions, not limited to expressing
something with say concentration?
To require students to make decision with comparisons of fractions.
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Student response:
I think [the relative concentration of] 3 glasses of
concentrated orange juice to 4 glasses of water yields the
tastiest orange drink because:
2 3 28 42
1) 5 , 5 70 , 70
3 4

2) ,

30 40

,

7 7 70 70
4 6
28 42

3) ,
,
10 10 70 70
[Option] 2 yields more concentrated orange juice, which suits
my taste. So, I choose Option 2.
T3’s response: 6 ticks of each on an expansion of
denominators, underlined “suits my taste”, “= more orange
juice” under “suits my taste”, “What if solution A vs solution
B?”
Score: 8

Figure 4.3.2c: A student’s (T3JSR2) response with a T3’s intended assumption
in Task 2 assumption during his evaluation

d. Perceived design of Task 2
Before T3 had revealed that he could identify his used assumption during evaluation, T3
expressed that he even did not perceive that Task 2 had been intended learning comparisons or
decisions for use in learning. T3 perceived “tasty” in context as ‘embarrassing’ because different
tastes could be ‘difficult to be compared through numbers’ and the comparison result about
different tastes could not be ‘readily obtained’. T3 analogized his ‘problematic’ perception with ‘a
comparison of two given heights’ which he could not obtain readily an ‘obvious’ ‘comparison
result’. T3’s ‘problematic’ perception might then be put as his own evaluative intention for
immediately available results of some readily formulated comparisons:
R: (45, 4:27)
T3: (45, 5:22)
R:
T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T3:

If Task 2 could be used in teaching, then what should a focus be?
…
…The ratio of two given aqueous solutions.
Since 2:3 or 4:6 have been described quite explicitly in the context, how could they do Task 2 well?
Would this task also involve say any comparison or decision?
I can’t see that.
What else then could you see in your teaching focus for the use of Task 2?
The most embarrassing was the term “tasty”.
Why? Asking a given food or drink being tasty or not is a common question.
But when you say tasty, I might not agree. This is exactly asking students’ opinions. In a comparison
of two given heights, the comparison result is very obvious. It becomes difficult to use numbers to
compare whether [something] is tasty or not.

Such a T3’s perception indicated that his perceived design of Task 2 should have enabled
him to deal with a decision without any personally subjective assumption as a necessary reasoning
argument from any individual student because he could not judge a student’s personal argument
with an immediate absolute result. T3 even put some students’ lack of their arguments in
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demonstrated his intended comparisons as phenomena which he would intend to attribute to the
design of Task 2 in requiring a personal assumption in a reasoning argument:
R: (45, 7:28)
T3:

Previous you used concentrations to compare, didn’t you? Are those concentrations numbers?
That was why they would often say (write): “The more concentrated is tastier”. One of them is even
special: Having written a lot and then decide the tastiest and conclude with a reason “I like”.

T3’s attribution was about that even some students could demonstrate their use of numbers,
e.g. concentrations, in comparing orange drinks, T3 did not think if he should assert for their
preferred tastiest orange drink in a highest concentration according their definitions of ‘“The more
concentrated is tastier”’. T3 appeared to worry because once he would have accepted such an
assumption in ‘“I (a student) like”’, he might have to recognize students who had answered the first
problem without any, or any relevant, i.e. ‘a lot [of T3’s perceived irrelevant]’, mathematical
argument he failed to intend for his own evaluation. To put it simple, T3 thought that it was the
design of all problems in Task 2 requiring a user’s own assumption in one of his/her reasoning
arguments for solution formulation that would make T3 ‘embarrass[ed]’ in recognizing those who
made a decision in the first problem without any subsequent relevant mathematical reasoning
arguments or without answering the second problem, and those who simply made a suggestion in
the third problem. T3’s perceived ‘problematic’ in describing the problems in Task 2 might be
further specified to the design of such an assumption.
Figure 4.3.2d shows a student’s (T3JSR3) response T3 perceived as ‘interesting’. T3
appeared to intend this response for his attribution of his/her performance to the design of Task 2,
particularly in his perceived intention of seeking a seemingly unique and definite ‘tastiest’ drink for
the third problem. After T3 had followed T3JSR3’s definition of a tastier orange drink in ‘strong
taste’ (which might be thought as in higher relative concentration of concentrated orange juice in
the drink without further evidences), T3 was found to have intended his own perceived ‘an orange
drink with entire concentrated orange juice’ for a necessarily single and definite answer to attempt
the third problem in an only ‘tastiest’ orange drink of the highest concentration of given
concentrated orange juice, or simply in his perceived ‘entire concentrated orange juice’. This T3’s
intention appeared to be entirely different from what the third problem has been described.
T3: (45, 8:35)

This (T3JSR3) is interesting. S/he initially addressed the third problem and only presented his/her
own opinion, and said, ‘I think 3 glasses of concentrated orange juice to 1 glass of water is the tastiest
because it will have strong orange taste.’ S/he seemed to say that the more the concentrated is the
tastier. In his/her attempt to the third problem, the composition of concentrated orange juice could be
variously be made to be larger than those in the three givens so as to make it the tastiest. The most
special is s/he only raised one to something to answer but in fact there are infinitely many possible
answers, e.g. 1:10, 1:100 and s/he actually did not require an orange drink with entire concentrated
orange juice.
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Student response:
I think 3 glasses of concentrated orange juice to 1 glass of
water is the tastiest. Because this will have strong orange
taste. In the 4 [th mixing method] (T3JSR3’s suggestion to
the third problem), the composition of concentrated orange
juice is more than that in each of other three. So, [the orange
drink referred by] the 4 [th mixing method] is the tastiest.
T3’s response: Underlined “strong”, “the tastiest”, “1 is the
base”, “Not study about the three given options”
Score: 4

Figure 4.3.2d: A student’s (T3JSR3) response of T3 in Task 2.

Figure

4.3.2e

shows

another

student’s

(T3JSR4)

response

T3

perceived

as

‘incomprehensible’:
T3: (45, 10:01)

R:
T3:
R:
T3:
R:

T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T3:

This (T3JSR4) also shows not much reason but said, ‘I will suggest to use 2 glasses of concentrated
orange juice and 2 glasses of water, because this may make taste more prominent than other mixing
methods.’
2 glasses of concentrated orange juice and 2 glasses of water might mean a ratio of one to one, right?
This way of answering without any reason made it incomprehensible.
Do you mean why s/he didn’t write an equivalent ratio 1:1 in lowest term or what?
You question is…?
I don’t quite understand why you have perceived this student response as incomprehensible. And
more importantly, I don’t quite understand how you might make use of Task 2 to teach students. You
said that Task 2 might be used in teaching “Ratios”, right?
Yes.
But you also said that you could have been beset with whether an orange drink is “tasty” or not, right?
Or you simply think the decision could merely be a personal choice.
Yes. Whether higher or lower would be for a decision.
But now it has become some comparisons in numbers.
Yes.
Do you mean that students who normally did not express numbers in comparisons for their response
to the first and the second problems?
In fact, they did.

T3 had expressed his perception of his required students’ applications of equivalent ratios
for ratio comparisons and decision making in the first and the second problems. Particularly when
T3 raised T3JSR3’s response, T3 intended to show T3JSR3 who failed to inquire T3’s own
perceived intention of the third problem in necessarily suggesting definitely an orange drink in only
concentrated orange juice when he followed T3JSR3’s assumption. If T3 happened to have intended
the third problem for the most concentrated orange drink as the required tastiest orange drink, then
he should have required himself to intend for certain ratio comparisons with each ratio in the given
options to support his intended suggestion for the third problem. That is T3 did not intend his own
required reasoning arguments to support his own mathematical reasoning lead to a necessary
support of his solution to the third problem in an orange drink of ‘entire concentrated orange juice’.
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However, T3 evidently refused to perceive comparison and decision as his perceived intention of
what he might intend for any of his adjustment of T3JSR3’s learning. T3 seemed to show that he
could only be somehow personally uncomfortable to the designed intention of the third problem in
the current description, i.e. it only required an optional suggestion without the necessity of showing
any reason. However, it does not mean that a user should attempt the third, if s/he could or would,
without any valid reason. T3’s own mathematical problem-solving appeared to have been affected
by his perceived design of the third problem.
T3 then turned to raise T3JSR4’s response to indicate how he could not comprehend. T3
then instead turned to refuse to perceive the arguments in T3JSR4’s response as some valid reasons.
Actually, T3JSR4 had reasoned his/her suggestion of his/her preferred orange drink, in a ratio of
concentrated orange juice to water in ‘2:2’, being tastier than those referred by the given option for
presumably answering the third problem. Despite the third problem has not been stated to require
compulsorily a user’s explanation for his/her suggestion, ‘2:2’ might or might not be a valid
suggestion because it only gave a relative concentration of concentrated orange juice to water in 0.5,
which should be the lowest among the three givens. If T3 could have inquired that T3JSR4 actually
did not make his/her assumption clearly, then regardless of how contradictory the assumption could
be to T3JSR4’s suggestion, then T3 should have been able to comment how he might have
‘comprehended’ T3JSR4’s suggestion as a valid or otherwise invalid answer to the third problem.
Student response:
I will suggest to use 2 glasses of concentrated orange juice to
2 glasses of water, because this may make taste [of the
orange drink] more prominent than other mixing methods.
T3’s response:
“No reason!”, “No analysis of [Option] 1, 2, 3”
Score: 3

Figure 4.3.2e: A student’s (T3JSR4) response in Task 2 T3 perceived as ‘incomprehensible’.

T3 was found to be quite puzzled about how he might make use of T3JSR3’s and T3JSR4’s
responses to identify some clear intentions that he should have planned in somehow adjusting their
learning.
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e. Unanticipated assumption(s) from student response(s) and corresponding
instructional regulation(s)
T3 was found to be puzzled about a seeming dilemma: 1) ‘students could do calculations but
[were] unable to make an ultimate decision’, 2) ‘students only wrote decisions or suggestions [about
some mixing methods] but did not show any [or any mathematically relevant] reason’. T3 puzzled
in prioritizing his intentions to deal with these two issues. T3 then suggested a “physical experiment”
to deal with through an ‘“entry point”’:
T3: (45, 18:23)

R:
T3:
R:

If this problem’s entry point could be: Perhaps I would first need students to ignore the current three
options but only give them ample concentrated orange juice and water and let them mix randomly,
then this would make students to understand the source of decision-making. This would make
students to deduce their needs in fixing a particular ratio.
What would this entry point make you teach?
Because I would start from decision, therefore I should intend to teach student decision. This would
make them inquire what ratio should be.
If I could intend to enter with how to use ratios, then I would use the current problems: given some
mixing methods, students would be required to mix the first, the second, and the third orange drinks.
[This would make me] understand students how to make decisions.

T3’s designed ‘entry point’ could be seen as a physical situation for students to answer the
third problem in Task 2 first and then the first two problems next. T3 intended a student’s inquiry
for why s/he would be required to suggest or ‘fix’ a particular ratio in meaning his/her preferred
tasty orange drink. However, T3 used the term ‘decision’ to describe a suggestion for an attempt to
the third problem. T3 also intended to base on the given design of the first and the second problems
in Task 2 to raise a student’s needs to decide an orange drink out of the given mixing method.
However, T3 did not reveal how a student could base on what particular ground to make a
suggestion or a decision through his suggested “physical experiment” at his ‘entry point’:
R: (45, 20:05)
T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T3:

R:
T3:
R:

Do you agree if Task 2 is to teach how students should make decisions?
No.
How would you think if a teacher in teaching mathematics should make students apply their
mathematical knowledge and enable them to make a decision of his/her own?
Important. However, what we do in all trainings has been emphasized on skills, such as calculating
ratios.
But you have just expressed your perceived importance in enabling students to make decisions. Is it a
contradiction?
Yes.
If you are now given an opportunity to rethink how you would teach students to make decision, then
how might Task 2 help?
The use of this task can be difficult. Because it involves some subjective decisions.
How could you design yours then?
If students are required to make decisions, then these three given options might be put remained. But I
would add at the end to replace the original question: “Which mixing method yields the most
concentrated?” Since I think students in Secondary 2 level might also find it difficult to point out, I
would even add: “In what mixing method would yield the most concentrated orange drink?” In this
way, I guess students might write say one to eight.
Do you mean you would modify the description, such as the use of concentration? Would you need a
prior teaching for the concept of concentration?
I think students know.
Then will you give the definition of concentration to them?
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T3:

No. I think they can distinguish the comparisons between the amount of concentrated orange juice and
the amount of water.
Could you write your modification down?
Yes….

R:
T3:

T3 did not agree that Task 2 would help to teach since T3 perceived the design of Task 2 as
‘involv[ing] subjective decisions’. Figure 4.3.2f shows a T3’s modification on Task 2 he intended to
implement his “physical experiment” for teaching students’ decision-making and suggestions as
what had been required by Task 2:
May plans to use a bottle of concentrated orange juice to prepare an “orange drink”. She intended to base on one of the
following mixing method to prepare:
1. 2 glasses of concentrated orange juice and 3 glasses of water
2. 3 glasses of concentrated orange juice and 4 glasses of water
3. 4 glasses of concentrated orange juice and 6 glasses of water
She wants to make the orange drink in highest concentration. Which one will yield the most concentrated orange drink?”
Why?
If you can use your own mixing method, then how would you make it the most concentrated?
Figure 4.3.2f: T3’s modification of Task 2 for teaching students decision-making and suggestions

Despite T3 previously perceived the design of Task 2 as ‘problematic’, particularly in
requiring a user’s assumption, T3 modified the first and the third problems of Task 2 to intend his
modifications for the same intention of only the most concentrated orange drink. In particular, T3
did not think he would have to supply any definition to mean for use of his assumed prior concept
on concentration in his modification.

f. Perception of mathematical problem-solving
As reported before, T3 perceived that Task 2 should yield a student’s illustration of his/her
use of ratio comparisons and identifications of equivalent ratios, which would mean how s/he could
have solved the first and the second problem. T3 thought that the design of Task 2 should not
involve a subjective ‘opinion’ in making any personal assumption for solution formulation.
However, T3’s personal assumption was what he used in formulating his own solution and in
making sense of student responses such as T3JSR1 and T3JSR2 for evaluation.

T3 also did not think he would intend student responses in Task 2 to teach students how to
make decisions and suggestions through student responses. Despite T3 suggested his modification
to do, he revealed that his modification could have instead limited ‘students’ thoughts’ in necessary
decisions and suggestions that they should have learnt in the original design of Task 2.
R: (45, 25:00)
T3:
R:
T3:
R:

Then would this modification enable you to intend for your expected answer, say 1:0?
In fact, n to zero is possible.
How do you think an answer from your currently modified task would satisfy a situation in real life?
Do you mean a zero at denominator?
In addition to that, in say a party, how do you think a student would mix an orange drink in highest
concentration of concentrated orange juice?
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T3:

This is what mathematics guys do. It is really that extreme. In a more concentrated orange drink, one
may only add one or two drops of water, or even none. I think these situations are acceptable for
students to put into their lives. In reality, everyone has a different taste. Some like concentrated.
Others like diluted. For me, I would accept n to zero. However, it would take some time to direct my
explanation to students not to apply a zero denominator in such a situation.
According to your modification, would your question still allow a student to introduce his/her
perspective in mixing?
Actually, I might have limited their thoughts.

R:
T3:

g. Suggestions in instructional adjustments and intentions of creation of
student learning for growths
T3 showed that he would only intend to adjust student learning in concepts or skills of
“Ratios”, such as identifying equivalent ratios, comparing given ratios, alerting divide-by-zero-error
in presenting a given ratio, and/or reducing to a given ratio to its simplest terms. Since T3 perceived
the assumption as ‘subjective’, he appeared to decline any intention in revealing how these concepts
and skills he intended might be applied to facilitate a student’s necessarily inquiries in formulating
his used solution, particularly in making decision or suggestion of their own as what Task 2 might
have initiated students to inquire.
R: (46, 4:12)

T3:
R:
T3:

R:
T3:

You mentioned that you have taught your students the topic “Ratios” and even though you have
taught students how they should express themselves, in this task, how do you think if your students
could apply what have learnt in the topic “Ratios”? How would you think if their applications were
reasonable or not?
They could apply their learnt knowledge in “Ratios”
But they did not seem to be able to express reasonably a ratio in representing an orange drink tastier
than what they could decide in the first problem.
In fact, it looks strange because the problem only asks students’ own opinions. If a student could
become subjective to decide a particular way of mixing, say 2 glasses of concentrated orange juice to
2 glasses of water, this way of answering should not be reflecting how they could apply mathematical
knowledge.
Since this problem does require any student explanation, why not? 2:2 is also a valid ratio. Would you
agree if a student could give suitable reasons, then such a solution should then be accepted, right?
The reason is: Why didn’t the student write 1:1 but 2:2. Such a way of answering (2:2) would not
make me think a student could apply what I taught. The issue of answering 2:2 instead of 1:1 is that a
student might reveal some unclear concepts. If a student could answer 1:1, then I might hardly be
picky. That is: if a student could illustrate some ratios in comparisons, say 1:3 or 2:3, then I would
think such a student would become sensible to what they had learnt.

h. A brief summary of major perceptions
Table 4.3.2a tabulates a brief summary of T3’s perceptions of the three ill-posed problems
of Task 2 as presented above in a common set of various induced categories of text after the
Mayring’s (2015) Qualitative Content Analysis of interview transcription and translation across
different teachers and tasks.
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Major T3’s perceptions of Task 2
‘Testing’ students’ curricular contents of “Fractions” and “Ratios”, e. g. equivalence,
Intentions of use
comparison, fraction bar, divide-by-zero error in representation of taste and
applications like ‘(relative) concentration’, ‘slope’.
All three problems in common for the most concentrated orange drink among givens
Perceived Intentions of problems
shown revealed in momentarily devised instructional adjustment
Used assumptions & perceived Assumption only for the most concentrated orange drink as the common tastiest
solutions
orange drink for all. See Figure 4.3.2b.
Design
‘Embarrassing’ for recognition in a definite comparison result during evaluation
Refused to accept user-defined assumptions valid reasoning arguments
Unanticipated Assumptions & Suggested a physical experiment in re-doing Task 2 but in unclear intentions of
corresponding regulations
mathematical problem-solving and an insensible subtask seeking all for the most
concentrated orange drink in common. See Figure 4.3.2f.
Perception of mathematical
Own limitation in task design for stimulating alternative inquiries in regulating student
problem-solving
growths and learning for the same problem-solving context
Suggested instructional
Only for curricular contents but irrelevant to problem-solving e.g. fractions in
adjustments
common form of the lowest term
Induced categories of text

Table 4.3.2a: Summary of T3’s perceived Task 2 in induced categories of text from interview
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Chapter 5: Data Analysis
The primary level of category formation made this study structure logically all acquired
perceptions for each task in roughly 7 comparable parts among the three teachers. These structures
might be said as rough because each teacher’s essence about perceived effectiveness of own
practice in teaching mathematical problem-solving was unique. Their reacted intentions about
potential learning adjustments against student responses became deviating from each other
according own essence. However, these rough parts have intentionally been presented to allow a
reader to understand how each teacher had once had different areas of perceptions in different
conditions. Roughly speaking, teachers could have a different set of assumptions, solutions, and
plans of instructional adjustments once their perceived intentions of a given ill-posed problem had
changed. One more level of analysis had been done to facilitate this study in exploring teacher
perceptions in specifically their changes according to momentary changes of their sets of
assumptions in mathematical problem-solving. This second level of analysis of the transcribed
interview about perception change was found to be particularly useful and critical in connecting
how teachers might be influenced by a given assumption and how they might momentarily devise
instructional adjustments for “contingent” preparation of teaching of a presumably comprehensive
mathematical inquiry or different ways of mathematical problem-solving. Four categories of
perceptions were identified. These categories were put as different scenarios and used to establish
the relationships between teachers’ use of ill-posed problems and their potential implementations of
formative assessment of mathematical problem-solving, which should answer the four research
questions step by step.

5.1 List of Scenarios of Perceptions
At a potential moment of contingency that a teacher might intend to implement a ‘formative’
assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009), s/he could on one hand intend to some of his/her own planned
instructional adjustments to simulate an intended individual student and group of students according
to respectively his/her response and responses in certain common features in mathematical
reasoning so as to facilitate his/her intended cognitive influence through these planned instructional
adjustments. A teacher’s intention(s) in designing contingently instructional adjustments leading to
his/her intended cognitive influence(s) should be seen as utmost importance in facilitating an
individual student’s own account directly (the teacher) or indirectly (peer students) of his/her own
reasoning capacity in accommodating necessary mathematical knowledge for use in solution
formulation against a given mathematical problem-solving situation and for further inquiries of
alternative ways of solution formulation. In the use of a given ill-posed problem, this study intends
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its exclusive feature, i.e. assumption, designed in the description of its context and its question,
which should spontaneously initiate a user’s necessity of own interpretation for solution formulation.
On the other hand, a teacher could also be cognitively influenced by certain unanticipated
assumptions used by an individual student in his/her response to a given ill-posed problem. Such an
instant could also be seen as a moment of contingency that a teacher might create or capitalize upon
when these assumptions could evidently be found to have stimulated him/her to devise momentary
plans of certain dedicated instructional adjustments, so that s/he could get himself/herself prepared
for actions in regulating learning of not only students with their responses employing those
assumptions, but also the rest. In such potential moments of contingency, a teacher might likely
reveal his/her perception changes according to his/her unanticipated assumptions, his/her changes of
instructional adjustments, and/or his/her alternative plans of actions.

This section intends to summarize these perceptions and changes in certain scenarios found
by this study. Based on Mayring’s (2015) process model of inductive category formation, 4
scenarios were found to indicate teachers’ potential asynchronous moments of contingency which
they could evidently create or capitalize upon according to the relationships between their used
assumptions and revealed instructional adjustments:
1. Scenario 1 (Evaluation Perception)
2. Scenario 2 (Assumption Expansion Perception)
3. Scenario 3 (Assumption Collection Perception), and
4. Scenario 4 (Intention Indecision Perception)
Since any instructional adjustment revealed in a given teacher’s perception could merely be
the teacher’s potential plan according to different inquirable pedagogical situations stimulated by
certain given student responses and covered in only a two-hour interview, there has not yet been
any formative interaction revealed from actual interactive situations in real classrooms which has
facilitated any evident cognitive influence among different parties of classroom participants, i.e. a
teacher, individual students, and peer students. The use of a scenario of a teacher perception instead
of a teacher’s creation and capitalization upon a moment of contingency in description will become
more appropriate.

I am going to exemplify each of them through some interview excerpts. The use of these
scenarios of perception is believed to be helpful in analyzing teachers’ revealed instructional
adjustments during potential moments of contingency in future studies about the effectiveness of
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mathematics teachers’ practice in teaching mathematical problem-solving with the use of ill-posed
problems according to the lens of the theory of ‘formative’ assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009).

5.1.1 Scenario 1: Evaluation Perception
A given student’s response evidently did not follow a teacher’s perceived intention of a
given ill-posed problem, or his/her intended assumption for his/her interpreted solution of a given
ill-posed problem. The teacher intended to apply his/her own perceived intention of the problem or
his/her own assumption in adjusting the student’s learning. Unless a teacher could momentarily
show his/her changes in his/her solution, used assumptions, intended instructions for certain
learning adjustments, or any plan of them, the student response would not be seen to have initiated
any perception change of a given teacher. For example:
T: (37, 32:02)

His/her (Student S) way of doing is the same as my original thought. Dad ate 1/5. After Dad had eaten
1/5, the remaining is given to Brother. … and (the remaining) is to subtract (Brother’s share) and then
subtract Mom’s one-fourth (of the whole). So, it remains seventeen over sixty. This is also my original
thought.

This exemplifying scenario shows that a teacher (T) perceived his/her ‘original thought’ as
the ‘same’ as a student’s (S) ‘way of doing’. This indicates both T and S shared the same perceived
intention of a given ill-posed problem. In addition, the set of underlying assumptions T used in
his/her solution for evaluating S’s response had not been influenced by S, despite T’s expressed
‘original thought’ can mean certain momentary change of his/her perception due to other reasons
during interview. Actually, T intended to apply his/her own solution to adjust S’s used assumptions
in interpreting the problem intention and context but found that it had been unnecessary.

5.1.2 Scenario 2: Assumption Expansion Perception
A given student’s response evidently did not follow a teacher’s perceived intention of a
given ill-posed problem, or his/her intended assumption for his/her interpreted solution of a given
ill-posed problem. The teacher did not intend to apply his/her own perceived intention of the
problem or his/her own assumption in adjusting the student’s learning. Instead, the teacher was
evidently found to have changed his/her perceived intention of the given ill-posed problem or
his/her used set of assumptions being formulated in given solution(s). The teacher expanded his/her
perceived assumptions in an evident reformulation of his/her own solution. For example:
T: (37, 31:06)
R:
T:
…
R: (38, 0:28)
T:

Temporarily, I cannot see a second way of thinking [of T].
Only one way?
Yes. This is the only correct thought. Others are those being wrong in calculations, such as direct
subtraction [about Brother’s one-third of the whole cake]. There is not any second thought.
How about this? Why is it different from the first one?
This …2 pounds… remaining… Dad has eaten … and remaining.. .and then… (T was reading the
second student response)
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R:
T:
R:
T:

Wrong calculation?
Oh… let’s see… In fact, this is not….
Is this another way of thinking? Or what Mom’s share was reserved before Brother’s share?
Probably yes. Dad has finished eating. His/her thought is Mom would have to share one-fourth of the
remaining after Dad’s share. And the remaining is…. Haha…
If you could have a chance to remark, how would you do?
That means this student thought that Mom’s share could be first reserved and then Brother would eat
one-third of the remaining. It works. Haha…
Are you going to give him/her 10?
Really a yes. Definitely.

R:
T:
R:
T:

This exemplifying scenario showed that a teacher’s (T) solution who was momentarily
influenced by a student’s (S) assumption about how ¼ of the remaining of the cake after Dad’s
share might be reserved for Mom’s share in Task 1. T’s expansion of his/her set of assumption was
found to be evident when T reflected that T would give also a maximum score of 10 to S’s solution.
Such an extra recognition of T means that T changed to perceive S’s solution as an alternative
solution. The maximum score given by T to S’s solution even means S’s solution could be
equivalently the best when compared to T’s own solution. T’s expression that S’s solution ‘also
makes sense’ indicates both T and S perceived the same intention of the given problem. However,
T’s original perception of “1/4” as only “one-fourth of the whole cake” which made T perceive
alternative responses as ‘wrong in calculations’ and neglect to perceive S’s assumption as valid. In
the other words, T was then found to have to expand his/her set of assumptions for reformulating
his/her solution in order to accept S’s solution as an alternative before s/he could perceive it as
‘mak[ing] sense’. Actually, T expanded his/her set of assumptions on the context “1/4” in Task 1
from only “¼ of the whole cake” to inclusively “¼ of the remaining of the cake after Dad’s share”
due to S’s solution. Momentarily T could be yet to reveal any of adjustments of his/her instructional
plan. This example shows a Scenario 2 related to an alternative interpretation of the context of a
given ill-posed problem which could initiate an alternative assumption for an alternative way of
mathematical problem-solving in a given intention of the problem.

The following excerpt shows another example of Scenario 2. It is about the questioning style
of a given ill-posed problem which might initiate an alternatively perceived intention of a given
problem. An alternative intention of a given ill-posed problem could also be seen as a personal
assumption for another way or inclusively a more comprehensive way of mathematical problemsolving.
T: (37, 7:14)

For students in Secondary 1 level, I think the problem is interesting. It asks “How should … decide”,
not “to solve for the remaining portion”. For example, if a student can yield seventeen over sixty, then
a portion less than this is also okay. To get “should” satisfied, an answer not exceeding this is also
okay.

In this second exemplifying scenario, a teacher (T) who based on students’ commonality in
answering only a single value to reinterpret the intention of the problem that the answer which s/he
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could perceive its solution should yield would have to be in a continuous interval. T actually
inquired an upper bound for it, i.e. T expanded his/her assumption in interpreting the intention of
the problem in Task 1 to include multiple possible values for a more comprehensive way of
problem-solving.

5.1.3 Scenario 3: Assumption Collection Perception
A teacher evidently intended to seek further interpretations of intentions and/or assumptions
for solution formulation of a given ill-posed problem from individual students according to a given
issue about mathematical problem-solving. A teacher might suggest a public or private inquiry to
collect these alternative interpretations and assumptions so as to achieve a more comprehensive
inquiry or analysis for more evident enhancements of the momentarily available way(s) of
mathematical problem-solving. A teacher might also optionally use the open inquiry to facilitate
individual or peer students to collect assumptions being alternative to their own for own expansion.
For example:
T: (38, 19:04)

Because even a teacher could also have only a unique thought [of solution]. When I (T) think, onefourth would have to be one-fourth of the whole. But you (a teacher) can discuss with students. When
they finished answering, (a teacher) could ask if students would have other possibilities.

This exemplifying scenario showed that a teacher (T) who expressed evidently his/her
intention in seeking publicly students’ potential ‘other possibilities’ in interpreting the context “1/4”
in Task 1 so as to enhance his/her momentarily ‘unique thought [of solution]’.

A teacher could also apply a private inquiry to collect assumptions from available student
responses as shown in the following example:
T: (63, 5:48)

…But at the moment, I thought it was an activity for fun. The message I gave them should be this: I
think I would provide a free atmosphere for them to do. And then base on what they can think and
write to collect all kinds of answering and then classify them.

This exemplifying scenario showed that a teacher (T) who expressed evidently his/her
intention in seeking privately students’ ‘all kinds of answering’ for his/her own ‘classif[ications]’.

5.1.4 Scenario 4: Indecision Perception
A teacher could get overwhelmed with his/her perceived numerous intentions at a time for a
comprehensive plan or a definite series of some possible actions in adjusting his/her instruction for
student learning in the interview. The teacher would reveal that s/he might need more time and
thorough considerations to resolve and make up a more comprehensive plan of actions which the
interview could pragmatically fail to witness that moment. For example:
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R: (45:17:02)
T:
R:
T:

What is the meaning of learning mathematics [for the use of Task 2]?
Is it how they could apply mathematics?
What do you mean?
Or in what circumstance to intervene? I think both are important to be demonstrated if a student could
manage calculations but s/he could not make an ultimate decision; or if another student only showed
his/her decision, say a mere concentration but not showing any reason. The importance of each of
these two circumstances is difficult to distinguish [from given student responses].

In the above excerpt, T could base on student responses in Task 2 to summarize
momentarily two different intentions of instructional adjustments. However, none of these two
intentions was found to be directly related to his perceived definite way to resolve an issue that
different types of student responses could initiate. In particular, T found that some students who
could ‘manage calculations’ failed to make a decision for the first and the second problems that T
thought that s/he should ‘demonstrate’ to students. However, T hesitated to take such an action in a
direct plan because s/he found that ‘another student could make an ultimate decision’ but ‘without
any reason’. T’s seeming hesitation about his/her decision might be seen as his/her lack of a definite
and appropriate plan to deal with different possible intentions of necessary instructional adjustments
for regulating learning of different groups of peer students at a time with merely a single action
because T expressed that ‘[t]he importance of each of these two circumstances is difficult to
distinguish’.

5.2 Perception Changes in Case Interviews
Perception changes were identified in an interview when 1) a teacher was found to have
revealed certain alternative assumptions that s/he did not anticipate, and/or 2) a teacher was found
to have revealed certain intentional changes or supplements of planned instructional adjustments for
a given task through: a) momentarily designed tasks, and/or b) suggested actions of arrangements of
them.

5.2.1 Task 1-T1
The following flow chart shows T1’s perception changes in interview in discussing student
responses in Task 1:

Scenario 1  1st Scenario 2  2nd Scenario 2  3rd Scenario 2  Scenario 3
a. Scenario 1 ((Evaluation Perception)
T1’s perception at the beginning of the interview should be in Scenario 1 because he
evaluated student response with his only solution in his ‘original thought’. (See Chapter 4.1.1a.)
T: (37, 32:02)

His/her (T1CSR1) way of doing is the same as my original thought. Dad ate 1/5. After Dad had eaten
1/5, the remaining is given to Brother. … and (the remaining) is to subtract (Brother’s share) and then
subtract Mom’s one-fourth (of the whole). So, it remains seventeen over sixty. This is also my original
thought.
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T1’s perceived intention of the problem, i.e. the ultimate remaining portion of the cake left
to Siu Ming, made him formulate his own solution as what he exemplified with T1CSR1’s response.
(See Chapter 4.1.1b.)
T1 actually used a set of only two assumptions, i.e. “1/4” as only ‘one-fourth of the whole
cake’ and Brother eats the cake only after Dad’s share, to formulate a solution to this intention. (See
Chapter 4.1.1c.)

T1 could have intended these three assumptions, i.e. 2 from context and 1 from problem
intention, for adjusting those who could not get the maximum score, i.e. those who were perceived
as ‘wrong in calculations’. T1 intended to influence them cognitively through the set of three
assumptions to facilitate their regulation of a way of mathematical problem-solving. Although T1
did not explicitly reveal in interview how he might act to implement any specific instructional
adjustment, this study intends not to assume that T1 could not apply T1CSR1’s response, which he
scored the maximum score, in a subsequent demonstration to facilitate his intention of cognitive
influence through the two underlying assumptions, particularly he actually found that all students
only sought for the same intention, i.e. “the” ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming.
T1 might simply ask T1CSR1 to present his/her account of his/her solution to peer students for their
scrutiny and validation. A student could easily identify T1’s intention of potential instructional
adjustments involving these two or three assumptions when s/he failed to get his/her response
recognized by the maximum score with T1CSR1’s response.

b. The First Scenario 2 (Assumption Expansion Perception)
T1’s students in common answering only a single value for his perceived intention made
him perceive as ‘strange’ because he reflected that no student made any query to challenge ‘“the”
ultimate remaining portion’. (See Chapter 4.1.1d.) T1 then considered an alternative intention of the
problem with only “an” ultimate remaining portion:
T1: (37, 7:14)

…
T1: (37, 8:51)
R:

For students in Secondary 1 level, I think the problem is interesting. It asks “How should … decide”,
not “to solve for the remaining portion”. For example, if a student can yield seventeen over sixty, then
a portion less than this is also okay. To get “should” satisfied, an answer not exceeding this is also
okay.
Do you mean students could give only one answer?
Those who knew operations would put the ultimate remaining portion of the cake to Siu Ming and do
calculations seriously. However, the rest made mistakes. Their ability should be okay.
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T1 thought that his perceived ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming could
only be an upper bound for how much Siu Ming should eat, which explains why T1 suggested an
interval to summarize all possible portions of the cake in this ultimate remaining that Siu Ming
could or might share. Although T1’s suggested interval and in turn his momentary assumption on
his new perception of the intention of the problem could likely be certain instructional adjustments
that he might intend to formulate for students, the interview did not go to a direction to explore T1’s
potential instructional adjustments. This was because a comprehensive concept of a given interval
belongs to the topic “Inequalities” which could likely be an untaught topic to T1’s students. (They
were all in Secondary 1 level.) The interview went on with T1’s initially perceived intention of the
problem, i.e. “the” ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming.

c. The Second Scenario 2 (Assumption Expansion Perception)
During T1’s review of student performance, a student’s (T1CSR2) responses made T1
realize that his used set of assumptions fail to accommodate those in these responses. (See Chapter
4.1.1e.) T1CSR2 assumed “1/4” as T1’s perceived ‘one-fourth of the remaining after Dad’s share’.
T1’s acceptance through his revision of T1CSR2’s score to the maximum indicates evidently his
assumption expansion so as to facilitate him to formulate an alternative solution. Otherwise, T1
would likely fail to accommodate T1CSR2’s response in his evaluation. T1 in particular expressed
his perception of such an alternative assumption as ‘seeking puns’.
T1’s assumption expansion made him suggest two more solutions for his perceived intention
of the problem, i.e. “an”, not “the”, ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming. These
alternative solutions could be his momentarily devised instructional adjustments for students’
potential growth in own assumption expansions. Momentarily T1 did not suggest any action to
implement how they could get cognitively influenced.
T1’s supplemented two sets of “subtasks” (See Figure 4.1.1c and Figure 4.1.1d) appeared to
make his intended ‘average students’ for potential realization of what his perceived alternative
assumptions could and would be applied in formulation of his three solutions.
T1 appeared to intend to base on differences in the design of subtask contexts to ‘stimulate’
individual students’ to get cognitively influenced by assumptions used in peer responses to their
questions like: ‘How could this (different solution) work?’ T1 intended a discussion for learning of
the underlying assumptions used in the design of these “subtasks”:
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R: (38, 21:30)

T1:

Especially when you previously pointed out that there could be more than one solution. If you could
set up one more task for them to do, what should the problem be? This might be what you would need
to design immediately. For example, if you set this task for students to do, students would give you
your expected ‘original’ solution. But some students could question other ways of thinking, how
would you respond to this way of teaching? It means that based on students’ solution, you would have
to give feedbacks to students, back and forth.
In fact I like this way of teaching very much. However, it would depend on the ability of the class. If
students happened to be weak, say in “Fractions”, then students could not construct expressions in
something times one-fourth. This problem (Task 1) would make them confuse much more. However,
I also think that it (the confusing situation) would depend on classes. The ability of the current
Secondary one class is much better than my current Secondary three class (two years ago). … This
problem might be used in such a current way to stimulate them (Secondary 1 class). They would
become serious to think. I used to have asked students about the number of solutions in some other
problems. Once a time, there were three students demonstrating their own on board. Each was
different from others. In fact, the rest of students could appreciate different methods brought by
different students. This would stimulate students to ask: How could this (different solution) work?

Since these subtasks were designed to facilitate T1’s intention of potential instructional
adjustment of his ‘average students’ in collecting unanticipated assumptions from T1, not vice versa,
T1’s momentary perception change should be distinguishable from one to a Scenario 3 because T1
was found to be not in an intention of collecting any assumption he did not anticipate. That is, T1’s
action about such a discussion did not reveal any of T1’s intention in collecting further possible
assumptions in enhancing his momentarily available three solutions of all yielding “an” ultimate
remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming.

d. The Third Scenario 2 (Assumption Expansion Perception)
After the first Scenario 2, T1 actually had continued to inquire the problem intention
suggested by the given description of the question “How should Siu Ming decide how much to eat?”
T1 perceived the questioning style as ‘imprecise’, particularly in a specific condition leading to
what ‘Siu Ming should use to decide how much to eat’:
T1: (37, 14:26) Because this is imprecise. What should “How… decide” be decided to decide? Is it a remaining? Or
one-fourth of the cake should be reserved at the beginning?
R:
What do you think if anything is unclear?
T1:
It is in what way Siu Ming should use to decide how much to eat.

The second Scenario 2 made T1 continue to inquire a suitable condition. T1’s inquiry
actually made him acquire an ‘acceptable’ condition he perceived: ‘Siu Ming happened to be
greedy’. T1 evidently resolved the two different possible ways of sharing, i.e. his original thought
and T1CSR2’s response. This condition made T1 resolve the resulting two alternative solutions
according to ‘a larger portion’ that these solutions could yield for what Siu Ming should share
optimally.
T1: (37, 17:48) … If Siu Ming happened to be greedy, and would reserve one-fourth of the remaining after Dad’s and
Brother’s share before he eats, then it could also be possible.
…
T1: (37, 18:40) … He (Siu Ming) might have to compare for a larger portion (from different the ultimate remaining
portions) and decide.
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T1 immediately devised his intention in initiating a potential “collaborative inquiry” with
students for ‘the number of different possibilities’ by his teaching of ‘problem-solving’. (See
Chapter 4.1.1g.) T1’s intended inquiry with students show how he might direct students to inquire
the problem with a “new” intention, say, “In a particular optimal condition, how could Siu Ming
share how much to eat?” In fact, T1 was inquiring “should” of the problem from no “how” or
previously only one “how”, to three “how’s” and then to resolving them to an optimal “how”.
For T1’s inquired assumption ‘Siu Ming happened to be greedy’, T1 even inquired its
opposite ‘Siu Ming wants to keep fit’ as a seemingly complementary alternative. This seemingly
alternative assumption appeared to have made T1 balanced how T1 had extended his two different
possible paths of inquiries in resolving definitely and uniquely momentarily available 3 different
ways of sharing and different ultimate remaining portions of the cake left to Siu Ming, without a
personal (teacher’s) pedagogical bias. T1’s momentary illustration of his analysis of these two
different possible inquiries of resolution as shown could be seen as how he might plan to adjust
student learning by repeating such an analysis in his teaching of ‘problem-solving’.

In summary, the single way of problem-solving among students in common, i.e. a single set
of assumptions in solution formulation, stimulated T1’s perception change from the first Scenario 2
to the third Scenario 2 to inquire for a more comprehensive address of the given questioning style of
the problem about a specific way that ‘Siu Ming should use to decide how much to eat’. However,
not until T1 could realize in interview his needs of simultaneously multiple inquiries instead of
individually single inquiries, i.e. the instant at which his perception changed to the second Scenario
2, he could continue to inquire simultaneously multiple inquiries of ‘different possibilities’ of
solving a single ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming. Not until T1 evidently
made use of them to seek for a further resolution successfully, i.e. his inquiry of a further
assumption of either “Siu Ming might have to compare for a larger portion”, or “Siu Ming wants to
keep fit [to share a smaller portion]” among all available ways of sharing, T1 changed his second
Scenario 2 to the third Scenario 2, which explains how T1 could account for his teaching of a
mathematical way of problem-solving being more comprehensive than his solution in ‘original
thought’. Without such comprehensiveness, T1 would foresee that a student might only solve an illposed problem in own will or benefit:
T1: (38, 25:41) … Student could only base on their own will or benefits to solve problems [without such
comprehensiveness]. You (A teacher) can give also students issues in daily life for thinking practices.
Take this task as an example. When Mom makes her request, she might not be sensitive to
mathematics. Siu Ming might instead be in his interpretation. In a life situation, one would have to
state clearly. A student would then become more capable in asking questions, investigating how the
given “1/4” should be referred. If Siu Ming could happen to be clear, then he would have to ask Mom
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[to extend his inquiry]. Otherwise, he would still puzzle. A student could then only follow his/her own
will or benefits to solve the problem.

T1’s alternative inquiry in his inquired condition ‘Siu Ming happens to keep fit [to share a
smaller portion]’ could then appear to complement how he would not adjust students to learn only a
biased single way in inquiry for its necessary extension in resolving the available three different
possible ways of sharing and addressing the problem of Task 1 more “completely”.

e. The Scenario 3 (Assumption Collection Perception)
In the second Scenario 2, T1’s intended action of his instructional adjustment ‘discuss[ing]
with students’ in a momentary plan for ‘stimulating’ students’ ‘rigourous disputes’ on different
interpretations and assumptions about “1/4” in solution formulation could be seen as his further
perception change to this Scenario 3 in seeking a further comprehensive way of problem-solving
through a subsequent collaborative inquiry in class:
T1: (38, 19:04)

… Having waited for the completion of their (students) answers, [I think I] can ask them whether
there will be other possibilities….

Obviously, T3 could be seeking unanticipated assumptions through such a plan of
collaborative inquiry. As far as T1’s unanticipated assumptions are concerned, T1’s ‘other
possibilities’ might then be categorized into two types: 1) An individual student could happen to
raise a further assumption related to an alternative interpretation of the given context. 2) Though
momentarily impossible because of not having T1 taught ‘problem-solving’ yet, an individual
student could also happen to raise a further assumption related to an alternative interpretation of
how different ways of sharing might be resolved for a further alternatively optimal portion that Siu
Ming should share, (i.e. other than Siu Ming should share a larger or smaller portion). In this case,
this type of assumptions could also be seen as unanticipated intentions.
T1’s inquired additional assumption and simultaneously its seemingly balanced opposite for
such an evolutionarily more comprehensive way of mathematical problem-solving could then be
seen to be attributive to the sophistication of T1’s inquiry of the given way of problem-solving per
se:
R: (40, 31:51)
T1:

What do you think if a teacher could prepare? (a comprehensive way of problem-solving)
I think I can manipulate the terms of the [given] context description. It would not be difficult. The
contemporary design [among mathematical problems available to him] is too precise. Based on
suspending terms in a given context, [I think] it would become perfect to make a certain context
uncertain. This would offer a source of [ill-posed] problems. However, I think it would be an issue for
a teacher to deal with student responses. I think that a teacher should be strong in academic
qualification and knowledgeable before facing students’ [variety of different] responses. For example,
my first degree is not a Mathematics degree. I then would have to be humble to inquire with students
a way of thinking better than the one offered by me…. One also needs to know students. In fact, when
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an abled-student would happen to challenge a teacher, if the teacher could maintain own confidence,
s/he would not look down the teacher. Otherwise, if a teacher happened to be scared of being looked
down, then it would become troublesome, especially when an abled-student would ask a teacher a lot
of questions but s/he could not answer.

In a collaborative inquiry of a given assumption and all of its complementary alternatives,
the discussion per se could also appear to demonstrate a teacher’s intention of an instructional
adjustment in facilitating both the teacher (next Scenario 3) and individual students (next Scenario 2)
in getting influenced by alternative assumptions for further collections and formulations of
alternative solutions. The collaborative inquiry could then be seen as a collaborative mathematical
problem-solving in an evolutionarily comprehensive analysis. In the interview, T1’s solution for his
teaching of ‘problem-solving’ should then be further enhanced as shown in Figure 5.1.1a.
Let x be THE ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming.
1

1st thought: If Mom is reserved 4 of the whole cake and Brother shares after only Dad’s share:
1

1

1

1

17

5

4

3

5

60
1

𝑥1 = 1 − − − (1 − ) =

2nd thought: If Mom is reserved of the remaining and Brother shares after only Dad’s share:
1

1

1

1

4

2

𝑥2 = (1 − 4) [1 − 5 − 3 (1 − 5)] = 5
1

3rd thought: If Mom is reserved 4 of the remaining and Brother shares after both Dad’s and Mom’s shares:
1

1

1

1

2

𝑥3 = (1 − 3) [1 − 5 − 4 (1 − 5)] = 5
17

2

Since 60 < 5, 𝑥1 < 𝑥2=𝑥3 .

2

Assume Siu Ming intends to share a larger portion. Siu Min should base on 2nd or 3rd thought to decide to eat, and eats 5
of the whole cake.
17
Otherwise, Siu Ming should base on 1st thought to decide to eat and eats 60 of the whole cake.
Figure 5.1.1a: T1’s solution for his teaching of mathematical problem-solving

The initial assumption for x is used for the sake of presenting T1’s collected various
thoughts in solution formulation. If T1 could have collected further in his current scenario of
perception, i.e. Scenario 3, then there would be more solutions for comparisons. However, addition
about further ultimate remaining portions of the cake left to Siu Ming would not hurt T1’s
momentary

optimal

way

of

problem-solving,

just

because

of

his

further

inquired

assumption/condition.

There is no further change of perception according to uses and changes of assumptions in all
instructional adjustments which had been revealed in interview.

5.2.2 Task 1-T2
The following flow chart shows T2’s perception changes in interview in discussing student
responses in Task 1:

1st Scenario 3  2nd Scenario 3  Scenario 1
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a. The first Scenario 3 (Assumption Collection Perception)
T2 reflected that she did not intend any preset solution for her ‘observation’ of student
responses. This means that despite T2 might or might not have her own initial solution(s) to the
problem, T2’s ‘collect[ion] [of] all kinds of answering’ during the development of her scoring
rubrics had likely influenced assumptions of those she used in solution formulation for her
‘observation’. (See Chapter 4.2.1a.) Assumptions used in students’ solutions of those having
influenced T2 cognitively could become indistinguishable from those presumably used in any of her
initial solution(s). So long as T2 expressed that she did not have preset any solution for her
observation, then this study will inevitably assume that all assumptions she used in a solution would
have to come from primarily student responses, despite T2 could still have her own inquiries of any
reasonable alternative of each of them and get revealed in interview. Therefore T2 could be quite
unlikely to reveal any noticeable Scenario 2 for each of assumptions she had adopted from student
responses for her solution formulation before her evaluation of student responses. This assumption
made in the analysis of this study suggests that T2’s initial perception scenario as a Scenario 3, i.e.
T2 based on student responses and collected assumptions she needed in planning for her
instructional adjustments.
T2’s set of six scoring rubrics were found to be her primary instructional adjustment for
students who failed to get the maximum score. This was because she would use it to evaluate all
student responses. Since T2’s inquiry of her necessary assumptions for use in solution formulation
was found to be evidently private, she might only reveal her planned instructional adjustments from
the scoring rubrics she developed.
Of the six scoring rubrics T2 devised, only Rubric E “Answer about Siu Ming” and Rubric F
“Other Answers” were found to involve T2’s perceived intention of the problem. (See Chapter
4.2.1a.) Based on Rubric E, T2 perceived the problem as the one seeking “an ultimate remaining
portion of the cake left to Siu Ming”. As shown in Table 4.2.1b, of the total 12 responses, at least 11
students were found to have attempted the problem with such an intention in common. T2’s use of
Rubric E in representing this intention as hers in a solution characteristic she intended to recognize
through scoring indicated that she had been influenced by the common assumption that almost all
students in common made in asserting their perceived intentions of the problem.
For this perceived intention of the problem, T2 intended her Rubric A “Logic” for
recognizing different solutions she collected. Of 11 student responses T2 accepted as valid, T2
identified that there were 3 different solutions as summarized in Table 4.2.1a which were
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characterized by different “orders” of sharing and different interpretations on Mom’s requested
share. For the current problem intention, T2 was found to be influenced by the set of 3 different
assumptions for solution formulation, namely: 1) interpretation of the intention of the question of
the problem, 2) interpretation of the formulation of Mom’s share, and 3) ‘order of appearance’ of
family members in context description.
T2 designed 3 scoring levels for Rubric A, namely “2”, “1”, and “0” to credit these three
different solutions, or her accepted three ways of sharing. Of these three different solutions, T2
thought that two of them had followed her accepted ‘order of appearance’ which she would credit in
the maximum scoring level, or a Level 2 score. Since T2 thought that Brother should have ‘left onefourth of the remaining to Mom’ instead of one-fourth of the whole cake in competing eating, she
perceived the remaining solution as ‘not completely wrong’ but seemingly marginalized it by giving
a Level 1 score. As far as the collection of student assumptions are concerned with this scenario of
perception, it might also be said T2 could have expanded one scoring level from her initially two
(i.e. only “0” and “1”) to currently three scoring levels in accommodating such a marginalized
solution.
However, in the view of the role of potential instructional adjustment that the rubric “Logic”
should presumably represent, T2’s seeming marginalization indicated that she was not entirely
collecting student assumptions but starting to evaluate them, particularly when she ‘even don’t care
that 1 mark [of difference]’. (See Chapter 4.2.1b.) If T2 happened to intend to adjust students’ any
single alternative way of sharing, her rubric A should have also recognized all of her three collected
solutions equivalently. That is the design of her rubric A possessed certain bias of T2 due to certain
T2’s evaluative intention for use. If T2 intended to base on her ‘observation’ without her
intervention on the relative value among all different contextually valid ways of sharing to develop
the rationale of “Logic”, then she should have avoided applying her own assumed ‘order of
appearance’ of family members in description in representing her accepted different possible orders
of sharing and solutions variously.

Since T2 revealed that she would use the set of rubrics to adjust student learning, those who
failed to respond with either any or alternative ways of sharing could hardly identify their own
necessary instructional adjustments that T2 might intend. In addition, for those who scored a Level
2 in “Logic”, they could even be unable to tell if T2 had also credited any alternative solution being
equivalently the best. The equivalent maximum scoring level actually diminished the potential
value of “Logic” which should have offered its role in adjusting students who scored a Level 2 to
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learn the other “best” solution, particularly when T2 actually paid her efforts in collecting different
alternative solutions during her development of the rubric “Logic”.
In the view of potential instructional adjustments about assumptions that “Logic” might
suggest, a student who could get a Level 2 score might not be aware of any alternative solution and
in turn its set of underlying assumptions. The student might also be uninterested in learning the
solution being penalized for only a Level 1 score. A student who could get a Level 1 or 0 score
might intend to learn from those who was scored a Level 2 but s/he might also be unaware of any
alternatively valid solution.

Although T2 had also devised other rubrics, none of them were found to be related to her
collections of student assumptions on context descriptions for solution formulations. For a T2’s
perceived intention of problem about “an ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming”
which might be represented by rubric E, no further Scenario 3 could be found. That is: T2 intended
her rubric E only for her representation of only a single ultimate remaining portion of the cake left
to Siu Ming and she intended her rubric A for her representation of only a definite way of problemsolving, i.e. a single ‘order’ of sharing.

b. The Second Scenario 3 (Assumption Collection Perception)
T2 developed Rubric F in a rationale of her intended recognition of a particular “alternative
solution” which had advocated that ‘he (Siu Ming) can decide to eat a whole cake’ because of T2’s
accepted underlying assumption ‘the context does not state [Siu Ming] to eat the same cake’. T2
designed Rubric F with only 2 scoring levels, namely “0” and “1”.
In T2’s momentary perception of collection of student assumption(s) that T2’s design of a
rubric should illustrate, T2’s use of Rubric F in “Other Answers” could apparently be appropriate
because the above assumption was an evident alternative assumption the student made that other
students could not suggest. In fact, of the total 12 responses, only 1 student was found to have been
recognized in Rubric F. Equivalently to say, Rubric F was designed just for accommodation of T2’s
acceptance of such an “alternative solution”.
However, T2’s acceptance of the underlying assumption of this “alternative” also indicated
that she was groundlessly influenced by a student’s “arbitrary” assumption. T2CSR2’s assumption
‘for a whole cake’ is put as “arbitrary” because of the following two simultaneous conditions: 1) the
context does not mention if Siu Ming would have any money, i.e. T2’s acceptance indicated that
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she evidently assumed that Siu Ming could have unlimited financial resources; 2) the context does
not mention if any alternative cake could be available to Siu Ming for purchase, i.e. i.e. T2’s
acceptance indicated that she evidently assumed that unlimited supply of cake would be available to
Siu Ming for purchase. If T2 accepted the former condition, then Siu Ming should also be possibly
assumed to have arbitrary amount of money to buy anything. Siu Ming should no longer have any
intention to share or be the second last to share the given cake in the described constraints. If T2
accepted the latter condition, then there should be arbitrarily many cakes available to Siu Ming for
purchase. Siu Ming should also not be limited to buy just one cake. Siu Ming could buy any
arbitrary number of cakes instead. An acceptance of such an assumption through recognition could
encourage the student holding such an arbitrary assumption to sustain his/her rationale of
mathematical problem-solving by making further arbitrary assumptions in a given context. Despite
T2 intended to recognize the student’s ‘non-mathematical’ inquiry and illustrate her own personal
‘interest’ of recognition, since the given context does not support reasonably these arbitrary
assumptions in a contextually relevant fashion, T2 should have restricted the validity of the
resulting solution:
R: (63, 20:23)
T2:

But do you think if this way of answering is irrelevant to the context?
Yes. However, I would think this problem is not to evaluate merely students’ mathematical
knowledge. I would rather allow students to explore. When I came across other ways of answering, I
would find them interesting.

Her acceptance of such an “arbitrary” assumption through recognition actually hurt her
effectiveness of her pedagogical practice about mathematical problem-solving. In the role of what
the rubric F “Other Answers” should suggest in a T2’s potential instructional adjustment, such a
solution from T2CSR2 also did not suggest any apparently valid relevance to enable other students
to learn how to solve the problem alternatively. T2’s recognition of such a solution could then make
her difficult, if not unlikely, to base on Task 1 to plan for further instructional adjustments about
reasonable inquiries in alternative mathematical ways of problem-solving.
In a view of potential instructional adjustments that T2’s Rubric F should have provided, T2
could have applied her rubric F in recognizing student responses who could simultaneously suggest
more than one way of sharing in different valid sets of assumptions, despite there was no such a
student response. However, it appeared to be the uncertain role that she had overloaded for her
design of only Rubric A not only in recognizing but also in evaluating student responses, which
made her difficult to represent more than one set of assumptions for solution formulation that all
students could have been required to learn. T2 should have used Rubric F to share necessary
recognitions of simultaneously different mathematically reasonable ways of sharing in a response
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for her preparation of a purpose of instructional adjustments, particularly when she ‘often hope [that]
students could use more than one way to solve a given problem’:
R: (64, 11:25)
T2:
R:
T2:

Do you think if your mentioned different ways of thinking [in sharing] should be suggested to
students as feedbacks?
I think I often hope [that] students could use more than one way to solve a given problem.
Will such ‘more than one way to solving a given problem’ be required to yield an answer in common?
Currently, what could be elaborated is not too much. At most, students’ answers could only be
expressed in gram or fraction. Regardless of units, the logic is the same, not much difference.

Rubric F was simply designed not to function as what T2 might intend. In fact, T2’s
perception of students’ solution as normally ‘the same’ in her perceived logic revealed that T2 had
not yet perceived each of her accepted ‘order of appearance’ as a critical assumption she intended in
solution formulation which evidently led to different ways of sharing. Simply speaking, T2 did not
intend Rubric F to recognize different ways of sharing necessarily determined by her required (sets
of) assumption(s) about any one of her accepted ‘order[s] of appearance’. T2 could then be revealed
to have very little intention to base on Rubric F in adjusting students to learn additionally her
accepted ways of sharing being alternative to what they had responded.

During her design of rubrics, of all three rubrics namely Rubric A, E, and F, T2 had not
mastered very tightly her opportunities in adjusting students in general to learn the underlying
assumptions which would result more than one way of sharing being alternative to individual
students had responded.

c. The Scenario 1 (Evaluation Perception)
Despite T2 intended Task 1 for her ‘observ[ation]’ of student responses developed in a ‘free’
atmosphere, her observation also included certain evaluation of student responses through the six
rubrics she set. As far as T2’s use of assumptions for solution formulation is concerned, T2 actually
used her assumption about her perceived ‘order of appearance’ of family members in sharing the
cake according to the current context description. This could also be the reason why T2 credited 4
students responding with the common order of sharing from Dad, Brother, Mom, to Siu Ming in
only a Level 1 score through “Logic”. As analyzed before, T2’s “Logic” was not entirely logical
because T2’s perceived ‘order of appearance’ was merely a T2’s personal and implicit assumption
to override some actual alternative meanings about a possible order of sharing which could be
reasonably derivable from the given context. T2’s order of appearance should limit how the given
contextual description should be read in a particular order of texts but should not limit how the
context of events could be understood variously in different reasonable alternative orders. T2’s
perceived ‘order of appearance’ actually did not follow exactly some alternatively possible
meanings of the context:
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R: (63, 21:25)
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:

Could Mom be the last one to share the cake?
Maybe. However, this interpretation is difficult to be fit into the story.
Why?
According to the order of appearance, Mom is not the last one to share the cake. If Mom could happen
to be shared the cake after Siu Ming had eaten the cake, then it is strange.
How strange is it?
Because the ultimate concern is Siu Ming.

Actually, Mom could also be interpreted as the last family member to share the cake because
Mom’s share has been stated in the description as only a reserved portion. The given description
also does not limit any specific member to facilitate the reservation. Such an interpretation should
explain why a user of the problem would have a need to inquire for Siu Ming in reconstructing
different possible orders of the sharing events and make a decision for him (himself) in a reasonable
way.

As analyzed before, since T2 only credited her accepted orders of sharing and assumptions
on formulation of Mom’s reserved portion through only Rubric A but not inclusively Rubric F,
students who got a Level 2 score would unlikely have incentives to identify and learn any
alternative solution. The rest of students might still have some incentives to identify either of the
two solutions T2 had recognized with a Level 2 score (Solution 1 & 3), but they would have no way
and incentive to identify from Rubric A if there could be any alternative solution being worth
learning. Since T2 collected students’ assumptions in their perceived intentions of the problem and
found that their perceived problem intentions were normally in common, T2 had put her recognition
in Rubric E. Such a design of Rubric E could appear to have misled students if they should all stop
further inquiries once individuals could yield an ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu
Ming. This design did not appear to encourage any of T2’s potential intention for students to extend
from an individual single inquiry to simultaneously multiple inquiries because no rubric could
inform them to address “should” dedicatedly and attempt the problem completely in a T2 knew
situation that different ways of sharing were available to yield different ultimate remaining portions
of the cake left to Siu Ming.

Rubric F could have been used more appropriately to instruct students to adjust individually
the only way of inquiry to simultaneously multiple inquiries. However, since it had been used for an
exclusively non-mathematical purpose being irrelevant to teaching mathematical reasoning, its
potential for adjusting student learning of alternative mathematical ways of problem-solving was
lost. Actually T2 had also revealed her perception on “Other Answers”:
R: (64, 12:08)
T2:

Did your advocated different ways of answering be required to yield the same answer?
If the logic would be correct, this (different individual ways of answering) could be possible. For
example, I would accept answers like eleven over thirty and one hundred and eighty grams.
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R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:

Not only the difference in units. For example, 180g is 1/5 of the whole cake. It is clearly different
from 11/30. Would you think if you could regard one as the correct answer and reject the other?
If students’ calculations are not wrong, and interpretations follow the context, then I think this
(difference in answers) is not a problem.
Do you mean that you would not insist that one answer is correct and reject another?
Yes. Because in mathematics, there can be more than one answers. It depends on perspectives.
Do you think if the development of scoring criteria in a basis of mathematical reasoning among
students’ solutions is more important than answering a given particular solution?
Yes. I think thinking is more important.

In T2’s perception, T2’s perceived different ultimate remaining portions of the cake left to
Siu Ming normally came from an alternative representation of solution formulation in ‘gram or
fraction’. Once a student could formulate his/her answer in gram or in fraction. How would s/he still
need to represent his/her solution in an alternative way? In the other words, T2’s design rationale in
Rubric E did not appear to encourage a student’s further inquiry for an alternative formulation.
Without this inquiry, how could T2 expect “Other Answers”? The potential lack of encouragement
of alternative ways of thinking in her design of assessment rationale of Rubric E, and potentially in
T2’s used tasks, might also explain why T2 would have to devise Rubric F alternatively to
recognize and credit an unanticipated assumption from merely one single student in a potential loss
of necessary instructional adjustments for student learning of simultaneously multiple mathematical
inquiries and the corresponding mathematical reasoning in each inquiry.
There is no further change of perception according to uses and changes of assumptions in all
instructional adjustments which had been revealed in interview.

5.2.3 Task 1-T3
The following flow chart shows T3’s perception changes in interview in discussing student
responses in Task 1:

Scenario 1  Scenario 2  Scenario 3

a. Scenario 1 (Evaluation Perception)
T3’s intention at the beginning of the interview should be in Scenario 1 because he
evaluated student response with two ‘cases’ of his solution (Solution Case 1 & 2), of both being
intended in common for “an ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming”. (See also
Chapter 4.3.1b.)

However, this made him puzzle for any plan of momentary instructional adjustment not only
because he perceived the problem as ‘imprecise’ but also because he was not sure about if he was
‘allowed’ to make any assumption during solution formulation:
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R: (43, 6:16)
T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T3:
…

Have you done once before you gave students to do?
I just read since I somehow hesitated.
Why?
Because I don’t really understand the problem.
Which part?
…‘Anyway, leave me ¼’….

R: (37, 11:18)
T3:

You mean initial assumptions?
Yes…. I think the context needs to be described clearly. Otherwise, it would occur a lot of answers
(i.e. different ways of sharing in addressing only “How” but not “How should”). Just like this problem,
there are a lot of answers. Am I going to accept them all?
What does that mean?
It will be okay if we are allowed to accept multiple answers simultaneously. For example, if we at the
beginning would accept the interpretation of “1/4” as one-fourth of the whole cake and also onefourth of the remaining after Dad’s share. But we will have to have two [different] cases of situations
for analysis.
Do you mean this problem could let you think of more than one situation?
Yes.
Could you tell me all your situations now?
I could think of two. But having read student responses, I think there would be three.

R:
T3:

R:
T3:
R:
T3:

During T3’s evaluation, despite he could have two solutions at hand, he could likely have no
plan at all for any of his potential instructional adjustment because he reflected that he was not sure
if he could have been ‘allowed’ to introduce his own assumptions for students to learn. To put it
simple, T3 might have used well-posed problems somehow too extensively which did not suggest
too many opportunities for him to prepare simultaneously different conditional inquiries. These
inquiries should have made his process about his formulation of a comprehensive solution procced,
and enabled himself to develop a confident practice in demonstrating his own way of mathematical
problem-solving.

b. Scenario 2 (Assumption Expansion Perception)
As shown above and reported previously, T3 was influenced by a student’s (T3CSR3)
response which made him recover an alternatively valid way of sharing. (See Chapter 4.3.1e.) T3
thought that ‘I should not have put this student [T3CSR3’s response] as wrong’ because he should
have realized that Brother ‘would share a portion at an instant of what he could see… and might not
need to wait for Mom’s reserved portion to share’.
T3 suggested the following two questions (“subtasks”) to ‘make students accept [my
alternative cases of solution]’ in a seeming collaborative inquiry in classroom:
1. ‘“What kind of one-fourth is Mom’s requested one-fourth?”’
2. ‘“Should Brother share one-third of the remaining before or after Mom’s share?”’
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Since different students could have own individual interpretations, each of these two
questions could foreseeably yield no definite or unique answer. The answers to each of these two
questions were in fact what T3 could see to facilitate individual students’ assumptions being
alternative to what they had responded for their formulation of alternative solutions, which should
be put as a kind of instructional adjustments that T3 could momentarily devise.

Although these questions might also stimulate some potentially unanticipated solution(s)
from students, since T3 had revealed his intention in enabling students to ‘accept’ his solution cases
of those being alternative what they had responded, T3’s momentary intention of his current
instructional adjustment distinguishes this scenario of perception of T3 from a Scenario 3.
T3 soon supplemented three “subtasks” through modifying Task 1. (See Chapter 4.3.1g.)
T3’s design rationale was to ‘add or delete situations by modifying terms’. Each involved only one
problem, which was found to be well-posed in common. T3 intended these three subtasks for
‘students [to] think broadly’ because each was designed in a correspondence of each of his solution
cases. Despite T3 could appear to intend individual students’ inquiry of a particular situation
suggested by any of problems in these three subtasks, T3 appeared to get stuck when prompted for
how an individual student might learn to consider more than one situations simultaneously in a
problem suggesting multiple possible problem-solving situations.

It might be said that the abundance of designs of well-posed problems made T3 suggest
some of them for his plan of instructional adjustments of his intended assumptions underlain in his
three solution cases. The potential abundance could also be seen as why T3 might not be skillful
enough to elaborate how he might demonstrate any essential contrast on how he could ‘add or
delete [problem-solving] situations’ he intended and how he might make use of such a contrast to
indicate his intended relationship between his use of a given subtask and how a student could
identify the underlying assumptions from the corresponding case of solution for T1’s perceived
intention of the problem in Task 1.

c. Scenario 3 (Assumption Collection Perception)
T3 had once been prompted again for a way in enabling students to learn multiple inquiries
at a time according to different solutions momentarily available, e.g. T3CSR1, T3CSR2, and
T3CSR3. T3 showed a change of his perceived intention of his instructional adjustment:
R: (44, 23:42)
T3.

How would you enable your students to think from one way to different ways of thinking? How
would you design your pedagogy?
I think I would still rely on examples.
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R:
T3:

R:
T3:

How?
I might use a visualizer to demonstrate each single perspective from individual students without
showing mine. This is because each student might often come up with his/her own single perspective.
By collecting a number of them, I would ask students to discuss the meaning of each part of the
expressions [in a given student’s solution]. The sharing would facilitate exchange of ideas of not only
one’s own among students, say “Is this way (4/15 = 4/5  1/3) reasonable?” Then other students
would acquire different perspectives and their judgements on these perspectives.
Do you mean that you would seek students’ interpretations to explore their perspectives and
judgements on them?
Yes. For example, my original thought might also limit myself to give only 2 different perspectives,
which did not yield my solution method in the third case. Perhaps, there might be Case 4, 5 or 6. I
don’t know.

In the view of T3CSR3’s, T3CSR4’s, and T3CSR5’s responses, T3 could momentarily be in
a very hard worry about ‘students’ foundation’ when he was required to teach them simultaneous
multiple inquiries. These students’ weaknesses in presenting their arguments were found to have
made T3 less effective to trace the underlying mathematical reasoning that a response of any one of
these students could show. Initially T3 would then suggest and ‘rely on examples’ to raise a
collaborative inquiry in classroom for inquiring say ‘“Is this way (T3CSR3’s expression “4/15”)
reasonable”’ so as to enable peers to identify the underlying reasons and in turn to realize a
potential reasonable perspective on solution formulation. T3 then revealed his agreement on his
potential additional intention in exploring peer students’ judgements on any suggestion of the
potential reasonable perspective. T3 also revealed that he would base on such an opportunity to
collect further unanticipated assumptions from students as what he reflected that he should have
done so in advance to recover his third case of solution. That is: Without a thorough scrutiny of the
reasoning in any underlying interpretive assumption, T3 could still have failed to recover further
alternative solutions in an ill-posed problem. T3 thought that the momentary best way for him and
his students to facilitate such a kind of thorough scrutiny was to initiate a collaborative inquiry in
class. Through this inquiry, T3 would expect that he might collect further cases of solution. (See
also Chapter 4.3.1g.)

T3 could appear to have overloaded his potential classroom inquiry for 2 different kinds of
T3’s intentions: 1) his instructional adjustments for student learning say T3CSR3’s underlying
assumptions in his/her solution, 2) T3’s collection of further unanticipated assumptions from further
student responses which he might employ to expand his solution in more cases for further
instructional adjustments.

Before T3 could supplement his suggestion about his potential instructional adjustments for
how individual students could expand each set of assumptions in different cases of solutions, T3 in
fact could appear to have misinterpreted the prompt:
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R: (44, 26:55)
T3:
…
R:

After demonstration of different students’ solution, peer students might ask you to give an ultimate
solution or to specify the number of different solutions. How would you do?
For example, I would use Case 1 through adding some terms.
When students could ask you to ensure a definite situation from multiple possible situations, how do
you think if these modifications would work?
… (a long silence)…

T3:

The prompt was actually intended for how T3 might momentarily devise his resolution for
different solutions or answers from students. Unluckily, no further resolution could be revealed
until the end of interview.
There is no further change of perception according to uses and changes of assumptions in all
instructional adjustments which had been revealed in interview.

5.2.4 Task 2-T1
The following flow chart shows T1’s perception change in interview in discussing student
responses in Task 2:

Scenario 1  Scenario 2

a. Scenario 1 (Evaluation Perception)
T1 exemplified his used solution with T1JSR1’s response. T1 explained that he would
expect a student to ‘express what [an orange drink being] tasty is’ and ‘base on this to do’ and
exemplified with ‘[an orange drink] being more concentrated is tastier’. (See Chapter 4.1.2b.) T1
was found to have followed closely the intention of the first and the second problems during his
evaluation.

Despite there was no such a response, T1 reflected that he could also have accepted a
student to give ‘water’ [as] the tastiest’, which could be put as this initial perception to accept an
assumption being alternative to that ‘[an orange drink] being more concentrated is tastier’. When T1
perceived water as the orange drink, i.e. no concentrated orange juice is mixed, since such an
orange drink would yield the concentration of concentrated orange juice in the orange drink being
the lowest when compared with other three givens, T1 might be seen to have accepted alternatively
the assumption that “an orange drink being less concentrated is tastier” for his evaluation. T1
thought that such a kind of personal assumptions ‘needs to be presented clearly’ as an objective
argument for solution formulation. In particular, T1 deducted T1JSR2 2 marks from the maximum
because of such a T1’s perceived assumption:
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R: (40, 7:51)
T1:

R:

T1:
R:
T1:

If you juxtapose these two responses, how would you compare any difference between them? Say,
one scored 10 or this just scored 8.
The former (T1JSR1) precisely expressed the advocacy of a higher concentration [of an orange drink]
for a tastier [orange drink]. The latter (T1JSR2) did not. Whether a high or low [concentration] would
stand for a tasty [orange drink] is not known. The student (T1JSR2) only pointed out one [mixing
method] to yield the tastiest [orange drink] without any reference and comparison about anything.
Then s/he concluded [her answer] with Option 2, i.e. 3 glasses of concentrated orange juice to 4
glasses of water. Because of absence of specification, other students could challenge that [an orange
drink] in lower concentration could also be tastier. Then Option 1 or Option 3 could also be tastier
(the tastiest). Because the latter (T1JSR2) required me to guess, I think his/her (T1JSR2) expression
was not clear enough. Then I deducted him/her (T1JSR2) 2 marks.
Do you think if this task would not confine to evaluate student calculations, but could evaluate
something else, which would make you to distinguish these two students with a difference in score?
What is the critical value of those 2 marks?
Because one’s own perception about taste should be presented clearly.
You mean as an objective criterion?
Yes.

This indicated that T1 actually thought that a student should account for how s/he made a
personal assumption and used in solution formulation. Since only the second problem requires a
user’s own reasoning argument in solution formulation, what T1 reflected could mean that even
though the given questioning style did not explicitly require a user to suggest his/her own used
assumptions, for the sake of a personal account, a user should also present at his/her best knowledge
for any used assumption in a given solution.

T1 did not express how he might act to adjust student learning for his accepted assumption
‘[an orange drink] being more concentrated is tastier’. For those who did not get the maximum
score, such as T1JSR2, despite T1 did not supply his own solution, T1’s potential distribution of
T1JSR1’s solution might inform their missing assumption in common which T1 intended.

b. Scenario 2 (Assumption Expansion Perception)
This is about T1’s implicit change in his perceived intention on each problem in Task 2 to
only one intention for all problems in Task 2.
T1’s mere suggestion of ‘water’ as an orange drink, i.e. in mixing method of concentrated
orange juice to water as 1:0, for the third problem, particularly in the situation that he would plan to
give such an suggestion the maximum score, did not appear to reveal T1’s any personal account.
Actually, T1’s explanation even revealed a change of his perceived intention of all three problems
in Task 2. T1 perceived such a way of problem-solving as “jump[ing] out of the box”:
T1: (40, 10:02)

R:

Perhaps a student could say, ‘Water is the tastiest.’ Then how [would s/he] add [any] concentrated
orange juice? A student could even say [an orange drink yielded by the mixing method of any of] all
given three options not tasty. This would also be reasonable.
If a student could happen to express, ‘I like to drink water, not concentrated orange juice. That’s why
I think all options are not tasty, or choose the option with the least concentrated orange drink, i.e.
Option 1 or Option 3 as the tastiest’, then would you still give this student 10?
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T1:

This is possible because s/he could explain what s/he would require for taste and the meaning for a
tasty orange drink is various. Unless the task would have limited to choose one of the three given
options, however, this task does not limit. If a student could jump out of the box and say, ‘I don’t like
to drink orange drink and regard pure water as the tastiest,’ then I think we still need to appreciate this
type of students.
Is there any student response like this?
No. All chose one of the given options.

R:
T1:

The source of the change, though quite implicit, could be attributive to students’ responses
in common to perceive an orange drink being more concentrated as tastier. T3 perceived that when
a response could happen to have revealed an implicit alternative assumption that an orange drink
being less concentrated is tastier and then advocated ‘water’ as the tastiest orange drink, he could
even perceive the response as ‘possible’, in a possibility of not only being a valid suggestion to the
third problem, but also not answering the first and the second problems. The fact that T3 could
perceive the response as ‘reasonable’ in not adding any concentrated orange juice could mean the
response was valid in bypassing even the first two problems. In spite of being artificial or imaginary,
T3 perceived that such a response as ‘out-of-the-box’, i.e. a suggested solution for the perceived
intention of the third problem could enable a user to bypass his/her necessary attempt to the first
two problems in Task 2.
This speculation could have T1’s further support because of his implicit assessment of the
underlying ‘inquiry’ shown in the response.
R: (40, 14:40)

T1:

Take this task as an example. Student X did a thorough analysis got 10. Another student Y only wrote,
‘I don’t like to drink orange juice’, and got 10. X disagreed to Y’s result and said to a teacher, ‘Why B
wrote so little but got such a high or the maximum score?’ How would you handle? How would you
tell the students the essence of the task problem? Is it the issue about scoring?
It is about inquiry.

Despite the third problem in fact does not require compulsorily any explanation for a
suggestion, T3’s advocacy of his assessment rationale as such for a response suggesting only “water”
for a student’s orange drink being preferred as tastier than all of the givens obviously did not show a
thorough inquiry at all. The response could still be missing its necessary assumption to illustrate
how it could be meant for a solution under reasonable formulation:
R: (40, 15:13)
T1:
R:
T1:

In teaching, not examination, should a teacher give scores to students? Or if you really need to give
scores for this task (Task 2), what is the meaning of scoring?
Scoring represents recognition.
Then, another student Z might say, ‘We might then give the simplest answer from now on.’
Scoring will then impose a kind of limitations on the use of tasks: As students get used to teachers’
scores, if a teacher stops giving scores [abruptly], students could lose motivations to do. But if a
teacher continues to give, students could base on even competitions for higher scores to argue for
easier answers. So, students would have to be explained clearly [in advance] that the scoring criterion
is not to encourage the amount of calculations but [to encourage] students’ [own] inquiries. Therefore,
students would not be misled by the scoring criterion. I think a teacher should not be scared by
students’ tricks (easier answers). This is because students could happen to have tried more difficult
ways of answering before they could learn to devise ‘out-of-the-box’ responses.
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T1’s implicit change of his perceived intention from answering all three problems as shown
in his evaluation of T1JSR1’s response to only the third problem due to an artificial or imaginary
response was supported by his encouragement of ‘students’ [own] inquiries’. T1 perceived that an
‘“out-of-the-box”’ response of this kind, being perceived as ‘simple’ or potentially a seeming ‘trick’,
could potentially come after a student’s trials of ‘more difficult ways of answering’.
Since T1 had already suggested his ‘“out-of-the-box”’ ‘water’ as his accepted ‘possible’
solution to the third problem, despite such a response appeared to be less ‘thorough’, his following
suggested action could still be applied in facilitating individual students’ inquiries of the underlying
reasoning and in turn his potential instructional adjustment of the necessary assumption for
formulating their responses as a more ‘thorough’ solution. T1 could then be thought to pose simply
his ‘water’ in class in initiating his intended instructional adjustment of the underlying assumption,
making his implicit intention of bypassing the first and the second problems ‘possible’ and
responding ‘water’ to the third problem as an ‘out-of-the-box’ response in his perception:
R: (40, 18:21)
T1:

R:
T1:
T1: (41, 21:45)

Do you have any method to make students appreciate different ways of answering?
I might demonstrate openly students’ different ways of answering. For example, in this task, I will
select three different ways of answering to demonstrate, say those who all got 10, for student
discussions. This would enable students to know other ways of answering that they had learnt in
primary levels and how a teacher would accept alternatives, even those alternatives could be simple
and out of the teacher’s anticipations. In this way, (I think) students would appreciate each other and
understand that the teacher could recognize their own ways of answering, not limited to those the
teacher had preset. This should encourage students to jump out-of-the-box.
You mean students’ solution?
Yes.
…
I think what I can summarize is: Students might not necessarily be told every piece of information.
(One) could ask students to think and get stimulated.

In an interactive situation about how to fit suitable reasoning arguments for ‘water’, if an
individual student could suggest all necessary arguments, including the assumption that “an orange
drink being less concentrated in concentrated orange juice is tastier”, then the suggested assumption
should be seen to have influenced peer students cognitively why the associated arguments could
form a reasonable solution which would result a valid bypass of the first two problems. If no student
could suggest, then T1 could still raise his own to complement a necessary instructional adjustment
for students’ solution formulation in his will of teaching inquiry for ‘recognition’ and reach his
potential bypass intentionally. Therefore, in both cases, T1’s suggested collaborative inquiry in
class with his initiate answer ‘water’ might likely allow him to intend students for potential
adjustments of learning from answering all three problems to his perceived ‘“out-of-the-box”’ way
of answering for only the third problem reasonably. That is: A likely collaborative inquiry in
classroom initiated by T1’s suggested ‘Water’ to the third problem would allow T1 to adjust student
learning of inquiries of ‘Water[’s]’ underlying assumption, i.e. “An orange drink being less
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concentrated in given concentrated orange juice is tastier” through sufficient reasoning of individual
students or T1’s intended supplement of his own reasons in justifying ‘Water’ in solving the third
problem, and in turn bypassing the necessary attempt to the first two problems.

There is no further change of perception according to uses and changes of assumptions in all
instructional adjustments which had been revealed in interview.

5.2.5 Task 2-T2
The following flow chart shows T2’s perception change in interview during discussion of
student responses in Task 2:

Scenario 3  Scenario 1

a. Scenario 3 (Assumption Collection Perception)
T2 reflected that she had developed a ‘similar’ set of rubrics for ‘observing’ student
performance in Task 2. The set also consisted of 6 rubrics that rubrics B “Expression” and C
“Calculation Process” were the same. T2 also intended to evaluate students’ concept applications in
“Ratios” to introduce the rubric D. T2’s said ‘similarity’ in her design rationale of rubrics she
devised made this study assume T2 continue to believe that T2 would: 1) have no preset solution for
her ‘observation’ student responses in Task 2, 2) collect all kinds of answering for her development
of these rubrics and the corresponding scoring levels, 3) be influenced by students’ used
assumptions about personal interpretations of problem intention and context for her solution
formulation and subsequent evaluation. Of course, T2 could still have her own inquiries of
alternatives of each collected assumption she found suitable for solution formulation and get
revealed in interview. It became again a Scenario 3 for T2 to collect a set of optimal assumptions
privately, develop her solution, and plan for her instructional adjustments. Assumptions employed
among students’ responses having influenced T2’s solution formulation became again only
noticeable in her design of rubrics at the beginning of the interview. Nevertheless, this study will
again not put her perception of using her used assumptions in mathematical problem-solving in her
design of rubrics in influencing students cognitively as a Scenario 2 because T2’s initial
instructional adjustments, i.e. the set of rubrics itself, had not been developed completely before she
had presumably read all responses, which would give no comparison to identify any change. T2
based on student responses and collected assumptions she needed to plan for her initial instructional
adjustments.
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T2’s set of six scoring rubrics were found to be her primary instructional adjustments for
students who failed to get the maximum score in Task 2. This was because she used it to evaluate
all student responses. Since T2’s inquiry of her necessary assumptions for use in solution
formulation was found to be evidently private, she might only reveal her planned instructional
adjustments from the scoring rubrics she devised.
Of the six scoring rubrics T2 devised, only Rubric A “Logic”, Rubric E “Explaining answer”
and Rubric F “Other Answers” were found to involve T2’s perceived intentions of the problems
and/or intended assumptions for solution formulation.
T2’s perceived intention of each of the three given problems was found to follow closely
what was required as described. For a solution to the first problem, T2 perceived a response merely
answering one of the given options as ‘far too simple’:
T2:

Personal [preference on either a] more concentrated or less concentrated [orange drink for the required] could
also yield an answer [for the first problem]. I think they (students) should not merely answer, say Option 3
[without any explanation] because this kind of answer is far too simple. I think if student can inform the reason
about a given decision, say preferring more concentrated, then s/he could inquire “Is Option 3 the most
concentrated?” or “if Option 1 and Option 3 are equivalent”. I think both are important because these are
needed to be known mathematically.

Such a T2’s perception indicated that T2 did not expect a student to answer merely the first
problem but also the address his/her explanation in the second problem by ‘inform[ing] reasons’. In
the other words, T2 perceived the first and the second problems as a whole to facilitate her potential
teaching of mathematical problem-solving for her use of Task 2.
For a T2’s accepted explanation to a given decision for the first problem, she was found to
have perceived the following three kinds of procedures as ‘reasons’: 1) personal preference on a
either more or less concentrated orange drink for the required tastier orange drink, 2) ratio
comparisons, and 3) identification of equivalent options. Such an acceptance of a given solution to
the first two problem means T2 thought that a student’s decision made for the first problem would
have to follow the comparison results consistently so as to enable T2 to claim a given response with
a ‘reasonable’ decision.

In particular, for the first kind of procedures, T2 would allow a student to refer a tastier
orange drink with ‘either a more or less concentrated’ one. The first of kind of procedures obviously
involved a student’s own assumption in his/her response for solution formulation of the second
problem. Putting the first two problems together as a whole in considering T2’s intended
assumption for solution formulation (See Figure 4.2.2.c), her perceived personal preference on
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either a more or less concentrated orange drink for the required tastier orange drink might then be
seen as her used assumption in solution formulation for the first and the second problems. T2
actually also employed this assumption in a solution she formulated for her subsequent evaluation.
Despite T2 did not supply any of her own solution, T2’s used solution with her required procedures
according to how she employed either of these two assumptions could be reconstructed as shown in
Figure 4.2.2c. T2 could likely use such a solution to evaluate T2JSR1’s response so as to explain
what she expressed in accepting either assumption in a student response. (See also Chapter 4.2.1b.)
T2’s acceptance of an alternative assumption for solution formulation indicated that she
might have a potential plan to teach problem-solving comprehensively according to her design of
rubrics or even a potential perception change in interpreting the intention of each problem.
Nevertheless, these speculations were found to be wrong.

Table 5.2.5a summarizes the solution features of the total 12 student responses. The solution
features were analyzed according to what T2 revealed in her perception, i.e. decision (the intention
of the first problem), assumption (the 1 st kind of intended procedures for the second problem), ratio
comparisons (the 2nd kind of intended procedures for the second problem), identification of
equivalent options (the 3rd kind of intended procedures for the second problem), and suggestion (the
intention of the third problem), and its reasoning arguments (T2’s own evaluative intention (See
Chapter 4.2.2c.))
Solution features of T2’s student responses in Task 2
Total

No. of students
12

Made a decision
Made no decision

12
0

The first problem

The second problem
Made an explicit or implied assumption for “tastier”
Made nil assumption for “tastier”
Showed a preference on the more concentrated of the orange drink as tastier
Showed a preference on the less concentrated of the orange drink as tastier
Identified equivalent ratios, equivalent options for Option 1 and Option 3,
or two equivalent options
Showed ratio comparisons for either Option1 and Option 2 or for Option 2 and Option 3
Based on equivalent ratios or options as a reason to eliminate options for decision
The third problem
No attempt at all
Raised an alternative ratio not in the given
Raised an alternative way of mixing
Showed context/mathematical reasoning or explanation for raised suggestion
Table 5.2.5a: Solution features of T2’s student responses in Task 2
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7
5
7
0
10
6
3
9
3
1
0

T2 designed only 2 scoring levels, namely “0”, and “1”, for her Rubric A “Logic”. This
could likely mean that T2 would only recognize a student once s/he would suggest or indicate
his/her assumption in a solution s/he formulated. Despite T2 revealed that she would accept an
alternative assumption for an alternative solution, her design of only 2 scoring levels did not make
her initiate any incentive for students to inquire if there could be any alternative way to formulate
another possible solution, or even inquire simultaneously different solutions.

This design rationale is understandable in an evaluative view because once a student could
suggest his/her assumption, s/he would have no incentive to decide an alternative tastiest orange
drink for the described intentions of the first two problems, even though there could be an
alternative inquiry in solving them. Since there was no student answering a solution with her
inquired alternative assumption, T2 could have no apparent need to recognize further
simultaneously different solutions at a time for a given student response. However, T2’s nil
intention to inform students how they might consider the inquiry of an alternative assumption she
accepted through her design of actually any of the 6 devised scoring rubrics indicated that T2
actually did not plan for any pedagogical potential of her scoring rubrics in adjusting students’
learning of multiple inquiries at a time. T2’s design of rubric A simply did not suggest any of T2’s
intention in creating students’ potential growth in alternative mathematical inquiries or a
comprehensive way of mathematical problem-solving.

This design rationale indicates that T2 could only intend her rubric A to recognize student
solution but would not intend to adjust students to inquire 2 different assumptions at a time for
solution formulation or a comprehensive way of problem-solving. T2 simply appeared not to intend
to adjust learning of her inquired alternative way of mathematical problem-solving according to her
current design rationale of rubric A. Of course, T2 might still have a potential plan to inform
students her alternatively inquired assumption but it should not be seen as a T2’s potential
instructional adjustment to adjust students to learn simultaneously multiple inquiries in
mathematical problem-solving because T2’s momentary design of rubric A gave no room. For those
who had responded with an assumption, the use of the current design of rubric A would hardly
influence students any alternative assumption for solution formulation.
As far as potential instructional adjustment is concerned with T2’s inquired assumptions,
T2’s rubric A would only adjust those without responding any assumption at all but failed to adjust
the rest to learn.
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T2 intended three scoring levels for rubric F, namely “0”, “1”, and “2” in recognizing
“Other Answers”. Of all responses, only T2JSR1 could get a Level 2 score. In particular, T2 likely
intended such a Level 2 score for her recognition of T2JSR1’s response in 1) ‘orange juice + lemon’
and 2) ‘Do not add water. (See Figure 4.2.2b.) Original taste is the tastiest, i.e. 1 to 1’. These two
parts of T2JSR1’s responses could be seen as the T2JSR1’s two suggestions to the third problem for
which T2 had demanded in a Level 2 score she designed in rubric F because T2 had documented
her requirement of ‘2 or more’ “Other answers” for a Level 2 in rubric F. (See Figure 4.2.2a.)
T2’s acceptance of these two parts of T2JSR1’s response indicated that T2 had accepted
both mathematical and non-mathematical solutions to the third problem for her recognition in her
design of rubric F. Since the third problem does not require compulsorily a user’s explanation in
supporting a given suggestion, T2’s recognition of the two parts in T2JSR1’s responses through
rubric F revealed that T2 might or might not require any reasoning for either of these two
suggestions for the third problem. If T2 could happen to require a certain reason in supporting her
intended recognition of an accepted suggestion for the third problem, then she might also recognize
it in Rubric E “Explain Answer”, which she designed three scoring levels, namely “0”, “1”, and “2”
for it. Since how T2 might credit students’ attempt to the second problem might also be recognized
by rubric E, T2’s rubric E could then be seen as a design being overloaded for her potential credits
of students’ reasons in either the attempt for the second problem, or the attempt for the third
problem, or both. If T2 could happen to demand for a student ‘reasons’ in answering the third
problem, then T2 would be put to have changed the intention of the third problem which should
reveal an underlying assumption for her intention she would introduce for her potential teaching of
mathematical problem-solving. Momentarily, T2 did not reveal any perception for an alternative
intention of each problem.

In summary, T2 momentarily perceived the intention of each of the three problems as
described and she accommodated one assumption for solution formulation, namely personal
preference on a more concentrated orange drink for the required tastier orange drink, or its
alternative i.e. personal preference on a less concentrated orange drink for the required tastier
orange drink.

b. Scenario 1 (Evaluation Perception)
T2 perceived that she had been ‘difficult to giving [a high] score’ to many students and
exemplified her difficulties with T2JSR2’s, T2JSR3’s, and T2JSR4’s responses. T2JSR2’s and
T2JSR3’s responses were found to concern reasoning arguments in the first two problems and
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T2JSR4’s response was found to concern reasoning arguments in the third problem. T2 revealed
that she actually intended Task 2 for her ‘test [of] students’ concepts in “Ratios”’ but such an
intention should have been made somehow independent from rubric E according to what rubrics B,
C, and D were designed to do. (See Chapter 4.2.2a and Figure 4.2.2a.)

T2 actually did that. T2JSR2 actually got a 2 in rubric E, which indicated s/he had been
explaining his/her answer ‘clear[ly] and explicit[ly]’. T2JSR2 reasoned her decided ‘Option 2’ with
an exact description of his/her strategy in answering a seeming multiple-choice task in a possible
design for use in public examination. T2JSR2’s reason could be put as clear and explicit because
s/he showed exactly her strategy in making up his/her decision. T2JSR2’s reason could also appear
to be valid because the second problem only requires a user’s explanation and does not require how
it should be made mathematical. As a mathematical problem for use, T2 intended the second
problem for peer students’ inquiries of a suitable mathematical reason for T2JSR2’s adjustment of
his/her reasoning to a mathematical one:
R: (64, 19:45)
T2:

Could it (Task 2) be used in teaching?
[It] can be used in an activity, for a discussion of whether it is a mathematical problem.

T2 actually raised a further discussion task for ‘whether [each problem in Task 2] is a
mathematical problem’ which might be seen as her intended adjustment of how T2JSR2 might learn
to inquire necessary mathematical arguments in supporting his/her solution formulation. Since such
a discussion might not directly influence T2JSR2 or the rest of students cognitively with T2’s used
assumption, the inquiry of T2’s intention of her plan for any further instructional adjustment
continued.

T2 confirmed that T2JSR2 reasoned as if s/he was attempting a multiple-choice task, in
which s/he thought that one and only one of all given options should have been designed as a
correct option. T2JSR2’s reason was shown exactly as what s/he used in a strategy to make up
his/her decision. Despite T2 also perceived T2JSR2’s use of such a strategy to ‘guess’ the answer as
‘wrong’, T2 appeared to admit reluctantly that the design of her used tasks might ‘probably’ be
attributed to T2JSR2’s practice of making a ‘guess’ in solving the first problem when s/he could get
stuck with some momentarily equivalent intermediate results of different inquiries. T2 furthered
more arguments to attribute such a T2JSR2’s reason to the design of Task 2: 1) The design of the
first problem made T2JSR2 perceive it as a multiple-choice task; 2) The design of equivalent
options available for decision could be perceived as a ‘conspiracy’ in a ‘fooling’ intention; 3) These
design “features” made T2JSR2 respond to the second problem ‘perfunctorily’.
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R: (64, 23:42)
T2:

R:
T2:
R:
T2:

R:

T2:
R:
T2:

Why could s/he (T2JSR2) have such a way of thinking?
Perhaps the student did not like this task, something uninteresting. In a probable intention of fooling,
‘I (T2JSR2) can answer perfunctorily.’ [This is] because she said that [it was] impossible to have two
answers.
Do you also think so?
Hmm… maybe s/he (T2JSR2) had got used to have no two [simultaneously correct] answers.
Does this reflect that mathematical problems used in junior [secondary] levels seldom offer chances
for students to answer more than one answer, particularly in the absence of a teacher’s advocacy?
Because of equivalence (equivalent options), this student (T2JSR2) might have chosen to [his/her way
of] answer[ing] as if answering a multiple-choice problem, not deciding for any equivalent option, but
the remaining one different from those two equivalents instead. Of course, this was wrong.
Do you think if this also reflects that a teacher practice’s lack of advocacy in offering students’
chances about inquiring correct answers in a situation of more than one possible answers could be
attributed to the student’s (T2JSR2) response?
Yes, probably.
Are you going to inform students this message?
Might be. Students had not yet seen such a situation before. That might make students question if the
problems in this task could be some kinds of conspiracies.

However, such an attribution to the design of Task 2 could become invalid for a user’s
necessary attempt to the second problem and for T2’s perception of problem-solving of the first two
problems together. If teaching mathematical problem-solving effectively could happen to be an
ordinary practice of T2, then she should have restricted herself to teach students’ mathematical
inquiries with an elimination strategy in solving any mathematical problem, because answering the
second problem should never be perceived as a multiple-choice task. The design of the second
problem, or its actual description per se, “Why?” (in just one word), should presumably give no
assumption for such an interpreted intention about seeking elimination as a valid strategy for
solution formulation.
In particular, when T2 perceived T2JSR2’s ability as ‘satisfactory’ in “Ratios”, T2 should
have inquired that T2JSR2 could likely be in lack of her accepted either assumption for his/her
solution formulation because the assumption had been shown as how T2 could critically account for
her credits in T2JSR1’s solution for the first two problems. T2’s attribution of T2JSR2’s response
for the second problem to the design of Task 2 seemed to be ungrounded.
Despite the first two problems failed to seek T2JSR2’s response successfully, T2 even
suggested a use of the third problem for T2JSR2 as her intended “instructional adjustment” to
enable T2JSR2 to learn how to reason for an attempt to the second problem. Such a suggestion
could appear to be somehow illogical:
R: (64, 25:20)
T2:
R:

How would you give a feedback to this student (T2JSR2)?
An answer needs not be decided from the given three options. You (T2JSR2) should have known how
to mix.
The student’s (T2JSR2) response is exactly reflecting s/he [presumably] does not know how to mix,
right?
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T2:

That would be to inform him/her the possibility of alternative answers. Because the current problem is
about ‘another mixing method to make a tastier orange drink’, a student’s decision should not be
confined to the given three options.

T2 actually attributed T2JSR2’s failure in suggesting her intended reasoning arguments to
T2JSR2’s own lack of relevant life experience. T2 then intended him/her for an inquiry of a
solution to the third problems in order to learn how to answer ‘reasonably’ for the second problem.
T2’s momentarily devised “instructional adjustment” appeared to be asking T2JSR2’s suggestion
for the third problem in overriding his/her necessary attempt to the first two problems. However,
there is no such an instruction in any part of the designed description of Task 2. (See Chapter 3.2.3.)

T2 also demonstrated how her used tasks she exemplified in two different kinds to suggest
students’ practices in making explanations. (See Chapter 4.2.2g.) However, none of them was found
to be related to how students could account for their own explanations of their own choices or
decisions in mathematical or contextual ways. T2 could be lacking a momentary plan seriously in
adjusting T2JSR2’s learning of her inquired assumptions for solution formulation.
T2 also raised T2JSR3’s response to show her difficult in giving him/her a high score.
T2JSR3 got a total of 1 and in also rubric E. This meant that T2 perceived T2JSR3’s explanation as
‘somehow unclear’. (See Figure 4.2.2a) T2 actually perceived T2JSR3’s response as ‘strange’
because she thought that T2JSR3 did not apply any concept in “Ratios” to formulate his/her
reasoning arguments. Later, T2 expressed that she did ‘not really understand’ T2JSR3’s reasoning
argument: ‘Because the first method makes the orange [drink]… too concentrated … but the third
method instead makes the orange taste of the orange [drink] much less, therefore I have chosen the
middle method’. This expression indicated T2’s own presupposition in her observation of student
responses in which reasoning arguments in a solution would presumably have to be formulated with
only mathematical expressions:
T2: (64, 26:22)

…Another student’s (T2JSR3) way of answering is relatively strange. S/he (T2JSR3) might only
compare the number of glasses of concentrated orange juice and decide the corresponding orange
drink with ‘more orange taste’. S/he missed to compare the corresponding glasses of water. I think
his/her (T2JSR3) concept in “Ratios” unclear. S/he actually did not use any ratio. No, no, no, in fact
this student’s concept is fragmented. In fact, I don’t really understand his/her thought.

This seeming presupposition demonstrated a seeming T2’s misconception about “cause and
effect”. T2JSR3 did have responded ‘[Option] 2’ for his/her decision, i.e. s/he had addressed the
first problem with a given option. T2JSR3’s reasoning argument could be split into two parts for
analysis: 1) ‘Because the first method makes the orange [drink]… too concentrated … but the third
method instead makes the orange taste of the orange [drink] much less’ and 2) ‘therefore I have
chosen the middle method’. The second part could obviously be seen as T2JSR3’s decision in
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which T2JSR3 decided from a ‘middle’. Despite Option 2 was designed as the middle option
between Option 1 and Option 3, a critical question for more accurate speculation should be: Why
would T2JSR3 still have to add the first part of his/her argument to support such a decision?
T2JSR3 could also be applying potentially his/her concept in “Ratios” when s/he claimed that ‘the
first method [i.e. the one in Option 1] makes the orange [drink] … too concentrated’ but s/he could
lack further a proper argument why it could make an orange drink too concentrated. T2JSR3 also
selected the third method, i.e. the one in Option 3, to claim it as ‘mak[ing] the orange taste of the
orange [drink] much less’, which might be seen as somehow unsuitable, because T2JSR3 had
written ‘but’. Again, T2JSR3 could also lack further a proper argument why it could make an
orange drink unsuitable for decision. In such a point of view, T2JSR3 could likely be making a
seemingly “immature” but logical assumption about his/her potentially preferred tastiest orange
drink in a potential “mild” concentration. If T2JSR3 could have supplied further with some
mathematical arguments, then his/her decision could then be re-“observed” as mathematically
reasonable. In the context, the relative concentration of concentrated orange juice to water of the
orange drink referred by Option 1, Option 2, and Option 3 are relatively, 2/3, ¾ , and 2/3
respectively. Therefore, T2JSR3 should have failed to make any reasonable decision because the
three given options would not suggest any orange drink in “mild” relative concentration. Despite
answering Option 2 could then be seen as illogical, T2JSR3’s reason should not. Depending on T2’s
intention of her claimed ‘observation’, T2 could intend to interpret either ‘[Option] 2’, or T2JSR3’s
reason, but not both, as logical. Since T2 had expressed her practice would not allow any
decision/suggestion without explanation, T2 should have perceived T2JSR3’s reason as logical to
make her necessarily ‘observe’ logically T2JSR3’s response. In this case, T2JSR3’s reason should
not be perceived as entirely illogical but T2 had scored T2JSR3 with a Level 0 score in rubric A.
Following T2’s intended ‘observation’, T2JSR3 should have addressed the first problem with say:
‘None of them is the tastiest’ and the second problem with say ‘because of nil orange drink in “mild”
concentration’. In this case, T2JSR3’s logic, particularly in his/her responded ‘but’ and ‘middle’,
should still have been perceived as reasonable. T2JSR3 could then have been adjusted to learn to
apply ratios to analyze how his/her potentially intended “mild” concentration was not existent,
which might even make him/her to suggest further mixing methods for an attempt to the third
problem. In this case, T2JSR3’s argument could then have been seen as the “third” alternative
potential assumption which should have cognitively influenced T2. It might then be said that since
T2 had intended to evaluate T2JSR3’s reason in her intended expressions in certain “ratio” form, T2
might then be seen to have missed to ‘observe’ and get influenced by such an potentially essential
and new assumption. In fact, T2 had already be found to be capable of inquiring necessary a “new”
assumption for herself in solution formulation but she appear to intend not to ‘observe’ it as
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necessary in student learning of comprehensive mathematical inquiry and problem-solving. T2
appeared to have reflected her lack of clarity in understanding how her used effect of problemsolving as shown in her evaluative intention could have long been caused by her evident use of
assumption but she did not apply it to evaluate T2JSR3’s response.
It could still depend on T2’s intention of her ‘observation’ in perceiving her suggested
question ‘“Do you think if such a way of answering (T2JSR3) arguable?”’ as the one which could
result an individual student’s suggestion of his/her assumption for T2JSR3’s response. If T2
happened to intend not to ‘observe’ any possible logical assumption as some similar kinds of
potential reasoning arguments as above, then such a question should not be put as relevant to a
potential plan T2 might intend to adjust T2JSR3’s growth in mathematical reasoning. In particular,
she merely intended such a question for only students’ reflections about concepts in “Ratios”,
instead of how they might apply ratios reasonably in accounting their own individual ways of
mathematical inquiries:
T2:

Yes. The problems here are worth discussing with students, inquiring how to understand an “answer”.
[For example,] “Do you think if such a way of answering (T2JSR3) arguable?” Because this task can
reflect whether students know [any relevant] concept [in Ratios].

Momentarily, since there was no further perception of T2 evidently supporting such a claim,
T2’s suggested question ‘“Do you think if such a way of answering (T2JSR3) arguable?”’ is first
put as irrelevant to her intention of creating T2JSR3’s potential learning growth of her inquired
alternative assumption.
T2 also raised further T2JSR4’s response to indicate her difficulty in giving a high score.
T2JSR4 got a Level 1, Level 2, and Level 1 score in rubrics A, E, and F, which totaled 4. These
levels of scoring indicated that T2 would perceive T2JSR4’s used assumption as logical, and
T2JSR4’s explanation as ‘clear and explicit’. T2 also recognized T2JSR4’s ‘1’ suggestion of an
orange drink being tastier than s/he decided for the first problem. However, although T2JSR4
seemed to have reasoned his/her decision of ‘[Option] 2’ with ‘more orange taste, less water taste’,
T2’s expressions did not reveal that she would perceive it as a ‘reason’ since it did not involve any
‘calculations’ at all or did not seem to be an ‘analysis’. In fact, when such a T2JSR4’s argument
could be seen as a reasoning assumption, just as what T2 did for her necessary ‘observation’ of her
two alternative assumptions, T2JSR4’s explanation should have been perceived as own preference
of a tastier orange drink in higher concentration of concentrated orange juice. In such an
interpretation, T2JSR4’s both of his/her decision and suggestion, would become correct and
consistent because the orange drink in Option 2 and his/her suggestion would yield respectively a
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relative concentration of concentrated orange juice to water in ¾ and 5/4. The former was in fact in
highest relative concentration among the givens and the latter was in a relative concentration even
higher than his/her decision. T2 should then have observed T2JSR4’s missing arguments as such to
observe how T2JSR4 could have probably inquired his/her decision and suggestion reasonably.

All these three T2’s picked responses, from namely T2JSR2, T2JSR3 to T2JSR4, showed in
common T2’s less acceptance to their ways of reasoning. When a problem could suggest an
alternative inquiry, although T2 could perceive it as necessary in either way of her own solution
formulation, she would instead attribute the apparent lack of it among student responses to a design
issue which, in her perception, affected their solution formulation in certain presentation of
mathematical arguments or even demonstration of their learnt mathematical knowledge. T2 did not
put it as their lack of suitable practices of reasoning because she had suggested some of her used
(well-posed) tasks in illustrating how students were trained to make T2’s intended explanations or
some presupposed mathematical arguments in T2’s expected solutions.

Since T2 had expressed she did not experience designing and using task problems which
those in Task 2 could resemble, in addition to her potential discussion initiated by her two
suggested questions, T2 also suggested the following adjustments as well: 1) distributing her six
scoring rubrics and 2) repeating Task 2. However, in following how T2 might plan for any further
detail of potential discussion that she would perceive as suitable, she appeared to decline somehow
unreasonably:
R: (65, 9:25)

T2:

R:
T2:
R:

T2
R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:

In addition to telling students directly, how would you have other ways to give feedback to students
about say the importance of reasoning and the way of decision-making, or integrity of calculations,
etc.?
I would give students the scoring rubrics I showed. That means what I emphasized about whether
their presentation is logical, whether there could be some expressions to represent your calculation
process, including the intermediate answers, or alternative methods, or answers critically addressing
the problems.
If you give students your scoring rubrics, will it guide students to follow items of only those which
you only recognized?
Yes, because these are what students should pay attention. I hope students can understand.
Could a scoring rubric, say “Logic”, really make students understand? For example, you did not use
the tasks as what you do in examinations. Student performance would not account for school scores.
How could student be influenced?
Perhaps they should repeat.
How is it (repetition) important?
It could be good. If there will be chances for them to try, then the use of tasks would be a good
activity.
Is our curriculum suggesting activities of this kind?
Very scarce. Because covering the syllabus in depth is also difficult.
Too many topics?
Students’ foundation is not good. They make mistakes in simple calculations. They could also forget
operational precedence and encounter difficulties in arithmetics with fractions.
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One of the dynamic foci in the interview was to explore how T2 might not intend to
perceive either of her accepted assumptions as some representative features in her accepted or
perceived solution for her design of any one of the rubrics that T2’s design of her current set of
rubrics did not explicitly illustrate. However, since neither of her inquired assumption could be
expressible in some mathematical expressions or calculations, T2 could only focus her instructional
adjustments on very specific mathematical knowledge instead of how different mathematical
inquiries could be initiated by her perceptually accepted assumptions.

Despite T2 was momentarily devising possible instructional adjustments, she turned to think
she might do it by distributing her scoring rubrics. However, since T2’s rubrics did not tell how
students might perceive they could make an individual assumption to facilitate their own account of
reasoning or the resulting decision or suggestion, T2 turned further to repeating Task 2.
Nevertheless, she added that she would foresee difficulties in ‘covering the syllabus in depth’ which
would also imply she might not have sufficient time to repeat. Despite T2 had previously perceived
Task 2 (and Task 1) was (were) of that in a primary school level, she momentarily turned to say that
student foundation ‘is not good’. T2 appeared to make her instructional adjustments further reduce
to some re-teaching of more basic knowledge, such as ‘arithmetics with fractions’. However, reteaching of intended knowledge does not necessarily influence students cognitively the necessity of
an assumption for an inquiry of a comprehensive way of mathematical problem-solving. This is
what performance of T2JSR2, T2JSR3, and T2JSR4 in Task 2 was showing.
Since repeating Task 2 could also be seen a T2’s action plan in influencing students
cognitively either exact assumptions she inquired, her teaching intention was further explored:
R: (65, 13:25)
T2:

R:
T2:
R:
T2:

R:
T2:

How about Task 2 (in teaching students)?
Task 2 should be related to “Ratios”. Students should know equivalent ratios, which would make
them distinguish different mixing methods. In fact, students generally know all involved [knowledge].
But at the end when you require an answer which yields a tastiest drink, they did not base on their
evaluated ratios to support their own decisions or suggestions. If students could have told to connect
their reasons to conclusions, students could manage after doing several times.
You mean students could not manage in one time?
No.
Do you mean you were going to base on only a single objective, say order of sharing, to offer further
practices to students?
Yes. Or if you think they were not clear about [concepts in] “Ratios”, then students would have to be
reminded by redoing exercises, such as those related to [identification of or seeking] equivalent ratios.
Inclusively with the current context, a student should be able to diagnose himself/herself whether s/he
could know [necessary concepts] in “Ratios”.
Then could I say if you will need many similar scenarios in order to facilitate student understanding?
In each activity, I think it would be enough to make students know only one objective. I would not
require students to base on just a single activity to master all different objectives at a time. Otherwise,
students could become difficult to focus. For example, a student might puzzle about a particular focus
to make improvement.
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R:

However, when a problem is used for its design to meet a single teaching objective, would such a
practice result the current situation, that is: students could have no chance to practice their
elaborations of their thoughts?
Then it might depend on your intention if you would check their concepts or applications of formula
in a particular topic. For example, in “Pythagoras’ Theorem”, [a teacher would have to check] if
students generally know how to distinguish the sides of a given right-angled triangle. A teacher would
have to quite mechanically make students know by shading the edges to make them do. Not until they
could know, you (a teacher) might understand [whether they could really know] when they could do
correct substitutions or squaring. You (A teacher) might rely on small tasks to do and get them
connected for you knowledge of their learning status.

T2:

T2 actually thought that repeating uses of Task 2 might enable her to focus on diagnosing
students’ ‘connect[ion of] their reasons to conclusions’ because she could foresee how different
kinds of less well-prepared different prior knowledge would fail their connections. Without her
dedicated ‘foci’ on “increments” of students ‘improvements’, she believed that some students could
hardly ‘master’ ‘at a time’ in a given context. If T2 could really reuse Task 2 for her demonstration
of her used solution for evaluation with the underlying assumption, i.e. a more/less concentrated
orange drink is tastier, then her repetitious use of Task 2 might still be seen as a potentially relevant
instructional adjustment which could probably enable those who did not show or imply to get
cognitively influenced. In addition to repetition of her assumption in either solution, T2 would have
to demonstrate her alternative solutions once at a time for teaching a more comprehensive inquiry
or mathematical problem-solving because she would prefer students to focus ‘only a single
objective’ at a time since she had already inquired two different ways to ‘connect reasons to
conclusions’.

It becomes more understandable why T2 could suggest a reuse of Task 2 as her major
instructional adjustment for a missing assumption in a student response. By making either one of
her inquired assumptions as a contextual reason for rote learning, students might merely select a
coherent comparison result for a ‘conclusion’, i.e. decision for the first problem and/or suggestion
for the third problem, which would enable him/her to be complete the connection all the time. Such
a repetition could also make T2 resume to her diagnostic foci of necessary applications of relevant
concepts and skills in “Ratios”, i.e. her perceived reason on why she thought that T2JSR2, T2JSR3,
and T2JSR4 could be seen to have “intentionally” skipped to write their reasons:
T2: (64, 20:40)
…
T2: (65, 4:50)

In a subjective way of answering, say a particular way of mixing would yield a tasty orange drink or
not, a student might not necessarily use mathematical knowledge to answer.
Because your problem requires a decision or a suggestion which seeks a particular ratio. Then the
students might not necessarily need to base on previous calculations or analysis to make such a
decision or suggestion.

What T2 meant was that a student could unreasonably intend not to give or even think of
any reasoning arguments for solution formulation, particular when a given question did not
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explicitly require. T2 revealed her use of task problems in a number of features: 1) to achieve only a
single learning objective, 2) to diagnose from time to time learnt/taught knowledge, 3) to remind
students her intended procedures for improvements, and 4) to obtain students’ status of learning
from time to time. (See also the above T2’s teaching about the Pythagoras’ Theorem and other used
tasks she exemplified.) If T2’s intentions of her use of tasks for potential instructional adjustment
about a piece of learnt/taught concept or skill could be applied to her suggested repetition of Task 2
in learning an assumption, then such a systematic perception of her repetitions in a teaching practice
could really draw her lesson time significantly that she could have become really reluctant in
suggesting further instructional adjustments for current student responses in Task 2. This is because
a student’s learning of necessary mathematical reasons in accounting for own assumptions and
inquiry could hardly be made reduce to what a single concept or skill could manage to afford.

In summary, her suggested set of the 6 scoring rubrics and the 2 questions in initiating
students’ needs of reasoning arguments for solution formulation did not appear to adjust student
learning of particularly her inquired alternative assumption.

There is no further change of perception according to uses and changes of assumptions in all
instructional adjustments which had been revealed in interview.

5.2.6 Task 2-T3
The following flow chart shows T3’s perception change in interview in discussing student
responses in Task 2:

Scenario 1  Scenario 4

a. Scenario 1 (Evaluation Perception)
T3 intended Task 2 for a ‘test’ in “Ratios”. During evaluation, T3 emphasized that a student
should demonstrate how s/he could identify equivalent ratios, compare ratios, and present a ratio
without a non-zero denominator in responding the first and second problems. (See Chapter 4.3.2a)
T3 also identified his need of his perceived assumption “the orange drink being more concentrated
is tastier” and demanded it as one of the critical arguments in solution formulation to the first and
the second problems during his evaluation. T3 could exemplify his used solution with T3JSR1’s
response which T3 scored 9, the highest in class, and his used assumption in the solution with
T3JSR2’s response which T3 scored 8 for his evaluation of all student responses. However, T3 also
expressed that the scores he gave to student responses was ‘rough’, likely because T3 was found to
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be unsure to take the assumption in solution formulation for his perceived intention of the third
problem. T3’s perceived intention of the third problem was found to be ‘an orange drink with entire
concentrated orange juice’ without any water.

Despite T3 evaluated student responses with his required assumption, and he followed quite
straightly from the described intentions of the first two problems, T3 perceived the assumption as
‘problematic’, ‘embarrassing’, and ‘subjective’. T3 thought that the assumption made him intend
the third problem as the one seeking for a suggestion of only an orange drink in the highest
concentration of concentrated orange juice, i.e. a mixing method without any water, or that in
relative concentration of concentrated orange juice to water in ‘n:0’, where n is a positive number.
(See Chapter 4.3.2f.) Complicated by students’ practice T3 perceived in presenting a ratio in ‘one to
something’, T3 could even think that the ratio could not represent properly the required orange
drink that he perceived as tastiest in ‘entire’ concentrated orange juice, when it was applied to the
relative concentration of concentrated orange juice to water. In an orange drink with ‘entire’
concentrated orange juice without any water, the ratio for the relative concentration of concentrated
orange juice to water would become 1:0 which could mean a divide-by-zero error in in fractional
representation. However, if water could be added, then the orange drink could be thought as less
tasty and the ratio would not yield a T3’s intended most concentrated orange drink when the
assumption was used to mean. That is: When the assumption “an orange drink being more
concentrated is tastier’ could be used, T3 would think the required orange drink for a suggestion to
the third problem should only be in ‘entire’ concentrated orange juice.
T3: (45, 2:45)

If they did [show a suggestion to the third problem], then I remembered that many students would
base on one to something to express. This might be because they got such a representation about slope.
However, they could have thought that in an orange drink being tastier with higher concentration,
why not express it with entire orange juice? That is why no one could answer like this and say: “Only
concentrated orange juice, without any water”.

This showed that T3 did not perceive the intention of the third problem as described because
the third problem only requires a suggestion of a mixing method which yields an orange drink
tastier than what have been decided in the first problem. In addition, since the third problem has not
been described to require any explanation, T3 should have perceived a student’s suggestion as valid
when it could be consistent with a student’s assumption even the underlying reasoning was absent
or implicit. Despite such a requirement might be explained by T3’s practice in requiring students’
reasoning arguments by default in attempting any given mathematical problem, his evident
alternative intention in the third problem had not been grounded well yet.
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Nevertheless, T3 thought that the assumption should be attributive to some students’ (e.g.
T3JSR3’s and T3JSR4’s) absence of his intended mathematical arguments as mentioned in their
responses. Without showing any of these mathematical arguments, T3 did not think that they could
reflect what they had learnt:
T3: (46, 4:51)

In fact, it looks strange because the problem only asks students’ own opinions. If a student could
become subjective to decide a particular way of mixing, say 2 glasses of concentrated orange juice to
2 glasses of water, this way of answering should not be reflecting how they could apply mathematical
knowledge.

The apparent absences of T3’s intended mathematical procedures among some student
responses made T3 perceive their suggestions as some ‘incomprehensible’ ‘opinions’. In a deeper
exploration of the seeming lack of explicit mathematical reasoning, T3 revealed that his intended
mathematical arguments for reasoning should have appeared as some immediately available
comparison results for readily execution of evaluation:
T3: (45, 10:01)

R:
T3:
R:
T3:
R:

T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T3:

This (T3JSR4) also shows not much reason but said, ‘I will suggest to use 2 glasses of concentrated
orange juice and 2 glasses of water, because this may make taste more prominent than other mixing
methods.’
2 glasses of concentrated orange juice and 2 glasses of water might mean a ratio of one to one, right?
This way of answering without any reason made it incomprehensible.
Do you mean why s/he didn’t write an equivalent ratio 1:1 in lowest term or what?
Your question is…?
I don’t quite understand why you have perceived this student response as incomprehensible. And
more importantly, I don’t quite understand how you might make use of Task 2 to teach students. You
said that Task 2 might be used in teaching “Ratios”, right?
Yes.
But you also said that you could have been beset with whether an orange drink is “tasty” or not, right?
Or you simply think the decision could merely be a personal choice.
Yes. Whether higher or lower would be for a decision.
But now it has become some comparisons in numbers.
Yes.

In the above, T3 could realize T3JSR4’s suggestion of concentrated orange juice to water in
2:2, which should be a relative concentration obviously higher than all givens. T3 should have
finished his evaluation immediately and accepted such a ratio to be a valid response to the third
problem, even though T3JSR4 did not make any explicit comparison with given mixing methods. In
the other words, T3’s perception of his intention of evaluation of the student response with his
intended reasoning arguments for evaluation made him unable to perceive T3JSR4’s response as
valid:
R: (45, 6:38)
T3:
R:
T3:

R:
T3:

Then how could you see anything you would use Task 2 to teach [for this type of students of not
showing T3’s intended reasons in their responses]?
The most problematic is this term: ‘tasty’.
Why?
But when you say tasty, I might not agree. This is exactly asking students’ opinions. In a comparison
of two given heights, the comparison result is very obvious. It becomes difficult to use numbers to
compare whether [something] is tasty or not.
You previously also made use of concentrations for comparisons, right?
So, this is the issue.
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T3’s perceived intention of third problem also affected his perception of the validity of
T3JSR3’s suggestion:
T3: (45, 8:35)

This (T3JSR3) is interesting. S/he initially addressed the third problem and only presented his/her
own opinion, and said, ‘I think 3 glasses of concentrated orange juice to 1 glass of water is the tastiest
because it will have strong orange taste.’ S/he seemed to say that the more the concentrated is the
tastier. In his/her attempt to the third problem, the composition of concentrated orange juice could be
variously be made to be larger than those in the three givens so as to make it the tastiest. The most
special is s/he only raised one to something to answer but in fact there are infinitely many possible
answers, e.g. 1:10, 1:100 and s/he actually did not require an orange drink with entire concentrated
orange juice.

T3’s perceived invalidity among T3JSR3’s and T3JSR4’s responses showed that how T3’s
intention of problem-solving could happen to be affected by his intention of evaluation in some of
his intended mathematical knowledge. As shown by T3’s evaluation of T3JSR1’s response, merely
showing applications of T3’s intended concepts and skills evidently did not complete the necessary
reasoning in a given inquiry of mathematical problem-solving. T3 was fully aware of it.

When prompted with his plan of instructional adjustments that these student responses might
provoke, T3 modified the first and the third problems of Task 2 for his intention of an orange drink
only in ‘highest concentration’ in common as shown in Figure 4.3.2f. However, do we really need
such a kind of problems for students’ learning of mathematical problem-solving in such an exact
inquiry or some final procedures as such? T3 actually revealed the design rationale of his
modifications:
R: (45, 25:00)
T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T3:

R:
T3:

Then would this modification enable you to intend for your expected answer, say 1:0?
In fact, n to zero is possible.
How do you think an answer from your currently modified task would satisfy a situation in real life?
Do you mean a zero at denominator?
In addition to that, in say a party, how do you think a student would mix an orange drink in highest
concentration of concentrated orange juice?
This is what mathematics guys do. It is really that extreme. In a more concentrated orange drink, one
may only add one or two drops of water, or even none. I think these situations are acceptable for
students to put into their lives. In reality, everyone has a different taste. Some like concentrated.
Others like diluted. For me, I would accept n to zero. However, it would take some time to direct my
explanation to students not to apply a zero denominator in such a situation.
According to your modification, would your question still allow a student to introduce his/her
perspective in mixing?
Actually, I might have limited their thoughts.

T3 actually intended to eliminate entirely students’ opportunities for any necessary
mathematical inquiry of how mathematical knowledge might be used to serve for resolution of a
tastiest/tastier orange drink. T3 thought that even though the design of the mathematical problem
could presumably offer a less sensible solution inquiry to students, once T3 could perceive it as
suitable for his evaluation of students’ ability in his intended concepts and skills, T3 would use it
without considering how students might fail to make sense on the meaning of such an inquiry. In
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what way should a student account for such an inquiry of mathematical problem-solving for his/her
intention of learning?

b. Scenario 4 (Intention Indecision Perception)
Despite the first problem could seem to be obvious in describing an intention for a user’s
decision, T3 did not think so, particularly for the application of an assumption in solution
formulation for the third problem during his evaluation:
R: (45, 15:53)
T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T:
R:
T:

Then this problem (the first/second problem) actually requires students to learn to apply mathematical
knowledge to make decision, doesn’t it?
I had not thought about it before.
Then do you think if this task would allow students to learn how make decisions? Or should their
learning be limited to merely presenting concentrations or comparisons?
To allow them to make a decision, I suggest them to use fractions.
What is the meaning of learning mathematics [for the use of this task]?
Is it how they could apply mathematics?
What do you mean?
Or in what circumstance to intervene? I think both are important to be demonstrated if a student could
manage [to show] calculations but s/he could not make an ultimate decision; or if another student only
showed his/her decision, say a mere concentration but not showing any reasons. The importance of
each of these two circumstances is difficult to distinguish [from a given student response].

T3 had once puzzled in two different intentions for creating his perceived potential growths
of students in their momentary lack of his intended reasoning arguments for the solution to the first
two problems and the third problem. T3 thought that without the assumption, a student could only
‘manage [to show] calculations’, particularly in the solution of the first two problems. However, T3
also realized that some students only made an assumption for certain decisions in the first problem
and for certain suggestions in the third problem in some ratios of concentrations without any
reasoning arguments. T3 expressed his difficulty in devising momentarily suitable instructional
adjustments for both intentions simultaneously. T3 later suggested a “physical experiment” to deal
students’ lack of reasoning arguments with his ‘“entry point”’. T3’s designed ‘entry point’ could be
seen as a physical situation for students to answer the third problem in Task 2 first and then the first
and the second problems next.
T3: (45, 18:23)

R:
T3:
R:

If this problem’s entry point could be: Perhaps I would first need students to ignore the current three
options but only give them ample concentrated orange juice and water and let them mix randomly,
then this would make students to understand the source of decision-making. This would make
students to deduce their needs in fixing a particular ratio.
What would this entry point make you teach?
Because I would start from decision, therefore I should intend to teach student decision. This would
make them inquire what ratio should be.
If I could intend to enter with how to use ratios, then I would use the current problems: given some
mixing methods, students would be required to mix the first, the second, and the third orange drinks.
[This would make me] understand students how to make decisions.

T3 actually intended a student’s inquiry for why s/he would be required to suggest or ‘fix’ a
particular ratio in meaning his/her preferred tasty orange drink. However, T3 used the term
‘decision’ to describe a suggestion for an attempt to the third problem. T3 also intended to base on
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the given design of the first and the second problems in Task 2 to raise a student’s needs to decide
an orange drink out of the given mixing methods. Actually, T3 did not reveal how a student could
base on what particular ground to make a suggestion or a decision through his suggested “physical
experiment” at his ‘entry point’:
R: (45, 20:05)
T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T3:

R:
T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T3:

Do you agree if Task 2 is to teach how students should make decisions?
No.
How would you think if a teacher in teaching mathematics should make students apply their
mathematical knowledge and enable them to make a decision of his/her own?
Important. However, what we do in all trainings has been emphasized on skills, such as calculating
ratios.
But you have just expressed your perceived importance in enabling students to make decisions. Is it a
contradiction?
Yes.
If you are now given an opportunity to rethink how you would teach students to make decision, then
how might Task 2 help?
The use of this task can be difficult. Because it involves some subjective decisions.
How could you design yours then?
If students are required to make decisions, then these three given options might be put remained. But I
would add at the end to replace the original question: “Which mixing method yields the most
concentrated?” Since I think students in Secondary 2 level might also find it difficult to point out, I
would even add: “In what mixing method would yield the most concentrated orange drink?” In this
way, I guess students might write say one to eight.
Do you mean you would modify the description, such as the use of concentration? Would you need a
prior teaching for the concept of concentration?
I think students know.
Then will you give the definition of concentration to them?
No. I think they can distinguish the comparisons between the amount of concentrated orange juice and
the amount of water.
Could you write your modification down?
Yes….

In fact, since T3’s resolution of his two different intentions above about potential
adjustments of student learning of necessary reasoning arguments in supporting and yielding
decisions or suggestions was to modify the question intentions to the ones without any need of
assumption, as discussed before. That was to say T3 intended to sacrifice students’ opportunities in
mathematical inquiry and multiple ways of mathematical problem-solving for his intention of
evaluations of his intended mathematical knowledge, when he puzzled with intentions for how
students could be regulated from different possible ways of inquiries.
There is no further change of perception according to uses and changes of assumptions in all
instructional adjustments which had been revealed in interview.

5.3 Teachers’ task design for instructional adjustments at different
perceptions
A teacher can devise or suggest any intentional instructional adjustment according to a
planned or an ad-hoc event about given student responses. However, not all of them could be
related to necessary cognitive influences being exchanged between a teacher and individual students
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or between individual students and peer students. This section intends to consider each teacher’s
designed mathematical tasks (including problems, questions, and/or actions in evident instructional
adjustments of certain intended learning) and/or their features to analyze his/her instructional
adjustments suggested in different revealed scenarios, so as to enable this study to explore how their
perceived mathematical assumptions for solution formulation to the problems in each task might
influence cognitively different parties of classroom participants, i.e. a teacher, individual students,
and peer students.

5.3.1 Task 1
Each teacher’s revealed potential instructional adjustments for Task 1 are going to be
analyzed against potential effects of cognitive influences according to the revealed sequence of
scenarios of perceptions in Task 1.

a. T1’s task design
In Chapter 5.2.1, T1 showed a number of different perceptions in Task 1, which might be
represented by the following flow chart:

Scenario 1  1st Scenario 2  2nd Scenario 2  3rd Scenario 2  Scenario 3
In Scenario 1, T1 did not follow the problem intention as described for his evaluation. The
problem actually demands for two different addresses as a complete inquiry: i.e. 1) in what specific
condition, Siu Ming can decide a particular way of sharing so that 2) he knows how to share “the”
particular portion to eat. T1’s interpreted intention during his evaluation covered only the latter. T1
was found to have based on his own interpretation to mean the problem as ‘his original thought’ to
seek only “the ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming”. Strictly speaking, this
interpretation/assumption of the problem intention was incomplete.

This interpretation made T1 set up primarily one set of assumptions for solution formulation
which yielded Solution 1. (See also Table 4.1.1a.) Since this solution was also the only solution
used during T1’s evaluation, this solution, or its set of underlying assumptions, became T1’s
primary instructional adjustment for those T1 perceived as the rest being ‘wrong in calculations’.

In the first Scenario 2, the commonality of student responses in addressing his perceived
intention with only a single value in common made him momentarily inquire the completeness of
student addresses. T1 actually raised an alternative perception for the intention of the problem that
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students in common only addressed an upper bound of what Siu Ming might eat or could eat, which
had nothing to do with a necessary assumption for what Siu Ming should eat. T1 evidently modified
his intention to “an ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming” to reflect what students’
found upper bound could only be one of the possible portions that Siu Ming should choose to eat.
Although T1 inquired an alternative assumption for his perceive intention of the problem, the
interview did not go further because any task design related to proper representation to summarize
an interval about all possible portions that Siu Ming should choose to eat would require students to
deal with a potentially untaught topic “Inequality”. Since an initial condition for a teacher’s
participation of this study is to give no prior teaching (See Chapter 3.2.1, Instruction 2), this study
stopped to explore how T1 might design tasks for potential instructional adjustments in this scenario.

In the second Scenario 2, T1 was found to have been influenced by the set of assumptions
from T1CSR2’s response. T1 then expanded his single solution used in evaluation to two more
solutions in interview. All of them were found to yield “an ultimate remaining portion of the cake
left to Siu Ming”, i.e. each solution yields a different way of sharing and in turn different portions.
(See Table 4.1.1a.)
T1 devised two sets of “subtasks” in the interview as shown in Figure 4.1.1c and Figure
4.1.1d to stimulate his ‘average students’. In the first set, there were two subtasks which T1
appeared to intend them to identify how Mom’s share could be interpreted in two different ways.
For the first subtask, T1 added ‘of the whole cake’ after “1/4” in the context of Task 1 so that
Mom’s share could only be interpreted in a single way, i.e. T1’s interpreted only ‘one-fourth of the
whole cake’. For the second task, T1 would delete it from the first subtask so as to enable them to
how at least two different interpretations could occur for the original context: i.e. T1’s interpreted
either ‘one-fourth of the whole cake’ as well as ‘one-fourth of the remaining’. In this set of subtasks,
T1 might be seen to have adjusted his perceived ‘average students’ to identify the underlying
assumptions in his first and second solution (i.e. Solution 2 in Table 4.1.1a).
In the second set, there were three subtasks. In the first subtask, T1 added ‘of the whole cake’
after “1/4” and ‘after Mom’s reservation’ after “1/3 of the remaining” in the context of Task 1 so as
to facilitate students to interpret Mom’s reservation as only ‘one-fourth of the whole cake’ and
Brother’s way of sharing as the one only after Mom’s share. This subtask would enable his
perceived ‘average students’ to get his third solution (i.e. Solution 3 in Table 4.1.1a). By deleting
‘of the whole cake’ in the first subtask as the second subtask, T1 thought that he could intend
‘average students’ for also exclusively his original thought (i.e. Solution 1 in Table 4.1.1a). By
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deleting further ‘after Mom’s reservation’, T1 would think the third subtask, actually the original
Task 1, might allow student to adjust to realize how his perceived assumptions on: 1) description on
Mom’s share and 2) order of members in sharing could affect different sets assumptions being used
to formulate a solution, i.e. what T1 could get expanded from a single solution to individually three
different solutions. Due to T1’s unanticipated assumptions during his evaluation, T1 might be seen
to have “momentarily” devised at least two sets of subtasks for ‘average students’ to identify and
adjust individually different possible sets of assumptions being alternative to what they responded
for own formulation of alternative solutions.

In the third Scenario 2, T1 was stimulated by different possible ways of sharing he could
momentarily identified and inquired a further assumption to address particularly a particular way
‘Siu Ming should use to decide how much to eat’. T1 “momentarily” devised this assumption in two
different mutually exclusive ways: 1) ‘Siu Ming happened to be greedy’ and ‘might have to
compare [different ways of sharing] for a larger portion’, and 2) ‘Siu Ming might want to keep fit’
and share a smaller portion. T1’s mutually exclusive assumption as such made him resolve
immediately a potential risk that different portions yielded by different individual students could
collectively lead to ‘rigourous disputes’ among individual students for own yielded ultimate
remaining portion as the one Siu Ming should share. T1’s set of assumptions was found to have
changed from 1) one for perceived intention of “the/an ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to
Siu Ming”, 2) one for Mom’s share, and 3) one for Brother’s order of sharing, to 1) one for Mom’s
share, 2) one for Brother’s order of sharing, and 3) one for a Siu Ming’s “optimal” way of sharing.
T1’s change of his set of assumptions made him think ‘a student could then [take either assumption
and] only follow his/her own will or benefits to solve the problem’, which showed how he could
teach students to base on further inquiry of a necessary assumption to solve the problem more
comprehensively in an evolutionary and extensive way. T1 meant this inquiry as his way of
teaching ‘problem-solving’. The solution about this comprehensive inquiry has been reconstructed
as shown in Figure 5.1.1a. T1 did not review any further task for this potential teaching.
Momentarily, T1’s perceived problem intention became complete in addressing simultaneously
both “How” and “should”.

In the second Scenario 2, T1 had once revealed that he could be unsure about the number of
solutions and suggested that he would ‘ask them (students) whether there will be other possibilities’
about own alternative interpretations of the context (e.g. “1/4”) in Task 1 in a potential open
discussion when individual students could speak up their own perspectives. Such a T1’s potential
action in seeking further unanticipated assumptions from students could be seen to have resulted
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from T3’s intention of collecting further assumptions for an adaptation of his plan of his
“momentary” instructional adjustments, which should give rise to his Scenario 3.
T1’s plan of a potential discussion “task” became more manifest when he intended to ‘make
students think broadly’:
T1: (38, 19:04) But you (a teacher) can discuss with students. Having waited for the completion of their answers
(students’ solution perspectives), [I think I] can ask them whether there will be other possibilities.
[This is to] stimulate them and make them think more. That will make students think broadly.

Figure 5.3.1a shows T1’s third set of two subtasks T1 might use to ‘examine’ more abled
students. The first one was to about ‘show all possibilities’ and the second one was about ‘omit[ing]
“the remaining”’ on top of the first one:
T1: (38, 27:24) For the batch of more-abled students, [I] might even require them to list all possibilities [about
different possible remaining portions of the cake left to Siu Ming], and could even omit “the remaining”, despite the
number of possibilities might be even more.
T1’s potential modification for more-abled students (Subtask 1 in the third set):
Siu Ming’s Dad bought a cake of 2 pounds (approximately 900 grams). He ate 1/5. Siu Ming’s Mom saw Dad eating the
cake, and said, ‘Anyway, leave me’ Having heard this, Siu Ming’s Brother immediately ate 1/3 of the remaining after
Mom’s reservation. Show all different possibilities of sharing that Siu Ming could decide the portion to eat.
T1’s potential modification for more-abled students (Subtask 2 in the third set):
Siu Ming’s Dad bought a cake of 2 pounds (approximately 900 grams). He ate 1/5. Siu Ming’s Mom saw Dad eating the
cake, and said, ‘Anyway, leave me’ Having heard this, Siu Ming’s Brother immediately ate 1/3 of the remaining after
Mom’s reservation. Show all different possible ways of sharing that Siu Ming could decide the portion to eat.
Figure 5.3.1a: T1’s potential modifications of Task 1 for stimulating more abled students to think broadly

The following excerpt appears to reveal T1’s rationale of his intention of instructional
adjustments for the use of an ill-posed problem:
T1: (41, 6:15)
R:
T1:

R:
T1:

… In contrast to the three solutions in Task 1, if I just gave them all, the situation could become a
traditional one of what a teacher would insist students to learn.
Other than adding or deleting terms, do you still have other ways to make students to inquire
differently?
Adding or deleting terms is to make the problem uncertain or have more different possibilities. If a
teacher could make such a problem, it could make student less frightened because of more exposure
of different experiences.
Do you mean you are trying to design different conditions in a problem for students to solve?
If a problem is uncertain, then different situations can occur.

T1 revealed that by giving different situations for their investigations, he thought that he
could prepare students to become ‘less frightened’ to solution formulation or problem-solving in
uncertain situations. T1’s third set of subtasks and the above discussion on further alternative
interpretations could be seen as T1’s “momentary” instructional adjustment in Scenario 3 to intend
for creation of students’ growth in a seeming potential comprehensive way of mathematical
problem-solving.
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b. T2’s task design
In Chapter 5.2.2, T2 showed a number of different perceptions in Task 1, which might be
represented by the following flow chart:

1st Scenario 3  2nd Scenario 3  Scenario 1

In the first Scenario 3, T2 collected certain essential solution features from different student
responses for the development of her scoring rubrics. T2 intended her scoring rubrics for both a
purpose of evaluation or recognition, as well as potential instructional adjustments. T2’s declaration
of no preset solution indicated that assumptions she required for formulation in a solution she
accepted, if any, would have to come from only student responses, despite she could still reflect in
interview any of her inquired alternatives:
R: (63, 4:32)
T2:

Did you prepare any standard or criterion for marking?
No. Because I wanted to examine how they would answer. Then I would base on how they could
answer and develop a standard rubric. I think students would not digress too much in their responses.
If I did so, then it would have been blocked my observation of their performance.

The private development of her rubrics made this study normally unable to distinguish how
T2 could cognitively be influenced by each assumption which T2 had taken from student responses
for expansion and representation before the interview.
T2’s perceived intention of the problem in Task 1 was then supposed to come from what she
collected from student responses. Although this assumption could be a bit illogical according to that
T2 should be more experienced than students in mathematical problem-solving, this assumption
should still be somehow reasonable according to T2’s revealed declaration of no preset solution in
evaluation. The study would inevitably have to follow only the designed intentions of the problems
to seek T2’s used assumptions according the meanings and arrangements of all instructional
adjustments T2 had revealed to identify if there could be any further assumption(s) used by T2 for
mathematical problem-solving and being unanticipated by the researcher in meaning T2’s
alternatively perceived intention of a given ill-posed problem. Since the primary instructional
adjustment T2 had revealed was the set of rubrics she devised, T2’s design considerations of rubrics
for her planned use (i.e. the meaning of each rubric relevant to her use of an assumption in
mathematical problem-solving) would have to be separated from her ad-hoc use (i.e. the meaning of
each rubric relevant to her use of assumption in recognizing specifically a student’s particular way
of problem-solving in a given response) before considering her actual evaluation.
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According to T2’s evaluation of student responses, T2’s rubric E reflected that T2 perceived
the intention of the problem as the one seeking “an ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu
Ming”.

T2 collected a set of two assumptions for solution formulation, namely: 1) the order of
different members in sharing, and 2) perceived formulation of Mom’s share. Three different orders
were found to have been accepted, namely: 1) from Dad, Mom, Brother, and then to Siu Ming, 2)
from Dad, Brother, Mom, and then to Siu Ming, and 3) from Mom, Dad, Brother, and then to Siu
Ming. Two different formulation of Mom’s share were found to have been accepted, namely: 1) ¼
of the remaining after only Dad’s share, and 2) ¼ of the whole cake. (See Table 4.2.1b.) Based on
her perceived ‘order of appearance’ of family members being stated in the description, each order
T2 accepted and the corresponding interpretation of formulation of Mom’s reserved share would
yield a solution. T2’s use of such an interpretation was found to be obvious when T2 did not think
that Mom’s share was only a reserved option according to the context description:
R: (63, 21:25)
T2:
R:
T2:

Could Mom be the last one to share the cake?
Maybe, but this would be Maybe. However, this interpretation is difficult to be fit into the story.
Why?
According to the order of appearance, Mom is not the last one to share the cake. If Mom could happen
to be shared the cake after Siu Ming had eaten the cake, then it is strange.

T2 had reported as summarized in Table 4.2.1a that she accepted altogether 3 different
solutions. The distribution of different solution among student responses has also been reported in
Table 4.2.1b. T2 represented her three accepted solutions in rubric A “Logic”. T2 designed a threelevel of scoring, i.e. a Level 2, a Level 1, and a Level 0 score for her recognition and evaluation. In
particular, of the three accepted order/solution, T2 only recognize a solution in order Dad, Brother,
Mom, and then Siu Ming a Level 1 score, because of her own assumption in ‘order of appearance’.
Each of T2’s accepted solution would yield a different ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to
Siu Ming.
As far as T2’s plan of her potential instructional adjustment of how T2 might enable herself
to teach a comprehensive way of problem solving that T2’s set of scoring rubrics could implement
concerns this study, only T2’s rubric A and rubric E were found to be apparently relevant. However,
the design of rubric E only collected what different single ways of mathematical problem-solving
that individual students could respond. Since each student only responded one single ultimate
remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming, T2 would not have any intention to represent any
alternative but necessary intention of the problem, namely “should” as described in the question.
This means T2’s intention of her necessary instructional adjustments was bounded by the optimal
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student response which she could collect. Conversely speaking, only if there could have had a
student who happened to have answered more than one different portion and even resolution of
them, T2 might be more likely to represent such a relatively more comprehensive way of problemsolving through one of her rubrics or in a particular level of scoring. Again, since there was not any
student who had simultaneously suggested two different ways of sharing, T2, according to her
claimed ‘observation’, would become reasonable not to intend to represent how and why student
would have to inquire. Otherwise, T2 could have to “preset” a scoring rubric for all students to get a
Level 0 score. Actually, T2’s rubric A would only represent how individual students had suggested
which T2 might accept through a Level 2 score, marginalize through a Level 1 score, and refuse
with a Level 0 score. Despite T2 might appear to have accepted collectively three different solutions,
the scoring levels in rubric A could only inform a student potentially two of them (i.e. one from a
Level 2 score (Solution 1 or Solution 3), and the one from a Level 1 score (Solution 2)). If a student
got a Level 2 score in rubric A, then there would not be any evidence to support a student to inquire
further with his/her incentives about any alternatively accepted or marginalized solution. If a
student got a Level 1 score in rubric A, then rubric A might provoke certain incentive of his/her
own for an improvement but the student would still require T2 to inform specifically other two
alternatively accepted solutions. The level 2 score in rubric A could only inform that there could
probably be a better solution. Again, if a student who got a Level 0 score, then rubric A might
provoke his/her need to learn a better solution. Since T2 had marginalized her Solution 2 due to her
implicitly used assumption of ‘order of appearance’, the student would presumably have no
incentive to inquire solution other than those being credited with a Level 2 score. Since T2 collected
no student attempting two simultaneously different solutions, rubric A became reasonable not to be
designed to inform the existence of any alternative solution. However, such a design rationale
would only tell the student to learn only one better solution (the alternative Solution 1 or Solution 3)
which T2 had recognized with a Level 2 score. The student could be unaware of the need and would
be given further incentives to learn one more alternatively “the best” solution in a Level 2 score. In
fact, T2 appeared to intend not to advocate their inquiries:
R: (63, 17:13)
T2:

Before you marked the worksheets, had you thought the number of different possible ways of thinking?
No. See how students derive. Actually, (I) even don’t care that 1 mark [of difference in rubric A].

What T2 means in the above excerpt was that in rubric A, if a student could answer a Level
1 score, T2 would then pay great attention to how it would affect significantly the solution
formulation in seeking an ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming. That is: T2 did
not see that she should have been supposed to resolve how different ways of sharing she collected
should result only one of them in suggesting Siu Ming to choose and share an exact value of a
portion. In the other words, T2 did not think she should care about the influence of different ways of
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sharing that different students could individually inquire which should result an implication for a
resolution to a full address of the problem.
In the second Scenario 3, T2 illustrated how she was particularly influenced by the
underlying assumption of only a T2CSR2’s response. The assumption was about T2’s
representation of an “alternative” way of sharing during her design of rubric F “Other Answers”.
(See Figure 4.2.1d.) T2 actually accepted T2CSR2’s assumption of allowing Siu Ming to have
arbitrary financial support and buy another cake arbitrarily to eat the whole. Despite T2 would
admit such a response as ‘irrelevant’ to the given context, since T2 intended to recognize such a
T2CSR2’s response that T2 perceived as ‘interesting’, T2 represented her acceptance of such an
assumption in rubric F and did not consider if her such representation could mislead the rest in
making assumptions arbitrarily for learning mathematical problem-solving.
R: (63, 19:53)
T2:

But do you agree if this way (T2CSR2) of answering is irrelevant to the context?
Yes. However, I would think this problem is not merely to evaluate students’ mathematics. My
perception was to give students’ opportunities of thoughts. Then when I could encounter some
different ways of answering, I would find it interesting.

In addition to T2’s acceptance of T2CSR2’s arbitrary assumption, T2 was found to have
overloaded the meaning of the rubric F “Other Answer” with her intended recognition of an
equivalent formulation of the same ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming but in
different unit of representations. The difference only lay on grams and units, but in T2’s perspective,
the equivalent portion in different units was accepted as “Other Answer”. Figure 5.3.1b and Figure
5.3.1c shows two students’ (T2CSR3 and T2CSR4) responses exemplifying T2’s overloading
intentions on her use of rubric F “Other Answers”:
Student response:
Dad: 900 ÷ 5 = 180𝑔
Mom: 900 ÷ 4 = 225𝑔
Brother: 900 − (180 + 225) ÷ 3 = 165𝑔
Siu Ming: 900 − (180 + 225 + 165) = 330𝑔
(T2’s response: The first part)
LCM of (5, 4, 3) = 60
Dad: 60 ÷ 5 = 12
60−(12+15)
33
Brother:
= 3 = 11
3
Mom: 60 ÷ 4 = 15
Siu Ming: 60 − (12 + 15 + 11) = 22
22
11
Siu Ming ate 60 = 30 (T2’s response: of the whole cake)
Score:10
A: 2
B: 2
C: 2
D: 2
E: 1
F: 1
Figure 5.3.1b: A student’s (T1JSR3) solution which T2 used the rubric F “Other Answer”
to recognize an alternative representation of solution formulation
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Student response:
1
Siu Ming’s Dad: 5

180𝑔
1

Siu Ming’s Mom: 4

225𝑔
1

Siu Ming’s Brother: of the remaining 240𝑔
3
Siu Ming: ?
255g
255

51

= 900 = 180 𝑔 (T2’s response: circled “g”, a cross on it)
51

Siu Ming should decide to eat 255g, i.e. 180 of the whole
cake.
Score:6
A: 1
B: 0
C: 2
D: 1
E: 1
F: 1

Figure 5.3.1c: A student’s (T2JSR4) solution which T2 used the rubric F “Other Answer”
to recognize an alternative representation of solution formulation
11

Take the difference in results of formulations T1JSR3 yielded, i.e. 330g cake and 30 of the
whole cake, as an example. Are they really an “Other Answer” to each other? The 330g cake and
11
30

11

of the whole cake are mathematical equivalent because 30 × 900𝑔 = 330𝑔. These two different

formulations are not mathematically different. They are different only in the used physical quantity
for formulating an ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming. When probed with how
T2 might base on her accepted different ways of sharing to adjust students’ learning of potentially
some simultaneous alternatives, T2 was found to be capable of emphasizing only on her own
accepted assumptions or representations of formulations in different physical quantities, but not
necessarily simultaneous inquiries of different ways of sharing. T2 appeared to avoid how she
might offer students necessary opportunities in certain critical instructional adjustments to inquire
the validity of her used set of assumptions for she used during evaluation. T2’s seeming avoidance
apparently contradicted to own pedagogical emphasis as expressed in ‘I often hope students could
use more than one way to solve a give problem’ and in ‘I think thinking is more important’ because
students could have no way to tell from her rubrics how they could be influenced with T2’s
recognized different sets of assumptions for her accepted ways of solution formulation. T2 thought
that her design of rubrics should have already considered how her evaluation through her designed
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rubrics actually addressed entirely all individually different single ways of problem-solving, which
should make her avoid spending further efforts in ensuring her intended cognitive influences for
such an intention.
R: (64, 11:25)
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:

Do you think if your mentioned different ways of thinking should be suggested to students as
feedbacks?
I think I often hope students could use more than one way to solve a given problem.
Will such ‘more than one way to solving a given problem’ be required to yield an answer in common?
Currently, what could be elaborated would not be too much. At most students’ answers could only be
expressed in gram or fraction. Regardless of units, the logic is the same, not much difference.
Did your advocated different ways of answering be required to yield the same answer?
If the logic would be correct, this (different individual ways of answering) could be possible. For
example, I would accept answers like eleven over thirty and one hundred and eighty grams.
Not only the difference in units. For example, 180g is 1/5 of the whole cake. It is clearly different
from 11/30. Would you think if you could regard one as the correct answer and reject the other?
If students’ calculations are not wrong, and interpretations follow the context, then I think this
(difference in answers) is not a problem.
Do you mean that you would not insist that one answer is correct and reject another?
Yes. Because in mathematics, there can be more than one answers. It depends on perspectives.
Do you think if the development of scoring criteria in a basis of mathematical reasoning among
students’ solutions is more important than answering a given particular solution?
Yes. I think thinking is more important.

In Scenario 1, despite T2 could collect three different solutions for different ultimate
remaining portions of the cake left to Siu Ming, because of the designed nature of her scoring
rubrics, and none of students could respond more than one way of sharing, T2 did not consider how
any one of her developed six scoring rubrics should pay attention to her potential adjustments of
student learning simultaneously different sets of assumptions for solution formulation to different
ultimate remaining portions of the cake left to Siu Ming. As a result, T2 might have to seek an
alternative way to inform students and explain to them different possible ways of sharing she
accepted in order to mean she might be more likely to enable students to inquire simultaneously
different ways of sharing and the implications of them in addressing the problem more completely.
Otherwise, T2’s hope about ‘us[ing] more than one way to solve a given problem’ or her emphasis
on students’ ‘[different ways of] thinking’ could become groundless.

Actually, T2 did not intend to spend further time to adjust individual students to learn
different ways of sharing being alternative to their responded, or inquire with students a resolution
of different ultimate remaining portions of the cake left to Siu Ming collected from different
responses:
R: (63, 30:38)
T2:
R:
T2:

In teaching, do you think if it is to teach more importantly only a single way of answering than
multiple inquiries of different ways of answering?
In reality, it is very difficult to do this activity too frequently.
What do you mean?
Because of the limited teaching hours, preparations for internal and external assessments, as well as
classroom tests are inevitable. In an academic year, topics to be covered are many. As an infrequent
classroom activity, the task is nice. However, it is not good for use in examination because it involves
lots of prior knowledge.
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Throughout the interview, T2 did not reveal further tasks she would like to supplement for
potential learning adjustments about students’ ability about making assumptions for enhancing their
momentary responses, say in solutions being alternative to what individual students had responded.
T2 thought that the context and problem intention of Task 1 made some students beset seriously
with the intention of calculations that they could be supposed to formulate:
R: (64, 0:58)
T2:
R:
T2:

Is this your first time to use Task 1?
Yes. The problems I always give to students are clear. This will not make them beset seriously with
their calculations.
You mean the current context?
Yes. They might not know the intention of the problem. Therefore they would ask questions.

When prompted with T2’s any exemplifying used tasks in teaching students multiplicity of
inquiries, T2 raised two. T2 also suggested an ‘open-ended’ ‘small project’ to initiate students’
‘creativity or elaboration opportunities’. Through ‘finding evidences of any golden ratio from one’s
own body’, T2 thought that students could ‘inquire if s/he is beautiful or not’. T2 also raised that
she had ever asked students to ‘create a problem context’ about the use of a given linear equation in
one unknown, say ‘(𝑥 + 2) × 4 = 8’. T2 thought that such a task could ‘train students’ creativity’,
which, she thought, should have helped their solution formulation of Task 1. These two tasks were
both irrelevant to how students could make mathematically or contextually their own assumptions
to facilitate their progress of solution formulation of some sorts. For example, in the first task, since
physical measurements of human body parts are idiosyncratic, and the ratio of any two givens
leading to the definitely exact irrational Golden ratio could be extremely stochastic, a student might
have to inquire or even “make” certain amount of evidences to induce its existence with its
approximated value before s/he could make any reliable (if not subjective) inference of whether, not
how, certain person could be said as beautiful or not. In the second task, since a given equation is
fixed, the solution process could then also be fixed. The underlying mathematical inquiry could then
become always single. The task can also be put as a Yeo’s (2007) exemplified problem-posing task
with one designed by Teh et al.’s (2007) and discussed in Chapter 2.3.2. Assumptions for the design
and the choice of a piece of context employing such an equation could be arbitrary, so long as the
designed context would not influence the formulation of the given equation. Then these
assumptions about the design and the choice of a given context could be said as independent from,
if not irrelevant to, solution formulation for the use of the given equation.

As a supplement, T2 thought that Task 1 did not offer clear a problem intention which
would result definite enhancements of students’ mathematical knowledge. This indicated that she
probably referred her perceived enhancement of students’ mathematical way(s) of thinking to
applications of only different concepts and/or skills. In the view of mathematical problem-solving,
once a person could arrive at a particular solution of a problem, unless s/he could receive further
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optimal requirement, s/he would normally have no incentive to inquire for an alternative inquiry for
a potentially inexistent solution being alternative to the one momentarily inquired. T2’s hope of
others’ generation of mathematical problems which could ‘mak[e] students acquire more than one
way of thought’ normally grounds nowhere, particularly in the design of normally all well-posed
problems. T2’s belief of use of mathematical problems might appear to be a reason to explain her
lack of momentary capacity in generating problems for her own teaching and in exemplifying how
she could momentarily offer mathematical situations about simultaneously multiple inquiries for
students’ learning of a comprehensive way of problem-solving:
R:

Back to the Task 1, you previously said that Task 1 is vague in its context and this could initiate
students’ different ways of thinking? Is that right?
No. When vague, a student would then have to get it clarified, which would lead to some student
discussion. If a student does not know the intention of the problem, these discussions might not
necessarily be made confine to enhancing [students’] mathematical knowledge, or making students
acquire more than one way of thought.
Then what does that mean…?
[A problem might] not necessarily be made vague in context. However, it should give opportunities to
make students to think different possible cases, which is better than the situation which would require
a student to figure out a teacher’s intention for use in a vague situation with a lot of efforts.
Do you mean a balance of the level of vagueness or what?
Not about balance. It is what a teacher should define clearly what a particular specific situation is,
which should make students save their efforts in clarifying what a teacher could want students to
answer. It is the nature of the problem which allows students to think in different ways. It is not what
a teacher should make [the problem] vague through its description, making students unclear.

T2:

R:
T2:

R:
T2:

T2’s perception of ‘defin[ing] clearly what a particular specific situation is’ seemed to mean
she did not advocate students’ account of individuals’ own assumptions for own inquires of solution
formulations. T2 instead thought that their inquiries would have to be fixed through her perceived
intention of a given problem. Otherwise, T2 might not enable herself to assert what students should
answer. In use of mathematical problems of such a design rationale, T2’s practice explained why
she could have no way but to accept T2CSR2’s arbitrary alterative response as her “Other Answer”
or T2CSR3’s two equivalent ways of sharing but in different units of representations as additionally
her another kind of “Other Answer”. T2 simply did not allow any alternative inquiry in her practice
of choices of design of mathematical tasks for use. The following excerpt shows that how T2’s
perception of teaching problem-solving should only serve for her teaching of concepts and skills
which could be unlikely to enable students’ alternative inquiries of how a given problem should be
solved.
R: (65, 13:40)
T2:
R:
T2:
R:
T2:

Base on the current student responses, how Task 1 might be used to teach?
I think it involves the concept of a fraction, say the meaning of one-third, or the use of “one minus
something…” according to a particular instant of sharing.
You mean the concept of complement?
Yes. Students need this concept to complete.
Is the order of sharing important?
Yes.
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T2 could only think primarily of the concept or skill of complement to facilitate a particular
procedure in solution formulation, instead of how students might be taught to inquire differently for
different possible ways of formulation. As reported before, even though a student could understand
and be skillful to use “complement”, if s/he happened to have answered T2’s Solution 2, then the
student would still have to be penalized without being adjusted to learn why s/he should have been
penalized with a sound mathematical reason. Note that T2’s ‘order of appearance’ was only her
implicit assumption in facilitating her own interpretation of the content in Task 1. Without prior
teaching, no student could know in advance. However, ‘order of appearance’ could only be one of
the possible assumptions in resolving a designed chaotic mathematical situation. If T2 could
perceive such an assumption her used as mathematically or contextually reasonable, why shouldn’t
she have sought students’ perspectives to back? One likely reason could be: T2 intended to save
lesson time and made use of evaluation to end.

In conclusion, T2 did not suggest any of her designed tasks in any revealed intention of hers
for certain significant relevance of her potential instructional adjustments of students’ learning of
alternative assumptions she used in solution formulation during her evaluation.

c. T3’s task design
In Chapter 5.2.3, T3 showed a number of different perceptions in Task 1, which might be
represented by the following flow chart:

Scenario 1  Scenario 2  Scenario 3
In Scenario 1, T3 did not follow the described intention of the problem. T3 perceived
intention of the problem as the one to seek “an ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu
Ming”. T3 expressed he got two different solution cases (1 and 2) as reported in Table 4.3.1. T3
also thought that he once got stuck to assert his own solution because he was puzzled if he was
‘allowed’ to give a solution in different cases. It showed that making an assumption for solution
formulation was inexistent in T3’s teaching practice, despite his two solution cases and the
underlying assumptions could appear as what he might adjust students to learn. T3’s hesitation also
made him unable to proceed with further inquiry of how these solutions had completely addressed
the problem or not.

In Scenario 2, T3 expanded his set of assumptions with the one underlain in T3CSR3’s
solution. T3 suggested inquiries of two initiating questions for student inquiries of assumptions
being no yet used for own solution formulation:
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1.

‘“What kind of one-fourth is Mom’s requested one-fourth?”’

2. ‘“Should Brother share one-third of the remaining before or after Mom’s share?”’
T3: (43, 30:21)

…For example, “What kind of one-fourth is Mom’s requested one-fourth?” Or “Should Brother share
one-third of the remaining before or after Mom’s share?” I will use this way to make students accept
[my alternative cases of solution].

Each of these two questions appeared to be likely to provoke simultaneously different
alternative assumptions at a time and initiate students to put each into a given set for different
combinations of assumptions during solution formulation.
T3’s momentarily supplemented three “subtasks” as shown in Figure 4.3.1g to indicate how
he might delete situations for a modification of Task 1 by adding terms. (See Figure 4.3.1g.) T3
actually suggested 3 well-posed problems for students to influence the underlying set of
assumptions in each of the three solution cases he accepted for solution formulation. T3 could have
thought that by deleting the added terms from each task, he thought he should have connected a
student’s inquiry to how each task could resume to the original Task 1 in meaning alternatively
possible sets of assumptions but he was not that articulate enough to express thoroughly. These
subtasks could be seen as T3’s momentary plan of how he might adjust student learning of
alternative sets of assumptions which might be inquired for solution formulation in solving some
different ultimate remaining portions of the cake left to Siu Ming.

T3 also showed his intention of a potential collaborative inquiry in classroom for students to
identify underlying assumptions in a given student’s solution (e.g. T3CSR3).
In summary, T3 suggested two different kinds of tasks in regulating students’ learning of
different sets of assumptions: 1) his designed three subtasks, and 2) a collaborative inquiry in
classroom for used assumptions in a given student response. Since T3 momentarily got stuck in
interview when prompted with his resolution of different ultimate remaining portions of the cake
left to Siu Ming, T3 did not realize any necessary change of the his perceived intention of the
problem, i.e. T3 maintained his perceived intention of the problem as the one for “an ultimate
remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming”.

In Scenario 3, T3 evidently overloaded the above collaborative inquiry for his own
collection of other alternative solutions. The collaborative inquiry itself became a discussion task
for all students to suggest further potential contributions for T3’s expansion of his own assumptions.
Since the collaborative inquiry was supposed to be open or in public, individual student’s
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contribution in any further valid assumption T3 unanticipated would presumably stimulate the rest
of students or even get them influenced cognitively of the assumptions being alternative to what
individuals had responded.
T3: (44, 24:28)

I might use a visualizer to demonstrate each single perspective from individual students without
showing mine. This is because each student might often come up with his/her own single perspective.
By collecting a number of them, I would ask students to discuss the meaning of each part of the
expressions [in a given student’s solution]. The sharing would facilitate exchange of ideas of not only
one’s own among students, say “Is this way (4/15 = 4/5  1/3) reasonable?” Then other students
would acquire different perspectives and their judgements on these perspectives.
…
…my original thought might also limit myself to give only 2 different perspectives, which did not
yield my solution method in the third case. Perhaps, there might be Case 4, 5 or 6. I don’t know.

5.3.2 Task 2
Each teacher’s revealed potential instructional adjustments for Task 2 are going to be
analyzed against potential effects of cognitive influences according to the revealed sequence of
scenarios of perceptions in Task 2.

a. T1’ task design
In Chapter 5.2.4, T1 showed a number of different perceptions in Task 2, which might be
represented by the following flow chart:

Scenario 1  Scenario 2
T1 followed each problem intention as described for his evaluation and accepted that a
student could make an assumption that “an orange drink being more concentrated as tastier” for
solution formulation. T1 could influence students cognitively for responses without such an
assumption because he perceived the assumption as necessary for solution formulation. This
assumption in T1’s solution could be seen as his primary plan for his instructional adjustment to
these students:
T1: (40, 5:50)

My original thought was: First, a student was required to express what [an orange drink being] tasty is.
Then s/he would have to base on this to do. I will then give a very high score. Otherwise, I would
become difficult to evaluate. For example, this student’s (T1JSR1) response who was scored 10. S/he
said that [an orange drink being] more concentrated is tastier (‘higher concentration = tastier’ in
T1JSR1’s argument). S/he first stated his/her statement about “tasty”. S/he then realized a particular
ratio which was the highest, and then decided the tastiest orange drink accordingly.

T1 required students to ‘base on this [assumption] to do’ during his evaluation, and
illustrated how he demanded his expected procedures, such as an assumption, ratio comparisons,
and the decision, in a solution with T1JSR1’s response, which showed a full solution to each of all
three problems. T1 exemplified how he deducted T1JSR2’s score for the absence of the assumption.
Since his got T1JSR1’s response he could score with the maximum, his intended illustration to and
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discussion with students could always made him distribute his intended assumption and influence
cognitively:
T1: (41, 4:30)

… My advocacy is to illustrate a given student response and discuss with peers.

T1’s ‘discuss[ion] with peers’ involving potentially his intended assumption should be seen
as a task he planned to adjust those who did not respond with any assumption for solution
formulation in mentioned procedures.

The commonality in student assumptions made T1 inquire and would accept a potential
alternative assumption that “an orange drink being less concentrated as tastier” in a solution because
he revealed he would accept when a student to give ‘water [as] the tastiest’ as the solution to the
third problem. Considering T1’s such a suggested alternative response to only the address of the
third problem but not the first two is because “water” as an orange drink is out of the three given
options. There “water” in a response should not be seen as a valid address to the first problem.
Without answering the first problem, an address to the second problem will become inapplicable.
Actually, of 17 student responses, no student response employed such an alternative assumption.
Although T1’s alternative assumption was not initiated by student response, his acceptance
of such an alternative response raised also his potential change of his perceived intention of the
problem that he might advocate students to bypass the designed compulsory address of the first two
problems in Task 2. In the interview, T1 actually did change his perceived intention when he would
credit such an imaginary ‘out-of-the-box’ response in a maximum score:
T1: (40, 10:02)

Perhaps a student could say, ‘Water is the tastiest.’ Then how [would s/he] add [any] concentrated
orange juice? A student could even say [an orange drink yielded by the mixing method of any of] all
given three options not tasty. This would also be reasonable.

The null student response of T1’s accepted alternative assumption for solution formulation
made T1 no way to illustrate to and discuss with students. However, T1 could still raise the same
solution to the third problem for a potential public inquiry in class to seek students’ reasoning,
which could be seen as a task in common for all students to fit feasible reasoning arguments until
every individual student’s agreement on such an ‘out-of-the-box’ response:
T1: (40, 10:02)
…
T1: (40, 10:46)

R:

Perhaps a student could say, ‘Water is the tastiest.’ Then how (would s/he) add (any) concentrated
orange juice? A student could even say (an orange drink yielded by the mixing method of any of) all
given three options not tasty. This would also be reasonable.
This is possible because s/he could explain what s/he would require for taste and the meaning for a
tasty orange drink is various. Unless the task would have limited to choose one of the three given
options, however, this task does not limit. If a student could jump out of the box and say, ‘I don’t like
to drink orange drink and regard pure water as the tastiest,’ then I think we still need to appreciate this
type of students.
Is there any student response like this?
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T1:
…
R: (41, 15:40)
T1:

…
T1: (41, 21:45)

No. All chose one of the given options.
Then a student might say: We will then start to respond with simplest way of answering. How would
you do?
Scoring then suggests a limitation. A student who gets used to a teacher’s evaluation with a score
might lose his/her motivation to do (solve a problem) when the teacher stops. However, when a
teacher continues to give, students might compete for scores and argue with easier ways of answering.
Therefore, students would need to be explained clearly. A scoring criterion is not to encourage
students to demonstrate as many calculations as they could do, but is to encourage students’ ways of
thinking. Students should not misunderstand. I think a teacher should not be scared of students’
“tricks”. It could be just because a student might have encountered more difficult ways of answering
before they could devise and jump out-of-the-box and answer.
I think what I can summarize is: Students might not necessarily be told every piece of information.
(One) could ask students to think and get stimulated.

T1 perceived his imaginary alternative response as a stimulus for each student to inquire the
underlying reasoning arguments. Since T1 had already accepted the need of an assumption in
solution formulation, his suggested inquiry could foreseeably enable students to inquire his inquired
alternative assumption for their own solution formulation. The inquiry could also enable T1 to teach
potentially a more comprehensive way of problem-solving since T1 was found to have an evident
intention to bring simultaneously alternative inquiries for all students to solve the problem
comprehensively, i.e. not following only a single assumption to solve all problems in Task 2. The
following showed his T1’s rationale:
R: (41, 2:13)

T1:

R:
T1:

…
T1: (41, 5:56)

There are two issues [to hold such a kind of inquiry activity]: 1) In what way(s) a teacher could make
students to ask challenging questions [for an out-of-the-box answer]? 2) Individual students could
digress a lot in their reactions, how could you prepare now?
… A teacher of course would have to inquire thoroughly different possibilities [first]. This might
make him/her more confident to deal with unanticipated student reactions…. I will encourage my
students to try. If a student could inquire a question that a teacher did not anticipate, then the student
could likely acquire a great sense of achievement.
How about students of those not appreciating individuals[’ out-of-the-box response]? How could you
prepare to react?
Basically, a teacher’s choice of student responses should presumably be those being logical and
reasonable in their ways of answering. These responses should not be reckless ones. Basically, peer
students would be unlikely to be vexatious. A teacher should also inquire with students in an analysis.
My advocacy is to illustrate a given student response and discuss with peers. Unless being vexatious,
a student who could reasonably inquire a more concise way of answering, my objective is done.
Whatever the way of answering is traditional, or simple, or else, our purpose is to solve a problem.
Traditionally, a teacher gives students inquiries and answers [for a given problem]. However a teacher
could also allow students to critique his/her own ways of answering. Even, I once have used to
declare: ‘I do not know any answer’ and seek student inquiries. Then [I think] students would take a
broader way of thought. …

T1 thought that an out-of-the-box answer being selected, including as his suggested
imaginary response, could hardly be those being reckless, which should stimulate student responses
in reasoning arguments to support or oppose ‘logical[ly]’. In his ultimate intention of ‘solv[ing] a
problem’, T1 thought that students could learn not to be vexatious in arguing for or against a given
‘more concise’ solution. Without any presupposition about the final procedure in solution
formulation, that T1 had experienced to declare that ‘“I do not know any answer”’, he thought that
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the public inquiry in classroom would encourage students to ‘take a broader way of thought’.
Putting the potential cognitive influence that the assumption of T1 in his implicit intention of
overriding the given necessary address of the first two problems in Task 2 with an address of only
the third problem in ‘“water”’, or his ‘out-of-the-box’ type of answering, into an interactive
situation that his intended inquiry in classroom might provide, T1 was in fact suggesting his plan of
public discussion task for students to learn the assumption for solving all three problems in Task 2
at a time alternatively. That is T1 and all students would have to supply sufficient reasoning
arguments that everyone should agree until the acceptance of ‘“water”’ as the tastiest orange drink
could be fully justified in the given context.

b. T2’s task design
In Chapter 5.2.5, T2 showed a number of different perceptions in Task 2, which might be
represented by the following flow chart:

Scenario 3  Scenario 1
In Scenario 3, T2 had devised her scoring rubrics which showed how she would represent
certain essential solution features shown in different student responses and then make use of the
scoring rubrics to recognize or evaluate students. T2’s declaration of no preset solution indicated
that assumptions she required for formulation in a solution she accepted, if any, would have to come
from only student responses, despite she could still reflect in interview any of her perceived
alternatives:
R: (63, 4:32)
T2:

Did you prepare any standard or criterion for marking?
No. Because I wanted to examine how they would answer. Then I would base on how they could
answer and develop a standard rubric. I think students would not digress too much in their responses.
If I did so, then it would have been blocked my observation of their performance.

The private development of her rubrics made this study normally unable to distinguish how
T2 could cognitively be influenced by each assumption which T2 had taken from student responses
for expansion and representation before the interview.

Despite T2 also revealed some of her own interpretations, T2 followed each problem
intention in general as described for her evaluation and accepted that a student could make an
assumption that “an orange drink being more concentrated is tastier” for solution formulation:
T2: (64, 18:36)

I think if a student would tell the reason of his/her decision, such as preferring a more concentrated
[orange drink], then [s/he] could start to inquire whether the orange drink in Option 3 is the most
concentrated or not, or whether Option 1 and Option 3 are equivalent or not. I think these [reasons]
are important because they are mathematically necessary to know.
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Due to T2’s reliance of students’ solution features in her rubric development, a minor
analysis of student responses was done and reported as shown in Table 5.2.5a. 7 students out of the
total 12 were found to have made or implied a similar assumption. Initially, T2 ‘observe[d]’ that an
inquiry for solution formulation would need such an assumption. As noted by her recognition in
T2JSR1’s response, T2 actually used rubric A “Logic” to represent a solution which showed the use
of this assumption. The other five rubrics had already been found to have nothing to do with T2’s
potential in adjusting student learning of her accepted assumption as such for solution formulation.
In the other words, T2’s distribution of her rubric A could inform students of those who did not
made any assumption in their responses, i.e. the rest of the 5 students, to get adjusted in learning
making an assumption and such an assumption for solution formulation. The reason is that from
student responses, T2 collected only this assumption. T2 became apparent to allocate only 2 scoring
levels in her design of rubric A, i.e. a Level “0” score and a Level “1” score, in representing her
intention of recognition of the assumption in rubric A among different student responses. Once a
student could respond with this assumption for solution formulation, T2 could recognize with a
Level 1 score in rubric A. In addition to distributing T2’s scoring rubrics, T2 also suggested three
other types of actions which might be relevant to her potential instructional adjustments in learning
assumptions for solution formulation: 1) reminders, 2) discussion, and 3) redoing Task 2. If T2
would inform student directly this assumption as her intended one, then those 5 students could
likely be influenced cognitively and the distribution of T2’s rubric A, might be seen as an effective
task informing these 5 students’ necessary learning for the assumption. For those 7 who used the
assumption in their responses, reminders and rubric A would be irrelevant in creating potential
growth or further learning.

The commonality that 7 student responses in common showed their use of the same
assumption probably made T2 realize and reveal an alternative assumption, which could be put as:
“an orange drink being less concentrated is tastier”.
R: (64, 18:05)
T2:

What do you mean by alternative answers?
Personal [preference on either a] more concentrated or less concentrated [orange drink for the
required] could also yield an answer [for the first problem].

T2 could have designed rubric A in more scoring levels to accommodate her inquired
alternative assumption for a potential instructional adjustment in regulating every students’ solution
formulation with this assumption. However, since T2’s rubric A has determined to ‘collect’
assumption made by students instead of guiding what T2 could inquire and possibly be seen to have
preset, T2 did not introduce further scoring levels to indicate the existence of a possible use of any
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alternative assumption. Rubric A simply was not designed to have any effect in adjusting every
student to learn her inquired alternative assumption.

T2 could have designed rubric F to mean a potential representative of an alternative
assumption which might be used by a solution she might mean as shown in Figure 4.2.2c. Since she
used it to credit T2JSR1’s non-mathematical response ‘Orange juice + lemon’ exclusively for
suggestions to the third problem, rubric F was also found not to mean any T2’s instructional
adjustments of student learning of her inquired alternative assumption.
R: (66, 19:06)
T2:

R:
T2:

Your scoring rubrics depend on student responses. Currently, students’ learning depends on your
rubrics. If students were in common unable to show good performance in ….
Initially, there was a preliminary standard of evaluation, such as if a student could use some concepts,
expressions etc.. These rubrics do not rely on student performance. However, I wanted to make
myself open to accept ways of answering being alternative to mine.
Do you mean that the current design of your scoring rubrics could only be a collection of the variety
of solution features among different student responses?
Yes…. So as to keep some flexibility [in evaluation].

After T2’s explanation of her perception on T2JSR3’s response, T2 could have designed
rubric E to mean potentially alternative means of reasoning in solving the first two problems and/or
even the third problems because she alternatively interpreted the third problem for its intention of
certain reasoning arguments. Actually, the third problem does not require any explanation. T2JSR3
was analyzed to have potentially argued his/her assumption for an orange drink in “mild”
concentration. Since T2 expressed she did not understand, rubric E was found to be not in a
potential function of T2 in representing an alternative assumption from any student and could mean
no intention of T2 to create any learning of students’ potential growth about any alternative
assumption for solution formulation.

Excerpt rubric A, rubrics B, C, D, E, and F were found to be irrelevant. T2 did not appear to
have introduced too many relevant design considerations about instructional adjustments for
students to learn an assumption in formulating a solution.

In Scenario 1, T2 suggested 4 kinds of actions she might do for her instructional adjustments
of student learning, namely: 1), distributing rubrics, 2) reminding students, 3) discussing possible
missing reasoning ways and arguments for particular student responses, and 4) asking students to
redo Task 2.

As mentioned before, if a student responded his/her solution arguments without any
assumption, rubric A might help to inform according to a Level 0 score. Together with T2’s
reminder of the assumption she collected from student responses, though in common, a student who
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did not argue with any assumption in his/her solution could likely be influenced by the assumption
for presenting a better solution in more complete reasoning arguments, and get improved in his/her
way of problems-solving.
T2’s evaluative intention did not make her consider too much in designing her rubric A or
other rubrics to inform students any alternative assumption and solution. Without any alternative
solution, T2’s distribution of rubrics could be unlikely to enable her to adjust student learning of
solving the problems in Task 2 in different individual ways and comprehensively. Having belittled
the design of Task 2 for a requirement of an assumption for solution formulation, T2 could
psychologically become even harder:
T2: (65, 1:56)
R:
T2:

R:
T2:
R:
T2:
R:

T2:

… In Task 2, students were required to find a way to decide the tastiest orange drink. This made their
performance polarized. Well-performed students could show detailed calculations.
Are these students in majority?
Not too many. Those being able to answer clearly are relatively few. This is a more complicated task.
Some students even did not contemplate the task intention. Just because the definition of “tasty” was
not given in the task, students might decide arbitrarily. For example, defining (a tastier orange drink)
with either “(mixing) with less water is tastier” or “(mixing) with more (concentrated) orange juice is
tastier” is possible.
What is the issue without such a kind of definitions?
Such a kind of presentation does not need to base on any expression and calculation for definition.
Since there was not any expression, it became hard for me to give a high score.
Take “(mixing) with less water is tastier” as an example. Why shouldn’t we be concerned with the
comparisons of the amount of water?
That is what exactly they did not show.
That means you also agreed with “(mixing) with less water is tastier” as a way to indicate how tasty
[of a given orange drink] a student might think. Was it just that students did not do any comparison
which made the definition seemingly subjective?
Yes.

T2’s own evaluative perception appeared to have “blocked” her meaning for the use of a
mathematical problem. T2 should have been enabling students to practise their applications of learnt
mathematical knowledge effectively at any suitable scenarios and situations.

T2 further raised two questions to intend for a potential collaborative inquiry for peer
students to stimulate each other in classroom: 1) ‘“[Is each problem of] it (Task 2) … a
mathematical problem [?]”’, and 2) ‘“Do you think if such a way of answering (T2JSR3) arguable?”’
The first question: ‘“[Is each problem of] it (Task 2) … a mathematical problem [?]”’ could
appear to be the one being potentially effective in provoking a collaborative inquiry in classroom of
why T2JSR2 could not give instead some mathematical arguments in attempting the problems in
Task 2, particular when s/he had likely identified two equivalent ratios from given options and
made a ratio comparison shown in his/her response that the response showed that T2JSR2 intend to
eliminate the two identical options before decision. T2JSR2 might be said as lucky for his/her
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definitely made decision in attempting the first problem because only three options were designed.
By elimination, T2JSR2 could choose the remaining definitely for his/her decision. The inquiry
could potentially enable T2JSR2 to explore peers’ reactions for a stimulus of necessary assumption
s/he should have made for a better way of reasoning and inquire his/her need of an assumption
because some had already done in their responses.
For an adjustment of T2JSR2’s learning, this T2’s suggested question could appear as an
initiating problem of a discussion task for T2 and/or the rest of students to influence T2JSR2
cognitively with an assumption s/he might not be aware of or might not know how to apply. T2 also
perceived the problems in Task 2 as mathematical:
T2: (46, 20:09)

If the given three options were suspended, then this task could have been non-mathematical.

To intend for an adjustment of every student’s learning, this T2’s suggested question would
be uncertain in enabling the need of an alternative assumption for solution formulation because the
one collected from student responses could be sufficient in making a decision, its explanation, or a
suggestion. Students normally would unlikely need an alternative assumption to make their solution
particularly mathematical.
The second question: ‘“Do you think if such a way of answering (T2JSR3) arguable?”’
could appear to be the one being potentially effective in provoking a collaborative inquiry in
classroom of why T2JSR3 should or should not give his/her arguments as responded. Since T2 had
perceived T2JSR3’s response as ‘incomprehensible’, T2 should momentarily have no further
assumptions to influence peer students cognitively. T2 could likely seek for actually T2JSR3’s
reaction about his/her potential explanation for his/her responded arguments. If T2JSR3 could
actually raise a reasonable explanation, like the previous analysis of a possible assumption about an
orange drink in a “mild” concentration, which T2 could simultaneously accept, then the assumption
could be seen to have presumably influenced T2 cognitively, which should turn her perception to a
Scenario 3 because of assumption expansion for her necessary accommodation. In turn, T2 can be
speculated that peer students could probably demand her immediately and contingently to continue
to extend momentarily and necessarily her instructional adjustments, since the assumption has been
analyzed to yield a decision of no feasible option, instead of Option 2. If there could be no one in
making T2JSR3’s response arguable as a valid solution, then T2 could still follow other
instructional adjustments she would momentarily devise. However, the effect of this question was
still uncertain because the current analysis of T2JSR3’s underlying reasons for his/her response was
still a speculation.
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T2 also suggested students to redo Task 2 again for their adjustments of learning of some
T2’s intended procedures or reasoning arguments so that she could intend them to ‘connect their
reasons to conclusions’ as a kind of instructional adjustments:
R: (65, 13:25)
T2:

R:
T2:

How about Task 2 (in teaching students)?
Task 2 should be related to “Ratios”. Students should know equivalent ratios, which would make
them distinguish different mixing methods. In fact, students generally know all involved (knowledge).
But at the end when you require an answer which yields a tastiest drink, they did not base on their
evaluated ratios to support their own decisions or suggestions. If students could have told to connect
their reasons to conclusions, students could manage after doing several times.
You mean students could not manage in one time?
No.

Unless T2 could have in advance informed fully an intended solution in full, redoing Task 2
could be unlikely to enable a student’s own and autonomous inquiry of his/her intended assumption
for solution formulation, and in particular her inquired assumption for learning a comprehensive
way of mathematical problem-solving. If T2 would intend to inform an accepted assumption as a
non-mathematical argument for potential rote-learning, then T2 could be teaching the exact inquiry
or even the solution. In turn T2 could have no way to tell if a student could learn by rote or by
understanding according his/her performance in redoing Task 2. Students’ momentarily lack of T2’s
intended reasoning arguments could also be explained by students’ potential learning by rote in the
tasks T2 repetitiously used that they momentarily failed to transform their necessarily understanding
for an application in the uncertain or unfamiliar mathematical situation offered by Task 2. This
speculation could even appear to sound when T2 revealed her suggested modifications of the
problems in Task 2 in design for students not to ‘beset with problem intentions’. T2 exemplified
these modifications with questions like: 1) ‘“What should the ratio be so that it is tasty?”’ 2)
‘“Given some concentrated orange juice, how much should I pour [into some glasses of water so as
to make an orange drink tasty]?”’ or 3) ‘“How much water should I add [so as to make an orange
drink tasty]?”’ Each of these three problems reflected that T2 would have intend to confine the
design of a problem for a definite and unique physical quantity that the final procedure of a solution
formulated would likely involve only a definite and unique value. T2 thought that such a rationale
which the problems in Task 2 should have been designed could intend her for tests of students’
mathematical knowledge. More specifically, T2 normally expected the design of the description of
questioning style of a given problem to confine students in applying her intended mathematical
knowledge. Because of such a characteristic in the design of a problem in its solution for a specific
final procedure, each of these three problems T2 suggested would facilitate only a definite and
unique mathematical inquiry in suggesting its solution. In fact, these three T2’s suggested questions
could all be put in general as well-posed problems. T2 thought that these predictable inquiries
should more likely to yield students’ mathematically reasonable arguments in supporting their
responses to the first and the third problems. However, none of them was found to possess any
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relevant capacity of creating definitely students’ growth of either of the two mutually exclusive
assumptions T2 accepted in her used solution during evaluation. That is: T2 could momentarily be
unlikely to apply her design opportunities in her practice for her use of mathematical problems in
initiating students’ opportunities of multiplicity of mathematical inquiries, once she had certain
intended mathematical knowledge to evaluate.

c. T3’s task design
In Chapter 5.2.6, T3 showed a number of different perceptions in Task 2, which might be
represented by the following flow chart:

Scenario 1  Scenario 4
T3 was found to be quite reluctant in accepting the given intentions of all three problems in
Task 2 because of his perceived subjectivity in solution formulation. Throughout the interview, T3
revealed no alternatively interpreted intention of each of the three problems. Although T3 allowed
students’ alternative interpretations of a tastiest/tastier orange drink during his evaluation, he
personally did not accept it.

T3 might be seen to have designed two tasks for his instructional adjustments in a potential
change of his perception but only one of them might be related to students’ learning of their own
assumptions. Actually, T3 seemed to intend to repeat Task 2 but implement it in a physical way.
However, T3’s puzzling intentions between the importance of regulation what the first two
problems might make student learn and that what the third problem might do made him appear to
decline with his own evaluative intentions. Due to T3’s own evaluative intentions about knowledge
he taught, he showed a modification of Task 2 as his second task. (See Figure 4.3.2f.) It consisted of
only two problems. The second task made him only focus on a unique inquiry of only the most
concentrated orange drink and leave students’ necessary practices of their accounts of own
mathematical inquiries and reasoning arguments which his used tasks could happen to have long
deprived of.
In T3’s solution, he used the assumption as exemplified by that “a more concentrated orange
drink is tastier” for his evaluation. Although his evaluation was based on the first and the second
problem, his attribution of students’ lack of his intended reasoning procedures, such as ratio
comparisons, identification of equivalent ratios, and proper representation of fraction to the
assumption was so ingrained that he would intend to discuss with students through a version of
Task 2 in a physical activity, i.e. to supply with physical concentrated orange juice and water for
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student discussions of potentially how and why they should solve the given problems. This might
have made them inquire their needs of the assumption as what T3 did before his evaluation:
T3: (45, 18:23)

R:
T3:
R:

If this problem’s entry point could be: Perhaps I would first need students to ignore the current three
options but only give them ample concentrated orange juice and water and let them mix randomly,
then this would make students to understand the source of decision-making. This would make
students to deduce their needs in fixing a particular ratio.
What would this entry point make you teach?
Because I would start from decision, therefore I should intend to teach student decision. This would
make them inquire what ratio should be.
If I could intend to enter with how to use ratios, then I would use the current problems: given some
mixing methods, students would be required to mix the first, the second, and the third orange drinks.
[This would make me] understand students how to make decisions.

T3 actually intended his physical experiment for student inquiries of their arguments for
solving the third problem first and the first two problems next. If he could implement it, and insist
to prompt students extensively for why they could make a decision or suggestion, then the resulting
discussion could foreseeably influence students’ needs of an assumption through an inquiry of their
own for a solution in answering each problem in Task 2.

However, throughout the interview, since T3 did not accept the assumption at all for which
it involved his perceived subjectivity in defining alternatively a tastier or the tastiest orange drink,
T3 reduced to intend a modification of Task 2 for adjustments of student learning of his intended
procedures of reasoning for only the most concentrated orange drink. That is: T3 changed the
intention of the three problems for only specific concepts and/or skills he intended to evaluate
without considering the value of the resulting inquiry. As shown in Figure 4.3.2f, if Task 2 was
replaced with a task in T3’s modification, i.e. to demand for a mixing method of only the most
concentrated orange drinks, then students’ incentives and opportunities for their own perspectives in
accounting for solution formulation of why they could all in common perceive the most
concentrated orange drink as the tastier/tastiest orange drink would likely be exploited. In reality,
not many people will prefer enjoying an ordinary drink in entirely undiluted concentrated orange
juice. T3 also admitted that his modification would ‘[limit] their thoughts’ and perceived his
modification as a ‘math guy[’s]’ ‘extreme’, nothing about reality.
T3’s momentarily suggested potential discussion for his intended regulation of students’
adjustments of their necessary intentions of making decisions and suggestions of the tastier/tastiest
orange drink, though not very thorough, might have made him more likely influence students
cognitively with an necessary assumption which they would need in formulating necessary
reasoning arguments and ultimately a solution to the first two problems in Task 2, just as what
T3JSR2 did. (See Figure 4.3.2c.) In fact, T3JSR2’s response only showed his/her comparison with
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only the numerators of fractions in his/her way of problem-solving. More strictly, T3JSR2 actually
gave no explicit comparison statement for his/her decided Option 2 but only juxtaposed fractions in
some expanded common denominators. Obviously, T3 also observed that applications of his
intended concepts and skills could only serve for some possible means of mathematical problemsolving and a student’s way of reasoning should not be hijacked by his intention of evaluation.
Otherwise, T3JSR2 should have even been given a very low score.
Obviously, T3’s intention of evaluation made him perceive the problems in Task 2 in
common for only an intention of a definite inquiry, and a unique solution and/or final procedure,
which made him suggest his modification for only the most concentrated orange drink in common
for all problems. As what T3 had disclosed, his modification could likely be rooted in a design
rationale of his intended efficiency in evaluation. From a decision of a tastiest orange drink to a
suggestion of an orange drink being tastier than previously decided, if a student (e.g. T3JSR3) could
happen to have made his/her assumption, then even though the student might not supply any further
mathematical argument, a teacher should presumably be capable of predicting if the student had
made his/her decision and/or suggestion reasonably and consistently, or not, because the ratios (i.e.
the student’s decision or suggestion as well as the givens) had already been made ready for
immediate comparison results (i.e. comparison of two constant fractions/ratios). If a student’s
decision or suggestion could happen to be consistent with his/her assumption, then what the student
might need should not be the learning of the underlying necessary concepts or skills, but instead the
opportunities they could autonomously make sense of in particular instants of applications of those
concepts and skills under their own inquiries during mathematical problem-solving. The fact that T3
expressed that “Ratios” is a taught topic to students illustrated how their learnt mathematical
knowledge had yet to be more thoroughly represented by his used tasks in previous evaluations. The
following two excerpts should illustrate how T3’s intended knowledge for applications in his design
considerations could long deprive students’ opportunities of their own inquiries:
T3: (45, 23:17)

R:
T3:
…
R: (46, 4:12)

T3:
R:
T3:

If [the intention] is to be changed from “to make the orange drink the tastiest” to “to yield the most
concentrated orange drink”, then this will make students to answer my expected Option 2. Also, the
original first two problems should be deleted. The third problem should also be replaced by: “If you
can use your own mixing method, then how would you make it the most concentrated?”
Then would this modification enable you to intend for your expected answer, say “one to zero”?
In fact, “n to zero” is also possible.
Despite students have been taught the topic “Ratios”, and learnt how you had intended them to
present their knowledge, in a virtual reality that the context of this problem could resemble, how
would you think if students were reasonable to apply what they had learnt?
They could show their mathematical knowledge in “Ratios”.
However, some did not appear to be able to formulate their reasons with their knowledge and then
decide the tastiest orange drink in a ratio….
This is strange. The task only seeks students’ opinion. A student could subjectively decide a particular
way of mixing, say “two glasses of concentrated orange juice to two glasses of water”.
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R:

T3:
R:
T3:

R:

T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T3:
R:
T3:

The task does not confine students to particular way of reasoning. If s/he could suggest “two to two”
as a ratio for his/her suggested mixing method which could yield his/her preferred tastiest orange
drink, why not?
This way of answering is not reflecting students’ applications of mathematics, right?
Why not? “Two to two” is also a valid ratio. Is the underlying reason correct?
The answer (two to two) is invalid. The reason is: Why didn’t the student write “one to one”, instead
of “two to two”. Such a way of answering would not make think s/he could apply what I had taught.
The issue about answering “two to two” instead of “one to one” is that the student would disclose
something unclear in his/her concept. If the student could have answered “one to one”, then I might
not have had any way to become picky. That is if a student could apply other ratios, like “one to three”
or “two to three” for a concentration comparison, then I would think the student’s application could
likely be sensible.
In the other words, what you think is: A student would have to base on the kind of ratios in certain
representations you accepted to do a comparisons which would make you predict his/her decision. Is
that right?
Yes.
Could I regard this as your accepted way of reasoning?
Yes.
In this way [of reasoning], they could show your recognized decision, right?
Yes.
And such a design would allow students to learn how to apply their mathematical knowledge to make
decision.
Yes.
But you previously said that this task might not necessarily make student learn. Why?
I think it is because the questioning style could result very subjective answers.
Do you mean what makes an orange drink tastiest?
Yes.

In the first excerpt, T3 intended his task modification (See Figure 4.3.2f.) for ‘students[’] …
answer[s of] my expected Option 2’ as well as ‘“n to zero”’. In the second excerpt, T3 actually
demonstrated that he had rarely expected students could have any opportunity to account for their
mathematical inquiries of own solution formulation in his used task problems because he revealed
that the underlying way of reasoning could appear to be always exact which was to serve for his
implicit evaluative intention of his use of task problems. However, such an evaluative intention
does not appear to enable T3 to create students’ growth of their inquiries for own accounts on their
knowledge applications, as shown in T3JSR1’s (no decision after applications of ratios), T3JSR2’s
(no ratio comparison arguments), T3JSR3’s and T3JSR4’s (no procedure in applications of ratios)
responses. For more efficient evaluation, T3’s second task in his modification of Task 2 could have
even been further decontextualized to, say: 1) “Of the three ratios 2:3, 3:4, and 4:6, which is the
largest?” 2) “Suggest a ratio of concentrated orange juice to water which makes an orange drink the
most concentrated.” Obviously, it was the evaluative intention of specific knowledge in the design
of a given problem made alternative inquiries difficult if not impossible. Student opportunities of
learning a comprehensive inquiry for mathematical problem-solving could be seriously deprived by
a teacher’s evaluative intention of specific mathematical knowledge in his/her design and use of
mathematical tasks.
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5.4 Summary of findings in revealed scenarios of perceptions, used
assumptions for teaching, instructional adjustments, and action
plans
According to Mayring (2015), the inductive categories formed against the process model
can be put as results. Table 5.4.1 presents the overall summary of revealed teacher perceptions in
different scenarios.
Teacher

T1

T2

T3

Use of
Evaluation Expansion Collection Indecision Evaluation Expansion Collection Indecision Evaluation Expansion Collection Indecision
assumptions
Scenario 1
Scenario 3
Scenario 1
Flow of
Scenario
2
Scenario
3
Scenario 2
perception
Scenario 2
Scenario 1
Scenario 3
scenarios in
Scenario 2
Task 1
Scenario 3
Use of
Evaluation Expansion Collection Indecision Evaluation Expansion Collection Indecision Evaluation Expansion Collection Indecision
assumptions
Flow of
Scenario 1
Scenario 3
Scenario 1
perception
Scenario 2
Scenario 1
Scenario 4
scenarios in
Task 2

Figure 5.4.1: An overall summary of inductively formed scenarios of teacher perceptions and changes
due to stimulation of student responses to ill-posed problems

T1 revealed 5 scenarios of perceptions in the discussion of Task 1, which indicated that in
the interview, he likely changed at least 4 times of perceptions for which he used different sets of
assumptions for different mathematical inquiries in the same problem-solving context after his
evaluation of student responses. In addition, he could devise momentarily certain actions to intend
for own planning for individual students’ growths and learning according to uses of different sets of
assumptions for their problem-solving inquiries.
T2 revealed 3 scenarios of perceptions in the discussion of Task 1, which indicated that in
the interview, she likely changed at least 2 times of perceptions for which she used different sets of
assumptions for different mathematical inquiries in the same problem-solving context. Although she
adopted different sets of assumptions among different accepted valid inquiries, she only intended
for evaluation but could not suggest any further substantial instructional adjustment to indicate her
own potential expansion of further uses of assumptions from students after evaluation. This meant
that her major instructional adjustment, i.e. her used set of scoring rubrics, was exact and would not
change to accept further alternative inquiries of students. Subsequent potential growths and learning
of students were not obviously revealed in her momentary plan of instructional adjustments. A
Scenario 3 before a Scenario 1 with a Scenario 1 at the end indicated that T2 intended her collection
of alternative assumptions and inquiries for merely an evaluation purpose. The lack of a Scenario 2
after a Scenario 1 meant that she intended any action to expand her use of assumptions for
perceiving a valid inquiry. In fact, this study still believes that she might likely have got expanded
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from alternative singular inquiries from students in developing her scoring rubrics. For example,
she credited an arbitrary assumption from a student about Siu Ming buying a whole cake to eat
alone. However, the current research design did not anticipate this and could not obtain any data to
justify.
T3 revealed 3 scenarios of perceptions in the discussion of Task 1, which indicated that in
the interview, he likely changed at least 2 times of perceptions for which he used different sets of
assumptions for different mathematical inquiries in the same problem-solving context. Like T1, he
showed a sequence of a Scenario 2 and a Scenario 3 after Scenario 1, which meant that he had
expended his use of an alternative assumption or a set of assumption for a problem-solving inquiry,
which he also revealed certain actions to seek for potentially own and students’ further growths in
use of alternative assumptions for mathematical inquiry in the same problem-solving context, which
could be seen as certain evident momentarily devised instructional adjustments.
T1 revealed 2 scenarios of perceptions in the discussion of Task 2, of one after evaluation.
This sequence indicated that in the interview, he intended to seek for an alternative assumption or
inquiry from students with an evident action. However, the lack of any Scenario 3 indicated that he
did not reveal any substantial instructional adjustment for him to collect further assumption for own
or students’ growth. This also indicates that T1 could raise only assumptions by own ability in
alternative inquiries for steering students’ growths and learning as shown in his third Scenario 2 in
Task 1.
T1 revealed 2 scenarios of perceptions in the discussion of Task 2, of one after evaluation.
This sequence indicated that in the interview, he intended to seek for an alternative assumption or
inquiry from students with an evident action. However, the lack of any corresponding Scenario 3
indicated that he did not reveal any substantial instructional adjustment for him to collect further
assumption for own or students’ growth.
T2 revealed 2 scenarios of perceptions in the discussion of Task 2, of one before evaluation
in the interview. This was a similar sequence indicated that in Task 1 because she also intended her
set of scoring rubrics for merely evaluation without any clear intentions and actions in certain
design of instructional adjustments to further students’ growths and learning in multiplicity and/or
comprehensiveness of mathematical inquiries. The most obvious example was that she declined her
perceived validity in her inquired definition for the required tastiest orange drink in a less
concentrated orange juice being a tastier orange drink just because of her evaluation purpose in
design considerations of rubrics and scoring levels. This made her fail to suggest any alternatively
valid inquiry with her use of her designed set of scoring rubrics. In addition, this saved her a
potential Scenario 2.
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T3 revealed also 2 scenarios of perceptions in the discussion of Task 2, of one being
Scenario 1 and the other a Scenario 4 in interview. T3 particularly hated alternative inquiries not
facilitating his intention of efficient evaluation. Because of such a perception, even though he would
invent a physical experiment in seemingly re-doing Task 2 for first the third problem and then the
first two problems, he did not intend to seek students’ perspectives in problem-solving but in only
firm intention of requiring all to seek only for his intended an orange drink with taste in the highest
concentrated concentration of the given concentrated orange juice. He intended to stick to such his
personal ‘math guy’s’ advocacy in teaching mathematical problem-solving.
For the three teachers’ individual uses of Task 1, their revealed use of assumptions for
teaching mathematical problem-solving, the corresponding instructional adjustments and plans of
actions are summarized in Table 5.4.2, Table 5.4.3, and Table 5.4.4.
T1 perception Problem intention
in Task 1
Scenario 1
“The” ultimate
remaining portion
of the cake left to
Siu Ming *

Used assumption(s)

Major instructional adjustment(s)

1.
2.

The set of assumptions shown Demonstration of (**) through
in ‘original thought’
T1CSR1’s solution
representable by T1CSR1’s
solution
Subtasks regulating no specific
use of 2) and/or 3) exemplified
by: ‘Siu Ming will eat the
ultimate remaining. What is the
fraction will Siu Ming eat?’
Nil (Interview intentionally not to
N/A
explore because of Instruction 2. See
Figure 3.1.1a.)

3.

As (*)
1.
“¼” as only 1/4 of the whole
cake
Brother’s share only after Dad’s
share
2.

**

1st Scenario 2 “An” ultimate
remaining portion
of the cake left to
Siu Ming leading
to an interval of
portions bounded
by (*);
2nd Scenario 2 “An” ultimate
remaining portion
of the cake left to
Siu Ming
***

As (**), i.e. all three assumptions
above

1.
2.

Plan or potential action(s)

As (***)
3 sets of assumptions:
a.
“¼” as only 1/4 of the
whole cake & Brother’s
share only after Dad’s
share
b.
“¼” as only 1/4 of the
remaining & Brother’s
share only after Dad’s
share
c.
“¼” as only 1/4 of the
remaining & Brother’s
share after both Dad’s &
Mom’s share

Individual sets of assumptions in
Demonstration of ‘adding or deleting’
each of 2 sets subtasks as reported in terms of subtasks in Figure 4.1.1c and
Figure 4.1.1c and Figure 4.1.1d
Figure 4.1.1d for student
interpretations of sets of assumptions
2a, 2b, and 2c.

****
(See Table 4.1.1a)
3rd Scenario 2 As described goal 1.
As 2a, 2b, and 2c above
Solve again according to (*****).
2.
Either
(See Figure 5.1.1a.)
a.
Siu Ming share a largest
portion, or
b.
Siu Ming share a smallest
portion
***** (See Figure 5.1.1a.)
Scenario 3
As (***)
As (****) and/or (*****)
1. For (****), different sets of
assumptions other than (****);
and/or
2. For (*****), other than the
mutually exclusive alternatives of
either Siu Ming share a largest or
smallest portion;
Subtasks to show all possibilities.
(See Figure 5.3.1a.)

Repeating demonstration as in
interview for assumptions of (****)
through own inquiry of ‘What should
Siu Ming base on to decide how much
to eat?’ (See Chapter 4.1.1d.)

Collaborative inquiry in an
exemplifying initiating question:
‘Should [“1/4”] be one-fourth of the
remaining or one-fourth of the whole
cake?’

Figure 5.4.2: T1’s each revealed scenario of perceptions in Task 1
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T2 perception Problem intention
in Task 1
1st Scenario 3 “An” ultimate
remaining portion
of the cake left to
Siu Ming *

Used assumption(s)

Major instructional adjustment(s)

1.
2.
3.
**

1.

As (*)
Interpretation of “1/4”
‘order of appearance’

2nd Scenario 3 Siu Ming will eat Arbitrary
a whole cake (See
Figure 4.2.1d)
Scenario 1
As (*)
As (**)

Plan or potential action(s)

For 1), rubric E (See Figure
N/A (Rubrics in development)
4.2.1a and Chapter 4.2.1a.)
2.
For 2) and 3), rubric A (See
Figure 4.2.1a and Chapter
4.2.1c.)
3.
Tasks regulating no specific use
of 2) and/or 3) exemplified by:
a) ‘project’ about golden ratio
b) problem-posing task about
a story for use of a given
equation
Rubric F (Could be misleading)
Nil (Probably due to T2’s perceived
irrelevance)
Rubric A, E, and F

Demonstration of student solution

Figure 5.4.3: T2’s each revealed scenario of perceptions in Task 1
T3 perception Problem intention
in Task 1
Scenario 1
“An” ultimate
remaining portion
of the cake left to
Siu Ming *

Used assumption(s)

Scenario 2

As (*)

1.
2.

Scenario 3

As (*)

1.
2.
3.

Major instructional adjustment(s)

Plan or potential action(s)

Alternative tasks or subtasks
Nil (Perceived as not ‘allowed’ to
regulating no specific use of 2) and/or teach conditional inquiry even with
3) exemplified by:
T3CSR1’s and T3CSR2’s solutions)
a.
‘Anyway, leave me 1/4’ to ‘Dad
ate one-fifth and then shared
one-fourth of the remaining to
Mom’;
b.
‘In a cake, Siu Ming ate onethird. What is the remaining?’;
c.
‘(Continued) Brother then ate
two-thirds of the remaining.
What is the remaining?’.
d.
‘(Continued) Siu Ming further
ate one-third or one-half. [What
is the remaining?]’
As (*), and
Individual sets of assumptions in
1.
Demonstration of ‘adding or
3 sets of 2) and 3):
each of 3 subtasks as reported in
deleting’ terms for student
a.
Mom is reserved ¼ of the Figure 4.3.1g
interpretations of sets of
remaining after only Dad’s
assumptions 2a, 2b, and 2c. (See
share. Brother shares after
Chapter 4.3.1g.)
both Dad’s and Mom’s
2.
Collaborative inquiry some
share
exemplifying initiating questions:
b.
Mom is reserved ¼ of the
a.
‘“What kind of one-fourth
whole cake. Brother shares
is Mom’s requested oneafter both Dad’s and
fourth?”’
Mom’s shares.
b.
‘“Should Brother share
c.
Mom is reserved ¼ of the
one-third of the remaining
whole cake. Brother shares
before or after Mom’s
after only Dad’s share.
share?”’
As (*)
Interpretation of “1/4”
Brother’s sharing instant

**
As (**)

Different sets of assumptions other
than (**). See also

Figure 5.4.4: T3’s each revealed scenario of perceptions in Task 1
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For the three teachers’ individual uses of Task 1, their revealed use of assumptions for
teaching mathematical problem-solving, the corresponding instructional adjustments and plans of
actions are summarized in Table 5.4.5, Table 5.4.6, and Table 5.4.7.
T1 perception Intention of
Used assumption(s)
in Task 2
individual
problems
Scenario 1
1 & 2) followed as “An orange drink being tastier
described
is more concentrated in given
concentrated orange juice” *
3) followed as
As (*)
described
Scenario 2
1 & 2) bypassed Nil (See Chapter 4.1.2e.)
3) followed as
“An orange drink being tastier
described
is less concentrated in given
concentrated orange juice”

Major instructional adjustment(s)

Plan or potential action(s)

Instruct to express (*)
**
As (**)

Demonstration of T1JSR1’s solution
(See Figure 4.1.2a.)
***
As (***)

N/A
An assumption underlain in the solution
‘Water is the tastiest’ (See Chapter 4.1.2e.)
****

N/A
Collaborative inquiry for fitting
supporting (and opposing) reasoning
arguments for (****)

Figure 5.4.5: T1’s each revealed scenario of perceptions in Task 2
T2 perception Intention of
Used assumption(s)
Major instructional adjustment(s)
in Task 2
individual
problems
Scenario 3
1 & 2) followed as “An orange drink being tastier 1.
(*) underlain in rubrics A and E (See
described
is more concentrated in given
Figure 4.2.2a.)
concentrated orange juice” * 2.
Subtasks regulating no specific use of
(*) exemplified by:
a.
‘What should the ratio be so that
it is tasty?’
b.
‘Given some concentrated
orange juice, how much should I
pour [into some glasses of water
so as to make an orange drink
tasty]?’
c.
‘How much water should I add
[so as to make an orange drink
tasty]?’
3) followed as
As (*)
3.
(*) underlain in one point of the two
described
non-zero scoring levels of rubric F
(See Figure 4.2.2a.)
Scenario 1
1 & 2) followed as As (*)
1.
(*) underlain in only rubrics A and E
described
2.
Tasks regulating no specific use of (*)
exemplified by:
3) followed as
a.
Seeking predetermined ‘reason’
described
for ‘not most welcomed’ in a
given bar chart of a given
distribution of ‘products’
b.
Seeking predetermined
‘argument’ for proving given
propositions about given
properties of similar triangles
c.
Repeating Task 2
(See Chapter 4.2.2g.)

Plan or potential action(s)

N/A (Rubrics in development)

N/A (Rubrics in development)

1.

2.

Collaborative inquiry for
mathematical arguments making
Task 2 as a mathematical task
Collaborative inquiry for
T2JSR3’s underlying assumption
in fitting his/her momentary
arguments

Figure 5.4.6: T2’s each revealed scenario of perceptions in Task 2
T3 perception Intention of
in Task 2
individual
problems
Scenario 1
1 & 2) followed
‘embarrassing[ly]’
as described
3) followed
‘embarrassing[ly]’
as described

Scenario 4

Used assumption(s)

Major instructional adjustment(s)

Plan or potential action(s)

An orange drink being tastier
is more concentrated in given
concentrated orange juice *
As (*)

An alternative task in context of Task 2
Do (**) in the intention as described
regulating no specific use of (*) exemplified
by problems:
a.
She wants to make the orange drink in
highest concentration. “Which one
will yield the most concentrated
orange drink?”
b.
If you can use your own mixing
method, then how would you make it
the most concentrated?
**
(See Figure 4.3.2f.)
1 & 2) followed as Dependent on result of inquiry in (***)
Collaborative inquiry of necessary
described
reasoning arguments in redoing Task
2 ***
3) followed as
described

Figure 5.4.7: T3’s each revealed scenario of perceptions in Task 2
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Chapter 6: Discussion
There are two parts of discussions. One part is to answer the research questions, since these
questions were set during the design of this study. Since different issues relevant to meaning of
effective teaching of mathematical problem-solving could come from the results of analysis, the
other part discussion is to elaborate the areas of issues that the research questions have not been
designed to cover.

6.1 Teacher

Perceptions

and

Task

Design

for

Potential

Implementation of Formative Assessments
This section is to answer the research questions set in Chapter 2.4.

6.1.1 Answering the first Research Question
What are mathematics teachers’ perceptions about use of ill-posed mathematical problems
related to adjusting students’ learning of mathematical problem-solving?
All three participating teachers, namely T1, T2, and T3, described their perceptions after use
of ill-posed problems in the two tasks, namely Task 1 and Task 2, as ‘vague’, ‘unclear’, or
‘imprecise’. These perceptions could be put as their general or overall perceptions due to their
perceived intention of the ill-posed problems. They definitely needed to base on the currently
designed descriptions in either contexts, or questioning styles, or both to interpret. However, these
perceptions might or might not affect their wills and preparations in teaching mathematical
problem-solving.

They all indicated their perceived solution(s) in one to two certain underlying sets of
assumptions as instructional adjustments for students of those who failed to respond. (See the
column “used assumption” from Figure 5.4.2 to Figure 5.4.7.) In the other words, regardless of the
suggested instructional adjustments for re-learning the decided prior knowledge, their sets of
assumptions being used in revealed single or alternative mathematical inquiries became normally
their major instructional adjustments for students of only those who failed to respond with their
accepted solutions. Although only T3 in Task 1 could inquire the problem with more than one set of
assumptions before evaluation, he did not have any initial plan for students to learn simultaneously
different or alternative inquiries (See Chapter 5.2.3.). This indicates a teacher could normally
perceive his/her teaching as “finished” once s/he could arrive at a solution in his/her perceived
intention of a given ill-posed problem (or even any problem). Inquiries for potential alternative
solutions as well as instructional adjustments leading to student learning of more comprehensive
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inquiries could be seen as “stochastic”, particularly when a problem just like those in Task 2 would
only a seek definite and unique intention about solution (e.g. the second problem or the third
problem), including the final procedure (i.e. the first problem or the third problem), as well as its
explicit and/or implicit mathematical reasoning (i.e. the second problem and the optional attempt
for the third problem).

At the beginning of discussion about Task 1, all teachers made implicitly an assumption for
their perceived intention of the problem as the one commonly seeking “the/an” ultimate remaining
portion of the cake left to Siu Ming. In the other words, the three teachers perceived the intention
that the given questioning style of the problem they interpreted in Task 1 as the one which only
sought a definite value for a complete response. To put it simple, they all perceived the problem as a
mere well-posed problem. They all in common missed to address the “should” of the goal, i.e. if the
problem should have also been intended for simultaneously a necessary condition to yield their
intended ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming in a tendency of a complete
response. Because of the lack of such an inquiry, even T2 and T3 were found to have evidently
inquired or collected multiple but mutually exclusive inquiries to the problem in their perceived
intention, these multiple inquiries seemingly being “left unattended”, as in T2’s scoring rubrics and
T3’s nil further resolution of his collected alternative inquiries, might be used to exemplify how
they did not intend to consider if different solutions would collectively introduce a contradiction to
individual “solution’s” validity in addressing the “should” of the problem. As far as the
instructional adjustments of student learning of assumptions in alternative inquiries for perceived
intention(s) concern this question, all teachers only planned their used solutions to “the/an ultimate
remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming” as a major instructional adjustment. However such a
perceived intention in common became problematic in their anticipated student reactions which
they all perceived these reactions as ‘student disputes’, when teachers’ own solution(s) were found
to have failed to accommodate the underlying set of assumptions in alternative student responses in
interview.

While both T2 and T3 could identify the two designed uncertainties in the context and gave
more than one solution to “an ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming”, which they
in common made two personal assumptions on namely: 1) the formulation of Mom’s reserved share,
and 2) a specific order of different family members in sharing the cake, they could supply own sets
of assumptions for students of those who failed to respond with their accepted solutions.
Nevertheless, T1 and T3 were later found to have been cognitively influenced by some alternative
sets of assumptions which they did not anticipate. In the other words, they did not plan completely
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their initial instructional adjustments so as to enable all students to get cognitively influenced with
all possible different sets of assumptions being alternative to what they individually planned before
evaluation. One essential reason could be that T1 and T3 did not examine all underlying
assumptions they used in solution formulation rigourously and thoroughly. Momentarily, what they
could plan for an adjustment of student learning was only their underlying sets of assumptions in
their used solution during evaluation.

On the other hand, T2 appeared to intend a set of scoring rubrics for her major instructional
adjustments of student learning. T2 approached different sets of assumptions on context
interpretations with only a single scoring rubric, namely Rubric A “Logic”. Despite T2 actually
collected all three different possible sets of assumptions that students made in their response for her
rubric representation, she introduced only 3 limited levels of scoring, of only two being non-zero,
which failed to inform clearly how students could be adjusted to learn the existence of all different
alternative sets of assumptions. Worst, T2 introduced implicitly her own assumption in her accepted
‘order(s) of appearance’ of different family members for the given description about different
described events in sharing the cake without considering entirely how the description would affect
the context about the order of different members in sharing. This implicit assumption made her have
marginalized one of her collected three possible ways of sharing in a lower level of score (i.e. two
in Level 2 and one in Level 1). In effect, despite T2 had devised six rubrics for her full
representation of students’ solution features, she imposed the use of different sets of assumptions in
solution formulation on only a single rubric for representation. This indicated a great contradicting
contrast to T2’s intended observation of alternative inquiries but in such a kind under-representation
of the variety. More importantly, the representation was for T2’s subsequent recognition of student
responses. However, other rubrics were found to be irrelevant to student learning of mathematically
or contextually justifiable alterative sets of assumptions for solution formulation. Together with
T2’s limited levels of scoring, T2’s Rubric A did not appear to function as what T2 should have
intended in facilitating potentially any adjustment of student learning of solutions or the underlying
assumptions being alternative to what they had responded because the rubric did not indicate the
necessary existence of simultaneously two equivalently the best solutions (Solution 1 and 3) and the
corresponding underlying sets of assumptions. Students being informed with T2’s design of rubric
A would likely seek only one solution T2 accepted with a Level 2 score and were not supposed to
adjust necessarily to learn others. In the other words, teaching a comprehensive way of
mathematical problem-solving in T2’s practice was found to be only optional, if not irrelevant, to
student learning.
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In Task 1, in summary, all teachers might be said to have used the problem in Task 1 as a
well-posed problem in seeking only a definite and unique intention until they could realize they
would inevitably have to deal with alternative or unanticipated sets of assumptions in solution
inquiry for assessing or evaluating student responses. All the teachers individually suggested some
modifications of the problem so as to enable them to facilitate more efficient evaluation of their
intended and specific knowledge which they could find relevant to a given particular inquiry. Since
they all reflected the involved knowledge were all taught or in students’ prior knowledge they knew,
these suggested modifications were found to be irrelevant to potential creation of students’
necessary growth of mathematical problem-solving in alternative sets of assumptions or in a
comprehensive analysis of mathematical problem-solving. For example, T3’s once suggested
modification in the given mathematical constraints about Dad’s and Moms’ share as ‘“Dad ate onefifth and then shared one-fourth [of the remaining] to Mom”’ (See Chapter 4.3.1a) could be seen as
how he once had intended to eliminate all alternative interpretations for his perceived problem
intention. In addition, for ‘ease of understanding’, T1 had also once intended to modify the
questioning style as the one in a seeming well-posed problem: ‘Siu Ming will eat the ultimate
remaining. What is the fraction will Siu Ming eat?’ (See Chapter 4.1.1d.)

At the beginning of discussion of Task 2, all teachers generally perceived the given intention
of the three problems as described. Both T1 and T2 accepted students to make an assumption of a
tastier orange drink as the one being more concentrated in given concentrated orange juice for
solution formulation of all three problems. However, while T2 could inquire an alternative
assumption, T1 did not. T2 again made use of another set of six rubrics to represent solution
features she accepted in recognizing and evaluating student responses. Since T2 actually collected
students’ assumption in common as mentioned, T2 only recognized it in rubric A “Logic” and with
even only a two-level of scoring of only one being non-zero. The rest of rubrics were also found to
be irrelevant for student learning of any alternative assumption being relevant to the described
context. In the other words, those who responded with an assumption would get a maximum score
in rubric A and would have no incentive to inquire any of its alternative(s) for formulation of an
alternative inquiry. T2’s instructional adjustment was limited to the solution of each of the problem
of what the assumption would result. T3 even perceived such assumption as ‘problematic’ in which,
he thought, would make the first and the third problems intend for only his perceived intention
about only the most concentrated orange drink. For the first problem, T3’s perceived intention was
equivalent. For the third problem, T3’s perceived intention was entirely different from described,
since it only asks for one possible mixing method which yields an orange drink being tastier than
the one being decided in the first problem. For an assumption of a tastier orange drink being more
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concentrated in concentrated orange juice, the answer for the first problem is Option 2, i.e. any
suggested relative concentration of concentrated orange juice to water in ratio greater than 3/4 will
become a valid answer for the third problem, such as 5 glasses of concentrated orange juice to 4
glasses of water [e.g. as what T2JSR4 responded]. T3’s perceived intention was found to be
different from what the third problem is described.

In Task 2, in summary, all teachers used the problems in Task 2 also as some well-posed
problems, i.e. once they received a possible response, they would not automatically consider further
inquiries of any alternatives for their preparations in a more comprehensive plan of instructional
adjustments. Teaching mathematical problem-solving was found to be quite incomplete, particularly
on a basis of their necessary teaching of a comprehensive analysis according to different
assumptions they could inquire or used in solution formulation.

In general, all teachers were shown to have used an ill-posed problem as if they could have
used a well-posed problem for initially certain evaluation purposes. That might explain why they all
would demonstrate their perceptions in certain Scenario 1s in each task. Their intended evaluations
as a whole was based on how they could intend students for applications of learnt mathematical
knowledge in only a certain singular mathematical problem-solving inquiry. In the other words, all
teachers showed their practices of teaching of mathematical problem-solving as the one to serve
how they would only teach relevant concepts and skills in certain necessary procedures. That is:
They could quite likely intend to teach mathematical problem-solving as if their conceptualized role
of mathematical problem-solving should be used to serve to teach only their intended mathematical
knowledge or curricular contents (Stanic & Kilpatrick 1989). However, merely knowledge
application could be shown to have nothing to do to initiate an alternative inquiry or a
comprehensive way of mathematical problem-solving that they should have planned for certain
instructional adjustments of student learning and growths or future evaluations of student ability in
a comprehensive analysis about mathematical problem-solving. If a teacher could have prepared
own practice for teaching simultaneously different inquiries with the use of well-posed problems or
others, then even none of the students could raise, s/he should have still raised the corresponding
instructional adjustments somehow comprehensively or at least in two different alternative ways of
inquiries once s/he had been aware of a necessary assumption for solution formulation. T2’s current
use of her rubrics in both tasks might be seen as a critical counter example.
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6.1.2 Answering the second research question
How would mathematics teachers’ use of ill-posed mathematical problems affect their plans
for reactions to student responses?
In Task 1, T1, and T3 initially showed only one and two solutions respectively. All were
intended for “the/an ultimate remaining of the cake left to Siu Ming”, not the described goal. Not
until their re-examinations of some student responses, both T1 and T3 showed ultimately three
solutions. This means both T1 and T3 were influenced cognitively by some assumptions used in
students’ responses that they did not anticipate. This explains that both T1 and T3 showed a
Scenario 2 but T2 did not for a potential change of their planned instructional adjustments, i.e. only
their used solution(s) during evaluation.
Actually, T2 did show that she did have been influenced by some students’ assumptions and
should have demonstrated at least one Scenario 2. However, the unanticipated use of rubrics of this
study for T2’s own evaluation made T2’s own solution indistinguishable from potential cognitive
influences she might receive from student responses. As far as any change of T2’s instructional
adjustments concerns this question, this study could only base on special solution features of
student responses resulted from her used assumptions to explore her any evidently dedicated
instructional adjustment to identify if T2 could have developed any further plan to deal with any
special solution feature in student responses. (See Chapter 5.2.3.)
Back to the number of solutions in Task 1, since T2 approached her perceived problem
intention with her own sets of rubrics, which were developed from solution features among
different student responses, the number of solutions T2 accepted did not have any change as
reflected in rubric E and remained three after review of some special student responses and further
analysis of them. However, all three teachers’ own sets of three solutions are not entirely identical.
This means that each teachers still did not inquire thoroughly all alternatives of each of assumptions
they made in formulating own set of solutions. Table 6.1.1a summarizes all different possible
inquiries due to all possible combinations of all collected contextual assumptions from teacher
perceptions.
Inquiries
1
2

Collected
perception of “1/4”
¼ of the whole
cake
¼ of the whole
cake

Collected perception of “An” ultimate remaining portion of the cake
Teacher adoption
Brother’s way of sharing left to Siu Ming
1

1

1

1

17

5
1

3

5

4

60
11

after only Dad’s share

= 1 − − ( ) (1 − ) − (1) =

after only Dad’s and
Mom’s share

= 1 − 5 − 4 − (3) (1 − 5 − 4) = 30

3

¼ of the remaining after only Dad’s share

4

¼ of the remaining

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

T1, T2*, T3
T2, T3

2

= (1 − 4) [1 − 5 − (3) (1 − 5)] = 5 T1

1
1
1
1
2
after both of Dad’s and
= (1 − 3) [1 − 5 − (4) (1 − 5)] = 5 T1, T2, T3
Mom’s share
 used in evaluation,  influenced by students, * marginalized by teacher
Table 6.1.1a: All different possible inquiries due to the different combinations
of all collected contextual assumptions from teacher perceptions in Task 1
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Despite the ultimate remaining portions of the cake left to Siu Ming are of the same value,
Inquiry 3 and 4 are different. This means that if a teacher’s practice could only intend him/her use
of a problem for teaching only “the answer” or “the solution”, then s/he could likely miss to inquire
his/her necessary preparations of some critical instructional adjustments about students’ potential
growths of their inquiries about alternative solutions and in turn even a comprehensive way of
mathematical problem-solving. Therefore, the use of descriptive “instability” in the design of an illposed problem for its mathematical constraints and the user-defined criterion for an optimal goal
might be said to have allowed natural engineering of potential interactive situations for 1) students’
necessarily personal accounts of each of own inquiries and 2) teacher’s more thorough preparations
of unanticipated assumptions for assumption expansion for solution formulation in complementing
his/her own plan of instructional adjustments momentarily.
Both T1 and T3 momentarily devised some seeming “subtasks” in extending the given
problem-solving context to enable relatively less-abled students to adjust to learn a definite set of
assumptions which they did not respond so as to indicate a solution they failed to answer or an
alternative solution they did not simultaneously answer. Each of these “subtasks” was normally
designed according to the given context in Task 1 in which the context was modified so as to
facilitate only definite interpretations of a given piece of instability and in turn definite unique
solutions to “an” ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming in Task 1. The
modification was normally ‘adding terms’ to restrict students’ interpretations of the context to only
their intended ways of mathematical problem-solving and might be seen to have yielded some wellposed problems for one of their three solutions. T1 and T3 would generally mean that the solution
of a given “subtask” of their own should yield a solution of the problem in Task 1 when the added
terms could be deleted. T1 and T3 perceived such a strategy as ‘adding and deleting’ ‘terms’ or
‘situations’.

Since both T1 and T3 were evidently influenced by unanticipated solution(s) or at least one
underlying assumption in their corresponding set(s), both T1 and T3 showed that they would raise
used assumptions during evaluation or student solutions as well as some initiating questions for
collaborative inquiries of alternatives, which suggested that they did not restrict their collected three
solutions or three sets of assumptions as individually exclusive. Instead, both T1 and T3 based on
individually collected assumptions and solutions to plan for certain open stimulation of individual
students’ further reactions in classroom so as to expand individuals’ set of own collected solutions
or assumptions, which showed their perceptions in a Scenario 3. Since any individual student’s
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further suggestions of alternative solutions or assumptions would have to be made public in
classroom and these suggestions would also have to be made as what s/he could reasonably account
for in certain mathematical or contextual arguments accepted by T1 or T3, these individuals’
potential alternative solutions or assumptions could also be seen as another additional kind of
instructional adjustments that the rest of students who did not respond might get cognitively
influenced momentarily or even immediately.

Despite T3 could not reveal any further instructional adjustments in interview, T1 did. In
fact T1 showed two more Scenario 2s, i.e. the first and the third Scenario 2s, both of which were
related how he made assumptions in interpreting the problem intention. Actually, since T1 could
evidently inquire the commonality of student responses of only a single value which did not address
“should” completely, T1 started to question his interpreted intention of the problem implicitly. T1
actually asserted his necessary condition to extend his way of problem-solving by ‘it is in what way
Siu Ming should use to decide how much to eat’. Actually, the interview was intended not to
explore any of T1’s potential instructional adjustment in the first Scenario 2 because of two reasons:
1) T1 thought that students should have answered an interval of possible values bounded by what
they had found in “the” ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming so that Siu Ming
should choose any one of them to decide, and 2) “Inequalities” should appear to be an untaught
topic to T1’s students in Secondary 1 level that T1’s instructional adjustments could hardly escape
from the use of relevant concepts in the topic for proper representation of a given interval and
presentation of solution arguments. In the first reason, since T1’s perceived upper bound was
merely a premise for such an alternative interpretation of the problem intention, it would not change
T1’s momentarily perceived intention of the problem. As analyzed before, in the second reason, this
study does not intend a teacher to provide prior teaching of any involved knowledge for use of Task
1. T1’s perceived intention of the problem should remain unchanged in the first Scenario 2.
In the third Scenarios 2, once T1’s ‘original thought’ used in evaluation had been influenced
by some students’ different ways of sharing as well as the different resulting ultimate remaining
portions of the cake left to Siu Ming, T1 was shown to inquire immediately how he would intend to
teach problem-solving. By suggesting the assumption that Siu Ming ‘might have to compare how to
share a larger portion to decide’ and momentarily balancing its subjectivity with its seeming
opposite ‘if Siu Ming wants to keep fit’, T1 thought that either of these two mutually exclusive
assumptions would then enable individual students to resolve their disputes in own solution to the
problem. In fact, T1’s demonstration of his inquiry of such a seemingly more balanced way of
solution formulation made him resume to acquire the condition he needed to extend his way of
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problem-solving from only “an ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming” to the
intention of the problem in Task 1 being currently described. In the other words, T1’s inquiry
appeared to have made him solve the problem more completely by demonstrating evolutionarily his
perceived more comprehensive way of ‘problem-solving’. T1’s improved comprehensiveness was
found to be evident in three areas: 1) whatever the number of different ways of sharing could be
further raised, since T1’s suggested assumption was intended for an optimal way of sharing, new
valid underlying assumptions from students would still be accepted; 2) whatever different valid
ultimate remaining portions of the cake left to Siu Ming were found, T1’s suggested assumption
would always help to resolve only the optimal and in turn its resulting way of sharing: 3) T1’s
suggested optimal assumption was “balanced” with his suggested alternative that individual
students could still have their own account for deciding how they could extend their own inquiry of
solution formulation accordingly by making other suitable optimal assumptions in certain
mathematical account. In an analogy to potential T2JSR3’s “mild” assumption, a student’s should
also be made unrestricted to suggest say an optimally “mild” way of sharing for Siu Ming to choose,
provided that the mathematical definition of “mild” should be clear. T1’s momentary way of
“teaching” problem-solving, i.e. the open inquiry of a suitable optimal condition in resolving
different ways of sharing, should be put as a definite instructional adjustment in creating potentially
students’ growth of mathematical problem-solving comprehensively much higher than what they
initially showed commonly in answering only a single way of sharing for only an ultimate
remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming without any comparison.

Since T2 intended only rubric A for her recognition of different ways of sharing she
collected during her design, and what T2 collected from students’ solution could generally be
intended to find only “an ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming” which T2
represented through rubric E, rubrics A and E, once defined, were found to become rigid in
informing students respectively only whether a student could illustrate only “the best” way of
sharing T2 accepted (for rubric A) and whether a student could base on his/her responded way of
sharing to yield a correspondingly correct value of the portion (for rubric E). As far as teaching
mathematical problem-solving concerns this study, the potential function of these rubrics on how
they would help T2 to create students’ knowledge growth correspondingly concerns this question.
T2’s actual three levels of scoring in rubric A, of two being non-zero, indicated that she had
overloaded the Level 2 score in informing students two “best” ways of sharing (i.e. Solution 1 and 3)
but the rubric did not tell why they could be seen as equivalently the best, unless T2 could further
demonstrate. However, showing two equivalently the best solution (Solution 1 & 3) might not
necessarily adjust learning of those who got a Level 2 score in rubric A because of lack of T2’s
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further scoring incentives. For the one T2 had marginalized with a credit in only a Level 1 score (i.e.
Solution 2), T2 should have also planned to demonstrate why students not using her used
assumption of ‘order of appearance’ in formulating individual solutions should be penalized
mathematically or contextually. However, since T2 had revealed her difficulties in spending further
lesson time to do follow-ups, this study would inevitably think that her use of Task 1 would not
affect her practice of use of rubrics in the momentary design rationale at all because T2 actually
used rubrics dominantly for an evaluation purpose instead of creating significantly further potential
growth of students in learning mathematical problem-solving. What rubric A could adjust would
likely be learning of students of those who got a Level 0 or 1 score. In the view of adjustment of
students’ multiplicity of potential mathematical inquiries, rubric A could likely provide a scoring
incentive to those who got a Level 1 score. In the view of adjustment of students’ comprehensive
inquiry of mathematical problem-solving, none of the rubrics could appear to facilitate.

Two more examples could support such a speculation: In the first example, T2 actually
reviewed one student which responded that Siu Ming should eat a whole cake. T2 perceived it as
interesting and recognized it exclusively in rubric F “Other Answer”. This credit made T2 give her
perception in a second Scenario 3 because she collected an alternative assumption from a student
response which might provoke her need in supplying dedicated instructional adjustments for peers
to learn. In such a T2’s interpretation of “Other” in “Other Answer”, what T2 could likely mean to
peer students was the underlying arbitrary non-contextual and non-mathematical assumption(s)
made in the response which should have resulted a necessarily alternative mathematical way of
solution formulation. However, since T2 intended to credit the student response subjectively for her
encouragement of an individual student’s creativity, in adjusting other students how they could
learn from such a response so that they would be intended to be somehow “equally creative” for
further mathematical problem-solving, the potential function of rubric F for adjusting students’
learning of “Other” in her intended “Other Answer” was lost.

In another example, in addition to arbitrary assumption(s), T2 also credited some students in
rubric F for what they had responded to “an ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming”
in only different unit representations of the same physical quantity. These seemingly different
mathematical ways of solution formulations should not be perceived as “Other Answer”, because
not only the underlying set of assumptions was identical, but the underlying set of mathematical
procedures was also very similar. If 330g of the 900g cake could happen to be seen as different
from 11/30 of the whole cake, then a student could also respond with any one of other infinitely
many equivalent answers for further T2’s recognitions, such as 0.33kg, 11/15 pound of the cake…
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etc. Luckily, T2 did not intend further rubrics for additional recognitions or extra instructional
adjustments. T2’s use of “Other” in rubric F was mathematically and contextually misleading just
because of her own evaluative intention for her design of rubric. It would depend on how T2 would
further arrange potential interactions with students to enable her to reflect her plan and make
changes for reactions of students who did not respond as such. Since T2 revealed that she had
introduced some “default” rubrics such as rubric B “Expressions” and C “Calculation Process”, the
use of rubrics should likely be her regular practice independent from the use of current ill-posed
problems. Therefore, T2’s use of ill-posed problems might be said to have no effect in changing her
plan for reactions to student responses due to her own evaluative intention for use of a mathematical
problem.

In Task 2, despite all students of T1 and T3 in common responded their use of a similar
assumption: “A tastier orange drink is more concentrated in concentrated orange juice”, T1
accepted its alternative, i.e. “A tastier orange drink is less concentrated in concentrated orange
juice”, in adjusting student learning. This assumption could be seen as mutually exclusive to what
T1’s students made in common. However, T3 did not. T1 actually raised an ‘out-of-the-box’
response “water is the tastiest” for his attempt of the third problem directly which demonstrated he
could challenge the given intention of the first two problems and would offer students’
opportunities in fitting necessary arguments for solution formulation through a potential classroom
discussion. This made T1 showed his perception in a Scenario 2 which might be seen to have
evidently prepared him to react “momentarily” to students’ potential queries on an alternative
assumption with at least one solution to all three problems. Since the assumption came from T1’s
own inquiry about all students’ assumptions (including null) in common, the assumption became a
momentarily planned instructional adjustment to all students in extending an alternative way of
inquiry in mathematical problem-solving.
T3 actually reflected different kinds of weakness of students’ mathematical knowledge in
their responses and attributed his perceived defects of students’ solution to their general lacks of
suitable mathematical arguments in supporting their decisions, suggestions, or reasoning. Since the
argument formulation would have to correspond to a particular assumption, T3 appeared to disagree
‘embarrassing[ly]’ with the design of Task 2 for a solution to each problem in requiring necessarily
a common assumption and supplied with his own modification of Task 2. (See Figure 4.3.2f.) T3
intended seek instead definitely only the most concentrated orange drink. Equivalently to say, T3
intended to eliminate the need of any personal assumption for argument formulation so that the
modification could enable him to intend for more directly evaluation of his intended mathematical
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knowledge in certain mathematical procedures he expected. Two underlying reasons might explain:
1) T3 was momentarily puzzled about how he could make up a single pedagogical intention of his
potential instructional adjustments in facilitating a definite solution for his efficient evaluation. 2)
Since the solution formulation process would necessarily require certain students’ applications of
prior knowledge, T2 insisted a design of mathematical problems in a task which should enable him
to ensure that the underlying inquiry of a solution would have to go through certain procedural
arguments which would enable him to evaluate definitely students’ applications of his intended
mathematical knowledge. Since different students actually responded with his perceived different
“defects” of curricular contents in their used arguments, T3 thought that he would have to correct
them all at a time by his momentary plan of instructional adjustments. T3’s suggestion of “re-doing”
Task 2 in a version of physical experiments should explain such a thought because T3 actually
intended students for their inquiries of their necessary ‘intentions’ in arguing how they might solve
the problems in Task 2, particularly in decisions, suggestions, and reasoning. In fact, T3’s suggested
physical experiment might foreseeably result a collaborative inquiry for individual students to
identify why they could make up a decision or a suggestion with ultimately a necessary assumption.
This is in fact also the design rationale of Task 2. Since T3 actually puzzled long with the priority if
he should implement the physical experiment to attempt the third problem first and the first two
problems next, or vice versa, which gave his perception in a Scenario 4, T3 ultimately made up his
modification of Task 2 mentioned above by eliminating any need of an assumption for solution
formulation. This shows that if T3 could not evaluate students’ competence of his perceived prior
knowledge of students, then he could in fact replace the problem for simply a task in problems with
alternative intentions, regardless of whether the new intention would afford equivalent opportunities
in adjusting students’ learning of alternative inquiries of or a comprehensive way of mathematical
problem-solving. Because of such an evaluative intention (i.e. Scenario 1), T3 might have to deal
with too many unnecessary evaluative duties from students’ necessarily own accounts about
solution formulation, neglecting how his modification should have afforded the necessary inquiry
opportunities or even the necessary sense of mathematical problem-solving afforded by the
problems in Task 2. In spite of his perceived ‘math guy’s’ intention of asking students in common
to “mix” for the most concentrated orange drink in pure concentrated orange juice, T3 confessed
that his modification would ‘limit’ students’ inquiries of their senses of own necessary “tastiest”
orange drink. Of course, this study will not think that T3 would really plan to force each student to
experiment only concentrated orange drink and even require them to determine their tastiest orange
drink in common as only his intended ‘the most concentrated orange drink’, this study would rather
think why T3 could not momentarily turn to consider other task design in distributing his evaluative
duties to peer students and design tasks which could adopt students’ accounts of their ways in both
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argumentation and knowledge applications. This study can see only T3’s attitude in grounding the
opportunities for knowledge applications but since the inquiry in T3’s modification was only what
T3 intended, would these knowledge application opportunities still be students’ own?
T2’s students were also found to be in common responding Task 2 with an assumption being
similar to that: “A tastier orange drink is more concentrated in concentrated orange juice”. Despite
T2, like T1, could also inquire an alternative assumption, T2’s use of her scoring rubrics made her
unable to accommodate. This also made her set up only a unique non-zero scoring level in rubric A
“Logic” to recognize students once they used an assumption in their responses. Again, because of
T2’s evaluative intention for her design of rubrics, rubric A was found to be very unlikely to inform
any student the existence of any T2’s accepted alternative assumption for solution formulation. This
means that rubric A could not reveal any function on which T2 might impose certain potential
instructional adjustment of student learning of alternative assumption and solution.
Unlike Task 1, Task 2 was designed with only single piece of “instability”, i.e. the userdefined criterion in a form of fraction to represent a tasty orange drink. There was not any
alternative intention being designed in the questioning style of any of the three problems. In the
other words, since the question style of the problem in Task 1 requires an optimal remaining portion
of the cake left to Siu Ming, if the comprehensiveness of a teacher’s practice of teaching
mathematical problem-solving

could happen to be less regular in Task 1, then a teacher’s

comprehensiveness of teaching mathematical problem-solving in Task 2 could even be irregular
because the questioning style in each of the problems in Task 2 does not require any analysis of an
optimal solution. In addition, although “How should” in the problem of Task 1 could appear as a
unfamiliar questioning style to a user which might affect his/her own analysis of mathematical
way(s) of problem-solving, the questioning style of each of the three problems in Task 2 could be
seen as exact, which should appear to be unlikely to affect a user’s single way of mathematical
problem-solving. However, if the user is a teacher, then does it still mean that s/he had finished
his/her analysis for teaching preparation of a comprehensive way of mathematical problem-solving?
T2’s review of some student responses should have called her for higher attention of more
dedicated instructional adjustments, instead of merely her devised set of rubrics. In particular, one
of the students responded with an ‘elimination’ strategy, being normally employed in a multiplechoice task in public examination, in making a decision for his/her attempt in the first two problems.
Another student showed a seeming alternative assumption that T2 did not appear to try hard to
comprehend with the responded arguments just because of her intended evaluation of some of her
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perceived necessary mathematical procedures. One more student actually addressed all problems
correctly and consistently in Task 2 but s/he still failed to show any T2’s intended mathematical
argument to support. In all these three cases of student responses, T2 in common perceived their
ability as ‘satisfactory’ but she would only recommend to ‘remind’ them her intended assumption
and solution or ask them to ‘repeat’ to do Task 2 ‘several times’. In a T2’s apparently ingrained
practice of her intentions for evaluating her intended mathematical knowledge, despite she could
also suggest some initiating questions for her potential arrangement of students’ inquiries of the
underlying reasoning arguments for these responses, it became questionable, particularly in her own
limitation in further consumption of lesson time, if the potential discussion would make students
acquire effectively the significance of their needs of an assumption in accounting for their decisions,
suggestions, and corresponding reasoning arguments. Since T2’s own evaluation also showed that
an assumption for solution formulation was critical, she should have been capable of predicting that
mere instructional adjustments about specific concepts, skills, or procedures would become
insufficient for solution formulation or mathematical problem-solving. Without any alternative
inquiries, T2 could still lack a position to be seen as grounded to teach problem-solving
comprehensively with her currently revealed instructional adjustments.
In general, student responses might affect teachers’ plans for their reactions as feedbacks to
them if they could show higher concerns on students’ accounts of different ways of mathematical
problem-solving, instead of merely evaluating students’ mathematical knowledge. Otherwise,
students could be attempting only teachers’ intended inquiries of mathematical problem-solving for
evaluative purposes, instead of making sense of each of them in dealing with own problems in
unfamiliar situations for future work and study.

6.1.3 Answering the third research question
In what ways could any of teachers’ reactions to student responses reflect any design of
mathematical tasks for given intended learning adjustments?
As far as teachers’ use of ill-posed mathematical problems for teaching mathematical
problem-solving concerns this study, teachers’ intended learning adjustments in influencing
students cognitively with their intended assumptions for solution formulation and those against
potential creation of students growth in accommodating assumptions being alternative to what they
had responded concerns this question.
In Task 1, T1 and T3 devised “momentarily” quite similar sets of “subtasks” of the same
problem-solving context against their intended solutions for students’ learning of individual
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teachers’ accepted ways of sharing. This shows experienced, knowledgeable, and skillful teachers
could be very likely more competent in designing well-posed problems in contexts relevant to a
given ill-posed problem for learning the corresponding underlying sets of assumptions, particularly
in the absence of mere evaluative perceptions, e.g. Scenario 2 and/or Scenario 3. However, T1’s and
T3’s needs of momentarily devised subtasks indicated that these subtasks were not planned in
advance, which could appear to indicate that their teaching preparations of mathematical problemsolving could be initially quite incomprehensive, particularly when T1 had once perceived all
alternative responses were ‘mistakes in calculations’.
Since T1’s given three sets of assumptions were found to be not entirely identical from T3’s
three sets, this means that T1 and T3 might still need certain training in teaching students
comprehensively their ways of inquiries for a comprehensive way of mathematical problem-solving.
The learning of a comprehensive analysis may appear to have started since the topic “Inequalities”.
A mathematics teacher having received education in local schools should have sufficient prior
mathematical learning experience in teaching the use of personal assumptions because analyses of
an interval of a given physical quantity for generating some elementary statistical graphs, (e.g.
histograms, or cumulative frequency polygons,) solving absolute inequalities, curve sketching
involving some trigonometric functions, absolute functions, or piece-wise continuous functions, etc.
are all included in our local curricula (e.g. CDC, 1999; CDC & HKEAA, 2007). They might just
need little training to transform mathematical applications of such a kind of analyses into a domain
of literal contexts in word problems for teaching comprehensively mathematical problem-solving in
the context of an ill-posed problem resembled by the current design of Task 1 or Task 2.
T1’s own inquired assumption for the problem in Task 1 actually showed he should have
learnt that but might not be very skillful to remember momentarily to apply in every conditional
analysis.

Both T1 and T3 were found to be nicely cautious about alternative solutions once they were
cognitively influenced by unanticipated assumptions in students’ solutions, which might explain
why they would devise the above tasks “momentarily” particularly for students of those who failed
to formulate any accepted way of sharing. In addition, they also revealed in a seemingly common
plan about an open and public collaborative inquiry in classroom with some initiating questions
about assumptions used in some given student responses that individual teachers could potentially
collect further sets of assumptions, which could facilitate two functions: 1) the collection would
enable themselves to intend for potentially further expansion of their sets of assumptions, and in
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turn for a more comprehensive way of teaching of problem-solving, and 2) the collection would
also stimulate individual students to get cognitively influenced immediately once they could
identify a particular assumption or solution which they had not yet responded. Therefore, even T1
and T3 were still missing certain individual valid inquiries for even a more comprehensive analysis,
as what has tabulated in Table 6.1.1a, they could still foreseeably be expected to be capable of
collecting further alternative inquiries as the growth for themselves in teaching mathematical
solving and teach not only individual students but also the rest of students in alternative inquiries
not yet responded. Such a potential change in practice as contrasted by what they intended during
evaluation should suggest evidently a definite growth in individuals’ effectiveness.
Since T2 had advocated her own assumption of ‘order of appearance’ in accepted
formulation of two different solutions, she might still lack a discussion with students to facilitate
mutual understanding of the validity for use in solution formulation, particularly for showing a
comprehensive way of problem-solving how her marginally accepted way of sharing should or
should not have been avoided.
Regardless of T2’s own limitations from her school settings, T2’s lack of “subtasks” being
similar to what T1 and T3 could “momentarily” devise might indicate T2’s potential lack of
dedicated training on alternative task design which should have enabled her to adjust students’
learning of at least her intended solution, or to stimulate students to get influenced cognitively of
her accepted sets of assumptions, especially when she ‘often hope(s) students could use more than
one way to solve a given problem’. T2’s hope actually does not come from sky. The training might
probably make her reflect her perception of “Other” in her “Other answer” that her rubric F should
have meant to students. Such a reflection of T2 might even make her avoid in future T2’s current
recognition for repetitious or equivalent mathematical inquiries in rubric F. If T2 could have
realized what her evaluation and necessary instructional adjustments in the use of a given ill-posed
problem should have been focused on potential creation of students’ growth of multiplicity of
inquiries in mathematical problem-solving, then T2 might have designed and used more rubrics and
more significant scoring levels to capture these solution features necessarily facilitating students’
alternative inquiries in implementing more definitely her hope. This might also improve the
representativeness of her set of scoring rubrics as a more definite instructional adjustment in
teaching mathematical problem-solving for the use of Task 1.
T2’s evident exclusive recognition of a student’s non-mathematical and non-contextual
assumption in also rubric F, when potentially revealed in a subsequent public or open discussion
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with other students, might enable her to engage with further supporting or opposing reasoning
arguments for the validity of her recognition.
In Task 2, T1’s demonstration of T1JSR1’s solution might appear to be sufficient to make
him influence students cognitively his intended assumption for solution formulation of the three
problems, particularly when T1 had revealed his seemingly favourite practice of ‘open’
demonstration and discussion of given student responses. T1 actually revealed his intention to do it
again “momentarily” for students to fit suitable reasoning arguments in supporting his ‘out-of-thebox’ way of answering in his suggested alternative solution (i.e. ‘Water is the tastiest.’) and the
underlying assumption.
Regardless of T3’s modification of Task 2, T3’s suggested physical experiment for students
to inquire their necessary arguments in attempting each problem in Task 2 should have made T3
more likely adjust students to inquire ultimately their needs of an assumption for solution
formulation.
T3’s modification of Task 2 could also be put into use for students to implement the
underlying inquiries of necessary assumption(s) for solution formulation in his physical experiment,
which might probably make T3 reflect certain consequence in some “less tasty” orange drinks of a
‘mathematics guy[’s]’ rationale he intended in his task design. However, this might not make T3
escapable from his necessary explanation of the potential defects in his modification for restricting
students’ original necessary inquiries of a tastier/tastiest orange drink in reality with their deserved
own personal assumptions in individuals’ inquiries.

T2 could have made her set of scoring rubrics more representative in adjusting students to
get influenced cognitively with her inquired alternative assumption, when she could have put down
her evaluative intentions of her intended mathematical knowledge. It was evidently T2JSR2’s
inability in managing his/her account for his/her own inquiry of a particular mathematical way of
problem-solving which made him/her not only eliminate equivalent given options, but also
supplement such an action as his/her reasoning argument in an actual response to a non-multiplechoice task. T2 should have realized that none of T2’s used tasks she revealed did have given
T2JSR2 any actual practice.
T2 also revealed “momentarily” a suggested question for potential initiation of open or
public inquiry in classroom for fitting valid reasoning arguments to T2JSR3’s response. Unless, T2
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would plan to trace the underlying assumptions, the discussion could become irrelevant in
influencing students cognitively with any hopefully alternative assumption. Since T2 knew that the
mathematical knowledge involved in Task 2 were all students’ prior knowledge, T2’s intentions of
her instructional adjustments in the discussion should have been focused on students’ missing
inquiries for a comprehensive analysis of mathematical problem-solving, particularly when T2JSR3
could likely have introduced likely a new/innovative assumption that T2 did not anticipate, instead
of her intended mathematical procedures. This is because none of individual T2’s intended
mathematical procedures would enable a student, say T2JSR4, to account sufficiently for an inquiry
of a particular way of choosing and reasoning mathematically a tastiest orange drink, or suggesting
a tastier orange drink. T2’s perceived ‘satisfactory’ ability of these students appeared to have
explained this. What T2 could be in lack in her potential discussion task might likely be how she
would enable students to account for their own assumptions in solution formulation in
implementation, instead of attributing students’ lack of reasoning arguments in their responses to
the design of Task 2 which requires definitely students’ assumptions in solution formulation.

For the lack of reasoning arguments for which T2 had demanded in a student response, T2
suggested students to ‘repeat’ to do Task 2 for ‘several times’. If T2 could in advance inform
students her intended assumption, then a student being able to repeat her accepted solution might
not necessarily represent how s/he could understand when to exercise in future a necessary inquiry
for a possible assumption to make his/her solution formulation proceed. More importantly, the
student might not understand that once s/he had made an assumption for solution formulation, s/he
should have also inquired the necessity of making all of its mutually exclusive alternatives for a
comprehensive analysis of all of his/her possible ways of mathematical problem-solving, just as
what T1 did. Otherwise, a solution being formulated with an assumption could always be seen as
subjective, just as what T3 had thought “extensively”. If T2 would not inform her own intentions of
inquiries, then a repetition of doing could also imply a repetition of students’ failures, which could
be unlikely to create students’ growth in mathematical inquiries.
In general, teachers’ response-initiated task design included mainly 1) both specific wellposed problems for adjusting specifically applied sets of user-defined assumptions and 2)
collaborative inquiries of potentially alternative mathematical ways of problem-solving, which
would base on the teachers’ or individual students’ inquires to facilitate the rest. It might be said
that they could do that likely because they had chosen to decline their evaluative intentions
“momentarily” and plan to give students opportunities their own accounts of mathematical ways of
problem-solving.
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6.1.4 Answering the fourth research question
How might they apply task design for any potential implementation of formative
assessments?
The use of a given ill-posed problem could be shown to have yielded different kinds of
student inquiries in problem-solving. Some were mathematical and others were not. The three
teachers’ reflections in common of the knowledge involved in all two tasks being all students’ prior
knowledge shows that they should have regulated in advance student learning thoroughly in their
used tasks of well-posed problems. The use of an ill-posed problem should then have escaped from
any potential attribution of its design to students’ “inability” in applying their learnt mathematical
knowledge. In the other words, if an ill-posed problem could reveal certain defects of students’
mathematical concepts and/or skills, then a teacher should have reviewed thoroughly the design of
their used well-posed problems for necessary suitable instructional adjustments in significantly the
same problem-solving contexts. Otherwise, defective student responses in mathematical problemsolving in ill-posed problems could also alert the representativeness of used well-posed problems in
meaning effectiveness of student abilities.
If a teacher’s plan of his/her instructional adjustments after the use of an ill-posed problem
could happen to be based on task design in his/her pedagogical intention of adjusting students’
learning of only concepts or skills required in an intended solution to the ill-posed problem, and to
design tasks for regulation, then these tasks had been shown to be insufficient, if not irrelevant, to
solution formulation. The resulting instructional adjustments could be unlikely allow them to
influence students cognitively a potential resolution of descriptive “instabilities” and even real
contextual uncertainties, or more specifically, a necessary realistic assumption for solution
formulation, and in turn implement a formative assessment for learning comprehensively
mathematical problem-solving that the used ill-posed problem could initiate. The discussion of a
teacher’s potential implementation of a “formative” assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009) for
regulation of student learning and growths of a specific concept or skill is actually out of the scope
of this study because it violates all necessary perspectives of why a mathematical problem should
be used (Kilpatrick, 2013) in teaching students’ own accounts in mathematical problem-solving
(Hegedus, 2013). If a problem involves only prior mathematical knowledge of students, then
students should be able to identify all kinds of self-accountable mathematical problem-solving
inquiries. Otherwise, a teacher would have to account for the use of problems for why students
failed to account for their own mathematical ways of problem-solving. Probably such a teacher’s
account might necessarily reduce certain ‘syndrome of shallow teaching’ (Hollingworth et al., 2003;
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citied in Anderson, 2014, p.119) or systematically many ‘narrow assessment practices’ (Anderson,
2014, p.212) in representing effective teaching of mathematical problem-solving.
As far as teaching mathematical problem-solving concerns this study, a teacher’s potential
implementation of a formative assessment concerns this question, particularly after his/her use of an
ill-posed problem. According to Black & Wiliam (2009), a teacher should be able to engineer
certain interactive situations in which s/he could influence students’ cognition through his/her
creation of and capitalization upon certain moments of contingency in instruction for his/her
purpose of regulation of the learning processes. How a teacher could design pragmatic
mathematical tasks which should foreseeably enable him/her to engineer these interactive situations
for necessary collaborative investigations (Hegedus, 2013) of own defects in mathematical
problem-solving inquiries and how these tasks could reflect their task design for regulating
substantially students’ learning processes become essential in answering this question.

After the use of the ill-posed problem in Task 1, both T1 and T3 were shown to have
changed his/her perceptions quite intensively at different moments of the interview, particularly
when they could be shown to have been influenced by numerous unanticipated assumptions from
students’ solutions in common in collectively numerous different Scenario 2s, and changed their
instructional adjustments correspondingly. Despite T1 and T3 could initially show an obvious
intention of evaluation of only concepts and skills in “Fractions”, and they would only suggest their
used solutions during evaluation as the only instructional adjustment, both T1 and T3 were shown
to have applied their designed “subtasks” of the same problem-solving context in evident intentions
of influencing students their expanded solutions and the corresponding underlying sets of
assumptions. Although the underlying mathematical problem in T1’s and T3’s subtasks they
designed were all well-posed problems, by ‘adding’ terms or ‘deleting’ situations in Task 1 for the
design of a subtask and by ‘deleting’ the added terms for ‘adding’ situations in the subtask for what
the context of Task 1 originally means, both T1 and T3 might be put to have applied a similar
“variation” strategy to intend students for their intended assumptions for solution formulation. Such
a common feature of use of their designed “subtasks” could foreseeably provoke students’
opportunities in getting the essence of individual teachers’ intended assumptions for different
interpretations in seeking different ways of sharing in Task 1. In the other words, a teacher’s use of
an ill-posed problem designed for descriptive “instability”, as in certain mathematical constraints
and goals, could likely be a systematic rationale in affording a teacher’s necessary systematic
opportunities for students to account for own needed diagnoses and correctives in certain objects of
learning to own knowledge application inquiries on a basis of collaborative investigations with
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peers in the same problem-solving context, particular when a teacher could devise well these
subtasks contingently and momentarily.

Both T1 and T3 also evidently revealed a collaborative inquiry with given assumptions or
student responses to intend for a collection of further alternative (sets of) assumptions and prepare
for potential expansion in common in a Scenario 3. This critically shows these teachers’ evident
momentarily common intention of teaching mathematical problem-solving more comprehensively
after the use of an ill-posed problem, particularly when they momentarily had realized more
different possible ways of sharing in Task 1.
T1’s apparent self-inquiry of his two mutually exclusive alternative assumptions during his
demonstration of ‘problem-solving’ could also be seen as an inquiry task which he might plan to
use in classroom for students’ open or public scrutiny and validation of his account of his ‘problemsolving’ process until they would get influenced for how they might resolve “different ultimate
remaining portions of the cake left to Siu Ming” progressively from individuals’ previously resulted
different ways of sharing.

All T1, T2, and T3 showed different extents that they in common needed a collaborative
inquiry to explore how students might suggest their reasoning arguments for learning potentially the
need of an assumption for solution formulation in Task 2. While T1 suggested students to fit
arguments to support or oppose his suggested solution “Water is the tastiest”, T2 suggested students
to fit arguments to make T2JSR3’s response valid, and T3 suggested students to fit arguments for
own decisions or suggestions in a physical experiment for meaning their corresponding intentions.
In the other words, all teachers could likely create and/or capitalize upon individuals’ moments of
contingency once they in common found that a given response could appear to be somehow
defective in solution arguments for a reasonable account of the resulting inquiry. The collaborative
inquiries they raised were also a little bit different from each other: While T1 knew two mutually
exclusive alternative assumptions to define a tastier orange drink, and students normally knew only
one in common, he only sought for suitable reasoning arguments for his suggestion in the third
problem which in turn should bypass the necessary attempt of the first two problems; While T2
knew also two mutually exclusive alternative assumptions to define a tastier orange drink, and
students normally knew only one in common, she might be puzzling if she should influence
students with the other by modifying the shown response, or let students suggest further
assumption(s) to influence her, but she chose the latter; While T3 knew also two mutually exclusive
alternative assumptions, but since he was not satisfied with the need of such an assumption in
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solution formulation, he turned to make use of his suggested physical experiment to initiate students’
own inquiries for their actual own tastier/tastiest orange drinks to redo Task 2. All these
collaborative investigations about a comprehensive inquiry could foreseeably lead students to
inquire why they would need an assumption to enable them to account for their own inquiries and
the ultimately formulated solution in attempting the problems reasonably in particularly the second
and the third problem in Task 2 once at least one classroom participant could get influenced by an
assumption being alternative to what s/he had responded. In the other words, despite there was no
teacher suggesting specific “subtasks” as some did for adjustments of students’ learning of
assumptions for Task 1, they all, to different extents, relied on certain interactive situations to
prepare certain collaborative inquires of explicit or implicit assumptions they and/or students
needed for necessary cognitive influences and solution formulation for Task 2. Nevertheless, it
could also be said that T2’s perceived own practice constraints not to plan for an actual
collaborative inquiry and T3’s perceived own disagreement of his necessary intention in using
assumptions to teach problem-solving made them seemingly less probable implement a formative
assessment for teaching mathematical problem-solving more comprehensively or at least in
simultaneously an alternative inquiry.

6.2 Other Issues
Ill-posed problems adopted in this study are dedicatedly designed against the researcher’s
interests in exploring mathematics teachers’ perceived effectiveness of teaching mathematical
problem-solving through use of mathematical assumptions and their potential reactions against
particularly student responses to the problems in the lens offered by the theory of ‘formative’
assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009). There are more areas in 5 issues that the research questions did
not expect to cover but there were data supporting further inquiries which is worth discussing: 1)
use of ill-posed problem as a practice, 2) design considerations of ill-posed problems, 3)
representing and assessing mathematical problem-solving, 4) generating ill-posed problems
systematically, 5) teacher training.

6.2.1 A teacher’s potential use of ill-posed problems in a practice for enhancing
teaching mathematical problem-solving
For an ill-posed problem in current design rationales as presented in Chapter 3.2.1, 3.2.2,
and 3.2.3, a teacher should likely avoid using them in official assessment activities. This is because
they could foresee difficulties in administration, disagreements among departmental colleagues, as
well as in student disputes in recognitions and score allocations. However, all these revealed
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obstacles could appear to be entirely irrelevant to their potential further uses in preparing teaching
of mathematical problem-solving for students’ learning of multiple inquiries and a comprehensive
analysis. The use of an ill-posed problem could then be seen a simple test of student capacity about
mathematical problem-solving, particularly in meaning the effectiveness of teaching that how a
teacher’s dominant use of well-posed problems could mean. The current data showed that merely
observing these obstacles did not appear to promote students’ potential growths in mathematical
problem-solving, particularly in non-routine or even unfamiliar situations. If students could
normally be taught to inquire a piece of instability in an ill-posed problem with at least two different
mutually exclusive ways of thinking for their presentation of two different mathematical ways of
problem-solving for use of an ill-posed problem, just as what T1 did for the two different conditions
T1 inquired in resolving different ways of sharing in Task 1, then even a teacher might perceive the
design of an ill-posed problem as ambiguous, imprecise, or uncertain at the first glance, then s/he
might also have a perception change as what T1 and T3 did. If teachers could become more open,
then departmental colleagues might also be convinced with proper representation of growths and
learning of mathematical problem-solving, as well as evident students’ improvements in
multiplicity and comprehensiveness of mathematical problem-solving inquiries. According to T1,
students ‘could not blindly argue without any reason’ in accounting own mathematical inquiries or
ways of mathematical problem-solving. Unless a teacher, a school, or a society’s school
mathematics education infinitely tolerate the unreasonable defects of a given assessment activity in
representing and enhancing the comprehensiveness of students’ learning of mathematical problemsolving, assessment administration being irrelevant to students’ learning of comprehensive ways of
mathematic problem-solving could soon be reformed or should remain very little value to be made
existent. According to T1, it became whether a teacher, a school, or a society’s school mathematics
education would ‘blindly argue without any reason’ to convince students how they might be better
recognized through more justifiable allocations of scores in representing and enhancing students’
learning of mathematical problem-solving. It means a teacher’s use of an ill-posed problem could
lie very heavily on his/her conceptual change in representing and enhancing students’ learning of
mathematical problem-solving. What T1 and T3 showed was very contrasting to what T2 showed in
making the use of ill-posed problem as a practice for representing and enhancing students’ learning
of mathematical problem-solving.
T1’s and T3’s perception changes as reflected by different scenarios did not come from the
researcher’s requests, but potentially the moments of contingency that unanticipated student
responses would likely seek for their immediate resolutions of alternative inquiries that the design
of an ill-posed problem should afford when used. A teacher, like T2, could happen to hold an
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evaluative intention extensively without necessarily considering how such an intention could still
represent or enhance students’ learning of own mathematical inquiries for definite growths in
solution inquiries through applying the prior knowledge they possessed in solving non-routine or
unfamiliar problems. A teacher should have prepared a student to alert such a kind of traps in
learning mathematics and to avoid to become an unrealistic “math guy” (in T3’s perception) so as to
‘justify’ (in the sense of Stanic & Kilpatrick, 1989) himself or herself of the teaching of a necessary
piece of mathematical concept, skill, or a special procedure for use in reality. This study proposes
that one possible way to do is to facilitate students’ multiplicity in own inquiries through
collaborative mathematical problem-solving, or a comprehensive analysis of different ways of
solution formulation in a mathematical situation initiated by a given ill-posed problem. This gives
rise the next part of discussion.

6.2.2 A teacher’s needs of designing ill-posed problems in assessing teaching and
learning of mathematical problem-solving
In addition to adapting others’ non-routine problems or those being unfamiliar to students in
unknown design rationales, one possible way for a teacher to review the quality of students’ own
accounts of their applications of given curricular contents might be to start to design ill-posed
problems for own uses. This decision not only gives a teacher own full control of design
considerations of students’ learning of mathematical problem-solving, it also allows informal
checks of own inquires of mathematical problem-solving, which should enhance own future design
of assessment activities in representing and enhancing students’ learning of mathematical problemsolving.

This study has tried to formulate some favourable design considerations as described by
students’ evident ‘multiple approaches’ in a more up-to-date definition of mathematical problemsolving (Hegedus, 2013), the redefinition of problem-solving as both the solver or a collaborative
group’s experience (English & Gainsburg, 2016; Lesh & Zawojewski, 2007), manipulation of
constraints and/or goals (Silver et al., 1996) in the design of ill-posed problems and put as
contextual uncertainty (Task 1 and Task 2), multiple intentions in a questioning style (Task 1),
personal assumption for solution formulation (Task 1 and Task 2), alternative inquiries for
resolution (Task 1 and Task 2) and optimization of problem-solving (Task 1), comparisons of
different ways of inquiries (Task 1 and Task 2), decision (Task 1 and Task 2) and suggestion (Task
2).
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Although these considerations are never comprehensive, many of them could be found to
have good potentials in assessing students’ quality in mathematical reasoning which they should
have learnt through many well-posed problems. Many of these design considerations could also
happen to be “events of the day” of many people’s life and work in contemporary era. For example,
every person should come across with many decisions every day. Are the designs of our learning
materials facilitating students’ accounts of suitable applications of learnt mathematical knowledge
to deal with some of them? After a number of decades of local schools’ implementation of
mathematics education, according to T3, why could he still say ‘no one design such a kind of
problems’ in meaning the scarcity of any curriculum support in enlightening him possible
improvements of his practice in teaching mathematical problem-solving? Whose authority has long
tolerated this? There are many people living in the world making decisions every second for
problems. Are these problems all well-posed problems? Am I the first person to discover the
potential pedagogical use of ill-posed problems? Of course not.
It might not be viewed as a representation issue in meaning a student’s ability of
applications of curricular contents when only well-posed problems should be used in a society’s
school education and assessment system, but a future adult could likely be perceived as “defective”
or “incapable” once s/he would not inquire a possible situation in reality of how they could apply
their learnt mathematical knowledge and account for own applications in these situations, if a
person could think mathematical problem-solving could mean real to life. What kind of future
adults’ ability of mathematical problem-solving should our society’s school mathematical education
be preparing for?
As far as a teacher’s practice about his/her effectiveness in teaching mathematical problemsolving concerns this study, a particular definition of “formative” assessment (Black & Wiliam,
2009) is used to explore their perceptions through the use of ill-posed problems and the design of
definite ‘stimuli’, i.e. mathematical assumptions, in these problems. It was found that teachers could
perceive their needs and initiation of interactive situations as quite necessary (all teacher in each
task except T2 in Task 1) particularly when they would have to deal with alternative student
responses or unanticipated assumptions initiated by the current design of ill-posed problems. A
teacher would need to initiate an interactive situation not only because they would have to influence
students’ cognitively their intended assumptions for solution formulation (all teachers in each task)
or distribution of an alternatively perceived intention of a given ill-posed problem (T1 in Task 1),
but also because they could collect further unanticipated assumptions (T1 & T3 in Task 1 and in
Task 2) they missed to recognize and expand their inquiries of mathematical problem-solving so
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that they could contingently adjust more comprehensively students’ learning of mathematical
inquiries being alternative to what individuals had not yet considered (T1 & T3 in Task 1 and T1 in
Task 2). Without any alternative inquiry, a student could hardly get influenced cognitively. An
unlearnt concept, skill, or special procedure would have to be applied for solution formulation in a
given situation that a well-posed problem could afford is just because of the cognitive influence of a
person’s new awareness of the readiness of the set of all necessary conditions, i.e. didactical
situation (Brousseau, 1997). For a learnt concept, skill, or special procedure, since the design of a
well-posed problem could at most afford a single and definite inquiry, once a student had got stuck
in solution formulation, s/he could hardly proceed to account for his/her own inquiry unless s/he
would have to be influenced by its solution cognitively. However, with an informed solution, or
specifically all conditions for application of each necessary procedures, a student’s opportunity in
accounting for his/her way of problem-solving through certain intended concept, skill, or special
procedure would be lost. The reviewed responses from T2’s students in Task 2 (e.g. T2JSR2,
T2JSR3, and T2JSR4) were very good examples of how they might have accounted for their
inquiries, but still be unable to excel their abilities in demonstrating necessary mathematical
procedures for reasoning. These students appeared to tell that they lacked seriously possible
mathematical situations being alternative to what T2’s used tasks could afford in exercising
rigourously further applications of their learnt mathematical knowledge or maintaining more
completely their mathematical inquiries for presenting reasoning arguments or formulating a
solution in only their own accounts.
Without thorough exercises about alternative inquiries, students might become “frightened”
as what T1 had once described (See Chapter 5.3.1) in unfamiliar situations or non-routine problems.
In fact, almost all students could only suggest a single way (or otherwise no way) of sharing or a
single definition (or otherwise no definition) about a tastier orange drink in common without being
capable of demonstrating simultaneously an alternative inquiry should be telling the
comprehensiveness of an overall practice in teaching of multiple inquiries or mathematical
problem-solving that the use of presumably only well-posed problem might afford. Actually some
students’ conclusions in Task 1 of using “may”/“can” should appear as certain conceptual
reservation to the singularity of their solution. Many students just concluded with: “Siu Ming can
eat…” or “Siu Ming may eat…” which showed they could likely have considered simultaneously
multiple inquiries but had to restrict own conclusions in only literal reservations. However, it might
be just their practices of problem-solving offered by well-posed problems that they could be said as
“moulded” not to present any multiplicity of their inquiries in a mathematical analysis. T1CSR2’s,
T2CSR4’s, and T3CSR3’s responses are critical examples from respectively T1, T2, and T3.
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T1CSR2 even wrote that “Siu Ming may eat ... at most…” They all did not present “Siu Ming
should eat…”. One possible underlying reason is a student’s opportunities in presenting multiplicity
of mathematical inquiries could have long been deprived by the design, the choice, and/or the use of
well-posed problems in school mathematics education, which normally does not require. T3’s
practice of self-suspending own plan of his collected two different solution cases in Task 1 could
also be said as a critical example demonstrating an available long-term effect of how his own
perceptions of mathematical problem-solving had been affected. Without suitable practices, every
student might normally compete for only a definite and unique solution that a teacher could
recognize or accept as what well-posed problems could only afford. In fact, despite T2 had
announced that she did not intend the performance for school scores, once T2 had finished the
activity, T2 revealed that students normally asked her: ‘“What is correct?”’. This indicated T2’s
students were normally in lack of ability in ‘managing their own analyses’ (in T1’s words). In
reality, do we always have a correct answer for every problem in life we can inquire? If the
formulation of a solution of a problem in reality is always be condition-oriented, then why a
society’s school mathematics education could have long been confined every future adult to
practice, and be necessarily assessed by, only well-posed problems?

It might be said that this study has taken a considerable amount time for studying certain
design considerations and getting the current designs of ill-posed problems. It becomes the question
that why an authority in Hong Kong can have long been tolerated to get so few experienced,
educated, and trained people and even teachers in designing pragmatic ill-posed problems and other
relevant teaching and learning resources for pedagogical uses and enhancing teaching of
comprehensiveness of mathematical problem-solving. Where were these people and teachers? Is a
society’s school mathematics education treating them nice enough, so as to get them have
favourable working conditions to design for use?

6.2.3 A practice of teaching, learning, and assessing mathematical problem-solving
with use of ill-posed problems through collaborative inquiries
One essential function of teaching mathematical problem-solving could be learning
mathematical reasoning and formulation of a particular valid way of argumentation. It is easy to
notice that mathematical problems being used are all merely learning materials. They might hardly
be real problems in life that every future adult is going to solve. Therefore the correctness of a
procedure of a given mathematical problem is presumably not very essential to mathematical
problem-solving because every future adult might make mistake at any instant of solution
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formulation or in a particular inquiry. These mistakes should easily be tolerated during the learning
process of mathematical problem-solving particularly in a contrast of an authority’s many kinds of
approximation errors.
To prevent and correct errors in thinking, a person’s simultaneous multiple inquiries become
important. A single inquiry of mathematical problem-solving would hardly enable a person to
recover a mistake made in a given inquiry. This might also be said why scholars can recognize that
reasoning and alternative inquiries can be so essential to mathematical problem-solving (e.g.
Hegedus, 2013; Lesh & Zawojewski, 2007). More importantly, it could be other’s scrutiny and
validation in a collaboration to identify those mistakes earlier and authentically, and improve.
Therefore, a future adult’s constant ‘practice’ (in the sense of Stanic & Kilpatrick, 1989) in school
education of collaborative inquiries for a comprehensive way of problem-solving should become
indispensable, particularly in being cognitively influenced by how a given problem might be solved
for a particular interest. Seeing an interest as an optimal condition in problem-solving for some
groups of people in a given society, the practice of formative interactions in collaborative inquiries
could even be seen as more indispensable in monitoring how a given way of mathematical problemsolving should have been diagnosed or improved, or how a given problem should have been
analyzed comprehensively or even optimally by different possible ways of mathematical problemsolving. If a society is spending on educating future adults, and only some of these adults are going
to control the spending, then the rest should also be educated to how to monitor and even balance
the control from avoiding mathematical problem-solving being abused for only personal interests
which could deprive the rest of the people’s interests. Many people in different countries are still
suffering from the consequences of the 2008 financial tsunami, which was due to somebody’s
mathematical problem-solving capability over many more others in different countries for own
interests. In backing a teacher’s work, a suitably engineered collaborative inquiry in classroom
would be more likely to facilitate the potentials of momentarily more abled peer students to help to
diagnose or even correct the mistakes of inquiries or specific ways of problem-solving. These could
be evidently certain recognizable contributions of collaborations due to learning of mathematical
problem-solving, at least in diagnosing students’ mistakes in knowledge applications. Why could a
society’s school mathematics education long tolerate no test expert to design suitable assessment
activities to recognize such an important kind of “social contributions”? This study proposes the use
mathematical assumptions in meaning cognitive influences that teaching and learning of
mathematical problem-solving might be represented and enhanced. In this case, a teacher’s reteaching or resolution of misconceptions might likely be reserved to the last minute for his/her
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focus on teaching and learning of mathematic problem-solving that future research tasks might be
used to explore.

6.2.4 Generating ill-posed problems through the current design rationales
This study has tried to generate certain uncertainties in 1) orders of events, 2) people’s
implicit assumptions in communications, and 3) human’s unquantifiable perception for describing
the contexts of an ill-posed mathematical problem. Their commonality might be said to have
enabled these uncertainties being easily parametrizable in a design consideration for modifications
or generations of further ill-posed mathematical problems in alternative contexts.

The use of multiple intentions as well as alternative questioning styles in ill-posed problems
should foreseeably allow a teacher to generate momentarily non-routine or unfamiliar problems to
students in assessing their abilities in mathematical argumentation and reasoning. This is to avoid
students to mistakenly perceive say “how Siu Ming should decide how much to eat” as only “an
ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming”, or definitely perceive a tastier orange
drink only as “a more concentrated orange drink”. These are not simple errors in mathematical
problem-solving but possibly misconceptions in the necessity of the comprehensiveness of an
inquiry.
The fact that no suggestion of any “subtask” could be collected from any teacher for
instructional adjustments of teaching problem-solving in Task 2 could also suggest a contrast of the
questioning styles between the problem in Task 1 and those in Task 2. The contrast of the
questioning styles between the problem in Task 1 and those in Task 2 also indicates the need of a
teacher’s generation of ill-posed problems in assessing the comprehensiveness of students’ inquiries
and reasoning. However, when a well-posed problem is used, such a kind of assessments could
become very difficult. Without any assessment about the comprehensiveness of mathematical
problem-solving, a student might only regard his/her momentary way of problem-solving as unique
or definite, without any opportunity or practice in reviewing if it could be optimal. A computer can
replace a person to execute an inquired computational algorithm for a solution but cannot replace a
person’s inquiries of different possible conditions in generating a valid computational algorithm for
solving a given problem. T1CSR2’s, T2CSR4’s, and T3CSR3’s conclusion in apparent reservations
could also be put as critical examples when these conclusions could appear to be resulted from how
they had thought that their single inquiries in common had not yet answered the problem in Task 1
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completely but they could have no alternative in upgrading their conception of representing or
presenting mathematical problem-solving.

This indicates that the designed uncertainties alone might not necessarily introduce a
teacher’s definite needs in resolving different inquiries optimally unless the design of the
questioning style of a given ill-posed problem would match. That is: if a questioning style might not
introduce any intention for simultaneously multiple inquiries as well as a decision for optimal
solution, a teacher (e.g. T2 and T3) might not necessarily notice if s/he could have been supposed to
find an optional solution and in turn think to teach more comprehensively, if not remedially. A
design of equivalently important intentions in a question style of an ill-posed problem could become
a premise. That means that only if a teacher might be dedicated to design certain ill-posed problems
to check the potential multiplicity of their inquiries, then these students could still lack opportunities
to be informed and improve. One possible way might be the design of uncertainties and use of
questioning style in simultaneously multiple intentions, say one for seeking different ways of
problem-solving, and another for optimization.

Because of the cost, this study does not allow a researcher to consider more ill-posed
problems in simultaneously multiple, equivalently important intentions, other than the use of “How
should” or “How should … decide how much…”. It is foreseeable that repetitious uses might
facilitate a gradual ‘practice’ (in the sense of Stanic & Kilpatrick, 1989) of more comprehensive and
even “routine” address of all intentions implied by such a questioning style. However, it became
whether the assessment system in a school or even a public examination could start to adopt such a
questioning style to mean some compulsory assessments of resolution of multiple inquiries in an
optimal way. Optimization of solutions in a given ill-posed problem could also be seen as an
essential connection between its design and the design of a certain assumption-oriented well-posed
problem, i.e. the uniqueness of solution might be dependent on the choice of assumptions.

Actually, if an ill-posed problem could be perceived as useless only in its nature of
suggesting no definite solution in an assessment system, then the use of a well-posed should ever be
perceived as even more useless in an assessment system because of its solution of being always
solved. That means mathematical problem-solving might have long been perceived as far less
important than applications of intended mathematical knowledge. How does it work for real life?
Who should be benefiting from such an assessment system when only well-posed problems are used?
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T3’s practice of using dominantly well-posed problems in teaching problem-solving could
also explain why he did not reveal in interview any T1’s third Scenario 2 to inquire for the
completeness of the momentary address of each of his two solution cases to the problem in Task 1.
In fact, once T1 could inquire for the completeness of address of his inquiry that his expanded
solution would imply, T1 could be said as almost immediate in seeking possible resolution with his
inquired assumption.

Task 2 might be seen as a rough control of some questioning styles being alternative to that
of the problem in Task 1. Each was designed to seek only single intention. As revealed by teachers’
solutions used in evaluations or their inquiries, their acceptance of an assumption for a tastier
orange drink could be various. However, as reported by teachers and student responses, if they
made an assumption, then they were in common assuming a more concentrated orange drink as a
tastier orange drink. It might be said they “naturally” thought that some tastes of concentrated
orange juice with some water in an orange drink could be tastier than entirely the tasteless water as
an orange drink. Despite T1 would accept simultaneously an alternative inquiry from this
assumption’s “opposite”, i.e.: “a less concentrated orange drink is a tastier orange drink”, even
though T2 could reveal her ability of devising such an alternative assumption, T2 ultimately
declined her inquiry just because of her attribution of the design of Task 2 requiring such an
assumption as a definite procedure to many students’ failures in formulating reasoning with certain
mathematical arguments. T3 also even perceived such a requirement as ‘problematic’ for student
performance being similar to that of T2.
It becomes obvious that an examiner’s use of a given well-posed problem in an assessment
could appear to entertain merely own efficiency in evaluating only an intended concept, skill,
special procedure, or particular way of problem-solving without considering the necessary
subsequent plan in identifying all conditions in a student’s mind leading to the failures in meeting
these intentions. More importantly, the plan should have complemented all necessarily correctives
in facilitating not only one way but also different possible ways in mathematical problem-solving,
particular when teaching mathematical problem-solving should not be seen as justifiable as a
reduction to teaching only curriculum contents. Without a teacher’s learning of these conditions as
in their development of own ‘learning trajectories’ (Simon, 1995), there could be no plan for
instructional adjustments of student learning other than the use of the solution of the given wellposed problem. A similar situation also collected from each of all three teachers at the beginning of
the interview that they only relied on used solutions during evaluation as a major tool in adjusting
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student learning of at most two different ways of mathematical problem-solving (only T3 in Task 1;
T2 in Task 1 does not count because of her marginalization in rubric A).

If teaching reasoning for mathematical problem-solving should be definite, then students
who were unable to account in Task 2 for any one of their reasoning arguments should be unable to
attempt the first and the third problem. However, many of them instead did and supplied with
different kinds of arguments worth further scrutiny. Take T2JSR2’s response as an example. Why
could this student leave his/her necessary inquiry once s/he could presumably encounter an
equivalent option? Was the first problem or the context teaching T2JSR2 to reflect such a response
for mathematical problem-solving? T2JSR2 might appear to tell his/her failure in finding suitable
opportunities which his/her prior learning experiences did not afford in applying his/her learnt
mathematical knowledge autonomously. To put it simple, T2JSR2’s prior learning experiences
could be lacking seriously unfamiliar or non-routine problems for ample ‘practices’ (in the sense of
Stanic & Kilpatrick, 1989) in enabling him/her to account for challenges of initial mathematical
inquiries. What and who resulted that? T2JSR3’s response might definitely need further T2’s
scrutiny for own comprehensibility but T2 did not appear to be momentarily capable of designing
more critical tasks to diagnose T2JSR3’s inquiry except letting him/her disclose in classroom. In the
other words, have the available designs of well-problems ever tried to help T2 to understand how to
facilitate and diagnose an alternative inquiry of mathematical problem-solving for any adjustment
of students’ learning? T3 also exposed his objection of the design of Task 2 by his modification.
(See Figure 4.3.2f.) How would such a modification help in adjusting students’ learning of any
alternative inquiry? Could T3’s practice of strong emphasis of learning of curricular contents like
proper representation of the tastiest orange drink in relative concentration of concentrated orange
juice to water in a ratio “n:0” help? Are our curriculum designers or policy makers going to drink
that T3’s suggested tastiest orange drink and in common regard it as tastiest? If taste could happen
to be merely not a physical quantity being simple enough that the design of our mathematical
problems in school mathematics education should always avoid connecting, then when should a
student be qualified to have the necessary learning conditions to mathematize and model “a tastier
orange drink” in reality? When should s/he be going to apply only learnt mathematical knowledge
to explore real uncertainties naturally occurring that a personal taste could resemble? Since the
discovery of ill-posed problems and possible inquiries for valid mathematical ways of problemsolving is not new, why could curriculum planners in a society’s school mathematics education
system in decades have no plan in writing to assert certain necessary effective design rationales to
promote teachers’ ability in designing necessary instructional adjustments as a critical pedagogy for
teaching definitely different inquiries of mathematical problem-solving in say one exemplar? Who
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qualifies their seeming reservation of their definite positions, their necessary professionalism, and
the underlying costs for promotion of teachers’ capacity in teaching mathematical problem-solving
comprehensively?
Teacher training could then be seen as important to facilitate students’ notices of validity of
solution inquiries because a person could make an assumption but should not make an arbitrary
assumption for practical mathematical problem-solving (e.g. T2CSR2’s response). A teacher should
not under-estimate the inappropriate message to students in the use of an instrument for
instructional adjustments because own evaluation or recognition of say “other” solutions or answers
could mislead a student’s learning in arbitrary answers and equivalent representation of physical
quantities. Conversely speaking, T2CSR2’s response might raise an issue about the consequence of
teachers’ practice of mathematical problem-solving with dominantly, if not only, well-posed
problems. It might not be a problem for a teacher’s use of a scoring rubric to recognize or evaluate
an intended concept, skill, or procedure in different quality, but it might be a significant problem for
a teacher’s use of a scoring rubric without overloading its necessary function in regulating students’
learning of different valid ways of mathematical problem-solving. Without such an emphasis, any
scoring rubric could be subjected to certain validity or reliability issue in representing an ability of
what a student’s learning could be supposed to be regulated. A teacher’s practice could then become
an issue to his/her effectiveness in teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving when a
teacher’s use of mathematical task problem could only be filled up with only evaluative intentions.
A teacher’s practice could also be seen as a policy issue because a test expert (e.g. Bennett (2011))
could disclaim deliberately how tests might be fully helpful to effective learning. Particularly in
learning which might likely mean only discrete curricular contents, test experts’ tests could also be
easily disclaimed to have something to do for learning any comprehensive inquiry of mathematical
problem-solving. Is this what our society’s mathematics education and assessment system pursue
and account for the pursuit? Before other considerations, the use of good design of ill-posed
problems might probably inform more how our education and assessment system should shape the
future teacher training for school education.

6.2.5 Moment of contingency and implementing a formative assessment of
mathematical problem-solving
In Task 1, for the two designed contextual uncertainties i.e. the formulation of the reserved
Mom’s share and the order of family members in sharing, all teachers could normally reveal they
could make an assumption for each to facilitate their formulation of at least one solution to their
perceived intention, i.e. “an ultimate remaining portion of the cake left to Siu Ming”. In Task 2, all
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could also recognize the need of an assumption about a tastier orange drink for solution formulation.
These facts means that introduction of contextual uncertainties in a design of ill-posed problems
might not restrict teachers’ own interpretations in solution formulation.
Teachers’ own interpretations for the needs of assumptions in formulating a solution with
the use of an ill-posed problem become essential in generating instructional adjustments
contingently. The contemporary practice of all teachers T1, T2, and T3 could be quite skillful in
generating some discrete or independent well-posed problems in some “subtasks” for further reteaching of students’ mathematical inquiries. Though single at a time, these problems could
foreseeably facilitate some collections of different or alternative inquiries and evolutionarily a more
comprehensive way of teaching mathematical problem-solving.

For re-teaching of different intended ways of problem-solving in Task 1, T1’s and T3’s
suggested “subtasks” could be seen as critical examples in making an intended assumption as ‘a
object of learning’ (Marton & Pang, 2006) for designing critical instructional adjustments in
facilitating intended cognitive influences for potential implementation of formative assessments in
simultaneously different ways of mathematical problem-solving. T1’s and T3’s “momentarily”
devised “subtasks” (See Figure 4.1.1c, Figure 4.1.1d, Figure 4.3.1g, and Figure 5.3.1a) could be
seen as how they designed some well-posed problems in resembling different possible situations
that the use of different sets of assumptions might initiate. Although their designs could be seen as
rough because these subtask tasks could mean mostly a single inquiry of a particular way of sharing
which did not completely answer the problem in Task 1, they in common intended a plan of
“variation” by ‘adding and deleting’ terms (T1) or situations (T3) with the use of Task 1 so as to
illustrate how they might make each of their intended assumptions eminent for students’ learning in
a solution about an intended ultimate remaining portion of the cake left Siu Ming, that when a
subtask could be used, its solution would mean one of the possible solutions that the problem of
Task 1 could imply. ‘Variation Theory’ (Marton and Booth, 1997) is a theory of learning and
experience, which might be summarized as follows to represent T1’s and T3’s uses of own designed
subtasks:
To learn something, the learner must discern what is to be learned (the object of learning). Discerning
the object of learning amounts to discerning its critical aspects. To discern an aspect, the learner must
experience potential alternatives, that is, variation in a dimension corresponding to that aspect, against
the background of invariance in other aspects of the same object of learning. (Marton & Pang, 2006,
p.193)

T1’s & T3’s demonstrated ‘adding and deleting’ terms (T1) or situations (T3) for putting an
assumption as the object of learning could also be seen as a rough example in applying the variation
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theory as a design principle of instruction (Kullberg 2016; Kullberg et al. 2016; Runesson and
Kullberg 2017) for learning of intended assumptions. In the other words, for an assumption being
possible to be resembled by the design of contextual uncertainties in Task 1, a teacher might learn
how to design such an assumption in the context of an ill-posed problem and the corresponding
well-posed problems in meaning the effect of an interpretable possible and necessary assumption
for systematic generation of instructional adjustments, just like T1’s and T3’s designed subtasks, for
student’s formulation of the procedures of a solution for solving an ill-posed problem in a given
intention. In the other words, the comprehensiveness of mathematical problem-solving might not
only be designable by the use of contextual uncertainties but also be made teachable systematically
through each of inquiries with the use of variation theory in a teacher’s design of corresponding
subtasks. Such a kind of “teachability” might mean how a teacher could be seen as evolutionarily
more effective in teaching intended assumptions for learning of mathematical problem-solving,
particularly in considering a strategy for his/her creation and capitalization upon potential moments
of contingency against his/her intended promotion of necessary cognitive influences for students’
learning of comprehensiveness in mathematical problem-solving. Such a kind of “teachability”
might give a direction to what teacher training might mean for understanding of certain comparable
comprehensiveness in a fairer platform of teaching of mathematical inquiries or different ways in
mathematical problem-solving through the use of ill-posed problems.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
This is the final chapter of the thesis. There are three parts. This first part is aimed at
claiming the contributions of this study through a brief summary of its findings. The second part is
to disclose the study’s limitations. Finally, this study will tell what it might mean to other people.

7.1 Summary, Findings, and Contributions
This study has intended certain researcher-designed ill-posed problems for detailed
exploration of teacher perceptions of use, as well as their reactions to own student responses in
explicit plans of instructional adjustments with “clinical” interviewing of Hunting and Doig (1997)
and Mayring’s (2015) Qualitative Content Analysis. In particular, this study intends to consider
how individual teachers might or might not intend own design of mathematical tasks for dedicated
learning and definite growths of individual students as well as the rest so as to enable this study to
scrutinize their practices that they could theorize in their own plans of pedagogical actions and
problem-solving intentions with the definition of formative assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009),
and realize how effective contemporary designs and uses of well-posed problems have presumably
shaped in facilitating their pedagogical effectiveness in own practices in steering student learning
and growths about mathematical inquiries for problem-solving.

Based on two generation strategies of Silver et al. (1996), i.e. constraint manipulation and
goal manipulation, 4 ill-posed problems have been systematically designed against Kabanikhin’s
(2012) conceptualized “instability” (I conceptualize it as certain described contextual uncertainties.)
and the decided prior topic of “Fractions”, and packed into 2 mathematical tasks, for transaction to
teachers and in turn their own student uses for their inquiries. The major feature of this design
rationale of these two tasks is that the intended descriptions of the mathematical context and/or the
questioning style of each problem has afforded certain multiplicity of mathematical inquiries for
collaborative problem-solving about investigating past or future events that individual teacher or
student users would have to apply at least one own set(s) of assumptions to proceed to certain
comprehensiveness of own solution inquiry. This intended “ill-posed-ness” of each problem does
not come only from negating merely Hadamard’s (1902) definition of a well-posed problem but
also from intended implementation of Kilpatrick’s (2013) all four perspectives of a (mathematical)
problem for use of the problem. This rationale has allowed this study to base on either teachers’ or
students’, or both sources of own single or multiple inquiries and the underlying assumptions to
represent certain potential stimuli of cognitive influences. In the theory of formative assessment
(Black & Wiliam, 2009), a teacher’s theory on own practice as revealed in own perceptions might
be claimed as effective if s/he could create and/or capitalize upon certain moments of contingency
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for his/her instructional adjustments of student learning and growths. In the other words, if a teacher
could demonstrate how in a given case interview that s/he would intend these stimuli of own and
individual students’ cognitive influences for own instructional adjustments in own design of
mathematical tasks and the underlying solution inquiries, then his/her changes of uses of userdefined assumptions in instructional adjustments against given student responses, or given types of
student responses, as in own solutions and/or intended mathematical tasks, at certain interview
instants might then be logically analogizable to some evident asynchronous moments of
contingency, which might facilitate this study’s claim of his/her practice in an evident effective plan
for dedicated learning and definite growths of students in terms of certain alternative inquiries or
certain comprehensiveness of an overall inquiry for given constant problem-solving contexts. This
is because it would be the set difference of own inquiries or specifically the used set(s) of
assumptions between a pair of classroom participants which could stimulate cognitive influences of
each other in only valid assumptions and inquiries, and in turn in own accounts of validity, to steer
growths and subsequent learning of simultaneously mutually exclusive assumptions and inquiries
for mathematical problem-solving, and in turn the resulting mutual needs of a collaborative
investigation, according to Hegedus’ (2013) definition of mathematical problem-solving. Such a
kind of collaborative investigations according to own needs of alternatively valid inquiries and the
underlying valid sets of assumptions should be seen as the kind of interactive situations that a
mathematics teacher who implements a formative assessment for learning and growths in
mathematical problem-solving, because, up to now, the theory of formative assessment still lacks a
subject implementation for school mathematics education. Even though this study could not supply
any classroom data for any evidence of a teacher’s formative interactions of mathematical problemsolving, i.e. how a teacher could influence students’ cognitions in mathematical problem-solving,
this study instead identified evidently how teachers’ mathematical problem-solving cognitions
could be influenced by student responses as in some of their momentarily devised instructional
adjustments. The study could then validly claim its theoretical contribution of how it would
substantiate the theory with an implementation in mathematics education (with uses of ill-posed
problems). These evidences were mainly characterized by individual teachers’ used differing sets of
assumptions in their revealed designs of mathematical tasks. Actually, the first contribution of this
study is a theoretical one like this, i.e. the expansion of internationally the most up-to-date practice
effectiveness theory, or the theory of formative assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009). The use of a
given set of assumptions for a single mathematical inquiry in a given problem-solving context
actually and definitely represents a generalizable practice of teaching and learning of mathematical
problem-solving for use of ill-posed problem in any design. It represents how definite growth or
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dedicated learning of students in mathematical problem-solving might be asserted systematically for
effective teaching.
Based on three experienced, trained, and well-educated teachers’ perceptions of ill-posed
problems as well as their reactions to student responses, this study has been formulated as a case
study in three cases with each teacher as a case subject, and has designed correspondingly three
semi-structured case-interviews to prompt “clinically” (Hunting & Doig, 1997) for their solutions
used in scrutinizing student responses without any of their prior teaching and intervention of student
inquiries. In particular, student inquiries and used assumptions being evaluated as invalid have been
prompted for teacher accounts which have this study explored that some were actually
unanticipatedly valid and should have been perceived as certain valid alternatives to what teachers
had used during own scrutiny. In some of these alternatively valid assumptions and/or inquiries,
some teachers would momentarily devise certain additional tasks in the same corresponding
problem-solving contexts for collaborative investigations of unanticipated assumptions and/or
inquiries. The others would not or could not consider to design any task to maintain the described
intentions in steering students’ further growths and learning in the same corresponding problemsolving contexts, mostly due to own perceived necessity of actions for evaluation of intended pieces
of curricular contents or own constraints in school setting for collaborative problem-solving.
Missing moments of contingency could evidently imply how a teacher would not or could not
design mathematical tasks to afford necessarily dedicated learning and definite growths to
individual students for further enhancements of abilities in mathematical inquiries according to the
same corresponding problem-solving contexts.
Based on Mayring’s (2015) process model for qualitative content analysis of the transcribed
text of the case interviews, individual teachers’ instants in interviews at which they intended to base
on own assumption(s) and inquiry(s) to evaluate students’ assumptions and inquiries could be
induced as certain “Evaluation Perceptions” (Scenario 1) for their intended plans of evident
instructional adjustments in own problem-solving inquiry(ies) and the underlying assumption(s) for
students of those who failed to respond any as valid.

Of course, this kind of practices hardly meant they were fully effective in teaching the
remaining individuals, as how a contemporary teacher normally use singular inquiries designed in
well-posed problems to intend cognitive influences for growths and learnings of all students in
common within a given classroom. This study argues for its substantiation of a valid subject
implementation of formative assessment for mathematics education by contributing evident
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interview instants in which teachers were found to be cognitively influenced by unanticipated valid
inquiries and/or assumptions of students which made them evidently expand own sets of
assumptions for own problem-solving inquiries and, more importantly, uses in additional
instructional adjustments momentarily devised in interviews. Since teachers’ own intended changes
in planned instructional adjustments, when evidently revealed, belong obviously an essential kind of
perception changes, whose corresponding instants of change during interviews should be seen as
certain asynchronous moments of contingency that individual teachers could create and/or
capitalize upon for the resulted change of instructional adjustments, in planning for dedicated
learning and growths of the resting individuals in own perceived valid inquiries and/or assumptions
being alternative to what they had responded. This is because a teacher’s intended changes of
instructional adjustments were all based on how s/he would intend to adapt students’ used
assumptions in his/her perceived valid or invalid inquiries. Teachers’ perceived validity of
adopted/refused assumptions could never be what any researcher could predict and force to change.
These scenarios of perceptions among individual teachers have all been induced as “Assumption
Expansion Perceptions” (Scenario 2) after the qualitative content analysis. At these moments, some
individual teachers were found to be able to base on expanded stimuli of single or multiple
assumptions to design additionally certain initiating questions and intend these questions as tasks
for stimulations of further collaborative investigations on mathematical validity in the same
corresponding problem-solving contexts. These actions should be seen as how individual teachers
could represent definite growths and dedicated learning according to individual students’ needs. In
addition to these actions, another kind of instructional adjustments revealed was certain well-posed
problems that individual teachers could base on own expanded stimuli to design contingently and
momentarily in interviews, which would appear as some subtasks of a given ill-posed problem, for
intended singular inquiries of each representing one of the valid inquiries of the ill-posed problem
in individual teachers’ perceptions. They intended own designed descriptions of these subtasks and
the corresponding ill-posed problem for students’ comparisons of potentially possible alternative
assumptions they could make and investigate alternative inquires being new to them.
Individual teachers’ creations of and capitalizations upon asynchronous moments of
contingency had been found in interviews when they revealed evidently certain mathematical
questions as tasks to collect further alternative assumptions or inquiries from students against what
they momentarily possessed for potential expansions and in turn contingent designs of further or
additional instructional adjustments. Simply speaking, they intended the resulting collaborative
investigation for collecting further alternatively valid assumptions and inquiries. Such a kind of
perception scenarios in interview texts have all been induced as “Assumption Collection
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Perceptions” (Scenario 3). If they could happen to initiate subsequently some individual students’
additional responses in classroom in sufficient own accounts, then the assumption and/or inquiry
would foreseeably allow the rest’s potential or even immediate collection and expansion after own
scrutiny and cognitive influences according to own needs and facilitate own accounts at all different
classroom corners simultaneously.

Definitely a teacher could also need to realize own needs and abilities in task design for
designing suitable immediate instructional adjustments momentarily and even contingently in
catering for unanticipated inquiries and the underlying assumptions that individual students at
different classroom corners could account for in own inquiries. This study has found that a teacher
demonstrated a perception scenario which has been induced as an “Intention Indecision Perception”
(Scenario 4) when the teacher could be overwhelmed with more than one kind of pedagogical
intentions in designing suitable instructional adjustments but the teacher could only intend for only
a single action in dealing with. Such a perception scenario could appear to be reducible to the
dilemma in implementing a Popham’s (2008) “formative” assessment for how to find a particular
design of a well-posed problem to diagnose and correct all different possible inquiries of stuck
students at only a time, which should appear to be ineffective, unrealistic, or even fruitless to deal
with individual students’ differences in mathematical ability and prior learning experiences.

In addition to the first theoretical contribution that this study has presented and advocated
for the use of ill-posed problems about a subject implementation for the theory of formative
assessment in mathematics education, this study has contributed the second theoretical contribution
in the four perception scenarios about teachers’ potential implementations of “formative”
assessments (Black & Wiliam, 2009). These four perception scenarios are namely “Evaluation
Perception”, “Assumption Expansion Perception”, “Assumption Collection Perception”, and
“Intention Indecision Perception”. These scenarios are induced without being confined to
specifically used mathematical assumptions or problem-solving inquiries and should be validly
regarded as generalizable for further uses. These perception scenarios might pragmatically be
replicated for uses in further studies about say claiming teachers’ evidences in creating and/or
capitalizing actual synchronous moments of contingency. These perception scenarios should
facilitate definite grounds in comparing dedicated learning and definite growths of student inquiries
of mathematical problem-solving:
1) against the same or different teachers, and
2) across:
a) different topics,
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b) different levels of students,
c) different decided prior mathematical concepts and skills, and
d) prior mathematical learning experiences among different students,
particularly in Hegedus’ (2013) definition of mathematical problem-solving.

While the results of pedagogical comparisons in all levels of school mathematics education
for use of well-posed problems can vary a lot in claiming so-called more effective practices due to
the above confounding factors, comparisons of claims about effective practices in many studies are
actually problematic, particularly those without disclosing clear and theory-based representations of
definite growths and dedicated learning of (individual) students as well as logical explications of
teachers’ theorizations of own moments of contingency that they could create and/or capitalize
upon for revealed instructional adjustments and other so-called interventions or trainings.

The third contribution that this study intends for is a kind of methodological contribution.
This study does not intend any existent and single methodological framework for its design against
the given title because no particular one could appear to be suitable at the time of design. For
example, the most up-to-date theory about practice effectiveness at the time of designing this study
is the theory of formative assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009), which is yet to be updated in a
subject implementation for mathematics education. There is little study, as contrasted by many of
those disclosed in this thesis, could raise a clear and theory-based design rationale for use of the
corresponding designs of problems and suffice to promise evidently definite growths and dedicated
learning for different students at different classroom corners in the same corresponding problemsolving context. Such a lack has urged this study to observe Kilpatrick’s (2013) perspectives of a
problem for adoption and Hegedus’ (2013) definition of mathematical problem-solving for design,
and generation strategies of Silver et al. (1996) for analyzing problems in well-posed designs and
posing ill-posed problems. The individual theoretical frameworks are good, but not as good as to be
logically connected in a study for a more comprehensive one in scrutinizing how contemporary
designs of problems available to teacher uses could have shaped individual practices for effective
teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving. This study has shown that individual
teachers might not be very conscious at all times for steering definite growths and dedicated
learning according to individual students’ needs, particularly in their intended uses of own task
designs for merely evaluations of scattered pieces of curricular contents, instead of those for
instructional adjustments for extra or comprehensiveness of problem-solving inquiries in students’
own accounts. Of course, no one can be at all times conscious to focus on every individual student’s
learning and growths at different classroom corners during teaching because it is impossibly a
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physical limitation. Such impossibility should have long called for locally capable people in a
society to seek for critical reforms in practices or certain comprehensive reviews for pedagogical
rationales in all designs of well-posed problems. However, those people did not show up. This
shows likely an “aging” phenomenon of use of well-posed problems for advances in pedagogy or in
school mathematics education.

Chaotic kinds of pedagogical comparisons as shown in many studies have also alerted this
study to avoid in design at all costs. Despite fair pedagogical comparisons are difficult in others’
researches, this study has successfully compared three teachers’ practices for teaching and learning
of mathematical problem-solving fairly with only theory-based judgements but nil researcher’s own
personal judgements according to the categories of texts from case-interviews via Mayring’s (2015)
Qualitative Content Analysis method. This method of analysis of plain text(s) with the text(s),
particularly in its three incorporated procedures of reduction, explication, and structuring, and in its
process model, is merely a general tool of text analysis for any discipline of studies. However, this
study has exemplified clearly a valid methodological advance, as in the contrast of current results of
teacher comparisons against induced changes of individuals’ perceptions, or more specifically
evident asynchronous moments of contingency, for researching mathematics education by
designing theory-based ill-posed problems for own use in a comprehensive framework of existing
ones, according to own research needs in an inheritance of validity and reliability of those
frameworks.

The two theoretical contributions that this study has worked out are generic.

For example, the suggested subject implementation for the theory of formative assessment
can lie on the design of problems in certain “ill-posed-ness”. In fact, teachers could also generate
own ill-posed problems to represent how individual students could get stuck in own problemsolving inquiries for their used well-posed problems and apply own task design in the same
corresponding problem-solving contexts, if they could, to facilitate definite growths and definite
learning of individual students in alternatively valid inquiries. Then teachers’ effectiveness in
mathematics education might still be claimed asynchronously or even synchronously according to
evident growths and learning of individual students at different classroom corners. In this way, they
should have resolved the dilemma in implementing Popham’s (2008) “formative” assessment. In
effect, regardless of teachers’ initial uses of well-posed problems or ill-posed problems in
stimulating student inquiries, they could still apply ill-posed problems in certain design for
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resolving intended “instabilities” in necessarily creating extra learning and growths of students in
mathematical problem-solving, instead of leaving individual students’ needs unattended.

In addition, the four scenarios of teacher perceptions can also be replicatible in other studies
in detecting both of their probabilistic synchronous and/or asynchronous moments of contingency
and in scrutinizing their practices, particularly in coherency of executing planned instructional
adjustments and devising contingent ones momentarily for dedicated learning and definite growths
of individuals and the rest, in the use of assumptions for resolving any given kind of designed
“instability” for an ill-posed problem. Use of user-defined assumptions against instability in a given
ill-posed problem should contemporarily be one clear and the most comprehensive way to represent
fairly growths and learning of students of mathematical problem-solving in Hegedus’ (2013)
definition against the same teacher or different teachers, across topics, level of students, decided
prior knowledge, and students’ prior mathematical learning experiences. Relative strengths and
weaknesses of planned instructional adjustments can now become comparable and identifiable
among teacher perceptions in specific instants of scenarios of “Assumption Collection Perceptions”
and “Assumption Expansion Perceptions” in terms of changes of uses of mathematical assumptions
in problem-solving inquiries and triangulatible synchronously with behaviours of all classroom
participants and asynchronously with again case interviews and student responses. These perception
scenarios will then become fairer platforms for comparing practices of instructional adjustments and
even motivating teacher growths.
The methodological contribution is also generic since future studies could also replicate this
study’s design for verifications of problem-solving cognitive influences for given ill-posed
problems in representing growths and learning afforded by given instructional adjustments as well
as verifications of the current induced 4 perception scenarios.

7.2 Limitations
Because of the time cost, this study only afforded to conduct a multiple-case study with only
a small number of mathematics teachers as subjects. Despite two teachers recruited declined to
participate in own reasons, the recruited three teachers can still be seen as reliable teachers because
of the disclosed individual education qualification, received training, and teaching experiences in
Chapter 4. In addition, they finished participation without any monetary initiative or financial return.
(See Chapter 3.1.2 and Appendix A.) Readers should apply own discretion to scrutinize the
intended ‘analytic generalization’ (Yin, 2014, p.40) that this study has intended to inherit for the use
of a case-study method in a multiple-case design. The generalizability of the result of this study
comes from how the three teachers’ revealed perceptions as well as their reactions to student
responses could logically be contrasted not only with each other in each researcher-designed illPage 374 of 390

posed task, but also with each revealed user-defined assumption against the disclosed instability in
teacher perceptions, among student responses, and planned or momentarily devised instructional
adjustments. Limitation of the current results of generalization in:
1)

implementation of formative assessments and

2)

the four perception scenarios in analogizing moments of contingency that
teachers could create and/or capitalize upon for own instructional regulations,

might be transformed from originally nil, unfair, or incompatible comparisons of teacher practices
in terms of undisclosed theories and missing rationales in supporting certain design, choice, and use
of problems, to currently limited, but clearly fair and compatible comparisons of teacher uses of
mutually exclusive mathematical assumptions and simultaneous alternative problem-solving
inquiries as critical practices across different topics, level of students, decided prior knowledge, and
students’ prior mathematical learning experiences in dealing with given instabilities of ill-posed
mathematical problems. The lack of existent comprehensive rationale in designing ill-posed
problems for use in this study might be seen as the first limitation of this study.

The acquired teacher perceptions were definitely intuitive ones because perceptions revealed
were actually teachers’ momentary changes of their planned instructional adjustments and reactions
to student responses, and could definitely be subjected to further changes according to real moments
of contingency initiated by real student responses. This means that the second limitation of this
study is the momentary validity of teacher perceptions. However, such a momentary validity has
been triangulated in certain thoroughness by:
1) students’ written accounts of their responses in mathematical inquiries shown in
the worksheets, no matter how invalid of specific mathematic inquiries could
appear to be to individual teachers (i.e. Workflow 5 of Figure 3.1.1a);
2) individual teachers’ written accounts of their responses during own scrutiny of
student responses, as required by Instruction 3 and Workflow 4. (See Chapter
3.1.3). A teacher would have to account for own theorization of how s/he had
conceptualized quality of different student inquiries consistently in certain
mathematically or pedagogically valid theorization, as scrutinized by clinical
interviewing, such as own adoption of a revealed assumption in resolving a given
particular mathematical inquiry for problem-solving (Workflow 10, 11 & 12 of
Figure 3.1.1b; See Chapter 3.2.6.);
3) individual teachers’ planned or momentarily devised instructional adjustments as
in own revealed actions and the underlying intentions. For example, a suggested
solution for feedback, the choice of a given assumption for meaning a perceived
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validity or invalidity of a given inquiry, a revealed design of a problem for
regulating student inquiry, etc. (Workflow 11 in Figure 3.1.1b, Workflow 15 &
16 in Figure 3.1.1c).

The momentary validity of teacher perceptions could be subjected to potential changes. For
example, when a student in subsequent classroom moments could be supplied with an opportunity
to theorize own validity in a teacher’s accepted reasons for the use/decline of the teacher’s
perceived valid/invalid assumption (e.g. T2’s “order of appearance” in Task 1) in problem-solving,
then the teacher’s perception could still suffer from further changes as in potentially further
synchronous moments of contingency.

In addition to the underlying high preparation costs initiated by the observation and analysis
of students’ cognitive influences in real time at different classroom corners that this current study
was unable to pay, the lack of information in a priori, as what this study intends to offer instead,
made this study become unable to collect any classroom datum. Classroom data is definitely
necessary but inevitably missing in triangulating further the validity and the reliability of teacher
perceptions because this is the only way to assert a teacher’s theorization in full consistency and
integrity about his/her practice for merely a lesson and necessarily any lesson in an initial practice.

Having indicated by evident cognitive influences of student responses to individual teachers
in particularly Task 1, the currently suggested teacher potentials in implementations of formative
assessments, as in the definition of Black & Wiliam (2009), with the use of ill-posed problems as
well as the currently advocated scenarios of teacher perceptions could still be seen as a definite and
significant prior study of all other future studies related to any further update of effectiveness
theories in mathematics education (currently none) as well as any further validations of training,
interventions, or teaching experiments for practice effectiveness, provided that all these future
studies could have defined and disclosed all rationales for any use of problems in any design, and
justified by certain theory-based generation strategies for replications, and scrutinized by
established effectiveness theories to claim.

The third and the last limitation of this study can be related to nil adoption of existing
singular methodological framework to launch. Readers also need to apply own discretion to trust
how this study has inquired the current necessary connections of different frameworks in
individuals’ own range of validity and established the current applications of them, particularly in:
1) generating ill-posed problems,
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2) posing instabilities in each,
3) transacting these problems to intended users for use,
4) potential replication of use of current ill-posed problems in other studies,
5) potential replication of rationales of current designs of ill-posed problems for
parametric designs of other ill-posed problems in other studies,
6) affording definite and comparable representations of growths in mathematical
inquiries for problem-solving to any user,
7) affording fair comparability of learning, i.e. fair comparability of the critical
process(es) of influences of mathematical cognition in interactive situations, or
individual and collaborative mathematical problem-solving to any user,
8) affording fair comparability of planned and momentarily devised instructional
adjustments of the same or different teachers to other researchers,
9) recruiting reliable expert teachers,
10) collecting their practices and reactions in certain thick descriptions, and
11) analyzing texts in other analysis methods with disclosed rationales of reliability.

However, reader of this thesis holding certain questionability in the current methodology of
adopted research methods and used theories from different scholars should try best to replicate this
study exactly, say with the use of current ill-posed problems and intend a result for rigourous
contrasts with this study’s in own costs before setting up meaningful challenges to this study’s
claim of the two theoretical contributions and the one methodological contribution. This result of
this study always welcomes for realistic and substantial challenges.

7.3 Implications
This section intends to suggest potential meanings that this study might be used to imply for
school mathematics educations and future studies.

7.3.1 Practice of teaching and learning & research of mathematical problem-solving
in school mathematics education
Implications of the inquiries and the results of this study are many. The first is the
representation issue of growths and learning of mathematical inquiries for learning of curricular
topics. This should give rise to the need of ill-posed problems for more distributed experimentations
of potential and actual advancements of pedagogical practices, and might allow a necessary
extension of this study for classroom data. However, one prior task should be in systematic
generations of ill-posed problems for more topics and in different levels of complexities in
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instability which should provide individual students with valid and pragmatic reasons to try. In this
way, more teachers could become confident and get empowered in reviewing individual student
needs effectively and efficiently before they could consider potential improvements that used wellposed problems failed to offer. In turn, more future citizens of a society could become more
autonomous and competent to identify further mathematical approaches and potential opportunities
of knowledge applications in participating social affairs that the current generation failed to deal
with in improving the society.

a.

Issues of practices for classroom data about practice effectiveness

Kilpatrick’s (2013) psychological perspective tells everybody can design own mathematical
problems to solve. According to this study’s acquired instructional adjustments of teachers, not
every problem could be transacted as meaningful tasks to represent dedicated learning and definite
growth of students as in teachers’ intentions of teaching the multiplicity of mathematical inquiries
that contemporary uses of well-posed problems have shaped or in a Popham’s (2008) formative
assessment. Decided, chosen, or intended singular solutions, as those being normally designed in
well-posed problems and determined by its definition (Hadamard, 1902), shows that teachers could
base on singular inquiries to diagnose students’ missing prior mathematical knowledge or learning
experiences but might get only probabilistic success, as in summative assessments of every school
day evaluating individual students for merely scattered pieces of curricular contents in the
corresponding inquiries. Such a use of a well-posed problem for use without any personal input in
design for dedicated extensions of individual students’ growths within a given problem-solving
context could appear as “aging” to individual students’ reasons in learning because the intended
problem-solving inquiry, or more importantly, its generating constraints and goals could normally
not be what the students would individually need in their real lives, and sometimes could be
disconnected from realistic complexities of social issues that descriptions of constraints and goals
can be hardly be unchangingly changing to cover. The design of a mathematical problem for use in
pedagogy becomes a critical pedagogical issue to represent learning and growths of individual
students.

Although diagnostics and correctives of prior mathematical learning experiences for use of a
problem could appear to be inevitable in establishing relationships with individual students and
introduction of new pieces of curricular contents in a given topic, such a kind of pedagogical
overheads should not dominate why an intended piece of curricular contents in a given topic should
be introduced. A major educational reason is that the use of a problem should facilitate students’
multiplicity and even comprehensiveness of mathematical inquiries during problem-solving in all
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future potential kinds of contexts whenever suitable and in own accounts. A summative assessment
activity in well-posed problems might be used as a useful agent. However it should not be regarded
as the sole, major, or unique agent. This is because the limitation of well-posed problems innately
defines the commonly designed singularity in mathematical inquiries of given problem-solving
contexts (Hadamard, 1902). Such a limitation could appear to be a common failing feature in
contemporary designs of summative assessments for representing definite growths and dedicated
learning of a student’s problem-solving inquiry in constant decided prior knowledge. To put it more
simple, this study has illustrated that a summative assessment in only well-posed problems suggests
no growth in multiplicity and comprehensiveness of problem-solving inquiries, as in individual
teachers’ “Evaluation Perceptions”, unless a teacher could suspend such a kind of perceptions.
Actually, the use of any problem just signifies the start moment of teaching, instead of what any
evaluation can be intended for an end. Use of a summative assessment in only well-posed problems
to imply any evidence of its necessary educational contributions in representing definite growths
about multiplicity and comprehensiveness of mathematical problem-solving inquiries is absolutely
misleading. Every citizen in a society should get to know that.

b. Generating ill-posed problems for advances in teaching and learning
practices
Introduction of instability in say a Kabanikhin’s (2012) conceptualized ill-posed problem as
its “ill-posed-ness” for investigating past or future events into the design of its descriptions could
become a very pragmatic and meaningful design consideration in generating ill-posed problems for
use in school mathematics education, particularly for each dedicated topic. This study has shown its
suitability in “Fractions”.

This study has exemplified critically how generating suitable ill-posed mathematical
problems and introducing “instability-oriented” description in the disclosed designs of ill-posed
problems for affording certain multiplicity of mathematical inquiries could be made possible by
manipulating systematically constraints and goals of well-posed problems.

Based on the arithemetics and forms of fractions, this study has correspondingly
experimented “instability” in contextual descriptions for 1) sequence of events, 2) human’s implicit
assumptions in communications, and 3) unquantifiability of human perceptions. For the goal
description, this study has only experimented the questioning style of “How should”. In fact, there
should be more valid alternatives according to results of further teaching experiments. This study
just runs ahead for an initial experimentation and calls for better rationales and considerations in
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designing ill-posed problems, particularly in other topics, more topics, as well as different
combinations of topics, and higher number of pieces of instabilities.

c. Needs of ill-posed problems for advances in teaching and learning practices
According to the current result about teacher planning of instructional adjustments for
creating learning and growths of students, reforms of uses of well-posed problems to certain
“instability-oriented” designs of ill-posed problems in teaching, though still experimental and risky
to momentary practices in the contemporary era, could not only maintain teachers’ intended
evaluations of students’ prior knowledge, but might also allow them to facilitate students’ potential
accounts of comprehensiveness of their inquiries, particularly when they could engineer students’
perspectives and opportunities in collaborative investigations for their applications of own
assumptions in applying own knowledge for own inquiries. Such a kind of uses of ill-posed
problems is in fact implementing Hegedus’ (2013) definition of mathematical problem-solving.
Theory-based uses of ill-posed problems can then mean that a teacher’s definite enhancements of
practice effectiveness in both of learning as well as growths for mathematical problem-solving of
individual students and the underlying plans for instructional adjustments in mathematics education
will also become theory-based. This study has shown that a teacher in “Evaluation Perception”
could miss to anticipate valid knowledge applications as in students’ accounts of own but
alternative problem-solving inquiries in designing instructional adjustments. In the use of userdefined assumptions for certain representations of growths and learning of students in problemsolving inquiries, a theory, such as in a potential extension for the theory of formative assessment
(Black & Wiliam, 2009) in mathematics education, that this study advocates, can be a grounding
stone for all kinds of comparisons pedagogical effectiveness in mathematical problem-solving,
including the use of well-posed problems. This study has shown that how fair comparisons can be
made possible within a teacher’s instructional adjustments in a given task and across different
teachers in the same task, which should all be shaped by their used well-posed problems. Cognitive
influences of alternative inquiries of teachers have solely been determined by own student
responses, meaning that individual teachers’ intentions in steering dedicated learning and definite
growths of students are independent from prior learning experiences of students. Individual teachers’
intentions of instructional adjustments for definite growths and learning in comprehensiveness of
inquiries are solely determined by their own ability in task design in assumption-controlled
mathematical inquiries and implementation of “formative” assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2009).
This is what teachers’ uses of well-posed problems cannot detect particularly in students’ accounts
of mathematical problem-solving.
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d. Research issues of lack of ill-posed problems for researching mathematical
inquiries
Although this kind of collaborative investigations that the use of the currently designed illposed problems could initiate might be what a teacher should do with students when s/he could
happen to get them stuck in own choices of well-posed problems, s/he could hardly resolve own
burdens in diagnosing and correcting individuals’ used mathematical assumptions in applying own
knowledge during problem-solving and formulating inquiries at different classroom corners
simultaneously. Many practice theories do not get involved to disclose its range of validity in
effectiveness in the midst of change across different individual students’ prior knowledge in
learning mathematical inquiries for a constant problem-solving context at different classroom
corners. To exemplify, Marton and Pang (2006) have demonstrated their conceptualization of the
“Variation Theory” of Marton & Booth (1997) as follows:
To learn something, the learner must discern what is to be learned (the object of learning). Discerning
the object of learning amounts to discerning its critical aspects. To discern an aspect, the learner must
experience potential alternatives, that is, variation in a dimension corresponding to that aspect, against
the background of invariance in other aspects of the same object of learning. (Marton & Pang, 2006,
p.193)

It simply does not tell how a teacher could design own practice to get a definite common “object of
learning” according to individual students’ needs at different classroom corners at a time,
particularly in connecting individuals’ prior knowledge for their own accounts of mathematical
inquiries in a given problem-solving context. The so-called “object of learning” still requires a
teacher’s task design to diagnose and identify. If a teacher would have to diagnose and identify one
by one by a certain assessment, then s/he could still have to resolve the dilemma in implementing
Popham’s (2008) formative assessment in a mathematics classroom. At the time of writing, this
study could not find any prior study which would demonstrate how teachers might use any design
of well-posed problems to resolve. In a collaborative investigation or interactive situation between a
teacher and one student with specific designs of problems in decided prior knowledge, this study
thinks that it is a marvelous effectiveness theory. For example, how T1 and T3 could appear to have
found some definite objects of learning in differing sets of assumptions against unanticipated
inquiries in Task 1 and intended for own task design should be put as an effective kind of planning
through their potential uses of the Variation Theory in momentarily devising own designs certain
mathematical tasks at some “Assumption Expansion Perceptions” (Scenario 2). (See Figure 4.1.1c,
Figure 4.1.1d, and Figure 4.3.1g.)

In the current absence of classroom data, although the use of ill-posed problems cannot be
asserted to have suggested any substantial resolution, this study’s evidence in facilitating
collaborative investigations (Hegedus, 2013) and interactive situations (Black & Wiliam, 2009) of
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alternative validity among available mathematical inquiries for evident cognitive influences to
teachers has asserted that individual teachers would still have to face their needs of practice
adaptations to individual students’ differences in prior mathematical learning experiences in
designing or redesigning own tasks so as to enable themselves to facilitate definite growths and
dedicated learning of individual students not only in knowledge applications but also in problemsolving inquiries. Ill-posed problems could then appear to be very useful to support personal
teaching experiments for validation of own effectiveness in consolidations of curricular contents in
any topic. This study’s evidences in teacher perception changes are good examples to support.
Although current designs of instructional adjustments that this study has acquired are mostly wellposed problems, this study can foresee that good designs of ill-posed problems can save quite a lot a
teacher’s effort in diagnosing decided prior knowledge and might at least complement what his/her
use of well-posed problems fail to do. This study speculates in future classroom data that missing or
defective decided prior knowledge among individual students could be supplemented and corrected
at the same time during collaborative investigations and interactive situations that good design of an
ill-posed problem for use should initiate due to the implementation of Hegedus’ (2013) definition of
mathematical problem-solving and use of user-defined assumptions in implementing formative
assessments (Black & Wiliam, 2009). This study is waiting for future studies to justify.

e. Training for teachers’ acceptance of use of ill-posed problems and
reflections of own teaching and assessment practices
This study can imply that teachers need certain trainings before they can enjoy the
advantages of ill-posed problems, just as how individual teachers in this study has been challenged
for why they could miss to observe students’ alternatively valid assumptions for use of decided
prior knowledge, or why T2 could instead recognize arbitrary assumptions for use of decided prior
knowledge.

What a teacher could do in resolving individual students stuck in own inquiries during use
of a well-posed problem would be to seek himself/herself or someone else to supply own singular
solution inquiry for an individual stuck student in a well-posed problem for the student to recover
assumptions for applications of a missing piece of knowledge and prior mathematical learning
experiences. Obviously, when decided prior knowledge of a problem for a teacher’s use in design
could only be what a student had learnt or been taught well and well enough, why should such a
kind of diagnoses and correctives, as in everyday homework of students, for every individual
student be still necessary?
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This study has illustrated how a teacher’s effectiveness, whose planned instructional
adjustments might likely have been shaped by his/her used well-posed problems, could get
cognitively influenced by unanticipated inquiries of individual students, but could have failed to
create or capitalize upon potential moments of contingency for instructional regulations in the
absence of the researcher’s probes. The implication is that how a teacher’s practice of teaching
intended, decided, and chosen solutions, as in evaluation with well-posed problems, could fail own
accounts of students’ accounts in problem-solving inquiries. Luckily, some teachers could reflect
critical perception changes for creating dedicated instructional adjustments in a stepwise fashion
when they got acknowledged with some different kinds of unanticipated student responses. This
means that training is needed for use of ill-posed problems particularly for use of assumptions, and
seeking alternative inquiries from collaborative investigations or interactive situations.

The four scenarios of perceptions that this study has contributed might be used as a potential
guide for validating others’ own designs and uses of ill-posed problems about possible definite
growths and dedicated learning in terms of comprehensiveness of problem-solving inquiries. For
example, Table 6.1.1 exemplifies how teachers and researchers could validate own effectiveness of
designed instabilities of the ill-posed problem in Task 1 for the use.

f. Social issues of lack of practices of ill-posed problems in school mathematics
education
In addition to limitations of the designs of well-posed problems, convenience of evaluation
for laymen or outsiders of dedicated learning and definite growths in mathematical inquiries could
likely be another reason. What evaluation with a well-posed problem could do, as in an item of a
summative assessment, is to suggest an efficient rough check of an individual person’s momentary
possession of a piece of curricular content. How the result should have to be used to steer learning
and growths of individuals would have often been designed to be out of its business. Parents and
authentic educators in school mathematics education should be in outrages. For example, how the
majority of curriculum content in school mathematics education could still be applicable to each
individual student every year in facilitating their own accounts of mathematical inquiries for
resolving critical issues in own life could be out of a school’s business. Today, a citizen of Hong
Kong cannot identify any valid and substantial contextual rationale in learning each topic and
connections between topics in CDC (2002). However, when a school cannot be easy to change an
adopted curriculum, teacher uses of well-posed problems in representing it could appear to be too
irresponsive for individual students in any level of contemporary school mathematics education to
manage changes in social contexts, just because the described constraints goals of a well-posed
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problem can hardly promote student learning and growths in multiplicity and comprehensiveness of
mathematical inquiries and allow them to have own accounts to react in context. Such a kind of
practice could make learnt problem-solving inquiries always obsolete and devaluates mathematics
and learning. If “teaching the solution” could happen to be the only effective practice for use of a
well-posed problem, then why should individual students still need a teacher, a school, or a
curriculum, or school mathematics education for learning such a kind of mathematics? Teaching
mathematics in realistic problem-solving contexts for each topic is really necessary to justify the
necessity of learning of any topic, particularly in more up-to-date social demands of ability in
multiplicity and comprehensiveness of mathematical inquiries. However, our society has lacked
capable and enthusiastic mathematicians, scholars, educators, and teachers in generating suitable illposed problems and upgrading school mathematics education critically for decades, in terms of
definite growths and dedicated learning for individual students’ mathematical problem-solving
inquiries. This means our school mathematics education and curricula have been unchangingly
generating lots of less competent mathematical inquirers every year in the society because of their
inaccessibility of future opportunities in applying learnt knowledge in realistic issues.
Notwithstanding the lack of critical increase in curricular contents with parallel inventions in
mathematical knowledge, what students learnt in school mathematics education could simply be
insufficient for participations in resolutions of many critical issues in improving societies. Without
any reform about today’s practices for “teaching the solution” and “assessing students in common
the solution”, should school mathematics education be hoped for critical increase in curricular
contents and intend more future adults to be more capable of participating social affairs in
mathematical means? To re-activate social values and liveliness of mathematics for learning of
individual learners and with others, teachers’ acceptance of ill-posed problems could likely be one
indispensable and critical means in reforming today’s school mathematics education.
Mathematics ought to be a “history” subject in part because it has laid down mathematicians
and other scholarly predecessors’ successful problem-solving inquiries in past contexts and has
been summarized normally in certain axiomatic presentations (Brousseau, 1997) of different topics
in school mathematics education to administer how it should be learnt and taught systematically.
Epistemological pathways in such a presentation have initiated very efficient intensive courses
about given curricular contents but failed to enable teachers and learners to update its contexts of
applications and goals for learning in many contemporary design of well-posed problems,
particularly in individuals’ immediate contributions for critical participations in personally relevant
social issues.
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Worst, contemporary summative assessment practices as well as its underlying
representativeness and accountability even deflect the primary value why a society’s school
mathematics education should be set up. Looking for grades and prospective resources of future
learning of individual learners does not necessarily imply definite potentials of them in substantial
social contributions. However, contemporary summative assessment practices always encourage
these learning attitudes in a school environment and in a society without paying any attention to its
influence of merely idiosyncratic measurements through certain design and choices of problem in
the absence of any pedagogical rationale for educationally meaningful competitions and
comparisons being substantially relevant to definite social constructions and reconstructions. This
study does not think the contemporary designs of well-posed problems could be efficient enough or
will be effective enough in facilitating future adults to get empowered in alternative mathematical
inquiries to review what previous elites in summative mathematics assessments could have done to
the society. For example, there has not been any well-posed problem documenting the number of
people in the world who is still suffering from the 2008 financial tsunami. This problem should be
very important to many societies in the world but is still yet to be included in school mathematics
education. Locally, no published design of a well-posed problem in Hong Kong has ever tried to
intend for certain mathematical approaches in measuring the average contribution of each police
officer in protecting the lives and the property of each citizen in Hong Kong against the social cost
in employing him/her. Without disclosing the solution of this problem, a citizen can be deprived of
own civil rights unjustly in evaluating the cost-effectiveness and the definite yearly salary increase
of the Commissioner of Police in certain proportions. This is the business of every citizen,
particularly those paying taxes and of course the cops themselves in necessarily doing every job
well without any misbehavior and malpractice. I don’t know who can benefit from such a kind of
absence of mathematical problems for future adults’ learning and growth. However, I can predict
what a future adult might suffer from could be his/her lack of own ability in necessary pragmatic
mathematical inquiries for seeking own and society’s accountabilities in creating the environment
of how s/he could intend for own life. Such a problem should be interesting and particularly
important to every future adult around the globe in teaching “Proportions” because its design could
be parametrized for investigative inquiries and evaluations of the contribution of the Commissioner
of Police against his/her received remuneration but also for other cost-effective investigative
inquiries and evaluations of other subjects in compositional contributions. These inquiries and the
connections of them should also be the major reasons why a student in school mathematics
education would have to spend so much time and learn so many topics throughout his/her schooling,
instead of those being examined in multiple-choice questions. Students normally learn mathematics
via school education for enlightenment and empowerment in possibly realistic social contributions.
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Multiplicity and comprehensiveness in own ability of inquiries should be why they should attend
school mathematics education. If learning of a topic could not help to improve particularly in
affordance of his/her own account of connections with own living contexts, then it should be the
responsibility of a society’s school mathematics education to improve. One possible improvement
in a society’s school mathematics education might be to research its assessment practice and
eliminate any exploitation of learning opportunities and resources of individual students in terms of
the due sanctions by results or administrative convenience in allocations, particularly with the use
of only well-posed problems. Another possible improvement could be in its necessary rationale in
steering growths and learning of mathematical problem-solving with supportive evidences.

7.3.2

Future Research Directions
Because of the above limitations, this study intends to suggest two possible future research

directions in the form of ill-posed problems to indicate potential inquiries about the growth of a
society’s school mathematics education that future studies might consider.

1. Since ill-posed mathematical problems might be shown as systematically designable at
least for a source of non-routine or unfamiliar problems, how could learning of
mathematical problem-solving might be compared against different design complexity
as well as applications of mathematical or curricular contents? This inquiry might lead to
potentially better comparisons of different designs of ill-posed mathematical problems
for teaching and learning of mathematical problem-solving because the current study has
tried only a single topic “Fraction”.

2. Since classroom data is missing in this study, regardless of any underlying cost, how to
ground the research design and methodology so that a feasible research might employ to
acquire authentic evidences in claiming cognitive influences among different classroom
participants at different corners of a given classroom so as to mean the effectiveness of a
teacher’s given instructional adjustment separable from further ones? This question
should help the necessary inquiry in collecting quality classroom data that this study is
missing.
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APPENDIX A: Teacher’s Consent Form
Hong Kong Baptist University
Department of Education Studies
Teacher’s Consent Form
Date: 1/10/2014
Dear Teacher
Teacher perceptions of ill-posed mathematical problems
Thank you for reading this invitation letter about participation of a research in the above title.
I am Chung, Kin Pong, the principal investigator of this research and a PhD candidate from the
Department of Education Studies under the supervision of Dr. Allen Y. L. Leung. I will conduct a
research project about in-service mathematics teachers’ perceptions of ill-posed mathematical
problems and also student responses to these problems. I would like to invite you to participate in
this research study.

The purpose of this study is to understand their perceptions of teaching of mathematical
problem-solving with the use of some researcher-designed ill-posed problems.

A participating teacher will just receive the 2 mathematical tasks of altogether 4 ill-posed
problems in a physical or electronic form of altogether 2 pages of worksheets. S/he will not be
required to do any modification of the given problems, or prior teaching for use of the tasks. S/he
will only be required to schedule certain lesson time in less than 25 minutes for each task of at least
1 class of students that s/he will find suitable and give to students to do without any intention. These
problems only involve “Fractions”. S/he will only be required to collect the worksheets, mark each
worksheet with an optional maximum score of 10, and return all the worksheets to me.

Afterwards, a teacher will be invited to attend an individual interview with me at Hong
Kong Baptist University. The interview will be videotaped and last for at most two hours for a
discussion mainly about his/her perceptions of ill-posed problems and his/her students’ written
responses. You will have the right to review recording and erase part of or entire recording as well.
There will be no discomforts elicited by all the questions greater than those experienced in his/her
usual teaching life and this procedure has no known risk. Although student names might be
reviewed from worksheets, their names will not be used for research purposes and will be
anonymized. Please complete the reply slip below to indicate whether you do decide to participate
this research. All information obtained will be used for research purpose only. You will not be
identified by name in any report of the completed study. All personal information and worksheets

will be kept in my personal computer and protected by my passwords. Data will be stored
anonymously, and all personal information will be re-coded in pseudocodes as identifier. Collected
information will be destroyed after the PhD thesis grade has been approved.

In this study, you will be given an opportunity to reflect on your best understanding about
mathematical problem-solving in your best academic and teaching experience as an in-service
teacher prospective teacher. Such reflection may give you insights about yourself that would be a
benefit for you. In addition, this research project is believed to identify certain enhancements of
pedagogy of mathematics teachers through the use of ill-posed problems which could be conducive
for future enhancements of teacher education of mathematics education.

Participation is entirely voluntary. This means that you can choose to stop at any time
without any negative consequence. Hope you can support this research and participate in this study.

If you have any questions or concerns about this research study please feel free to contact
the Principle Investigator Mr. Chung Kin Pong at Room 844, Academic & Administration Building,
Department of Education Studies, Hong Kong Baptist University. Email: 12466719@hkbu.edu.hk

If you understand the contents described above and agree to participate in this research,
please sign below. Your help is very much appreciated.

Yours sincerely,
…………………………
Chung Kin Pong
Department of Education Studies
Hong Kong Baptist University

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Reply Slip
Name of the teacher: __________

I understand the procedures described above and I ** will / will not participate in the research.
(** Please delete as if inappropriate.)
Date:

Signature:__________________
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